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Two months into my new role as Commonwealth Secretary-

General, I am starting to see at close quarters the

organisation – and the family of nations – with which I have

had so many important dealings over 40 years in the Indian

diplomatic service and the United Nations.

I already sense the dynamism of an organisation at work on

many fronts. I sense its structure in the form of its partners –

in government, business and civil society – and in the form of

the people for whom it works: children and young people,

women, and the ordinary citizens of our 53 member countries.

I also start to see the shape of its calendar, not least in the

events and the publications through which it does a significant

portion of its business.

This publication – The Commonwealth Ministers Reference
Book – is one important element of that calendar. It is sent to

every Ministry in every Commonwealth country. It goes, too, to

business and civil society partners, and to media. As a

publication for Ministers, its first task is to inform and inspire

them, their officials, and the people they commission to bring

them fresh ideas and practices. 

This Reference Book is yet more eloquent Commonwealth

testimony to the fact that our greatest achievements come

through the sharing of ideas and experiences. It was at the

Commonwealth Health Ministers Meeting in May 2008 that

Archbishop Desmond Tutu said that “the sharing of knowledge,

expertise and 'best practice' is something the Commonwealth

knows how to do well.” If our association of 53 member

countries is going to remain relevant and of benefit

for its 2 billion people, it will be in large part

because of a continued commitment to this

collective, shared action. This book – and, even

more so, our schedule of Ministerial

Meetings which also have their guaranteed

place in our calendar – is a conduit for that

collectiveness, and I warmly commend it to you.

Since our last such volume, a number of 

important Ministerial Meetings have unfolded,

and more are to come.

Calendar year 2007 saw Meetings 

of Commonwealth Ministers of

Environment (Nairobi, February),

Information & Communications Technology

(Delhi, March), Local Government (Auckland,

March), Human Settlements (Nairobi, April), Health (Geneva,

May), Women's Affairs (Kampala, June), Foreign Affairs (New

York, September), Law (London, October – for small

jurisdictions only), and Finance (Georgetown, October). The

highlight of the year was the Commonwealth Heads of

Government Meeting in Kampala in November.

Calendar year 2008 has, to date, seen Meetings of Ministers of

Youth (Colombo, April) and Health (Geneva, May). Still to come are

Meetings of Ministers of Law (Edinburgh, July), Sports (Beijing,

August), Foreign Affairs (New York, September), and Finance

(Castries, October). As in 2007, Commonwealth Heads of

Government will also meet in 2008, though on nothing like the

scale of a CHOGM. They will meet for an Extraordinary Meeting 

in New York in September, to discuss the food crisis, the

'transformation agenda', the process of reform of the

international institutions, and the Millennium Development Goals.

Many of these Meetings are discussed in this volume. Let me

offer my own highlights and new perspectives, reviewing what

has gone before, and pointing to what is to come. 

I start at CHOGM at the end of November 2007, a huge event

for me, in that it saw my appointment to take over from Don

McKinnon after his eight years' service as Commonwealth

Secretary-General.  Most of the news headlines from Kampala,

in fact, went to the eve-of-CHOGM meeting of the

Commonwealth Ministerial Action Group, which took the

decision to suspend Pakistan from the Councils of the

Commonwealth, in the wake of a number of measures decreed

by the state of emergency of 3rd November. Here, again, was the

Commonwealth actively standing by its most treasured

democratic principles, and actively promising to help its

member countries back along the path to democracy. 

The CHOGM itself saw major strides in the drawing up of the

Lake Victoria Climate Change Action Plan, a six-point

Commonwealth commitment to address a major global threat

that requires global solutions. It also saw other important

departures, for instance in a decision to study the feasibility of

setting up an office for Commonwealth Small States in Geneva,

and a newly defined approach to the criteria and the processes

for new members joining the Commonwealth. 

Meanwhile, Heads of Government gave us three important

tasks. First, to build on the ‘Civil Paths to Peace’ report by the

Commonwealth Commission on Respect and Understanding,
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with a view to reporting back to Foreign Ministers in September

with a collation of member states' individual approaches and

best models for building communities and rebuilding the

fractured elements of their societies. Second, we were tasked

with establishing a small group of Heads to report to the rest on

the issues of environmental governance and of reforming

international institutions – like the UN, the World Bank and the

IMF – with a view to making them more representative, more

accountable, and more effective. Third, we were tasked with

reporting back on the specific theme of CHOGM, and on the 

ways and means to change societies to achieve deep-set

transformation that is as much political and economic, as social.   

In 2008, we have already moved forward on all of these

outcomes from CHOGM. 

Most notably, we are able to report that the Commonwealth

Ministerial Action Group met in April and lifted Pakistan's

suspension, in view of the democratic strides taken by the

country in and since the February parliamentary elections. The

same CMAG meeting reviewed the current suspension of Fiji,

expressing concern, for instance, over reports that the freedom

of the media and independence of the judiciary were being

seriously compromised. My representative, Sir Paul Reeves,

continues to work to bring together in dialogue all parts of Fijian

political life, in the run-up to elections scheduled to take place

by March 2009. 

At the time of writing, the Commonwealth has just brought

together in Windsor a group of officials from its small state

members, to discuss their approach to global climate change

negotiations. We then hosted a major event at headquarters on

10th June, when 11 Commonwealth Heads of Government duly

met to discuss the rethinking of the global institutions. 

Meanwhile, since my arrival on 1st April, I have witnessed at

first hand two Commonwealth Ministerial Meetings – those for

Youth Ministers in Colombo in April, and Health Ministers in

Geneva in May. 

With the Youth Ministers in Colombo, I saw the Commonwealth

at work, and at its collegial and purposeful best – convening,

conferring, championing. I have repeated several times the

truism that the future of this century belongs to its young people,

as the people who will live through it. That is why our youth work

will be one of the main priorities of my time in office. As this

century progresses, many of the questions that are now being

posed will have to be answered, as well as subsequent action

taken, by young people. The Meeting focussed on the future of

the Commonwealth Youth Programme, and in particular its

actual and proposed Centres of Excellence, the expansion of its

micro-credit scheme, and the role that sport can play in youth

development. It also addressed the role of youth in peace-

building, a theme which we know well, especially through our

work in Sierra Leone and Northern Uganda. 

With the Health Ministers in Geneva, on the eve of the World

Health Assembly, we addressed another global health

challenge: that of bridging the development divide through the

digital revolution. We debated the fact that 'e-health' is for all,

which means overcoming the barriers of inequitable health

access based on gender, location or status. It is a cost-effective

solution to a complex challenge. With some 40 Commonwealth

member countries represented, including 30 at ministerial

level, the Meeting gave those present an opportunity to share

expertise on technologies which improve access to health,

strengthen management information systems, and train health

personnel to prevent disease. 

I recall another Geneva observation from Archbishop Tutu:

“perhaps we don't appreciate how unique the Commonwealth is.”

Values and variety, networks and knowledge, camaraderie and

consensus, democracy and development: the Commonwealth's

uniqueness is built on these alliterative pairings, and more.

I am proud to be part of this great enterprise, and pleased

to recommend to you this excellent volume, The 2008
Commonwealth Ministers Reference Book.
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When the MDGs were announced in 2000, the world’s

governments also agreed on a need for a financing plan.

This was adopted in March 2002 in Monterrey, Mexico, at

the International Conference on Financing for Development. The

Monterrey Consensus spelled out in a sophisticated way the mix

of private capital flows and official development aid that would be

needed for success. The argument went beyond ‘aid versus

trade’, or ‘public versus private’ investment. It was rightly

recognised that aid and trade, public and private investment,

would all be needed.

Paragraph 42 of the Monterrey Consensus set the specifics

when it called on ‘developed countries that have not done so to

make concrete efforts towards the target of 0.7 per cent of Gross

National Product (GNP) as Official Development Assistance

(ODA)…’. This goal was repeatedly enshrined in follow-up

diplomatic processes, including the World Summit on

Sustainable Development, the Council of Europe (notably in

2005), the G8 Gleneagles Summit, the UN World Summit of

September 2005, and many more occasions. 

At Gleneagles, the G8 promised to double aid to Africa from 

the 2004 level by 2010 (in constant dollars, adjusting for inflation

and exchange rate changes). The 2004 level was approximately

US$29 billion. At today’s exchange rates and price levels, a

doubling of the 2004 aid would require something like US$75-80

billion. Instead, aid remains nearly stuck at the 2004 level. The

only notable increase in aid of note has been the temporary boost

that came with debt cancellation. Cash flows in real terms have

hardly budged since 2004. 

No more excuses
We are running out of time and out of excuses. Every few months

the European leaders re-emphasise their commitment to reach

the 0.7 target by 2015 (and at least 0.51 in all countries by 2010)

and to double African aid by 2010, but then fail to deliver once

again. The leaders of the US, Canada, and Japan do even less,

barely mentioning these goals.

A typical encounter for me occurred in West Africa in 2007, at

the time of the G8 Summit in Heiligendamm. I was in a room of

donor representatives. I had just called on the donors to make

good on their commitment to double aid to Africa. The German

Ambassador spoke up and said, ‘Prof Sachs, we are not going to

spend another penny on this continent.’ I was shocked to say the

least, and pointed out that Chancellor Angela Merkel had just

declared the intention for Germany to honour its pledge to

double aid by 2010 and to reach 0.51 per cent of GNP. The

Ambassador waved me off, saying ‘Oh, that’s just political talk.’ 

He may be right, but if so, the disasters ahead could cause the

world to shudder. The effort required is so small that the

cynicism is commensurately great. Doubling aid to Africa, say

another US$40 billion per year, is roughly one-tenth of 1 per cent

of donor GNP, which is now around US$40 trillion. It is around 20

days of US Pentagon spending, which now comes to around

US$700 billion per year. It’s also not much different from the total

Christmas bonuses earned on Wall Street each year, which have

totalled around US$30 billion per year or more. But even these

small sums relative to the vast income of the rich world have

been too much for the world’s richest countries to honour,

despite their repeated, explicit, time-bound commitments.

Now we are in an era of soaring food prices and food riots, and

soaring oil and fertiliser costs. The situation is even more

desperate for the poorest of the poor. Time for the Millennium

Development Goals is running out. Will any of this matter? 

‘What to do’ is not so complicated
If the promised aid is met – another US$40 billion per year by

2010, another US$80 billion per year by 2015 – Africa’s extreme

poverty could actually be ended. The ‘what to do’ is not so

complicated, and indeed the stable countries of Africa have

written up plans long ago. (And let us recognise that instability

is often the result of extreme poverty, not just the cause of

poverty.) The key public investments should focus on the critical

areas of agricultural production, public health, education for all,

roads, power, clean water and sanitation, and internet

connectivity. Concerted public investments in these areas would

be complementary to private capital flows. The argument, as I

mentioned earlier, of ‘public versus private’ investments has

become irrelevant long ago, since both kinds of investments are

complementary inputs to poverty reduction and long-term

economic growth. 

With adequate financing for small grower farmers in Africa,

yields could be doubled within the next five years, easing poverty

and hunger at the same time. Malaria deaths could be brought

down to nearly zero. All HIV-infected individuals who need anti-

retroviral medicines would have access by 2010, as promised.

All children could be in school, and indeed receiving mid-day

meals using locally produced food from the increased yields. A

boom in solar power could extend clean and reliable energy to

hundreds of millions of people in Africa’s villages that now lack

any access to electricity whatsoever. And all-weather roads and

fibre optic cables could break economic isolation and allow

Africa to play a full-fledged role in the global trading system.

Progress summary of the MDGs: update
for ministers
By Professor Jeffrey D. Sachs, Director, The Earth Institute at Columbia University 

The Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) are at the mid-way mark of the 15-year period between

their adoption in 2000 and their target date of 2015. Nethertheless progress in Africa, the world’s

poorest region, is much less than half way to the Goals. There is no mystery as to what needs doing, and

even how to do it. Africa needs more investments – in agriculture, health, education, and infrastructure

– supported by increased donor flows. This has been agreed for years. Yet it is the G8 which has so far

failed to deliver, and has become the limiting factor in achieving the MDGs.

The only notable increase in aid of note has been the
temporary boost that came with debt cancellation. Cash

flows in real terms have hardly budged since 2004.
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There are few mysteries left as to what to do up till 2015. The

only mystery is whether the G8 still has the will to act on its

repeated promises. A new US President might make a huge

difference. Europe might still rouse itself from the audacity and

consequences of failed promises. Indeed, I believe that is likely. 

Emerging powers could show the way
Perhaps if these promises fail, all is still not necessarily lost.

Brazil, China, India, Korea, and the Middle Eastern oil states

could fill in much or most of the gap. The world system would

then be reordered by the emerging powers if the rich countries

expose such lethargy and loss of dynamism. The poor would no

doubt suffer mightily in the transition, but a different and

possibly even more robust global system might yet emerge. 

These are big ifs, however. A safer and more prudent path for

the world – the one most likely to keep the peace and achieve

the benefits of global prosperity – is clear. And that is for all

countries, including the richest as well as the poorest, to follow

through on their long-standing commitments, and to achieve

the goals set down as a global compact and partnership at the

start of the millennium. 

First written for G8 Summit 2008, published by Newsdesk Communications

with Agora Projects, July 2008.

The only mystery is whether the G8 still has 
the will to act on its repeated promises. 
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The function of the cabinet has evolved over centuries to a

system of governance in which a team of ministers is

responsible for the economy, law and order, education,

health, defence and foreign affairs and other portfolios. The

cabinet collectively makes important decisions about

government policy that often in parliamentary democracies have

to be considered or approved by parliament. 

While members of the cabinet are free to debate issues when

the are under consideration, they are obliged to publicly support

the policy of the government after it has been decided

collectively. It has become established practice that cabinet

ministers who are unable to publicly support a particular

government policy owing to their own political commitments

must resign their cabinet position. In practice, however, such

discord is usually avoided as it reflects poor co-ordination within

the executive and can prove costly for the government at an

election.

In parliamentary democracies where the prime minister is

head of government, the cabinet forms the core of the executive.

The cabinet system represents an orderly and systematic

process of formulating public policy. Members of the cabinet, led

by the prime minister, collectively decide the policy direction of

the government in regard to legislation passed by parliament.

They also interpret legislation in a manner which is consistent,

coherent and clear. 

Cabinet systems are founded on the principle of organisational

hierarchy. The prime minister is ‘first among equals’ but retains

the power to appoint or stand down a member in the cabinet, and

allocate or shuffle portfolios. The cabinet works closely with the

prime minister to discharge the responsibility of the executive.

Important business is carried out through cabinet committees,

some of which are chaired by the prime minister. The cabinet’s

political power is not concentrated in either the prime minister

or other members, but is more widely dispersed. 

The cabinet is the functional embodiment of the constitutional

theory of ministerial and collective responsibility. It represents a

set of rules and routines that the executive must follow for policy

making. As a component of the core executive, it provides an

arena for political bargaining between the key players in the

executive. Sometimes these functions are also carried out by

other agencies of the government but this happens with the

knowledge and authority of the cabinet. 

The Commonwealth interpretation
In Commonwealth countries the cabinet system has developed

its own unique characteristics different from the Westminster

model, which is also evolving.

In most Commonwealth countries members of the cabinet are

chosen from the ruling party or the governing coalition. However,

in some countries, the prime minister is free to select any

member of parliament, even outside the ruling party or coalition,

to become a member of the cabinet. The constitutions of some

Commonwealth countries in fact oblige the government to also

offer ministerial portfolios to the opposition on the basis of

equitable and shared representation. 

In countries where the president is both the head of state and

government, the cabinet functions as an unofficial advisory

council to the president. This enables the head of state to get a

range of views and opinions for taking major policy decisions. In

countries where the presidential system is followed, cabinet

members are not sitting legislators. 

In the presidential system, under the doctrine of checks and

balances, the cabinet is a part of the executive branch but

requires official confirmation of its members by the legislature.

In Westminster systems, members of the cabinet are also

members of the legislature. As long as the government enjoys

the confidence of the elected parliament, members of the

cabinet do not require confirmation by legislature. 

Members of the cabinet seek to influence legislative policy in

line with the political agenda of the government in power. In the

cabinet system, executive decisions take into account the

recommendations of the cabinet, concerns of members of

parliament and the need for striking the right balance between

political priorities and public good. 

The Cabinet Office
In the Westminster model, the cabinet collates and co-ordinates

advice on policy issues through ministerial and official

committees and the cabinet office. 

The cabinet system: how it works in the
Commonwealth
By Syed Sharfuddin, Former Special Adviser for Political Affairs, Commonwealth Secretariat

The cabinet system has roots in many past civilisations. In Europe, an early example of a council of

advisers to the head of state may have been King Arthur’s Knights of the Round Table. In medieval times

kings often relied on their privy councils for informal advice. The institution of cabinet in England was

formalised in 1625 with the establishment of a cabinet council by King Charles I. Commonwealth

member countries that inherited the Westminster system of government at the time of attaining

independence from the British Crown largely retained the cabinet system in their government

structures, although in varying degrees to suit their national requirements.

While members of the cabinet are free to debate 
issues when these are under consideration, they 
are obliged to publicly support the policy of the

government after it has been decided collectively. 

Members of the cabinet seek to influence 
legislative policy in line with the political agenda 

of the government in power. 
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The cabinet office is headed by a cabinet secretary. It

performs three key functions. It supports the prime minister’s

work of defining and delivering the government’s objectives. It

provides information and advice to the cabinet on coherent,

qualitative and deliverable policy and operations across

departments. It also strengthens civil service by ensuring that

it is organised effectively and has the capability in terms of

skills, values and leadership to deliver the government’s

stated objectives. 

Decentralised cabinets
In some Commonwealth countries, decentralisation and

devolution have led to increased federalism, with

corresponding adjustments in the cabinet system of

governance. In these countries, cabinets operate both at the

federal and state levels and take decisions on matters which

are under their agreed purview. It is this flexibility of

adaptation that allows large federations, such as Australia,

Canada, India, Malaysia, Nigeria and South Africa to retain the

salient features of the cabinet system in their respective

governance structures. 

The practice of calling members of the cabinet as ministers

or secretaries varies in different countries. Cabinet members

are given charge of individual portfolios of various ministries or

departments of the government and have an experienced team

of civil servants at their disposal to give advice and implement

government policy. Cabinet members report to the prime

minister on the strategic programmes of their departments

and are collectively answerable to parliament in regards to

their respective portfolios on behalf of the government. 

Barriers to effectiveness
In recent times, certain practices have come to work against

the effective performance of the cabinet. The abuse of the

cabinet system includes reducing most meetings of the

cabinet to brief sittings with a view to rubber stamping

decisions which have already been taken by the prime minister

in consultation with the concerned minister elsewhere. Due to

the demand of time on ministers, fewer committees of the

cabinet are constituted or hold meetings. Ministers also do not

raise matters in the cabinet meetings other than what has

already been discussed in advance with the prime minister.

Sometimes cabinet systems have suffered from the informal

decision making style of prime ministers who rely more on the

advice of their private office than that of the cabinet. 

Cabinet systems have sometimes suffered from over-

centralisation, pluralism of advice and personalisation from

the top. Instead of recommendations coming from cabinet

committees and the cabinet office, power is centralised in the

office of the prime minister. There may also be multiple

sources of advice coming to the Prime Minister, not just from

the cabinet, but also from other government agencies and

political advisers. In other instances, the quality of cabinet’s

performance may be overshadowed by the pre-eminence of the

prime minister, thus undermining the principle of collective

decision making. 

The cabinet has the power to promulgate ordinances during

parliamentary recess. This function derives from the power of the

executive to execute laws and to ensure that the government

continues to function efficiently at all times. However,

governments have sometimes found it tempting to implement

policy by short-circuiting legislation and using the cabinet to

promulgate ordinances, even though these may cease to have the

effect of the law if they are not approved by parliament within the

stipulated period in the constitution. 

An effective cabinet
A good cabinet system is the opposite of the above practices.

An effective cabinet is one that encourages the civil service to

be candid in its advice; the prime minister allows the

meetings of the cabinet and other sub-committees of the

cabinet to engage in open debate and provide alternate policy

options to the executive. Sometimes ministers differ on

government policy but remain united on party priorities.

Often, sub-committees of the cabinet which report to the

cabinet on their findings and recommendations play a

significant role in securing the consensus of all those

members who hold the relevant ministerial portfolios on a

given policy issue. A prime minister who listens to the cabinet

is respected by his/her colleagues and receives their full co-

operation. In order to be effective, a cabinet must act as a

collegial body of the executive.

Shadow cabinet
It has become customary for the official opposition to also

name a shadow cabinet amongst the leading members of the

opposition charged with responsibility to shadow government

ministers in their concerned portfolios. The shadow cabinet

questions the direction of the government in the concerned

area of government policy and proposes more appealing

alternatives with a view to gaining public support for their party

in the next election.

There may be multiple sources of advice coming to the
Prime Minister, not just from the cabinet, but also from

other government agencies and political advisers. 

A prime minister who listens to the cabinet
is respected by his/her colleagues and receives 

their full co-operation. 

Syed Sharfuddin was Special Adviser for Political Affairs in the Commonwealth
Secretariat London from 2000 to 2006. A former Pakistan diplomat, Mr Sharfuddin
specialises in governance and democracy issues, and is Chief Executive of
Commonwealth Consulting and Risk Analysis Ltd, UK.

The Commonwealth Consulting and Risk Analysis, Ltd UK provides specialised
consultancy services to governments, Commonwealth organizations and donor
agencies to promote Harare Commonwealth Principles with particular focus on
strengthening democratic governance and transforming societies for economic,
social and human development in accordance with their cultures and traditions. 

Commonwealth Consulting and Risk Analysis, Ltd
4 Parkway, London SW20 9HF, UK

Tel: +44 (0)79359 47539 Fax: +44 (0)208 544 9580
Email: sharfuddin@commonwealthconsultants.co.uk
Website: www.commonwealthconsultants.co.uk
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The domain of local councils encompasses virtually every

aspect of everyday life. This extends from birth to death,

from water supply, sanitation and education to marriage,

health, disposal of refuse, roads, town planning, etc. In many

countries, local councils also serve as conciliatory courts to

resolve petty disputes at local level. It is this universality of basic

functions performed and responsibilities shouldered by the local

bodies that makes local government the most important

administrative tier for the common citizen, since in day-to-day

life there is seldom contact with higher tiers of government.

The element of popular participation (the electoral process) in

local bodies also provides a training ground in democracy at 

the grass-roots level, both for the representatives and the

represented. The councillors find an opportunity, a forum, for

their own political training and familiarity with the legislative and

administrative aspects for advanced political careers in higher

tiers of government. On the other hand, the process infuses

political awareness and a sense of responsibility among the

people regarding their own rights as electors.

Local governments are specific entities at sub-national level

created by national or sub-national statutes. They have political

authority, but are not necessarily elected. Different countries

have different systems of appointment including direct

nomination by central government. Government at local level can

also be through agencies of central or sub-national government,

as the case may be (e.g. local administration). 

In many Commonwealth Countries (e.g. Africa and Pacific)

there are traditional structures co-existing with elected local

governments. The role and extent of authority of these traditional

structures – chiefs, paramount chiefs, etc. – vary from country to

country. In many countries traditional chiefs are empowered

under customary law. Many countries are striving to integrate

traditional chiefs into decentralised local government systems

and structures. 

Local governance 
Today, globalisation and the information revolution has brought

about a redefinition of the role of the state, and thereby enhanced

focus on local governance. 

In any country, local governments are part of the overall local

governance system. Local governance includes statutory

government organisations and any third sector. It includes,

besides local governments themselves, a number of societal

actors such as citizens, trades and businesses, community

organisations, NGOs and media, not forgetting civil society. Their

dynamics determines the contours and complexion of any local

governance system depending upon interests, the relative power

of actors and institutional arrangements (formal and informal) in

which they interact. Also, relevant are certain key questions:

• To what extent is participatory democracy being realised at

local government level?

• To what extent is local government responsive to the needs and

concerns of citizens?

• To what extent are local government politicians and officials

held accountable for their decisions and actions? 

In nutshell, we can say that local governance is a broader

concept that includes the direct as well as the indirect roles of

state institutions (including local governments), and informal

networks defining citizen-citizen and citizen-state relationships. 

Decentralisation
A major part of the current policy debate revolves around

decentralisation of power from central to local governments. In a

departure from the old policy of state withdrawal from services,

the move now is for these to be decentralised. The concept is to

pass power downwards to some one more in contact with the

public to be served. 

Reasons for decentralisation are different in different

countries, and the current pace of reform varies significantly

from country to country. In some countries, for instance Scotland

in the UK, decentralisation has been undertaken to

accommodate regional aspirations. In other cases such as Sri

Lanka and Nigeria, the rationale has been to avoid secessionist

forces. National reconstruction has often been the basis for

creating effective local government, for instance in Uganda and

South Africa. Decentralisation has also been used in federal

countries to deflect power from the central governments and

strong provincial governments (e.g. Pakistan, India.) There has

been pressure from the World Bank and other donors for

decentralisation, especially to bring about better service delivery.

Notwithstanding the political or social pressures for

decentralisation, the underlying administrative rationale has

been to improve efficiency and better service delivery, especially

when central planning has not been found to be very efficient. It

is also believed that decentralisation increases accountability

Local government in the Commonwealth
By Dr. Munawwar Alam, Adviser, Governance and Institutional Development Division, Commonwealth Secretariat

Local government is the lowest tier of government. It is closest to citizens and the community and

therefore known as ‘local’. It has an extremely important role to play in a society as an agent of change

and development, as it represents the interests of a particular locality at the micro-level, leading to a

broader concept of the welfare and happiness of its people. It also fulfils a vital function as a training

ground in democracy at grass-roots level, both for voters and those who represent them. In this article

the author reports on local government in the wide variety of Commonwealth countries.

In a departure from the old policy of 
state withdrawal from services, the move now 

is for these to be decentralised.

Notwithstanding the political or social pressures 
for decentralisation, the underlying administrative
rationale has been to improve efficiency and better
service delivery, especially when central planning 

has not been found to be very efficient.
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and transparency and improves governance, which is not always

the case and a view attributable to the low level of awareness of

voters of their rights and responsibilities of their elected

representatives.

In public administration, ‘decentralisation’ is a generic term

that is used in different contexts. However, literature mentions

three types of decentralisation: 

• De-concentration or administrative decentralisation: wherein
responsibilities are assigned to agents of the central

government 

• Devolution or political decentralisation: where responsibilities
are assigned to elected bodies with some degree of autonomy 

• Delegation: a government agency or sub-national government
carries out a function on behalf of the central government in

lieu of monetary compensation. 

Table 1 shows levels of decentralisation vis-à-vis reform

indicators. 

Local government in different regions
This section gives a brief overview of local government across

the Commonwealth. The diversity of the Commonwealth family

of nations makes the state of local democracy in the

Commonwealth extremely varied. The Commonwealth

Secretariat supports decentralisation policies through a range of

activities. Of 53 member countries, some have no systems of

local government. For understandable reasons, that is the case

in some of our smaller states in the Pacific and the Caribbean,

and in Asia in such places as Brunei and the city-state of

Singapore. Many member countries have gone so far as to

provide constitutional protection to local governments, and 

some – for example Cyprus and Australia – have introduced

compulsory voting in local government elections, showing just

how highly their governments rate ‘grass roots’ democracy. 

In 2005, the Commonwealth Local Government Conference in

Aberdeen adopted the Commonwealth Principles on Good

Practice for Local Democracy and Good Governance. During the

CHOGM 2005 in Valetta, Malta, the Commonwealth Heads of

Government endorsed the Aberdeen Principles, which set out

essential elements of local democracy (www.clgf.org.uk). 

Africa 
African countries have undergone waves of decentralisation

reforms since their independence. There is a long history of local

government and decentralisation in different traditions, starting

from pre-colonial authorities, colonial administration and post-

independence local government reform initiatives. Different

factors have motivated the decision by central governments to

transfer political, financial and administrative responsibilities to

sub-national governments. These factors include securing

democratic governance and hence legitimacy at the sub-national

level, managing intra-state conflicts, and expediting

development. However, the implementation of the

decentralisation policies beginning in the late 1980s has been

inhibited by inadequate resources and ineffective collaboration.

The weakness of the decentralisation reforms in African

countries may also be traced to the lack of attention to the

process of implementation and management of the reforms. 

The past two decades have seen a real trend towards shifting

powers to sub-national governments. In many African states,

local councils are now elected by popular vote and have the

power to pass by-laws with varying degrees of political

autonomy. Many have elected councils with legislative powers

and executive discretion. In some countries, central

Many member countries have gone so far as to provide
constitutional protection to local governments, and some

– for example Cyprus and Australia – have introduced
compulsory voting in local government elections.

Local Governm
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Table 1. Decentralisation matrix

Level Pressure Shared vision Capacity building Actions/ Implementation

of reforms
3 • Reform legislation approved: • High level of awareness and • Resources (staff and funding) • Actions being taken and

Advanced top level political commitment support at all levels routinely committed to embedded throughout the
• Issue of white paper • Action plan in place, regular capacity building central and local governments

• All ministries are on board reviews • Monitoring and reporting of

• Staff highly motivated progress to Cabinet and

Parliament

2 • Reform policy proposal • Representatives from all • Staffing and funding needs • Wide engagement across

Developing agreed levels of government involved identified the central and local
• Green paper disseminated in planning process and • Resources becoming governments

for wider stakeholder drawing up action plan(s) available

consultation • All staff given opportunity to

• Institutional arrangements make an input

strengthened 

1 • Institutional arrangements in • Change champion drives •Middle management level • Commencement of isolated

Emerging place (e.g. Decentralisation implementation strategy ‘Focal Point’ or ‘Co-ordinator’ actions at some levels of the
Secretariat) • Low level of awareness appointed central and local governments

• ‘Focal Point’ or ‘Director of about decentralisation • Assessment of training and

Decentralisation’ identified development needs

• Initial drafting of • Sporadic capacity building

decentralisation policy initiatives

• Active ’change champions’ 

emerging

0 • Status quo or no explicit • No communication between • No investment in capacity • Zero action (or actions

No attempt policy different levels of government building limited to crisis management
• Lack of consistent • De-motivated staff kept in or ‘fire fighting’)

leadership and responsibility the dark

for reforms • High stress level in over-

worked and under-valued staff

Based on © Government Office for the South West, 2004 (www.oursouthwest.com/SusBus/change_matrix.doc). Adapted to ‘Decentralisation

and Managing Change in Local Governance’ by Andrew Nickson, Munawwar Alam, Roger Koranteng, Andrea Deri, April 2008.
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governments have delegated their powers to local governments,

e.g. in health and education. However, there is a need to create

administrative capacity and provide financial resources.

Decentralisation reforms are gaining momentum, albeit at a

varying pace in different countries. Some of the major African

local government issues are:

• Local government capacity

• Financial decentralisation

• The role of traditional leaders

• Awareness among citizens

• The urbanisation rate of between 40 per cent and 70 per cent:

this is causing problems with infrastructure and municipal

services.

Asia
In Commonwealth Asia, in comparative terms, countries have

larger populations, for instance India. A major challenge facing

Asian countries is effective governance of mega-cities. Of

nineteen of these cities with populations more than 10 million in

the world, six are in the Commonwealth, of these five are in Asia

(Table 2). A common feature of metropolitan local governments

is that they have several tiers, as in Karachi, Mumbai, New Delhi

and Calcutta. 

Mega-cities make a substantial contribution towards the GDP

of their countries. There are however issues of urban poverty,

public health, slums, infrastructure and crime. The main

weaknesses in governance are poor co-ordination, ineffective

regulation, and marginalisation of disadvantaged groups. 

India and Pakistan have made major strides in

decentralisation recently. India formalised the hitherto existent

traditional local government institution of ‘Panchayati Raj’ by a

Constitutional Amendment in 1992. There is a three tier system

of village, intermediate and district level local government.

Certain service delivery functions such as infrastructure, health

and education have been allocated to these bodies. In 2001,

Pakistan introduced massive local government reforms. 

Pacific
The Pacific Island Countries have peculiar circumstances and

vulnerabilities. Most of the countries face a set of particularly

demanding development challenges due to limited geographic

size, dependence on narrow resource bases, limited

international trade opportunities, distance from major capital

and goods markets, coupled with their particular exposure to

natural and environmental disasters. There have been

significant societal changes over the past two decades in the

Pacific region, involving significant political, economical, social

and technological transformations. This dynamic environment

has put pressure on governments to introduce governance

reform, and decentralisation forms a major component of the

programmes. While Pacific countries are undergoing rapid

transformation, governments are also trying to cope with new

challenges, albeit at their own pace and prioritisation. A major

part of the reform programme has been implementation of local

government reforms aimed at decentralising and devolving

central local government functions to the local level. Most of the

countries have started reforms with mixed results and there has

been a variety of problems and challenges, as in any reform

process. 

There is also a problem of poor capacity among staff,

especially in rural areas. Because of economies of scale, there is

the problem of service delivery. Civil servants are not keen to be

posted to rural areas. Due to the small size of populations,

creating institutional mechanisms for oversight is often very

difficult. In Pacific countries, the issue of integration of

traditional structures in the wider decision-making process is

also important. In recent years, rapid urbanisation has put

serious strain on urban municipal service capabilities. 

Caribbean
While the history of local government decentralisation is fairly

long, not all countries of the Commonwealth Caribbean have

incorporated decentralisation as a part of their development

strategy. In seven countries – the Bahamas, Belize, Dominica,

Guyana, Jamaica, and Trinidad and Tobago – the existing forms

of local government bear some relation to the theoretical

constructs of local government, and this is particularly in

relation to elected local government. In St Lucia, local

government has been administered in the past three decades by

interim councils appointed by the Minister for Local

Government. The functions and responsibilities of local

government have been gradually but consistently transferred to

centralised authorities since 1980. In many states, namely

Antigua, Barbados, Grenada, St Kitts and Nevis, and St Vincent

and the Grenadines, there is no local government system. 

Based on existing practices, several generalisations can be

drawn about the practice of decentralisation in the Caribbean.

The electoral element is not working properly, or participation is

not encouraged, or the lack of financial autonomy means that

local councils have no discretionary powers, and in some

instances local government authorities are not empowered to

collect taxes. 
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Mega-cities make a substantial contribution towards the
GDP of their countries. There are however issues of urban

poverty, public health, slums, infrastructure and crime. 

There have been significant societal changes 
over the past two decades in the Pacific region, 

involving significant political, economical, social 
and technological transformations. 

Table 2. Mega-cities in Commonwealth Asia
City Population (millions)

2000 2007 (est)

Mumbai 18.1 18.978

Calcutta 12.9 14.787

Dhaka 12.3 13.485

Karachi 11.8 12.130

Delhi 11.7 15.926
Source: UN Habitat and UN Dept of Economic Affairs, 

Population Division.

Trinidad and Tobago
In Trinidad and Tobago, after independence in 1962, there

have been increasing attempts to create effective local

government. In 2006 the government issued a Draft White

Paper on Local Government Reform as part of Vision 2020

– to attain developed country status. The key objectives of

envisaged reforms are improvement of infrastructure,

delivery of social services, environment, citizen

participation, and accountability and good governance.



Issues and challenges
Within the Commonwealth, as in other parts of the globe, several

issues and challenges affect sustainability of democratic,

responsive and efficient local governments.

Central-local government relations. This issue is at the heart of
the debate about decentralisation. There is an obvious tension

between these two tiers of government. Though it is the central

government’s responsibility to make sure that public resources

are properly used at the local level, yet operational interference

and micro-management can seriously hamper the spirit of

decentralisation. 

Staffing. As local governments are chronically deficient in
human resources in most Commonwealth countries, central

government appoints its own staff especially at senior level, for

instance in India, Bangladesh, Malawi, Pakistan and Tanzania.

The strong executive power of officials appointed by the centre 

is also seen in most African countries. Many Commonwealth

countries have established a local government service

commission to appoint staff for local governments (e.g. Uganda,

Ghana, Mauritius, Swaziland and Lesotho).

Service delivery. The origin of decentralisation has different
compulsions; however, improving service delivery is often a key

motive. Delivering quality services to citizens is also a matter of

striking a balance between national and local priorities. Local

authorities need a supportive environment that should enable

them to deliver effective and efficient performance without being

restrained by unnecessary regulations and inflexibility. 

Urban and rural local governments. Rapid urbanisation is
straining the resources of urban areas. There is a greater rate 

of urbanisation in developing countries compared with the

developed world. One problem faced by urban local government

is the tendency of politicians to prefer rural areas. Funds are

often been diverted to unviable projects in rural areas to appeal

to large rural vote banks, and therefore urban infrastructure is

often neglected, although this could often be self-financing. 

Local government finance
All public money is ‘public’, as this is contributed by taxpayers,

and it is a matter of administrative convenience which level of

government collects which revenues. Finance is a critical

determinant of the effective performance of local governments.

Briefly, there are three important issues relating to local

government finance – inter-governmental transfers, councils’

own ability to mobilise financial resources, and effective and

efficient use of those resources.

In conclusion, it can be said that in the Commonwealth

decentralisation has been a major feature of the governance

agenda over the past years. Different countries are at different

stages of development. What is important is that design of local

government reforms should keep service delivery, citizens’ voice

and accountability as essential components.

For references. please contact the author.
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Pakistan: Citizen Community Boards
The local government system introduced in 2001 provides

for setting up of Citizen Community Boards (CCBs) in every

local area of Pakistan by a group of non-elected citizens, for

mobilising the community for improvements in service

delivery through voluntary and self help initiatives, and to

take up the welfare of the handicapped, destitute, etc. CCBs

are being set up with diverse representation at all tiers, and

funds have to be compulsorily provided to such boards by

local government. A CCB can raise funds through voluntary

contributions, gifts, donations or grants for its declared

purposes. It may also receive project-based cost sharing

support from any local government. The accounts of the

CCB are subject to audit, and in case of its dissolution, its

assets will pass on to the local government which had

contributed, and will continue to be used for community

welfare. A high level of community involvement is expected

once these boards come of age.

Kenya: Local Authority Transfer Fund (LATF)
LATF is a block grant that provides supplementary funds to

local authority budgets. This mechanism transfers 5 per

cent of the national income tax to all local authorities in

Kenya. LATF transfers account for about 25 per cent of local

government revenues and support local expenditures such

as personnel, operations, maintenance, capital projects

and debt resolution. Local authorities access LATF funds

based on their meeting certain performance conditions

such as the timely preparation of budgets, financial reports

and participatory service delivery action plans.

In addition to the LATF block grants, the government also

provides a portion of the Road Maintenance Levy Fund

(RMLF) directly to some local authorities as earmarked

grants for road maintenance. 20 per cent of LATF must be

used for rehabilitation and construction of roads. The other

80 per cent must be utilised for the development projects in

the wards as prioritised by the residents of the wards.

LATF allocations are formula-based providing:

• A basic minimum lump sum for all authorities

• A fixed percentage (60-70 per cent) allocated on a

population basis

• A fixed percentage based on relative urban population.

The allocation to each local authority has two components,

a 60 per cent service delivery component and a 40 per cent

performance component. An independent committee,

chaired by a private sector appointee, advises the

government on the operation of LATF. Besides ministries of

Local Government and Finance, Kenya Association of Local

Authorities is also represented in the committee.



Democratisation of Local Government in South Africa: The Case of

the Municipal Demarcation Board 

The achievements of the South African government in creating an independent Municipal Demarcation Board stand out as a

beacon of democratic practice to all countries. For the first time in the constitutional history of South Africa, the 1996

Constitution made provision for an independent authority to demarcate municipal boundaries. The Local Government:

Municipal Demarcation Act, 1998, providing for the establishment of the Demarcation Board, was the first piece of local

government legislation enacted after the adoption of the country’s new democratic constitution.  

For further enquiries on the Municipal Demarcation Board of South Africa and its activities, you may contact us at: 

Tel: +27 12 342 2481 E-mail: info@demarcation.org.za 

Fax: +27 12 342 2480/4697 hillary@ demarcation.org.za

The President of the Republic of  South Africa, appointed in 1999

the ten members of the Municipal Demarcation Board that served

the first five year term of office, from recommendations made

through a public and transparent process. Dr Michael Sutcliffe

was appointed Chairperson of the Board. For the first time the

demarcation of municipal boundaries was not subject to sanction

by government because the Board is independent from

government, and performs its functions without fear, favour or

prejudice. 

The term of the first board came to an end on 31 January 2004,

and a new board was appointed with effect from 1 February

2004, with Dr Vuyo Mlokoti as Chairperson. Its term expires on

31 January 2009, whereafter a new board will once again be

appointed, through the same public and transparent process. 

As a result of the Local Government: Municipal Demarcation Act,

1998, the Municipal Demarcation Board was allocated a number

of functions in addition to the demarcation of municipal

boundaries. It is also responsible for the delimitation of wards

and the assessment of the capacity of municipalities to perform

their functions. It has also for a number of years, worked closely

with government departments at national and provincial levels on

aligning service delivery boundaries. 

Another outcome of this law was that through the demarcation

process municipalities cover the whole territory of the Republic of

South Africa. The work of the Board also resulted in the

compilation of a comprehensive database to advise government

on the capacity of municipalities. 

The second piece of legislation to expand on the provisions of

the Constitution of the Republic, was the Local Government:

Municipal Structures Act, 1998. The Constitution specifies three

categories of municipalities that had to be created through the

demarcation process: 

• Category A municipalities, or metropolitan municipalities, which

have exclusive municipal executive and legislative authority in

their areas. 

• Category B municipalities, or local municipalities, which share

municipal executive and legislative authority in their areas with a

category C municipality within whose area it falls. 

• Category C municipalities, or district municipalities, which have

municipal executive and legislative authority in an area that

includes more than one local municipalities. 

The Municipal Structures Act expanded on the Constitution in the

above regard. 

Within fifteen months the Municipal Demarcation Board

completed the new boundaries of municipalities and wards for the

first fully democratic local government elections on 5 December

2000. The total number of municipalities was, through

demarcation, reduced from 843 to 284, as more economically,

administratively and financially functional municipalities were

established. 

The Board was instrumental in deracialising local government

through the demarcation and delimitation process. For the first

time ever in the history of South Africa, rich and poor, black and

white, and rural and urban people were in functionally arranged

municipalities. A process was also begun to enhance effective

and efficient service delivery through the capacity assessment

process and recommendations to provincial ministers responsible

for local government to adjust municipal powers and functions

between district and local municipalities. 

Demarcation is an instrument that can be used quite effectively to

create the spatial definition within which government performs

certain functions. As a result of demarcation, boundaries are

created for the operations of levels or spheres of government,

such as local or provincial government. Because there is a

functional governance component to demarcation, the size of the

space being created is an important determinant. Also important

for the same reasons, is the number of people occupying a

particular space. These governance boundaries may also overlap

with political boundaries that circumscribe a segment of the

electorate. In a democracy, this electorate votes for the level of

government that applies to it and can hold this elected

government accountable. 

However, the power of demarcation to shape constituencies in

order to meet particular political outcomes makes it vulnerable to

political manipulation. In South Africa, demarcation has

historically been used to shape electoral outcomes and to

structure local government spatially through the Group Areas Act.

The result was that development resources could be distributed

along racial lines to the benefit of whites and to the cost of

blacks. 

Demarcation was therefore central to the post 1994 period of

government restructuring and reconstruction, particularly at local

government level. In essence, the Constitution’s vision was that

new boundaries would set the spatial framework within which

other processes of transforming and developing local

government, could take place. 
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In the public sector, lack of accountability is an important

causative factor promoting widespread corruption. Corruption

is like a parasite that withers away the vitality and damages

the growth of public administration as a means of social

progress, economic development and service provision. Public

servants/organisations do not exist in a vacuum. If government

officials are exposed to opportunities, they may engage in

corruption unless they are closely supervised and controlled. 

The term ‘public sector accountability’ includes a wide range of

approaches and practices. According to Montesquieu’s doctrine of

separation of powers, political liberty is possible only when checks

and balances restrain the government. Table 1 illustrates some of

the public accountability mechanisms available in different countries

and assesses their individual and overall efficacy. For the sake of

brevity, description of the mechanism (in the left-hand column) is

avoided, as they are similar in most countries. This is followed by a

brief discussion of internal controls in the public sector.

Commonwealth anti-corruption programmes
During the past two years, more than 70 public sector

development assignments have been undertaken in some 30

countries. Citizens from almost all Commonwealth developing

countries have participated in these programmes. The

Secretariat has worked to promote good governance,

strengthening the judiciary, building capacity both in legislative

drafting and also to maintain effective implementation of public

sector reforms, leadership development and institutional

strengthening. This support has been provided mainly through

training programmes and the placement of long-term experts

and short-term consultants.

Internal controls
In many countries of the world, including the Commonwealth,

the Public Service Commission is an important institution that

exercises financial and administrative autonomy. In some

countries (e.g. Pakistan) it also advises government on

promotions to very senior positions, providing for

accountability and the impartial evaluation of civil servants.

The commission can play a notable role in screening out

candidates on the basis of psychological testing, promoting

the appointment of honest, devoted and conscientious officers

at entry level. 

Public sector accountability
By Dr. Munawwar Alam, Adviser, Governance and Institutional Development Division, Commonwealth Secretariat

Accountability is an essential element of any governance or politico-administrative system. It is deeply

rooted in any system of morality or religion. According to the revealed religions, men and women,

individually and collectively, are accountable to God and to their fellow humans. In the public sector

accountability’s significance grew as public servants became custodians of citizens’ or taxpayers’

money. The importance of political/administrative accountability can be inferred from the fact that it has

been a decisive factor in the dissolution of regimes in certain countries. According to informal estimates,

illicit income could amount to a sizeable share of GDP. International organisations are therefore putting heavy

emphasis on public sector accountability. It is regarded as an essential component of good governance, and is given

due importance in the development assistance of the World Bank, USAID, UNDP, DfID and EU.

Table 1. Public accountability mechanisms.

Mechanism Remarks

Legislative control

1. Parliamentary questions Quite an effective method, often used by opposition.

2. Annual budget Discussion on budget, when intelligently conducted, provides effective checks and control by the

legislature over the activities of the administration. The Standing Finance Committee is also an

effective agency, as it requires justification of demands for grants.

3. Public Accounts This institution has proved to very effective. Since this comprises elected parliamentarians, it is 

Committee necessary that members are above board and enjoy a reputation of impartiality. 

4. Assembly motions This is a useful tool to deal with a problem of emergent nature. (The effectiveness of the legislative

control largely depends upon the extent and quality of public representation in the assemblies. The

intellectual and moral calibre of the members of the legislature can make this controlling device

genuine and effective, or a complete farce.)

Other external controls

5. Public opinion Media, Civil Society and NGOs are extremely effective at mobilising public opinion to uncover

information. Legislation that promotes access to information can further strengthen this

mechanism.

6. Judiciary Apart from regular adjudication against administrative actions, the superior courts exercise power

of judicial review by issuing writs such as Habeas Corpus (against illegal detention) etc. However,

in many countries the judiciary is not completely independent. There is executive control over

judicial appointments. Also, there are cases of judges implicated in corruption and political

manoeuvrings. There have been instances of judges being overlooked for elevation due to political

factors. Therefore, their appointment should be made without political interference. 

7. Ombudsman An effective institution in attending to common grievances against government departments and

utility agencies.
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There are many instances of rules covering the conduct,

efficiency and discipline of public servants. These deal with

various aspects of misconduct, but their efficacy in exercising

accountability depends on whether the administrative system of

the country is politicised or merit-based.

In most countries there are dedicated anti-corruption

departments with wide organisational networks, including special

anti-corruption courts. Although published data regarding their

effectiveness is scanty, the general opinion seems to be that, over

all, their performance has not been satisfactory. Experience

shows that in many countries anti-corruption establishments

serve mainly as an arm-twisting tool by the government, or an

instrument of exploitation for low-paid government employees.

Also, by law, these institutions should take cognizance of both

political leaders and government servants.

One possible solution for minimising corruption is to break the

ruler-civil servant nexus. However, civil servants need certain

institutionalised protection against illegal directives of the

political leadership.

A conference on Legislative Oversight for Accountability,

organised in 2001 by the Centre for Legislative Development,

formulated various recommendations to enhance or build the

institutional capacity of parliament. These include enabling laws

for authorisation of projects by the legislature, review and

approval of financial conditionality in donor assisted

programmes, augmenting interaction between parliament and

civil society, and so forth.

The Anti-corruption Conference 2003, organised by the

Asian Development Bank and OECD, suggested amendments

in corporate law incorporating accounting and auditing

standards. Given the increase in trans-national corruption on

the board, it is important to introduce procedures for the swift

provision of mutual legal assistance. This requires an

accountability mechanism for catching corrupt operators

absconding from their country. The formalisation of an

international protocol or ‘extradition treaty’ to create a

deterrent was also suggested at this conference. 

In France, Administrative Courts or Tribunals control and

secure resolution of grievances due to the dishonest action of

authorities through Administrative Law or ‘droit administratif’.

Lord Acton famously said that power tends to corrupt. Most of

the advanced countries now rely on a system of checks and

balances to restrain the abuse of power. 

Traditions inhibiting change
It may be pointed out that one factor inhibiting accountability

from taking root is the conservative approach to public

administration - that the public interest would be best served in

an environment of closeness and secrecy. In actual practice this

concealment generates corruption and cordons off all attempts

at detection. The media and civil society can help to penetrate

the confidentiality; however, these forces are not effective when

they are not pro-active or free from extraneous pressures.

There is another dimension to this issue. Citizens liberally

indulge in tax evasion and other malpractices, giving rise to the

perception that corruption succeeds.

Corruption flourishes with the help of a host of actors and

operators in society. The effectiveness of public accountability is

determined by the political culture within which systems of

accountability operate. This applies to society in general, but of

particular importance are the sub-cultures (in terms of

behavioural norms) of politicians, ministers, political parties and

bureaucrats. Therefore, an appreciation of the cultural

dimension is essential for understanding the nature of

accountability in any country.

Samuel Paul proposes a mix of exit/voice tools to improve

accountability in urban and rural settings, an adapted version

of which is shown in Table 2. In this context the public can force

an ‘exit’, i.e. find another source of supply, or make effective

use of its ‘voice’ to reduce the power of an entrenched

administration.

Broad based participation
Participation of the public and stakeholders in decision-making

bodies, e.g. representation from such professional bodies as

medical associations, engineering councils, associations of

accountants, etc, on committees and boards can efficiently

increase accountability in public sector. In the case of public

corporations, participation can be institutionalised by

incorporating adequate provision in the founding Articles

assigning stakeholders as directors on boards. For instance, an

Export Promotion Bureau or a Fisherman’s Co-operative Society

might have ex-officio directors from respective trade

communities or chambers of commerce.

The commission can play a notable role in screening 
out candidates on the basis of psychological testing,

promoting the appointment of honest, devoted and
conscientious officers at entry level. 

Table 2. Potential effectiveness of ‘exit’ and ‘voice’ sanctions.

Service type Exit potential Voice potential Suggestion

Rural primary education, rural health, Low Low Use of voice aided by external agents 

law and order such as NGOs and society

Urban low cost housing, urban Low High External support may not be needed for 

primary education voice. Increased participation in decision-

making and public hearings can bring

improvement

Urban water supply, electricity, High Low Contracting out services, alternate/private

irrigation, etc. sector participation etc.

Urban transport, higher education, High High Public-private partnerships of various

secondary and tertiary medical care forms
Modified from Paul, S: ‘Accountability in public services’. World Development, Vol, 20, No. 7, 1992.

Corruption is like a parasite that withers 
away the vitality and damages the growth of public

administration as a means of social progress, 
economic development and service provision. 
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Deregulation is a viable option as monopolies in certain areas

(particularly utilities) discourage the private sector from

entering the field, especially when the public generally belongs

to a low socio-economic class. If there is a perceived trend by

local governments to outsource services such as garbage

collection, this can have an effect on accountability and

performance, as the potential entry of the private sector may be

perceived as a threat by public servants and their trade unions.

When it is felt that market competition can induce

accountability, privatisation is clearly the first option. However,

governments may like to retain a regulatory role in certain areas

(the telecommunication and energy sectors for example) and

nurture a competitive environment by simultaneously

encouraging the private sector to compete with the public

sector for some time to ensure that there is no gap in quality

and coverage of services during the process.

A suitably designed public evaluation can be introduced but it

should not be a one-off affair; rather, it is recommended that

evaluation should be periodic. For instance, in India, the Citizen

Report Card system has been used, and replicated in many

countries like Ukraine, Philippines and Vietnam. Community

score cards are sometimes used to gauge public perception of

government services. Indicators are developed using focus

groups and then questionnaires are responded to by citizens. 

At present, the salaries in the public sector in most developing

countries in the Commonwealth are extremely low compared

with private sector. By a conservative estimate, the present pay

structure of the higher grades in civil bureaucracy is not

sufficient even for a decent living in some cases. This compels

civil servants to look for other illegal avenues of income.

Therefore, the pay scales of civil servants should be revised

keeping in view factors such as inflation and the salary structure

in the private sector. I am of the firm opinion that this measure

alone can reduce corruption by 50 per cent.

Accountability and Information Technology 
Availability of IT is important, though not essential for creating

accountability platforms. Richard Heeks, in ‘Information

Systems and Public Sector Accountability’ (University of

Manchester, 1998), wrote: “Essential to effective accountability

for results (as well as good management) is credible, timely and

relevant information on the performance of services and

programmes ... whenever a decision is taken, its information

should be shared with all concerned to whom the decision-

maker is accountable.” He also pointed out that, centuries ago,

Aristotle said: “To protect the Treasury from being defrauded, let

all money be issued openly in front of the whole city; let copies of

accounts be deposited in various wards.” 

Not only can IT create new accountability mechanisms, but

also can improve existing systems through timely and often

more reliable information. Most of the ministries and

organisations in the public sector in many Commonwealth

countries can now be accessed through the internet. However, it

will take some time and require conscious and planned efforts

and capacity to evolve public information systems to expand the

scope of accountability. To begin with, ministries in the central

government can take a lead as they have better resources and

can introduce reform measures easily. However, it would be a

mistake to assume that accountability cannot be achieved

without IT. By way of illustration, positive outcomes have come

from a paper-based public information system introduced in the

Indian Railways enabling citizens to monitor the progress of

development projects in terms of reported expenditures vis-à-vis

real progress on ground. 

Encouraging self-accountability
In a society devoid of accountability, social relations may be

dominated by self-interest, and civic virtues and religious and

ethical responsibilities are often discarded. No law, organisation

or punishment can ensure the accountability of the public sector

unless the people in power judge their actions and conduct on

the basis of morals, ethics and self-accountability. But the

question is how to instil this spirit. Public servants can be

exposed to ethical virtues throughout their career, especially

during pre-service and in-service training.

Deterrents can be an effective tool. Bringing private

beneficiaries into the fold, recovery of revenue and relatively

even-handed application of laws have also yielded results. 

The first step could be to be contented with a ‘less corrupt’

system. This does not necessarily require new laws or new

organisations; but strengthening of the existing institutions can

augment internal, in-built accountability, and this will take care

of most of the corruption. 

The role of the media and civil society may have to be

redefined. Donors also need to re-evaluate if their assistance is

going to increase accountability or otherwise, as the recipient

country might indulge in impressive accounts for the donors

while remaining domestically less accountable.

Public accountability cannot be instilled overnight, as this

social problem has developed over decades in some countries.

The efforts made to reform systems have to be planned,

conscious and phased.

The views expressed in this paper are those of the author and do not

necessarily reflect the viewpoint opinions of the Commonwealth

Secretariat. For references. please contact the author.

The present pay structure of the higher 
grades in civil bureaucracy is not sufficient 

even for a decent living in some cases. 
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Governments are on a perpetual quest for delivery

mechanisms that sustain high quality public services.

Quality is broadly linked to public consultation and efforts

to build integrated networks and improved accountability and

trust. The trend is towards establishing high national standards

that are independently audited, devolving responsibility to the

front lines, encouraging contestability and choice, and fostering

creativity and continuous improvement.

Governments are becoming more networked within, as well as

across other governments, sectors, and nations. Service delivery

improvements increasingly emphasise decentralising capacity 

to local governments and overseeing the capacities of private

and civil society service providers. Some reform agendas also

seek to integrate shared services across boundaries. Managing

these relationships requires different skill sets from those in

traditional public service delivery.

Governments continue to deploy information and communication

technologies to improve service delivery. This involves simplifying

delivery to citizens, increasing access to information and

services, eliminating management layers, streamlining

operations to guarantee responsiveness, and re-engineering

business processes to reduce costs and integrate systems.

An ongoing challenge is the need to achieve citizen-focused

service delivery. Service improvements require a holistic approach

and systematic process. Both developed and developing countries

are considering alternative forms of service delivery. Governments

are experimenting with organisational design because hierarchical,

vertically integrated ministries are too rigid and unresponsive in a

public sector environment that is increasingly complex, turbulent,

and demanding. Unbundling bureaucracy is an innovative response

to the need to modernise, to the pressures of scarce resources, and

to the public's insistence on improved service.

Commonwealth experiences and priorities
The Commonwealth has a rich, long-standing record of public

sector reform. Economic growth and widespread technologies

have accelerated citizen demands of government and

expectations for quality services. There has been a shift towards

seamless service delivery and away from a one-size-fits-all

approach. A well educated public service has been entrusted with

managing complex service relationships with the private and civil

sectors. Many indigenous communities have tried innovative

arrangements in situations where conventional services have

failed aboriginal peoples. Countries are relying increasingly on

integrated service delivery, featuring citizen engagement, e-

government, and multi-stakeholder partnerships.

Innovations 
At the inaugural Commonwealth Ministers Forum on Public

Sector Development in Sydney, Australia on 26-27 October 2006,

Ministers shared many examples of innovation:

• Botswana – re-examination and re-engineering of the Public

Sector Reform Unit

• Kenya – use of performance contracting in service delivery

• Malaysia – establishment of Malaysia Inc. as a regulated service

• Maldives – modernisation of governance and institutional

development

• Mauritius – ‘putting people first’ initiative

• Mozambique – one-stop shop for service delivery to citizens

• Namibia/The Gambia – decentralisation to local governments

• Pakistan – deployment of e-government to facilitate citizen

payments

• Samoa – consolidation of ministries to create efficiencies

• Sri Lanka – integration of knowledge on the global economy in

education

• St Vincent and the Grenadines – training in micro-enterprise

development

• Swaziland – introduction of public service charters.

Ministers commented on the real 'people issues' that keep

them awake at night. There are high expectations for quality

service delivery in the face of poverty and unemployment. The

role of government is to meet the needs of citizens. A whole-of-

government approach is required to perform this role and to

close the service gap. The public service must be enabled by

government to respond to needs.

Integrated service delivery is often wanted but not easy to

attain. Ministers commented on failures in service delivery and

related governance arrangements. They cited problems with

leadership, interagency co-ordination, information sharing,

Integrated service delivery
By John Wilkins, Advisor, Public Sector Management, Governance and Institutional Development Division,

Commonwealth Secretariat

Since the inception of the Millennium Development Goals, public sector development has focused on good

governance, with a view to improving public service delivery. In the search for better strategies and models,

governments have reinvented relationships and shared governance in innovative ways. 'Networked

government' has succeeded the New Public Management, ushering in a more integrated approach to

service delivery. The expectations are of governments acting as many agencies, but as one government,

engaging citizens, and networking beyond borders. Commonwealth governments are being challenged to

collaborate on imperatives like poverty reduction and sustainable development. The public good is at stake, and Ministers

are leaders at the centre of the transformation. The author assesses trends and challenges in the Commonwealth context.

The trend is towards establishing high 
national standards that are independently audited,

devolving responsibility to the front lines.

Hierarchical, vertically integrated ministries 
are too rigid and unresponsive in a public sector

environment that is increasingly complex, 
turbulent, and demanding. 
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mixed delivery models, and project commitment. They are

concerned about researching the types of service delivery that

each country needs; enlightening citizens about their rights and

responsibilities; empowering citizens to take advantage of what

government has to offer; facilitating an environment that is

friendly to business; promoting professionalism and rooting out

corruption; attracting investment and developing appropriate

infrastructure; achieving quick wins at the nearest point of

service; and taking the time necessary to improve service.

Ministers acknowledged that different countries have different

problems requiring different solutions. They saw peer review as

a useful way to measure progress, and called upon the

Commonwealth Secretariat to facilitate exchange of ideas,

leadership training, and project management skills. Ministers

agreed to establish in-country review mechanisms and to

identify discrete issues for review, supported by simple, results-

oriented measurement tools.

Some Ministers noted the increasing burden on developing

countries of restructuring programmes but still supported this

kind of capacity building. Others questioned whether everyone

needs integrated service delivery. Peer review can serve as a

comparative guide at best. It was suggested that governments

do strategic planning to improve service delivery. Some

countries might be better off waiting to see the results of

integrated service delivery achieved by others. They agreed that

all can learn from comparative studies.

A continuing challenge
Effective public service delivery remains a challenge throughout

the Commonwealth. The concept and practice of integrated

service delivery holds promise as a way forward. Member

countries are demanding still more in-depth practical support

through advisory services and technical assistance. This suggests

room to respond to the expressed service delivery interests of

countries by capitalising on existing experience and knowledge.

There is an immediate need to build capacity to respond to

demands emerging for national and international co-operation.

Case study: Australia’s Centrelink
Across the Commonwealth, governments are converting to one-

stop shops, multiple-channel networks, and strategic alliances

to integrate service delivery. Australia's Centrelink illustrates

the innovations possible. Service centres are managed

differently and with enthusiasm under a service culture

embedded in the organisation and its people. Centrelink delivers

mandatory social services to citizens as if they are customers

who have a choice of provider.

The Job Network is a world class public-private innovation

aimed at providing better service delivery. Centrelink brought

together employment income support and a host of federal and

state agencies (e.g. disaster relief, income support, pensions

and benefits, assistance payments) under the umbrella of a

single delivery mechanism. The Minister responsible set

standards through a process of face-to-face consultation and

negotiation with small job providers. Centrelink adopted SMART

processes and a service ethic where the core business is to work

in the best interests of citizens. Customers and stakeholders

were consulted and surveyed. This helped build public

confidence and trust in government to manage information and

deliver services. Leadership of people was paramount to the

success of service centres. The concept was broadened to other

services and agencies, resulting in improved collaboration,

service, and accountability. The capability model has helped

achieve outcomes and greater cohesion in partnership with the

private sector. Evaluations show that both job recruitment and

job placement have improved over the past decade.

Questions raised by Ministers
• Is government appropriately structured?

• Are service agencies effective and efficient?

• What is required for effective service delivery, given the

changing public-private interface?

• Are people appropriately placed to optimise the capacity

of the public service?

• Do governments have the right systems to ensure

effective delivery?

• Who sets the standards?

• Who monitors consultations with citizens?

• Are survey questionnaires the only channel for feedback?

What Ministers say they need
• To understand the basic rationale for integrated service

delivery and when to use it

• To differentiate quality from quantity issues in service delivery

• To know about the different mechanisms for service delivery

• To appreciate the relative capacities of developed and

developing countries

• To be kept informed of Commonwealth work on service

delivery and partnerships.

John Wilkins became the Adviser (Public Sector Management) with the Governance
and Institutional Development Division of the Commonwealth Secretariat in October
2005. He served 32 years in the Canadian public service, the last four years in Ottawa
advising the Treasury Board on service delivery innovations. He managed in the
Province of Manitoba's health, government services, culture, and finance portfolios
and taught business and public management at the University of Manitoba.

The Governance and Institutional Development Division (GIDD) of the
Commonwealth Secretariat helps Commonwealth developing countries strengthen
their structures of governance and administration. GIDD's work covers the full
spectrum of public sector administration and management, as well as working to
strengthen civil society and private sector institutions with public responsibilities.
GIDD provides a range of technical assistance to help governments improve their public
services. Programmes are tailored to country, regional, and pan-Commonwealth needs.
GIDD implements some 70 public sector development projects annually.
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Public-private partnerships (PPPs) are very attractive to

governments who are seeking resources to improve their

infrastructure and public services. PPPs are partnerships

between public and private sectors that involve private

investment in public infrastructure, a long-term service provision

and the transfer of risk to the private partner. 

Although the types vary, two broad categories of PPPs can be

identified: the institutionalised kind that refers to all forms of

joint ventures between public and private stakeholders, and

contractual PPPs. Recently, the contractual type has come to the

fore. One model of this type is the concession where ‘the user

pays’. Most PPPs outside the United Kingdom are concessions.

Another model of the contractual type in the United Kingdom is

the Private Finance Initiative (PFI) where the public sector pays

and where a contract agreement is signed between the private

partner and the public sector. 

PPPs offer a number of benefits: 

• Value to the public through lower cost, higher levels of service,

or reduced risk

• Access to alternative private sources of capital

• Increased certainty of outcomes, in terms of both time and

budget

• A possibility of off-balance-sheet finance

• A high potential for innovative approaches to public

infrastructure delivery.

The importance of governance
One of the misconceptions about PPPs is that they require less

public sector involvement. In reality they entail more. They require

a strong public sector that is able to adopt a new role with new

abilities. Indeed, asking private partners to deliver government

services places more, not less, responsibility on public officials.

As seen in the table below, countries tend to go through a

number of distinct phases before a PPP programme becomes

fully operational. Only at the third phase, where relatively few

countries are currently situated, does the programme become

really significant. 

Countries become more mature in the market as the methods

of PPPs become more sophisticated and activity is high. Thus,

although there are attractions to using PPPs their

implementation is not easy and moving up the maturity curve is

far from automatic. Poorly constructed, non-transparent deals

lead to disappointment. This in turn can produce a backlash

against the concept and generate political opposition towards

PPPs as a whole. The goal, therefore, is to develop the required

institutional strength or good governance, specifically:

• A coherent PPP policy, providing clear direction and leadership

• Institutional capability, with skills in identifying, instigating and

delivering and monitoring projects

• A legal and regulatory framework that offers clarity, simplicity

and predictability in legal processes

Promoting good governance in public-
private partnerships
Geoffrey Hamilton, Chief, Cooperation and Partnerships Section, United Nations Economic Commission for Europe

(UNECE)

Public-private partnerships (PPPs) have become increasingly commonplace worldwide as a vehicle for the delivery of

public services in transport, education, health, water and other sectors. In countries with economies in transition there

is a great need for new investment to modernise public services and fill a serious infrastructure deficit. By providing

technology, expertise and financial resources, PPPs have the potential to fill this infrastructure ‘gap’. However, PPPs

are complex, requiring skills found more in the private than the public sector. The public sector needs to build strong,

high performing institutions to strengthen its governance in PPPs. This article is taken from a summary of the UNECE

Guidelines on Good Governance in PPPs, and provides a general overview of the main governance issues in this area.

Stage One

• Define policy framework

• Test legal viability

• Identify project pipeline

• Develop foundation concepts

• Apply lessons from earliest deals to

other sectors

• Start to build marketplace

Source: Deloitte and Touche USA

Stage Two

• Introduce legislative reform

• Publish policy and practice guidelines

• Establish dedicated PPP units

• Refine PPP delivery models

• Continue to foster marketplace

• Expand project pipeline and extend to

new sectors

• Leverage new sources of funds

Stage Three

• Fully-defined, comprehensive ‘system’

established

• Legal impediments removed

• PPP models refined and reproduced

• Sophisticated risk allocation

• Committed deal flow

• Long-term political consensus

• Use of full-range of funding sources

• Thriving infrastructure

• Investment market involving pension

funds and private equity funds

• Well-trained civil service utilises PPP

experiences

Table 1. Growth of a PPP programme.
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• Transparency, openness and fairness in selecting the best

partners 

• Accountability to citizens and other stakeholders for

performance and delivery 

• Strong participation of stakeholders in PPP decision-making

along with accountability to members of the public, and

• Sustainable development, ensuring the outcomes have the

maximum developmental impact and respect for the

environment.

Clearly, countries are at vastly different levels of

understanding and sophistication and each needs to find its own

path. They need to develop their own systems in the context of

their own economic development, relying on their own

experiences, legal framework, political climate and strength of

the business community and commercial environment.

However, fully designed PPP ‘governance systems’, as shown

above, work best. A holistic approach is required, which involves

the integration of policies and institutions surrounding the

project. 

Seven principles of good governance in PPPs
The purpose of the UNECE Guidelines is to assist governments

to realise the benefits from PPPs through strengthening their

governance. The Guidelines set out seven principles, described

below. 

Principle 1: policy 
Typically, most governments fail to elaborate an overall PPP

policy. This lack can lead to confusion over the goals of PPPs,

which increases the likelihood of failure. A coherent PPP policy,

on the other hand, sets down a ‘road map’ for implementation,

identifying clear objectives and principles, the pilot projects,

realistic targets and the means of achieving them. Improved

policy coherence can increase the support of the population for

the PPP approach.

Governments’ goals and objectives in their PPP policies will

vary according to their own economic development. For high-

income countries the preferred goals are to enhance economic

efficiency and provide the taxpayer with the best value for money.

In contrast, in low-income countries, PPPs need not only to

increase efficiency but also improve accessibility of basic

services to citizens, especially those who are economically and

socially disadvantaged. (Even in high-income countries there is a

strong view that social goals should be more prominent in

shaping policy.) 

In fixing the policy objectives, governments should also

consult closely with the beneficiaries and with the stakeholders. 

Principle 2: capacity-building
PPPs involve complicated structures that require new skills,

which are found more in the private than the public sector.

Governments need to find the necessary skills to develop PPPs.

A critical aspect of building the necessary capacity is to create a

PPP unit. The goals of the PPP unit are to:

• Establish a project pipeline 

• Support the regional and local authorities in implementing

their PPP programmes

• Defend the process both within government and outside, and

• Build the capacity within the market place in order to create a

wide choice of competent private sector partners. 

Those countries that have established PPP units tend to have

a more extensive PPP programme and a larger number of

projects. Thus, a PPP unit is a part of the PPP ‘governance

system’ and is a key factor in a successful programme. But the

PPP unit, however, should not be itself a cause of governance

concern. It is therefore important that in designing such units to

ensure that they are located at ‘arms’ length to the private sector

and that their performance is evaluated by independent bodies.

Principle 3: legal
Legal processes in many jurisdictions are insufficient and

complex and fail to provide sufficient security and incentives to

investors in PPP arrangements. Investors in PPPs need

predictability and security in legal frameworks, which means

fewer, simpler and better rules. In addition, the legal framework

needs to take account of the beneficiaries and empower them to

participate in legal processes protecting their rights and

guaranteeing them access in decision-taking.

One of the key challenges in many countries at the initial

stages of developing PPPs was the failure of the law to

adequately define the framework for PPPs. This led to many

projects being started without competitive tenders and with

clear conflicts of interest. It also failed to prevent, in some cases,

the private sector from raising sharply the prices of services to

the consumer who was often not in a position to pay. This led to

the introduction of new regulation and controls. 

These new rules, however, in some cases went too far and

raised the cost of entry so that only large firms had sufficient

resources to compete for tenders. SMEs, for example, could not

afford the cost of preparing lengthy documents, prospectuses

and feasibility studies. While legal regulation is necessary and

desirable, it needs to be carefully implemented as the law can

make PPPs more complex and less transparent.

Principle 4: risk-sharing
Theory in project finance suggests that risks should be borne by

the party best able to manage them, but many PPP projects

often fail to come to fruition because the parties have failed to

agree on the allocation of risk, with each side trying to shift the

risk to the other. It is also difficult to calculate risks, especially in

transition economies when the rate of economic growth is

sometimes less predictable, which makes forecasting demand,

especially in transport projects, a difficult exercise. PPPs allow

risks – which are most able to be managed by the private sector

– to be transferred to them. However, governments also need to

accept their share and help to mitigate those allocated to the

private sector in mutual support.

In 1994, the M1 motorway, that covered a stretch of road from

Vienna in Austria to Budapest in Hungary, was the first fully

private motorway in Europe built without any taxpayers’ money.

However, problems occurred and the state was obliged to re-

nationalise the project. The lesson from this experience, and

others in this period, is that the cost and risk for infrastructure

projects that require major capital expenditures is too high for

the private sector to assume alone and the public sector must

therefore carry its share and provide certain types of subsidies.

Investors in PPPs need predictability 
and security in legal frameworks, which 
means fewer, simpler and better rules. 

Clearly, countries are at vastly different 
levels of understanding and sophistication 

and each needs to find its own path. 
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It is important therefore that the government designs the

partnership in order to continue to use the risk to its investments

as an incentive to the private sector to perform well.

Principle 5: PPP procurement
The governance challenges regarding procurement include the

lack of capacity in organising competitive tenders especially at

local levels, the public suspicion at non-transparent PPP deals,

and the poor administrative procedures for competitive

tendering that exclude SMEs. The selection of the bidder should

be undertaken following a transparent, neutral, and non-

discriminatory selection process that promotes competition and

strikes a balance between the need to reduce the length of time

and cost of the bid process and acquiring the best proposal.

Along these lines, there should be zero tolerance for all forms 

of corruption.

Governments realise that as PPPs become more

commonplace, they need to go further to ensure total

transparency in the selection of partners. The most challenging

area of procurement for emerging markets is to ensure that

there is a sufficient number of companies willing to bid.

Competition among a number of companies is the most effective

way to achieve successful results. In emerging markets,

however, there may be too few private companies ready to enter

into partnerships. In such cases it is best to halt the project and

to undertake it, if possible, by more traditional means. 

Many countries see in PPPs means of attracting foreign direct

investment (FDI). Ensuring a highly efficient and effective

competitive procurement process will attract foreign lenders,

investors and contractors that will strengthen the market. 

Principle 6: putting people first
Often, members of the public are not sufficiently consulted in

PPPs in order to determine their interest in the projects and

whether they meet their needs. This lack of transparency and

accountability has led to a governance challenge that must be

confronted in order for PPPs to move forward. The PPP process

should put people first by increasing accountability and

transparency in projects and through these improving people’s

livelihoods, especially the socially and economically

disadvantaged. 

There needs to be established a mechanism to test whether

the projects are socially acceptable. While public accountability

in PPPs needs to be enhanced to ensure that people are put first,

it should not go too far and lead to over-bureaucratic control and

poor as opposed to ‘good’ regulation. Generally, an evenhanded

approach needs to be adopted and the same rules applied to the

partner, domestic or foreign, public or private. 

Principle 7: the environment and social concern
PPP projects must contribute to sustainable development and

protection of the environment by balancing the public’s current

needs with the responsibility of not diminishing the ability of

future generations to meet their needs as effectively. The PPP

process should integrate the principles of sustainable

development into PPP projects, by reflecting environmental

considerations in the objectives, setting specifications and

awarding projects to those bidders who fully match the ‘green

criteria’. There is no doubt that already there is strong evidence

that PPPs can have major benefits to the environment. 

Improving governance
There is an infrastructure deficit in many transition economies

and PPPs are a possible instrument to fill this gap. The key goal

for governments is to improve their governance. To assist in this

regard the Guidelines highlight seven interrelated principles of

good governance in PPPs. However, building capacity cannot be

achieved overnight. In some respects governments will have to

devote effort to training their public administrations in PPPs and

to develop national PPP training programmes.

Abridged from the UNECE Guidelines on Good Governance in PPPs.

The cost and risk for infrastructure projects 
that require major capital expenditures is too 

high for the private sector to assume alone 
and the public sector must therefore carry its 
share and provide certain types of subsidies. 

The PPP process should put people first by increasing
accountability and transparency in projects and through

these improving people’s livelihoods, especially the
socially and economically disadvantaged. 

The PPP process should integrate the principles of
sustainable development into PPP projects, by reflecting
environmental considerations in the objectives, setting
specifications and awarding projects to those bidders

who fully match the ‘green criteria’. 

The Committee on Economic Cooperation and Integration (CECI) of the United
Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) promotes a policy, financial and
regulatory environment conducive to economic growth, innovative development and
higher competitiveness in the region of the UNECE, focusing mainly on countries
with economies in transition. CECI mandated the preparation of a practical
guidebook on good governance in PPPs. The Guidelines on Good Governance in PPPs
is prepared to assist governments looking for best practices in establishing and
maintaining partnerships with the private sector.

UNECE Information Service
Palais des Nations
CH-1211 Geneva 10
Switzerland

Tel: +41 (0) 22 917 12 34 Fax: +41 (0) 22 917 05 05 
Email: info.ece@unece.org Website: www.unece.org/ceci
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The primary goal of all governments is to foster economic

growth, create wealth, improve human welfare, and satisfy

the material wants of their citizens. The environment is

viewed as a storehouse of minerals and raw materials that are

essential to the production of goods and services for decent

standards of living. We often fail to realise that it also supports

plant and animal life, and provides the means of growing food. It

is, furthermore, a source of aesthetic experience and recreation.

With increasing rates of economic growth, however, the

environment has become a sink for all the waste that is

generated by modern activities, giving rise to numerous

environmental problems. As more and more countries are racing

towards greater industrialisation and economic growth,

transformation of the ecological capital is now outstripping the

natural processes by which the resources replenish themselves,

a fact that severely compromises the ability of future generations

to sustain a decent livelihood. 

Traditional responses to environmental threats
The state, conscious of the fact that neither businesses nor

personal interests can on their own effectively ensure the

sustainable use of resources, has traditionally played a

prominent role in the arbitration of conflicts that arise between

environmental and developmental goals, and the preservation

and enhancement of the existing stock of ecological capital. It

has done so by putting in place an armada of legislative texts and

a multitude of bodies entrusted with a wide variety of tasks

ranging from pollution control to coastal zone management.

However, the lack of co-ordination among the different agencies

involved in environmental protection and management, and the

perception by economic planners that environmental legislation

is anti-development, means that the environment has continued

to be under increasing threat. However, political imperatives

have so far dictated an incremental approach to threats, with

decision-makers preferring to wait for a perceived threat to

reach crisis stage before taking action, encouraged by the

complexity of environmental issues and the fact that such issues

become visible at different points in time. But such a fragmented

approach is very dangerous, as the threats become more serious

and more difficult to deal with as time passes. Climate change,

for example, is now an immediate reality, with global mean

temperatures and sea levels rising, and communities across the

world confronting the harsh effects of more frequent and more

extreme weather conditions. 

Redefining environmental stewardship
The failure to halt environmental degradation has prompted the

global community to take a closer examination of past responses

to serious environmental threats. This comes with the realisation

that many of these environmental problems, if unresolved, will

jeopardise the economic development efforts of many countries,

which find themselves ill-equipped to deal with the impacts. 

In fact, the complex relationship between environmental

degradation, population increase, poverty and other development

issues has provided enough evidence that sustainable

development and conservation of the environment cannot 

be achieved through legislation and regulation alone.

Environmental protection has to be addressed in a more open

and inclusive manner, relying more on effective partnerships,

networking, awareness-building, and institutional development.

Hence, every individual, organisation or community needs to feel

responsible towards the environment, and bring those little

changes to the way one travels, uses energy, or shops. All 

these little initiatives will eventually reduce the pressure on

Environmental responsibility
By Vasantt K Jogoo, Adviser & Head, Small States, Economic Affairs Division, Commonwealth Secretariat

Concern over environmental issues has definitely reached new heights, if judged by the headlines in the

press and the number of international meetings devoted to the debate. The natural resource base of

most countries continues to be degraded at an alarming rate. While the state has a major role to play

in the arbitration of conflicts that arise between environmental and developmental goals, it is becoming

obvious that the stewardship of the natural environment has to be the responsibility of everyone. In fact,

many of the environmental challenges could be resolved if all societies, individuals or organisations

accepted greater environmental responsibility by changing their habits and practices slightly. 

As more and more countries are racing 
towards greater industrialisation and 
economic growth, transformation of 

the ecological capital is now outstripping 
the natural processes by which the 

resources replenish themselves.

The lack of co-ordination among the different 
agencies involved in environmental protection 

and management, and the perception by economic
planners that environmental legislation is 

anti-development, means that the environment 
has continued to be under increasing threat. 

Many of these environmental problems, if 
unresolved, will jeopardise the economic development

efforts of many countries, which find themselves 
ill-equipped to deal with the impacts.
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environmental resources quite significantly. At the level of

organisations, corporate environmental responsibility will

require that initiatives encompass:

• Material and energy management

• A fully transparent stakeholder engagement, and 

• A commitment to achieve environmental performance levels

beyond the minimum set by environmental regulations.

How governments can promote environmental
responsibility

As well as removing barriers to environmental responsibility 

(see box above), the government has most importantly the

obligation to lead by example. In fact, governments account for a

very significant proportion of total economic activity in many

countries, and thus they assume a far bigger share of

environmental responsibility. They can leverage their

considerable purchasing power by implementing a strong green

procurement policy, and thus encourage businesses to adopt

environment-friendly practices and become more competitive. 

Many governments are actively promoting environmental

responsibility schemes with some success. The United Kingdom,

for example, is currently implementing a policy tool based on a

combination of corporate responsibility and the ‘polluter pays’

principle. Such ‘producer responsibility’ ensures that businesses

who place products on the market take responsibility for 

them once they have reached the end of their useful life. 

This policy aims to achieve a more sustainable approach to

resource use and a reduction in the quantity of waste, thereby

eliminating the need for more landfills, and by encouraging re-

use, recycling or other forms of recovery. Such a policy has the

added advantage of inciting the businesses to design products

that use fewer resources, eliminate the use of hazardous

substances, and generate lower quantities of waste.

Everyone’s responsibility
The continued deterioration of the environment poses a serious

threat to the well-being and survival of many communities and

countries, especially small island states. Traditional approaches

to dealing with such threats have failed in halting the continued

degradation of the world’s natural resources. It is now clear that

the protection of the environment has to be the responsibility of

everyone. Such environmental responsibility has to be exercised

at all levels, be it by the individual (by changing some daily

habits) or the corporation (by adopting green technologies). 

But, above all, the government, through its enormous

purchasing power, can lead the way, not only by enforcing

adequate legislation and providing a combination of regulatory

and financial incentives, but also by implementing a strong

green procurement policy. The UK, through its ‘producer

responsibility’ policy, has shown that businesses can be

encouraged to design greener products and remain competitive,

while reducing the volume of waste that goes to landfills.

Governments account for a very significant 
proportion of total economic activity in many 
countries, and thus they assume a far bigger 

share of environmental responsibility.

Environmental responsibility has to be exercised 
at all levels, be it by the individual (by changing some

daily habits) or the corporation (by adopting green
technologies). But, above all, the government, through

its enormous purchasing power, can lead the way.

Dr Vasantt Jogoo, whose professional experience spans more than 29 years,
currently holds the position of Adviser and Head in the Small States, Environment
and Economic Management Section the Commonwealth Secretariat, London. Prior to
this, he served the African Development Bank as its Lead Environmentalist, working
on policy issues and helping to establish the Bank’s procedures in matters relating
to environmental impact assessments and auditing. He has degrees in geography,
urban planning and environmental management obtained in India, France, and the
USA. Respectively he has a keen interest in modelling the development-
environment interface. 

Commonwealth Secretariat
Marlborough House
Pall Mall
London SW1Y 5HX 
UK 

Tel: +44 (0)20 7747 6500 Fax: +44 (0)20 7930 0827
Email: v.jogoo@commonwealth.int

Removing the barriers
For environmental responsibility to be effective, whether at

individual or corporate level, the government needs to

remove all the barriers to its advancement by: 

• Reinforcing environmental regulation rather than

encouraging deregulation

• Promoting voluntary environmental initiatives (like use of

green technologies, renewable energy, waste reduction,

and water and energy conservation) through subsidies,

grants, loans, tax rebates, and so forth

• Eliminating subsidies of businesses causing

environmental damage

• Implementing market-based mechanisms (like

emissions trading), and 

• Building the capacity of organisations and communities to

help them implement sound environmental management

systems. 

A combination of regulation, awareness-raising and self-

discipline has shown that society can adopt environment-

friendly habits. Waste recycling, for example, has in a

decade become second nature to many urban dwellers

across the globe. 



he “war for talent”, as stated by studies a while ago, rages
on. This is one of the “top of mind” issues for CEOs. The
reasons are clear: global isation, commoditisation of
differentiating products and services, regulation and
changing business landscapes, and other pressures
specific to different sectors, businesses or organisations.

Business leaders are not only in various “wars” – for
customers, for market share, for capital, for share of
wallet and other challenges – but they have now taken
leadership and ownership of the intensifying “war for
talent”, with even greater focus than in the past.

As South Africa and the rest of our continent enters the global economic realities, so
does its workforce. The South African economy has now become part of the global
economies. This brings with it great opportunities for South African business and the
country in general, as well as some real challenges, not only in currency fluctuations
that affect cost of capital, cross-continental trade transactions, global and
sophisticated customers, access to unfamiliar markets, cross-border legislative and
regulatory challenges, but also in the profile of the human capital required to make
companies successful.

In various sectors of South Africa and the global economy, the strategic market
differentiators (for organisational success) can no longer be a company’s products
and services, access to capital, or technology, as these rapidly get copied by
competitors, who turn them into commodities. However, there is one capability that
competitors cannot copy: an organisation’s human capital.

I use the concept “human capital” deliberately, as opposed to “human resources”. The
difference is the deployment or utilisation of this “resource” for competitive
advantage turning it into value-producing capital. It is this capital that turns other
capabilities into competitive advantage. Companies with strong brands depend on
their human capital to maintain brand leadership in the market. Companies, with
technology, use their human capital to turn the technology into a market
differentiator against other companies with similar technology. While companies
posses various capabilities and resources, such as finances, brands, technology and
other capabilities, its human capital will create value out of all the capabilities and
resources it possesses.

This brings the human resources function to the leadership of the “wars” CEOs are
fighting. These “wars” become the HR wars. HR is the function that should ensure
that “the company with the best people wins”, by moving beyond human resource
practices, to human resources value-creating business solutions. The challenge that
is faced by HR is that it is now the profession that must lead the wars in the global
market. CEOs and business leaders as well as political and executive leaders of the
public sector, are seeking answers from the HR function.

The challenges are in both the private and public sectors.

The benefit to us as a profession is-the solutions already exist. The HR profession has
in the past delivered world-class people solutions for business challenges and best-
in-class practices that have made companies and organisations successful. It is this

profession that should begin to make available the national abundance of people
solutions for South Africa by sharing best practices across companies, economies,
and across the public and private sectors. Time, effort and resources are often spent
trying to create solutions in which other Charlotte Mokoena, President: IPM
companies have excelled. This short-term and “turfist” approach to solutions that are
not unique to one’s company or organisation are not only holding back companies,
or the potential for South Africa to grow at a rapid rate, but are also holding back
the credibility of the profession that must now take a lead in creating people
solutions for business and national problems.

It is time the HR profession takes its rightful place in sharing the abundant best-in-
class solutions that have been created, tried and tested in organisations. This will
create speed in delivery while being cost-effective in implementation. There are
South African companies and businesses, (big and small, national and trading
offshore, local and foreign), that have excelled in human capital and workforce
planning. This ensures that companies can identify the human capital required to
achieve their strategic business plans and goals. There are companies that have
mastered compensation as a retention and motivation tool. There are companies
that have successfully forged strong relationships with SETAs to create an
employable entry-level (young) workforce from unemployed graduates and school
leavers. Some of our own companies have created employee engagement processes
and interventions that have made the workplace an environment conducive to
employee performance and productivity. Other companies have engaged leadership
of organised labour as partners in successfully dealing with broader business and
workplace issues, beyond wage negotiations and grievances.

Moving human capital from one organisation to another simply is a very short-term
focus that solves current annual business plan cycle issues, but does not create the
skilled human resource abundance that is required to make business and South
Africa successful in the local and global marketplace. This profession has to galvanise
its efforts to solve the national skills problem and solve the organisational human
capital challenges facing companies and organisations. This can be achieved if the
HR profession works together, fully participates in various structures and forums,
shares best-practice tools in HR, and most importantly gets into a “solutions
mindset” beyond immediate function and organisation. In sharing HR tools and
practices, the competitive advantage of your organisation cannot be lost, since the
implementation of those shared HR tools and practices depend on the fabric of
organisations. Access to human resource tools does not automatically turn them into
human capital value-creating solutions. The IPM has been home to the HR
profession for many years in South Africa and neighbouring countries. It has
benefited from strong leadership and cooperation from sister organisations over the
years. Forging ahead, within the context of the global market and global workforce,
the IPM strategic intent is to be THE Portal for Thought Leadership in People
Management. With full participation of the HR practitioners, IPM will use its various
structures and programmes to provide an opportunity for best practice sharing and
a platform for creating a focus on country-affecting skills solutions. The value of
participation and contribution to the IPM for the profession will be created and
leveraged by the profession itself.

The mission of the IPM is to ensure value for its members and those that its
members serve through access to latest information, knowledge, expertise, training
and development, systems and processes, and networks in people management.

The company with 
the best people winsBy Charlotte K Mokoena

Charlotte Mokoena,
President: IPM



In its work, the IPM will be guided by the following principles:
· National relevance · Regional participation
· Membership driven · Value for members
· Organisational sustainability · Professionalism.

In its leadership of the IPM, the Board has identified key strategic projects that will
be driven through: IPM branches, which continue to be the critical structures of the
IPM; the Knowledge Exchange Groups; the IPM Convention, an annual event that is
the culmination of thought leadership and best practices in people management; as
well as through other forms of networking and communication, as may be identified
by branches and other IPM structures.

The IPM has worked with many partners that have contributed to its success over
time. These include corporate companies, consultants and academics, suppliers of
people management solutions and tools and other sister organisations. In its
strategic intent and operations, the IPM Board recognises that the success of the

organisations that support the IPM depend on people that work for those
companies and organisations, and thanks them for their support. A special mention
of chief executive officers, directors and other business leaders, political and
executive leaders is appropriate, as they support IPM and therefore the profession,
from which they expect value. These leaders of our country expect the HR profession
to leverage the resources within its reach, expand the thought leadership embedded
in the profession and tackle the business, skills and workforce challenges faced by
companies, organisations, the workforce, the country and the continent.

Let’s take ownership and solidify the HR profession, as we provide consolidated
people and skills solutions, so that the war for talent is won by our companies,
country and continent. It is the company and the country with the best people that
will win in the global market place.

Charlotte Mokoena, President: IPM. (Charlotte Mokoena is also the Chief of Human
Resources, Telkom SA Limited)

52nd IPM Annual Convention - 4 -7 November 2008 – Sun City, South Africa
“People Strategies for Global Leadership – Gearing for the Future”

SABmiller, a multinational organisation with its roots in South Africa has gone out into the world and conquered it. Evidence of this is that they are currently ranked number one in the world in
the Beer industry, a clear demonstration that they have successfully competed for their space in the global market.The South African Rugby Team (Amabokoboko) won the World Rugby Cup last

year without losing a single game. This feat has earned them the world’s most prestigious award - “The 2008 Laureus World Team of the Year”.

The lesson from the two cases above is that South Africa has the talent and the skills to complete successfully in a globalised world.

The 2008 IPM Annual Convention will explore critical issues related to competing successfully in the world stage with the confidence and capacity similar to that demonstrated by SABmiller and
the 2007 South African Rugby Team

If you and your company want to be serious players in the global market, this is a convention that you and your management cannot afford to miss.Indications are that we will exceed last year’s
attendance figures of 870 by a wide margin.

The benefits of participating at the convention either as a delegate, speaker, exhibitor or sponsor are galore. To view these please visit www.ipm.co.za

DELEGATES
- Exposure to best HR practises – a global perspective - Exposure to grounded organisational success practices
- Understanding of global organisational competencies - How to toolkits and frameworks.
- Opportunity to debate and refine concepts - Opportunity to network and forge business relationships.

SPEAKERS
- Opportunity to share knowledge, expertise and success stories

- Opportunity to network, grow and extend your network of business associates Opportunity to make business contacts
- Opportunity to learn and refine your work

EXHIBITORS
- Opportunity to share business solutions with HR professional and business executives

- Opportunity to expose and brand your company to over 500 delegates
- Opportunity to establish business contacts

- A demonstration of a clear commitment to providing solutions to the skills challenges facing the country.

SPONSORS
- Opportunity to present and brand your company as a serious contributor to the provision of solutions to the skills challenges facing the country.

- Opportunity to profile your company as a serious player in the development of human capital in the country.
- Opportunity to present your company as future oriented, concerned with social stability and economic growth.

- Opportunity to establish business contacts and extend your products and services to potential consumers and many more. The IPM annual convention is a win-win combination for all
stakeholders, including delegates from across the continent.

ACT NOW AND CALL
Gail Bennideen for delegate registration, Lavern Meyers for exhibition opportunities, Rre Elijah Litheko for sponsorship opportunities

Rre Elijah Litheko for the honour of sharing your expertise and successstories with delegates

IPM telephone numbers: 011 993 9551/2/3/4
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For gender mainstreaming, this period represents an

interesting juncture. While the link between gender and

development has been firmly established, the planning and

budgeting processes in most countries have been unable to

respond to the challenge of systematically integrating gender,

and impacts of National Plans of Action/National Policies for

Women have been limited. Many multilateral and bilateral

organisations have recently reassessed the impact of their

gender mainstreaming strategies and efforts (e.g. the

Department for International Development (DfID), UK, the United

Nations Development Programme, and the Commonwealth

Secretariat). They have found, almost uniformly, despite stated

commitments to the goal of gender equality, that organisations

have not been able to change their practices to successfully

mainstream gender. Externally, impacts are not visible in

programme work and outcomes, and internally, ways of working

have not changed to systematically integrate gender in

programme formulation and project implementation.

Interestingly, again almost uniformly, the response to these

assessments has been an acceptance of the evaluation, a tacit

recognition of the centrality of gender equality for development

outcomes, fresh commitments and an openness and willingness

to reconsider strategies and approaches. The challenge is how 

to move from commitment to action – how do we build on the

experience and analysis that exists to learn from the lessons of

the past so that in a few years time we can measure real

progress and change in gender equality within governments,

organisations and institutions ? 

Revisiting gender mainstreaming 
In today’s development environment, where a myriad of issues

are being ‘mainstreamed’ – ICTs, small states – it is perhaps

necessary to remind ourselves what exactly we mean by ‘gender’

mainstreaming. A widely accepted definition of gender

mainstreaming, and one accepted by the Commonwealth, is the

1997 ECOSOC definition reproduced below:

‘Mainstreaming a gender perspective is the process of

assessing the implications for women and men of any planned

action, including legislation, policies or programmes, in any

area and at all levels. It is a strategy for making women’s as

well as men’s concerns and experiences an integral dimension

of the design, implementation, monitoring and evaluation of

the policies and programmes in all political, economic and

societal spheres so that women and men benefit equally, and

inequality is not perpetuated. The ultimate goal is to achieve

gender equality.’

Thus, gender mainstreaming is a strategy, a means to achieve

gender equality. Gender and human rights are fundamental

lenses and analytical categories through which all development

processes can be viewed, unlike issues like ICTs which have a

more instrumental application.

The challenge of gender mainstreaming:
from commitment to action
By Sarojini Ganju Thakur, Head of the Gender Section at the Commonwealth Secretariat

While gender entered into the development discourse as early as the eighties, it was in 1995 at the Fourth

International Conference on Women held in Beijing that gender ‘mainstreaming’ was articulated as a

strategy in the ‘critical’ sectoral areas of concern covered by the Beijing Platform of Action. Indeed, in the

intervening period, there have been clear gains. Vast research, training and advocacy efforts have resulted

in an enhanced understanding of gender, and how it differs from a focus on women; policies, action plans,

analytical tools and framework have been developed integrating gender analysis; the participation of

women in politics and at decision-making levels has increased, especially at the local level; and there have been impacts

in certain areas such as the universal emphasis on girls’ education,. However, these positive examples of women’s voices

being heard, their needs and interests being taken into account and the increase in visibility have been isolated and

sporadic and not the result of a systematic approach to gender mainstreaming within governments and institutions. The

focus of this briefing is to analyse the approaches and solutions that are required to move from professed commitment

to gender equality to action and outcomes which impact on the lives of women and men, girls and boys.

The planning and budgeting processes in most 
countries have been unable to respond to the 

challenge of systematically integrating gender.

Gender mainstreaming viewpoints
There are two ways in which gender mainstreaming is

usually considered: 

The ‘integrationist’ perspective. This approach seeks to
integrate gender in all sectoral policies, programmes and

implementation. For example, the development by the

Commonwealth Secretariat of the Gender Management

System tool kit and a series of publications on Gender

Mainstreaming in different sectors (with numerous titles

including Social Protection for Informal Employment,

Primary and Secondary Educations, Conflict

Transformation, Multilateral Trading System) are efforts to

address the how and why of gender mainstreaming.

A ‘transformative’ or ‘agenda-setting’ perspective. This is
at a more strategic level, dealing with structural causes for

gender inequality and working towards making that part of

the mainstream agenda so as to transform the agenda. This

often has a greater political dimension and can be built by

enhancing demand for change.
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What will need to change for effective gender
mainstreaming?

• Nature of commitment. Evaluations of most organisations
have highlighted the gap between commitment and action.

Commitments to gender equality abound – as evidenced in

international, regional, national and institutional

commitments, such as the Beijing Platform for Action (1995),

the MDGs, African Protocol for Women, National Policies for

Action and documents such as the Commonwealth Plan of

Action for Gender Equality. These create a framework but are

not enough. With commitments there need to be parallel

processes – policies, procedures and plans to enable change

accompanied by the necessary allocation of human and

financial resources. Accountability and ownership for delivery

of the commitments has to be visible at the highest

management levels. This is increasingly being understood, and

manifestations of commitment are taking various forms.

Parliamentary/government committees to evaluate gender

mainstreaming across government do exist in some countries.

In DfID, one of the top management people has been

designated as a gender champion, and in a UN organisation,

when progress is presented to the executive board a separate

report on gender mainstreaming is presented. In the

Commonwealth Secretariat, the Gender Audit report

recommends the formulation of a Gender Policy and the revival

of a High Level Steering committee to monitor gender

mainstreaming. 

• Allocation of adequate human and financial resources. There
has been increasing international focus and attention on the

need to finance gender equality. This was both the theme for

the 52nd session of the Commission of the Status of Women in

New York, as well as the Commonwealth Women’s Affairs

Ministerial Meeting which was held in June 2007, and many

meetings organised by multilaterals and bilaterals on bringing

gender into the aid-effectiveness agenda. This would

encompass both the content and processes of

macroeconomic, financial and trade policies. At one level, this

would mean tracking the money that is available at national

level for gender-related outcomes – whether from domestic

resources or from aid, remittances or private capital. For

spending through government, Gender Responsive Budgets

(GRBs) are viewed as an effective mechanism, especially 

as with country ownership and budget support even aid 

is reflected in national budgets. Commonwealth Finance

Ministers have committed themselves to progress on GRBs but

the process is slow and requires constant monitoring. Within

organisations there needs to be the possibility of tracking the

funds that are actually being used for gender equality. 

Within countries, National Women’s Machineries and in

organisations, Gender Sections and Units are often considered

responsible for overseeing the mainstreaming agenda. They are

often marginalised in their location, and invariably poorly

resourced and staffed, unable to advance the mainstreaming

agenda effectively. Their ‘raison d’être’ is undermined – to be

effective in their monitoring role they need to be not only

strategically located and supported, but also adequately

resourced, so that they can deliver on their mandates, and carry

out their roles of mentoring and influencing. 

• Organisational culture needs to change. Gender has to move
from being the business of National Women’s Machineries 

or Gender Sections and Units to being everybody’s business.

This has to be explicit rather than implicit, as in the past

mainstreaming has resulted in ‘evaporation’ and

‘invisibilisation’ because everyone feels that gender is already

being addressed. This can be affected by making everyone

accountable for gender-related outcomes. Everyone feels that

they know exactly what they need to do, but in addition they

need to be equipped with the right ‘lens’ or tools to integrate

gender into their work. 

In order to ensure that gender is properly integrated into

programme formulation or project design, it is important at the

outset to ensure that those who design are properly equipped to

integrate gender analysis into their work. Gender training is a

first step to help familiarise project and programme staff with

gender and gender analysis generally, but its application to a

specific sector needs also to be mentored or be the subject of a

more ‘specific’ training. Guidelines can also assist this process.

Project documentation and approval need to clearly define the

manner in which gender enters into the intervention. A good

example of such a tool is the OECD Gender Policy Marker. All

programmes and projects clearly indicate whether gender is a

‘principal’ or ‘significant’ objective or not at all. Where a logical

framework is used, gender outputs/outcomes need to be clearly

reflected in project documents. There needs to be a process of

continuous assessment of mainstreaming through gender

audits, evaluations which could even be concurrent. 

Appraisal systems should include aspects related to gender,

and there could be different systems of rewards and incentives.

• Learning from and exchanging good practice. There are, in
many sectors, excellent examples of mainstreaming gender in

development initiatives that provide insights into processes for

integrating gender. These examples need to be disseminated

widely and shared so that organisations and sectors do not

need to ‘reinvent the wheel’. For instance, facilitating

representatives of finance ministries from countries who have

successfully engaged in promoting GRBs to share their

experience with countries interested in embarking on the

process could expedite the mainstreaming agenda. 

• Engaging with civil society. In some countries, civil society has
often been at the forefront of feminist pressure. The advocacy,

research and capacity-building efforts they have engaged in

have often shaped the mainstream agenda. Their participation

and involvement is critical for lasting and sustainable

progress, as through their efforts they create a voice and a

demand for change. 

Gender mainstreaming is a means to an end, and if adopted as

a strategy will lead to improved performance and growth. It will

enable countries and organisations to live up to their stated

commitments. Achieving gender equality is a matter of fairness

and social justice, but it is also clear that gender equality

improves overall growth and leads to development.

With commitments there need to be parallel 
processes – policies, procedures and plans to 
enable change accompanied by the necessary 
allocation of human and financial resources. 

Sarojini Ganju Thakur is Head of the Gender Section at the Commonwealth
Secretariat, and has worked extensively on gender and development in several
capacities. Previously, she held the position of Adviser, Poverty Eradication and
Economic Empowerment. She is on secondment from the Indian Administrative
Service (Himachal cadre) which she joined in 1977. Her latest postings in the
Government of India were as Joint Secretary, Ministry of Women and Child
Development, and Deputy Director, LBS National Academy of Administration, where
she worked primarily on mainstreaming gender training for civil servants. 

Gender Section, Social Transformation Programmes Division
Commonwealth Secretariat, Malborough House, Pall Mall, London SW1Y 5HX, UK

Te: +44 (0) 20 7747 6459 Fax: +44 (0) 20 7930 1647 
Email: s.thakur@commonwealth.int Website: www.thecommonwealth.org/gender    
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Experience and observations make it clear that ICT is not

given the appropriate level of priority within the stated

goals of a majority of nations in the Commonwealth,

because governments are more focused on reducing poverty,

and improving healthcare and education. These are critical

goals, especially for developing countries; however, ICT senior

executives must continuously articulate and demonstrate how

ICT can enable the achievement of governments’ critical goals

and objectives. The link between ICT and government goals is

critical for raising the level of consciousness within governments

regarding the importance of ICT.

There is no ‘silver bullet’ to solving the digital divide, since

the ICT environment for each country is unique and a set

strategy may not satisfy the needs of the recipient country. 

A series of co-ordinated strategies are required to move

countries along the path that leads from the ICT challenged to

the ICT mature.

The first step in the process is to conduct an e-readiness

assessment to establish the current state of affairs regarding the

level of ICT maturity for each member country based on the

maturity levels shown in Table 1.

Figure 1 provides a view of the state of ICT readiness across

the Commonwealth by region. It is quite obvious from the chart

that the digital divide is greatest in the Africa region while the

Caribbean/Mediterranean region is well positioned to move up

the ICT maturity spectrum. What is also important is that the

fully mature nations for each region must share the ICT wealth

with other countries.

Another observation from the readiness assessment is that

the development of a national ICT strategy is a mandatory

prerequisite prior to the introduction of a significant investment

in ICT. Many countries have employed a fragmented approach

where ICT investments are made based on the thematic 

area for which countries have successfully obtained funding. 

The end result is predictable:

• A significant amount of interoperability issues

• A large number of different technology products installed

leading to increase in costs

• Skilled resources stretched to maintain and support the

different technologies employed, and

• Duplication of technology platforms and ‘silos’. 

Bridging the digital divide for networked
governments
By Tony Ming, ICT Adviser, Governance and Institutional Development Division, Commonwealth Secretariat

It is universally recognised that information and communication technology (ICT) is a critical enabler to

the achievement of the Millennium Development Goals. The power of technology to transform

economies and societies is well documented and the need to ensure that all countries benefit from ICT

is more pressing than ever. At the same time, many countries are suffering from the ‘digital divide’ – the

countries and citizens with ICT facilities can make use of the new technologies to develop their life

choices, leaving the others even further behind. However, governments can make up the difference if

they pursue policies that lay a firm foundation for ICT maturity.

A series of co-ordinated strategies are required 
to move countries along the path that leads 
from the ICT challenged to the ICT mature.

Figure 1. ICT maturity level by region.

Table 1. ICT maturity levels
Fully mature

• National ICT strategy implemented

• Highly efficient ICT operations with low total cost of

ownership (TCO)

• Sophisticated infrastructure to deliver e-initiatives

• High accessibility and connectivity

Formative

• National ICT strategy in development

• Very inefficient ICT operations with high TCO

• Very limited infrastructure with low skill level

• Limited accessibility and connectivity

Advanced

• National ICT strategies in place – action plans in

implementation mode

• Efficient ICT operations with moderate TCO

• Robust infrastructure with acceptable bandwidth

• Good accessibility and connectivity

Progressive

• Recently developed or finalising national ICT strategies

• Inefficient ICT operations with wide technical footprint and

high TCO

• Inadequate infrastructure with low bandwidth

• Low accessibility and connectivity
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The strategy map presented in Figure 2 illustrates the logical

migration path that countries should follow depending on their

level of ICT maturity. 

There are three basic strategies in the evolution of a country

as it migrates from formative to a fully mature ICT country. 

Table 2 provides a synopsis of the strategies that are involved in

bridging the digital divide.

It should also be noted that a country could move directly from

‘formative’ to ‘advanced’. However, it is a very high risk strategy

since both ‘laying the foundation’ and ‘transforming the

business’ strategies have to be developed and implemented

concurrently.

The Kingdom of Tonga 
The Kingdom of Tonga was classified as a country with an ICT

maturity level of ‘formative’. As a consequence a key priority was

to develop a national ICT strategy. The methodology shown in

Figure 3 was employed to develop the strategy.

The key areas of focus contained in the Tonga National ICT

Policy included the following:

1. Provision of ICT in homes and communities

2. Education and skills development

3. E-government

4. Industry growth and economic development

5. An enabling technical infrastructure, and 

6. ICT related legislation.

The Department of Communication within the Prime

Minister’s Office was charged with the responsibility of co-

ordinating the work of the work groups that were created for

each policy area. The working groups have a wide cross section

of members from public, private, IT community, academia and

civil society. The Department of Communications will be

presenting the National ICT Strategy to Cabinet in June 2008. 

What is also important is that the fully 
mature nations for each region must share 

the ICT wealth with other countries.

Tony Ming recently joined the Commonwealth Secretariat as the ICT Adviser in
February 2008. Prior to his appointment Tony served over 30 years in the Ontario
Government in a variety of ICT senior management positions, including the Project
Director for outsourcing of all network services and subsequent management of the
vendor relationship. Tony has also successfully implemented the Value Added Tax
and Customs and Excise Systems for the Guyana Revenue Authority. 

The Governance and Institutional Development Division (GIDD) of the
Commonwealth Secretariat helps Commonwealth developing countries strengthen
their structures of governance and administration. GIDD’s work covers the full
spectrum of public sector administration and management, as well as working to
strengthen civil society and private sector institutions with public responsibilities.
GIDD provides a range of technical assistance to help governments improve their
public services. Programmes are tailored to country, regional, and pan-
Commonwealth needs. GIDD implements some 70 public sector development
projects annually.

Commonwealth Secretariat 
Governance and Institutional Development Division
Malborough House, Pall Mall
London SW1Y 5HX, UK

Tel: +44 (0)207 747 6500 Email: a.ming@commonwealth.int

Figure 2. The migration path to maturity. Figure 3. The Kingdom of Tonga strategic plan development.

Bridging the Digital Divide

Table 2. Strategy synopsis
Laying the foundation:

• Develop a national ICT strategy

• Identify projects using the SMART program and create

action plans

• Build out robust and high bandwidth communications

backbone

• Partner with mobile network carriers to install network

• Build skills capacity by linking to academic institutions

Transforming the business:

• Re-engineer business processes to obtain significant increase

in performance – cost, quality, service and turnaround time

• Think big, start small and scale fast when implementing

SMART projects

• Look for quick wins to build momentum and credibility

• Start consolidation of hardware, staff and application

development

• Continue upgrading networks and link into high bandwidth

internet connections

Utopian pull:

• Build a chief information officer (CIO) capacity to design and

implement efficient and effective ICT organisations

• Implement sophisticated e-governance initiatives e.g. e-

democracy, smart cards, public key infrastructure (PKI)

security policy

• High bandwidth fibre optic network and solving the ‘last mile

issue’

• Convergence of video, data, and voice

• ‘Utility computing’ or ‘computing on demand’



In some parts of the Commonwealth, and in some parts of Africa,

archives are seen (if at all) as obscure dumping grounds for piles of

old paper – and they are funded accordingly. Part of the problems of

perception relate to the fact that the contents of archives (at least

in Africa) are the documents of former and often despised colonial

regimes.They can moulder in neglected torpor unless, or until, there

is a crisis: a boundary dispute - and the legal case for national

sovereignty depends on the authenticity of the archival maps and

records; a natural disaster - and the plans and diagrams of vintage

infrastructure are urgently needed for recovery work.

Unfortunately, the ability of long neglected archives to respond

rapidly and effectively in such crisis situations has often then been

compromised by years of under-funding and sidelining.

In one sense archives are like insurance policies – they are a

begrudged expenditure, but nevertheless an essential one.An under-

funded insurance policy is useless when there has been an accident

or burglary and the precise identification, values and quantification

of damage and loss is needed for a proper claim to be lodged.

The fundamental roles of archives are the preservation of a national

memory so that social and political goals such as personal and

national identity and the protection of civil and political rights can

be enhanced.When a national archive is perceived to be the place

where the irrelevant papers of a near-forgotten colonial regime are

kept, these goals are neither understandable nor achievable.

Unfortunately the corollary of this mis-perception of archives is

usually the mismanagement of the public records of the post-

independence or democratic government.This can also contribute

to a lack of governmental accountability and transparency. This

enables the development of a political culture in which human rights

abuses and corruption can flourish.

An effective and properly resourced national archive can provide a

wide range of services to a state and to a society.There is usually an

important role to be played in the management of official records

(both electronic and paper-based); for example in South Africa no

official records can be destroyed without the permission of the

National Archivist and all governmental file systems also require

approval from the National Archives. In this way the life-cycle of

government records can be managed to ensure the separation of

ephemeral records from those with enduring value which will be

permanently housed in an archive.

In the 21st Century, recorded information exists in a variety of

formats – paper-based; electronic; digital; audio-visual and often in

multiple versions. This poses enormous technical challenges for

archivists and records managers as preserving accurate records

over their lifecycle is complicated by rapid technical changes (and

the obsolescence of hardware and software) and the “massification”

of information.

The assumption of accuracy in official records rests on the origin of

many archival institutions in systems for the management and

preservation of court records where authenticity and validity are

key requirements. this necessitates careful professional arrangement

and description of records by applying the archival principles of

provenance and continuous custody.

Then there is an educational role – the archival resources of a

country provide a rich source for historical, statistical, social,

climatic, spatial, social and anthropological research.This requires an

investment in the proper management of the archives and in the

promotion of national research programmes which are often

dependant on the quality of archival search engines (these are based

on the archival principles referred to above).

Finally, or fundamentally, there is a heritage role.The archives are not

only a research resource for the current generation, but they must

be preserved for future generations as well. Many of the archival

sources become historical or cultural icons and therefore heritage

objects.Another South African example of this would be the records

of the Rivonia Trial of 1963 where Nelson Mandela and the other

trialists were accused of sabotage and plotting to overthrow the

apartheid regime. Mandela’s famous speech from the dock in which

he declared that “these are the principles I live for and which, if

needs be, I am prepared to die for” is one of the most treasured

sources in the South African National Archives.

NATIONAL ARCHIVES
AND RECORDS SERVICE
OF SOUTH AFRICA 
By Dr Graham Dominy, (National Archivist of South Africa)



Given the plurality of roles it is no small wonder that national

archives are not consistently placed within one ministry or another.

In the United Kingdom the Public Records Office (now The National

Archives) was part of the responsibilities of the Lord Chancellor,

that quasi-judicial, quasi-political and quasi-legislative figure. Now

they are in the Department of Constitutional Development. In

France, the National Archives are under the Ministry of Culture. In

New Zealand it is an independent entity. In Tanzania the Archives are

under the Presidency; in Zambia under Home Affairs and in Namibia

they are under Education. In South Africa they are under Arts and

Culture. All this confusion stems from the multiplicity of

responsibilities that are carried by a national archives – good

governance; education; research; communications; culture and

heritage.

In South Africa the National Archives and Records Service was

established by an act of the democratically elected parliament in

1996 and took over the former apartheid State Archives. The

National Archives have a specific responsibility for ensuring that

records documenting the lives of the oppressed and marginalised

majority of South Africa’s people are kept for posterity to provide a

counter balance to the official records of apartheid and colonialism

which give a distorted and incomplete picture of the country’s

history. Obtaining such sources of information is one of the major

priorities.

Accordingly, the most important post-apartheid collection in the

National Archives is that of the Truth and Reconciliation

Commission (the TRC).This documents the impact of apartheid and

the brutal oppression of human rights by the security apparatus of

that regime in the most graphic and telling way. It also explores the

excesses committed by the liberation movements. In short, while it

is a record of man’s inhumanity to man (and to woman), it also

marks the triumph of the human spirit and our unquenchable thirst

for freedom.

Another critical process for obtaining sources that counter-balance

the official records of apartheid is the oral history programme, our

effort to systematically record the voice of the previously voiceless.

This began in 1996 with a pilot project to record the stories of the

participants in the 1956 Women’s March against the imposition of

the notorious pass laws on African women.There is now a National

Oral History Association and numerous projects have been

conducted across the country and are recorded in the National

Register of Oral Sources, an electronic database maintained by the

National Archives.

The South African National Archives also plays an important role in

regional and continental initiatives.The famous ancient manuscripts

of Timbuktu in Mali are being restored by a joint initiative

spearheaded and initiated by President Thabo Mbeki and adopted by

NEPAD (The New Partnership for African Development) as its first

cultural project. A new library and archive building is being

constructed in Timbuktu with funds raised by President Mbeki and

the South African National Archives has trained six Malian

conservators in preventative conservation techniques. South African

specialists also visit Timbuktu annually to undertake field work and

to assess the improvements in conservation at the Ahmed Baba

Institute.The new building is due to be presented to the people of

Mali before the end of 2008.

In addition to ACARM (the Association of Commonwealth

Archivists and Record Managers), South Africa is also a member of

the regional grouping of national archives, ESARBICA (the Eastern

and Southern African Brach of the International Council for

Archives). Member states include largely Commonwealth countries

of the SADC region (SADC is the Southern African Development

Community), and also Kenya and newly-joined Uganda. The

International Council for Archives, the ICA, regards ESARBICA as

one of its most effective regional groupings.National Archivists meet

annually and wider professional conferences are held every two

years. Oral history projects; digitisation projects, preservation

projects and professional training are key areas for regional co-

operation.

In addition the conservation of archives of multi-lateral regional

organisations such as the Liberation Committee of the former

Organisation of African Unity (The OAU) are a focus of ESARBICA’s

attention, in conjunction with the Government of Tanzania (where

they are housed) and UNESCO.

South Africa has also taken the lead in implementing programmes of

UNESCO’s Memory of the World Register (the MOW, which is the

archives and library equivalent of the UNESCO World Heritage Site

programme). Records of the Dutch East India Company found in the

Netherlands, Indonesia, Sri Lanka, India and South Africa have been

jointly inscribed in the register.The South African National Archives

has facilitated the founding of an African chapter of the MOW.

Several purely South African collections of universal significance are

also inscribed in the register.

An effective national archives service, working in conjunction with a

dynamic regional organisation, can therefore support a variety of

important national and multi-lateral objectives from good

governance and public accountability to cultural and heritage

projects that enhance social cohesion and international co-

operation and development.

SUGGESTED ILLUSTRATIONS

Archbishop Tutu 
addressing the International Archives Conference in Cape Town, 2003

Minister Jordan 
at unveiling of MOW plaque Cape Town Archives

Archives Week, Pretoria

TRC archives

ESARBICA meeting

Timbuktu Manuscripts conservation – 
preferably in Timbuktu not Pretoria

www.national.archives.gov.za
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The business of the Bank is operated along two main market segments/Strategic Business 

Units (SBUs): Corporate Banking, and Regional Directorates (Lagos & West, North and South). 

These are defined within broad limits to facilitate and give direction to marketing activities 

within the Bank.

In further evidence of the Bank's strength, two foremost risk-rating agencies, Fitch and 

Standard & Poor’s assigned it international short-term and long-term ratings of B+ and B, 

and B+ and BB- respectively. The latter’s rating being the same with the sovereign rating of 

Nigeria. These ratings confirm the Bank’s strong domestic franchise and systemic impor-

tance to the national economy. The international ratings are particularly significant as they 

indicate the alignment of the Bank's practices with world-class standards, expected to 

facilitate seamless integration into the international financial markets.

FirstBank was equally rated number one among Nigerian banks in Corporate Governance 

practice in 2003, 2005, 2006, and 2007 by Johnston Irving Consulting, in collaboration with 

ICRA Pty Limited (an erstwhile associate of Moody's Investors, USA). Additionally, the Bank 

was awarded the “Best Bank in Nigeria”, “Best Trade Finance Bank in Nigeria”, and “Best 

Foreign Exchange Bank in Nigeria” in each of the four (4) years to 2007 by the USbased 

Global Finance magazine, to mention a few of the awards won by the Bank.

In line with the Bank's vision “to be the clear leader and Nigeria's bank of first choice”, its 

mission “to remain true to our name by providing the best financial services possible” and 

its brand essence, “dependably dynamic”, the Bank has continued to transform itself as it 

forges ahead in its second century of providing qualitative banking services to 

the nation, maintaining leadership in a consolidated and more dynamic industry.



First Bank of Nigeria Plc remains one of Africa's most diversified financial services solutions 

provider. Since its establishment in 1894, the Bank has consistently met growing market 

demand for financial services, through a process of continuous re-invention.

In the over one century since its establishment, the Bank has continued to build relation-

ships with its customers, and alliances with key sectors of the economy that have been 

strategic to the well-being and growth of the Nigerian economy.

Consequently, it has remained Nigeria’s pioneer and most reputable bank with group profit 

after tax of N20.4 billion in the financial year ended March 31, 2007. Underpinning this 

success is the Bank's strategy, with its focus on the two critical imperatives of modernisation 

and growth. With over 400 business locations, the Bank has one of the largest domestic 

sales networks in Nigeria, all on-line real time. As a market leader in the financial services 

sector, FirstBank pioneered initiatives in international money transfer, MasterCard, Inter-

switch and the ATM consortium. It is one of the industry leaders in terms of value and 

volume of ATM transactions in the country.

The Bank has eight (8) local subsidiaries and a full-fledged subsidiary in the United King-

dom, as well as a representative office in South Africa. FirstBank's growth strategy is hinged 

on continued network expansion, product development, mergers and acquisitions, and 

growth of its international footprint. The Bank is currently exploring alliances with key 

prospects in the industry with a view to creating the largest bank in West Africa and one of 

the largest on the continent.

A key element of the Bank's strategy is its continued focus on retail banking/consumer 

financing, gradually shifting towards a high yield diversified portfolio by aggressively 

targeting the relatively under-banked consumer market.
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The recent economic upheavals come in the wake of the

spectacular progress at the closing decade of the 20th

century when global incomes rose by 20 per cent and

various other indicators of the quality of life were showing

spectacular improvement. But the gains were not evenly spread.

Although the main divide, not surprisingly, was between the

developed and the developing world, performance and welfare

conditions also varied among and within countries of the

developing world. Sub-Saharan Africa was actually regressing in

terms of food insecurity, growing poverty and rising maternal

and infant mortality. The turn of the century seemed to herald a

new sense of shared human responsibility for global challenges

and an increased willingness to act collectively to solve these

challenges. The Millennium Development Goals, the launch of

the Doha Round, and the Monterrey Consensus, were all

concrete expressions of this commitment.

In September 2000, at a gathering of world leaders in New

York, a new global partnership was born. The leaders entered

into a pact to get the world working together to achieve the

eradication of poverty and its related ills, improve governance

and fairness, safeguard the environment and ensure that women

are permitted to contribute to society. They helped by setting

eight specific targets to be reached by 2015, the Millennium

Development Goals (MDGs). 

The aim was to raise worldwide welfare standards to minimum

levels. However, to do so, to eradicate hunger and poverty, make

universal primary education a reality, significantly improve

maternal health, halt and reverse the spread of HIV/AIDS,

malaria and other major diseases, additional resources and new

income will be required as will changes in the management of

resources and new approaches to policy-making and

governance. Progress on other MDGs promoting gender equality

and the empowerment of women, ensuring environmental

sustainability and developing a Global Partnership for

Development also require funding, but the main drivers will be

the adoption and pursuit of appropriate policies. The key to

progress on the MDGs would therefore be a combination of

measures that would, via an improved and conducive multilateral

regulatory framework and policy dialogue, contribute to good

governance and make available increased income to developing

countries. This would promote poverty reduction and sustainable

development.

Income and financial resources to meet the MDGs can come

from various sources including: public sector aid flows, and/or

the domestic economic expansion. Growth can be exponentially

enhanced where production is in the framework of international

trade. Most evidently for small countries, access to foreign

markets liberates domestic production from the constraints of

the inevitably limited consumer demand of the local market. But

equally importantly, participation in international trade results in

more efficient allocation of national resources, enhanced

efficiency due to competition, fuller utilisation of labour and other

resources and the possible acquisition of better technology.

Consequently international trade, particularly when equitable,

can make an indispensable contribution to economic growth

which itself is a most important contributor to reducing poverty

and the attainment of the MDGs. To this end, promoting a

development-friendly global trading system that creates greater

trading opportunities for developing countries is essential. 

At the half-way mark
The world is now midway to 2015 so this is a good time to assess

the progress and consider the steps that are yet to be taken. 

In April of this year, the UN General Assembly held a three-day

debate reviewing progress towards achieving the MDGs. It

concluded that progress was lagging, and although significant

advance has been made in fighting poverty and hunger, reducing

infant mortality and increasing school enrolment, one-third of

sub-Saharan Africa’s population is malnourished and none of

the MDGs will be met in that region if current trends continue.

The UN also projected that by 2015, one in six of the world’s

population will be living on less than one dollar a day. 

Even under the most optimistic trade and economic growth

projections to 2015, many developing countries particularly in

sub-Saharan Africa will not generate sufficient income to

overcome poverty and hunger, build the required schools and

hospitals, provide medicines, etc. The deficit will be so massive

that immediate and substantially increased aid flows to these

countries will be needed. Aid is essential; it not only has direct

impact but also can promote growth by helping overcome

infrastructural and other bottlenecks that impede production. 

But why was progress not better? Was the original plan mere

wishful thinking? The initial sincerity and continuing global

commitment to poverty alleviation is unquestionable, and the

original plans were no pipe-dream – they were realisable. Rather

the practical measures for giving effect to the global pact have

Trade and the Millennium Development
Goals
By Edwin Laurent, Head of International Trade and Regional Cooperation, Commonwealth Secretariat

Recent developments in the world economy, in particular the credit squeeze, the economic slowdown,

the chronic weakness of the dollar and rising oil prices, make prospects for global growth seem less

certain than hitherto. Large emerging economies such as China and Brazil might well succeed in

insulating themselves and remaining on a high growth trajectory. Similarly, those developing countries

that are major exporters of petroleum and other minerals whose prices are escalating might also be

able to maintain growth. However, many developing countries outside these groups face an uncertain

economic future. The author tracks current progress and explains the Commonwealth’s role in

advancing the trade agenda.

The UN projected that by 2015 one in six 
of the world’s population will be living on

less than one dollar a day. 
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not been adequately implemented. Aid budgets were to increase

to 0.7 per cent of GDP and the multilateral trading system

overhauled to enable developing countries to participate on a

more beneficial basis, thereby expanding their trade and

generating the income needed to contribute to their own growth

and poverty reduction. Development assistance has been

lagging, with overall flows to developing countries actually

declining in 2006. 

Could the trading activities of the developing countries be

sufficiently expanded to compensate and secure the required

additional income that would make progress possible in the

MDGs? For that to happen, reform of the multilateral trading

system would be essential. Its principles and rules, which

determine the basis of participation and are so decisive of the

sharing out of benefits, were drawn up in an era before the

current diversity of membership of the World Trade Organization

(WTO). Now membership comprises a majority of developing

countries that want the rules to be appropriately adapted and

rebalanced to make their application fairer and take their

interests and concerns into account. 

It was from such a background that the 2001 Doha

Development Agenda (DDA) negotiations were launched, the first

round of multilateral trade negotiations ever to explicitly focus

on development. Developing country members hoped that the

round would provide the opportunity for securing a new and

better foundation for global trade regulation, creating or

enforcing trade rules that hitherto did not exist or had not always

been implemented in a manner that gave poorer countries the

opportunity to fully, equitably and advantageously participate in

the multilateral trading system. 

This round was to have concluded in 2005, by which time many

countries had expected that progress would have been made on

the elimination of state interventions that distort markets and

shackle the competitiveness of their domestic producers. Less

developed countries (LDCs) and small states expected that their

unique characteristics and inherent structural problems would

have been recognised and that specific concrete support would

have been made available to accommodate and assist them. The

trade performance of many developing countries particularly in

sub-Saharan Africa has been stagnating or even declining. A

boost to their trade from the DDA would enhance their economic

prospects. The fact remains that after seven years there is still

no prospect in sight of a conclusion that would be in line with the

original goals and objectives of the DDA. 

How can the Commonwealth help?
What unique attributes does the Commonwealth possess in

providing help? With the large number of institutions vying with

each other to provide support, the value of yet another technical

assistance provider or think-tank might well be questioned. The

Commonwealth Secretariat does not replicate the role of other

institutions. Instead, given its character, the intimacy of its

relations with its member governments, its outreach and

ideological independence, the support it provides is unique. 

As a grouping of 53 states, with 2 billion citizens, one-fifth of

world trade and one-quarter of the world’s governments, it has

the legitimacy to be heard and make a difference. The

Commonwealth is best known for its role in promoting

democracy, good governance, human rights and the rule of law,

gender equality and sustainable economic and social

development. The mission statement describes it as ‘a force for

peace, democracy, equality, equity, respect and good

governance; a catalyst for global consensus-building; and a

source of assistance for sustainable development and poverty

eradication’. However, these laudable goals cannot be achieved

or survive in an environment of poverty, underdevelopment or

gross inequities within and among nations. Therefore, promoting

economic development and reducing poverty are fundamental

aims of the Commonwealth’s mission. 

Its intrinsic characteristics make it particularly suited to that

task. Though bound by common values and similar views on

much of the underlying aims of the global agenda, its

members’ positions are too diverse to permit full convergence

on specific negotiating issues. But, it provides a unique forum

for non-confrontational dialogue and communication, and

championing concerns of principle that can help build

consensus at the highest levels. Its amicable partnership

permits encounters in an atmosphere of co-operation and 

with a sense of shared community and values that permit

deeper exploration of issues. Finally, it enjoys high-level 

direct engagement with its members that is both informal 

and institutionalised at the official and political levels. This

unique mix of characteristics and strengths enables the

Commonwealth to serve as a catalyst for genuine engagement,

understanding and progress at the international level.

Three urgent priority areas
With little immediate chance of the substantially increased

income from improved trade performance, what can be done

to secure the financial resources that poor countries need?

The following are three urgent priority areas to help attain

economic progress in sub-Saharan Africa, the LDCs and

small vulnerable economies. 

Trade priorities
First and most important, get the DDA to deliver on its

development objectives, particularly to the poorest and the

most vulnerable countries.

Secondly, ensure that the Regional Trade Agreements

(RTAs) between developed and developing countries, such as

the Economic Partnership Agreements (EPAs) between

Europe and the African, Caribbean and Pacific (ACP)

countries, constitute effective tools for poverty eradication

and sustainable development and contribute to the

achievement of the MDGs. 

Aid priorities 
Substantially increase development aid. First and foremost,

developed countries can begin by honouring their

commitments made at G8 summits and elsewhere, to provide

additional resources. This should be managed in line with the

principles of the Paris Declaration for Aid Effectiveness. In

addition an operational, well-constructed and adequately

funded Aid for Trade facility is essential for African and other

poor performers to achieve international competitiveness. The

donor community should create more comprehensive and

effective international frameworks to address debt problems

that constrain policy flexibility and economic growth in many

vulnerable developing countries. These frameworks, which

should be applied on a case-by-case basis, should include:

fiscal discipline; improved debt management; mechanisms

that respond to natural disasters and other shocks; grants and

concessional financing; adequate compensation for

preference erosion; and support for the efforts to promote

private investment for diversification and growth. 

Investment priorities
Developing countries need greatly increased inflows of

foreign investment on acceptable terms into sectors that

contribute to sustainable development. This will be helped by

the identification of market-friendly instruments to facilitate

such transfers and mitigate the risks of investing in

vulnerable economies. Work should also be undertaken to

make financial markets work better for small and medium-

sized enterprises (SMEs).

These, along with other vital elements such as sound

labour force management and the acquisition of appropriate

technology, constitute primary (though not exclusive) areas

of focus.   
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What has the Commonwealth actually been
doing towards the attainment of the MDGs? 

At their Valletta meeting, Commonwealth Heads of Government

mandated the Secretary-General to explore innovative

approaches to strengthen dialogue, networking, and

collaboration on trade and economic issues. The Secretariat has

been examining and pursuing policy options that seek to

strengthen trade by building on existing Commonwealth

strengths and leveraging resources to meet the trade challenges. 

A key role of the Commonwealth Secretariat is to seek to

enhance the ability of developing member countries, particularly

LDCs and small vulnerable states, to help themselves – in other

words, to be more effective in formulating and implementing

appropriate policies and negotiating at regional and multilateral

levels to secure their interests. 

As instruments of its advocacy and consensus building, the

Secretariat has used its research and publications to promote

direction of thought and opinion on various trade and

development issues in line with the Commonwealth’s underlying

pro-development principles. Involvement often starts well before

subjects become fashionable. For instance, in 2006 the

Commonwealth organised a major conference on Aid for Trade

to which it invited Nobel Laureate Professor Joseph Stiglitz. The

purpose was to orient the evolving debate towards the needs and

priorities of developing country recipients themselves. Last year,

prior to the current food crisis, the Secretariat had undertaken

in-house research that established a correlation between recent

escalation in rice prices and recent trade policies. 

Specific areas in which the Commonwealth can assist include

the following:

Policy advice
The Commonwealth Secretariat provides clear, objective and

informed guidance for policymakers as they seek to enhance

welfare through expanding trade and deepening linkages among

countries and across regional groupings. It has established a

reputation for timely and forward-looking high quality research,

which combines its in-house expertise with that of leading

experts. It has come to be recognised as a ‘respected and

trusted messenger’. However, to remain relevant and provide

maximum benefit, the Secretariat’s approach is not to recycle

orthodox solutions but rather explore and present the

comprehensive range of policy alternatives, even if this can at

times necessitate challenging fashionable prescriptions. 

Building supply capacity
A priority focus of activity is addressing the inability of many

developing countries to produce and supply internationally

competitive goods and services. The Commonwealth Secretariat

seeks to help reduce single commodity dependence and identify

means by which these countries could obtain greater benefits

from international trade by moving up the value chain. 

Dialogue
A vital area of support provided by the Commonwealth is the

facilitation of intergovernmental dialogue. Small countries in

particular often find difficulty in getting adequate access for

presenting and discussing their views and positions with major

countries. The Commonwealth link and relationship can be vital

for such purposes. Recently, the Secretariat has been providing

such a channel in the context of the negotiations for the EPAs

between the EU and ACP regions. Without taking sides in the

underlying debate, the Secretariat has provided logistical

support, background research etc., that make it possible for the

exchanges and encounters among government representatives

to take place and be meaningful and productive. This approach

has also been used in other areas such as the WTO and the DDA.

The challenge is to translate political will at the level of Heads of

Government into movement in negotiations.

Best practice
The Commonwealth can help in mobilising the exchange of best

practices in trade policy and sharing lessons, experience and

expertise among members. 

Private sector
The Commonwealth already has engagement with the private

sector, but it can harness further support and engage the wider

Commonwealth community, business and civil society in

building broad political consensus for public policy and

supporting private sector initiatives. 

Success or failure?
The MDGs are not on track, and the UN General Assembly’s

President Srgjan Kerim warned in April 2008 that ‘failure is not

an option’. Failure would not reflect well on the governments,

multilateral organisations and institutions that committed to the

milestones to define and gauge their support for development in

terms of their perceived contribution to the MDGs. Keeping to

the schedule is not just about statistical measurements and

targets. The global pact entails taking action that will

meaningfully improve the lives and prospects of billions of real

people. The true meaning of success or failure – in other words

achieving the MDGs on time – will be whether 500 million people

are lifted out of poverty, 30 million children’s lives will be saved,

whether half a million mothers will continue to die needlessly in

pregnancy and childbirth or whether all children have the

opportunity to get an education. 

Given its unique characteristics, strengths and comparative

advantage, the Commonwealth can make a catalytic but unique

contribution to the attainment of the MDGs. Commonwealth

countries can, through their joint action, promote change that

conforms to their shared vision for a system that is fair, effective

and advances the development interests of all. 
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Small countries in particular often find difficulty in
getting adequate access for presenting and discussing

their views and positions with major countries.
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Amicro-credit loan is often the only means by which

impoverished people can climb up the economic ladder in

their communities. Arguably the world’s most prestigious

award, the Nobel Peace Prize celebrated a revolutionary effort to

provide some of the poorest people on the planet with both the

financial and non-financial tools necessary to create a dignified

route out of poverty. 

By 2008, Grameen Bank, an initiative that started 32 years

earlier with loans of less than US$1 each to 42 destitute

Bangladeshis, had grown to reach 7.5 million active clients. This

is all the more stunning when we realise that, with five in a

family, loans to 7.5 million clients affect more than 37 million

family members. World Bank research that began in 1990 on

Grameen Bank and two other Bangladeshi micro-finance

institutions (MFIs), BRAC and RD-12, concluded that these

institutions were making a profound impact on many of the

socio-economic dimensions of poverty.

The most powerful weapon
The question is often asked, however, whether micro-credit is

the world’s most powerful weapon against poverty. I would argue

that, while not a panacea, micro-credit is the most powerful

weapon we have against poverty, but only when it is both targeted

to the very poor and well-run, a condition that not only includes

strong financial performance, but also includes other client-

centred interventions such as health services or health

education.

Micro-finance is now at a crossroads, however, and faces

important questions that challenge the qualifiers mentioned

above. Will a significant segment of the micro-finance field retain

its initial commitment to eliminating poverty, or will the field

become overpopulated with junior bankers? The current influx of

commercial finance is needed in many settings if we are to reach

the hundreds of millions of underserved clients around the

world. But this deluge of commercial capital has the potential to

alter the core mission of micro-credit programmes and affect

their outcomes.

Muhammad Yunus points to this challenge when asked what his

strategy was in forming Grameen Bank. “I didn’t have a strategy,”

Professor Yunus admits, “I just kept doing what was next. 

But when I look back, my strategy was, whatever banks did, I did

the opposite. If banks lent to the rich, I lent to the poor. If banks

lent to men, I lent to women. If banks made large loans, I made

small ones. If banks required collateral, my loans were

collateral-free. If banks required a lot of paperwork, my loans

were illiterate-friendly. If you had to go to the bank, my bank went

to the village. Yes, that was my strategy. Whatever banks did, I did

the opposite.”

As a result, this hybrid intervention does not work to end

poverty when solely wearing the banker’s hat, nor when solely

wearing the aid worker’s hat. It must include a merging of the

two if it is to fulfil its potential and help lift hundreds of millions

of families out of poverty.

Breakthrough innovation from the
Commonwealth 

It should be a point of pride that two of the most innovative MFIs

in the world, when it comes to using micro-credit to eradicate

poverty, are found in Commonwealth countries: the Grameen

Bank in Bangladesh and Jamii Bora in Kenya. There are others,

certainly to be sure, but these are among the top leaders.

Grameen Bank, Bangladesh
The story of Grameen Bank’s origin is well known, but deserves

retelling. It was 42 loans of less than a dollar each that got

Grameen Bank started and on the road to lending nearly US$7

billion over the last 32 years – currently to 7.5 million borrowers

in Bangladesh, 97 per cent of whom are women. 

What got Professor Yunus’ attention was his meeting with

Sufiya Kartum, a stool maker who earned only two pennies a day

profit for all her work. He quickly learned that her only source of

capital was a moneylender who required her to sell the finished

stools back to him at a price that barely covered the cost of the

bamboo. After her loan of less than US$1 from the young

professor, her profit soared from two pennies a day to US$1.25 a

day because she could pay off the moneylender and sell her

stools to the highest bidder. Her success at moving from extreme

poverty to profiting from her hard work has been repeated by

millions of other micro-credit borrowers.

Is micro-credit the world’s most powerful
weapon against poverty?
By Sam Daley-Harris, Founder, Microcredit Summit Campaign and RESULTS

In October 2006, the Norwegian Nobel Committee announced that the Nobel Peace Prize for 2006 would

be awarded to Muhammad Yunus and Grameen Bank, “for their efforts to create economic and social

development from below. Lasting peace,” the Committee said, “cannot be achieved unless large

population groups find ways in which to break out of poverty. Micro-credit is one such means.

Development from below also serves to advance democracy and human rights.” With these words, 2006

became a breakthrough year for the micro-finance movement. This article will look at the role of micro-

credit in two Commonwealth countries – Bangladesh and Kenya.

Micro-credit is the most powerful weapon 
we have against poverty, but only when it is both

targeted to the very poor and well-run.

This hybrid intervention does not work to end 
poverty when solely wearing the banker’s hat, 
nor when solely wearing the aid worker’s hat. 
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Jamii Bora, Kenya
A less familiar example of this groundbreaking work is Jamii

Bora in Kenya. Ingrid Munro began Jamii Bora in 1999 with loans

to 50 beggars in one of the worst slums of Nairobi, Mathare

Valley. By October 2007, Jamii Bora had grown to 170,000 savers

and 60,000 borrowers. As Munro says, “We have fast climbers out

of poverty and we have slow climbers, but everyone is a climber.”

Joyce Wairimu is one of Jamii Bora’s fast climbers. Wairimu

was one of the original 50 beggars and by October 2007, had six

businesses and 62 employees. Another fast climber is Wilson

Maina. Mr Maina was a thief, one of the most wanted criminals

in the slum. His first loan was for $20. By October 2007, Mr

Maina had started four businesses and had persuaded hundreds

of young people to abandon their lives of crime.

Munro challenges the conventional wisdom in micro-finance

in profound ways. She has upended the belief that one does not

give loans to beggars and thieves. The end of poverty, however,

will come from those who break the rules, people like Yunus and

Munro, visionaries who accomplish what others see as

impossible.

Challenging the conventional wisdom in
international development

Munro joins Yunus in making a mockery of the common belief

among aid beaurocrats that the very poor cannot use micro-

credit and need safety net programmes first. When asked

whether that analysis was correct, Munro replied, “I don’t agree

with that at all, because in Jamii Bora we know that you can

reach the very poor. Not just reach them, not just feel sorry for

them, pat them on the head and say, we are going to help you to

come above the poverty line. Our experience is that the most

desperate are the ones that need micro-finance the most, and

they can handle it, we have proven that …The poorer they are, the

more they need micro-finance. And they don’t need charity

because charity is a way to keep people down. If we keep saying,

“I feel very sorry for you because you can’t manage this

yourself,” you start thinking [to yourself] “I should feel sorry for

[myself] because I can’t manage [on my own].” But if we say to

you, “You can make it. You have talents. God has given you talents

like He has given everybody talents, and He wants you to use

them.” And [if] you see some of your friends who were begging

beside you on the same street now walk around in nice dresses,

their children are in school, they eat three meals a day, they live

in a better house – then you also dare to dream that that is

possible for [you, too].”

Munro acknowledges that some have tried to reach the very

poor with micro-credit and failed, and then goes on to outline

some of the strategies that can make it work. “You have to be

very close,” she says. “You see, the beggar is a professional. So,

if you come and give a beggar $100, and say, “You go and start a

business,” they will run away with that money. You have to

prepare everybody for what it is, and we think you have to start

by getting them to save, because then they are in that habit of

setting aside a bit of money every day. That makes it easy for

them to pay back the loan.”

Munro makes a special point about the MFI’s role in

supporting clients when problems arise. “The city authorities

chase you away from where you are doing your business,” Munro

warns. “A police officer might even take your goods, or thieves

break into your little kiosk, or you have a fire that [burns] down

everything. You can’t be like a normal bank and say, “Okay, we

will still hunt you. You have to bring the money back.” [Instead]

you come together and say, “Now how do we solve this

situation?” And you help them get on their feet so they are

helped to pay back the old loan, but also receive a new loan. It’s

a matter of being there all the time and understanding.”

Micro Health Insurance 
Jamii Bora is also doing groundbreaking work with the health

insurance it provides, a breakthrough born out of necessity. In

early 2001, when just over a year old, Jamii Bora decided to

interview each of the clients who were not paying back and was

Success at moving from extreme poverty to 
profiting from hard work has been repeated by 

millions of micro-credit borrowers.

Our experience is that the most desperate 
are the ones that need micro-finance the most, 

and they can handle it.

Felista, Jamii Bora.Grameen Bank – lady with rice.
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shocked by what they found. Ninety-three percent of the

struggling clients had the same problem; they had a family

member who was in the hospital. As Munro says, “Of course, you

can’t expect that anyone will let their child die because they have

to pay back their loan to Jamii Bora. So it was clear to us that

this was something we could not compete with. This was

something that we had to solve.”

Jamii Bora asked local insurance companies to develop an

insurance product. With 6,000 members at that time, the

insurance companies were happy to oblige. Jamii Bora scoffed,

however, when they heard that the cheapest product they could

offer was 6,000 shillings a year, which came to about US$80 per

year per family member. That was an impossible amount for

Jamii Bora clients to afford, so they realised they had to create

their own in-house product.

Munro was warned that offering health insurance to such poor

clients would surely financially ruin her young organisation. But

with little research other than discussions among staff, who

were all current or former clients themselves, they decided they

could cover all in-hospital costs and charge an annual premium

of 1,000 shillings (about US$12 at the time) for an adult and four

dependent children. The one condition was that members would

pay the US$12 in small weekly payments (about 30 US cents). 

An extra US$2 a year was added for each additional child above

the initial four.

Jamii Bora started by partnering with one of the big mission

hospitals in Nairobi. They gave the hospital a deposit for what

they thought the costs would run for the first month. Their

members would come with a letter informing the hospital that

the member had health insurance from Jamii Bora and that, if

they are admitted to the hospital, Jamii Bora would pay all of the

costs.

Early in the process, Jamii Bora made another decision that

they saw as critical. They decided that they would not ask for any

donor funding because the donors, as Munro tells it, “would

send a lot of consultants and they’d tell us it’s not possible to do

what we had decided to do and they would also say, “So and so

should qualify, and those clients should not qualify”.

Jamii Bora wanted the health insurance to be for everyone.

They wanted to make sure it covered maternity costs, any kind of

in-patient treatment, and would not exclude people with HIV and

AIDS. Because if it did not cover everyone and everything, as

Munro acknowledges, “then it was a useless insurance for us”.

The programme has grown to serve 120,000 clients and has

always covered its cost without any donor funding.

The role for policy-makers
In the face of these innovations, what is the role of governments?

One of the most important contributions policy-makers within

the Commonwealth can make to the field of micro-finance would

be to provide a legal and regulatory environment that is

appropriate to the needs of micro-bankers and their clients and

not just suited to the needs of commercial banks. A critical

aspect of that policy environment would allow MFIs to collect

savings and lend them on, potentially the most powerful source

of loan funds an MFI can access.

Another critical contribution that policy makers could make 

to ensure that micro-credit fulfils its unique potential as a

powerful tool against poverty would be to recognise the most

groundbreaking work MFIs are doing toward eliminating extreme

poverty and empower the replication of that work. Centres of

excellence at Jamii Bora and Grameen Bank could go a long way

to promote this empowerment and build a better world.

The Nobel Peace Prize brought the potential of micro-credit to

the attention of the world. Working with practitioners, policy-

makers can help fulfil that potential throughout the

Commonwealth.
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US$80 per year per family member was 
an impossible amount for Jamii Bora clients 
to afford, so they realised they had to create 

their own in-house product.
One of the most important contributions 

policy-makers within the Commonwealth can make to 
the field of micro-finance would be to provide a legal 

and regulatory environment that is appropriate.

Sam Daley-Harris is the founder of the Microcredit Summit Campaign and writes
the annual State of the Microcredit Summit Campaign Report. He is also the founder
of RESULTS and author of ‘Reclaiming Our Democracy: Healing the Break Between
People and Government’. Daley-Harris lives in Princeton, New Jersey with his wife
and two children. 

RESULTS is an international citizens’ lobbying organisation committed to creating
the political will to end hunger and the worst aspects of poverty. The Microcredit
Summit Campaign seeks to reach 175 million of the world’s poorest families with
micro-credit and ensure that 100 million families rise above the US$1 a day
threshold by 2015. Muhammad Yunus has said, “No other organisation has been as
critical a partner in seeing to it that micro-credit is used as a tool to eradicate
poverty and empower women than RESULTS and RESULTS Educational Fund’s
Microcredit Summit Campaign.”

Microcredit Summit Campaign
750 First Street, NE, Suite 1040
Washington, DC 20002, USA

Tel: +1 202 637 9600
Email: info@microcreditsummit.org Website: www.microcreditsummit.org

RESULTS
750 First Street, NE, Suite 1040
Washington, DC 20002, USA

Tel: +1 202 783 7100
Email: results@results.org Website: www.results.org

Grameen Bank – lady with phone.
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INTRODUCTION
The South African banking sector is the most
sophisticated and robust sector of all the countries in
Africa. It is also recognised to be one of the most
technologically advanced banking systems in the world,
with acknowledged innovation in payments and clearing
systems, low-income banking, geographic outreach and
ATM systems.
The South African economy is often described as a
“dual economy” because of the dichotomy of the country
having both “first world” and “third world” characteristics.
The Banking Association South Africa represents all the
licensed banks in South Africa and creates the
environment for them to play a critical role in both these
“worlds”. The mandate of The Banking Association
South Africa is to create and maintain a platform on
which banks can do profitable, responsible and
sustainable banking.
We have 35 members, with membership from South
African and international banks.  We employ 25 people
and the critical divisions are:
· Capital markets
· Market conduct
· Membership and banking operations
· Payments and clearing
· Transformation
· Stakeholder management
· Low-income housing
· The Southern African banking environment
Some of the critical roles of The Banking Association
South Africa are:

TRANSFORMATION
The “third world” element related to this vibrant banking
sector is that approximately 13 million adults, out of a
total population of approximately 48 million, are
unbanked. This is probably one of the greatest
challenges facing the banking sector, seen within the
context of the history of racial discrimination in South
Africa, as the vast majority of these unbanked people
are black people. 
Another factor in this regard is the imperative for 
Broad-based Black Economic Empowerment (BBBEE)
and transformation in the banking sector.
This is a critical issue for the country as a whole
because of the systematic exclusion of black people
from the economy previously, and thus mechanisms to
reverse this through programmes of inclusion have to be
devised and implemented.
The banking sector was, and remains, a significant
promoter of the Financial Sector Charter (FSC). This
voluntary agreement between the financial sector,
government and black representative groups
encompasses the transformation strategy of the
financial sector, and includes negotiated and voluntary
targets in the following areas:
· Human resources
· Procurement
· Management control
· Board representation
· Low-income housing finance 
· Agriculture finance
· Financing of black small and medium enterprises
· Infrastructure finance
· Ownership transfer
· Access to financial services
· Corporate social investment
· Consumer education
It is important for international stakeholders to

appreciate the business imperative behind this
transformation effort. The FSC is aimed at the sustained
and profitable development and growth of a market
banks had not historically penetrated in a meaningful
way. The critical markets for retail banking in South
Africa today, and in the years to come, are the
unbanked market and the “affordable” (i.e. able to afford
credit) market. These are comprised of primarily black
people beginning to utilise the opportunities being
opened up by democracy. This is a critical element of
the black middle-class we are building in this country
which is critical for sustained economic growth and
social development.
The banking sector has invested, through granting of
loan finance, a significant amount in these areas.
Approximately R 32 billion has been invested in low-
income housing, R 9 billion in black small and medium
enterprise, R 600 million in developing black agriculture
finance and R 9 billion in infrastructure finance. In
addition to this, the sector introduced a low-income
savings account called “Mzansi” for people earning an
average of R 1000 per month. The sector, including the
PostBank (the banking division of the South African Post
Office), has opened approximately 4, 5 million Mzansi
accounts in the last 3 years. All of these initiatives have
been undertaken on a sound business basis, with banks
opening new markets and learning about these markets
as a result of the catalyst presented by the FSC.

BASEL II
The Banking Association South Africa has been the
engine behind the South Africa Reserve Bank’s efforts
to develop the legal and practical requirements for the
implementation of Basel II. We provided a project
management role for two years in facilitating the
process of putting into place the necessary regulations
and capacity for the implementation. Banks in South
Africa are now well placed to implement the Basel II
requirements, although this has an impact on
compliance costs, and thus the overall cost of banking. 
This needs to be balanced with the imperative to
broaden banking services and we face the challenge of
innovating appropriate products for the diverse markets
in South Africa, while remaining at the cutting edge of
international best practice.

THE NATIONAL CREDIT ACT (NCA)
The South African government implemented the NCA in
June 2007. This legislation regulates the entire credit
industry and includes regulations specifying, inter alia,
total cost of borrowing, maximum interest rates,
maximum fees, prevention of over-indebtedness, debt
counselling, provision and use of credit information,
consumer protection, and a purge of certain historical
credit bureaux data. The banking sector engaged
government for about two years in arriving at a more
reasonable piece of legislation. The impact of the
legislation has been a noticeable reduction in credit
extension, although another reason for this has been
the interest rate hikes The NCA is beginning to bring
about more responsible lending and borrowing and is
leading to a more disciplined credit market, although just
as robust. The banking sector is working closely with the
National Credit Regulator to ensure a smooth, and cost
effective, implementation of the regulations. The sector
is also working with the entire credit industry to develop
voluntary mechanisms for counselling of over-indebted
individuals and resolution of legal action taken by
lenders against defaulters.

The critical challenge in the area of the regulation of
credit is the efficient implementation of the NCA and the
limiting of costs related to additional supervision by
another regulator. The banking sector also has the
challenge of sensitising borrowers to the regulations
and the impact of the NCA on their ability to borrow.

SOUTHERN AFRICAN REGION
The Banking Association South Africa is the secretariat
for the Southern African Development Community
Banking Association (SADCBA). This body represents
the twelve country associations of banks from the SADC
region. A critical project unfolding through this body is
that of developing the capacity of the governments in
the countries of the region to engage the private sector,
multilaterals and others in structuring sound public
private partnerships (PPP) for infrastructure finance.
This is being undertaken in partnership with the
Canadian International Development Agency. Critical
elements of the programme are institutional studies to
inform appropriate legislation, an on-line training course
and technical capacity for identified projects. Such
technical capacity is being funded for projects in Malawi
and Mauritius. 
A critical challenge in this environment is the structure of
the banking environments in the countries outside of
South Africa. The regulatory environment is not yet
conducive to medium/long-term investment and
banking. The capital markets are very shallow and there
is minimal inter-bank activity. A number of the countries
have a history of state ownership of banks and have
only relatively recently privatised banks. The banking
sector in South Africa has established a significant
footprint in the region. It is thus in our interests to
facilitate an appropriate regulatory environment, and to
deepen capital markets in countries in the region. We
have conducted some research to identify critical areas
of intervention and are engaging stakeholders in the
region in this regard. 

CONCLUSION
The South African banking sector has many challenges
in common with first-world sophisticated banking
sectors in similar jurisdictions. We continue to rise to
these challenges by keeping to the cutting edge of
international best practice and ensuring sound business
practice, backed up by a sound regulatory environment.
However, we also face exciting challenges that are
particular to the South African circumstances. These are
primarily in the retail banking environment, with
particular reference to expanding banking services in a
profitable way, so that we reach underserviced markets. 
We need to achieve this while addressing legitimate
transformation imperatives. This mix makes for an
exciting and dynamic sector, offering huge opportunities
for innovative banking. 

Cas Coovadia, MANAGING DIRECTOR

The Banking Association South Africa

Tel: +27 11 645 6700
Fax: +27 11 645 6800
www.banking.org.za

P O Box 61674, Marshalltown 2107
3rd Fl, Building D, Sunnyside Ridge Office Park,
32 Princess of Wales Terrace, Parktown 2193
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The Commission on the Private Sector and Development was

convened to answer two questions:

• How can the potential of the private sector and

entrepreneurship be unleashed in developing countries? 

• How can the existing private sector be engaged in meeting that

challenge? 

The Commission emphasised that the foundations for a

sustainable private sector lay in a supportive global and domestic

macro economic environment, adequate physical and social

infrastructures and the existence of the rule of law. Such a

foundation would be complemented by three additional factors:

entrepreneurship – indispensable if the domestic private sector

is to flourish; access to finance, knowledge and skills; and the

existence of a level playing field for firms competing in the

domestic market.

Social impact is greatest where commercial interests, the

pursuit of profit, and development interests overlap. New

business models are good examples of what is already happening

in developing countries (Casas Bahia in Brazil, for example, has

developed a unique business model providing efficient retail

services aimed at poorer customers) but they also show the need

for greater and broader action. New business models are:

• low cost – companies adapt and modify technology solutions to

deliver services at a fraction of the developed country cost 

• reflect a combination of international research and

development and local knowledge thus ensuring relevancy and

appropriateness 

• market-based, justifying actual investment, delivering

reasonable returns, and offering the potential for replication

and scaling up, the keys to long-term sustainability 

• stimulators of local economic development, the driver of

employment generation and equitable growth. 

What is needed is an approach involving partnerships with

poor people to innovate and achieve sustainable scenarios where

poor people are actively engaged and the provision of products

and services to them is profitable. The potential market of over

four billion people living on less that US$2 per day presents 

clear opportunities for the private sector as long as firms,

governments, civil society organisations, development agencies,

and poor people work together with a shared agenda.

The world’s poor are also consumers living in high-cost

economies. In Mumbai, slum-dwellers pay ten times more for

medicine than middle class people living in a different part of the

city. The quality of goods that many poor people purchase is

substandard. An informal private sector often fills the gap with

goods of varying quality and costing far more. Informal

economies sustain most poor families in many countries, yet the

advantages of economies of scale and scope are missing. In

many slums, there are no health services, no public education

and no infrastructure. Anywhere from 15 per cent (Senegal) to 90

per cent (Zimbabwe) of primary education is provided in private

schools. Some 63 per cent of healthcare expenditure in the

poorest countries is private.

An innovative private sector can find ways to deliver low cost

goods and services to demanding consumers across all

income ranges. Innovation might arise from focusing on the

poorest people, thus creating cost advantages from economies

of scale; a firm could develop strong distribution links with

consumers in villages and be in a better position to understand

their needs; and firms could keep costs low through

outsourcing for greater flexibility.

The private sector can alleviate poverty by contributing to

economic growth, empowering poor people by providing them with

services and consumer products thereby increasing choice and

reducing prices. The first creates employment and income growth

while the second improves the quality of life for poor people.

The more interaction there is between the four billion people

earning less than US$1,500 a year and the private sector, the

more opportunities there will be for direct involvement in the

market economy.

The opportunity for business: profitability and
growth

Business with the poor can be profitable. It also lays the

foundations for long-term growth by developing new markets,

creating innovation, expanding the labour pool and strengthening

value chains.

Unleashing entrepreneurship: making
business work for the poor 
By Sahba Sobhani, Programme Manager, United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) Growing Inclusive

Markets Initiative

There has been a significant change in the United Nations’s engagement with the private sector influenced by its

stewardship of the Millennium Development Goals. It was the urgent need to enhance the contribution of the

private sector in achieving the MDGs that prompted Secretary General Kofi Annan to appoint the Commission on

the Private Sector and Development to examine how the role of the private sector in this major global effort could

be maximised. 

Social impact is greatest where 
commercial interests, the pursuit of profit, 

and development interests overlap. 

What is needed is an approach involving partnerships
with poor people to innovate and achieve sustainable

scenarios where poor people are actively engaged and the
provision of products and services to them is profitable. 
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Generating profits. Business with the poor can be profitable,
sometimes yielding a higher rate of return than ventures in

developed markets. Some micro-credit institutions have

achieved greater than 23 per cent returns on equity. Smart

Communications, a company providing pre-paid phone services

mainly to low-income consumers in the Philippines, became the

most profitable of the country’s 5,000 largest corporations.

Sulabh, a low-cost sanitation facilities provider in India, earned a

US$5 million surplus in 2005. 

Developing new markets. The 4 billion people who live on less
than US$8 each day have a combined income of about $5

trillion, an amount similar to the gross national income of

Japan. They are willing and able to pay for goods and services,

yet often they cannot even meet their basic needs. Sometimes

they pay even more than rich consumers for essential

products and services. People living in the slums of Jakarta,

Indonesia; Manila, the Philippines; and Nairobi, Kenya, pay 5-

10 times more for water per unit than those in high-income

areas of their own cities – and more than consumers pay in

London or New York. A similar ‘poverty penalty’ exists in many

other sectors, such as credit, healthcare and electricity supply.

Business models that offer better value for money – or entirely

new products and services that improve the lives of the poor –

can reap pioneer profits in return. 

Creating innovation. The challenge of developing inclusive
business models can lead to innovations that contribute to a

company’s overall competitiveness. For example, to meet the

poor’s preferences and needs, firms must offer creative

combinations of price and performance. In addition, the deep

and pervasive constraints that businesses encounter when

doing business with the poor – from transportation difficulties

to the inability to enforce contracts – require innovative

responses in the business model. These forces drive the

development of new products, services and business models

that can catch on in other markets, giving innovating companies

a competitive advantage in poor markets. 

Expanding the labour pool. The poor are a large source of
labour. The advantages of hiring them as employees are not

limited to cost savings. Given adequate training and/or well-

targeted marketing, the poor can deliver high quality, with

unique advantages in certain markets. For example, poor

employees’ traditions and cultural skills may enable their

employers to develop products with unique value for higher

income consumers abroad. Or their local knowledge and

connections may place them ideally to serve other poor

consumers in their communities.

Strengthening value chains. Incorporating the poor into
business value chains – as agricultural producers, goods and

services suppliers, distributors, retailers and franchisees – can

expand supply and lower risk for firms engaged in local

procurement. That allows them to reduce costs and improve

flexibility, especially as the local businesses upgrade into more

specialised or higher skill activities, such as component

production or providing business services.

The opportunity for the poor: furthering human
development

Business can also improve the lives of poor people. It therefore

makes a broad range of contributions to what the UN terms

‘human development’, which is fundamentally about expanding

people’s opportunities to lead lives that they value.

Meeting basic needs. Food, clean water, sanitation, electricity
and health-related services all meet people’s basic needs. In

the Philippines in 2006, RiteMed’s generic drugs reached over

20 million low-income clients at prices 20 to 75 per cent less

than leading brands. In South Africa, Amanz’abantu is providing

clean water and sanitation to peri-urban and rural populations

in the Eastern Cape, where a quarter of the population lacks

potable water. 

Enabling the poor to become more productive. Access to
products and services, such as electricity, mobile telephony,

production equipment and access to credit and insurance

improves people’s productivity. In Mexico, for instance, Amanco

provides small-scale lemon farmers with water-efficient drip

irrigation systems that allow for continuous production 8 to 10

months out of the year. The systems are expected to increase

the farmers’ annual yields from 9 to 25 tonnes per hectare. In

Morocco, Lydec is providing water and electricity to

Casablanca’s shanty towns, already increasing the share of

people with electricity and water services by 20 per cent.

Increasing incomes. Including poor people in value chains as
customers, employees, producers and small business owners

can bring them increased incomes. In the Amanco case in

Mexico, productivity increases are expected to nearly triple the

farmers’ incomes. In China, Huatai provides alternative

income sources for local tree farmers and significantly

increases the incomes of about 6,000 rural households. In

Tanzania, A to Z Textiles employs 3,200 people (90 percent of

them women) producing insecticide-treated bednets, and pays

them 20 to 30 per cent more than competitors.

Inclusive business models can give people 
confidence and sources of strength that help them

escape poverty using their own means.

Incorporating the poor into business 
value chains – as agricultural producers, goods 

and services suppliers, distributors, retailers 
and franchisees – can expand supply and lower 

risk for firms engaged in local procurement. 

The private sector can alleviate poverty 
by contributing to economic growth, empowering 

poor people by providing them with services 
and consumer products thereby increasing 

choice and reducing prices.

To meet the poor’s preferences and needs, 
firms must offer creative combinations

of price and performance.
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Empowering the poor. All these contributions support the
empowerment of the poor, both as individuals and as

communities, to take more control over their paths in life. By

raising awareness, by providing information and training, by

including marginalised groups, by offering new opportunities

and by conferring new hope and pride, inclusive business

models can give people confidence and sources of strength that

help them escape poverty using their own means.

Building the foundations for new markets
Again, business cannot stand alone. The report of the

Commission on the Private Sector and Development suggests

that businesses – in collaboration with governments, civil

society and, indeed, the poor themselves – can build the

foundations for new markets. Governments must unleash the

power of business by improving market conditions where poor

people live, removing the greatest barriers to their economic

participation. Not-for-profit organisations, public service

providers, micro-finance institutions and others that already

work with the poor can collaborate and pool resources with

businesses to help them identify and seize opportunities.

Donors can facilitate dialogues between businesses and

governments or other non-traditional partners. Socially minded

investors, philanthropists and others can contribute the funds

to make these time-intensive and uncertain ventures possible.

Successful business models that include the poor require broad

support, but in return they offer gains for all.

Sahba Sobhani is the Programme Manager of the UNDP Growing Inclusive Markets
Initiative. He is an expert on private sector in development, having previously
worked with the UNDP African Financial Markets Initiative, publishing the ‘2003
UNDP African Stock Exchanges Handbook’, and the UNDP Commission for the
Private Sector and Development, publishing the agenda-setting report ‘Unleashing
Entrepreneurship’ in 2004.

The United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) is the UN’s global
development network, an organisation advocating for change and connecting
countries to knowledge, experience and resources to help people build a better life.
It is on the ground in 166 countries, working with them on their own solutions to
global and national development challenges. As they develop local capacity, they
draw on the people of UNDP and a wide range of partners.

Headquarters, United Nations Development Programme
One United Nations Plaza
New York, NY 10017, USA

Tel: +1 212 906 5000 Fax: +1 212 906 5364
Email: sahba.sobhani@undp.org Website: www.undp.org

Governments must unleash the power of 
business by improving market conditions where 
poor people live, removing the greatest barriers 

to their economic participation. 
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The Heavily Indebted Poor Countries Initiative (HIPC

Initiative) was launched in 1996 by the International

Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank to ensure that no

poor country faces a debt burden it cannot manage. The Initiative

aims to reduce the external debts of the most heavily indebted

poor countries to levels deemed sustainable. It entails co-

ordinated action by the international community, including

multilateral organisations, governments, and commercial

creditors. In 1999, the Initiative was modified to provide faster

and broader debt relief and to strengthen the links between debt

relief, poverty reduction and social policies.

In 2005, the HIPC Initiative was supplemented by the

Multilateral Debt Relief Initiative (MDRI) to help accelerate

countries’ progress toward the UN Millennium Development

Goals (MDGs). The MDRI grants countries 100 percent relief on

eligible debts owed to three multilateral institutions – the IMF,

the International Development Association of the World Bank,

and the African Development Fund – if they complete the HIPC

Initiative process. In 2007, the Inter-American Development

Bank also decided to provide debt relief to the five HIPCs in the

western hemisphere on similar terms to those under the MDRI.

As of June 2008, 41 countries have been found to be eligible,

or potentially eligible, for assistance under the HIPC Initiative

and the MDRI. Twenty-three countries have already

established a good track record of policy performance and

have reached the final stage of the process known as

‘completion point’. At that point, lenders are expected to

provide the full amount of debt relief they committed to at the

‘decision point’, when countries become eligible for interim

debt relief under the HIPC Initiative. Ten countries have

reached the decision point, and eight other countries have

been identified as potentially eligible for HIPC Initiative

assistance but have not yet reached their decision points.

Impact of debt relief
The international community has committed significant

resources for debt relief for the heavily indebted poor countries.

Debt relief under the HIPC Initiative and the MDRI is projected to

reduce by more than 90 percent the debt stocks of the 33

countries that have reached the decision point. Debt service paid

by these countries has declined by about 2.5 per cent of GDP

between 1999 and 2007 . Yet for debt reduction to have a tangible

impact on poverty, the additional resources need to be targeted

at the poor. Before the HIPC Initiative, eligible countries were, on

average, spending slightly more on debt service than on health

and education combined. Now, they have increased markedly

their expenditures on health, education and other social

services. On average, such spending is now about five times the

amount of debt-service payments.

Maintaining debt sustainability in the
aftermath of debt relief
By Alberto Espejo, Senior Economist, Policy Development and Review Department, International Monetary Fund

Debt relief under two international initiatives has helped reduce significantly the debt burden of heavily

indebted poor countries (HIPCs) and freed up additional resources for increasing poverty-reducing and

social expenditures. Thirty-three countries, 27 of them in Africa, have received US$49 billion in debt-

service relief over time under both initiatives. Eight additional countries are potentially eligible for HIPC

Initiative assistance and may wish to avail themselves of this debt relief. 

Figure 1. Debt stocks of post-decision HIPCs – before and after HIPC Initiative, additional bilateral and MDRI debt relief (In billions of U.S. dollars, in NPV terms).

Note: Interim countries refer to HIPCs that have reached the decision point.
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Challenges facing eligible HIPCs 
Many of the countries that have not yet reached their completion

point are having difficulty doing so. Those that have not yet

reached their decision point are facing such obstacles as

internal conflict (for example, Comoros, Somalia, and Sudan),

substantial arrears with multilateral institutions (Somalia and

Sudan), governance issues, and, more generally, difficulties in

formulating viable macroeconomic and poverty-reduction

programmes. The recent experience of Liberia in reaching the

decision point under the HIPC Initiative illustrates how a

concerted effort between the authorities and the international

community can put a country on its path to stability, re-establish

its relations with the international community, and boost its

efforts to address the remaining challenges faced by this post-

conflict country.

Some post-decision point countries are grappling with

maintaining macroeconomic stability, preparing poverty-

reduction strategy papers, and implementing reforms that will

enable them to meet the criteria for the completion point.

Challenges facing completion-point HIPCs
Debt burden indicators have declined in HIPCs countries that

have already received debt relief and have graduated from the

Initiative owing to lower debt stocks and increasing export

earnings. Their debt-service-to-export ratios, on average, have

been reduced from over 18 per cent before the decision point to

about 6-8 per cent in the four-year period after the decision

point. Debt service projections show that the average debt-

service-to-exports ratio of post-completion-point HIPCs is

expected to fall from 9.7 per cent in 2005, the year before MDRI

was implemented, to 3.3 per cent in 2011. 

Notwithstanding the decrease in debt burdens, long-term debt

sustainability remains a challenge for HIPCs. Although the HIPC

Initiative and MDRI debt relief have contributed to improved debt

indicators, only nine out of 23 of these HIPCs are classified as

having a low risk of debt distress with the remainder being

ranked as at either moderate (12 countries) or at high risk 

(two countries) (Figure 2). This suggests that underlying

vulnerabilities remain and must be addressed. The risk of debt

distress is assessed in joint IMF-World Bank low-income country

(LIC) Debt Sustainability Analyses (DSAs). According to the latest

country DSAs available in May 2008, the risk of debt distress is

moderate for Benin, Burkina Faso, Ethiopia, Ghana, Guyana,

Honduras, Malawi, Mauritania, Nicaragua, Niger, São Tomé and

Príncipe, and Sierra Leone; the risk of debt distress is high for

the Gambia and Rwanda. DSAs for all HIPCs can be found at

www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/dsa/lic.aspx.

Addressing some of the challenges affecting
completion-point HIPCs

Some policies, among several, are critical for maintaining 

long-term debt sustainability, and decreasing vulnerabilities,

specifically policies aimed at: 

• Diversifying exports

• Strengthening debt management policies

• Prudent borrowing in line with a country’s repayment capacity,

while using external resources efficiently, and 

• Strengthening the ability to assess alternative financing

options, and the impact of additional borrowing on debt

sustainability. 

Export diversification
Export diversification is critical for most HIPCs as their narrow

export base explains a good portion of their vulnerability to

external shocks. Minerals or crops are the most important

HIPCs’ exports, and for 17 out of the 23 completion-point HIPCs,

three commodities are equivalent on average up to 60 percent of

exports in the period 2004-2006. At the same time, robust

export growth is needed to strengthen HIPCs’ external sector

and help create additional income and resources for growth and

poverty reduction. In fact, exports of goods and services of

African HIPCs have increased from average of 20 percent of

GDP in the period 1997-2002 to about 25 percent of GDP in 2007.

Thus, exports of post-completion HIPCs have followed the

dynamism of the world economy, but still they lag on

diversifying the export base which could be HIPCs’ best

insurance against terms of trade shocks, as the recent increase

in oil and food prices have shown us. Export diversification can

be supported in completion-point HIPCs by further

strengthening the investment climate, and by using public

investment to improve basic infrastructure and energy.

Strengthening debt management policies
Strengthening public debt management and overall public

financial management in HIPCs is also a key requirement for

achieving long-term debt sustainability. As highlighted in the

recent joint IMF and World Bank Board paper ‘Strengthening

Debt Management Practices – Lessons from Country

Experiences and Issues Going Forward’ (March 2007), improving

debt management capacity in low-income countries (LICs) is

urgent, particularly as access to new sources of non-

concessional financing by post-MDRI countries is increasing.

The IMF and the World Bank, in partnership with other debt-

management technical assistance providers, are assisting

HIPCs and other LICs in improving their debt management

through the development and implementation of effective

medium-term debt strategies, and building a set of indicators

that could provide an international standard for evaluating

performance. Areas for strengthening include sound public

financial management, well-developed public investment

selection and monitoring procedures, appropriate institutional

arrangements for co-ordination among public entities, and

improved governance. Strengthening public financial

management is also needed for improving budget formulation,

execution, and reporting, which in turn allows countries to better

track poverty-reducing spending.

Debt service projections show that the average debt-
service-to-exports ratio of post-completion-point HIPCs

is expected to fall from 9.7 per cent in 2005, the year
before MDRI was implemented, to 3.3 per cent in 2011. 

Figure 2. Post-completion-point HIPCs: risk of debt distress.
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Prudent borrowing
Prudent borrowing in line with a country’s repayment capacity is

relevant, as completion-point HIPCs’ increased macroeconomic

stability and creditworthiness have improved their attractiveness

for private and official creditors (Table 1). However, since mid-

2007 global economic conditions have worsened, and the

implications on financing flows to LICs are unclear. While this

may reduce some creditors’ willingness to lend to LICs, rising

fuel and food prices pose immediate fiscal and balance of

payments challenges to many LICs which may lead to additional

demand for external borrowing. 

Private capital flows to sub-Saharan African countries

increased from US$11 billion in 2000 to US$53 billion in 2007.

There is also some evidence of portfolio flows to some post-

completion HIPCs, in particular Ghana, Niger, Senegal, Zambia,

and Uganda. The increase in private inflows is exposing some

HIPCs to new risks, such as reversals in market sentiment and

balance sheet problems. In addition, new official bilateral

creditors and export credit agencies are approaching HIPCs to

offer credits under new multi-project and financing-package

modalities, which include a mixture of commercial and

concessional loans, and in some cases grant financing. The IMF

continues to recommend that post-completion HIPCs look for

concessional financing before engaging in borrowing on

commercial terms.

The ability to assess alternative financing options
The availability of financing for post-completion HIPCs is a

positive development that poses new challenges and risks. While

it is still premature to assess what would be the impact of the

recent worsening of global economic conditions on availability of

financing for HIPCs, it is clear that post-completion HIPCs need

to strengthen their ability to assess alternative options of

financing vis-à-vis the repayment capacity of the country, and

the impact of increasing borrowing on debt sustainability. 

In this regard, post-completion HIPCs need to develop capacity

to carry debt sustainability analysis and identify their own

vulnerabilities. The IMF and the World Bank have developed a

debt sustainability framework (DSF) that the authorities of HIPCs

and other low-income countries can use to assess debt-related

risks of diverse financing operations and to evaluate the

implications of different policy choices over the medium term.

The IMF and the World Bank have also started a technical

assistance programme to support the design of medium-term

strategies. However, lenders should adopt responsible lending

practices, and share with completion-point HIPCs the

responsibility of preserving debt sustainability. Specifically,

lenders should support good governance and transparency, and

lend in terms that are compatible with each country’s repayment

capacity, which is in the best interest of both HIPCs and lenders.

Maintaining debt sustainability
Debt relief under two international initiatives has helped reduce

significantly the debt burden of HIPCs and release additional

resources for increasing poverty-reducing and social

expenditures. Most HIPCs have implemented sound

macroeconomic policies and as a result of their own effort and

debt relief, their creditworthiness and attractiveness to private

and official creditors have increased. Notwithstanding the

significant decrease in debt burdens, long-term debt

sustainability remains a challenge for most HIPCs. Some

policies are critical for maintaining long-term debt

sustainability, specifically policies aimed at diversifying exports,

strengthening debt management policies, borrowing in line with

a country’s repayment capacity, and assessing debt

sustainability. Creditors should also do their part in these efforts

by adopting responsible lending practices and helping preserve

debt sustainability in completion-point HIPCs.

Alberto Espejo is senior economist at the International Monetary Fund (IMF). Mr.
Espejo currently works on HIPC Initiative issues in the Official Financing Operations
Division of PDR. Mr. Espejo’s experience in Africa includes IMF surveillance work in
Ghana and a Fund-supported programme in Uganda. Mr. Espejo has also worked as
desk officer for Colombia and other Central American countries.

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) is an international organisation of 185
member countries. It was established to promote international monetary co-
operation, exchange stability, and orderly exchange arrangements; to foster
economic growth and high levels of employment; and to provide temporary financial
assistance to countries to help ease balance of payments adjustment.

International Monetary Fund
700 19th Street
NW, Washington, DC 20431
USA

Tel: +1 202 623 7000 Fax: +1 202 623 4661
Website: www.imf.org

Table 1. Selected economic indicators – completion-point HIPCs in Africa.
Average

1997-2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 Est 2007 Proj 2008

Real GDP growth rate 4.5 4.7 5.9 6.6 6.3 6.5 6.5

Real per capita GDP growth rate 1.6 2.0 4.0 3.9 3.6 3.7 3.8

Consumer price (annual average percentage change) 6.8 7.4 6.1 7.8 7.7 7.5 8.1

(In percentage of GDP)

Total investment 18.3 20.7 22.4 23.0 23.5 25.4 25.7

Domestic savings 8.8 10.5 11.3 10.5 11.9 12.4 11.1

Overall fiscal balance (excluding grants) -7.1 -7.4 -7.5 -6.7 -7.1 -7.9 -8.4

Government revenues (excluding grants) 13.6 14.7 15.3 15.7 16.2 16.5 17.0

Exports of goods and services 20.3 21.4 23.1 22.8 25.1 24.5 23.6

Imports of goods and services 30.0 31.4 33.8 35.2 36.6 37.5 37.8

Trade balance -6.9 -7.6 -8.8 -10.6 -9.6 -11.2 -12.0

Current account balance (excluding grants) -9.9 -8.7 -9.4 -10.7 -8.1 -10.4 -11.7

Official grants 3.4 3.8 3.8 4.0 3.5 3.8 3.8

External debt to official creditors 83.2 72.1 65.0 49.2 23.6 15.7 16.6

International reserves (months of imports) 3.5 5.1 4.9 4.0 4.1 4.1 3.9

Terms of trade (index, 2000=100) 106.9 98.9 100.1 97.2 109.9 110.4 105.7

Source: Regional Economic Outlook, Sub-Saharan Countries, IMF, April 2008
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The Commonwealth Disaster Management Agency Ltd

(CDMA) was founded in the UK in 2000 under the auspices

of the Commonwealth Secretariat. It was founded in

response to one of the recommendations of a study undertaken

jointly by the Commonwealth Secretariat and the World Bank

entitled Small States: Meeting Challenges in the Global

Economy (April 2000) highlighted the dilemmas they faced:

small states’ perceived vulnerability made insurance against

weather risks prohibitively expensive, if available at all, and

denied them access to capital markets on affordable terms.

Furthermore, most were classified as middle income and this in

turn disqualified them from concessional borrowing and grant

aid. This study recommended that the role of insurance in

mitigating the impact of natural disasters on the economies of

small states should be developed. While CDMA’s advisory,

research and development activities continue to focus on

mitigating such risks, its role has been expanded dramatically

since its foundation, both in substance and scope.

CDMA’s mission today is to be a leading developer, systems

integrator, and manager of solutions for mitigating the impact of

non-commercial risks on emerging markets. With target perils

ranging from natural disasters to sovereign or political risks,

CDMA has identified the disaster management cycle, nuclear

fuel assurance, decommissioning nuclear facilities, the

transportation of hazardous wastes, and world heritage sites,

among others, as areas of interest.

The Joint Task Force report attempted to answer this

(paragraphs 55-57). It pointed out that natural disaster insurance

can provide some relief in the event of a catastrophe but that the

cost of insurance for such risks tended to involve ‘over-pricing’ to

compensate providers for the inherent uncertainty and the risks

of insolvency if the probability is miscalculated. It also indicated

that there needed to be a more optimal spreading of such risks,

including integration into international markets which are better

able to absorb the large economic and financial risks. It

concluded that more work would be needed to find new ways to

“ensure adequate financing for post-disaster rehabilitation and

reconstruction and improve incentives for the private sector to

enter the natural disaster market at premiums that would be

attractive to small states”. 

The CDMA Insurance Model
CDMA’s model offers a unique and complete answer to the major

issues raised in the Joint Task Force Report and the effects of

natural disasters, only too obvious in the wake of Hurricanes Ivan

and Katrina, the Indian Ocean Tsunami in 2004, the Nargis

Cyclone in Burma and the Sichuan province earthquake of this

year. These events illustrate particularly the vulnerability of

developing nations, in terms both of loss of life and of the fragility

of infrastructure.

With the help of the London and international insurance

underwriting markets, CDMA has been able to create a new form

of insurance based on an innovative remodelling of Catastrophe

Insurance. ‘Loss exceedence’ is the normal type of catastrophe

methodology, designed to calculate the annual average and

probable maximum loss of a portfolio of risks within the same

hazard environment (most commonly earthquake and

windstorm), and is purely based on claims for physical and

material damage. In addition, this methodology requires a

number of loss adjustment teams which by the very nature of

this type of insurance claim would take several months to

determine the level of loss and the underwriters’ liability. 

This would not be the case under the CDMA model as the

primary objective is not compensation for physical damage per se,

but economic recovery and adequate financing for post-disaster

rehabilitation, reconstruction and emergency relief. CDMA’s

model works on the unique premise that a storm or other natural

hazard which has a magnitude in excess of a previously defined

A natural disaster insurance programme
By Robert Lyle, Founder Director of the Commonwealth Disaster Management Agency Ltd and Vice-President of

the Overseas Territories British Red Cross Society, and Sir Humphrey Maud, Chairman of the Commonwealth

Disaster Management Agency Ltd and former Deputy Secretary-General of the Commonwealth

In the Commonwealth Climate Change Action plan agreed at the Kampala CHOGM

meeting in October 2007, heads of state reiterated their concern about mitigating the

effects of climate change and natural disasters which impact upon Commonwealth

countries. The Commonwealth Disaster Management Agency has developed an insurance

programme to support vulnerable developing states in times of severe natural disaster,

including impacts from Climate Change. It has worked closely with the Commonwealth

Secretariat in developing this approach. The components of the programme are now in place and recent natural

disasters bring fresh images to mind of the impact of such events making this a timely initiative. The proposed

programme is designed to pay out a no-quibble pre-agreed sum within days in the event of a severe natural disaster.

This enables an afflicted state to deal with immediate humanitarian needs, thereby avoiding the uncertainty of having

to rely on other governments, NGOs (e.g. World Bank, IMF) and charities for money at such a time. The approach is

described in more detail in this article.

Small states’ perceived vulnerability made 
insurance against weather risks prohibitively expensive,

if available at all, and denied them access to 
capital markets on affordable terms. 

The primary objective is not compensation for 
physical damage per se, but economic recovery and
adequate financing for post-disaster rehabilitation,

reconstruction and emergency relief. 
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trigger level will necessarily have such an adverse impact on the

economy of the insured country that indemnity is immediately

payable. Under the proposed terms, a payment of US$50 million

would be available within days of a qualifying disaster.

Trigger levels
The trigger levels would be established and agreed by the

insured(s) and underwriters with the help of meteorological

and seismological experts and the governments of the different

small states themselves who examine the historic pattern of

natural disasters to which each country or region of larger

countries is exposed. This team of experts (drawn together by

CDMA on the advice of the Advisory group of the UK Natural

Disaster Reduction Committee, a national committee of the UN

International Strategy for Disaster Reduction) then establishes

what are referred to as ‘trigger levels’. Should the severity of

the insured event or disaster exceed these trigger levels, the

CDMA programme is designed to pay the previously agreed

insured sum.

CDMA believes that parametric triggers are the most

appropriate method for determining whether an insurable event

has occurred. More importantly, the underwriters agree and are

entirely content with this methodology, which has been

developed with them over several years. They would envisage

parametric trigger mechanisms being set for each state as it

joined a CDMA programme. 

The CDMA model is therefore designed to ensure prompt

payment within days of a disaster. The afflicted state would

receive a capital sum of sufficient significance to assist

restoration of key lifeline infrastructure, shelter and livelihoods

following a disaster. The beauty of this approach is that it allows

substantial sums to be paid simply upon agreement that a trigger

event has occurred, and makes no attempt to differentiate

between states. Each state would pay the same premium and

receive the same payment. This approach allows for sustainable

economic growth and poverty reduction, and is ideal in its

administrative simplicity. It also relieves a significant burden on

financial institutions, donors and international charities.

Geographical spread
Underwriters are not concerned by the number of countries who

first apply to join the programme for insurance purposes. They

are concerned about the possible concentration of risks. They

would seek a balance between the Caribbean, the Indian Ocean

and the Pacific. 

Fixed rate
The CDMA programme would insure participating states at a

fixed rate, regardless of size and whether or not a state wished

to cover against different hazards such as hurricane, tsunami,

earthquake or volcanic eruption. The variable would be the

trigger level and would be set at an appropriate point depending

upon the perceived probability of an event occurring in a 50 year

return period.

Further features of the programme
A sustainable catastrophe insurance programme will require

both a sufficient spread of risk, (locally, nationally, globally) and

active management to reduce losses in the future. Therefore, it

could prove more efficient to co-ordinate the individual states’

solutions in various areas and at various levels. Such

coordination could be enhanced by a pooling or mutualisation of

certain risks at a regional or national level and this is a point for

further discussion.

The independent stature and strategic, cross-cultural

experience of CDMA will be of particular value when defining

what should be managed, by whom and by what means. The

Agency has developed major partnerships with organisations

willing and able to contribute to the development of systems,

regulatory and financial frameworks that support the insurance

mechanism itself, including the HSBC Group. 

CDMA believes the insurances should be the simplest possible

to implement. This means starting with the same premium

levels and amounts of cover for all participating states and

regions. The perils and trigger levels may however vary

according to the technical findings. 

Principal benefits
The CDMA Natural Disaster Insurance Programme would be

unique and provide a range of benefits including the following:

• It will make a significant, incremental source of funding available

from the private insurance sector to participating states. 

• This will be achieved at the most competitive market price

using special programme designs which provide access to the

most specialised brokers, insurers and reinsurers. Over time,

All that is left after a cyclone.

Tsunami in 2004.

A sustainable catastrophe insurance programme 
will require both a sufficient spread of risk, (locally,

nationally, globally) and active management 
to reduce losses in the future. 

CDMA believes that parametric triggers 
are the most appropriate method for determining 

whether an insurable event has occurred. 
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and as the reputation for sound risk management increases,

an ever-larger market will be developed to offer increasing

capacity for risk, stability and cost-effectiveness. 

• By building a portfolio for insurance purposes, there will be

increased protection from global insurance market cycles. 

• A longer-term, mutual-type insurance structure would provide

improved risk management standards and incentives as well

as further insurance efficiencies.

• There will be scope to apply the same approach to other major

risk issues. 

International support for the model
From the outset, CDMA has enjoyed the support of the

Commonwealth Secretary-General. In the final communiqué of

their 2000 annual meeting in Malta, Commonwealth Finance

Ministers welcomed CDMA’s establishment. Since then,

progress reports have been submitted to the Small States

Ministerial Group meetings prior to Heads of Governments

meetings (CHOGM) in 2001 and 2003 and most recently in

Kampala and the Commonwealth Climate Change Action Plan

agreement makes mention of support for CDMA.

CDMA has also been highlighted by the Commonwealth

Secretariat at successive meetings of the World Bank’s annual

Small States Forum. The London Declaration on Implementing

HIPC II by Heavily Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC) ministers in

June 2001 called not only for an acceleration of the

recommendations of the Joint Task Force but also for the

reinforcement of insurance mechanisms such as the CDMA

Programme. 

CDMA’s initiative has been discussed at other international

forums such as Wilton Park, the Anglo-French conference of

September 2004 on Disaster Management and the Provention

Consortium meeting in October 2004. The British Government –

through the Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO), the

Department for International Development (DfID) and the

Cabinet Office – has warmly endorsed the establishment and

evolution of the CDMA proposal, through discussions over

several years and more particularly after the Indian Ocean

Tsunami. Close contacts have been established with senior

French officials to explore how the initial plan could be extended

to those small states which are the responsibility of the French

Government. The overseas dependencies of other European,

American and Antipodean countries could also be covered.
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The appalling tradegy of an earthquake.

Robert (Robbie) Lyle is the Director of the Commonwealth Disaster Management
Agency Ltd. He is also a Council Member and Trustee of the International Social
Services (UK), member of the UK Advisory Committee for Natural Disaster
Reduction, Vice-President Overseas Territories of the British Red Cross Society, a
trustee of UK International Services, a Director of Pall Mall Initiatives Ltd, an
emeritus trustee of the China Oxford Scholarship Fund, non-executive director BPL
(holdings) Ltd, Director of Cornwall Light and Power Ltd and Director Johnson and
Lyle.

Sir Humphrey Maud KCMG is Chairman of the Commonwealth Disaster
Management Agency Ltd. He is a former Deputy Secretary-General of the
Commonwealth, having retired from H M Foreign Service as Ambassador to
Argentina in 1993. He is also a member of the UK Advisory Committee for Natural
Disaster Reduction, Chairman of Pall Mall Initiatives Ltd, Strategic Advisor to the
Risk Advisory Group, member of the South Atlantic Council, and trustee of The
Prince Consort Foundation and The Parkhouse Trust.

Commonwealth Disaster Management Agency

For further information please see www.cdma.org

Over time, and as the reputation for sound 
risk management increases, an ever-larger market 

will be developed to offer increasing capacity 
for risk, stability and cost-effectiveness. 

Close contacts have been established with 
senior French officials to explore how the initial plan

could be extended to those small states which are 
the responsibility of the French Government. 
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The scientific evidence gathered by the United Nations

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) over

the last two decades has contributed to an ever-broader

consensus about the scale of the changes occurring in the

global climate, the connection between human activities and

climate change, and the effects of climate change. While the

exact impact of greenhouse gas emissions is not easy to

forecast, we now know enough today to recognise that there are

large risks of potentially catastrophic outcomes for the planet in

the long run if nothing is done to stabilise atmospheric

concentrations of heat-trapping gases at levels that are

considered safe. The melting of ice-sheets on Greenland and

the West Antarctic would place many parts of the world under

water. Changes in the course of the Gulf Stream would bring

about drastic climatic changes. Large swathes of our

biodiversity could be wiped out forever. 

Undoubtedly, since climate systems are exceedingly complex,

the exact future impact of specific concentrations of

greenhouse gases in the atmosphere is not certain. Uncertainty

does, however, work both ways: while we cannot be sure about

precise effects, we also cannot exclude the possibility of these

and other catastrophic outcomes as concentrations continue to

increase. As a global community sharing one planet, we are

making choices today that will affect our own lives, but even

more so, the lives of our children and their children. 

The impact of climate change on the poor
The long-term threats give us reasons to act and act quickly.

Thus, while climate change is a challenge for all, it is most

immediately a challenge for many developing countries. In

terms of aggregate world income, the short-term effects may

not be large. But if this pattern does persist, climate change is

likely to drive income divergence, to deepen existing global

inequalities, and to reverse advances in human development.

This is compounded by inequality in responsibility – those

countries that have had the lightest carbon footprint and

contributed least to the problem of climate change are going to

be the hardest hit, and most quickly. It is, therefore, worth

examining further some of the ways in which the ecological

effects of climate change are likely to be transmitted to 

the poor. 

Agricultural production and food security
Agriculture is one of the sectors most vulnerable to the effects of

climate change. Many developing countries rely on agricultural

activities as their main source of subsistence and have limited

flexibility to switch to less climate-sensitive activities such as

manufacturing and services. Sixty-one per cent of people in

South Asia and 64 per cent in sub-Saharan Africa are employed

in the rural sector. The rural sector contributes 21 per cent of

GDP in India and 39 per cent in Malawi. A recent study by William

Cline for the Institute for International Economics predicts that

developing countries will suffer an average 10 to 25 per cent

decline in agricultural productivity by the 2080s, assuming

‘business as usual’. However, regional averages hide much

steeper declines on a country level. For example, India may face

a decline of between 30 and 40 per cent in agriculture

productivity, and Senegal a 52 per cent fall.

Bangladesh is exposed, perhaps more than any other

country, to some of the worst impacts of global warming, where

the effects of climate change are already being felt by more

extreme and more frequent weather events. Here, climate

scenario exercises suggest that a four degrees Celsius

temperature increase could reduce rice production by 30 per

cent and wheat production by five per cent. In Pakistan, just one

degree Celsius increase in temperature could cause

agricultural yield losses of between six and nine per cent for

wheat. Nearly 80 million people living in these two countries on

less than one dollar a day will suffer disproportionately from

these weather variations.

In a large country like India, global projections point to

substantial aggregate increases in rainfall but this obscures

important local effects. While more rain is likely to fall during

monsoon periods in already rain-abundant parts of the country

Coping with climate change: how the
ecological effects are transmitted to 
the poor
By Kemal Dervis, Administrator, United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)

Climate change is already starting to affect some of the poorest and most vulnerable communities

around the world. While some regions in the higher latitudes may benefit in the short term from warmer

temperatures and increases in rainfall, the effects at lower latitudes – where many of the poorest people

in the world live – will be overwhelmingly negative. Genuine concern about the effect of climate change

on future generations dictates that we must act now. We know the danger exists. We know that much

of the damage caused by elevated greenhouse gas concentrations will be essentially irreversible. And

we know that the risks are growing with every day of inaction. Increased droughts, floods, tropical storms and sea level

rises, the pole-wards migration of crops, fish species and other organisms that people depend on for food security will

affect large parts of Africa, many small island states and coastal zones, and the big Asian river deltas. It is the poorest

in the world that are likely to face the most immediate effects and bear the biggest burden.

Climate change is likely to drive income divergence, 
to deepen existing global inequalities, and to 

reverse advances in human development. 

,
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(creating increased risk of flooding), other large areas, including

drought-prone areas, will receive less rainfall. Micro-level

climate research for Andhra Pradesh, the ‘Rice Bowl of India’,

projects a temperature increase of 3.5ºC by 2050, which will lead

to a decline of eight to nine per cent in yields for water-intensive

crops such as rice.

Water stress and scarcity
A second key area where the ecological effects of climate change

will impact the poor relates to water stress and scarcity. Here,

changed run-off patterns and continued glacial melting will have

heavy implications on water availability, interacting with already

severe ecological pressures on water systems. Central Asia,

Northern China and the northern part of South Asia face serious

vulnerabilities associated with the melting of glaciers. The 2,400

km-wide Himalayan glacier system, retreating at a rate of 10-15

metres a year, represents the epicentre of an emerging crisis. 

Seven of Asia’s great river systems are likely to experience an

increase in flows over the short term, followed by a decline as

glaciers melt. These river systems provide water and sustain

food supplies for over two billion people. One example: if, as

projections show is possible, the Ganges loses two-thirds of its

July-September flow, 500 million people will suffer water

shortages and one-third of India’s irrigated land area will be

affected. In India, as well as throughout the other affected

countries, the poorest will suffer disproportionately from such

events.

Exposure to extreme weather risks and rising seas
A third area where climate change is likely to affect the poor

disproportionately is their exposure to extreme weather risks.

Climate change science points to intensified tropical storms and

more frequent and widespread floods and drought. Climate

disaster risks are skewed towards developing countries: while

one in 1,500 people were affected annually by climate disasters

in OECD countries between 2000 and 2004, in developing

countries as many as one in 79 people were affected. Monsoon

floods and storms in South Asia during the 2007 season

displaced over 14 million people in India and seven million in

Bangladesh. Globally, the one billion people who live in urban

slums on fragile hillsides or flood-prone river banks are among

the most vulnerable to such extreme weather events. 

Ecosystems and biodiversity
Climate change is also putting heavy pressure on many

ecosystems. Ecosystems supply a variety of services, such as

tourism, fisheries, and forest products. The bleaching of coral

reefs is one example of ecosystem deterioration. Over 60

countries, many of them in the Caribbean and Pacific region, rely

on the coral system for their economic growth, with their

population depending on it for livelihoods and nutrition. If the

rapid bleaching of the coral reefs – recorded in countries such as

Indonesia and Australia – is not halted, 30 million small-scale

fishers in the developing world will suffer the consequences.

Loss of environmental resources like wetlands also contributes

to reduced resilience in the face of climate change. They harbour

biodiversity, provide agricultural, timber and medicinal products,

and sustain fish stocks. They also buffer coastal and riverside

areas from storms and floods, protecting human settlements

from sea surges. 

Human health hazards
Finally, there is also the likely impact of climate change on

health. As cited by the IPCC in its findings published in the

‘Fourth Assessment Report’, climate change-related exposures

are likely to affect the health status of millions of people,

particularly those with low adaptive capacity. This is likely to

happen through increases in malnutrition and consequent

disorders; increased deaths, disease and injury due to heat

waves, floods, storms, fires and droughts; the increased burden

of diarrhoeal disease; the mixed effects on the range and

transmission potential of malaria in Africa; and increased

frequency of cardio-respiratory diseases due to higher

concentrations of ground-level ozone related to climate change.

The negative health impacts of climate change will be greatest

in low-income countries. Although climate change will bring

some benefits to industrial countries – such as fewer deaths

from cold weather – these benefits will be greatly outweighed by

the negative effects in the poorest countries.

The need for urgent action 
Preserving the stability of our shared climate is one of the

clearest examples of the provision of a global public good. We

need to act urgently to mitigate climate change. Justice and

feasibility dictate that rich countries should take the lead and

move first: developing countries have contributed very little to

the stock of heat-trapping gases in the atmosphere, and rich

countries have the financial resources and technological

capabilities to initiate deep and early emissions cuts to mitigate

climate change. But while the debate on climate change has

Central Asia, Northern China and the northern 
part of South Asia face serious vulnerabilities 

associated with the melting of glaciers. 

Globally, the one billion people who live in urban slums
on fragile hillsides or flood-prone river banks are among

the most vulnerable to such extreme weather events.

Drought severity under IPCC scenario A2 (change relative to 2000 by 2090).

Note: IPCC scenarios describe plausible future patterns of population

growth, economic growth, technological change and associated carbon

dioxide emissions. The A2 scenario assumes a low range of economic

growth and globalisation, combined with continued high population growth.

A negative change in the Palmer Drought Severity Index, based on

precipitation and evaporation projections, implies more severe droughts.
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mainly focused on the need to mitigate its effects by curbing

carbon emissions, even if all carbon emissions were halted

today the emissions already produced are likely to lead to further

climate change. This is why adaptation strategies are crucial for

human development prospects. Rich countries are now investing

considerable resources in climate-proofing their infrastructure

and protecting their citizens from the effects of climate change.

However, people in poor countries are far less able to respond to

the challenge. At the international level, far from reflecting the

level of risk exposure, current adaptation financing is too little,

too late and too fragmented. To address climate change,

investments and financial flows for development will need to be

enhanced through additional Official Development Assistance,

as well as other innovative sources of financing, through private

sector investments, and through public and market mechanisms

(including taxes, subsidies, and cap-and-trade). 

The December 2007 Bali conference on climate change

resulted in a number of important decisions that changed the

landscape, urgency and scale of the world’s response to climate

change. A road map was agreed for negotiating a post-2012

climate agreement over the next two years on four main building

blocks: mitigation, adaptation, technology and financing. The

road map reaffirmed that economic and social development and

poverty eradication are global priorities, and stressed the need

for developing positive incentives, enhanced technology, and

financing and policy options to support developing countries in

mitigating and adapting to climate change in the context of their

sustainable development. The Bali conference also agreed on

the operational launch of the Adaptation Fund; the adoption of a

framework to support development and transfer of technology

and a shared commitment to improve the mode of operation for

the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM). There was also a

breakthrough on the issue of Reducing Emissions from

Deforestation and Degradation (REDD) through a recognition of

the need for its inclusion in a post-2012 framework. 

The role of UNDP and the UN family 
Given UNDP’s focus on tackling poverty and supporting countries

in their efforts to advance sustainable human development, and

in light of the disproportionate impact climate change is expected

to have on the poorest countries, UNDP is working with

developing countries both on climate change adaptation and

mitigation measures that can reduce the vulnerability of the poor

and expand opportunities for sustainable livelihoods.

On the mitigation front, UNDP promotes energy efficiency and

the use of technologies – particularly renewable energy – that

emit fewer greenhouse gases. Our approach has included

strengthening governance and policy frameworks to create an

environment conducive to adopting and promoting these

technologies. Over the past 15 years, UNDP has mobilised

US$2.7 billion to fund more than 400 large-scale and 1,000

small-scale energy- and climate-related projects, mainly

through the Global Environment Facility and leveraged co-

financing. But traditional sources of financing will clearly be

grossly inadequate for the task at hand so UNDP’s mitigation

strategy also focuses on increasing the ability of countries to

gain access to the rapidly expanding carbon market, in particular

the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) which has become 

a multi-billion dollar source of funding for sustainable

development. To date, UNDP has implemented CDM capacity

development activities in more than 20 countries. It also recently

established the MDG Carbon Facility, an innovative means of

harnessing the vast resources of the carbon market to bring

long-term sustainable development to a larger share of the

world’s population. 

Although mitigation programmes will be important in

developing countries, UNDP recognises that adaptation will

need to be the main focus of assistance in the coming decades.

UNDP has helped 29 countries formulate National Adaptation

Programmes of Action and 100 countries to prepare their

national communications for submission to the United Nations

Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). UNDP

has also been actively engaged in innovative adaptation projects

across a range of sectors and countries. To date, 16 projects

involving 40 countries have been advanced, with total funding of

around US$150 million. The key target areas include water

resource management, coastal zones, disaster risk

management, public health and food security. 

While UNDP has greatly increased its climate change

programme activities in recent years and will continue to do so,

clearly one agency alone will be unable to meet the rapidly

growing needs of the poorer developing countries. A key UNDP

objective is to work closely with other UN agencies and partner

organisations to deliver a comprehensive package of technical

assistance services to countries that draws on the specialist

skills of all UN agencies and ensures that countries receive

appropriately targeted assistance. A significant first step in this

process has been the development of a formal Climate Change

Partnership between UNDP and the UN Environment

Programme (UNEP) which aims to combine the climate change

experience and expertise of both organisations. Its first two

major joint activities are a US$1.2 million seven-country CDM

capacity development programme in Sub-Saharan Africa to help

countries gain access to the carbon market, and a multi-country

adaptation project to reduce climate risks and vulnerability.

It is clear that while many developing countries have made

significant progress in human development with millions of

people being lifted out of poverty every year, the climate change

challenge is going to hinder development. We must, therefore,

see the fight against poverty and the fight against the effects of

climate change as interrelated efforts which reinforce each

other. Success must be achieved on both fronts, together.
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If the rapid bleaching of the coral reefs is not halted, 
30 million small-scale fishers in the developing 

world will suffer the consequences. 

Traditional sources of financing will clearly 
be grossly inadequate for the task at hand.

Kemal Dervis is head of the United Nations Development Programme. From 2001-
2002 he was Minister for Economic Affairs and the Treasury and was a member of
the Turkish Parliament from 2002-2005. He held senior positions at the World Bank
from 1977-2001.

UNDP is the UN’s global development network, an organisation advocating change
and connecting countries to knowledge, experience and resources to help people
build a better life. UNDP is on the ground in 166 countries, working with them on
their own solutions to global and national development challenges. As they develop
local capacity, they draw on the people of UNDP and its wide range of partners. 
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Introduction
Rural electrification is one of the key drivers in achieving

Millennium Development Goals as it facilitates economic and

sociocultural development of the target population. Distributed

generation of electricity, particularly in decentralised mode is

one option to implement rural electrification schemes. The

synergy of distributed generation and rural electrification is

therefore critical to achieve the targets of universal service

obligations, particularly by enhancing last mile access, which is

one of the least addressed challenges in this sector. The viability

of the technological solution, strength of institutional

innovations, robustness of designed financing models and

effectiveness of enabling mechanisms for communities to derive

direct and indirect benefits from electricity services, are some of

the facets of this challenge. 

Through government and non-government efforts in a country

such as India, renewable energy technologies are used in a

variety of applications. However, there are very few

dissemination models that are entrepreneur driven and

incorporate innovations in delivery of services. The viability of

such models relies on:

• Their ability to provide income opportunities on both the supply

and the demand side.

• Their flexibility to bundle a variety of energy-related and

energy-driven services, such as mobile telephone charging,

water purification, sale and servicing of energy efficient

appliances.

These models would also provide a platform for public-

private-people partnerships. A number of such initiatives are

described below.

Women as solar power entrepreneurs – pilot
project in the Sunderbans

The Sunderbans is a part of the world’s largest delta formed by

the rivers Ganges, Brahmaputra and Meghna. The area is

interwoven by a network of small rivers, creeks and waterways

and 70 per cent is under saline/brackish water. To protect the

natural habitat, environment and the biodiversity of the region,

the Sunderbans Biosphere Reserve was established in 1989. It

covers 9,630 square km including about 4,444.33 square km of

human habitat along with the entire forest area. Waterways are

the major means of communication in this region. 

As most of the southern Sunderbans is separated from the

mainland and divided by wide rivers and creeks, it is extremely

difficult to extend high tension transmission lines and a distribution

network for electricity. The remote villages thus suffer from chronic

energy shortage, adversely affecting the socioeconomic

development of the region. Against this background, energy

interventions based on alternate technologies, such as solar, are

relevant and viable. A large population in the unelectrified islands is

currently using solar PV electricity. 

TERI has been working in this region for the past 10 years in

partnership with the state government as well as with NGO

sector to promote the use of solar PV. The project outlined here

has created viable enterprises on the supply side targeting

women entrepreneurs. These enterprises have been created not

only to provide solar PV based services in remote and interior

villages, but to provide repair and maintenance services to

already existing products and systems. 

This pilot project, sponsored by the National Renewable

Energy laboratory, USA, is implemented by TERI in partnership

with the Ramakrishna Mission (RKM), a reputed NGO. The

project has also created an organisational set up: MFEDO

(Market Facilitating and Enterprise Development Organisation)

within the cluster organisation Kalpartaru of the RKM to

incubate these enterprises. Kalpartaru now acts like an anchor

to these enterprises by helping them procure raw material,

facilitate market linkages and formulate self-help groups. 

By providing initial training and capacity building on several

techno-commercial aspects, the project has helped six women

become solar entrepreneurs who are now engaged in a variety of

businesses, such as charging and renting of solar lanterns,

designing and assembling small electronic items and repairing

solar home systems. Apart from financial independence, a sense

of pride arising from the newly acquired skill and confidence are

the biggest benefits of the project. 

Power to empower
By Akanksha Chaurey, Associate Director, Distributed Generation Energy Environment Technology Division, TERI

Access to reliable energy services is one of the biggest impediments in the socioeconomic development

of communities across the world. While local governments are committing to provide basic services

such as water, health, sanitation, electrification to all its population, lack of energy and electricity in

particular, is proving to be a serious hindrance in this process. Distributed generation and supply of

electricity based on renewable energy technologies is fast emerging as a viable option. This article

describes distributed generation-based initiatives undertaken by TERI that have benefited rural

communities and provided a platform to link public and private commitments towards a common goal.  

By providing initial training and capacity building 
on several techno-commercial aspects, the project has

helped six women become solar entrepreneurs who 
are now engaged in a variety of businesses.

Women managing a solar workshop.
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Based on this pilot initiative, TERI has now launched a larger

project called Lighting a Million Lives. 

Lighting a Million Lives
Over 78 million households, roughly 390 million lives, in India

lack access to electricity, causing life to come to a standstill after

dusk. Inadequate lighting is not only an impediment to progress

and development opportunities, but also has a direct impact on

the health, environment, and safety of millions of villagers as

they are forced to light their homes with kerosene lamps, dung

cakes, firewood and crop residues. Recognising the need to

change the existing scenario in rural India, TERI initiated the

Lighting a Million Lives’ (LaML) campaign. 

The sustainability of the LaML campaign stands on two

important pillars: 

• Providing solar lanterns to unelectrified and poorly electrified

rural households and facilitating livelihoods as well as direct

or indirect income-generating opportunities through provision

of enhanced lighting.

• Creating local entrepreneurial driven delivery channels to

ensure distribution and charging of solar lanterns, repair,

maintenance and other aftersales services.

The Campaign is based on an entrepreneurial model of energy

service delivery, developed by TERI and successfully tested in

pilot projects across Rajasthan, West Bengal, and Uttarakhand,

India. Through this model, institutional mechanisms are being

created for energy services delivery in remote villages where

kerosene is the predominant fuel for lighting. This is the case for

households, small enterprises such as shops, local bazaars,

tuition and coaching centres and various cottage industries. 

The model is designed to benefit both user and supplier. For

instance, rural entrepreneurs can be trained to manage and run

a central solar lantern charging/distribution centre where

lanterns are charged during the day and rented in the evening.

While this creates financial opportunities for entrepreneurs, the

user of the lantern does not have to bear the burden of

purchasing and maintaining it. 

Apart from providing reliable and ensured lighting to

households at an affordable rate, this model also facilitates

entrepreneurial development among rural communities. The

solar charging platform can, for example, also provide other

services such as telecommunication services, purification of

potable water and mobile telephone charging.

Grassroots-level partners install the hardware, identify, train

and provide initial support to prospective rural entrepreneurs,

create awareness among communities about the use and upkeep

of lanterns and develop livelihood activities through access to

lighting. The entrepreneur, in addition to providing the centre

facility, also contributes equity in cash and pays for the training

associated with the solar power platform and solar lanterns. 

Solar powered ICT-based rural knowledge centres
Energy needs in India, however, go beyond lighting, and a key

focus is now on livelihood creation in villages. Over the past

decade, India has become one of the leading innovators in

information and communication technologies (ICT) serving the

rural user. 

ICT in rural areas has been related to rural kiosks/knowledge

centres, which are technologically endowed access points to

provide a variety of services catering to the needs of the rural

populations in different ways. Services provided include those

that are ‘e’ in nature, as well as computer education, spoken

English courses and financial services, making these centres

hubs for capacity building and training. Most ICT centres include,

but are not limited to, a PC, connectivity solution, photo printer

and a digital camera.

Such a rural ICT programme faces two specific challenges for

its roll out: 

• Unreliable supply of electricity. 

• Inadequate entrepreneurial capacities. 

Providing reliable electricity supply has been one of the most

striking impediments. As the availability of quality power in

rural areas is not assured, battery is used as a backup.

However, the battery often does not get fully charged due to

the unreliable supply of grid for the required charging period.

The rural kiosk will then lose business which ultimately

affects its viability. 

The sustainability of the kiosk also depends on the multiplicity,

quality and saleability of services that it offers. The onus of

running the kiosk viably lies on its operator, who, apart from

having business acumen and good communication skills, is also

required to know basic business management. In the absence of

customised entrepreneurship development programmes,

imparting such skills to the kiosk operator is yet another

challenge that the ICT programme faces. 

Solar powered ICT based Rural Knowledge Centre.

Women managing a solar lantern charging station.
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The ‘Solar powered ICT based rural knowledge centre’ initiative

has been set up to address these challenges by providing: 

• Solar PV based decentralised electricity supply to ICT centres.

• Comprehensive capacity building and support of kiosk

operators in managing and operating the centres. 

The business model is based on three guiding principles:

• Use of energy efficient hardware and appliances, including

locally available ecofriendly building material wherever

possible.

• Hybrid power supply solution using solar PV and gird as two

main sources.

• Bundling of services dealing with decentralised energy, water,

health, education.

The use of ecofriendly, energy efficient design, materials,

hardware and appliances help reduce electricity consumption, a

prerequisite for providing solar PV based power solutions.

Further, in order to give quality power supply for up to 4-6 hours,

a hybrid of solar PV and grid is provided for. This hybrid system

is based on an integrated solar PV based power supply system

that has been developed and customised by TERI specifically for

the rural ICT kiosks. The knowledge centre provides a platform

for integrating and bundling services related to employment and

livelihoods schemes, decentralised energy, health, water and

overall sustainable development. It also demonstrates the

efficient use of energy through various energy efficient systems,

such as LED and compact fluorescent-based lighting, solar fan

and lanterns and solar powered UPS for the computer. 

Biomass gasifier for rural electrification 
Since the 1990s, TERI has been developing small capacity (10-

20kWe) biomass gasifiers that run on 100 per cent producer gas

engines. These systems are ideally suited for electrification of

remote locations, as they provide enough electricity for domestic

lighting, street lights and some productive applications, such as

rice milling and water pumping in a small village of about 80-100

households. In one such initiative, TERI along with NTPC Ltd, a

public sector power producing company, provided a 10 kWe

biomass gasifier system run on fuel wood collected from the

forest by the villagers. The project has institutionalised a Village

Energy Committee with women representatives to oversee the

daily operation and management of the project. Two trained

operators operate and troubleshoot the system. The system

provides electricity to two light points in every household, lights

up street lights and runs a flour grinder. The initiative is being

replicated in more than a dozen villages across the country.     

Way forward
These initiatives provide a platform for companies, corporations

and business houses to channel their social responsibility

commitments in a manner that catalyses socioeconomic growth

of rural communities. They also provide evidence of public-

private-people partnership effectiveness, where each entity

owns the initiative and contributes in making it a success. For

instance, governments (or public sector) and private sector

would provide initial funding support considering the high

upfront cost of solar PV technology; private companies and

entrepreneurs while leveraging the government support of seed

funding, would also add their knowledge and services to

enhance the viability of the initiative; NGOs and communities

would work towards sustaining these initiatives at  grassroots

level. The synergies of such commitments ensure that power is

provided to empower people in the fight against poverty. 

This article duly acknowledges the efforts of several colleagues at 

TERI, specifically those who have worked on the projects included in 

this article.

Ms Akanksha Chaurey is Associate Director of the Distributed Generation Energy
Environment Technology Division of TERI and has worked in the field of renewable
energy for sustainable development for over 20 years. Her area of expertise is
offgrid rural electrification and distributed generation. She began her career with
TERI in 1987 and was involved in projects related to technology and market
assessment of renewables, specifically solar photovoltaics. After five years, Ms
Chaurey became Director of Sairam Solar, a company, designing  and installing solar
and wind energy systems for decentralised applications. Following two years as a
renewable energy consultant she joined up with TERI again in 1999  and now works
on projects dealing with distributed generation and supply of electricity for offgrid
applications. 

A dynamic and flexible organisation with a global vision and a local focus, TERI is
deeply committed to every aspect of sustainable development. From providing
environment friendly solutions to rural energy problems, to helping shape the
development of the Indian oil and gas sector; from tackling global climate change
issues to enhancing forest conservation efforts among local communities; from
advancing solutions to growing urban transport and air pollution problems to
promoting energy efficiency in the Indian industry, the emphasis has always been on
finding innovative solutions to make the world a better place to live in. All activities
in TERI move from formulating local and national level strategies to global solutions
to critical energy and environment related issues.

TERI, Darbari Seth Block
Habitat Place, Lodhi Road
New Delhi 110003, India

Tel: 91 11 24682100 Fax: 91 11 24682144
Email: akanksha@teri.res.in

Biomass gasifier for village electrification. A household enjoying the benefits of biomass gasifier.
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Africa and traditional biomass energy
Of the total energy Africa consumes, traditional biomass (solid

wood, twigs and cow dung) accounts for 59 per cent providing

fuel to about 320 million people and, according to forecasts by

the International Energy Agency (IEA), this figure is set to

increase. By 2015, the IEA predicts a further 54 million Africans

will be dependent on traditional biomass. This surge in

consumption comes primarily from two sources: (i) a rapid

population growth estimated at 2.5 per cent (the world’s

highest); and (ii) slow industrial and service sector growth 

and subsequent failure to create off-farm employment

opportunities.

Benefits of modern bioenergy in an Africa setting 
Modern bioenergy can be produced in liquid, gas, or solid form,

with liquid biofuel the most common, and can be used for agro-

industrial production, transportation, cooking, and lighting.

Bioenergy technologies are expanding fast and have a number of

key benefits for African production.

Broad-based development and greater multiplier
effects
Widely available crops and plants are the basis for bioenergy

production; crops that can be grown in many areas under rainfed

conditions, with low input costs (fertiliser). 

Because bioenergy can be developed in many areas with low

input costs, it can benefit both small and large scale farming

operations. It can open up new livelihood opportunities and

domestic and export markets, enhancing rural economic

transformation. This contrasts with the experience of countries

with oil and mineral resources where wealth has typically been

concentrated in the hands of the few, resulting in slow

economic growth and continued deprivation of much of the

population. 

Suitable for smallholder agriculture business
More than 80 per cent of the population of many African

countries is engaged in agriculture, which is primarily

smallholder and largely subsistence. Modern bioenergy can be

produced at this smallholder level, creating possibilities for

generating cash income. It also encourages the formation of

agricultural marketing and processing cooperatives, which, in

turn, facilitate adoption of modern agricultural inputs and better

farming practices. 

Possibilities to export high value commodities
Modern bioenergy creates possibilities to produce a high value

crop (biofuel/biodiesel) that has lucrative domestic and export

market. Producing and processing biofuels at the smallholder

level opens up new sources of income for a large segment of 

the population. 

Low tech solutions to energy problems 
Modern bioenergy technologies are simple and easily

transferable since these are basically oil-pressing and alcohol

distillation processes already known by local people. Most

technologies can be easily operated and maintained with skills

that already exists at the village level by blacksmiths, and others

acquired with a little training. 

Productive use of a vast area of uncultivated land 
Africa’s total cultivable land is estimated at 840 million

hectares. Of this land, only 27 per cent is currently used

Sustainable bioenergy in Africa: issues
and possibilities
By Mersie Ejigu, President & CEO Partnership for African Environmental Sustainability (PAES), and Senior Fellow,

Foundation for Environmental Security and Sustainability (FESS)

Today, the majority of the African population finds itself trapped in a vicious cycle of low energy

consumption, heavy dependence on traditional biomass energy, poverty and vulnerability to climatic

variation. Modern bioenergy offers unique opportunities toward a strategy for unlocking this trap and

developing smallholder business potential in Africa. With its tropical climate and huge land mass,

Africa’s bioenergy potential is almost unlimited. Harnessing this potential requires a two-pronged

strategy: (i) promoting smallholder production and processing schemes; and (ii) encouraging socially

and environmentally-sustainable large scale investment.

Because bioenergy can be developed in many areas 
with low input costs, it can benefit both small and large
scale farming operations. It can open up new livelihood

opportunities and domestic and export markets,
enhancing rural economic transformation.

Because bioenergy can be developed in many areas with low input costs, it can benefit

both small and large scale farming operations.
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(cultivated), compared to 87 per cent for Asia (97 per cent for

Southwest Asia) and 22 per cent for Latin America. The

development of bioenergy offers opportunities to convert the

uncultivated area into energy wealth, given appropriate

socially and environmentally responsible biofuels investment

and supportive macroeconomic policies.

Environmental benefits of modern bioenergy
With proper planning and management, bioenergy could

enhance environmental sustainability and contribute to

reversing environmental degradation. Bioenergy also burns 

off less carbon, thereby helping reduce greenhouse gas

emissions, particularly if, (as in the case of Africa) the use of

fertilizers and other chemicals in the production of feedstock

is small. The carbon dioxide is absorbed by the new plants and

recycled, rather than being released into the atmosphere. 

For example, through its life cycle (from planting the soybeans

to delivering biodiesel to the pump), soy-based biodiesel is

believed to yield a 78 per cent carbon dioxide reduction.

Further, bioenergy resources provide cleaner burning with

negligible emissions of sulfur dioxide and nitrate, which are

urban pollutants. 

Challenges of bioenergy in an African setting
The promotion, production, marketing, and use of modern

bioenergy face several constraints, although there are ample

opportunities to remove these constraints rather easily.  

High production costs
According to IEA, “grain-based ethanol costs on average around

US$0.30/litre (US$0.45/litre of gasoline equivalent) in the US

after production subsidies, which means competitiveness with

gasoline at an average crude oil price of between US$65 and

US$70 per barrel. In Europe, ethanol production costs,

including all subsidies, are about US$0.55/litre (0.80/litre of

gasoline equivalent)”. Brazil’s ethanol industry, according to a

presentation at the 2005 IIE biofuels conference, breaks even at

US$35 per barrel oil equivalent. However, Brazil produces

almost all its sugarcane from rainfed agricultural practices and

is believed to be the world’s most efficient producer of

sugarcane. In many African countries, which have lower

agricultural productivity levels, production of both sugarcane

and corn-based biofuel would entail much higher costs and

therefore be far less price competitive with oil.  

Food production and prices
Normally, when demand for corn, rapeseeds, soybean, and

other biofuel crops rises, prices will also increase, thereby

encouraging farmers to bring more land under cultivation.

Under African conditions, however, the prevailing subsistence

agricultural technology, poor market infrastructure, and low

investment capacity may not permit expansion of both food and

energy crops. The likely scenario would be for farmers to

devote more of their land to cultivating biofuels feedstock and

less to food and animal feed crops. This is likely to result in an

across-the-board increase in crop prices and animal feed

prices of animal feed. 

Access to and efficiency of bioenergy technology
Much of the available knowledge on biofuels technology is based

on large scale farming of two feedstocks: sugar cane and corn.

Newer technologies that use a wide variety of feedstocks and

operate at different capacities, particularly on a small and

medium scale, are not yet widely available and easily accessible.

For example, jatropha curcas has been a highly promising

biodiesel feedstock in Zambia, India and other developing

countries.

Land requirement
The land issue needs to be seen within the context of different

production systems. For example, commercial farming runs the

risk of crowding out small farmers to give space to large tracts

of land needed by big business, and will clearly be constrained by

land shortage. For smallholder agriculture, land availability

would not be a serious constraint, particularly if appropriate land

tenure and use policies are developed. 

Policy and institutional weaknesses
The successful promotion, sustainable production, and

marketing of bioenergy require strong policy and institutional

support. However, policy and institutional weaknesses are often

cited as primary constraints to the effective implementation of

sustainable projects throughout Africa. What does make the

bioenergy sector different is the magnitude and urgency of 

the energy problem, the supportive international climate, and

the national, regional, and global processes that are promoting

renewable energy development, in general, and bioenergy 

in particular. 

Environmental impacts of monocultures
Supplying feedstocks to bioenergy plants requires growing the

same crop year after year. Sugarcane, corn, sweet sorghum,

and palm, currently the most known feedstocks, deplete soil

nutrients. Continuous cultivation of these crops can turn

arable land barren and eventually alter negatively the

ecosystem and its services. Feedstocks grown on a small

scale have greater possibilities for crop rotation, for example,

switching between sweet sorghum and soybean, which

replenish soil nutrients. 

Threat to rainforest ecosystem
Sugarcane and palm have their best growth and productivity in

high rainfall and humid areas, which are rainforest zones.

Because investors usually hunt for good soils and rainfall, there

Africa’s energy consumption patterns
About 550 million people (75 per cent of the total

population) in Sub-Saharan Africa have no access to

electricity or any kind of modern energy services. Of the

total energy Africa consumes, traditional biomass (solid

wood, twigs, and cow dung) accounts for 59 per cent,

electricity 8 per cent, petroleum 25 per cent, coal, 4 per cent

and gas, 4 per cent.

The successful promotion, sustainable production, 
and marketing of bioenergy require strong 

policy and institutional support.

More than 80 per cent of the population of many 
African countries is engaged in agriculture, which is

primarily smallholder and largely subsistence. 
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will be a threat to Africa’s small remaining rainforest. A good

example is the highly publicised case of Mehta of Lugazi Sugar

Works in Uganda that insisted on using a part of the Mabira

Forest reserve, a pristine forest area richly endowed with

biodiversity, for its sugar plantation. A government decision to

grant the land was reversed following violent public protests

that claimed some lives. 

The way forward
The successful production, use, and marketing of modern

bioenergy production require a long-term strategic vision of

what feedstock to produce and how to produce it.  A strong

political commitment is needed also to translate the vision into

concrete policy measures and implement them. Bioenergy

investment and production need to be carefully planned and

appropriate feedstocks chosen to ensure ventures are

economically, socially, and environmentally sustainable.   

Develop a national bioenergy strategy and policy
A national bioenergy policy is necessary to create an enabling

environment for the production of sustainable bioenergy at

both smallholder and large scale levels.  Such a policy should

take a holistic approach to the investment, production,

processing and marketing of bioenergy. A well articulated

bioenergy policy has huge multiplier effects and cross-sectoral

impact that positively influences agricultural, industrial, and

trade development. It is also an important means to mobilise

external and internal resources.  

Develop new and innovative funding mechanisms
In addition to accessing funding opportunities from traditional

multilateral and bilateral sources, there is a need for bold new

measures to generate funding, which may include: linking 

big investment and smallholder producers; micro-credit

programmes; an infrastructure to reach widely-dispersed

smallholder farms; public-private partnerships; concessionary

loans; subsidies; cross-industry partnerships that tie the

provision of one sector’s services with funding to support

bioenergy initiatives; and technical capacity to access global

funds (e.g., Clean Development Mechanism and Global

Environment Facility (GEF)). 

Invest in research and development
Largely in response to high oil prices, extensive research is

underway on first and second generation technologies. To fully

benefit from this, African countries need to have the human

resources and the institutional infrastructure to facilitate the

transfer, adoption, application, and development of bioenergy

technologies. 

Increase the country’s bioenergy potential through
reforestation
Traditional biomass energy will continue to be the primary

source of household energy in at least the next two to three

decades. Tree planting is a low cost approach to increasing

biomass density. Through improving vegetation cover, tree

planting facilitates environmental recovery, reduces the

hardship on women collecting firewood, mitigates climate

change, generates income, and augments resources for modern

bioenergy use. 

Conclusion
Africa has huge bioenergy potential and technological

advances make it highly promising. The current challenges of

modern bioenergy, including the high cost of production of

biofuels should not discourage our bioenergy outlook. The

possibilities for developing non-food crops and perennial

plants as biofuel feedstocks are broad and within reach, given

the extensive research work underway at the global level.

What is needed is not only political goodwill but also an

enabling policy and institutional environment (on the part of

key players) towards meeting Africa’s sustainable energy and

development objectives through promoting environmentally

and socially sustainable large scale investments, while at the

same time creating opportunities for smallholders to become

energy producers.  

Mersie Ejigu is President and Chief Executive Officer of Partnership for African
Environmental Sustainability (PAES) and Senior Fellow, Foundation for
Environmental Security and Sustainability (FESS). Prior to that, he worked as
Assistant Director General, Programmes and Policy of IUCN, The World Conservation
Union based in Gland, Switzerland. He joined IUCN as the Regional Director of IUCN
Eastern Africa. In his home country, Ethiopia, he was Minister of Planning and
National Development of Ethiopia for nine years, during which time he guided,
coordinated and managed the formulation of Ethiopia’s annual, medium term, and
long term development plans and the annual development budget.  

Partnership for African Environmental Sustainability (PAES) is a non-
governmental organisation head-quartered in Kampala, Uganda, established to
promote environmentally and socially sustainable development in Africa based on
best practices.

Partnership for African Environmental Sustainability  
5th Floor, Pan Africa House, PO Box 10273
Plot 3, Kimanthi Avenue, Kampala
Uganda

Tel: ++256 41 267068 Fax: ++256 41 267041 
Email: info@paes.org; mejigu@paes.org

PO Box 50914, Lusaka Zambia 
PAES USA, 1120 19th Street, 
N W Suite 600, Washington, D.C. 20036
USA

Tel: +1 202 744 4357 Fax: +1 202 785 5904 or 703 760 0797

A national bioenergy policy is necessary
to create an enabling environment for the 

production of sustainable bioenergy at both 
smallholder and large scale levels.
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Jamaica is the third-largest of the English-speaking islands

found in the Caribbean Sea. The population census of 2001

has the number of people usually resident in Jamaica at

over 2.6 million, by far the largest for this group of countries.

Located between 16-19 degrees north of the equator, the climate

is tropical with cool mornings and warm afternoons. Surface

temperatures vary from an average of 28.9ºC in January to about

33.5ºC during the summer months. Rainfall pattern is of a

bimodal nature, with peaks in October and May and drier periods

during February and July.

A common feature is the occurrence of convective afternoon

showers mainly over the island’s hilly interior that at times

spread to affect the adjoining coastal areas. The result is lush

green foliage with many streams and several waterfalls that flow

into the turquoise waters of the Caribbean Sea. Limestone

makes up much of the island’s geological formation; the

remaining strands of coral reef left after the bleaching episodes

of the late 1990s have continued to replenish magnificent white

sand beaches, the number one attraction for the multitude of

visitors that come to the region each year.

Jamaica gained political Independence from Great Britain in

August 1962, formally ending over 450 years of European

dominance. Christopher Columbus is credited as the first person

of European descent to have set foot on these shores when in the

year 1492 in search of a New World he landed at Discover Bay in

the parish of St Ann on Jamaica’s north coast. The Spanish

conquest followed and was later replaced by British rule. The

trade in human beings brought Africans to the sugar plantations

as slaves. With the abolition of slavery in 1834, former slave-

masters and emancipated slave labourers have toiled together to

build a nation that is purely Jamaican. 

Climate change background
The island nations are among the group of countries that will 

be most vulnerable to the adverse effects of climate change.

Consequently, the United Nations Framework Convention on

Climate Change (UNFCCC) has accorded special priority to the

small island developing states (SIDS) in recognition of their

Jamaica’s climate change agenda: the
way forward 
By Clifford Mahlung, Meteorologist, National Meteorological Service

Climate change will cause severe adverse effects among the island nations, with the result that island

governments have been particularly aware of the need to take action and plan remedies. Jamaica is

involved in several initiatives to address climate change issues at the international, regional, and

national levels, and has benefited tremendously from these regional projects through the participation

of all the key agencies. Locally implemented projects have improved the capacity and awareness of

climate change and related issues in most of the key agencies in Jamaica. 

Jamaica has benefited tremendously from 
these regional projects through the participation 

of all the key agencies. 

Mean Parish rainfall (mm) 1951-1980, Meteorological Service.
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special circumstances, and also the Least Developed Countries

(LDCS). Additionally, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate

Change (IPCC) has in their reports highlighted the needs and

concerns of these countries.

At the first Conference on the Environment and Development

held in 1992 in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, Jamaica was one of the

original signatories of the environmental conventions including

the UNFCCC. On 6 January 1995, the Convention was ratified by

an act of the Jamaican Parliament and on 28 June 1999 the

country acceded to the Kyoto Protocol. Jamaica’s participation in

the process is formulated through positions of the Alliance of

Small Island Developing States (AOSIS). However, the country

works in close co-operation with the regional representational

Group of Latin America and the Caribbean (GRULAC) and the

umbrella coalition for the developing countries or Parties not

included in Annex 1 of the Convention the Group of Seventy-

seven and China (G77 and China). 

Climate change initiatives (regional and national)
Jamaica has been involved in several initiatives to address the

issues relating to climate change at the international, regional,

and national levels. The first regional climate change project to

be funded by the Global Environment Facility (GEF) was

implemented in then 14 member states of the Caribbean

Community (CARICOM) in 1997 by the World Bank and the

Organization of American States (OAS). The genesis of this

milestone initiative that has been replicated several times across

the globe is the Global Conference on the Sustainable

Development of Small Island Developing States that was held in

May 1994 in Bridgetown, Barbados. At this important meeting to

discuss and plan the future development of SIDS with respect to

environmental issues, the Heads of Government representing

the Caribbean requested the OAS to formulate a regional project

to plan their adaptation to climate change. 

The project ‘Caribbean Planning for Adaptation to Climate

Change’ (CPACC) was implemented over the five-year period

from 1997 to 2001. Four of its components were implemented

regionally and five in pilot phases in selected countries. The

achievements of this successful project include:

• Establishing 18 sea-level/climate monitoring stations

throughout the region

• Developing an integrated database of coastal resources

inventories

• Lifting the level of awareness of climate change and related

issues

• Assisting with vulnerability assessments

• Developing coral reef monitoring protocols to enhanced their

early warning capabilities

• Networking of several regional agencies from the energy,

insurance, financial and other main sectors, and

• Addressing some of the concerns with respect to adaptation

policies and plans.

Before CPACC was completed a second regional project was

successfully negotiated. Funding was provided by the Canadian

International Development Agency (CIDA) through its Canadian

Climate Change Development Fund. The project ‘Adapting to

Climate Change in the Caribbean’ (ACCC) lasted from 2001 to

2004 and was supported by CARICOM with oversight functions

provided by the World Bank. The nine components were

managed by a Regional Project Implementing Unit (RPIU)

established under the CPACC project and located in Bridgetown,

Barbados. Aiming to sustain the activities started under CPACC

the project was able to achieve the following:

• Development and dissemination of a risk management

guideline for adaptation decision-making

• Development of guidelines for the integration of climate

change consideration into the Environment Impact

Assessment (EIA) process in Caribbean countries

• Formulation of a draft of a public education and outreach

strategy for the region

• Launch of a graduate programme in climate change studies at

the Cave Hill Campus of the University of the West Indies

• Statistically downscaling of climate change scenarios for

selected countries, including Jamaica

• Training in climate trend analysis

• Implementation of pilot adaptation studies in the water, health

and agricultural sectors, and

• Development of a business plan for the financial sustainability

of the then proposed Caribbean Community Climate Change

Centre (CCCCC).

The third regional climate change initiative is the

‘Mainstreaming for Adaptation to Climate Change’ (MACC) project

that is been implemented by the CCCCC situated in Belize. The

project activities are ongoing with scheduled completion set for

December 2008. The five main components are:

• Building of capacity to identify climate related and climate

change risks including the monitoring of potential impacts,

regional downscaling techniques and impact scenarios

• Improved public education and outreach

• Effective access to and utilisation of resources to address the

relevant issues of climate change

• Improved co-ordination to formulate negotiating positions and

so allow the Caribbean delegates to fully participate in the

process at the multilateral level

• Mainstreaming into planning and policies at the national and

sector level considerations relating to adapting to climate

change.

Jamaica has benefited tremendously from these regional

projects through the participation of all the key agencies. In

some cases, institutional strengthening has been achieved,

while in others human capabilities have been enhanced and all

have gained from improvements in their awareness of climate

change and its related issues. 

Nationally, activities to address climate change were

undertaken under several initiatives including:

Demand Side Management Demonstration Project (two phases)
funded by the Global Environment Facility (GEF) and

implemented by the Jamaica Public Service Company. The main

objectives included:

• Developing and implementing of energy efficiency projects

for both residential and commercial customers

Locally implemented projects have improved 
the capacity and awareness of climate change 

and related issues in the most of the 
key agencies in Jamaica.

Several of the most vulnerable communities. 
These are being used as monitoring sites for 

biophysical impacts such as beach erosion and
inundation, as well as socio-economic impacts. 
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• Assessments for solar water heating, refrigerators, air

conditioning and industrial sector

• Public education and awareness campaigns

• Monitoring, evaluation and quality control of the

programmes, and 

• Capacity strengthening within the institution.

• The Initial National Communication of Jamaica was
implemented by the United Nations Development Programme

(UNDP) through the national focal point to the UNFCCC the

Meteorological Service working in close collaboration with the

Ministry of Water and Housing and the Ministry of Foreign

Affairs and Foreign Trade. The outcomes included:

• A national greenhouse gas inventory for 1994

• Vulnerability and adaptation assessments for the key sectors

of agriculture, water resources and the coastal zones, and

• Recommendations to affect national policy and actions. 

• National Capacity Self-Assessment Project (Rio Conventions
component) conducted a thorough examination and analysis of

Jamaica’s national capacity to execute actions under these

conventions. This required a self-assessment of needs,

priorities, and constraints at meeting global environmental

management objectives. 

• Jamaica Climate Change Enabling Activities (Phase 2). This
project is a continuation of the activities to prepare the initial

national communication. The outcomes of this included:

• A needs assessments of the mitigation and adaptation

technologies that Jamaica will require to adequately address

its requirements to mitigate and adapt to climate change

• An assessment of Jamaica’s research and systematic

observations needs and concerns, and

• Several public awareness exercises.

These locally implemented projects have improved the

capacity and awareness of climate change and related issues in

the most of the key agencies in Jamaica. This has resulted in a

broad cadre of individuals who are aware of climate change,

knowledgeable of the possible impacts on the sectors, and have

a fair idea of some of the solutions that will be needed to

minimise the impacts.

Community action on climate change
Action at the community level is being formulated under the

Second National Communication of Jamaica (SNCJ) and through

the Small Grants Programme of the Global Environment Facility.

The integrated vulnerability and adaptation assessments

undertaken as a part of Component 4 of the SNCJ have identified

several of the most vulnerable communities. These are being

used as monitoring sites for biophysical impacts such as beach

erosion and inundation, as well as socio-economic impacts. 

Under the Small Grants Programme a maximum of

US$40,000 is been offered to non-governmental organisations

and community-based organisations to implement community

projects relating to the prevention of land degradation,

conservation of biodiversity and climate change mitigation.

National strategy for communicating climate
issues 

A formal national strategy for communicating climate change

issues is currently been developed by the Meteorological Service,

the national focal point to the UNFCCC. It will include the re-

establishment of a national committee for overseeing the

integration of climate change issues into national development

planning, a communication strategy that will target several

audiences including students, teachers, decision-makers, the

political directorate, media practitioners and the general public.

These will feed into the efforts currently under way to fulfil the

government’s stated objective of achieving developed country

status by 2030. 

The ‘Clean Development Mechanism’ (CDM) provides an

avenue for avoiding the emissions of greenhouse gases,

generating certified emission reductions and introducing new

technology into developing countries. A wind farm located in

Wigton is Jamaica’s sole CDM-registered activity to date. Other

projects are been developed in cement production, energy

efficiency and landfill gas capture. 

Completion of the Second National Communication
Preparation of the Second National Communication commenced

in September 2006 and will be completed at the end of August

2008. The document will include the following:

• National greenhouse gas inventories for 2000-2005

• Mitigation options to abate greenhouse gas emissions

• An integrated vulnerability and adaptation assessment of the

water resources, agriculture, coastal resources, tourism,

human settlements and human health sectors, and 

• Other information relevant to the implementation of the

Convention.

As Jamaicans become more aware of climate change and its

potential impacts the issue is receiving greater attention and it is

only a matter of time before the issue is accorded one of the

highest priority.
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The Caribbean region leads the world in the 
number of Green Globe 21 certified properties and 
more and more tourism establishments are trying 

to reduce their dependency on fossil fuels.

Clifford Anthony Mahlung, B.Sc, is an applied meteorologist with the National
Meteorological Service, Jamaica. He is project manager for the Second National
Communication, and member representing the Alliance of Small Island States
(AOSIS) on the Executive Board for the Clean Development Mechanism of the Kyoto
Protocol. He was Chief Negotiator and member of the Jamaican delegation to the
several sessions of the Conference of Parties to the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). He has been National Focal Point (regional
climate change projects) for Caribbean Planning for Adaptation to Climate Change
(CPACC) (1997-2001), Adapting to Climate Change in the Caribbean (ACCC) (2001-
2004) and Mainstreaming for Adaptation in the Caribbean (MACC) (2003-2008).

The Mission of the Meteorological Service, Jamaica, is to take full advantage 
of man’s present knowledge of weather and climate; to take steps to improve
significantly that knowledge and to foresee and prevent potential man-made
changes in climate that might be adverse to the well-being of humanity

Meteorological Service Jamaica
65 3/4 Half Way Tree Road
Kingston 10
Jamaica

Tel: +876 929 3694, +876 929 3700
Emails: cliffmah2000@yahoo.com

cmahlung@hotmail.com
Website: www.metservice.gov.jm
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Despite the pervasive influence of mobility and access

issues on almost all aspects of development, the

Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) make no explicit

reference to transport. The transport sector has become

accustomed to describing itself as the ‘missing link’ in the

MDGs, the ‘critical catalyst’ that was overlooked when the eight

goals were drawn up by the United Nations in 2000. This

oversight encouraged the generation of a wealth of evidence to

articulate the relationship between transport and poverty, and

justify the critical role of the transport sector in achieving the

goals. The downside, however, has been a downturn in bilateral

interest in transport, leaving the sector in the hands of the

large multi-nationals and diminishing opportunities for

smaller-scale initiatives that address the needs of poor and

vulnerable communities. 

A critical catalyst for the MDGs
The need for improved mobility and access for poor communities

is implicit in the timely and affordable delivery of good-quality

public services, the facilitation of economic growth through

national, regional and international trade, the empowerment of

vulnerable groups, and in establishing links with the market

economy and information society. If we examine each of the

MDGs in this context we reveal not only the catalytic role of

transport, but also the complexity of the relationship between

transport and poverty. Improving access and mobility in order to

deliver meaningful responses to the MDGs requires us not only

to develop physical infrastructure and transport services, but

also to overcome the social, political, and physical constraints to

movement faced by women, men and children. 

Goal 1: Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger. Three-quarters
of the world’s chronically hungry live in rural areas, so enabling

poor farmers to market their produce more efficiently is an

effective means of reducing hunger and poverty. Investments in

improved transport infrastructure and services can be effective

in lowering input prices, increasing agricultural production and

reducing the monopoly power of agricultural traders. Food

security is also determined by purchasing power and therefore

the level and location of employment opportunities. Transport

investment both facilitates access to employment and is an

employer, for example through labour-based construction and

the operation of transport services. 

Goal 2: Achieve universal primary education. Getting to school
in rural areas is costly in time, energy and money. Dropout rates

are high, and attracting and retaining quality teaching staff in

rural schools is difficult. The distance between home and school,

the lack of appropriate, affordable infrastructure and services to

make the journey, and the time required to do so, are all

constraints to this goal. Improved mobility can also relieve the

heavy domestic workloads that are a barrier to attendance,

particularly for girls.

Goal 3: Promote gender equality and empower women. Women
often carry a heavier burden in terms of time and effort spent on

transport. They have less access and control over resources and

fewer opportunities than men to use transport technologies. By

focusing more investment on the infrastructure and services used

by and appropriate to women, their time poverty can be

dramatically reduced. Improved mobility empowers women to

take more control over their lives by increasing their access to

markets, their exposure to education and information, their

A means to an end: transport and the
Millennium Development Goals 
By Kate Czuczman, Editor and Communication Coordinator, International Forum for Rural Transport and Development 

Making sure rural farmers can get their produce to market; delivering emergency obstetric care to

women in labour; providing safe journeys to school for children – concerns such as these resonate

throughout the Commonwealth, but most significantly in our developing nations where they represent

key measures towards the realisation of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). Access and

mobility issues are implicit in almost all aspects of development, yet curiously the MDGs make no

explicit reference to transport. A wealth of evidence underlines transport’s potential as a key catalyst in

the delivery of the MDGs. In this paper we explore the critical relationship between transport and each of the goals and

look at the challenges that we need to overcome to enable transport to maximise its potential and fulfil a catalytic role

in the delivery of the MDGs by the 2015 deadline.

Ongoing child-centred research conducted by child

researchers and facilitated by the University of Durham in

Ghana, South Africa and Malawi, offers real insights into the

mobility constraints faced by children as they travel to

school. Among the deterrents to attendance that have been

identified are issues of safety and security on school routes,

in particular from sexual harassment and violence.

Concerns also surround punishment systems for the

lateness and unkempt appearances that arise from lengthy

and arduous journeys. This research is expected to provide

a substantial and comparative body of qualitative and

quantitative evidence to improve policy making in the

education sector (Porter et al, 2007).

A boy on his way to school in Debresellasie, Eritrea. 

Children here walk up steep hills for several hours to reach the village school.
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opportunities to participate in income generation, community and

political activities, and by improving equality in gender relations.

Goals 4 and 5: Reduce child mortality and improve maternal
mortality. More than 60 per cent of people in poor countries live
more than 8 kilometres from a healthcare facility and there is a

clear association between infant, child and maternal mortality

rates and distances to healthcare services. Improvements in

mobility have shown measurable impacts such as a rise in the

immunisation of children. 

Factors that are conducive to good maternal and child health

such as antenatal and post-partum care, birth in the presence of

a skilled attendant and the availability of emergency obstetric

services, are compromised by distances to referral health

services and limited, inappropriate and expensive transport

services. Long, slow journeys act as a deterrent to healthcare-

seeking behaviour by enforcing breaks in subsistence activities

and loss of wages. Meanwhile, the poor handling and positioning

of patients during transportation, particularly for pregnant

women, can lead to critical secondary injuries. 

Goal 6: Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases.
Transport costs are a major impediment to anyone seeking or

supplying sustained healthcare treatment. Immunisation and

disease control programmes are compromised by disruption to

the safe and timely delivery of vaccines, while poor access

prohibits the repeat attendance of patients. 

The spread of HIV/AIDS has been exacerbated by the increased

mobility of individuals and transport employees, particularly in

South Africa. Transport hubs, road corridors and locations of

infrastructure construction and maintenance represent

locations of high HIV/AIDS risk. 

Goal 7: Ensure environmental sustainability. Environmental
degradation has a much greater impact on the livelihoods of the

poor by increasing their vulnerability to natural and man-made

disasters. Transport has a poor environmental record:

greenhouse gas emissions, noise pollution, deforestation and

contribution to urban sprawl. Yet transport also provides huge

potential for minimising its externalities and developing

environmentally sustainable technologies, for example green

roads and gravity ropeways in Nepal. The promotion of more

sustainable public transport and non-motorised vehicles and the

development of traditional waterways can all contribute to a

greener tomorrow.

Goal 8: Develop a global partnership for development.
Transport provides the links between rural areas and the outside

world. It forges a life-link between rural communities and 

their markets, puts isolated people in touch with their

representatives, sustains important social networks and in

general helps to empower communities and individuals by

delivering freedom of movement. 

The missing link
The omission of transport issues from the MDGs has had the

positive effect of encouraging the transport sector, traditionally

focused on technical and engineering aspects, to deepen its own

understanding of the relationship between transport and poverty

reduction. This has been accompanied by the recognition and

promotion of transport’s cross-sectoral significance, and the

initiation of new cross-sectoral partnerships. For example, the

International Forum for Rural Transport and Development’s

Mobility and Health international networked research programme

recently took maternal health as its central focus and worked with

participants from both the transport and health sectors.

The increasing recognition of transport as a cross-cutting

issue is also reflected in the integration of transport into some

poverty reduction and MDG-related initiatives. For example, the

Millennium Villages Project (MVP) is delivering integrated

packages of development to 12 villages in Africa. Transport, after

a hesitant start, is now firmly on the MVP agenda; one village has

already been provided with a modified truck to carry cargo and

serve as a community ambulance. Meanwhile, the Sub-Saharan

Africa Transport Policy Programme (SSATP) has successfully

integrated transport issues into national poverty reduction

strategies in the region. 

Another positive outcome has been a drive by the transport

sector to determine transport and poverty outcomes that deliver

results for the MDGs. In 2005, African Ministers responsible for

transport and infrastructure met in Ethiopia and issued a

declaration recognising the importance of the role of transport in

the realisation of the MDGs. The declaration set out clear targets

aligned to the MDGs, for example a pledge to halve the proportion

of the rural population living more than 2 km beyond an all-

season mode of transport by 2015. The declaration also included

implementation guidelines and commitments of support. 

Meanwhile, the World Bank has an ongoing programme to

review the measures and indicators that are used in the

transport sector. The Transport Results Initiative strives not only

to understand the data and indicators that will help us to

manage efficient transport infrastructure and services, but also

to monitor the social and economic impact of these interventions

alongside the sector’s progress towards achieving the MDGs.

Despite these positive outcomes the omission of transport

from within the MDGs has created a clear challenge for the

Roads are not enough, Tanzania.

A project implemented by eRangers in the Dowa district of

Malawi has demonstrated the significant impact of a targeted

transport intervention on rural maternal health. Dowa district

has among the worst incidence of maternal deaths in the

country. The district hospital is 96km from the furthest rural

clinic yet until 2005 it offered the only free Emergency

Obstetric Care (EMOC) in the district. Limited public transport

meant long delays for women referred to EMOC and this was

widely accepted as one of the key factors in the limited uptake

of EMOC services among rural women in the district.

In July 2005 the Dowa District Health Office (DHO)

incorporated ten eRanger motorbike ambulances into their

maternal health service portfolio. These ten bikes are

stationed at ten rural health facilities, with two trained local

drivers per bike. They are free to use, and designated for

women who need transportation to higher-level EMOC.

Since the introduction of the motorbike ambulances,

district-wide facilitated deliveries have almost doubled.

Available affordable transport has encouraged women to opt

for facility delivery services and Dowa’s maternal mortality

rate dropped by almost half in the first 12 months of EMOC

referral transport provision, compared with neighbouring

districts where rates continued to rise (Crouch, 2007).
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transport sector. As donor priorities have shifted to align with the

goals, some bilaterals are choosing to move away from transport

altogether; and if this continues we can expect to see the sector

left in the hands of the bigger multilaterals. The impact of this

could be the prioritisation of large-scale road-focused

investments over the broader approach transport initiatives that

are more likely to benefit poor communities (Werner, 2007).

Moving forward
As we pass the mid-point to the 2015 deadline for achieving the

MDGs it is time for us to consolidate a cross-sectoral role for

transport. In ‘Breaking with Business as Usual’ (2005), Chai calls

for ‘joined up policy’, and this is what is needed to recognise the

core contribution of access and mobility to the delivery of targets

in all aspects of development: health, education, sanitation,

agriculture, trade, and good governance. 

This requires more initiatives such as the previously outlined

example from Dowa district, Malawi, in which the health ministry

has engaged with and invested in transport issues as a means of

delivering against health targets. It also calls upon the transport

sector to address its own internal challenges in realising a pro-

poor agenda. Although current transport rhetoric looks beyond

an exclusive focus on roads to a more integrated approach

encompassing low cost means of transport and the optimal

location of services to suit local needs, this rhetoric is still not

matched by practice on the ground. 

A paucity of reliable and comprehensive travel data is a weak

link between policy intent and the delivery of solutions.

Participants in the Transport Results Initiative have called for the

inclusion of household travel information as part of regular

national surveys. Examples include the 2004 Nairobi Urban

Household Travel Patterns Survey which revealed that transport

accounted for over 10 per cent of expenditure for at least 68 per

cent of households in the city; also the 2005 South Africa

National household travel survey, which recorded transport

difficulties for approximately 82 per cent of rural households. 

We also need to further refine and scrutinise the transport and

poverty indicators that we have developed. Do they really reflect

the reality of improving access and mobility for poor communities?

The Rural Access Index (RAI), one of the most established

headline indicators, endorsed by the World Bank, defines rural

access in terms of the percentage of a population within 2 km of

an all-season road. Is distance a sufficient indicator? What about

the affordability, availability and reliability of transport services?

The differential time burdens encountered due to different terrains

and climate patterns? How do we deal with the less recognised

barriers to mobility such as personal security? (see box below).

Another huge challenge facing the transport sector is the

combined force of corruption, poor transparency and lack of

accountability. The transport sector accounts for the largest

proportion of EU and World Bank investment and nearly 6 per

cent of global gross domestic product. Over the past decade the

World Bank has provided more than $30 million or well over 15

per cent of its total lending commitments to support transport

projects. It is inevitable that good governance must be a key

focus of the transport sector if we are to contribute to the

achievement of the MDGs. 

To date, transport has lagged behind other sectors in valuing

and integrating rights-based approaches. Engineers at local and

central level often consider this a burden to already heavy

workloads and not necessarily relevant to the task of road

building. However, some initiatives such as the Nyanza Roads

2000 strategy are pioneering a new approach (see box above). 

Gender is a key theme throughout the MDGs and one that has

been on the transport sector agenda for over a decade. Yet many

transport professionals continue to be unable or unwilling to

translate gender and transport concepts into practice. Even

where gender is mainstreamed at policy level and in programme

design, this is generally not reflected in field-level outcomes.

However, some programmes are turning the tide and offer the

opportunity to learn from good practice. Examples include the

Danish International Development Agency (DANIDA) which

supports the inclusion of a strong gender specialist in all project

preparation teams and promotes gender-sensitive programme

documentation (Fernando, 2007). Also, the second phase of the

Peru Rural Roads Programme in which gender equity was

mainstreamed in the project objectives and targeted women’s

participation in micro-enterprises, rural road committees and

income generating activities (Gutierrez, 2006).

As we approach 2015 it is crucial that we maximise transport’s

potential to leverage the delivery of the MDGs. We need to

cement new cross-sectoral partnerships that will support the

implementation of integrated programmes. We need to establish

clear mechanisms to ensure that appropriate transport data is

systematically collected and monitored against meaningful

transport and poverty indicators. Ultimately we need to close the

gap between our rhetoric and the harsh reality of isolation that

is still experienced by so many communities throughout the

Commonwealth every day.

Many transport professionals continue to 
be unable or unwilling to translate gender and 

transport concepts into practice.
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Tel: +44 (0)207 713 6699 Fax: +44 (0)207 713 8290
Email: info@ifrtd.org Website: www.ifrtd.org

The Bayam Salam Women, rural entrepreneurs in

Cameroon, have been found to be more susceptible to

bribery at road-blocks as they are forced to sit on the roofs

of taxis to protect their merchandise. This leaves them

more ‘accessible’ to officers. They are also exposed to

sexual harassment when using community paths to access

suppliers, and to sexually transmitted diseases, including

HIV/AIDS, because transport operators frequently demand

sexual favours in return for seats (Meli 2007).

The Nyanza Roads 2000 strategy in Kenya is working with the

Kisii Training Centre to introduce cross-cutting poverty

reduction issues into training courses for engineers and

contractors. Contract design and performance evaluation is

also traditionally skewed towards technical outcomes rather

than poverty reduction targets, for example, measuring the

number of kilometres of road built rather than improvements

to school attendance. Roads 2000 in Nyanza now expects

engineers to report gender disaggregated employment

figures; however, this does not yet extend to an evaluation of

impact, such as the impact of employment creation on the

local community. (Ndirangu, Flanary, van Riet, 2007)
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• To provide accessible and affordable world-class technical and 
project-focused resources aimed at addressing the needs of the 
automotive industry in South Africa.

• To harness the collective expertise of numerous local and 
international organisations with world-class automotive 
competencies.

• To build a network of government and technical service 
providers aimed at addressing the technology needs of the 
automotive industry in South Africa.

Strategic Intent
The AIDC’s strategic intent is to support industry and national
priorities, within the limits of its competencies and resources. The
AIDC aims to address the following fourteen key national priorities,
within the automotive industry context:

• Better Health

• Environmental Impact

• Speed Up Skills Development

• Promote Research and Development

• Job Creation

• Improve Export Performance

• SME Development

• BBBEE

• Lower Cost of doing Business

• Rural Development and Urban Renewal

• Raise Local and Foreign Investment

• Strategic Infrastructure

• Industry Wide Process Improvements

• Strengthen Local Government

Focus Areas
Mapping the AIDC’s Focus Areas and key competencies against the
above national priorities, the following contributions stand out per
Focus Area:

• Skills Development and Training, both basic and technical, in 
order to support job creation.

• Quality, Cost and Delivery improvement through Supplier 
Development Programmes, export readiness programmes and 
initiatives to improve the attractiveness of South Africa as a 

location for Automotive Industry-related business, resulting in 
an increase in the levels of investment.

• Supply Chain Development and reducing the cost of doing 
business for export-led growth.

• Government Programmes in order to promote capacity building 
in all spheres of government.

Geographic location:
The AIDC has a national footprint with projects prevailing in all
automotive regions. Offices are found in Pretoria and Port Elizabeth 

Economic Impact Results
Job creation

• 605 full employment opportunities created (1 person year 
equivalents)

• There is a multiplier effect 1.93 on AIDC funding

• More than 150 companies and institutions were involved

Impact of SME and BEE

• 56 BEE companies have participated in AIDC programmes

• 175 SME companies have participated in AIDC programmes

Skills development

• 52 171 individuals trained and/or impacted through AIDC 
programmes

• An average 75.5% of the enrolments consist of previously 
disadvantaged students

• The HIV/Aids Workplace Programmes have impacted on more 
than 64 556 persons

• There is a multiplier effect 1.93 on AIDC funding  

• More than 150 companies and institutions were involved 

Impact on GDP

• There is a multiplier effect of 2.56 on AIDC activities

Impact on GGP

• There is a multiplier effect 1.28 on AIDC activities

Gross value of production

• There is a multiplier effect 1.70 on AIDC activities

Other

• Over 649 companies and institutions have been impacted by 
AIDC projects

The AIDC was established in 2000 to assist in increasing the global competitiveness of the SA automotive industry to world-class levels.
The AIDC works in partnership with industry, government departments, unions and other organisations to invigorate economic
development within the automotive industry. Its services include Supply Chain Development, Supplier Development, Skills Development
and Training and Government Programmes in support of the Motor Industry Development Programme (MIDP).
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GHG emissions totalled over 27 gigatonnes (Gt) in 2003, 

with Commonwealth countries responsible for nearly 13

per cent of this figure. While global emissions have

increased by 19 per cent since 1990, the Intergovernmental

Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 4th Assessment Report 2007

states that the transport sector’s growth is the fastest, averaging

2.4 per cent annually between 1973 and 1990. In 2004, the global

transport sector emitted 6.3Gt CO2, 23 per cent of the total. Road

transport accounts for 74 per cent of these emissions, with a

significant share coming from private, passenger vehicles. 

Future projections
Rapid development of transport infrastructures throughout the

industrialising world – and indeed the Commonwealth – has

the potential to drastically increase global GHG emissions.

Projections from a World Business Council for Sustainable

Development model indicate that total transport-related CO2

emissions are likely to double before 2050, with most growth

occurring in the developing world. These projections also

suggest that road passenger vehicles will remain the primary

source of transport-related GHG emissions (Figure 1). By 2030,

there are predicted to be more cars in the developing world

than in developed nations. With IPCC scientists suggesting

that in order to limit changes in global temperature to 2-2.4ºC

above the pre-industrial average, GHG emissions need to peak

before 2015, with 50-85 per cent reductions on 2000 levels by

2050, the imperative to reduce global emissions is clear. The

passenger transport sector is critical in delivering these

reductions. 

Cars in the Commonwealth: reducing the
climate impact of passenger transport 
By Karen Anderton, Mark Kenber and Lauren Willoughby, The Climate Group

Over the last 30 years transport-related carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions from industrialised countries have doubled.

Globally the transport sector now contributes a quarter of all man-made CO2 emissions. By 2030, there are projected

to be more vehicles in the developing world than in developed nations; while simultaneously the world is being urged

by scientists to cut greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions at least by half by mid-century. With a selection of case studies

demonstrating the enormous steps being made to curtail the climate impact of this sector, the authors consider what

Commonwealth countries can do to reduce emissions from transport.

Total transport-related CO2 emissions are 
likely to double before 2050, with most growth 

occurring in the developing world. 

Figure 1. Transport-related well-to-wheel CO2 emissions by mode.
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Reducing GHG emissions from cars
Three main strategies exist to reduce GHG emissions from road

transport:

• Technology changes (vehicle efficiency improvement/

conventional engine alternatives)

• Fuel switching (from fossil fuel to non-fossil fuel-based)

• Modal shift (encouraging alternatives to the car; promoting

public transport).

These three distinct areas of action all present benefits and

challenges. Technological advances are unlikely to provide a

‘silver bullet’ immediately but potentially offer the biggest longer-

term solutions. Switching fuels can reduce emissions but the

multitude of fuel options available vary in efficiency and viability.

While promoting alternative modes of transport and transport

planning are effective, these are only realistic on a small,

primarily urban scale unless there is a fundamental change in

public perception about the role of cars in society. The

interconnected nature of the transport sector means effective

measures will need to combine all three areas.

The following case studies highlight exciting initiatives taking

place across the Commonwealth. Innovative primarily because

they adopt a holistic approach, each scheme is either

encouraging people out of their cars or reducing the climate

impact of conventional transport systems. They all demonstrate

the leadership necessary to initiate a step change in tackling the

issue. It is imperative, however, that such pockets of leadership

promptly give way to wider change, if we are to reduce emissions

on the scale required. 

Tindo – Solar-charged bus: Adelaide, Australia 
In February 2008, an exemplary initiative hit the streets of

Adelaide. Tindo, an electric bus recharged by a solar photovoltaic

(PV) system installed on the roof of the new Adelaide Central 

Bus Station, is the first bus in the world to run on 100 per cent

solar energy and now forms part of the free Adelaide Connector

bus service. 

Tindo – Kaurna Aboriginal for sun – is the culmination of

Adelaide City Council’s eight-year project to deliver a pure

electric community bus. The bus uses 11 on-board batteries for

energy storage and can travel 200 kilometres (124 miles) on a

single charge. It has an optimum charge rate of one km/minute

and its performance is competitive with a diesel equivalent. With

regenerative braking capacity and fuel costs 50 per cent lower

than diesel, the benefits of this revolutionary system are clear. 

The PV system atop the bus station uses BP Solar panels,

generating almost 70,000kWh of electricity annually to offset the

energy required to recharge Tindo’s batteries. Currently

Adelaide’s largest grid-connected system, much of its A$550,000

funding was provided by the Adelaide Solar City programme,

with the Council also contributing substantial funds.

Tindo is an exciting development because it offers a convincing

alternative to conventional systems. The bus service is free, so

the people of Adelaide have an incentive to use it. Not only will

this get cars off the road, but because the bus itself is a low

carbon innovation, with inclusive on-site power generation

capabilities, public transport emissions are also minimised. It is

an example of how technological innovation can be combined

with public transport promotion. While offering free bus services

might not be possible in other situations, Tindo still offers

exciting prospects for replication across the Commonwealth,

where similar conditions suitable for solar energy generation

exist. Industry involvement in the development of the bus and PV

system adds an interesting public-private partnership element

to the project. With business and government collaborating to

deliver low carbon products and ultimately services, Tindo

demonstrates that ambitious, ground-breaking projects are

viable with co-operation, adequate financing and political will.

Although Tindo is a new initiative, with public usage of the

service still relatively unknown, it has successfully completed a

pilot phase and is likely to be welcomed in Adelaide. Tindo offers

a tangible, encouraging example of how the emerging low

carbon economy can be filtered into everyday life.

Biofuel production and research: Malawi
While South Africa is considered the leader in biofuel

development on the African continent, several other sub-

Saharan African countries, including Malawi, are also reaping

the benefits of local biofuel production. 

Since 1982, Malawi has been producing ethanol to blend with

petrol, which has allowed the country to lower its petrol imports

annually on average by between 80 and 90 million litres. It is

predicted that Malawi’s potential for molasses-based ethanol

production could reach 146 million litres per year, equating to

savings of over US$34 million annually (based on 2004 figures)

on oil imports – equivalent to roughly four times the country’s

yearly basic education budget. As the price of crude oil continues

to increase, the economic advantage of investing in biofuels does

too. In addition to molasses ethanol production, Malawi may also

be suitable for other fuel crop cultivation, including jatropha – a

drought and pest resistant plant whose seeds contain up to 

40 per cent oils that can be used directly in biodiesels, with any

remaining biomass potentially used for electricity production. 

While traditionally ethanol production was left largely to the

private sector, in October 2007, the Government of Malawi, in

conjunction with the Ethanol Company of Malawi, decided to

support an initiative to import flexible fuelled cars, running on

petrol or a blend of up to 85 per cent ethanol. The government is

currently sponsoring a study that seeks to understand how

locally produced biofuels can reduce the country’s need to

import oil, and help to curb the growth of transport-related 

GHG emissions.

Like other countries involved in biofuel production and use,

Malawi should stay aware of the environmental, social and

economic implications of using plant sources for fuels, and

should look to grow crops that do not compete for scarce

Technological advances are unlikely to provide a 
‘silver bullet’ immediately but potentially offer 

the biggest longer-term solutions. 

While offering free bus services might not be possible in
other situations, Tindo still offers exciting prospects for

replication across the Commonwealth, where similar
conditions suitable for solar energy generation exist.

Like other countries involved in biofuel 
production and use, Malawi should stay aware 

of the environmental, social and economic 
implications of using plant sources for fuels.
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resources of land, food or water. Governments around the globe

must shape effective policy instruments to address these issues

without losing sight of the societal benefits that biofuel

production can bring, including new jobs, lower trading deficits,

energy security and rural development.

Low carbon transit: Calgary, Canada
Calgary’s world-renowned public transit system has been

transporting people across the city for almost a century. In 2005,

Calgary Transit took some 82 million customers on a cumulative

total of 119.5 million trips. The city estimates that if these 82

million customers had used their own vehicles at the average

city occupancy rate (1.2 passengers/vehicle), they would have

emitted 239,000 tonnes of GHGs. Calgary Transit vehicles

produced 55,600 tonnes for these trips – a significant difference. 

Yet it is not just the comprehensive nature of the transit system

that helps Calgary to minimise the climate impact of its

residents. Since 2001 – when Alberta’s regulations changed to

allow anyone to buy electricity directly from wind-generated

power companies – the C-Train, Calgary’s light rail system, has

run on commercial wind energy generated in Southern Alberta.

Ride the Wind!™ is a partnership between Calgary Transit,

ENMAX and Vision Quest Windelectric Inc. 

Before switching to wind power in 2001, the C-Train’s annual

energy supply accounted for about 20,000 tonnes GHG

emissions. Under Ride the Wind, C-Train’s energy usage is

recalculated annually, to reflect changes to the service, and an

equivalent amount of power used is sent direct from the turbines

to the main power grid, allowing for these emissions to be

significantly reduced. Currently, the wind-generated power

reduces the C-Train’s CO2 emissions by 26,000 tonnes annually.

It is estimated that the programme increases power costs by

less than half-a-percent per passenger.

CNG passenger vehicles: Delhi, India 
With a population fast approaching 16 million people, pressure

on Delhi’s environment and transit system is intense. Air quality

has been a topical issue in the Indian capital since the 1990s,

when the connections between diesel-fuelled vehicles, polluted

city air and poor public health became better understood. 

In July 1998, the Supreme Court of India responded to growing

public concern by ordering the Delhi government to convert all of

its commercial passenger vehicles – buses, three-wheelers, and

taxis – to compressed natural gas (CNG). CNG releases less

particulate matter and fewer GHG emissions than traditional

diesel combustion. The number of buses in Delhi was also

increased from 6,000 to 10,000.

Today, Delhi Transport Corporation, the group co-ordinating

the bus system, has some 20,000 CNG-powered buses operating

on nearly 800 routes. Increasingly, the city is looking to integrate

the bus system with other public transport options, including the

expanding metro network and a new High Capacity Bus System

(HCBS), an integrated, rapid bus transit system that uses basic

technology and dedicated travel lanes to navigate through urban

space efficiently. 

In December 2007, the government of Delhi took steps to

further reduce transport emissions by committing to add six

CNG-fuelled HCBS routes to the city’s network. Finance Minister

Dr AK Walia said that the HCBS system ‘would go a long way in

curbing pollution and encourage private vehicle owners to leave

their personal vehicles behind and travel by a modern,

convenient and dependable public transport system instead’. 

The CO2 emissions savings from HCBS systems are

significant. An operational HCBS system similar to Delhi’s in

Bogotá, Colombia, has avoided nearly 250,000 tonnes per year.

TransMilenio, the HCBS system in Bogotá, was the first mass

transport project to be approved for inclusion in the Kyoto

Protocol’s Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) in 2006. It is

anticipated that Delhi’s new HCBS system will also lead to

noteworthy CO2 savings.

Travel demand management: London, UK
Since June 2005, the London Climate Change Agency (LCCA) has

been working to reduce the city’s CO2 emissions, with the

ultimate goal of a 60 per cent reduction by 2025. Recognising

travel demand management as a key tool in reducing transport-

related emissions, the city has implemented both regulatory and

non-regulatory measures to encourage less CO2-intensive

mobility.

The regulatory measures include both a congestion charge

and a low emissions zone. The congestion charge for cars

entering central London was introduced in 2003 and was

designed to provide an economic incentive for travellers to use

public transport, a non-motorised mode, or cleaner vehicles.

Drivers pay £8 daily for driving in the congestion zone between

07:00 and 18:00, Monday to Friday, unless their vehicle is

electric or uses an alternative fuel, such as a biofuel blend, in

which case drivers are exempt from paying the charge. The low

emissions zone (LEZ), introduced in February 2008, aims to

reduce the number of heavily-polluting vehicles on the road by

imposing fines on lorries entering the zone that do not meet

strict low emissions levels; coaches and buses driving into

London will also be regulated from July 2008. The LEZ will be

in effect 24 hours a day, and covers a larger area than the

congestion zone.

These regulatory mechanisms have been complimented by

smart measures designed to encourage modal shifts from cars

to public transport. Before introducing the congestion charge,

Transport for London increased the number of buses on the road

and revenues generated by the scheme are used to invest in

improving public transport facilities. 

London’s integrated travel demand management has achieved

results – it has been the only major city in the world to achieve a

modal shift from car use to public transport, cycling and walking

since 2000.

Sparsely populated cities should act early, 
making strategic low carbon investments 

before inefficient, congestion-causing 
transport infrastructures are locked in. 

The wind-generated power reduces the C-Train’s CO2

emissions by 26,000 tonnes annually. 

CNG releases less particulate matter and fewer GHG
emissions than traditional diesel combustion. 
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Lessons learned
With half of the global population now living in urban

environments, efficient transport networks are increasingly

important. Sparsely populated cities should act early, making

strategic low carbon investments before inefficient, congestion-

causing transport infrastructures are locked in. Establishing

reliable and well-publicised, high-capacity bus services will stop

many people from getting into cars. Buses that use alternative or

renewable fuels result in better air quality and fewer CO2

emissions. Larger, more built-up cities should encourage people

to switch to lower carbon transport modes by promoting public

transport networks while simultaneously discouraging the use

of cars in the city. 

Adequate funding for the implementation of new transport

networks is critical. For major changes to occur, and for new

transport systems to be successful, they need to be self-

financing. In London, a unique, large-scale road pricing scheme

has provided revenue for significant investment in public

transport, making it easier for Londoners to make the switch.

Without developing systems that pay for themselves, or are at

least cost for the public, it is unlikely that the necessary changes

to passenger transport will come to fruition. A sizeable portion

of post-2012 emissions reductions could be delivered through

CDM projects. Steps need to be taken now, by the

Commonwealth and other nations alike, to ensure that sufficient

carbon finance is directed towards the transport sector through

the CDM. 

As noted earlier, it is crucial that efforts to reduce the climate

impact of cars are holistic. As the case studies demonstrated,

the most effective action is that which incorporates more than

one policy mechanism. Policies which evolve through both

joined-up thinking and early action are most likely to be

successful in the long term. In each of the initiatives profiled,

support or impetus for action has come from a high level. Buy-

in from senior governmental figures is significant in the

development of innovative measures, and the positive

contribution that government can make in championing action

should not be underestimated. 

Prevention is better than cure
The Commonwealth nations are as diverse as the policy options

that exist to reduce GHG emissions from transport. As a group of

both industrialising and industrialised countries there is

fantastic potential for all to emerge as low carbon leaders. The

climate is ripe for solutions, and while mitigation strategies will

vary from place to place, what is synonymous for all is that

prevention is better than cure. 

Implementing forward-thinking policy will allow low emission,

flexible infrastructures to develop, bringing together both the

public and private sectors, which can result in co-benefits of

lower air pollution, decreased congestion, and reduced journey

times for citizens. For those countries with mature

infrastructures, regeneration efforts need to consider climate

change mitigation as central.

While these case studies are encouraging, the task ahead is

immense. The size of the challenge should not overwhelm, but

rather inspire leaders to take bold first steps towards emissions

reduction, and then be creative, courageous and dynamic

enough to go further. 

Mobility is fundamental to all regardless of location – this will

continue to be a constant in an ever-changing world. Yet,

throughout the Commonwealth, we need to ensure that fulfilling

the need to travel does not come at the expense of the climate.

Karen Anderton is a freelance climate change consultant with over five years’
experience working for a host of international environmental organisations,
including The Climate Group, where she has led various research initiatives. Karen
has an MSc (with Distinction) in Environment and Development from Reading
University and is currently completing a Ph.D with Oxford University’s Transport
Studies Unit.

Lauren Willoughby is a Corporate Engagement Manager in the London office of The
Climate Group. She works directly with the group’s corporate members involved in
the transport and property sectors to understand and promote best practice, and to
encourage further leadership in reducing GHG emissions from these sectors. 

Mark Kenber is an economist who has worked on environmental issues for over a
decade in non-governmental organisations, the public and private sectors. Currently
Policy Director at The Climate Group, Mark has also worked at WWF’s International
Climate Change Programme, Fundacion Natura, Ecuador’s largest environmental
organisation and as climate change advisor to the Ecuadorian government. Mark is
an occasional lecturer at Sussex University’s Institute for Development Studies and
serves on the advisory boards of a number of environmental organisations.

The Climate Group (www.theclimategroup.org) is an independent, not-for-profit
organisation that works internationally with government and business leaders to
advance climate change solutions and accelerate a low carbon economy. Its
coalition of proactive leaders – from government, business and civil society – has
demonstrated that emissions reductions, essential to slowing climate change, can
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For those countries with mature infrastructures,
regeneration efforts need to consider climate 

change mitigation as central.

Steps need to be taken now, by the Commonwealth 
and other nations alike, to ensure that sufficient 

carbon finance is directed towards the 
transport sector through the CDM. 
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In 2004 UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan, shocked at the toll

of road traffic accidents, called for immediate action against

this ‘epidemic’. The UN General Assembly adopted a

Resolution urging for immediate action on a global scale,

because if the trend were allowed to continue, the number of

road accident casualties would increase by 67 per cent from 2000

to 2020, including a 83 per cent jump in developing countries. 

If this escalation were allowed, road traffic accidents would

become the third largest cause of injury and the sixth largest

cause of death. 

In the Commonwealth, the figures mirror these global trends.

Two per cent of deaths are due to road traffic accidents,

compared to 10 per cent for HIV/AIDS, 4 per cent for tuberculosis

and 2 per cent for malaria (see Figure 1). 

Global measures to improve road safety
Fortunately, numerous means of preventing road accidents

and injuries have been identified. Among them, measures

aimed at preventing drink-driving, speeding and enforcing the

use of seat belts and helmets have proved particularly

effective. Unfortunately, human beings are prone to cheating

whenever they can get away with it, and so it will be

impossible to attain full compliance with road traffic rules.

However, appropriate driver training, introduction of road

safety in education and information campaigns are sure to

yield improved results in driver behaviour. 

Leaving aside the human aspect of risks on the road, the

high numbers of people injured and killed in developing

countries and emerging economies are to a large extent due

to poorly designed and maintained roads and vehicles. The

only remedy against unsafe vehicles lies with enforcement on

the owner, making the vehicle pass regular technical

inspections. Responsibility for building and maintaining safe

roads lies with the national government authorities, because

national roads open for use by all citizens constitute a public

good and a state’s assets. Good quality pavements, road

edges and shoulders, bridges, tunnels, road signs and

markings are all part of ensuring safety for the road users, be

they pedestrians, motorcyclists, lorry or car drivers, or public

transport drivers. Safety must be a central concern for a

modern state.

Safe roads require sustainable financing:
global and Commonwealth records on
road safety
By Sibylle Rupprecht, Director General, International Road Federation

Road accidents cause 1.2 million fatalities each year, and injure over 50 million people. Road traffic

deaths represent more than 2.1 per cent of global mortality and are comparable to the number of deaths

caused by major killers such as malaria and tuberculosis. Over 85 per cent of fatalities due to road

traffic accidents occur in developing countries and emerging economies. The most vulnerable road

users are young people aged 15 to 19, for whom road traffic injuries are the first cause of death. In this

article the author details practical steps that have been proven to reduce the death-toll.

Table 1. Examples of low cost road safety treatments in Norway
Treatment Mean cost (NKr) Mean AADT Cost-benefit ratio

Pedestrian bridge or underpass 5,990,000 8,765 1:2.5

Converting three-leg junction to roundabout 5,790,000 9,094 1:1.6

Converting four-leg junction to roundabout 4,160,000 10,432 1:2.2

Removal of roadside obstacles 310,000 20,133 1:19.3

Minor improvements (miscellaneous) 5,640,000 3,269 1:1.5

Guard rail along roadside 860,000 10,947 1:10.4

Median guard rail 1,880,000 42,753 1:10.3

Signing of hazardous curves 60,000 1,169 1:3.5

Road lighting 650,000 8,179 1:10.7

Upgrading marked pedestrian crossings 390,000 10,484 1:14.0

AADT: Annual average daily traffic. 1 NKr = 0.138 euros (December 2002). Source: Rune, Elvik and Rydningen, 2002.

Figure 1. Estimated percentage shares of causes of death in the Commonwealth (2002).
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Examples of safe infrastructure

Investing in effective measures
A safe road infrastructure does not necessarily mean that

extensive resources need to be pulled into the road networks to

make them safe. Simple and cost-effective measures (see Table

1) that are proven and part of a best practice toolkit often suffice

to save lives. Indeed, the countries that can pride themselves on

the lowest records of road fatalities have adopted a ‘vision zero’

approach to road safety. This does not mean that a zero per cent

accident rate is expected; rather, the objective is to create

‘forgiving roads’, which, in cases of driver error, impairment or

voluntary traffic violation, will give enough leeway to save the

driver’s life as well as the lives of fellow road users.

Road signs and markings
‘Black spot’ situations – where accidents are particularly

frequent – can be improved dramatically by low-cost upgrading of

signing and pavement markings. The use of high-performance

retro-reflective technology in combination with fluorescent

colours has demonstrated in various situations that improved

visibility of the signs and markings result in lower accident rates.

This improvement, however, is needed around the clock for all

kinds of weather conditions, for any age of person driving any type

of vehicle. This is all the more crucial as more time to see

provides more time to think, decide and act. 

Protection of vulnerable road users
Pedestrians are as rightful road users as motorists. As they use

the road without any personal protection, their interaction with

motorists must be brought down to a minimum. 

Roundabouts
Much research has been dedicated to the safety of roundabouts

in Europe. Generally, where traditional junctions have been

converted into roundabouts, the total number of recorded

accidents has dropped 50 points to 90 per cent. 

Roadside obstacles
For a road to be safe, a hazard identification has to take place

where objects located in the safety zone presenting potential

hazards are listed. To devise remedial measures the potential

impact speeds need to be considered. The hazard is then either

removed or, if this proves difficult, treated in order to attenuate the

severity of a crash into the obstacle. For instance, the use of metal

barriers has proved a very effective measure, saving many lives. 

Case studies
It is often assumed that countries in a similar stage of

development share common problems on the roads, but these

problems are so different from the problems of industrialised

nations that it is difficult to learn from shared experience. The

following case studies show that the same analytical methods

based on best practices may be applied and the same paths

followed in order to bring about real road safety improvements.

Case study 1: new zebra crossing, Trinidad and
Tobago (T&T)
Walking is the most widely used everyday transport mode. It is

healthier and more environmentally friendly than any other

mode. However, pedestrians are vulnerable road users for

various reasons. In T&T, pedestrians constitute some 50 per

cent of all road fatalities and 40 per cent of all road injuries.

‘Pedestrian crossing the roadway’ is the frequently reported

scenario in official accounts. 

A widely used conventional zebra crossing consists of

transverse white pavement markings across the roadway. Such

a design suffers, typically, from drivers’ low rates of yielding to

pedestrians. Engineers have been searching for innovative ways

to supplement zebra markings in order to increase driver yield

rates. The government of T&T introduced a new type of

pedestrian zebra crossing in 2004 which will eventually replace

all the conventional crossings. 

The new crossing is made up of: 

• Conventional zebra strip paint markings intended to define the

location

• Longitudinal zigzag lines intended to restrict overtaking and

parking

• Two circular amber signal wigwags, flashing continuously,

mounted on black and white striped poles.
Pedestrians crossing a road in Nigeria.

Sign visibility during the day.

Fact: Roundabouts and centre and side barriers can reduce
traffic fatalities by 90 per cent.

Transport & Infrastructure

Sign visibility at night.
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Flashing lights are intended to supplement zebra strips, making

the crossing visible in cases of awkward horizontal and vertical

alignment on the approaches. They also serve to define a crossing

when pavement markings have faded, or when resurfacing has

taken place but re-marking has not been completed. 

Evaluation was done through a survey questionnaire

administered to drivers, and via field observation of drivers’

behaviour at crossings, in a cross-section study involving a

control group and an experimental group. A questionnaire survey

was conducted to test drivers’ understanding. Field visits were

made to supplement questionnaire information. Information on

drivers’ behaviour was collected at 23 crossings on a two-lane,

two-way road. It involved recording the actions of 1,630 drivers in

the categories ‘stop’, ‘slow’ and ‘no action’, when a pedestrian

was present. In addition, records were made of vehicle type

(small, medium or large), and ownership (private, hire or

transport firm). 

The public are appreciative of the project to improve road

safety. Some 40 per cent of respondents knew personally a

pedestrian involved in a road collision. Some 80 per cent think

that a new crossing will improve pedestrian safety. Nearly 90 per

cent of drivers understand the significance of the flashing lights.

But only 1 per cent identified the significance of the zigzag lines

and, during field visits, vehicles were frequently seen parked

within crossing limits. 

This study was carried out by Dr Madaniyo Mutabazi, Lecturer

in Transportation, Engineering & Management, University of the

West Indies, St Augustine Campus, Trinidad. 

Case study 2: development and implementation of road
safety master plans – an inclusive approach, South Africa
Road and pedestrian accidents have been identified as major

cause of deaths and injuries internationally and have a major

financial and social impact on communities. Furthermore, low-

income communities suffer disproportionately more because of

road accidents. Moreover, formal information on accidents and

the location of accidents in these communities often does not

exist. This situation led to the question: how do authorities go

about improving road safety in low-income communities where

the relevant information is not available in this format? The City

of Tshwane, a metropolitan municipality in South Africa,

addressed this problem and achieved great success. 

Tshwane is a city in transition and has a mix of established and

historically disadvantaged areas. The disadvantaged areas are

mainly situated to the north of the city. Since road safety in these

areas has been severely neglected in the past, the new

municipality that came into being in 2000 was faced with a

tremendous challenge to improve road safety and provide

infrastructure in the area. Fatality rates were high and the

communities were unhappy with the road safety situation. Locals

cordoned off and damaged roads after serious accidents to

prevent further accidents and demonstrate their discontent. 

The City of Tshwane acknowledged the problem and

developed road safety master plans in collaboration with

stakeholders and the community. The master plans mainly

focused on the provision of engineering measures such as

pedestrian bridges, walkways, raised pedestrian crossings,

speed humps and loading facilities at schools, but also attended

to education, awareness raising, law enforcement and

evaluation. In addition, the master plans were used to establish

partnerships with other spheres of the government as well as

non-governmental road safety organisations. 

The process has been found to be sustainable and replicable

and is unique in that it uses the knowledge of communities and

empowers communities to be part of the solution.

Scorecard and target: the City of Tshwane used a scorecard for
determining key performance areas (KPAs) and key performance

indicators (KPIs) in terms of its objective to fight poverty and

build clean, healthy, safe and sustainable communities. The

indicators were used to measure the performance of the

municipality and individuals. The target set initially was to reduce

fatal accidents per 10,000 registered vehicles by 5 per cent a

year; the city achieved a reduction of 12.5 per cent, significantly

higher than the target. The Road Safety Master Plans were

instrumental in developing a comprehensive approach that

included engineering, enforcement and education.

Reduction in fatal accidents and fatalities: the city used the
Trafman system to capture accident data and produce

management reports on road traffic accidents. Table 2 indicates

the number of accidents and casualties per year. They achieved

a 21 per cent reduction in fatal accidents and a similar reduction

in fatalities. Serious and slight accidents and injuries were also

reduced. Although the total number of accidents increased

slightly, the total number of persons injured decreased.

During 2007, the City of Tshwane managed to reduce fatal

accidents and fatalities caused by road accidents significantly.

The development and implementation of Road Safety Master

Plans played a major role in achieving this. As part of the

implementation plan, law enforcement plans were set up and

education and awareness campaigns were run. The tested ‘4E’

approach of engineering, education, enforcement and evaluation

was followed, which yielded impressive results. The dedicated

educational campaigns targeted at vulnerable groups also proved

to be successful in reducing fatalities and serious injuries.

More information on these and other best practices can be

obtained from the IRF on www.irfnet.org or by sending an email

to info@irfnet.org.
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Low-income communities suffer disproportionately 
more because of road accidents. 

Sibylle Rupprecht is the Director General of the International Road Federation (IRF),
having joined the organisation in 2005. She holds a banking degree and a post-graduate
diploma in not-for-profit management from the University of Fribourg, Switzerland.
Having started her career in banking, she later specialised in financial services, project
management and non-profit organisations and governmental administrations. 

The International Road Federation (IRF), founded in 1948, is the only world forum
advocating better and safer roads through better road design and construction. It
is a unique institution that brings together members active in road infrastructure
from both the private and public sectors. IRF promotes roads that are safe,
economically viable and ecologically friendly. It believes that a sound road
infrastructure brings prosperity, fights poverty, furthers education and provides
better access to health services. 

Sibylle Rupprecht – Director General, International Road Federation
2, chemin de Blandonnet,1214 Vernier/Geneva, Switzerland

Tel: +41 22 306 02 60 Fax: +41 22 306 02 70
Email: srupprecht@irfnet.org Website: www.irfnet.org

Table 2. Number of accidents and casualties per year, City of Tshwane 

Accidents Persons

Year Fatal Serious Slight Damage Total Fatal Serious Slight No injury Total

2006 271 2,300 8,462 50,046 61,079 300 2,955 11,650 75,177 90,082

2007 214 2,235 8,208 53,142 63,799 236 2,921 11,189 73,609 87,955
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As a result of the earlier Free Trade Agreement (FTA) with

the US and the subsequent North American Free Trade

Agreement (NAFTA) that included Mexico, Canada’s

international trade has shifted north-south. This trend has led 

to numerous trade corridor promotion organisations across the

country. Trade corridors involve products, services and

information flowing through communities in geographic patterns.

Gateways for trade corridors 
During the past decade, governments have paid considerable

attention to trade corridors, seeking to provide public investment

to facilitate trade. Most proposed north-south trade corridors

link US Interstate Highways with their Canadian counterparts.

However, other than some improvements in selected border

crossings, little has been achieved. 

In recent years, trade has become increasingly global. Trade

corridor proponents have come to see ports as gateways

connecting proposed corridors to the global marketplace. In the

Canadian context, the first gateway is the Asia-Pacific Gateway

and Corridor Initiative focused on the lower British Columbia

mainland, Prince Rupert and the ports’ hinterlands. The Asia-

Pacific Gateway Initiative received C$591 million in federal

funding to supplement provincial, municipal and private support

to develop and enhance essential transportation infrastructure.

The Initiative’s aim is to reduce congestion and ease the flow of

goods through the ports of Vancouver and Prince Rupert. 

The Halifax Gateway Council was established in 2004. Its

objective is to tap into the growing container trade with Asia

being diverted through the Suez to the east coast due to

congestion concerns in west coast ports. Recently, Nova Scotia’s

Premier touted the benefits of developing a new private sector

C$300 million container terminal on a greenfield site in the

Canso Strait area as part of a broader Atlantic Gateway initiative.

Sydney, Nova Scotia, has joined the queue, seeking container

terminals for its port. Meanwhile, Halifax and Saint John

continue to seek additional container throughput for their

existing under-used container terminals.

However, merely focusing on ports and terminal

improvements as a gateway strategy may not be the most

effective approach. A more comprehensive model is needed to

also address congested highways and intermodal rail systems. 

Container trade
Container traffic continues to grow worldwide. A 2005 forecast of

container trade growth by Ocean Shipping Consultants found

that global containerisation should almost double in the coming

decade with container throughput in North America expected to

increase by 75 per cent. Much of the anticipated growth comes

from increased trade with China and other Asian nations. 

Although a significant proportion of this throughput will go

through west coast ports, growth is expected in Asian traffic to

and from the east coast via the Suez Canal. In 2004, some 22 per

cent of Asia-US traffic moved through east coast ports, with this

trade growing at almost twice the rate of the west coast due to

congestion delays. Added port constraints on the west coast

include environmental restrictions and increasing intermodal

rail rates. These will probably encourage a further shift to east

coast ports. 

Optimistic container growth forecasts now need to be

tempered by the US economic recession. In recent months, US

west coast ports have noted a decline in container throughput

due to problems in the US housing market and the associated

loss in consumer confidence. 

In recent years, containerisation growth has caused

congestion and ship delays in west coast ports. In Vancouver,

delays led the two Canadian rail operators CN and CP to take the

unprecedented step of co-operating by sharing regional rail lines

to move containers more efficiently. In the US, major investments

Canadian ports: opportunities and
challenges 
By Dr. Michael C. Ircha, Senior Advisor, Association of Canadian Port Authorities

In 2005, a forecast of container trade growth found that global containerisation should almost double in

the coming decade, with container throughput in North America expected to increase by 75 per cent.

Much of the anticipated growth comes from increased trade with China and other Asian nations.

Container ports can be seen as gateways that connect continental trade corridors with the global

marketplace. In this article, the author outlines international trade trends and the opportunities and

challenges facing North American ports. The development of gateways and trade corridors is also

considered, along with the impact of container trade growth on ports.

Merely focusing on ports and terminal 
improvements as a gateway strategy may not 

be the most effective approach. 

In 2004, some 22 per cent of Asia-US traffic 
moved through east coast ports, with this trade 

growing at almost twice as fast as the west coast 
due to congestion delays.

Alameda Intermodal Corridor.
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have been made to improve intermodal movements through

congested urban areas, such as the Alameda Corridor in Los

Angeles/Long Beach. 

In 2006, MergeGlobal Forecasting found that Los Angeles and

Long Beach were operating at almost full capacity (at 88 per cent

and 91 per cent respectively). Thus without significant future

expansions, these ports will be unable to handle anticipated

container throughput growth. Other US west coast ports are also

reaching capacity. 

Much of the container trade growth comes from the rapid

emergence of China as a major manufacturing and trading

nation. The trans-Pacific pendulum trade from Asia to the west

coast is booming. The alternative pendulum route from Asia via

the Suez Canal to the east coast is experiencing moderate trade

growth. It is this alternative route from India, Asia and China 

that is driving the development of proposed major container

terminals in the Atlantic Gateway initiative. 

Panama Canal development
However, the Suez opportunity may be short-lived due to the

development of a larger Panama Canal. The new canal locks are

designed to serve the larger mega-size 12,000 TEU container

ships. (TEU refers to the 20-foot equivalent unit used in container

handling.) As suggested by C Dupin, the threat to Canada’s east

coast ports is that ‘the new canal will allow more cargo to be

carried on big ships from the Far East to ports along the US East

and Gulf Coasts. That could help ease congestion on the US West

Coast and still allow carriers and shippers to reap the benefits of

the economies of scale big ships provide.’ Southern US ports are

already gearing up to serve additional container ships using the

enlarged Panama Canal.

Larger container ships
Over the years, container ships have continued to increase in

size as shipping companies have sought economies of scale in a

highly competitive market. As container ships get larger, there

are limits to the ports they can serve due to physical constraints

of water depth, channel widths and size of turning basins, as

well as the lift capacity of the ports’ cargo handling equipment

and their productivity.

The trend for larger container ships continues. Post-Panamax

vessels (those too large to fit the current Panama Canal)

handling more than 6,000 TEU are now commonplace in major

trade routes serving Asia. Recent orders for new container ships

reflect significant size increases. In August 2007, COSCO

announced their order for eight 13,100 TEU vessels for delivery

in 2011, with Zim Line soon following with an announcement of

their order for eight 12,600 TEU ships for 2012. Currently, the

largest container ship afloat is the Emma Maersk, the first of a

series of eight ‘PS-class’ ships. At nearly 400 metres long, 56

metres wide and with a draft of 15.5 metres, the Emma Maersk

can carry 14,800 TEU, although Maersk Lines rates her as an

11,000 TEU vessel. With a 56-metre beam, she is too wide for

even the enlarged Panama Canal.

As larger ships become more common, there are industry

concerns that economies of scale may not be available unless

ports improve their container handling productivity to turn these

mega-size container ships around fast. In addition, some

shipping lines fear that projected new build capacity will outstrip

container traffic growth. A recent estimate showed that the

global containership fleet capacity is expected to grow by 76 per

cent from 2005 to 2010, compared with an anticipated container

traffic growth of 41 per cent. 

A key question is which container ports can handle such

mega-sized ships? An earlier study by G de Monie suggested

that a global fleet of 15,000 TEU vessels would probably need

only four hub ports to serve them – South-East Asia (most likely

Singapore or Malaysia), Mediterranean and North America’s

Locating hub ports outside urban areas 
would allow for container inspections in more 

secure and less populated areas. 

As larger ships become more common, 
there are industry concerns that economies of 

scale may not be available unless ports improve 
their container handling productivity.

The trans-Pacific pendulum trade from Asia to 
the west coast is booming. The alternative pendulum 
route from Asia via the Suez Canal to the east coast 

is experiencing moderate trade growth. 

The trend for larger container ships continues. 
Post-Panamax vessels handling more than 6,000 TEU
are now commonplace in major trade routes serving

Asia. Recent orders for new container ships 
reflect significant size increases. 

Emma Maersk. Vancouver Fraser Deltaport Container Terminal..
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east and west coasts. Feeder vessels and intermodal systems

would distribute containers to and from these four hub ports.

The study went further to propose the construction of an

offshore island on the US east coast as a major hub port. 

In response to the proposed offshore island facility, another

study suggested there are sufficient suitable deep-water ports in

Canada to readily serve North American container requirements.

These ports include Vancouver Fraser and Prince Rupert on the

west coast, and Halifax, Saint John, the Strait of Canso area,

Sydney and Sept Îles on the east coast.

In today’s increasingly security conscious world, the use of

non-urban, more isolated container transshipment ports may

become tomorrow’s norm. Locating such hub ports outside

urban areas would allow for container inspections in more

secure and less populated areas. Hence, Canada’s more remote

deep-water ports may well serve North America’s need for new

container hub ports. Thus the future may see more major

container ports on both coasts providing security in non-urban,

more isolated locations and offering port diversity to shipping

lines to ensure delivery reliability. These trends offer significant

opportunities for Canadian ports. 

Impact on ports
Some of the key elements affecting most container ports include

port congestion, security, urban development, environmental

concerns and sustainability. These are all factors that can

impede port expansion.

To address its throughput congestion problems, Vancouver

Fraser is developing a third container berth and seeking a private

partner to build a second container terminal at Deltaport. These

new facilities will increase the port’s annual container

throughput to more than 4 million TEU by 2012. Prince Rupert

recently opened a new 500,000 TEU container terminal. The port

is actively pursuing a second phase terminal, to increase

throughput capacity to 2 million TEU by 2010. This container

terminal contributes needed capacity for the growing trans-

Pacific trade in its unique isolated, non-urban setting.

A major trend impacting port facilities is public demand for

waterfront access for non-marine activities. In ports around the

world, politicians, municipal officials and citizen groups seek to

convert port lands to urban-oriented uses such as waterfront

condominiums, walking trails, cafés and boutique shopping

areas. Initially proponents of such developments welcome busy

marine terminals and an active harbour area. But then they may

tire of the ongoing noise (particularly at night), dust, air

emissions from port equipment and ships, light spillage from

the terminal, truck and rail traffic and other detrimental

aspects of cargo-handling operations. In turn, this leads to

pressure to constrain commercial activities by limiting hours of

operation, reorienting dockside lighting, and restricting truck

traffic. In the extreme, terminals are forced to shut down and

move their operations to other, more remote locations. This

phenomenon can be seen in Sydney, Australia, where over the

years many port operations have been curtailed and relocated

to nearby Botany Bay. 

To accommodate public access demands, many ports are

incorporating sustainability as a key goal. Sustainability is

defined by the American Association of Port Authorities as

‘balancing the financial, social and environmental needs … and

integrating that balance into day-to-day business activities’.

Sustainability reflects the ports’ recognition that their role goes

beyond marine cargo handling to being good corporate citizens

focusing on ‘people, planet and profits’. 

Elements for success
The growth of the global economy has been underpinned by the

lower freight rates and reliability generated by containerisation.

Competition has led to ever-larger ships seeking economies 

of scale. 

NAFTA has led to an interest in north-south trade corridors. As

corridor discussions have matured, it has become evident that

ports on or near these major trade corridors play a key role as

gateways connecting North American markets to the global

economy. The focus on trade corridors and gateways has evolved

into considering a fully integrated intermodal transport system

as a comprehensive logistics chain.

There are opportunities for Canadian ports to serve as

container hubs on both coasts. Ongoing congestion and capacity

constraints in major US ports could lead to developing remote

Canadian alternatives. Other Canadian ports can serve the

growing continental container trade with terminal expansions at

Vancouver Fraser, Prince Rupert, Halifax, Saint John and

proposed container terminals in the Strait of Canso, Sydney and

Sept Îles.

Sustainability reflects the ports' recognition 
that their role goes beyond marine cargo 
handling to being good corporate citizens 
focusing on ‘people, planet and profits’.

The focus on trade corridors and gateways has evolved
into considering a fully integrated intermodal transport

system as a comprehensive logistics chain.

A major trend impacting port facilities 
is public demand for waterfront access

for non-marine activities. 

Attributes of container hubs
A successful container hub port reflects several key

features. In the past, a major attribute was having a

significant volume of captive traffic in nearby major

metropolitan areas. However, as discussed, today’s security

concerns may mean future hub ports are located in more

remote areas. Other key attributes of container hubs

include: 

• Being located close to main shipping routes and feeder

ports 

• Being accessible to mega-sized container ships 

• Offering appropriate infra- and super-structure including

good intermodal linkages and appropriate container lift

equipment

• Having a reputation for continued high productivity 

• Competitive rates and tariffs, and 

• Being reliable and free from labour strife. 

North American ports need to be able to meet most of

these key attributes to achieve hub port status. For

example, the 2005 truckers’ strike in Vancouver and the

truckers’ one-day walkout in Los Angeles and Long Beach

did not convey a sense of port reliability to the world’s major

shipping lines.
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There are several key elements required for a port’s success in

the container trade. The first is geographic location. Ports

seeking to grow to hub status must be located on or near the

main shipping routes and connected to trade corridors. Few

shipping lines can afford to divert their ships to serve isolated

ports, unless these ports act as the terminus of the pendulum

trade between Asia and North America. 

Secondly, ports seeking to serve mega-sized container ships

must be accessible to them. This means having water depths of

more than 15 metres, along with appropriate turning basins and

navigation channels. 

Thirdly, container hubs must maintain a reputation for

continued high productivity in terms of ship and truck/rail turn-

around time. Such productivity implies having spare capacity in

terms of container yard storage and lifting equipment, including

ship-to-shore gantry cranes and terminal equipment along with

a stable and reliable labour force working round the clock.

Productivity also implies port flexibility – the ability to rapidly

adopt new and changing technology to maintain high throughput

levels. Flexibility also means dealing with land-side pressures

aimed at constraining terminal operations and converting

underused port lands to alternative uses. Dealing with the

community and environmental consequences of a major

container terminal requires tact, diplomacy and compromises

from port officials as part of an overall sustainability strategy. 

Fourthly, container hubs need efficient intermodal linkages

(road, rail and short sea shipping) to ensure containers are

moved through the terminal quickly to their final inland

destinations. 

Finally, these key elements must be achieved economically

such that the rates and tariffs charged for container moves

through the port remain competitive. 

Achieving these key elements is not an easy task, but they are

essential if container ports wish to remain key players in the

continued development of the world economy.

Dr. Michael C Ircha is a former University of New Brunswick professor and currently
senior advisor to ACPA and adjunct research professor at Carleton University in
Ottawa. He is an expert on port management, providing graduate courses at the
International Maritime Organization’s World Maritime University in Malmö, Sweden
and at the Shanghai Maritime University. 

The Association of Canadian Port Authorities was founded in 1958 and groups
together ports and harbours and related marine interests into one national
association. Canada Port Authorities handle more than C$142 billion worth of 
cargo annually. The ACPA is the pre-eminent association for the advocacy and
advancement of the Canadian Port Industry. ACPA members contribute greatly to 
the local, regional and national economy of Canada.

Association of Canadian Port Authorities
85 Albert Street, Suite 1502
Ottawa ON K1P 6A4
Canada

Tel: +1 613 232 2036 Fax: +1 613 232 9554
Email: mike.ircha@mac.com Website: www.acpa-ports.net

Productivity implies port flexibility – the ability
to rapidly adopt new and changing technology 

to maintain high throughput levels. 
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Air transport: good or bad?
Air transport is an important catalyst for globalisation and world

economic growth. The industry contributes to sustainable

development by facilitating tourism and trade, generating

economic growth, creating jobs and increasing tax revenues. For

example, a US$350 million investment in aviation infrastructure

and services in Kenya boosted long term GDP by 0.4 per cent per

annum. Air transport often serves as the only means of

transportation to remote areas, thus promoting social inclusion.

It facilitates the delivery of emergency and humanitarian aid

relief and the swift delivery of medical supplies, as well as

organs for transplantation.

In Africa, the role of air transport is especially important given

the absence of effective ground transport networks and the

continent enjoyed an 8.6 per cent growth in passenger traffic in

2006, against a global average of just five per cent. Air transport

generates 470,000 jobs and US$11.3 billion in economic activity

across Africa. 

The benefits of air transport are indisputable but the industry

is coming under increasing pressure over its environmental

impact. The arguments are numerous: aviation is a major

contributor to global warming; it is the fastest growing source of

greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions; flying is destroying the planet.

So what is the truth? 

The IPCC, winners of the 2007 Nobel Peace Prize, estimates

the level of global CO2 emissions from aviation at two per cent,

with a total climate change impact of three per cent. This

includes not only commercial traffic, but also general aviation

and military flights. These figures have remained largely

unchanged over the past two decades, despite the growth in air

traffic. Projecting forward to 2050, the IPCC has aviation at three

per cent of global CO2 emissions and five/six per cent of climate

change impact. Aviation is but a small part of the big problem of

climate change. 

Balancing act
Despite these figures, aviation’s carbon footprint is growing and

that is politically unacceptable for any industry. The challenge for

aviation is to keep its many benefits, such as unprecedented

global mobility supporting 32 million jobs and US$3.5 trillion

worth of economic activity, while eliminating its negative impacts.

In September 2007, government leaders responsible for civil

aviation gathered for the Triennial Assembly of the International

Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO). Environment was the hot topic

of the week with all 190 ICAO contracting states reaffirming

ICAO’s leadership on aviation and environment by endorsing a

comprehensive strategy on climate change, and embracing  the

International Air Transport Association’s (IATA) 25 per cent goal

to improve fuel efficiency by 2020. 

Unilateral European proposals to include aviation into its

emissions trading scheme have put economic measures at the

centre of the political debate, partially fuelled by the upcoming

Kyoto deadlines. The solution is not to return to the days when

flying was reserved for the well off by making it artificially

expensive with even more taxes. Punitive economic measures,

such as emissions trading will not have a big impact on aviation’s

environmental performance. With 28 per cent of costs coming

directly from fuel, the airline industry is the most incentivised in

A sustainable vision for the aviation
industry
By Philippe Rochat, Director, Aviation Environment, International Air Transport Association

Air transport provides many benefits around the world including job and wealth creation and

unprecedented global mobility. The challenge for the industry is to keep such benefits while eliminating

any negative climate change impacts. The International Air Transport Association’s vision of the future

is for carbon neutral growth in the medium term and of zero carbon emissions technology development

within 50 years. To achieve this, however, development in the four areas  of technology, operations,

infrastructure and economic measures, will be vital. 

The challenge for aviation is to keep its many benefits,
such as unprecedented global mobility supporting 

32 million jobs and US$3.5 trillion worth of economic
activity, while eliminating its negative impacts.

A single European sky would save over 12 million tonnes of CO2 annually.
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the world to keep fuel consumption low. Positive measures, such

as tax credits to encourage faster refleeting or grants to fund

alternative fuel research, would deliver better results.

If emissions trading is to be imposed on airlines, it must be

effective and ICAO has promised to work towards a global

emissions trading scheme that states could implement on a

mutual consent basis. 

A vision for aviation
The industry is pushing governments for much loftier goals. In

June 2007, IATA proposed a vision for the industry to aim for

carbon neutral growth in the medium term and to develop zero

carbon emissions technology within 50 years. Aircraft

manufacturers, engine makers, fuel suppliers and airlines will

all be involved in making this goal a reality. A goal that is

definitely possible from an industry that went from the Wright

Brothers to the jet age in just five decades. The critical question

is how to turn the vision into reality? 

The first step will be for aviation to decouple carbon emissions

from traffic growth, to stop its carbon emissions from growing in

absolute terms. The second step must see aviation further

reduce its remaining carbon emissions to eventually become a

totally carbon emissions free transport mode. To achieve this,

IATA has challenged the industry to build and operate a

commercial airliner that produces no net carbon emissions

within the next 50 years.

Although complete solutions do not exist today, some of the

building blocks, ie materials and designs, alternative energy

sources, advanced IT solutions, are already taking shape. IATA 

is confident that with a commitment from all parties, and with

ICAO leadership, this vision can be made reality. The vision is

built on four pillars.

1: Technology
Technology is a main driver of progress. It is the only way to zero

emissions. Quite simply we need to build better planes and more

efficient engines powered by non carbon sources. Some

potential building blocks already exist: solar power, hydrogen

cells and biofuel. Accelerated development of alternative fuels

and more advanced technology for airframe, engine and air

traffic management is absolutely essential. 

IATA, manufacturers and fuel suppliers are jointly working on

an action plan focusing on short, medium and long term

measures. In the short term, the potential exists to realise

emissions reductions by identifying and applying product

enhancements and modifications for the current fleet. Airlines

are investing billions of dollars in new, more fuel-efficient

aircraft. In the past four decades, fuel efficiency increased 70 per

cent and will improve a further 25 per cent by 2020. 

For the medium term, possibilities must be explored to

accelerate fleet renewal and to introduce the latest

technologies as early and as widely as possible. Now that the

giant A380 and the Dreamliner B787 have moved from design to

production, the main challenge lies with the replacement of the

single aisle A320 and B737. The decisions made by Airbus and

Boeing, in coordination with engine manufacturers, will have a

substantial impact on aviation’s future carbon footprint.

Development of cleaner, alternative aviation fuels must also

take priority, while for the longer term, joint initiatives should be

launched to identify and develop radically new technologies and

aircraft designs. 

2: Operations
According to the IPCC, improved aircraft operations can save

fuel and CO2 emissions by up to six per cent. IATA is compiling

industry best practices, publishing guidance material,

conducting airline visits and establishing training programmes

to improve existing fuel conservation measures. 

In 2007, IATA updated its fuel efficiency goal. It expects airlines

to improve their fuel consumption per Revenue Tonne Kilometre

(RTK) by at least 25 per cent by 2020, compared to 2005 levels.

This will save around 345 million tonnes of CO2 emissions.

IATA is determined to raise environmental standards across

the industry and is aiming to extend its existing fuel conservation

programme to promote environmental management systems

across all airlines. 

3: Infrastructure
Infrastructure improvements present a major opportunity for

fuel and CO2 reductions in the near term. By addressing airspace

and airport inefficiencies, governments and infrastructure

providers can eliminate up to 12 per cent of CO2 emissions from

aviation, according to the IPCC. 

Unfortunately, politics often gets in the way of good common

sense. Uniting Europe’s skies offers the biggest single

opportunity to improve aviation’s environmental performance.

In Europe, there are 34 different air traffic control authorities. In

the US, a similar land area, there is just one. If Europe had a

single European sky, travel would be more efficient with planes

spending less time in the air. This alone would cut CO2

emissions by 12 million tonnes each year. But after 15 years of

talks, a single European sky is still just an idea. 

The flexible use of airspace must also become a reality,

especially in Asia where traffic growth is particularly strong, and

in most oceanic regions where navigation, communication and

surveillance should greatly benefit from satellite signals. Thanks

to new technologies and procedures, new routes are being

opened, including polar ones that shorten long haul flights

between Asia and North America or Europe. Moreover, pilots 

are increasingly allowed to select the most fuel efficient routes

in real time, thus avoiding unfavourable wind or other

meteorological conditions.

4: Economic measures
Economic measures should be used to boost the research,

development and deployment of new technologies rather than as

a tool to suppress demand. The use of tax credits and direct

funding must be explored as incentives to drive new technology

programmes. 

Punitive taxes do not improve environmental performance.

Emissions trading would be a more cost effective solution as

part of a global package of measures including technology,

operations and infrastructure improvement. But the trading

system must be properly designed and implemented on a global

and voluntary basis. It must also be an open trading system,

In June 2007, IATA proposed a vision for the 
industry to aim for carbon neutral growth in the 

medium term and to develop zero carbon 
emissions technology within 50 years.

IATA has challenged the industry to build and 
operate a commercial airliner that produces no 
net carbon emissions within the next 50 years.
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allowing permit trading with other industries. Economic

measures can further be used to engage airline customers in

climate change initiatives through carbon-offset mechanisms.

Conclusion
The world’s airlines, IATA’s 240 members, are committed to the

vision outlined here. Manufacturers, airports and air navigation

service providers are aligned. All are working hard. It is now

time for governments to come on board. Through ICAO,

governments must set challenging but realistic targets in two

important areas. First, targets must be set to improve air traffic

management and eliminate unnecessary fuel burn. Then

technology targets should be included in a roadmap. This will

provide regulatory certainty to back major investment decisions

by manufacturers and airlines. 

Philippe Rochat is Director of IATA’s Aviation Environment Department. As such, he
supervises all activities related to emissions, sustainability and noise and is
Secretary of the IATA Environment Committee. He is also Executive Director of ATAG
(www.atag.org), a worldwide alliance of the many sectors of the industry. ATAG has
recently launched a cross industry website www.enviro.aero with information about
what the industry is doing to tackle climate change.

Philippe Rochat began his aviation career as assistant to the Director General of
Civil Aviation of Switzerland, moving on to direct the commercial and financial
departments of Geneva International Airport, with additional responsibility for
environmental and facilitation issues. After serving as the Representative of
Switzerland on the Council of the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), he
was elected Secretary General of ICAO and served from 1991 to 1997. Philippe
Rochat has a Doctorate of Law from the University of Lausanne and teaches Air Law
and Air Transport Economics at several universities.

International Air Transport Association (IATA) is an international trade body,
created some 60 years ago by a group of airlines. Today, IATA represents over 240
airlines comprising 94 per cent of scheduled international air traffic. The
organisation also represents, leads and serves the airline industry in general. 

Aviation Environment, International Air Transport Association
Route de l’Aéroport 33
PO Box 416
1215 Geneva 15 Airport
Switzerland

Tel: +41 22 770 2670 Fax: +41 22 770 2686
Email: rochatp@iata.org Website: www.iata.org

Airlines are investing billions of dollars in more fuel-efficient aircraft.
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Export barriers may be organised into groups according

whether they exist in the exporting or importing country or

in the transit between trading partners and according to

whether they are caused by policy interventions or other features

of the physical or institutional environment.

Market access barriers

Tariffs
Table 1 records the average, current MFN (most favoured nation)

tariff applied by individual Commonwealth countries overall, for

agriculture and non-agricultural products separately. As

expected, the overall average tariff falls as per capita income

increases (from 13.1 per cent on average for low-income

Commonwealth countries to 4.4 per cent for the high-income,

OECD members) and the average tariff is consistently higher for

agricultural goods. A key feature is that average tariffs are

relatively low by recent historical levels. Many of the developing

country members have undertaken tariff reform. Similarly, the

high-income countries have implemented agreed tariff cuts.

Although there are still significant tariff peaks and a degree of

tariff escalation (rising tariffs with the stage of production), the

clear conclusion is that own tariffs are not a major barrier to

exports to other Commonwealth markets.

Preference margins
There are two major sources of preferential intra-

Commonwealth trade: that associated with regional preferential

trading arrangements and that arising out of the high-income

countries’ preferential treatment of exports from developing

countries. The average tariffs reported in Table 1 are proxy

indicators of the margin of tariff preference involved, though not

all preferential trade is duty-free and the preference margin

offered by a given import tariff structure will vary with each

exporter’s export structure. The actual margin of preference

therefore tends to vary considerably across Commonwealth

countries, and the margin has declined with MFN liberalisation

and will decline further with future WTO Rounds.

Non-tariff barriers
Increasingly the most significant policy barriers to trade are

induced by non-tariff aspects of trade policy. Given the diversity

of measures involved and the difficulty often of quantifying them,

they are difficult to summarise. However three areas are of

particular relevance to many of the Commonwealth developing

countries, namely standards and technical regulations, rules of

origin and contingent protection. All have grown in importance as

instruments of trade regulation. 

Lowering infrastructure and other
barriers to exports in the Commonwealth
By Chris Milner, Leverhulme Globalisation and Economic Policy Research Centre, University of Nottingham

The Commonwealth has a long and substantive record of supporting integration and trading links

across its member states. Many of these initiatives have helped to increase the opportunities also

for exporting to non-Commonwealth countries. Exploring means of promoting exports within a

grouping of 53 countries accounting for a third of the world’s population and a quarter of global trade

is not an unimportant exercise. The geographical spread and economic diversity (in terms of size,

structure and development) of the Commonwealth’s member states means that their ‘natural’

trading partners are likely to be found both inside and outside the Commonwealth. In which case an inward-looking

approach to promoting intra-Commonwealth trade is likely to be costly and ineffective. It was for this reason that

the present author’s report for the Commonwealth Secretariat – ‘Trading on Commonwealth Ties’ (2008) –

concluded that the traditional, comprehensive approach to promoting intra-Commonwealth trade through

discriminatory trade policies was inappropriate. It called instead for a distinctive ‘Commonwealth’ approach which

would be ‘bottom-up’ in nature, with a focus on those aspects of trade facilitation that mattered for different

grouping of Commonwealth countries. One area of immediate focus identified by the study is the issue of

infrastructure barriers to exporting, which has importance because of the locational and size disadvantages of

many members of the Commonwealth. 

Table 1: Average most-favoured-nation (MFN) applied tariffs in Commonwealth countries (%)

Applied tariff rate (unweighted) 

Code Country/group average Year All goods Agriculture Non-agricultural 

1-2 Developing countries (39) 2006(a) 11.8 18.1 10.9

1 Low-income (17) 13.1 18.2 12.3

2 Middle-income (22) 10.8 18.1 9.7

3 High-income non-OECD (5) 8.9 11.9 8.4

4 High-income OECD (4) 4.4 8.8 3.7

(a) Earlier year for a few countries 
Source: Milner, Trading on Commonwealth Ties
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Domestic policy barriers 
The trade policies of exporting countries themselves also affect

the incentive and capacity to export. Direct taxation of traditional

exports has been substantially lowered or eliminated in

developing countries through the abolition of formal export taxes

or liberalisation of the marketing of export products. In the case

of non-traditional exports, taxation of inputs has also been

reduced through lower tariffs and by duty exemption or

drawback arrangements. 

Indirect disincentives to exporting have also been reduced

through tariff reforms, combined with the lowering or

elimination of quantitative restrictions (QRs) (import and foreign

exchange licensing or quotas). However, import barriers are still

significant in some sectors. The further deepening of trade

liberalisation programmes in developing country members of

the Commonwealth is an important means of further lowering

domestic policy barriers to exporting.

Other domestic barriers 
Not all the ‘taxing’ effects of policy arise from trade policies.

There is increasing evidence of the importance of other factors in

affecting efficiency and export competitiveness. There is a whole

gamut of policies that directly affect the competitiveness of

production in exportable sectors and the competitiveness of

inputs into exportable production – with the move from traditional

exporting into the processing of primary products or exporting of

manufactures, the transactions-intensity of production

increases. For many developing and small countries, transaction

costs are high, partly because of the relatively low scale of the

activities and often because of the distortions induced by

domestic policies. High transaction costs deter investments in

production for riskier and more distant export markets.

It is extremely difficult to capture, even approximately, these

domestic environmental conditions affecting the conduct of

business and exporting. It is even more difficult to quantify them.

But 34 of the Commonwealth countries are covered by the

Fraser Institute of Economic Freedom index. It is evident from

the overall and sub-indices that there is considerable

heterogeneity across the Commonwealth in the policy and

economic environment in which business and exporting has to

be conducted; from Singapore ranked second in 2004 out of 130

countries to Malawi ranked 116. This diversity of ranking is not

too surprising given the diversity within the Commonwealth in

terms of stage of development, economic size and historical

experiences. It does indicate, however, that there is considerable

scope for promoting exports in the Commonwealth through a

general improvement in the policy and economic environment in

which businesses are formed and expanded.

Other international barriers 
Transport and other transaction costs of doing business

internationally are important determinants of a country’s ability

to integrate fully into the world economy. This is especially so in

the case of more complex manufactured goods, where there is

increasing geographical fragmentation of production processes

and increasing trade in components and intermediate inputs.

Remoteness and poor transport and communications

infrastructures isolate countries, and inhibit their ability to

participate in global production networks. The issue of ’natural’

barriers to exports is particularly relevant in the case of

landlocked and relatively remote countries, especially where

they have also experienced long periods of under-investment

and neglect of their infrastructure and transport systems. The

Commonwealth includes a number of landlocked countries in

Africa, for which there is evidence of infrastructure limitations

and limited competitiveness in international transport services

and evidence of higher transport costs. It also includes a

significant number of remote and small economies that

experience a range of natural constraints caused by the higher

transport costs imposed by distance from the market and scale

constraints.

Some of the differences in international transaction costs are

determined by differences in the type of goods exported, and by

geography. These are less avoidable barriers, where the term

’natural’ seems most appropriate. There are also differences

between countries in the unit costs of transporting identical

products similar distances and by the same form of transport,

which may be explained by differences in comparative advantage

in transport services, in technology (or the age of capital), in the

scale of activity and in the competitiveness of the relevant

transport sector. One can certainly understand why some

developing countries may be confronted by higher transport

costs than others, because of the scale of trade or a comparative

disadvantage in capital or technologically-intensive transport

activities (for example, due to containerisation). Nonetheless,

these differences are not likely to be wholly independent of

public policies. 

Many developing economies have in the past adopted cargo

reservation policies in order to stimulate the development of

their own national fleets and preserve foreign exchange. Such

policies give preference to national lines and reduce competition

for shipping services. E Bennathan and colleagues estimated in

1989 that the removal of such anti-competitiveness measures

might reduce transport costs by up to 50 per cent. Thus, a

substantial amount of the total costs of international trading

might be viewed as avoidable, if alternative policies were

implemented that increased competitiveness and efficiency.

Similarly, liberalisation of specific services is likely to increase

trade flows. In the case of many developing countries, it is the

basic telecommunications services that are the binding

constraint on access to e-commerce. Liberalisation of these

sectors would give improved access to more efficient foreign

supplies and allow freer trade in information technology

products and services.

Quantifying the impact of barriers on
Commonwealth trade

Gravity modelling has been used extensively to investigate a

range of policy and other influences on the volume of bilateral

trade flows. They start from the presumption that economic

mass and the geographical distance between trading partners

are key or core determinants of the volume of bilateral trade

flows. To these core variables, a range of other policy and

structural variables are added depending upon the country

coverage and purpose of the modelling. Trading on

Commonwealth Ties investigates trade among members of the

Commonwealth using such an approach, using data for 2003,

The actual margin of preference therefore 
tends to vary considerably across Commonwealth

countries, and the margin has declined with 
MFN liberalisation and will decline further 

with future WTO Rounds.

For many developing and small countries, 
transaction costs are high, partly because of the

relatively low scale of the activities and often because 
of the distortions induced by domestic policies. 
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and for 42 of the developed and developing country importing

members of the Commonwealth in their trade with all

Commonwealth countries. The findings on the major

determinants of their trade is summarised in Table 2. 

The results in Table 2 are in general in line with expectations,

and in line with results from other gravity modelling. A one per

cent increase in importer country’s and exporter country’s GDP

increases bilateral trade by 1.6 per cent and 1.5 per cent

respectively. The effect of greater distance also has the expected

(negative) effect on trade, but the dampening effects of both

distance and remoteness are particularly strong for this set of

countries. The sample of countries used in other studies may

well include less geographically dispersed countries in general,

but may also include all the countries within the ‘natural’ trading

region – not just those that are members of the Commonwealth.

This may reduce the dampening effect of distance on trade in

those other studies. The results of this study also show that

preferences and regional trade arrangement membership have

positive or enhancing effects on bilateral trade volumes, with

landlockedness having a dampening effect. 

The very distinctive finding in Table 2 is that the quality of

Commonwealth countries’ infrastructures is a major driver of

trade volumes. Within the sampled Commonwealth countries,

the index of infrastructure quality used (a subindex of the World

Economic Forum’s Global Competitivess Index) ranges from a

lower level of 1.93 (Cameroon) to an upper score of 6.16

(Singapore); with Singapore ranked 6th in the ‘global’ sample of

countries and Cameroon 120th out of 125 countries. A 10 per

cent increase (in terms of infrastructure improvement) in a

Commonwealth country with a score of about two (e.g. Uganda)

to 2.20 would raise this country about 10 places up the rank

order (in Uganda’s case from 118th to 108th, a spot currently

held by Tajikistan in the rankings). The present model indicates

that this scale of infrastructure improvement would raise the

volume of exports to another Commonwealth country by about

62 per cent. These are large effects. 

The Commonwealth countries’ trade with each other is driven

by standard ‘pull’ (income or size) and ‘resistance’ (e.g. distance)

factors. These are not influences on trade that can be influenced

either at all (distance) or other than by long run development

(income growth). The research reviewed here points, however, to

some distinctive Commonwealth influences: the role of trade

policy preferences, remoteness and infrastructure. Again some

of these influences are not going to change. There is, however,

scope for focusing development aid and aid for trade support

towards infrastructure improvements, which are shown here to

offer considerable opportunities for trade enhancement within

the Commonwealth.

Policy implications and summary conclusions
Trade facilitation is sometimes viewed as just being about the

harmonisation and streamlining of customs and border

procedures. It is evident from a number of studies and from the

analysis reported on here that a wide range of other aspects of

the non-trade policy environment are also important to trade

development. Trade facilitation is most likely to be effective in

promoting trade if seen in a broad sense – i.e. to cover among

other things:

• The competitiveness of domestic input and service suppliers

• The efficiency and effectiveness of domestic institutions

(including customs and trade promotion agencies)

• The quality of the domestic and international infrastructure

(e.g. utilities)

• The competitiveness and efficiency of domestic and

international transport sectors, including the efficiency of

ports.

Rather than a grand or ‘top-down’ policy response to the

promotion of trade by and between Commonwealth countries, a

more feasible and potentially more fruitful approach to trade

enhancement would be a ‘bottom-up’ approach which focuses

on specific and local trade infrastructure needs of individual and

regional groupings of Commonwealth countries.
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There is scope for focusing 
development aid and aid for trade support towards

infrastructure improvements. 

The very distinctive finding is that the quality 
of Commonwealth countries’ infrastructures is 

a major driver of trade volumes.

Chris Milner is Professor of International Economics and research fellow in the
Leverhulme Globalisation and Economic Policy (GEP) research centre at the
University of Nottingham. He has published extensively on trade and development
issues, with considerable advisory experience on trade policy, including for the
World Bank and UNCTAD and several national governments.

School of Economics, Sir Clive Granger Building
The University of Nottingham, University Park, Nottingham NG7 2RD

Tel: +44 (0)115 9515624  Fax: +44 (0)115 9514159
Email: chris.milner@nottingham.ac.uk  Website: www.nottingham.ac.uk

Table 2: Determinants of intra-Commonwealth trade volumes

Estimated determinants of Nature of influence on trade volume Change in trade volume for 1% change

intra-Commonwealth trade volume in determinant

Importing country’s GDP Positive +1.6%

Exporting country’s GDP Positive +1.5%

Distance between countries Negative -3.7%

Island status Positive

Landlocked importer Negative

Joint membership of trade group Positive

Preferences granted by importer Positive

Infrastructure quality of importer Positive +1.4%

Infrastructure quality of exporter Positive +6.3%

Remoteness of exporting country Negative -2.9%
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As a tourism destination, the Caribbean’s strength has been

its diversity – offering a mix of products that rely not only

on an environmental resource base, inclusive of the

traditional sun, sea and sand, but also on the rich cultural

heritage found in the English, Dutch, Spanish and French

speaking Caribbean. 

The Caribbean’s tourism industry has enjoyed positive

performance over the last 25 years, and has for several years

experienced growth rates that have surpassed the global

average. There was an exceptional period in late 2001 and 2002

where there was reduced demand for travel globally, as result of

the 2001 terrorist attacks in the USA. The Caribbean felt the

impacts of the terrorist attacks as tourism declined from the

USA, its main source market; however, the Caribbean cruise

market thrived as more ships were positioned in the safer waters

of the Caribbean. Today, the Caribbean remains the top cruise

destination in the world, with just under 50 per cent of the global

market and an estimated 19.5 million cruise passengers in 2007

(See Table 1.) The attacks of 2001 reinforced the vulnerability of

the tourism industry, and one year later its resilience was

demonstrated by a return to growth.

A vulnerable tourism destination
Tourism by nature is a very vulnerable industry, subjected to the

vagaries of man-made and natural disasters, the performance of

the global economy, political instability and war, disease

epidemics and negative destination publicity, which all readily

impact travel. Vulnerability in the Caribbean is further

compounded by its size, geographic location, developments and

settlements in largely coastal areas, openness of its economies,

limited range of resources and dependency on tourism; as well

as natural hazards such as droughts, hurricanes and floods.

While tourism does have the potential to raise environmental

awareness and protection, it has also undermined the very

environmental assets upon which it depends. The Caribbean

region, for the most part, has developed its tourism plant in

natural areas including along the coast. The construction of

airports, roads, and tourism facilities including marinas,

resorts, hotels, restaurants and golf courses has negatively

impacted the region’s coastline. The result has been increased

pollution, soil erosion, waste discharges into rivers and the sea,

contributing to habitat loss and reduced biodiversity for the

already fragile species found in the region’s wetlands,

Sustaining tourism in the Caribbean:
adaptation and mitigation for climate
change
By Mareba Marissia Scott, Head of Sustainable Tourism Development, Caribbean Tourism Organization

Travel and tourism make up the world’s fastest growing and largest industry. Tourism is now recognised

as an important vehicle for poverty alleviation and the fulfilment of other UN Millennium Development

Goals in developing countries. Figures recently released by the UN World Tourism Organization

(UNWTO, see www.unwto.org) reinforces the significance of tourism to developing countries, whose

market share is now 40 per cent of worldwide international tourist arrivals. These countries experience

an average annual growth rate of six per cent in arrivals, compared with the world’s average of four per

cent. As traditional economic activities such as agriculture wane, small developing Caribbean states have also

recognised the opportunity that tourism presents for socio-economic development, and have pursued the industry as

the pillar of the region’s economy. For most Caribbean countries, tourism is the main source of foreign exchange

earnings and jobs, making the region the most tourist-dependent in the world.

Today, the Caribbean remains the top cruise 
destination in the world, with just under 50 per cent 
of the global market and an estimated 19.5 million 

cruise passengers in 2007.

Table 1. Caribbean tourism performance 2002-2007

Major market 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007e

USA 10,131.4 10,687.5 11,409.0 11,352.8 11,490.5 11,600.0

Canada 1,272.8 1,500.2 1,735.8 1,788.7 1,809.8 2,036.0 

Europe 4,492.6 5,009.0 5,283.5 5,498.5 5,401.5 5,537.0

Other 3,101.0 3,202.0 3,346.0 3,572.3 3,516.0 3,375.0 

Total tourism arrivals (000s) 18,997.8 20,398.7 21,774.3 22,212.3 22,217.8 22,548.0

Total cruise passenger visits (000s) 15,945.2 18,002.8 19,857.5 18,996.0 19,153.1 19,536.0 

Total expenditure (US$ billion) 18.9 20.4 22.5 24.1 25.3 27.0

Source: Caribbean Tourism Organization (CTO, 2008)
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mangroves and coral reefs. This has disrupted the balance of

some ecosystems and reduced the aesthetic appeal of some

attractions, thereby inhibiting the growth of key niche markets

and reducing revenues. 

‘Reefs at Risk in the Caribbean’ (2004, World Resources

Institute) estimated that one-third of Caribbean coral reefs are

threatened by coastal development and almost two-thirds of the

reefs are threatened by human activities. As a result, coastal

communities and national economies of the Caribbean are

poised to sustain substantial economic losses if current trends

in coral reef degradation continue. Additionally, the hurricanes

of 2005, compounded by that year being the hottest year in the

northern hemisphere since record keeping began in 1880,

contributed to considerable losses to coral reefs due to coral

bleaching (see box above). 

Natural hazards and direct human pressures threaten the

sustainable development of tourism in the Caribbean. As

hurricanes intensify, and droughts and floods are expected to

increase as a result of climate change, and unchecked human

actions and business-as-usual practices continue, vulnerable

tourism-dependent Small Island Development States (SIDS)

and low-lying coastal Caribbean states will see their ability to

achieve economic growth and find the right ecological and

socio-cultural balance significantly compromised.

Tourism, climate change and adaptation
The UN Inter-governmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) in

its ‘4th Assessment Report’, released in November 2007, has

projected that the pace of climate change is very likely to

accelerate with continued greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions at or

above current rates, with best estimates that global average

surface temperatures will rise by 1.8 to four degrees Celsius by

the end of the 21st century.

Increased deforestation and fossil fuel consumption will

result in increased climate-related environmental impacts

manifested in sea temperature rise, sea level rise, changes in

storm tracks, greater temperature extremes, coastal erosion,

drought and heavy precipitation events. Caribbean destinations,

though contributing less than one percent to global GHG

emissions, have already seen the impact of climate change on

tourism, infrastructure, water resources, agriculture, human

health, settlements and livelihoods. Hurricanes and floods

experienced in the last four years have served to underscore

that the region is extremely vulnerable and must establish

adaptation mechanisms to cope with global climate change if it

is to stay on its sustainable development course. As a result of

heightened storm activity and warmer weather over the last

four years the impact of climate change has been telling. 

There has been an increased prevalence of dengue fever,

increased crop and livestock losses, property damage, loss of

homes and sadly loss of life. The experience of Grenada with

Hurricane Ivan, a category three hurricane, bears an acute

example. The United Nations Economic Commission for Latin

America and the Caribbean (2005) in its report, ’The 2004

Caribbean Hurricane Season: Facts, Figures, Preliminary

Conclusions and Lessons Learned’, noted that Grenada lost 90

percent of its housing stock to Ivan, 90 per cent of hotel rooms

were damaged and 60 per cent of jobs in the tourism sector

were lost. Grenada’s total losses amounted to 212 per cent of

the Gross Domestic Product (GDP). 

If countries are to cope with the impacts of climate change,

adaptation measures must span multiple industries and will be

most effective as national policy by Caribbean governments.

Among other things, these policies should address issues of

land use planning to incorporate climate change concerns,

incentives for construction in less vulnerable coastal zones and

fiscal incentives for retrofitting of existing infrastructure,

While tourism does have the potential 
to raise environmental awareness and protection, 

it has also undermined the very environmental 
assets upon which it depends. 

The region is extremely vulnerable and 
must establish adaptation mechanisms to 

cope with global climate change if it is to stay 
on its sustainable development course. 

2005: a hot year for coral 
• Temperatures in 2005 exceeded 1998, which previously

held the record as the hottest year; there were

considerable coral losses worldwide in 1998.

• The excessive warm water resulted in large-scale

temperature stress to corals in the Caribbean.

• 2005 saw 26 named storms, including 13 hurricanes.

• Reports of bleaching began from June 2005 in Puerto Rico

and continued in mid-2006 with reports in Guadeloupe,

Martinique, Barbados and Trinidad and Tobago, and ending

in 2007 in St Barthelemy. Other countries affected

throughout 2005 included the Cayman Islands, the Dutch

Antilles, Cuba, Jamaica, Belize, US Virgin Islands (USVI)

and Venezuela. There was the worst bleaching ever in the

Cayman Islands while Trinidad and Tobago reported 85 per

cent bleaching in 2005.

• The greatest damage to corals occurred in the islands of

the Lesser and Greater Antilles, where abnormally warm

waters persisted for four to six months.

• The greatest coral mortality occurred in the USVI, the worst

seen in more than 40 years of observation.

• Increased prevalence of disease in corals was reported in

many islands of the Lesser Antilles, USVI and Trinidad and

Tobago.

Source: Wilkinson, C, Souter, D: Status of Caribbean Coral Reefs after
Bleaching and Hurricanes in 2005 (US NOAA, 2008).

Table 2. Economic impact of hurricanes on selected
tourism destinations in 2004

Country Natural event Economic impact

(US$ million)

The Bahamas Hurricanes Frances 551

and Jeanne

The Cayman Islands Hurricane Ivan 1,620

The Dominican Tropical Storm 296

Republic Jeanne

Grenada Hurricane Ivan 889

Jamaica Hurricane Ivan 595

Source: United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America 
and the Caribbean (UNECLAC, 2005)
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investment in coastal defences such as sea walls and

breakwaters, and the preservation of natural defences such 

as mangroves. National policies should also promote the

establishment of a renewable energy policy, development of new

crop types and seeds banks in agriculture to cope with climate

variability and change; instituting water conservation and

harvesting measures and the general creation of an enabling

environment for resource conservation and protection.

Additionally, the Caribbean will need to continually assess

institutional arrangements and also take advantage of the

opportunities for mitigation including:

• The review and adaptation, as appropriate, of relevant

legislation and building codes taking into account the issues 

of sea level rise, increased intensity of hurricanes, floods and

storm surge

• Enforcement of set backs and building elevations for resorts

and other costal developments

• Integration of hazard information into development plans

• Recommendations of sites for coastal protection works

• Determining optimal locations for housing developments and

vulnerable economic sectors, and recommending mitigation

for existing vulnerable locations to minimise loss

• Forging links with key professionals to better integrate hazard

vulnerability into the design and construction process

• Training community leaders to implement measures to reduce

vulnerability.

Based on ‘Adaptation for Climate Change and Disaster

Mitigation in the Caribbean: Technical Information Package:

Storm Surge Toolkit’ (2007, Caribbean Disaster Emergency

Response Agency)

Increasing fuel prices, the European Emissions Trading

Scheme set to come on stream by 2011 and travellers from the

Caribbean’s main source markets of North America, UK and

Europe being encouraged to reduce their carbon footprint are

major threats to the regional tourism industry. Countries in the

Caribbean have already begun to demonstrate their commitment

to sustainable tourism through measures to reduce, reuse and

recycle and to incorporate sustainable practices into the key

elements of the bio- physical, socio-economic and cultural

dimensions in tourism planning and development. The Caribbean

region leads the world in the number of Green Globe 21 certified

properties and more and more tourism establishments are trying

to reduce their dependency on fossil fuels, by making greater use

of solar energy in particular, biofuels and other renewable forms

of energy. 

The Caribbean tourism industry is concerned that actions by

developed countries to mitigate their impact on climate change

can negatively impact the sustainable development of Caribbean

economies, when people are made to feel guilty about flying to a

long-haul destination or any vacation that involves any form of

air travel. A joint position paper prepared by the Caribbean Hotel

Association (CHA) and the Caribbean Tourism Organization (CTO)

states that ’the CHA and CTO believe that measures should be

proportionate to industries’ and countries’ overall contribution 

to climatic changes and support a holistic approach where

household, road transport, agriculture and other industries’

practices are incorporated into efforts to minimise carbon

dioxide emissions. We note that improvements in fuel efficiency,

alternative energy sources and technology each have their part

to play in limiting emissions growth.’ 

CTO further supports the UNWTO position that ’the tourism

sector cannot address the challenge of climate change in isolation

but must do so within the context of the broader international

sustainable development agenda. The critical challenge before the

global tourism sector is to develop a coherent policy strategy that

decouples the projected massive growth in tourism in the decade

ahead from increased energy use and GHG emissions, so as to

allow tourism growth to simultaneously contribute to poverty

alleviation and play a major role in achieving the United Nations

Millennium Development Goals.’

The Future
One policy strategy being mooted is for the region to become a

carbon neutral destination. This will have to be co-ordinated

with other adaptation measures for infrastructure, agriculture,

water and of course renewable energy options. While climate

change poses many threats, there are indeed opportunities for

the Caribbean tourism industry to take advantage of its position

as a low GHG emitter; to capitalise on opportunities resulting

from projected shifts in international travel patterns from

Northern Europe and North America to the Caribbean, and

possible increased lengths of stay ultimately increasing

revenues, while reducing the average carbon/ecological

footprint per trip. As climate change becomes increasingly seen

as more than just an environmental issue but a developmental

challenge, tourism planners will have to institute concrete

policy instruments that provide tangible impacts for the

sustainable growth of the industry.
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The Caribbean region leads the world in the number 
of Green Globe 21 certified properties and more and 
more tourism establishments are trying to reduce 

their dependency on fossil fuels.

Mareba Marissia Scott is a tourism professional with ten years’ industry experience.
As head of CTO’s Sustainable Tourism Development Programme, Ms Scott develops
and delivers an annual programme of activities to enhance the sustainability of
Caribbean tourism in CTO’s 32 member states. Ms Scott also serves as a Director on
the Board of Governors of the Caribbean Community Climate Change Centre.

The Caribbean Tourism Organization (CTO), with headquarters in Barbados and
marketing operations in New York, London and Toronto, is the Caribbean’s tourism
development agency and comprises 32 member governments and a myriad of
private sector organisations and companies. The CTO’s mission is to provide, to and
through its members, the services and information needed for the development of
sustainable tourism for the economic and social benefit of the Caribbean people.
The organisation provides specialised support and technical assistance to member
countries in the areas of marketing, human resource development, research,
information management and sustainable tourism development.

The Caribbean Tourism Organization
One Financial Place, Lower Collymore Rock, St Michael, Barbados

Tel: +246 427 5242  Fax: +246 429 3065
Email: ctobar@caribsurf.com  Website: www.onecaribbean.org

Jacmel, Haiti.
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Until recently, poverty alleviation marked the overriding

focus of sustainable development efforts. But with climate

change as an undisputed reality, the climate dimension

has to be included explicitly into the equation. Therefore the UN

World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) emphasises the need to

address poverty reduction with the same degree of commitment

as the fight against global warming, tourism being the world’s

best vehicle to tackle both challenges together.

UNWTO is leading the tourism sector’s response to climate

change, as the sole organisation to unite the public and the

private sector among its global membership. The path to follow

is the evolving UN framework of differentiated response for a

globally comprehensive climate neutral system based on

adaptation, mitigation, technology and development financing.

To further underscore UNWTO’s commitment, the 2008 World

Tourism Day on 27 September has been dedicated to ‘Tourism

responding to the Challenge of Climate Change’ with a year-long

campaign to support the initiative.

The Davos Declaration – a road map for action
Tourism contributes to global warming, and is at the same time

a victim of it. This two-way interaction is at the heart of UNWTO’s

approach to climate change, which is the result of UNWTO’s

longstanding efforts to study and raise awareness about the

relation between tourism and climate change:

• In 2003, long before the current focus, UNWTO – together with

the UN Environmental Programme (UNEP) representing the

environment and the World Meteorological Organization (WMO)

representing weather science – established guidelines for the

tourism sector (business and leisure travel) to help respond to

climate change.

• In 2004 UNWTO became the Central and Decisive Agency for

tourism within the UN.

• In 2007 UNWTO with the same partners and the support of the

World Economic Forum representing global business held a

multi-stakeholder conference in Davos, Switzerland, followed

by ministerial level meetings to produce updated guidelines

and input to the new UN Framework for Climate Change.

The Davos Declaration on Tourism and Climate Change

represents the consensus forged by UNWTO between the leading

public and private stakeholders in tourism. 

Tourism - part of the solution
Both public authorities and travel and tourism professionals, as

part of the international community, need to take part in the

endeavour led by the United Nations to tackle climate change.

Public authorities need to anticipate the developments that will

take place in the travel, tourism and transport sector, to foster

adaptation, to diversify the products offered in order to make

destinations less vulnerable, but also to limit such activities’

contributions to the phenomenon of warming.

The tourism industry must engage itself and accept, for

example, the application – in particular to air transport – of

regulatory mechanisms contemplated in the Kyoto Protocol and

in the pact succeeding the Protocol after 2012.

The behaviour of travel and tourism professionals, operators,

managers of accommodation establishments and developers

must show that the industry has a civic mission. Many of them

have understood this and have engaged themselves without

waiting, courageously accepting the need for their own private

interests to take a back seat.

Tourism and the double challenge of
climate change and poverty reduction
By Francesco Frangialli, Secretary-General, UN World Tourism Organization

Tourism is firmly established as a central phenomenon of today’s world. It has become globalised. It is

diversifying. It is growing spectacularly, from 165 million international arrivals in 1970, to almost 900

million last year, and undoubtedly, 1.6 billion in 2020. At the very least, five times more people than this

travel within their own country each year. A phenomenon of such magnitude cannot exist without

consequences for the climate, on account of the greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) generated by trips

and stays. In turn, the warming caused by the major activities of humanity – industry, agriculture,

accommodation, transport – profoundly alters the conditions of tourism development.

The Davos Declaration is now the centrepiece which sets
the frame for the sector’s response to climate change.

UNWTO’s focus will be on the promotion of the action-

oriented Davos Declaration Process and the

implementation of its conclusions across the sector:

1. Acceptance of scientific and practical realities of

climate change and commitment to be part of the global
solution – starting now with a 2050 time horizon

2. Understanding that the tourism sector should address

climate change in the context of the broad international
sustainable development agenda

3. Recognising that tourism is a vital component of the

global economy and the importance of avoiding harming
the economies of developing countries

4. Urgent need for action to mitigate GHG emissions, to
adapt business and regulatory actions, to encourage

technology transfer and to help secure financing for poor

countries.

5. The critical challenge of a coherent strategy to allow
tourism growth to simultaneously contribute to poverty

alleviation and play a major role in achieving the

Millennium Development Goals.

Tourism contributes to global warming, and is at the
same time a victim of it. This two-way interaction is at

the heart of UNWTO’s approach to climate change.
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In fact, tourism entrepreneurs are beginning to realise that

partial responses are already available, such as better insulation

of accommodation and the use of renewable energy sources for

the heating or air conditioning of hotels; the introduction of less

polluting technologies and the accordance of preference to the

most efficient modes of land and air transport; improvements in

air control practices and aircraft traffic on the ground. Time is

running short and these innovations should be implemented as

quickly as possible.

Climate response and poverty reduction –
complementary goals

The fight against global warming is a great cause. It does not

deserve to be pursued to the detriment of another great cause:

the achievement of the UN Millennium Development Goals.

World Gross Domestic Product (GDP) has experienced its

longest period of sustained growth for 25 years, with figures

around or above five per cent since 2004. In particular, emerging

markets and developing economies have been driving the 

global GDP for the most part of this decade. This also correlates

to their behaviour as emerging tourism destinations, with on

average nearly double the growth shown by destinations in high

income countries.

Tourism offers a key sustainable development opportunity to

many developing and least developed countries. International

tourism growth in the 50 least developed countries increased by

110 per cent between 2000 and 2007 (20 per cent in developed

countries). Overall, the sector is now one of the principal

categories of international trade, and generated US$735 billion

in receipts in 2006, out of which US$221 billion – nearly a third –

went to developing countries. 

Considering that many long-haul trips are often to countries

that are home to the planet’s poorest populations, which in turn

stand to benefit the most from international tourism, the climate

change response must avoid punishing travel. Since

communities in developing countries, where the capacity to

adapt is weakest, will be the first victims of the effects of

warming, these populations would be doubly affected if we also

deprive them of the economic contribution of tourism.

This points to reinforce the principle of common and

differentiated responsibilities regarding the actions of tourism

industry and destinations. Suggestions include the assistance to

developing countries where the tourism sector is particularly

vulnerable to the adverse effect of climate change, in order to

allow them to meet the related costs of adaptation. Another

proposal calls upon the private sector to proportionally

contribute to the costs that imply preventing, mitigating and

adapting to climate change.

Proposals by some Commonwealth countries
UNWTO is particularly pleased with the input by its members

from the Commonwealth to ensure the efficiency of this process.

Australia, for example, supports effective global action to

address climate change and underscores that policy responses

should be balanced and comprehensive and focus on measures

which are economically efficient. At the same time, the tourism

sector should not be disadvantaged through the imposition of a

disproportionate burden either on tourism as a whole or on vital

components such as aviation.

Also in line with UNWTO, Bangladesh has stressed that

special consideration should be given to least developed

countries and small island developing states in the provision of

financial, technical and training support to tourism destinations

and operators.

India, on the other hand, sees the need to shore up the abilities

to cope with and adapt to climate change, with socio-economic

development as a relevant prerequisite as the best form of

adaptation.

These positions reflect the broad horizon of effective climate

change response within one of the leading economic sectors of

today’s global economy. Consequently, responsible growth

patterns must now address economic, social, environmental and

climate sustainability. Against the backdrop of ample support for

UNWTO’s climate and poverty approach, the Organization’s focus

will be on promotion of the Davos Declaration Process and

implementation of its conclusions across the sector.

As part of the UN’s road map to tackle the double challenge of

climate and poverty, UNWTO takes stock of the situation as it

affects our sector to see what can be done to adapt to the

inevitability of further global warming, especially as far as

developing countries are concerned.

The tourism sector has the potential to act effectively on the

evolving common agenda of climate change response and the

fight against poverty.

Emerging markets and developing economies 
have been driving the global GDP for the most part 

of this decade. This also correlates to their 
behaviour as emerging tourism destinations.

Considering that many long-haul trips are often
to countries that are home to the planet's poorest

populations, which in turn stand to benefit the 
most from international tourism, the climate 
change response must avoid punishing travel.

Francesco Frangialli is Secretary-General of the World Tourism Organization. Having
served as deputy since 1990, he was elected to the post in 1997, again in 2001, and for
the third consecutive term (2005-9). Mr Frangialli has an extensive background in
public administration and served from 1986 to 1990 as Director of the Tourism Industry
in the French ministry responsible for tourism. He has a degree in economics from the
Paris School of Law and Economics, studied at the National School of Administration
(ENA) and is a graduate of the Paris Institute of Political Studies, where he was a
lecturer from 1972 to 1989. He has taken a strong personal interest in tourism in
developing countries, including the launch of the ST-EP initiative at the WTO General
Assembly in Beijing in 2003. 

The World Tourism Organization (UNWTO/OMT), a specialised agency of the United
Nations, is the leading international organisation in the field of tourism. It serves as
a global forum for tourism policy issues and a practical source of tourism know-
how. With its headquarters in Madrid, Spain, the UNWTO plays a central and
decisive role in promoting the development of responsible, sustainable and
universally accessible tourism, with the aim of contributing to economic
development, international understanding, peace and prosperity, and fostering
universal respect for, and observance of, human rights and fundamental freedoms.
In pursuing this aim, the Organization pays particular attention to the interests of
developing countries.

World Tourism Organization
Capitán Haya 42
28020 Madrid
Spain

Tel: +34 91 567 81 00 Fax: +34 91 571 37 33 
Email: omt@unwto.org Website: www.unwto.org



XHARIEP DISTRICT MUNICIPALITY
AN AREA OF UNFOUND DIVERSITY

Tourism
The "Diamond and Wine Route" is a very popular tourist attraction. It takes you past the
beautiful open diamond mines at Koffiefontein and Jagersfontein. The open mine at
Jagersfontein is the deepest vertical hand made mine in the world. It is 760m deep, 500m
wide, and has a circumference of 1,57km. The difference is that those at Jagersfontein
and Koffiefontein were made by machinery, but the one at Kimberley was completely
hand made. Those that enjoy the nostalgia of the old diamond diggers will find the "Jagers
Miners Village" at the edge of the open mine very interesting. The lapa at the Landzicht
Wine Cellars in Jacobsdal is the ideal place to stop along the route and enjoy a glass of
superb wine. The tracks of the Anglo-Boer War can also be found all over Letsemeng.

South Africa, Free State Province, Trompsburg 
Tel 051 7139300 Fax 051 713 0461
Info@xhariep.co.za
www.xhariep.co.za
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In 2006, the Food Price Index of the UN Food and Agriculture

Organisation (FAO) rose by 8 per cent, and by a further 24 per

cent in 2007. In the first months of 2008, the index average

was 54 per cent higher than for the same period in 2007. Over the

same period, the price of vegetable oils rose by 97 per cent,

grains by 87 per cent, dairy products by 58 per cent and rice by

46 per cent. Sugar and meat prices also rose, but to a lesser

extent. In addition, there was much greater and more protracted

price volatility than in the past. The World Bank estimated that

high prices have pushed some 100 million people into poverty

during the last two years.

Deepening poverty and hunger
Large increases in food and fuel prices have threatened

macroeconomic stability and growth, especially in low-income,

net importing countries which already face a high incidence of

poverty and chronic hunger. The total cost of food imports for

developing countries was US$254 billion in 2007, some 33 per

cent higher than 2006, which was already 13 per cent higher

than 2005, and more than double the cost in 2000. Low-Income

Food-Deficit Countries were expected to face cereal import

costs in 2007/08 that were 56 per cent higher than the previous

marketing year, with Africa particularly affected. In some poor

countries, increased food import costs have led to a

substantial deterioration in their current accounts, sometimes

by more than 3 per cent of GDP. A negative balance of

payments places a heavy burden on developing countries, as

higher food and energy prices compound existing problems of

undernourishment and further reduce funds available for

essential investments. 

Food insecurity
Soaring food prices have aggravated food insecurity and

malnutrition across the world. They have deepened the already

unacceptable level of food deprivation suffered by 854 million

people, and risked adding many more millions to their

numbers. The impact of domestic food inflation on food

security in developing countries, where food represents over

half of consumer spending and as much as 70 to 80 per cent of

expenditure by low-income families, has been severe. The

impact of soaring food prices on households depends crucially

on whether they are net buyers or sellers of food. The

indications we have are that only 23 per cent of all households,

and 31 per cent of rural households, are net food sellers,

leading to the conclusion that the majority of the poor stand to

lose from rising prices. 

Increased prices can obviously raise incomes for net sellers,

both at household and country level, but for this to happen price

rises must be allowed to reach producers, who must also have

confidence that high prices will continue in the medium term.

Current high prices should therefore trigger a spontaneous

growth in world food production, in both developed and

developing countries, and provide a unique opportunity to re-

launch agricultural investment, and increase agricultural

productivity and food production in general in developing

countries. The risk, however, is that this stimulus will be

dampened if governments adopt policies that lower prices in

order to protect consumers from hunger and malnutrition.

Rising energy and input prices will also dampen production

responses, if higher farmgate prices do not compensate for

them, or if marketing infrastructural problems prevent the

price transmission to producers.

Combined factors
A number of factors have combined to boost prices. They include:

• Supply scarcity, with adverse weather causing production

falls in cereals in some major exporting countries in 2005

and 2006

• Food stocks decline, with cereals demand outstripping

production for seven of the last eight years due to increased

demand by a growing world population and a rise in average

disposable income levels

• High energy prices, which tripled between 2003 and 2008,

contributing to increases in the cost of agricultural inputs,

particularly fertilisers. 

But the principal new factor behind surging food prices has

been the expanding use of agricultural commodities for the

production of liquid biofuels. Increased plantings of some crops

for biofuel has led to a reduction of other crops whose prices

have consequently increased. In 2007/08 more than 100 million

tonnes of maize was used to process into ethanol – five times

more than in 2000/2001.

Resolving food crises today and tomorrow
By Jacques Diouf, Director-General, UN Food and Agriculture Organization

The world has recently experienced a dramatic increase in food prices. In the first three months of 2008,

international prices of all major food commodities reached their highest point in real terms in nearly 30

years. Projections suggested that prices were likely to remain relatively high for the next decade, and

that this will affect most developing country markets, including those of Commonwealth countries. The

indications are that a structural change has occurred in agricultural commodity markets and that the

era of cheap food is substantially over. 

A negative balance of payments places a 
heavy burden on developing countries, as higher 

food and energy prices compound existing problems 
of undernourishment and further reduce funds 

available for essential investments. 

Increased prices can obviously raise incomes 
for net sellers, both at household and country level, 

but for this to happen price rises must be 
allowed to reach producers.
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New drivers
Bioenergy, together with climate change and variability, is

among the new drivers of change and these are likely to

become increasingly important in the future. Although

analysts attribute different levels of impacts to these new

influences on food prices, the current multi-year drought in

wheat-producing countries may become persistent because of

climate change. Again, higher energy prices and the

conversion of agricultural resources to energy production is

bound to be reflected in food prices. What is being observed

today is the globalisation of vulnerability; food security policies

can no longer be devised without reference to the climate,

energy and food nexus.

The current food crisis has heightened uncertainties and

vulnerabilities, particularly new vulnerabilities in food security,

which are likely to continue. Today’s crisis is a warning sign and

despite adequate overall global food production, there are likely

to be further crises. 

Projections on the effects of climate change ineluctably point

to the need to adapt to rapidly changing conditions, in a situation

of more frequent production crises and long-term declines in

food production capacity. The costs of petroleum products and

energy also will not return to earlier levels, which will have a

strong knock-on effect for agricultural commodity prices. 

Long-term measures
The implication is that immediate, medium- and long-term

measures are required to resolve the food crisis facing us now,

as well as to prevent or mitigate the crises awaiting us in the

future. The challenges are daunting, but the price of failure will

be an increase in poverty and hunger, a reversal of hard-won

gains in nutrition, health, education and social protection, and

further social unrest. 

In the short term, the priority is to ensure the success of the

2008 harvests in vulnerable countries by helping farmers

access essential inputs such as seeds and fertilisers, as FAO

has proposed with its Soaring Food Prices Initiative (SFPI),

awaiting some US$1.7 billion of financing from donors. 

Also needed are protection systems targeted on the neediest.

Safety nets and social protection save lives, strengthen

livelihoods, reduce malnutrition and promote longer-term

development. For rural households, a combination of traditional

transfers (social safety nets) and smallholder-oriented policies

(productive safety nets or social protection through agricultural

investment) should be put in place in ways that do not impede

the formation of a private marketing sector by driving out

nascent, indigenous and private sector input suppliers.

Trade barriers
Again, at policy level, it is urgent to reverse the trade restrictions

adopted by a number of importing and exporting countries in

response to high prices and food scarcity. Such interventions are

easy to implement and may provide immediate relief to

consumers. They may also be effective in preventing potential

social and political unrest. But they are not sustainable, and risk

reducing the incentive for farmers to expand production. In a

number of exporting countries applying export controls, farmers

have in fact reduced cereal planting in the face of low domestic

prices coupled with high prices for inputs such as fuel, seeds

and fertilisers.

High food prices, however, present not only threats but also

provide opportunities. A twin-track approach was proposed by

FAO, the International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD)

and the World Food Programme (WFP) in 2002 on the occasion

of the Monterrey Conference on Financing for Development and

the World Food Summit: Five Years Later. This initiative

addresses the need for actions that protect the welfare of the

poorest and hungriest by providing direct support on an

emergency basis while at the same time allotting public

resources and designing policies to stimulate investments and a

supply response in the food sector.

The Doha Round 
A powerful stimulus to the maintainance of global food security

would be the achievement of reform in global farm trade in the

Doha Round of WTO negotiations. The importance of the

progressive, equitable liberalisation of agricultural markets

An agricultural renaissance 
For the first time in 25 years, the fundamental economic

incentive of higher prices can stimulate the agricultural

sector. The food crisis provides an opportunity to relaunch

food and agriculture and to promote a long awaited,

sustainable ‘agricultural renaissance’ capable of increasing

productivity, generating rural income and adapting to new

pressures and vulnerabilities.

In the medium term, programmes are needed to enable

producers, especially smallholders in developing countries,

to expand and market their production. Their access to

natural resources such as land and water, to infrastructure

such as roads and storage facilities, to biological resources

such as seeds and livestock, and to services such as micro-

credit must be enhanced, in addition to non-agricultural

sources of income. Furthermore, payments for

environmental services, such as for carbon sequestration or

biodiversity conservation, have the potential to provide

additional income sources, if properly designed. 

Significant and sustained investments are also needed in

long-neglected areas such as research, extension and

agricultural infrastructure, along with credit and risk

management instruments. These initiatives will need to

consider the challenges of climate change and variability,

and the increased demand for biofuel feedstocks.

The principal new factor behind surging 
food prices has been the expanding use 

of agricultural commodities for the 
production of liquid biofuels. 

What is being observed today is the 
globalisation of vulnerability.

In a number of exporting countries applying export
controls, farmers have in fact reduced cereal planting in
the face of low domestic prices coupled with high prices

for inputs such as fuel, seeds and fertilisers.
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cannot be overstated. A related issue is that of reducing current

trade barriers on the biofuels trade. Current barriers not only

drive up the cost of biofuels, they limit potential opportunities for

rural development in tropical countries that have a comparative

advantage in the production of biofuel feedstocks. International

co-operation and policy guidelines for an international response

to biofuel development can ensure the responsible and

sustainable use of resources in agriculture.

Achieving greater resilience in the food sector requires

investments today in order to face shocks tomorrow. The initial

effects of climate change and variabilities such as weather

extremes are already upon us. There is no place for complacency

on the assumption that these effects will not become

pronounced until the second half of the century. 

Demand for food will continue to increase with population

growth, and will shift towards more energy-ntense consumption

patterns, as incomes rise. Even though the impact of food

demand may be mitigated by policies encouraging less wasteful

consumption, agriculture and food production systems will have

to become more efficient. 

Diminishing resources
Today’s global food system is predicated on the availability of

cheap, readily available energy and of natural resources, namely

water and land for which scarcity has become a pressing issue.

Land for expansion is becoming scarcer with growing

urbanisation and the expansion of protected land areas that

provide ecological services and mitigate climate change. Water

shortage will increasingly limit future agricultural development

and freshwater fish production. 

In the short term, current technologies can support agriculture

and aquaculture intensification, but it is increasingly clear that

they may not be sustainable in the longer term. They already are

having significant negative environmental effects that are eroding

the basis for future farming, not to mention their carbon footprint.

Above all, the cost of environmentally damaging externalities

associated with food production, processing and transport is not

built into either agricultural inputs or consumer prices, and

contributes to distorted price formation. 

Tomorrow’s agriculture
International and national responses to the immediate food price

crisis must be accompanied by research and development

investments, including effective extension services, to put

agriculture, forestry and fisheries onto a more resilient basis in

the face of future shocks. Immediate action is needed, because

of the expected speed of climate change, competitive use of

resources and the gravity of related impacts on food security.

Integrated planning and management of natural resources and

agroecological research will be crucial to improve technical and

economic resilience of food systems and to optimise the use of

land, water and biodiversity.

The importance of the progressive, 
equitable liberalisation of agricultural 

markets cannot be overstated. 

Achieving greater resilience in the 
food sector requires investments today 

in order to face shocks tomorrow. 

International and national responses to the immediate
food price crisis must be accompanied by research and
development investments, including effective extension
services, to put agriculture, forestry and fisheries onto 

a more resilient basis in the face of future shocks. 

Dr Jacques Diouf is currently on his third term of office as Director-General of the
United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), which he has headed since
1994. Before joining FAO he served as Senegal’s Ambassador to the United Nations
and as Secretary-General of the Central Bank for West African States. 

The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations leads international
efforts to defeat hunger. Serving both developed and developing countries, FAO acts
as a neutral forum where all nations meet as equals to negotiate agreements and
debate policy. FAO is also a source of knowledge and information.

UN Food and Agriculture Organization
Viale delle Terme di Caracalla, 00100 Rome
Italy

Tel: +39 06 570 53625 Fax: +39 06 570 53152
Email: fao-hq@fao.org Website: www.fao.org
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Wherever you travel in Africa, people live side by side with

livestock. For poor families with a few chickens or goats,

livestock-derived foods such as eggs and milk are very

important, especially for children and mothers. Livestock often

make up a substantial proportion of household wealth and they

are used for food, income and draught power, their hides and

skins are used for housing, clothing and household utensils, and

animal dung is used as fuel and manure. The World Bank’s 2008

World Development Report on Agriculture surveyed 14 countries

and noted that the majority of rural households, and 40 per cent

of the poorest, own livestock. The World Bank also estimates that

livestock are the main livelihood asset for 100 to 200 million

pastoralists and agropastoralists worldwide, but that 35 to 90

million of these people are extremely poor.

Reviewing the past 
In 1998 a report by the UK’s Department for International

Development (DFID) looked back over 35 years and reviewed

more than 800 livestock projects funded by donors such as DFID,

World Bank, USAID, the European Commission and others. Most

of these schemes used the principles of technology transfer or

organisational development, in which problems faced by poor

livestock keepers could be solved by the development and use of

technologies, including new methods to control animal diseases,

improve livestock breeds, or raise production through a variety of

other means. While many readers of this article may be familiar

with these approaches, what is less well known is that in terms

of sustained impact on the poor these projects simply did not

work – in fact, the lack of impact on the poor was dramatic. In

many cases, technologies were developed which livestock

keepers either did not want or could not access due to weak

delivery systems. In other cases, the benefits of new

technologies were captured by wealthier producers. New skill-

sets did not change the way organisations behaved, as the

overriding institutional frameworks rarely provided incentives for

addressing the specific needs of the poor. For example,

researchers were rewarded far more for publishing papers in

scientific journals than for working with farmers to solve basic

livestock problems on the ground. 

Community-based veterinary care
Despite the many problems with livestock projects, the DFID

review also identified a few projects that did demonstrate

substantial impact on the poor. These projects included new

approaches to primary animal health care using community-

based animal health workers (CAHWs). Working in marginalised

areas of Africa, local problem analysis with communities led to

the selection and training of CAHWs in areas where few

government veterinarians were willing to work. Evaluations of

this approach in various countries showed the clear economic

rationale for the use of CAHWs in rural areas, and the impact of

improved veterinary care on human food security. However,

these projects were usually small-scale and implemented by

NGOs who often worked in isolation of government. 

International attention was drawn to the CAHW approach in

the early 1990s when the Organization of African

Unity/Interafrican Bureau for Animal Resources began to

support the use of CAHWs in the Pan African Rinderpest

Campaign. With technical support from Tufts University, CAHWs

were used to vaccinate cattle in remote or conflict-affected areas

where conventional government-run vaccination teams could not

operate. In all areas where this approach was used, the results

were dramatic. 

Institutional support for community-based
approaches

Despite the success of community-based approaches to

veterinary care, by the late 1990s CAHWs in most African

countries were not officially recognised by government. 

Livestock and livelihoods: the need for
institutional support for African successes 
By Andy Catley, Feinstein International Center, Tufts University

Livestock are a key asset for millions of poor people throughout Africa. Although livestock development

is attracting renewed attention from policy makers, accelerated policy change is needed at international

and national levels to support African success stories such as community-based veterinary care, and

the emerging opportunities afforded by a commodity-based approach to trade in livestock products.

In many cases, technologies were developed 
which livestock keepers either did not want or 

could not access due to weak delivery systems.

Livestock are a key

livelihood asset for

millions of poor people

throughout Africa.
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Therefore, CAHWs were not subject to national guidelines,

minimum standards or supportive legislation. At the same

time, government veterinary services rarely penetrated into

more remote rural areas and, as structural adjustment set in,

had fewer resources to provide services. In 2000 the African

Union/Interafrican Bureau for Animal Resources (AU/IBAR)

and Tufts University began to address policy and institutional

constraints affecting CAHW systems. By working with

national stakeholders such as government veterinary

departments, veterinary faculties, veterinary boards or

councils, veterinary associations and NGOs, information on

CAHW approaches was reviewed, and where necessary new

studies were commissioned to fill information gaps. Over

time, more and more evidence was generated and published

in a variety of ways, including scientific papers in peer-

reviewed journals. 

Countries such as Ethiopia acted on the evidence, legalising

CAHWs and publishing national minimum standards and

guidelines for them in 2004. At an international level, the World

Organisation for Animal Health (the ‘Office International des

Epizooties’ – OIE) also examined the evidence on CAHWs and

listed them as one type of veterinary paraprofessional in the global

OIE standards (the ‘OIE Code’) in 2004. In Africa, some countries

set up units within their veterinary departments to support

CAHWs systems, but many did not change their legislation.

Evidence, action and gatekeepers
While much progress has been made on community-based

veterinary care, in many countries the status of CAHWs

remains fragile. Although livestock keepers support CAHWs

and options for supplying and supervising them are well

documented, veterinary policy makers have often chosen to

overlook the evidence and resist change. At the level of

government veterinary departments and veterinary

associations, professional pride and protectionism seem to

cloud objective judgement. In some countries therefore,

CAHWs have remained in a legal vacuum for years and

government continues to turn a blind eye to their activities. At

community level CAHWs are appreciated as service providers,

and under the guidelines set by the OIE, these workers can

contribute to national veterinary services if properly trained

and supervised. Drawing on experiences from human health

services, primary level workers such as traditional birth

attendants or community health workers are legalised and

widely used in many countries. It seems that while

governments have rightly legislated to enable these kinds of

workers to treat people, the comparable approach for treating

animals remains elusive in many countries. 

Livestock commodities, standards and trade
In 2002 the International Food Policy Research Institute

published its ‘20:20 Vision’ reports for this which predicted

increasing global demand for milk and meat, but with especially

high demand in the growing urban populations of South-east Asia

and other developing regions. The same reports noted the

potential for Africa – as a major livestock producer – to respond

to this opportunity. However, apart from a very small number of

countries, Africa’s livestock export industry has been stagnant for

decades. One of the main reasons has been the international

trade standards on animal health – the OIE Code – which insists

that countries need to eradicate livestock diseases in order to

trade safely. Indeed, for decades African countries and donors

have invested huge effort and money into the eradication of

livestock diseases as a means to promote trade. However, of the

15 or so major livestock diseases of importance to the OIE, only

rinderpest has been eradicated from Africa. The prospect of other

diseases being eradicated from Africa or globally is remote. 

Due to the limited options for exporting livestock products

under the existing OIE Code, epidemiologists and economists

at AU/IBAR and Tufts University began to examine alternative,

commodity-based approaches. It was already widely known

that some livestock commodities, especially those subject to

processing, posed no more than acceptable risk to importers.

Therefore, AU/IBAR and partners argued that contrary to the

OIE Code, freedom from disease (in reality, freedom from

infection) need not be an absolute requirement for safe trade

in animal commodities. As long as standards became

available for specific commodities to ensure their safety in

respect of most trade-sensitive diseases, a way could be found

to enable trade in livestock commodities that was not

dependent on the areas of production. 

Although livestock keepers support CAHWs 
and options for supplying and supervising them 
are well documented, veterinary policy makers 

in many countries have chosen to overlook 
the evidence and resist change.

At community level CAHWs are appreciated 
as service providers, and under the guidelines 
set by the OIE, these workers can contribute 

to national veterinary services if properly 
trained and supervised.

Training community-based animal health workers in Sudan.
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The urgent need for change 
The scientific basis for the commodity-based approach to

livestock trade was published in a leading veterinary journal in

October 2004, and is supported by many scientific studies on

the safe processing of animal products. Since 2004 the African

Union’s Directorate for Rural Economy and Agriculture has

championed the commodity-based approach, recognising its

implications in terms of improved and safe access to

international markets for Africa’s livestock producers. As an

idea which originated in the AU, the commodity-based

approach could become an African success story. However, this

can only happen if the OIE Code is revised to provide clear,

science-based guidelines on animal commodities. 

By early 2008 and more than three years after the initial

publications on commodity-based livestock trade, the OIE was

beginning to recognise the importance of the approach. While it

has now agreed to establish a committee to review the

approach, some words of warning are needed. First, the OIE has

been slow to take action and yet African livestock producers

have animal products which could be traded now, if more

enabling and science-based standards were in place.

Accelerated and rapid action is required by the OIE. Second, the

OIE will consult its member states on the commodity-based

approach but the member states are represented by their chief

veterinary officers. As a set of actors currently responsible for

disease eradication programmes and certification of livestock

exports, chief veterinary officers may reject the commodity-

based approach because it requires a reshaping of core public

sector veterinary functions. 

Change at national level
The last twenty years has seen some important successes and

promising trends in livestock development in Africa. In some

countries, private, primary-level workers such as CAHWs are

accepted by government as a way to improve veterinary services

for the poor. At a very different level, clarification of international

standards for commodity-based livestock trade should enable

more trade in livestock products from Africa with subsequent

economic benefits. These community-level and international-

level approaches are linked, because reducing livestock losses

at community level through basic veterinary care will improve

the supply of livestock products to growing markets. 

However, much work remains to be done and here the spotlight

should fall on government veterinary services. Support by

veterinary policy makers to CAHWs and the enactment of

appropriate regulation and guidelines could have major, positive

implications for livestock keepers. Similarly, government

commitment to commodity-based livestock trade could lead to a

revitalised export sector for livestock products after many years of

neglect. So, government veterinary services need to stop resisting

change and take the bull by the horns. Many millions of poor

livestock keepers depend on the action of their senior government

veterinarians if they are to maximise their livestock assets.

Since 2004 the African Union’s Directorate 
for Rural Economy and Agriculture has championed 

the commodity-based approach.
Dr Andy Catley is a Research Director at the Feinstein International Center,
Friedman School of Nutrition Science and Policy, Tufts University. He is a
veterinarian and epidemiologist who has lived and worked in Africa since 1993, most
recently focusing on policy and institutional change. 

The Feinstein International Center develops and promotes policy and operational
responses to protect and strengthen the lives and livelihoods of people living in
crisis-affected and marginalised communities. The Center works globally in
partnership with national and international organisations to bring about institutional
changes that enhance effective policy reform and promote best practice.

Feinstein International Center, Tufts University

USA:
Suite 2800, 200 Boston Avenue, Medford, MA 02155, USA
Tel: +1 617 627 3361 Fax: +1 617 627 3428

Ethiopia:
PO Box 1078, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
Tel: +251 11 662 6333
Email: andrew.catley@tufts.edu Website: http://fic.tufts.edu

The commodity-based approach to standards 
and trade 
Imagine that you wish to export a mango to Brazil. Assume

that the Brazilian authorities will not allow importation of

mangoes due to a serious disease which affects the mango

stone. So instead of exporting the whole mango, you

remove the stone and export only the mango flesh. The

processed mango flesh is certified as presenting an

acceptable level of risk. This is a commodity-based

approach. It does not require your country to eradicate the

mango disease from its territory in order to trade safely in

mango flesh.

Now apply this thinking to beef. Although your cattle

might be reared in an area with foot-and-mouth disease

(FMD), in a carcass the FMD virus is found mainly in the

bones and lymph nodes. By removing the bones and lymph

nodes, and by chilling the meat, the meat has an

acceptable level of risk with respect to transmission of 

FMD virus. From a scientific perspective you should be able

to export this meat. However, the OIE Code specifies that

not only should be meat be processed as outlined above,

but the cattle should be also reared in an area which can 

be confirmed free of FMD. This belt-and-braces approach

is unnecessary, unscientific and does not reduce risk. For

poor African livestock producers, it is a major obstacle to

trade in livestock commodities.

Beef from these cattle in Kenya could be exported safely if international standards 

were improved.
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Clarification of international standards for 
commodity-based livestock trade should 

enable more trade in livestock products from 
Africa with subsequent economic benefits. 
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In bad years, when their food runs out, marginal farmers may

have to sell vital assets such as animals or find work as daily

labourers. In good years they are often disadvantaged in the

market place: they trade in small volumes, their produce is of

varying and often poor quality, and they have limited contact with

traders and market channels. Policy-makers frequently overlook

these conditions.

The first Millennium Development Goal (MDG) includes halving

the proportion of people who suffer from hunger by 2015. But this

will not be achieved unless the needs of the people who live in

hunger are recognised and they receive the right kind of support.

A new, comprehensive approach is needed to combat poverty and

hunger, which includes subsistence agriculture.

If more food is available in areas where there is currently a

food deficit, it could help towards the achievement of other

MDGs. Increased production usually leads to higher domestic

consumption, which brings with it direct benefits to health –

particularly among women and children – and education, as

children are able to attend school regularly and concentrate

better.

While marginal farmers should be at the centre of efforts to

reach the MDGs, they are, in practice, accorded low priority by

governments of both developed and developing countries. With

no voice or platform, their marginalisation is compounded by 

the fact that national agricultural policies often fail to recognise

them, while donors fail to reach them and in some cases exclude

them. And donors tend to prioritise growth over tackling hunger,

and support better-off smallholder farmers who have the

potential to produce for markets.

Overall aid to agriculture has also declined dramatically over

the last 25 years in favour of more market-led approaches. For

the world's marginal farmers, this has meant less support for

the readily available technologies and practices they need to

increase their food output. The UK Department for International

Development's (DFID) 2005 agriculture policy does not

specifically address the special circumstances and needs of

marginal farmers, focusing instead on agriculture for growth,

investing in people that it considers to have the most potential.

Academic studies and donor policies towards small-scale

farmers often fail to differentiate between marginal farmers and

those who produce regularly for the market. Yet these are two

groups of people with very different lives, circumstances and

needs. A one-size-fits-all policy for small-scale farmers

marginalises the poorest. Understanding the vulnerabilities and

constraints faced by marginal farmers will help better address

their needs.

Constraints and challenges
Poorer farmers have shown that when they receive support, they

can do much to raise output and overcome hunger and

malnutrition. With sensitive assistance, they have the potential 

to produce more and escape from poverty. They face both

constraints and challenges. These fall into two categories –

physical (mostly local) and economic or policy constraints (at

national, regional and international levels).

There is some overlap between the two, and many of the

constraints are inter-related.

The crops and livestock of marginal farmers are mostly

dependent on rainfall. Anything that reduces rainfall, or makes it

more erratic, can be life-threatening. According to a recent Food

and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) report, 'Croplands, pastures

and forests… are progressively being exposed to threats from

increased climatic variability… Those least able to cope will likely

bear additional adverse impacts'. To help cope with climate

change, the report suggests a strategy which includes the

development of capacities in plant breeding, that emphasises

'conserving diversity; adapting varieties to diverse and marginal

conditions; broadening the genetic base of crops; promoting

locally adapted crops and underutilised species'.

Without adequate water sources, marginal farmers will be

reluctant to plant crops such as maize, which have a higher yield

but also need more water. They will continue to grow lower-

yielding crops – such as cassava, millet and sorghum – that can

survive in drought conditions.

Marginal farmers often farm in fragile areas with poor soils,

limiting the number of crops they can grow. In hilly areas, soil may

be washed away by heavy rain. On the fringes of deserts – along

Africa's Sahel belt, for example – the desertification process has

rendered the soil infertile on many small farms. Nevertheless,

there are proven ways of protecting land under threat from sand

– for example, using shelter belts around villages.

Unheard voices: the case for supporting
marginal farmers 
By John Madeley, Independent Writer and Broadcaster

Half of the world's undernourished people, three-quarters of Africa's malnourished children and the

majority of people living in absolute poverty, live on small farms. Most of them farm between 0.2 of a

hectare and two hectares of land, producing food mainly for their own families. They depend on farming.

More than two-thirds are women. Living on the margins of society, these farmers are at the heart of the

world's poverty and hunger problems. This article is based on ‘Unheard Voices: the case for supporting

marginal farmers’, published by Concern Worldwide, and gives clear recommendations for action in

support of marginal farmers, particularly for governments and donor organisations. 

The first Millennium Development Goal 
will not be achieved unless the needs of the 
people who live in hunger are recognised and 

they receive the right kind of support.

Increased production usually leads to 
higher domestic consumption, which brings 

with it direct benefits to health.
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Many marginal farmers face constraints in the form of 

access to inputs, markets, credit and other services. Living as

they often do in remote areas with poor infrastructure, they 

are unable to take advantage of new market opportunities.

Options for alternative employment are usually limited and often

non-existent.

Realising the potential
There are many examples of marginal farmers successfully

raising their productivity. They may be poor but have a great deal

of potential. The right kind of support can help them.

India
Women farmers in Andhra Pradesh have increased crop

production on their lands by over 300 per cent using various low

cost, simple methods, according to the Deccan Development

Society (DDS). A voluntary rural development organisation

operating in 75 villages in the Medak district of Andhra Pradesh,

DDS works with dalit women and very poor women from other

social groups, who have formed themselves into voluntary

associations called sanghams.

The 4,000 or so DDS members are primarily agricultural

labourers and marginal farmers who own one or two acres of

land, most of which have degraded soils and produce only 30-50

kg of grain per acre. The women earn enough from their land

and through their labour to feed their families for six to seven

months of the year, leaving a gap in their food security of four to

five months a year. Bridging this gap was a challenge both for the

women and for DDS.

A decade-long DDS programme (1987-97) addressed dalits'

household food security by encouraging them to work

collectively on their marginalised lands. Using techniques such

as bunding, trenching and topsoil addition, the women have

improved about 10,000 acres of their own patches of degraded

lands, enhancing their crop production by more than 300 per

cent. Lands which hardly produced 20-30 kg of sorghum per acre

are now yielding 150-200 kgs, and food grain availability has

increased for each family by four to six times.

DDS also set up a Community Gene Fund, under which women

have re-established their control over seeds – the most critical

link in the food chain. This has transformed dalit women's status

in the community: instead of going begging to upper caste

homes for seeds, the other villagers now approach them to ask

for seeds.

Uganda
An analysis by the International Food Policy Research Institute

suggests that spending on agricultural research and extension

in Uganda has substantially improved agricultural productivity.

Each marginal shilling invested returned 12 shillings. These

investments have had the largest impact on poverty reduction,

followed by investments in feeder roads and education.

Malawi
Paulina Saka, a widow with seven children, grows maize and

groundnuts on a hectare of land in Njirmambo village in

Malawi's Dowa district. During the lean period before harvest

when food stocks are low, Paulina used to do piecework on other

farmers' land to earn enough to buy food, leaving her own fields

mostly untended. In 2005 limited rains meant a reduced yield,

but selling household goods to raise money was not an option –

Paulina had nothing to sell.

Concern Worldwide's Dowa Emergency Cash Transfer

programme is designed to help marginal farmers during the

most difficult months of the year. Under this programme,

Paulina received regular monthly cash payments of, on average,

$18 in the four months leading up to harvest in 2006. As well as

being able to buy food, Paulina could spend the money on soap

and exercise books for her children, and vitally, continue to farm

her own land. The regular payments took into account the

fluctuating price of maize, and were calculated to guarantee the

ability to buy enough food.

Zambia
Over 60 per cent of Zambia's population derives its livelihood

from agriculture and resides in rural areas. However, the budget

allocation to agriculture has declined from 26 per cent in 1991 to

4.4 per cent by 1999. This low spend on agriculture led to

agricultural support infrastructure being run down, extension

services operating at only 40 per cent capacity, and high

recurrence of livestock disease. This has resulted in low

agricultural productively and increased poverty in rural areas.

Even when the budget increased to 5.8 per cent in 2005 most of

the spend was directed towards personnel costs and the

Fertiliser Support Programme to increase maize production, at

the expense of broader agricultural development.

The Mongu District Farmers' Association (MDFA), a Concern

Zambia partner, is working with communities to address some

of the problems that farmers face – such as floods, sandy soils,

drought, access to information and markets, storage facilities,

poor extension services, and HIV/AIDS. The MDFA is teaching

farmers about crop management, conservation farming,

storage, intercropping etc; promoting crop diversification as well

diversification of income sources; creating marketing

opportunities to remote based farmers; sensitising farming

communities on the dangers of HIV/AIDS; and lobbying

government and donors for appropriate programming, such as

irrigation to allow crops all year round.

The Comprehensive Africa Agriculture
Development Programme (CAADP)

Supported by the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) and a

number of developed countries, CAADP was adopted by the

African Union in 2003 under the banner of the New Partnership

for Africa's Development (NEPAD). Some components of its

policy are apparently influenced by DFID and FAO. DFID is

CAADP's largest financial backer, with a commitment of some

£6 million.

CAADP is a framework for agricultural development for

economic growth, food security and the elimination of poverty,

and has four key pillars:

• Extending the area under sustainable land management and

reliable water control systems

• Improving rural infrastructure and trade-related capacities for

market accesses

• Increasing food supply, reducing hunger and improving

responses to food emergency crises

• Improving agriculture research and the dissemination and

adoption of technology.

A one-size-fits-all policy for small-scale
farmers marginalises the poorest.

Marginal farmers often farm in fragile areas with poor
soils, limiting the number of crops they can grow. 
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Unfortunately, CAADP and NEPAD have not sufficiently

engaged in consultation with African civil society stakeholders

during the formulation of the programme. The short duration of

the process clearly excluded the input of African institutions.

Moreover, as the programme was largely formulated in

collaboration with the FAO, it is not in keeping with NEPAD's

proposed focus on African-driven development policies and

strategies.

CAADP includes a commitment by African governments to

allocate 10 per cent of state spending to agriculture by 2008.

Most countries are falling short of this commitment. Almost all

national budgets allocate only 3-5 per cent, and there is little

progress towards the 10 per cent target.

Why support marginal farmers?

1. Agriculture is central to the livelihoods of the rural poor.
Around 70 per cent of the world's poor depend on small farming

to feed their families and earn a living. According to FAO,

earnings from agriculture continue to be a fundamental source

of livelihood for 90 per cent of rural households, particularly

poor ones. In sub-Saharan Africa the agriculture sector

employs 67 per cent of the total labour force and accounts for

20 per cent of GDP.

2. Small farms are key to reducing poverty and hunger.
Agricultural growth has proved to be powerfully pro-poor when

based on small farms and the products they grow, especially

food staples. Recent comparisons made across countries show

that increases in agricultural productivity are closely related to

poverty reduction.

3. Small farms are more efficient and productive.
More than a century of research by agricultural economists has

found that small farmers are generally more efficient than large

farmers. Rogier van den Brink of the World Bank says that this

'often comes as a shock to those who equate efficiency with the

visible signs of modernised, highly mechanised farms which

achieve very high crop yields'.

4. Small farms help local economies thrive.
Smallholder farmers have the potential to generate strong

linkages with the non-farm economy, which in turn will help

others in the community. Poor farmers are more likely to spend

any earnings locally, boosting the local economy. If their

production increases they may also hire additional labour,

creating job opportunities, as well as buying tools and other

services locally.

5. It is sustainable.
Some traditional farming methods used by smallholder farmers

help preserve biodiversity and traditional knowledge of food and

plants, both of which are vital for future food supplies. However,

poverty often leaves farmers with little choice but to clear trees

to grow crops. Supporting smallholder farmers will help reduce

deforestation and thus carbon dioxide emissions.

Around 70 per cent of the world's poor 
depend on small farming to feed their families 

and earn a living. 

Acknowledging the unique circumstances of 
these farmers and including them in both national 

and donor agricultural policy is crucial.

John Madeley is a writer and broadcaster who has specialised in development
issues for over 30 years. A former editor of ‘International Agricultural Development’
magazine, he is the author of nine books, most recently ‘50 Reasons to Buy Fair
Trade’ (as co-author) and ‘100 Ways to Make Poverty History’. 

This article is based on extracts from a recent report by the non-governmental
organisation Concern Worldwide, ‘Unheard Voices: the Case for Supporting Marginal
Farmers’, for which John Madeley is lead author. The full report can be accessed on
www.concern.net.

Email: john.madeley@gmail.com
Website: www.johnmadeley.co.uk

Recommendations
Marginal farmers face physical, policy and economic

constraints, at local, national, regional and international

levels, many of which are interlinked. Acknowledging the

unique circumstances of these farmers and including them

in both national and donor agricultural policy is crucial.

National governments need to address the varying needs

of marginal farmers. They should:

• Allocate sufficient resources to agriculture within national

poverty reduction strategies, ensuring that marginal

farmers are included

• Provide poor farmers with the means to organise

themselves to participate in policy development by creating

a legal framework and supporting farmers' associations

• Increase investment to link farmers, researchers and

extension workers, ensuring that marginal farmers are

involved in research that affects their livelihoods

• Ensure access to productive resources such as seeds,

tools, water, extension credit and secure access to land. In

providing these resources governments should ensure that

the support provided is appropriate, and will make farmers'

livelihoods more resilient.

Donors must ensure that they reach the poorest farmers

through more and better aid. In particular they should:

• Increase their support to agriculture and rural livelihoods,

and ensure that it is effective

• Improve the quality of aid by giving appropriate and specific

help to marginal farmers

• Examine the most effective mechanisms of delivering aid to

marginal farmers.

Above all, donors, governments and NGOs need to work

hard to address the exclusion of marginal farmers and

ensure the voices of marginal farmers are finally heard. 
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Areview of the general literature on globalisation, education

and development, combined with our assessment of

development of the East Asian tiger economies between

1960 and 1990 as ‘successful’ and of Sri Lanka’s decline into civil

war since the early 1980s as a negative aspect of development,

led us to a working definition of ‘successful’ engagement with the

global economy as ‘export-led economic growth, with income

equality and peace’. Countries that have been most successful in

globalisation hitherto have been those that have achieved the

most favourable terms of engagement with the global economy

– and education has been an essential precondition for this.

In relation to the Japan and the East Asian tiger economies, it

is instructive to outline the common characteristics of their

development trajectories and to assess the role of education in

development relative to strategies and actions in other sectors.

Although differentiated in significant ways, these economies

provide a distinctive regional pattern of growth with equality

which has not been matched in any other region. Various factors

help to explain this regional phenomenon, including most

importantly geopolitical advantages, the fortuitous timing of

initial industrialisation, and the role played by the developmental

state. However, education and skills have also played key roles.

Education has generally supported rapid economic growth

through encouraging foreign investment, enabling technology

transfer, promoting productivity and progressively upgrading the

skills base as required for each successive economic shift to

higher value-added areas of manufacturing and service industry.

Education has also played a generally positive role in promoting

relatively cohesive national identities.

In relation to each of the target countries, the tasks were four-

fold. The first was to identify the points in recent world history at

which each country made a deliberate choice to forge a stronger

integration between respective domestic economies and the

global economy. The second was to provide an assessment in

each country of progress towards the three goals of ‘successful’

engagement – i.e. export-led economic growth, income equality

and peace. The third was to provide an assessment of the

contributions made by education and education policies to each

of these goals. The fourth was to analyse past policies for their

impact on these goals and current and proposed policies for

their likely impact in the future.

China
China embarked on her recent drive towards global economic

integration from 1978, at the end of the Cultural Revolution. Her

record of economic growth has been spectacular and closely

resembles the earlier achievements of the East Asian tigers.

Notwithstanding its communist ideology, China’s ‘socialism with

Chinese characteristics’ follows the developmentalist tigers in

the way it links economic growth with its national identity and

political role in the world. However, in contrast to the tigers,

China’s economic development has been very uneven and its

society is becoming increasingly unequal. The tensions caused

by a widening urban-rural and east-west divide, combined with

continuing friction between the majority Han and the non-Han

minorities, threaten to undermine the image of national unity

and social cohesion projected by the regime.

China’s achievements in basic education, especially before

and during the Cultural Revolution, have contributed

significantly to her economic growth thereafter. The

subsequent planned expansion of junior, secondary, technical

and higher education from 1978 has enabled China largely to

meet the rising demand for skills in higher-end manufacturing

and service sectors. However, in contrast to the pattern

observed earlier in the tiger economies, educational expansion

is occurring rather unevenly across the country, with

implications for income and other equalities. This is largely due

to the regime’s embrace of neo-liberal market models in public

policy, including fiscal decentralisation and increased reliance

on user fees, which in turn is related to the post-Cultural

Revolution reaction against the extremes of Maoist

egalitarianism. Meanwhile, the Communist authorities have

been attempting to reinforce their legitimacy and paper over

the cracks in national unity and social cohesion caused by

rising inequality by pursuing a broad programme of ‘patriotic

education’. This appeal to nationalist sentiment may itself

prove destabilising in the medium to long term, both

domestically and in terms of China’s relations with her Asian

neighbours and the West (Vickers, 2007).

Education and development in a global era:
strategies for ‘successful globalisation’
By Angela W. Little, Professor of Education and Andy Green, Professor of Comparative Social Science, 

the Institute of Education, London

Education has played and can play a powerful role in ‘successful’ engagements with the

global economy. Globalisation has changed the terms of development in important ways,

including through increasing the importance of trade, foreign investment and technology

transfer. These changes make education and skills increasingly central to the process of

development. This article is based on secondary evidence drawn from the academic social

science literature and from surveys and reports produced by governments, multi- and bi-

lateral agencies and NGOs. The authors compare the educational structure and history of

three Commonwealth countries, India, Kenya and Sri Lanka, with China and the Asian tiger economies, and assess the

contribution of education to the success of globalisation. 

Countries that have been most successful 
in globalisation hitherto have been those that 
have achieved the most favourable terms of 

engagement with the global economy.
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India
India’s drive towards export-orientation and greater integration

into the global economy came in two waves. The first, during the

1980s, increased the role of the private sector, regularised

imports and exports, reduced corporate and personal taxes and

moved away from the model of state-led industrialisation and

import substitution that had marked most of the period since

independence in 1947. Following a downturn of the economy and

political turmoil in the late 1980s, the second wave of economic

globalisation started in earnest from 1991, when the government

agreed an economic stabilisation programme with the IMF and

the World Bank. This heralded a distinctively different economic

regime in which deregulation was intended to create

opportunities for the domestic private sector and, more

importantly, to encourage international investment. 

The economic record since the reforms has been mixed.

Economic growth has not been consistently higher than in the

pre-reform period, and while there appears to have been a very

slight decrease in the proportion of the population judged to be

living in poverty, consumption has become more skewed

towards urban areas and the richest groups. Inter-state

inequalities have also increased. Following independence,

Nehru’s vision of a national identity that would transcend caste,

linguistic and regional identities, while not undermining diversity

and pluralism, led to the reorganisation of the country into

linguistically constituted states. While this remains the pattern

today, the demand for English proficiency and the process of

cultural globalisation in general question the extent to which

linguistic identities remain the basis for social cohesion.

Undoubtedly, cohesion is maintained in part by the continuing

force of the hierarchical caste system and feudal relations in

rural areas.

The contribution of Indian education to economic growth has

been largely due to the major investment in university education

from the 1950s. With its strong focus on science and technology

and the growth of public and private sector technical colleges,

education provided the skills required by heavy industries and,

unwittingly, created a bedrock of skills for the subsequent IT

revolution several decades later. Meanwhile, the education of the

rural masses was extremely slow to improve – and even now,

after major thrusts to achieve Education for All, India’s

achievements in education fall far behind countries at similar

levels of economic development. The education system remains

marked by huge disparities in terms of provision and

opportunities for education and economic advancement. The

role of education in contributing positively to national identity and

social cohesion faced its strongest test in 2000 when the BJP

government attempted to introduce its New Curriculum

Framework. The framework proposed to ‘Indianise, nationalise

and spiritualise’ the school curriculum and purge all ‘foreign

elements’ from school textbooks. By referring to British colonial

rule and Mughal rule in India, the purge of foreign elements

threatened to undo the secular and pluralistic principles of the

Indian constitution (Kamat, 2007).

Kenya
Notwithstanding the success of her horticultural export and

tourism sectors, Kenya is not a major player in the global

economy. Globalisation has not been perceived positively in

Kenya partly because it is associated with the Structural

Adjustment Programme (SAP) implemented by the Kenya

Government since 1990 on the recommendation of the World

Bank and IMF. SAP led to economic liberalisation, encouraged

the market to determine domestic economic activities and

reduced the role of government in running the economy. There is

no clear evidence that the Kenyan Government embarked on a

global economic integration policy beyond that which emerged

as a by-product of Structural Adjustment and which had more to

do with improving domestic fiscal management than export-led

growth. Structural Adjustment has had only a weak effect on

economic growth, and has inhibited education expansion. Cost-

sharing introduced in the education and health sectors in the

1990s eroded the gains that had been achieved hitherto. 

Unlike the East Asian states, Kenya has been unsuccessful in

equalising access to education, particularly at the secondary

level, thereby contributing to rising income inequality. Failure

until recently to control population growth has retarded

economic growth and social well-being generally.

Education policy in Kenya has contributed significantly to

nation building, particularly through language policy. The policy

requiring government boarding secondary schools, where elite

political socialisation and formation begins, to admit no less

than 20 per cent of pupils from various geographical locations

encouraged a tribal mix in the social composition of schools.

This fostered national unity. Education contributed to economic

development, particularly in the phase up to the mid 1970s

during which the economy grew at a comparable rate to the

economies of East Asia, and when agricultural improvements

benefited from educational advance. Policies of free primary

education introduced in 1974, 1978 and again in 2003 have

encouraged educational access by poor households. However,

rapid educational expansion in the 1960s and 1970s acted to

increase rather than decrease inequalities that were inherited

from the colonial administration. Education has not contributed

to the reduction of inequalities in Kenya because much of the

rapid enrolment expansion occurred through low quality

community self-help schools (harambee schools). Moreover, the

academic orientation of the education system emphasised

progress to higher levels where both access and provision

remained unequal among regions and between rural and urban

areas. Kenya has recently successfully re-implemented a policy

of free primary education. The sustainability of such a policy,

alongside increased transition to quality secondary education, is

likely to influence Kenya’s future global economic integration

(Oketch, 2007).

Sri Lanka
Sri Lanka embarked on her recent drive towards global economic

re-integration from 1977 when the government eschewed

policies of import substitution industrialisation in favour of

export-led growth. High economic growth ensued during the first

six years but slowed thereafter. The role of agricultural exports,

so important throughout the colonial period, declined, while that

of manufacturing exports and services grew. 

The distribution of income across the country has remained

more or less unchanged over the past 50 years, although

differences between the urban, rural and estate sectors have

increased. Moderate economic growth and relatively stable

income equality/inequality have been accompanied by significant

breakdowns of political and social relations between the majority

Sinhalese and minority Tamils. The period of ethnic strife and civil

war has coincided almost exactly with that of export-led growth. 

Since the 1930s Sri Lanka’s education policies have been

oriented more to equality of opportunity than to economic

growth. Notwithstanding the policy orientation, the contribution

of education to Sri Lanka’s economic growth has been marked

and is underlined by high social and private rates of return to all

levels of education. Income equality has been served well by

state provision of educational opportunities which have been

well distributed across the country, particularly at the basic

education level (primary and junior secondary). 

Fee-free education and subsidies on textbooks, uniform and

school transport, and bursaries for secondary and tertiary

education, have contributed to the ability of the poorest

households to support their childrens’ education. Direct income

support for the poorest families has also contributed

significantly to moderate and stable income equality. 
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Education’s contribution to the third dimension – peace and

war – is difficult to disentangle. To suggest that education has

contributed to war may seem perverse, yet the division of the

education system based on ethnicity and Sinhala/Tamil

medium of instruction appears to have failed to create strong

common state identities among Sinhala and Tamil youth. A

series of changes in selection practices for university education

introduced in the early 1970s contributed significantly to the

perception of grievances by both social groups. In the case of

Tamils, this educational grievance has contributed to the calls

for political separation. Current proposals for reform in the

greater use of English and link languages, combined with more

determined efforts to admit students from all communities to

the same schools, need political will of the highest order if they

are to turn education into a proactive force for peace. 

Factors for success
The relationships, within each country, between education,

economic growth and social outcomes in income equality,

poverty reduction, health and social cohesion/national unity,

have been shown to be complex, due to a range of

endogenous and exogenous characteristics and influences.

The endogenous factors include not only those not amenable

to policy change, such as basic geographical and geopolitical

attributes, but also those subject to change, such as the

nature of the state and its policies in diverse fields. The

exogenous factors include the characteristics of the global

economy and other global conditions current at the point in

world history when countries embark on drives for economic

development, modernisation and economic integration. The

post-1980 phase of globalisation promoted by the West has

been characterised by the introduction of policies designed to

forge a greater integration of economies with global markets

and the growth of information technology. The goal of

economic growth entailed by these polices, nationally and

globally, appears to have overshadowed equally important

goals of development – equality and peace.

Our studies of East Asia, China, India, Kenya and Sri Lanka

have shown that education is an important factor in achieving

what we call ‘successful’ forms of globalisation, i.e. economic

growth with equality and peace, but that it is not necessarily

the main factor in each case. While economic and political

policies have usually been the more important drivers of

development, education has been a necessary, if not sufficient,

component. There is no single ‘quick fix’ educational panacea

for all dimensions of development for all countries at all times.

With respect to the recent past and the present the importance

of five policies appears to be common across our set of

countries: 

• The achievement of mass education which brings marginalised

and rural populations within the mainstream of national

development

• The planned expansion of secondary, technical and higher

education that creates the skills needed for sustained

economic growth 

• The development of communication skills that facilitate

international economic transactions

• The equitable expansion of education in order to enhance its

contribution to social equality, and 

• The awareness of the potential of both the official and hidden

curriculum of educational institutions to promote positive –

and perverse – contributions to national unity and social

cohesion.

Globalisation is a process that occurs simultaneously at

national and supra-national levels. The dominant form of

globalisation in our era has not issued from the countries

discussed here, but from the more affluent and powerful

countries of the West. But, the role of the countries in this

article has often been more than merely reactive. The most

powerful global players in the West have largely determined

the rules of the game as far as the current global economy is

concerned. However, some countries have managed to modify

the rules to their own advantage and thus engineered more

favourable terms of engagement with the global economy.

Where globalising states have gained the widest range of

economic and social benefit, it has mainly been on account of

their own national efforts. International agencies and

agreements play their part but these parts are always

conditioned by national and local histories, contexts and

aspirations. 

In securing the most favourable terms of engagement with

the global economy and the most productive relationships

between international, national and local resources for

development, education has a doubly important role to play.

Economic globalisation and international agreements do not

just happen on their own. They happen in part because of

decisions taken and policies made in different parts of the

world, by – for the most part – educated people. Staying on

top of economic globalisation and the amelioration of its

perverse impacts require people with the skills and values

provided by education.

The article is based on the 2007 publication by the UK Department for

International Development entitled ‘Education and Development in a

Global Era' by Andy Green, Angela Little, Sangeeta Kamat, Moses Oketch

and Edward Vickers. References to Vickers, Kamat and Oketch relate to

their  individual chapters in the book. 
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Discussing educational priorities has lately taken an

interesting turn. Conventional analyses of human capital

have deemed that individual and social returns of primary

education are greater than that stemming from higher

education. Now recent studies conducted in African countries

tend to contradict the ideas that have been accepted until now.

They show that higher education helps to reduce poverty, drive

technological advances and increase labour productivity in

Africa. In addition to this major impact on economic growth,

higher education is an effective factor for achieving the MDGs

and, more generally, progress: it contributes to the fight against

poverty, HIV/AIDS, endemic diseases, discrimination, civil

conflicts, poor governance and inequality.

What kind of higher education do we want? 
Although enrolment rates in tertiary education in Africa are

relatively low compared with the rest of the developing world,

high unemployment among university graduates and the ‘brain

drain’ syndrome seem to indicate an over-supply of higher

education. This paradox calls for reflection on at least two fronts: 

• Can Africa – at its current stage of social and economic

development – absorb the number of graduates from higher

education institutions? 

• Or is the quality and relevance of education flawed - while

Africa relies heavily on outside expertise?

Some people advocate limiting the summit of the educational

pyramid in order to align it more closely with the structure of

the job market. Others believe the problem is not quantitative,

but rather qualitative and related to academic streams,

curriculum design and an approach to higher education that

makes little effort to respond to national economic needs and

local demand. In fact, the extreme diversity of African

circumstances calls for distinctive responses and approaches

that need to take into account the specifics of each national

context. The articles in the ADEA Newsletters and studies

conducted within its network (see www.adeanet.org) highlight

the mutations currently under way within certain countries, and

also at the regional level.

What changes are at work in African higher
education? 

• First, processes of differentiation, articulation and privatisation

are in train to satisfy social demands and the job market. 

• Secondly, delivery methods are diversifying thanks to the

spread of new information and communication technologies

(ICTs).

• And finally, higher education in Africa is opening up and

adapting itself to the international higher education sector,

which is increasingly present in Africa owing to the rapid

expansion of cross-border education. 

What kind of higher education for Africa? 
By Mamadou Ndoye, Executive Secretary, Association for the Development of Education in Africa (ADEA)

At a time when progress towards universal primary education is stimulating the demand for education

among families and communities, post-primary education in Africa faces a number of strong

challenges. For secondary education, the SEIA conferences (see www.worldbank.org/afr/seia) served as

a forum for advocacy and exchanging ideas on extending and reforming secondary education. They also

highlighted the hard realities of effecting change such as diversifying the streams and types of delivery,

adapting curricula, controlling costs and mobilising resources. As far as higher education is concerned,

there is no lack of actors ready to express their frustration with what they regard as their

‘marginalisation’ by development agencies.

Recent studies conducted in African 
countries [...] show that higher education helps 
to reduce poverty, drive technological advances 

and increase labour productivity.

Decision-makers must reassess the education 
sector holistically and aim for effective linkages 

and a carefully planned balance between primary,
secondary and higher education, in harmony 

with the labour market and countries' 
economic policies and priorities. 

The extreme diversity of African circumstances 
calls for distinctive responses and approaches 

that need to take into account the specifics 
of each national context. 
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Imperative for action
Policy-makers responsible for higher education need to act

quickly to ensure that their countries take full advantage of these

developments and that students have access to higher education

of good quality. In order to do so many reforms need to be

undertaken. 

First and foremost, decision-makers must reassess the

education sector holistically and aim for effective linkages and a

carefully planned balance between primary, secondary and

higher education, in harmony with the labour market and

countries’ economic policies and priorities. In this regard, each

African country is unique and requires its own solutions. 

Future concerns and new thinking
It is also necessary to rethink higher education in a context of

diversification and increasingly stiff competition at the national,

regional and international levels – while considering the

potential of new technologies and what is needed for building a

knowledge-based economy. Pedagogical approaches and

teacher training must aim at developing fundamental skills,

which are essential for learners to be able to constantly adapt

themselves to new situations, and more specific skills

demanded by the job market; curricula should be revised with a

view to skills development; more diversified, specialised and job-

oriented tracks and centres of excellence need to be developed;

and sciences and technology need to be given priority.

Next, financing will take on a high priority. In order to be able

to provide better quality higher education of greater relevance to

a larger number of students, it will be necessary to increase and

diversify sources of funding, raise more resources and see to it

that they are used more efficiently. 

Pedagogical approaches and teacher training 
must aim at developing fundamental skills, which 
are essential for learners to be able to constantly

adapt themselves to new situations, and more 
specific skills demanded by the job market.

The ADEA Working Group on Higher Education (see

www.aau.org/wghe/index.htm) has recently reviewed its

mandate and priorities. Through its activities in recent

years, WGHE has contributed in a useful way to the

advocacy and the reforms needed for the revitalisation of

higher education. ADEA is hopeful that its anchoring within

the Association of African Universities (AAU) and the

redefinition of its role as a broker of ideas among various

higher education stakeholders in Africa will enable it to

make an even greater contribution to the emergence of

quality higher education geared towards the development

of knowledge-based societies.
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Good governance and good management are also decisive

factors in fostering higher education institutions that will be

compelled to be more competitive and accountable for results. In

this respect, the strategic planning exercises encouraged by the

ADEA Working Group on Higher Education should be promoted

on a larger scale.

A critical element in good governance and good management

in fulfilment of the Education for All and Millennium

Development Goals is ensuring gender equity, which requires

that higher education institutions re-examine their institutional

culture in teaching and learning, research, and governance and

administrative policies and procedures, as well as ensure active

student participation in decision making.

Furthermore, in an environment where private institutions are

growing rapidly, it is essential to establish quality assurance

instruments in order to regulate the supply of education and

protect students. A number of African countries have set up

quality assurance bodies for higher education, but these

mechanisms, as well as accreditation systems, need to be

strengthened and extended to other countries, especially within

the growing context of the internationalisation and

professionalisation of higher education. 

Lastly, the development plans of higher education institutions

should systematically make use of ICTs, in order to broaden

access, improve equity and quality, and bolster the supply of

distance education.

A number of African countries have set up quality
assurance bodies for higher education, but these

mechanisms, as well as accreditation systems, need 
to be strengthened and extended to other countries.

Born in Senegal, Mamadou Ndoye holds degrees in philosophy, general and
comparative psychology and education research. He started his career as a teacher,
teaching at all levels – primary, secondary and university. He then worked as an
inspector and researcher in education. During the same period, he was secretary
general of a teachers’ union in Senegal and Vice-President of the International
Federation of Teacher Unions.

Mamadou Ndoye served as Minister of Basic Education and National Languages 
n Senegal from 1993-1998 and he joined the World Bank between 1998-2001 as
Coordinator for the United Nations Special Initiative for Africa (UNISA). 

Mr. Ndoye assumed his functions as Executive Secretary of ADEA in October 2001.

Since its founding in 1988, the Association for the Development of Education in

Africa (ADEA) has become a leader in the processes of dialogue, sharing and learning
for the qualitative transformation of education to promote African development. Its
mission is to act as a catalyst for innovative policies and practices for change in
education through the pooling of thinking,  experience, lessons learned and knowledge.
As a partnership between education ministries and development cooperation bodies,
ADEA is a forum for policy dialogue on education in Africa; a network of education
professionals, practitioners and academics; and a catalyst for educational reform.

For more information about ADEA please refer to its web site: www.adeanet.org 

Association for the Development of Education in Africa 
7-9 rue Eugène-Delacroix 
75116 Paris, France

Tel: +33 (0)145 03 77 57 Fax: +33 (0)145 03 39 65
Email: adea@iiep.unesco.org Website: www.adeanet.org

The African Development Bank’s (AfDB) hosting of ADEA 

in Tunis, beginning August 2008, offers further new

opportunities for higher education, as also its Board’s

approval in April 2008 of a Strategy for Higher Education,

Science Technology Vocational Education and Training

(HESTVET) and support for the Africa Union Consolidated

Plan of Action, which is aimed at assisting African countries

to build their science technology and innovation capacities,

reform their systems and build the institutional and human

skills necessary to harness the benefits of science and

technology in order to realise accelerated economic growth

and reduce poverty.

In order to be able to provide better quality higher
education of greater relevance to a larger number of

students, it will be necessary to increase and diversify
sources of funding, raise more resources and see 

to it that they are used more efficiently. 
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The international development community is increasingly

recognising the value of human capital building and

institutional strengthening within higher education for

long-term sustainable development. Developing countries need

to produce graduates with the skills demanded by both the public

and private sectors. Higher Education for Development (HED),

supported by the United States Agency for International

Development (USAID), is meeting these critical demands and

demonstrating effectiveness through successful, sustainable,

and cost-effective higher education partnerships. 

Collaborative higher education partnerships offer a number of

benefits: They provide access to the knowledge and technical

expertise of colleges and universities faculties to improve health

and education, agricultural productivity, natural resource

management, and business development. Research institutions

offer technological innovation that contributes to economic

growth and can be adapted for global contexts. Faculty knowledge

better informs policy making at all levels. 

University partners engage local stakeholders and

communities in problem solving, applying research findings, and

sharing knowledge that helps achieve priority objectives as

defined by the institutions, relevant ministries and donors.

Investment in higher education and global
development

The United States recognises the critical significance of higher

education in sustainable development. Between 2002 and 2007,

USAID invested nearly US$1.6 billion in higher education

worldwide. USAID is especially enthusiastic about its higher

education partnerships, involving a competitive grants

programme that engages the higher education community in

addressing key development challenges. More than 20,000

people have been trained or educated through 300 higher

education partnerships managed by HED in more than 

60 countries.

USAID requires higher education institutions to work with

partners from the public, non-profit, and private sectors. This

collaboration leverages their investment while ensuring that

programmes are linked to the broader economic development

needs of the host country. USAID investments under the

partnership scheme have leveraged external resources on a

nearly one-to-one basis. 

The purpose for funding higher education partnerships has

been to support higher education institutions in USAID-presence

countries, strengthen higher education’s capacity to address

development issues, and increase the attention given to

international development issues on US campuses and co-

operating institutions abroad.

Human and institutional capacity building
HED partnerships bolster human and institutional capacity

through faculty training, curriculum development, collaborative

research, and public service activities. The result is a better

trained faculty, new programme area studies, improved research

capabilities, distance education, and numerous other dividends

benefiting communities around the globe. Collaboratively,

partners provide sustainable solutions in specialised areas of

identified need and have demonstrated success when projects

are designed co-operatively. ‘Seed-funded’ partnership models

offer great flexibility in administering awards and quickly

adapting to unexpected programmatic changes.

Examples of successful HED partnerships include health

leadership in East Africa, expanded agribusiness production in

India and Sub-Saharan Africa, natural resource management in

Mexico and Africa, and educational improvements ranging from

programme accreditation to technical advising and teacher

training from the Middle East to Brazil. 

Cost effectiveness of capacity-building
Higher education partnerships allow direct access to the best and

brightest academics, researchers and technical experts as part of

their university appointments, rather than relying on highly paid

consultants. Ongoing commitments to collaborative research and

publications sometimes continue long after the formal funding

agreement ends, through web-based communications such as

email and videoconferencing, for example. Partnership activities

offer opportunities to senior faculty members to develop the

Higher education partnerships: building
human and institutional capacity
By Ann Perrelli, Strategic Communications Manager, Higher Education for Development, USA 

Higher education partnerships provide institutional and human capacity strengthening needed to help

individuals, communities, businesses, and governments develop the knowledge and skills needed to

support economic growth, promote justice and democratic governance, and foster healthy, well-

educated citizens. Impact assessments of prior higher education partnerships indicate that

collaborative, efficient and well-managed partnerships can provide effective training, applied research,

and meaningful programmes. Well-directed higher education partnerships strengthen global

development in the short, medium, and long-terms through training, degree and certificate courses, applied research,

policy analysis and development, and programme design and implementation.

Undergraduate students of environmental health in
Uganda conduct a field visit on hydrology to explore
the effects of stream flow in contamination of
aquatic environments taught by Dr Ssempebwa, a
former graduate student from the SUNY programme.
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necessary skills for policy advising and private sector assistance.

Teaching host country academics to advise public-and-private

sector officials is more cost effective than supporting foreign

assistance advisers to counsel each new wave of ministry officials

or to fund consultants for private sector development. 

Advantages for participating institutions include applied

research opportunities, faculty development, and student

internships and exchanges. Degree study on both campuses

provides numerous cross-cultural opportunities and introduces

global perspectives into classroom discussions. 

Key findings from tertiary education partnerships
HED has documented a number of key findings from higher

education partnerships over the past decade. Successful

partnerships have: 

• Effected change in the host-country institutions

• Initiated changes that lasted long after the official funded

period ends

• Attracted a large and diverse group of US higher education

partners

• Improved teacher/classroom preparation and training

• Showed evidence of how faculty members assisted in policy

advising to non-governmental organisations and government

ministries

• Improved academic programmes and curricula

• Demonstrated how higher education institutions can engage local

communities such as by providing skilled workforce training.

Findings also reflected that:

• Western systems of higher education offer highly regarded

models.

• Host-country faculty members are eager to learn modernised

and other teaching techniques, curricula, research, publications,

and university governance systems.

• Sustainable reform within universities is often continues beyond

the two to three years for which partnerships are funded. Some

academic collaboration may continue once funding has officially

finished, and supplementary funding sometimes expands and

sustains activities. 

• Partnerships enhance public diplomacy, particularly with

partnerships in the Middle East and North Africa.

Investing in Sub-Saharan Africa
USAID has invested in partnerships offering a variety of short-

and long-term training programmes, applied research, and a

wide range of higher education institutions and organisations in

sub-Saharan Africa. Tens of thousands of men, women, and

children have received training or education under US

government-funded higher education activities. Human and

institutional capacity development programmes have been

supported in the Commonwealth countries of Cameroon, Ghana,

Kenya, Lesotho, Mauritius, Mozambique, Namibia, Nigeria,

Sierra Leone, South Africa, Tanzania, and Uganda. From 2000 to

2006, the United States invested US$22.7 million in higher

education partnerships between African and US colleges and

universities. 

Leadership Initiative for Public Health in East Africa
(LIPHEA)
In East Africa, a regional university consortium provides African

public health leaders with the training and skills needed to tackle

the region’s most pressing public health challenges. The

partnership is enabling public health leaders to better envision,

plan, implement and manage effective responses to local health

needs. Johns Hopkins University, Tulane University, Makerere

University in Uganda, and Muhimbili University in Tanzania are

collaborating on this three-year initiative, which led to the

unexpected establishment of an expanded alliance that includes

public health leaders from the Democratic Republic of the Congo,

Ethiopia, Kenya, Rwanda, Southern Sudan, Tanzania, and Uganda.

HIV/AIDS prevention, education, and treatment
Indiana University joined efforts with Moi University’s Faculty of

Health Sciences to improve medical school education, health

care delivery, and research for more effective management of

HIV/AIDS in urban and rural Kenya. The partnership created

AMPATH, a working model of HIV prevention and treatment

programmes at Moi Teaching and Referral Hospital in Eldoret,

Kenya, and the Mosoriot Rural Health Centre. AMPATH, Kenya’s

largest treatment programme, established voluntary

counselling and testing sites as well as health promotion in eight

rural communities. It set up a reference laboratory at the

hospital and instituted teaching for more than 300 physicians,

clinical officers, nurses, pharmacists, social workers,

community health workers and traditional birth attendants.

AMPATH also launched research that developed sub-Saharan

Africa’s first ambulatory electronic medical record system to

capture high-quality data to guide care and drive research.

Through another collaboration, Boston University helped

Lesotho College of Education to strengthen the HIV/AIDS content

in its College of Education and teacher training activities. This

partnership also initiated the first voluntary counselling, testing

and antiretroviral treatment programme by establishing and

equipping a small clinic. All teachers graduating from the

programme in Lesotho gained knowledge about integrating

HIV/AIDS education into primary and secondary school classes,

and about educating communities through outreach efforts.

Distance education to improve public health
Tufts University School of Medicine, the University of Nairobi,

and Kenya Methodist University have collaborated to develop an

internet-based curriculum for improved public health education

in Kenya. Partners produced educational content for shared

digital libraries, course materials, and exercises to enhance

public and environmental health curricula, and started teaching

with digital media through the Kenya Educational Network which

links 22 universities in the country. The partnership prepared

women for leadership roles and expanded access to current

literature, knowledge, and methodologies for improved public

and environmental health sciences.

Environmental management and community outreach 
Training workshops and outreach programmes have helped

Middle Tennessee State University (MTSU) and University of

Durban-Westville (UDW) in South Africa reach squatter

communities to improve environmental management, water

sanitation, HIV/AIDS prevention, and health and hygiene in

KwaZulu Natal. One leader and eight peer educators in three

communities educated an estimated 1,500 at-risk community

residents through a ‘sister-to-sister’ programme. The partners

also developed a cross-cultural, interdisciplinary web-based

course on public health concerns in informal settlement

communities, offered to students at Southern Illinois University

at Carbondale, MTSU, and UDW.

The State University of New York-Albany (SUNY-Albany) and

Makerere University (MU) have established undergraduate and

graduate course in environmental science and health at MU to

respond to environmental health hazards in Uganda. A needs

assessment performed by MU’s School of Public Health with

government consultations informed the degree programmes’

focus on clean drinking water, waste water and solid waste

management. MU’s first faculty members included Ugandans

who had completed master’s degrees and doctorates at 

SUNY-Albany.
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Agribusiness and trade development
Long-term training for regional agriculture development in East

Africa is building the capacity of African faculties of agriculture

(FOAs) to improve smallholder productivity which is critical for

food security. Ohio State University, Michigan State University,

Makerere University in Uganda, Egerton University in Kenya,

Sokoine University of Agriculture in Tanzania, and the Regional

Universities Forum for Capacity Building in Agriculture (FORUM)

have collaborated in this effort. Partners engaged in research,

training, and outreach activities in response to declining support

for higher education in agriculture over the past 15 years. The

partnership helps FOAs meet the human resource challenge for

commercialisation of smallholder agriculture through an

innovative, replicable, cost efficient long-term degree training for

future scientists and teachers. Short-term training programmes

help East African faculty members develop and update their

skills in areas of critical need, and strengthen links with

agribusinesses. Twelve ‘sandwich’ degree programmes in areas

of critical need have been developed and research seed grants

have been established to support in-region thesis research as a

result of this partnership.

Southern New Hampshire University has partnered with the

University of Limpopo (UL) in South Africa to develop a self-

sustainable Microenterprise Development Institute (MDI) at the

UL. The programme was designed to provide economic

development training to a burgeoning class of community

leaders and micro-entrepreneurs working in their local

communities. This institute provides a model that can be

replicated at similar micro-finance institutes in southern and

eastern Africa. The partners have developed and implemented a

marketing and outreach plan and identified potential

participants for the three-week MDI programme. A committee

comprising NGOs, UL, SNHU and the Ford Foundation have

designed a comprehensive curriculum for a Microenterprise and

Development Certificate that includes courses on capacity

building, women’s empowerment to combat HIV/AIDS through

micro-finance, and rural poverty. The Ford Foundation South

Africa and USAID/Washington have provided full scholarships for

12 practitioners from southern Africa. The Small Enterprise

Foundation (SEF) micro-credit programme extends small loans

to low-income entrepreneurs in South Africa who would not

normally qualify for credit through traditional bank lending.

Between 2004 and 2007, the MDI-SA trained 233 practitioners

from all over Africa and other parts of the developing world. 

In Nigeria, the University of Lagos and Kansas State University

are collaborating to improve business and management

education in an effort to provide the private and public sectors

with the talented individuals and leading management practices

needed to support Nigeria’s continued economic growth. Several

private sector partners are contributing to this effort. 

Investing in Asia and the Middle East
US government investment in higher education partnerships

boosted human and institutional capacity by supporting activities

in the Commonwealth countries of Bangladesh, India, and

Pakistan, as well as 20 other Asian and Middle East countries

through HED. From 2000 until 2006, the United States invested

US$11.6 million in higher education partnerships between

colleges and universities in Asia and the Middle East and the

United States.

Agribusiness in India
In India, six partnerships between US and India higher education

institutions are working together with private sector partners to

develop new agricultural practices, products, and business

endeavours aimed at improving agricultural productivity,

exports, rural incomes and supply chain management. 

One such partnership between Ohio State University (OSU) and

Punjab Agricultural University (PAU) expanded linkages beyond

agricultural production to the agribusiness sector. It aimed to

broaden its research and technology focus beyond production to

post-harvest, value-added, and marketing issues. With support

from OSU, PAU has been increasing its capacity to cultivate

alternative crops and process them in rural areas, thus creating

off-farm rural employment, income generating activities, and

more equitable income distribution, particularly among women.

By leveraging government support, the partners established a

Food Industries Centre at PAU which will serve to directly link

the campus with the local agribusiness community.

Women engineers and scientists in Pakistan
HED is supporting an exciting new partnership between

California State University Fullerton, Sardar Bahadur Khan

Women’s University, and Fatima Jinnah Women’s University to

increase Pakistani women’s access to academic opportunities at

the undergraduate and graduate levels in fields related to

science, technology, and engineering.

A call to action
Strengthening tertiary education for global development is yet to

be optimised. The investment of international foreign assistance

funds is needed to expand and extend the national development

benefits offered by higher education. In developing nations,

higher education requires continuing institutional and faculty

strengthening, quality monitoring and accreditation standards, a

focus on extension and public service, and viable plans to fund

institutional growth. These requirements must be addressed

within a context that includes a rapidly growing university

segment and significant changes in how international

development assistance is managed.

Ann Perrelli has more than ten years of experience in international development,
education and communications. She conducts outreach for Higher Education for
Development (HED) and has previously supported the US Department of State’s
Middle East Partnership Initiative and promoted USAID/Afghanistan, Peace Corps,
and an international teachers’ association. She has taught English in the Middle
East, Asia, and the United States. 

Higher Education for Development – previously known as ALO – was established in
1992 by the six major US higher education associations to expand the engagement of
US colleges and universities in global development. HED operates as a non-profit
organisation through the American Council on Education, the major co-ordinating body
for US higher education institutions. HED manages a major programme of international
partnerships between US higher education and overseas tertiary institutions, funded
primarily by the US Agency for International Development (USAID).

Higher Education for Development
One Dupont Circle NW, Suite 420, Washington DC 20036-1193, USA 

Tel: +1 202 243 7680 Fax: +1 202 637 2084
Email: aperrelli@hedprogram.org Website: www.hedprogram.org

Micro-entrepreneur Josephine co-owns a seamstress

shop in Limpopo due to a micro-credit programme

supported by a higher education partnership.
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Acommon model for assessing the effectiveness and impact

of training is referred to as the Kirkpatrick model, which

assumes that knowledge acquisition should influence

behaviour which should in turn influence results. Impact is

measured on four levels:

1. Reaction to training (usually as a measure of satisfaction with

delivery)

2. Learning: changes in knowledge or skills acquisition

3. Application of learning resulting in behavioural changes

4. Changes in results due to the introduction of behavioural

changes. 

A fifth level, described as 'return on investment' has been

proposed to allow for the quantification of effects of changes in

efficiency or productivity brought about as a result of training.

Some evaluators have distinguished between personal and

organisational benefits of the training. These kinds of benefits

largely align with the Kirkpatrick levels.

The following are key questions that project managers and

designers should ask when developing, managing and assessing

training programmes. 

Project design: define and articulate how
change is expected to occur, and know what you 
want to achieve

The first step in designing effective training programmes is to

locate them within a theoretically sound understanding of what

the division is seeking to achieve through its work. This

requires that the basic assumptions about how institutional (or

other) change is expected to occur need to be understood and

defined. This will enable training to be located within the

broader institutional and skills development frameworks that

will inform the Secretariat’s work. In addition, the relationship

between training and other programmatic elements (e.g.

mentoring/expert placement/ policy advice) should be made

explicit. 

Articulate how change is expected to occur
• What is the organisation's understanding of how capacity

development is effected?

• What are the key factors that need to be in place to ensure

effective governance/public service delivery?

• In what sequence should systems/procedures/institutions/

skills be introduced or developed in order to achieve effective

governance and public service institutions?

• What range of programmatic inputs should complement

training programmes?

• Is there a sequential logic in terms of the skills/ knowledge

that should be developed?

This process should underpin all training within a defined sub-

sector and can be used as a means of aligning various activities

to the achievement of common objectives. The development of a

theory of change and the identification of the core competences

that capacity building programmes should develop need not be

undertaken for each and every training course, but should form

the basis of capacity development strategies in thematic areas

within the programme.

Curriculum design: knowing what you want to
impart through a training event

Determine a clear set of outcomes 
• Identify and describe the knowledge and skills that trainees

should acquire after attending the training course – avoid

vague phrases such as 'greater awareness of' or

'sensitisation'. The content/skills should be clearly linked to

the underlying theory of change or capacity building that

should guide the work of the division.

• State the objectives of the course in terms of the behaviours or

practices that you would like to see adopted as a result of the

training programme. Have a picture of the ideal training uptake

scenario in mind when drafting the course outcomes: what

behaviours or changes would provide evidence that course

content had been effectively applied.

• State clear networking/relationship-building objectives for the

course. Given that many programmes seek to bring together

people with similar interests from across the Commonwealth,

what sort of relationships do you want them to develop (e.g.

mere exchange of contact details/setting up partnerships/

continued participation in an e-learning community)? How will

you ensure that the course activities support these objectives?

The intention here is to begin to re-focus training on the

competences that programmes seek to develop in participants

and how they will apply them in their operational contexts.

Appropriate identification of participants
A number of Secretariat evaluations have identified the selection

of appropriate trainees as a key factor in determining the success

of a training programme. Better alignment between training

objectives and the people most likely to benefit from and able to

apply course content will increase the likelihood of impact.

• Identify the organisational contexts in which people are most

likely to be able to apply the skills/knowledge contained in the

course curriculum

• Decide on the organisational level at which the course is targeted

• Decide on the level of influence or decision-making power that

would be needed for a trainee to apply the knowledge derived

from the course in order to change systems, procedures or

policies.

Framework for assessing and evaluating
the Commonwealth Secretariat’s training
programmes
Jennifer Roberts, Evaluation Officer, Strategic Planning and Evaluation Division, Commonwealth Secretariat

Training is one of the main modes through the Secretariat seek to achieve its strategic programme objectives. The

development of a coherent framework for assessing the quality, relevance, effectiveness and efficiency of training is a

necessary quality assurance tool. Many factors affect the impact or quality of training programmes, including

curriculum design, participant selection and delivery methods. It is for this reason that the proposed framework is not

restricted to assessing the post-participation effects of training. 
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Based on these criteria, develop a participant profile that can

be circulated along with the course description and that will be

used to select nominees.

Training delivery: Monitoring to maximise
potential for impact

Pre-delivery: review and assess course content and
materials
Ensure that course content, materials and instructional

methods are aligned with the intended outcomes of the course

and core competences that you seek to develop.

Assess knowledge and skill acquisition during the
course
It is important to be able to assess whether trainees

(participants) have acquired new skills or knowledge (see 

Level 2 of the Kirkpatrick model described above).

• During a training programme those delivering the programme

should include practical assessment tasks that are used to

track changes in knowledge and understanding over the

duration of the training programme. 

• Tasks should include a mixture of individual and group tasks

that test the application of knowledge.

Link training delivery to pre-existing job performance
or systems
If participant selection is completed well in advance of the start

of the programme, course designers (particularly those

delivering the programme) could request that all participants

submit a pre-course assignment that assesses or seeks

information on the pre-training levels of performance/

application of skills. This would allow those delivering the course

to target content presentation more effectively and would also

serve as a baseline against which changes in performance and

efficiency could be measured after completion of the course.

Quality assurance of course delivery
The division may wish to develop standard quality assessment

forms for training delivery that report on:

• Appropriateness of curriculum delivery modes to the group

• Variety of tasks set for participants

• Quality of materials used

• Extent to which Commonwealth case studies are used.

Evaluating the effects of training
Within the Secretariat feedback has tended to focus on

assessing training impact at Level 1, seeking feedback on

satisfaction levels with course content and logistics. Research

has shown that satisfaction-related responses to training have

very little bearing on the actual application and impact of

training – participants may be very happy with the perceived

relevance, delivery and logistics of a course but this will not

ensure that they utilise the skills. 

Applying the Kirkpatrick model for evaluating
training impact to the Secretariat's work
Level 1: reaction to training. Current systems for gathering
reaction/satisfaction data need to be streamlined and

systematised.

• Identify the most important issues on which feedback is

needed

• Have a standard system for capturing feedback from

participants

• Conduct regular analyses of training feedback from

participants – by delivery institution and by thematic area.

Level 2: assessing learning. Determining whether learning 
or knowledge acquisition has taken place is more difficult than

assessing satisfaction levels. Knowledge acquisition should be

assessed over the course of the training programme, with data

on performance (before, during and at the end of the course)

being entered into a monitoring database.

• Conduct pre-course assessments of knowledge of the area of

the course. Use this to inform course design.

• Start the course with an exercise that assesses competence in

the content that will be covered in the course. This can be a

group or individual task, but should be a written exercise so that

scoring and measurement can be more reliable. (Depending on

performance those responsible for course delivery may have to

adjust the level of complexity of the material.)

• Conduct an assessment exercise at the end of the course to

see how perceptions/performance have changed over the

duration of the training programme. Measure the change in

performance between the pre- and post-course assessments.

Level 3: assessing changes in behaviour/practice linked to

training. Attribution is always difficult, especially as the
Secretariat has no (or minimal) influence over the contexts in

which trainees (participants) apply new knowledge and skills.

Selection processes and greater attention to course design can

increase the likelihood of greater training uptake. Existing

monitoring systems do not seem to focus on these issues and

previous evaluations of training programmes have not been able

to gather sufficiently systematic data on changes in practice,

relying on unverified reports of change by training participants.

Several strategies could be used to gather more reliable data on

the application of training:

• Line managers of those attending training can be asked to

complete an assessment of performance in the thematic area

on which training is conducted before the course and six to 12

months after the course.

• Documentary evidence of work performance before and after

(6-12 months) training can be requested during follow-up visits

to countries.

• Structured discussions with relevant ministries to draft Human

Resource Development plans for institutions based on

participation in the division's training programmes. These

plans can take into account complementary support that will be

offered through expert placement. Thematic evaluations can

then examine the extent to which a range of Secretariat-led

training programmes have met capacity development goals.

• Tracking the application of training course content by a small

sub-group of training participants (the strongest and weakest

performers in the training group could be selected). This could

be achieved by periodic telephonic contact with selected

individuals and their immediate line managers.

Level 4: changes in efficiency, productivity, performance.

Given the nature of the Secretariat's work it would be extremely

difficult to track this and attribute change to Commonwealth

interventions. Particular divisions of the Secretariat may find it

more useful to develop broad indicators of performance (e.g. in

public sector institutions, key functions such as expenditure

management etc) and gather data on how these change over

time. Secondary data generated by non-Commonwealth

research bodies could be used and trends would be indicative of

the development trajectories of Commonwealth countries in the

areas and sectors in which the Secretariat works. This would

form part of a broader planning and review process and would

not be linked to the measurement of particular training

interventions.

Commonwealth Secretariat, Marlborough House, Pall Mall, London SW1Y 5HX, UK 

Tel: +44 (0) 20 7747 6237 Fax: +44 (0)20 7747 6239
Website: www.thecommonwealth.org
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In 1998, Commonwealth Heads of Government established 

the Commonwealth of Learning to promote co-operation 

in distance learning. Since then, COL has helped

Commonwealth countries give millions of people new

opportunities to learn by empowering governments, institutions

and individuals to develop learning systems themselves without

always relying on donors. The key has been increasing access to

learning using distance education and appropriate technologies.

Meeting a growing need for education
In developing countries, the challenge begins with demography.

Nearly all developing countries share the phenomenon of young

population profiles with median ages between 20 and 25 years.

Already there are more than 100 million post-secondary students

worldwide; this is forecast to grow to 125 million by 2020. There

is a huge discrepancy between the proportions of people in

developing and developed countries who have access to post-

secondary education. While age participation rates (APRs) of 50

per cent are becoming the norm in developed countries, they

remain below five per cent in some Sub-Saharan African

countries. The pressure for more education, training and jobs for

young people will only become more acute. This is intensifying

governments’ interest in developing alternative methods of

education, and making more effective links between schooling,

training and livelihoods.

Conventional methods of instruction simply cannot address the

scope and scale of this massive challenge of learning. Africa

alone needs to train five million new teachers just to achieve

universal primary education. Only open and distance learning can

begin to address that challenge. In the absence of a cure or a

vaccination for HIV/AIDS, the only hope of arresting the pandemic

is for people to learn to avoid it. Conventional instructional

methods cannot address the scale of that challenge either.

The route to world development must lead through

improvements to life in the rural areas and to the livelihoods of

the millions of farmers and smallholders on which it is based.

Conventional ways of providing advice to farmers through

agricultural extension services cannot address the challenge.

Farmers must be able to learn their way to better livelihoods

easily and quickly. 

Advances in open and distance learning
Over the past 20 years, ODL has been used in many ways to

expand learning for development. A few notable examples are

described below.

Open schooling
Achieving universal primary education is a key development goal.

As more countries provide free primary education, the demand

for secondary schooling will increase dramatically. Many

governments will struggle to meet this demand by building

conventional schools and must seek out alternative approaches.

Open schooling uses self-instructional materials and provides

learner support at local study centres. It increases access to

schooling in a flexible and cost-effective manner, and is especially

helpful to girls, women and other disadvantaged groups.

The Namibian College of Open Learning (NAMCOL) annually

enrols 48 per cent of the total Grade 12 candidates who sit the

national examination. Denying such a large number of secondary

students the right to education could disrupt social stability.

NAMCOL provides them with an alternative way of pursuing

secondary education.

India has a network of 11 open schools that cater to

approximately two million secondary school students in the

country. Students learn at their own pace and can opt for on-

demand exams at the National Institute of Open Schooling. 

In addition to conducting research and developing handbooks

for open school administrators and policy makers, COL has

helped with the establishment of open schools in Bangladesh,

Nigeria, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Trinidad & Tobago and Zambia.

Learning for livelihoods
The wealth of information resulting from agricultural research

and development often fails to travel the last mile to the villages

of the developing world where it is needed most. Lifelong

Learning for Farmers (L3 Farmers) is an innovative programme

that empowers rural women and their families to gain

knowledge, create their own self-directed learning process,

organise themselves to solve problems of food security, improve

their living conditions and increase their freedoms.

The L3 Farmers model involves four partners. First, farmers

form an association and create their own vision of development

for their village. It could be acquiring better livestock, growing

new crops or improving the marketing of their produce. Second,

a consortium of learning institutions brings together expertise in

agriculture, veterinary science, open learning and technology.

Third, commercial information and communication technology

(ICT) kiosks are used to link the farmers to this consortium, 

as well as providing other useful information. Fourth, the

commercial banks are encouraged to provide loans to farmers

who have improved their knowledge and capability thanks to the

information from the consortium and the ICT kiosks.

Introduced by COL in two rural areas in South India in 2004 and

in Sri Lanka in 2007, L3 Farmers enables communities to move

away from donor dependency towards a development process

that is both sustainable and self-replicating. This new approach

to agricultural extension helps communities to enhance their

knowledge, productivity and livelihoods. L3 Farmers is also being

adapted and introduced in Jamaica, Kenya, Mauritius and Papua

New Guinea.

Learning for development: 20 years of
progress in open and distance learning 
By Sir John Daniel, President and CEO of the Commonwealth of Learning

Access to learning is the key to development. Open and distance learning (ODL) is increasingly recognised

as a solution to meet the challenge of rapidly growing demand for education and skills training in developing

countries. Over the past 20 years, the Commonwealth of Learning (COL) has helped governments and

institutions to expand the scope, scale and quality of learning through distance education and appropriate

technologies. ODL is being used to improve livelihoods, increase teacher training, expand higher education,

increase learning opportunities for children and women, and enhance health promotion. 
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Education and training of women
Achieving gender parity in primary and secondary schools by

2005 is a goal that has eluded both South Asia and Africa. To

reach it by 2015, alternative delivery mechanisms such as ODL

will have to be harnessed. Data shows that women prefer

distance education. In South Africa, women make up 61 per cent

of distance students compared with 53 per cent of contact

institutions. In India, 35 per cent of distance students are women

compared with 29 per cent in contact institutions.

With its emphasis on capacity building in ODL, COL is

supporting the education and training of women at all levels.

COL guidelines for gender-inclusive distance education

materials have helped institutions develop courses that

encourage and motivate both women and men through the use

of content, language and graphics.

Community radio is helping rural women in India to enter the

science stream. COL’s regional agency, the Commonwealth

Educational Media Centre for Asia (CEMCA), has provided

training and support to enable various universities and institutes

to host the radio stations. They broadcast programmes that help

women living in resource-poor settings to use and profit from

science in their everyday life. Access to education is empowering

many women to overcome social, cultural and religious taboos,

and to take charge of their own destiny.

Teacher training
Recruiting and training teachers is critical to the achievement of

universal primary education. Teacher education at a distance is

a vibrant movement that has contributed to the training of tens

of thousands of teachers in Africa and South Asia. COL is helping

to increase capacity for distance learning in countries such as

the Gambia, India, Lesotho, Nigeria, Sri Lanka and Zambia. The

emphasis is on strengthening distance education systems and

influencing policy-makers and administrators in the use of ICT

for teacher development. 

Strengthening higher education
Higher education is the strategic heart of education. Investment

in higher education helps developing countries to meet critical

needs and contribute substantially to achieving the UN’s

Millennium Development Goals. 

COL’s expanding work in this sector includes policy,

institutional development, professional development, quality

assurance, capacity building and research. Special focus is put

on helping countries and institutions develop policy frameworks

for the development of ODL and the deployment of ICT at all

levels. The mainstreaming of distance education has led nine

Commonwealth countries to include ODL in their Poverty

Reduction Strategy Papers or development plans.

As higher education expands rapidly to meet growing demand

in the developing world, it is critical that quality does not become

a casualty to quantity. Efforts to enhance quality spearheaded by

COL include developing a quality assurance (QA) toolkit for

teacher education, providing training workshops for the staff of

open universities and leading institutional audits of universities

in developing countries. COL has also developed an annotated

QA web resource with links to appropriate sites across the world.

Health promotion
Raising awareness of health information is one of the most

effective ways of meeting health challenges in the developing

world. ODL, using mass media, is a powerful tool that can be

used to inform and educate those who might otherwise remain

unaware of issues that directly affect them. COL’s Media

Empowerment (COLME) programme is demonstrating how low-

cost media applications can make a significant impact on health

problems such as HIV/AIDS.

Working with partners such as the World Health Organization,

non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and government

ministries, COLME provides audio and video technology and

training. This empowers local groups to create content customised

to the linguistic and cultural context of the target groups. 

The Valley Trust Media Unit in KwaZulu Natal, South Africa,

created with the support of COLME, uses radio, television, video

and audio media to disseminate messages about health,

education, environment and agriculture. The programme

addresses the Millennium Development Goals by providing local

communities, organisations and institutions with appropriate

technology and media skills to develop appropriate content.

In Papua New Guinea, a village cinema kit is carried, paddled,

driven or flown to remote villages so that large groups can view

HIV/AIDS information in local dialects. In Sierra Leone, the

health cinema events are so popular that villagers follow a

cinema troupe from village to village to view the videos

repeatedly. In the Gambia, village cinema events have occurred

in more than 1,000 villages, contributing significantly to the

government’s fight to decrease HIV/AIDS infection rates. 

Virtual University for Small States of the Commonwealth
At their triennial conference in 2000, Commonwealth Ministers of

Education in small and island states expressed their concern that

their countries might be left behind by the rapid growth of the

internet and e-learning. They asked COL to develop a proposal for

a virtual university as a collaborative mechanism to advance their

education systems and increase their course offerings. Upon

approval at the 15th Conference of Commonwealth Education

Ministers in 2003, implementation of the Virtual University for

Small States of the Commonwealth (VUSSC) began.

VUSSC is designed to address the unique challenges of small

states. Access to educational materials is a significant obstacle

to using education in the development of nations, particularly in

small states. Defined by their small populations and relative

isolation more than their geographic size, small states are often

characterised by limited natural resources and a small,

unskilled population. Small landlocked states face challenges in

A networking success
Stamp 2000+ is a success story of networking eight southern

African countries – Botswana, Malawi, Mozambique,

Namibia, South Africa, Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe – to

achieve effective capacity building and materials

development for teacher training. The programme brought

together education professionals to collaborate on a five-

year distance education project to train upper primary and

junior secondary school teachers and administrators.

Participants developed 46 modules in Science, Technology,

Mathematics and General Education. The modules are

available on a single CD, and the entire package has been

uploaded on the World Space Satellite to allow free

distribution of materials all over Africa.
Farmers in the L3 Farmers programme are improving banana farming productivity in the

Hambantota region of Sri Lanka.
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transporting goods; island states are confronted by the high cost

of sea and air links. Small states are often more vulnerable to

natural calamities and are less able to recover than countries

with more resources and people.

In this context, small states stand to gain substantially from

increased learning. Huge advances in technology in recent years

enable small states to connect, collaborate and be included in

the ‘knowledge revolution’. Not a traditional bricks-and-mortar

institution, VUSSC is a consortium of ministries of education and

institutions working together to plan programmes, develop the

required content and ensure delivery of these programmes and

support services to learners. 

The first step in the development of VUSSC was to build

capacity. To form a network where small countries all contribute

to the development of course materials, participants needed to

form relationships with peers in other countries that could be 

on the other side of the world. And they needed to learn to

collaborate online.

Since 2006, COL has hosted five training and materials

development workshops for more than 100 educators from

Commonwealth small states. Over a two- or three-week period,

participants developed online skills to enable them to

collaboratively develop learning content for courses ranging

from entrepreneurship and tourism to disaster management

and fishers. After the participants have returned to their home

countries, they continue to contribute to content development

and they train colleagues in the skills they learned. The

Commonwealth of Learning website (www.col.org/coursematerials)

provides free access to VUSSC courses. 

VUSSC is helping small states of the Commonwealth such as

the Maldives by providing training, insight and experience in

distance education and eLearning. The free content offered by

VUSSC will serve as a valuable resource that anybody can use.

As educators continue to discover the potential of e-learning,

they will help learners seize opportunities and help people in

small states acquire the skills and training they need to improve

their livelihoods and contribute to development in their country. 

A powerful solution
Achieving a better world for humankind in this 21st century

requires new approaches. In nearly all other areas of life,

technology has transformed the way we do things, making

products and services both better and cheaper – and therefore

available to more people. It is time to use technology to

transform education, training and learning.

Expanding human learning is essential to the achievement of

the international development agenda. ODL is proving to be a

powerful solution to this enormous challenge.

Sir John Daniel became President and CEO of COL in 2004. Previous positions
include serving as UNESCO’s Assistant Director-General for Education, Vice-
Chancellor of the UK Open University and President of Laurentian University. He was
knighted by Queen Elizabeth for service to higher education and holds more than 30
honorary doctorates, fellowships and professorships. 

The Commonwealth of Learning is an intergovernmental agency created by
Commonwealth Heads of Government to encourage the development and sharing 
of open learning and distance education knowledge, resources and technologies.
COL is funded by voluntary contributions by Commonwealth member governments.

Commonwealth of Learning
1055 West Hastings Street, Suite 1200
Vancouver BC V6E 2E9
Canada

Tel: +1 604 775 8200 Fax: +1 604 775 8210 Direct: +1 604 775 8259
Email: info@col.org Website: www.col.org
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There is significant consensus in the international

community, among governments and civil society, backed

by academic research, that when girls go to school,

processes of change are initiated that can transform families and

societies socially and economically. Millennium Development

Goals 2 and 3 reflect this promise by signalling the global

importance of achieving universal primary schooling as well as

gender equality and women’s empowerment – including the

elimination of gender disparities in secondary and other levels of

education. This underscores the multiple linkages that female

education is known to have with all other MDG goals and targets:

tackling poverty reduction, HIV/AIDS, maternal mortality, child

health and hunger are all likely to be more achievable if women

have the required years of quality education that can enable them

to be agents of change within their environments (UN: ‘The

Millennium Development Goals Report’, 2007).

Global progress
Why has this promise not been realised? Despite figures of global

progress which estimate that enrolment in primary education has

grown from 80 per cent in 1991 to 88 per cent in 2005, with a

particularly sharp spike in the current decade, these figures

underestimate the continuing severity of the education problem.

First, in absolute terms, numbers of children out of school around

the world are estimated at 72 million, as per enrolment data, of

which 57 per cent are girls. The aggregate figure disguises

regional differences – in Sub-Saharan Africa girls accounted for

only 54 per cent of out-of-school children in 2005, compared with

South and West Asia at 66 per cent (Global Monitoring Report

2008, ‘Education for All by 2015. Will we make it?’ UNESCO/OUP).

The 2008 Global Monitoring Report emphasises that most

countries, even those with relatively high primary enrolment

ratios, “need to address equity issues” (page 5). Out-of-school

children predominantly belong to groups in countries whose

progress remains hampered on account of social exclusion –

belonging to religious or linguistic minorities or ethnic groups,

children with disabilities, children who migrate with their

families, agrarian households where children contribute to

family livelihoods, children in remote rural areas where the daily

journey to school remains a battle, as well as children in conflict

zones whose numbers are not even counted in official statistical

data, among others. Natural disasters, both recurring (such as

floods which are annual occurrences in many parts of South

Asia) as well as exceptional yet devastating phenomena such as

earthquakes and the 2004 tsunami in Asia, also result in

destabilising entire communities and the schooling of children,

resulting in long-term negative impacts in terms of individual

opportunities and capabilities. 

Second, most countries have a longer way to go to ensure

reduced dropouts and better completion rates in primary

schooling. High dropouts and poor completion rates reflect a

variety of both demand and supply side factors: low quality of

schooling and teacher absenteeism, on the one hand, and

poverty and livelihood insecurity, on the other, contribute to

irregular school attendance and poor performance. Where the

school intake, particularly in publicly-funded schools, reflects

the participation of first generation learners, schools have much

to do to ensure that children stay in school and get the required

support to familiarise themselves and their families with the

requirements of the school environment. 

Third, the transition between levels of schooling remains far

from smooth. The ‘pyramid’ from the mass base of near

universal primary enrolment towards the more narrowly covered

bases of secondary and tertiary education demonstrates the long

way to go in ensuring the universalisation of secondary schooling

in terms of availability of schools, seats, teachers, and other

facilities. The 2008 Global Monitoring Report reports that only 37

per cent of countries with data have eliminated gender

disparities in secondary schooling, as compared with 63 per cent

of countries which have done so at primary schooling. While

tertiary education enrolment has seen a three-fold increase in

numbers between 1999 and 2005, this still represents a global

Gross Enrolment Ratio average of 24.3 per cent. 

Universalisation of secondary schooling is a critical step if the

promise of female education is to be realised. Global evidence

now suggests that secondary schooling is a defining period for

determining returns to female schooling, particularly in terms of

impacts on gender equality and for payoffs in relation to women’s

empowerment. It is not surprising, however, that girls face the

toughest battles to continue with schooling during adolescence.

Building linkages between primary and secondary schooling and

identifying strategies to promote seamless transitions between

primary and secondary schooling are strategies that will yield

higher benefits than piecemeal investments in segments of the

education system. The long-held view that investment in female

Closing the gender gap in schooling in the
Commonwealth: Challenges and Strategies
By Dr. Ramya Subrahmanian, Social Policy Specialist, United Nations Children Fund (UNICEF) India

Around 30 million children in the Commonwealth group of countries do not go to primary school, and the

majority of these children are girls. Despite the overwhelming evidence that investing in female education

yields benefits not just to the individuals concerned, but to their families, especially their children, and

the societies in which they live, governments are not maximising this tremendous potential in their midst.

The Commonwealth has a significant role to play in the years ahead: according to the Global Monitoring

Report (2008), three Commonwealth countries, India, Pakistan and Nigeria, account for 27 per cent of the

world’s out-of-school children. The diversity of member countries, however, offers an important opportunity for mutual

learning, technical co-operation and concerted joint action towards meeting common goals.

Natural disasters, both recurring (such as floods) 
as well as exceptional yet devastating phenomena 
such as earthquakes and the 2004 tsunami in Asia, 

also result in destabilising entire communities 
and the schooling of children.
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primary schooling yields the highest returns over other sub-

sectors of education has given rise to a focus on primary

education to the exclusion of other sectors in many countries.

Bangladesh provides evidence of the wisdom of investing in

female secondary schooling with a much-lauded scholarship

scheme – the country’s overall performance in human

development has also increased, and gender parity in primary

and secondary schooling have been rapidly achieved.

Performance of Commonwealth countries
The Commonwealth region is as diverse in terms of countries as

the world as a whole, and hence progress varies across the

member countries. The map shows data for 33 Commonwealth

countries (for which 2004 data are available) on female primary

schooling completion rates. There are still a few countries where

the completion rate for females is below 60 per cent. On a more

promising note, several countries show encouragingly high

levels of female primary schooling completion, notably countries

with compulsory education policies. 

Understanding the reasons for the persistence
of gender gaps in education

Education systems do not operate in a social or economic

vacuum – decisions about education investment within families

are part of long-term calculus of what is foregone in the short

term in order for long-term gains. This calculus of the cost-

benefit ratio includes tangible quantifiable factors (such as the

cost of getting labour to cover what a daughter or son might

contribute, the ability of a mother to stay home rather than work,

quality of schooling available and its costs over years) as well as

intangible factors (such as concerns or perceptions about

marriage prospects for daughters who are well educated, or lack

of opportunities for upward economic mobility). For poor

households, decisions about what individual household

members do and how much they will need to spend may entail

trade-offs that are not viable.

The social construction of gender identity or what it means to

be a woman or a man in a given context is underpinned by

prevailing ideas about the roles that are appropriate for men or

women to perform in a given context, and how what is done by

women and men is valued, both socially and economically. Most

societies observe some gender division of labour within the

home, with women taking primary responsibility for caring for

the family, while men tend to be associated with the work outside

the home, often on a paid basis. This division of labour goes

some way towards explaining gender inequalities in human

capabilities observed in a number of contexts, where the

association of women predominantly with unpaid care activities

within the private or domestic sphere has led to systematic

undervaluation of their abilities as productive citizens with a

contribution to make in the public domain. 

Gender ideologies vary over time but will not change at the

pace required without proactive policy interventions. As Naila

Kabeer has argued in her 2003 book 'Gender mainstreaming in

poverty eradication and the millennium development goals: a

handbook for policy-makers and other stakeholders', the

‘geography’ of gender inequality also shows differences

between countries and regions in the levels of freedom

granted to women, with the most marked gender inequalities

found in societies in which women are confined to the home

and denied opportunities for paid work outside the home.

Women’s economic and social dependence on their husbands

is often near-complete in such societies. Such societies are

also characterised by marked son-preference, leading to

systematic discrimination against females from birth,

reflected in the adverse sex ratios found in most parts of South

Asia (with notable exceptions such as Sri Lanka), and a few

other Asian countries.

In other societies, particularly where education is either not

compulsory, or where compulsion is not enforced, while

restrictions placed on women may not be as extreme as the

forms of patriarchy described above, women’s responsibilities

for domestic work and childcare continue to constrain their full

participation in the economy, reinforcing the view that education

for women is largely a matter of secondary importance. Social

pressures on girls and boys particularly crystallise around the

stage of puberty and the development of adolescent sexuality. In

many countries, adolescent pregnancy, both within and outside

of the institution of marriage, constitutes a major factor for the

discontinuation of girls’ schooling. A study in 2004 found that

pregnancies are the leading cause of girls dropping out of

Female primary completion rate (2004).
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secondary school in Mozambique (25.8 per cent) and South

Africa (36.1 per cent) – and the second leading cause in another

six countries, including Cameroon (22 per cent), Kenya (30.8 per

cent), Uganda (28 per cent), and Zambia (25.9 per cent).

The high costs of education are believed to lead girls to form

relationships with older men in return for gifts and money to

help them pay for their schooling. Despite re-entry policies

aimed at stemming the high dropout rates in some African

countries such as Malawi, the reluctance of both parents and

girls to return to schooling, on the grounds of fear of becoming

pregnant again, and the ridicule they are likely to experience,

leads to dropout becoming irreversible. 

The role of schools and education institutions
It must be noted that the story of gender inequality in education

is not one that is solely explained by community and family level

decisions, but also by the actions of institutions of the state,

including schools. Thus, schools that have teachers who either

do little to challenge social norms that are biased against girls,

or reinforce them through the nature of their interactions in the

classroom, may equally contribute to the exclusion of girls from

schooling. Encouraging girls and boys to choose subjects that go

against ‘gender stereotypes’ of what is appropriately male or

female can help change perceptions and norms. 

Gender-based violence in schools is also emerging as an issue

that is significant but under-addressed both in research as well

as policy. Although gender-based violence is often not reported

as such and therefore not considered differently from other

forms of school violence, there is no doubt that a range of

problems in developing countries such as underachievement

and high pupil drop-out are linked to gender-based violence.

Many studies note the failure of educational systems to

adequately address the problem. Research findings from

Zimbabwe, Ghana and Malawi suggest that high levels of sexual

aggression from boys and sometimes teachers against junior

secondary girls have gone largely unpunished.

However, changes in the rules, norms, practices in

educational institutions, driven by proactive leadership, can have

powerful implications for change in other social institutions –

socially forward-looking policy measures can provide powerful

signals and incentives to families to change discriminatory

behaviours; and those families that choose to promote

daughters’ schooling may generate change by demanding better

service delivery for girls, acting as role models for other

members of their communities. 

When boys under-perform
The relative under-performance of boys in Jamaica and

other Caribbean countries within the historical context of

male privilege is important to understand. This

phenomenon offers many insights into the social

construction of masculine identity, and the damaging

effects of not paying attention to the socialisation of boys.

Thus gendered patterns are found in the nature of

household chores, degree of parental supervision, severity

of discipline and punishment, and expectations in relation

to sexuality, and its performance within the school and

society. Girls tend to be more closely supervised by parents,

more encouraged to perform at school; this is positively

reinforced by teachers, who tend to view boys as less

motivated and hence less interested in education. The ways

in which schools reinforce or challenge wider social norms

are also an important part of the explanation. The link

between the home and the school becomes apparent, as

does the influence of wider processes of gender inequality

and their impacts on schools.



The challenge before education ministries
For education ministries, the challenges of dealing with a

diverse population of out-of-school children from families and

communities with diverse characteristics and factors that

influence their schooling prospects, can be quite overwhelming. 

First, it entails recognising linkages between livelihoods,

education, social mobility and opportunities for overall progress

and well-being. When faith in any of these aspects is weak,

households may not invest optimally in children’s education,

particularly girls, as the examples above show us. This requires

that education ministries work with other departments and

ministries to argue the case for overall policy shifts that can

enable investment in female education. Research from India and

Ethiopia, for example, shows that there is little encouragement

provided by the labour market for greater levels of female

education. Household aspirations for girls are differentially

constructed from those of boys, as a result of socially

constructed differences in their future prospects. However, such

practices are not static. Interventions by state policy or sensitive

community development interventions can bring about changes

in the factors that influence parental decision-making. 

Ensuring free and quality education is a specific challenge for

countries where enrolment is still not universal and where

completion rates in particular reflect significant rates of pushout

from education systems. As long as the quality of education on

offer is considered to be insufficient to merit family investment,

and where there are several hidden (including opportunity) costs

of educating children, governments face uphill challenges in

terms of achieving their goals. Despite announcements of free

primary education in many countries, free education is narrowly

defined in terms of tuition charges, obscuring the fact that the

costs of uniforms, textbooks and stationery often add a more

significant cost burden than tuition fees alone. Studies have

shown that there are often as many as two dozen different

charges imposed on learners and their families and

communities are often expected to contribute to costs, such as

the building of schools. 

Further, governments need to invest resources and personnel

into changing social norms at local level, particularly where

female education is known to be progressing slowly. Focused

campaigns, backed up by meaningful holistic policy shifts for

broader changes in opportunities and well-being of women and

girls, are needed in areas where girls, despite the availability of

schools, are unable to sustain attendance and completion. Given

that these girls are likely also to come from poor or socially

marginalised families, links with targeted interventions to help

households overcome economic barriers to schooling

participation (with incentives for girls in particular) have been

shown to work in several countries. 

Lessons from within the Commonwealth
The Commonwealth has a significant role to play in the years

ahead: according to the Global Monitoring Report (2008), three

Commonwealth countries, India, Pakistan and Nigeria, account

for 27 per cent of the world’s out-of-school children. In the

Caribbean, the poor performance of boys relative to girls has

attracted much sociological and policy attention, representing a

reversal from patterns obtained elsewhere in the world. The

diversity of member-countries, however, offers a significant

opportunity for mutual learning, technical co-operation and

concerted joint action towards meeting common goals. From the

UK and Australia, for example, there are several lessons to be

learned about mainstreaming gender into education planning

and management of systems. 

Proof that the costs of schooling, in the form of direct fees and

indirect charges and costs, serve as a deterrent to universal

education, can be found in the huge spurts in enrolment in

countries that have reduced charges or made schooling free of

fees. Countries that have free education policies in Sub-Saharan

Africa, for example, even if recently introduced or partial, have

higher school enrolment rates than countries which have no free

education policies. Uganda, Malawi, Tanzania and Kenya have all

eliminated fees and cut the costs of schooling with positive

enrolment results.

Girl-friendly school environments are being nurtured by

many countries. In Gambia, Kenya and Tanzania, the Forum of

African Women Educationalists (FAWE) has partnered with

governments to demonstrate, through practical examples,

how schools can be transformed in line with visions of greater

equality and quality. These ‘Centres of Excellence’

incorporate gender-responsiveness as an aspect of all

components of schooling: physical infrastructure, the social

environment and the academic environment, demonstrating

the linkages between the individual school and a wide web of

actors – from learners, their parents and communities, to civil

society, ministries of education, other line departments, the

media and donors.

Other countries provide rich examples of strategies that can

make a difference. In India, there are several examples of

women’s empowerment strategies being utilised to change

social norms, making adult women agents of change for girls’

education. South Africa’s initiatives to tackle gender-based

violence in schools offers lessons for other countries where the

problem is yet to be addressed. 

Finally, without adequate budgeting and financing for the

education of girls in ways that recognise the links between

society, economy and the schooling process, progress will

continue to be made at far slower rates than committed to by

governments. Gender Responsive Budgeting has been

championed by Commonwealth countries and is being utilised

by many governments – Australia, South Africa, the United

Kingdom and India, amongst others – and offers a promising

way to ensure alignment of international commitments to

gender equality in education with national systems and

outcomes for girls. 

The promise that investment in female education offers the

world depends very much on addressing gender inequalities on

multiple fronts simultaneously. Gender inequalities in different

sectors stem from a common set of failures to treat women as

equal partners at home, in society and within development

interventions. This is the main challenge that needs to be

tackled to yield progress towards the MDGs, and sensitive

schooling processes, institutions and policies can contribute

significantly to this challenge. 
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More than 68 per cent of the adults and nearly 90 per cent

of the children infected with HIV live in Sub-Saharan

Africa. More than 76 per cent of AIDS-related deaths

occurred in Sub-Saharan Africa. The region is also home to 11.4

million AIDS orphans. Table 1 shows the ten countries with the

highest HIV prevalence rates in the world. Only countries that

have conducted population-based HIV surveys are included.

The table shows that seven of the ten countries with the

highest HIV prevalence rates in the world are members of the

Commonwealth. These countries ought to take immediate,

concrete, visible and audible action to fight the pandemic. The

consequences of procrastination would be too ghastly to

contemplate.

The impact of HIV and AIDS on teachers and the
education sector

The education sector has not been immune to the impact of the

AIDS scourge. The virus has been ruthless, attacking and

infecting both teachers and students, with devastating

consequences for families, schools and communities.

In 2004, the South African Education Labour Relations Council

commissioned a comprehensive study on the demand and supply

of educators in South Africa. The study, conducted by the Human

Sciences Research Council (HSRC), revealed that HIV prevalence

among teachers was the same as that of the general population.

This then implied that countries with high HIV prevalence rates

have similarly high prevalence rates among their teachers;

however, it helped to dispel the previously held notion that HIV

prevalence was higher among teachers than other groups.

A study conducted by Sinyolo (2007) for ‘Education International’

in the Gambia, Kenya, Lesotho, Tanzania, Uganda and Zambia

revealed that the average rate of teacher attrition in the six

countries was four per cent. The main causes of teacher attrition

were similar in most of these countries, only differing in terms of

magnitude. The main causes were death, retirement and

resignation. For example, in Zambia, the main cause of teacher

attrition was death (two per cent), probably due to the high HIV

prevalence rate of 17 per cent. The same study reveals that

illness is the main cause of teacher absenteeism in Zambia,

followed by financial problems, transport/accommodation

problems and attending funerals. Again, most of the illnesses

are linked to HIV/AIDS.

HIV/AIDS has a serious negative impact on teachers, and

ultimately, on the education system as a whole. So many

teachers, some of them highly qualified and experienced, have

been lost due to AIDS-related illnesses. As a result, countries

have to spend colossal sums of money training replacement

teachers. Illness among teachers negatively affects the quality of

education. Teachers sometimes fail to turn up for lessons due to

illness, or in order to take care of sick spouses, children or other

loved ones. Teachers sometimes fail to go to work because they

are attending funerals. Children have also been seriously

affected. Many have lost one or both parents to AIDS, while

others have been infected with the virus. Some AIDS orphans

have no adults to look after them; this has given rise to a new

phenomenon of child-headed families in many African countries.

The high level of teacher attrition due to AIDS and other causes

threatens the achievement of the Education for All (EFA) targets

and the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). The essence of

these goals is that ‘every’ child should have access to education

of good quality. This cannot be achieved without adequate

numbers of qualified teachers. According to the ‘UNESCO

Institute of Statistics Report 2006’, more than 18 million teachers

are needed, worldwide, to achieve universal primary education by

2015. Sub-Saharan Africa and South and West Asia would need

to train and recruit close to four million teachers each, while

Latin America and the Caribbean would need nearly two million

teachers. Unfortunately, HIV/AIDS is eroding the gains being

made towards the achievement of the EFA targets and the MDGs

by robbing these countries of their valuable human resource, the

teacher. This then calls for the adoption of effective means and

measures to protect and support teachers. Some of these are

discussed overleaf.

Promising strategies for empowering teachers
to fight HIV and AIDS 

There is overwhelming evidence that prevention and treatment

are effective strategies for combating HIV/AIDS. The ‘AIDS

Epidemic Update (2007)’ reports that HIV prevalence is declining

in Cambodia, Cote d’Ivoire, Myanmar, Thailand, Kenya and

Zimbabwe, mainly due to prevention, treatment and care efforts

instituted in 2000-01. 

The impact of HIV and AIDS on teachers
By Dennis Sinyolo, Education and Employment Coordinator, Education International

HIV/AIDS is a serious social and economic menace threatening the very existence of the human race.

Commonwealth member countries have been hard hit by the pandemic. Southern Africa is the global

epicentre of AIDS, and most of the countries in this region are members of the Commonwealth.

According to the ‘AIDS Epidemic Update’ of 2007, 33.2 million people worldwide were living with HIV in

2007. Slightly less than half of these (46.4 per cent) were women, and eight per cent were children under

15 years old. During the same year, 2.5 million people were newly infected with HIV and 2.1 million died

from AIDS-related diseases. The same report reveals that Sub-Saharan Africa has the highest HIV

prevalence rate (five per cent), followed by the Caribbean (one per cent). 

Table 1. Countries with the highest HIV prevalence
rates in the world (2005 data)

Country Prevalence rate (%)

1 Swaziland 33.4

2 Botswana 24.1

3 Lesotho 23.2

4 Zimbabwe 20.1

5 South Africa 18.8

6 Zambia 17.0

7 Malawi 14.1

8 Central African Republic 10.7

9 Cote d’Ivoire 7.1

10 Uganda 6.7

Source: ‘AIDS Epidemic Update’ (2007) published by the Joint United Nations

Programme on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS) and the World Health Organization (WHO) 
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Uganda was one of the first countries to experience the

devastating impact of HIV/AIDS. However, the country succeeded

in drastically reducing the epidemic’s prevalence, thanks to

high-level political commitment and vigorous education,

awareness and prevention programmes. These programmes

encouraged people to break the silence and to talk freely about

the epidemic. Schools played an important role in these efforts.

Although the search for an AIDS vaccine has been elusive,

education can act as a social vaccine against this deadly disease.

Teachers are strategically positioned to deliver effective HIV/AIDS

education and prevention programmes. They interact with

children and young people (‘the window of hope’) and are found

virtually in all corners of the country. It is, therefore, important to

equip teachers with the necessary skills to protect themselves

and their students and to provide the necessary guidance and

psychosocial support to their colleagues and students. 

The Commonwealth Heads of Government, Education

Ministers and Secretariat have all shown political commitment to

the fight against HIV/AIDS. For example, the Commonwealth

Heads of Government meeting in Durban in 1999 issued a

communiqué expressing concern about the economic and social

impact of HIV/AIDS. The Commonwealth Secretariat came up

with an HIV and AIDS strategic framework for 2007-2009.

Following the 15th Conference of Commonwealth Education

Ministers in 2003, a Chair on HIV and AIDS was established at the

University of the West Indies. The challenge for these

Commonwealth institutions is to continue to translate these

commitments into concrete action on the ground at country level.

Many countries, including Commonwealth member states,

have recognised the strategic role of teachers in the fight against

HIV/AIDS. They have come up with national and education sector

AIDS policies and strategic plans. However, some, if not most, of

these policies and plans are not fully implemented, partly due to

lack of adequate financial, human, material and other resources.

Some of the policies fail to take into account that teachers

themselves may be infected, or directly affected by HIV/AIDS. As

a result, they focus, almost exclusively, on equipping teachers

with skills to teach students, ignoring the fact that teachers also

need skills to protect themselves. That is why Ministries of

Education must implement workplace policies which address

the needs of teachers and other education employees. Such

policies should address critical issues like prevention/

awareness programmes for educators and students, voluntary

counselling and testing (VCT), provision of anti-retroviral

treatment (ART) for infected teachers, as well as generous

transfer and leave conditions for sick teachers. These policies

and regulations must protect HIV positive teachers from

discrimination at the work place. Cases of HIV positive teachers

who have been dismissed or discriminated against because of

their status are not uncommon.

Kenya offers a good example of how HIV positive teachers

can join hands to fight stigma and discrimination, and to

support one another. The Kenya Network of [HIV] Positive

Teachers (KENEPOTE) was founded in September 2003 by two

KENEPOTE members.
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HIV-positive teachers, Elsa Ouko and Margaret Wambete. It

unites HIV positive teachers in Kenya to fight AIDS, its impact,

stigma and discrimination. It promotes access to care and

treatment for sick teachers, and, according to Wambete, it

’inspires, offers comfort and hope to those without a voice’. 

The Ministry of Education, the Teachers’ Service Commission

and the Kenya National Union of Teachers have supported

KENEPOTE’s initiatives and activities. Similar initiatives are

beginning to emerge elsewhere. For example, in Malawi,

teachers living with HIV have recently formed an organisation

called Teachers Living Positively. Such developments should be

encouraged and supported by governments and by Ministries

of Education in particular.

Many countries have introduced free ART for their citizens,

including teachers. For example, ART is free in Botswana, Malawi

and Zambia. However, many teachers, particularly those in rural

areas, have complained that VCT and treatment centres are not

always easily accessible. In 2004, the Department of Education in

South Africa introduced what is known as the Prevention, Care

and Treatment Access for South African Teachers’ Project (PCTA),

in collaboration with teachers’ unions and NGOs. The PCTA was

a two-year pilot project designed to provide VCT and ART to

educators in three predominantly rural provinces, through their

unions. The project had a tremendous impact on HIV knowledge

among educators and on their access to VCT and ART. This is a

good example of how education authorities can collaborate with

teachers’ unions and other stakeholders to fight HIV/AIDS. 

Many teacher unions have effective HIV/AIDS programmes for

their members and students, which Ministries of Education 

can take advantage of. For example, teachers’ unions in 11

Commonwealth member countries in Africa, 10 in the Caribbean

and two in Asia, are currently involved in the EFAIDS Programme

in partnership with Education International, the Education

Development Centre and the World Health Organisation. This

programme equips teachers with skills to protect themselves,

their colleagues and their students, and to support those who are

already infected and affected. It tackles both EFA and AIDS

issues, hence the term EFAIDS.

Policy considerations
Taking into account that successful education-sector HIV/AIDS

interventions are usually based on well-thought out and

adequately funded policies, strategies and activities, on

government commitment, and on collaboration with various

stakeholders, the following policy options are given for

consideration by governments and other stakeholders:

• Each country should have comprehensive HIV/AIDS education

sector policies and plans that address prevention, treatment,

care and support for teachers, other education employees and

students.

• Ministries of Education should ensure that teachers are given

the necessary pedagogical and didactic tools to impart life-

skills, including protection against HIV, to their students. This

can be done through vigorous and sustainable pre- and in-

service training programmes.

• Governments and Ministries of Education or teachers’ service

commissions should show commitment to fighting HIV/AIDS in

the education sector by allocating adequate financial, human

and material resources to translate their plans into action.

• Ministries of Education should work closely with teachers’

unions and other stakeholders, such as UN agencies

(UNAIDS, WHO, UNESCO and UNICEF), civil society

organisations and others.

• Efforts should be made to provide VCT services and free ART

for teachers, including those in rural areas.

• Ministries of Education should ensure that regulations to

protect HIV positive teachers from discrimination, and to

facilitate their access to treatment, are put into place.

• Strategies for regions and countries to share their success

stories in the fight against HIV/AIDS should be encouraged and

continued where they already exist.

Rising to the challenge
HIV/AIDS is one of the most difficult challenges confronting

nations today. The education sector, and teachers in particular,

can play a pivotal role in the fight against the pandemic.

Protecting our educators, making ART available to those who

need it and equipping them with requisite skills to fight the AIDS

scourge is crucial. Such a move would ensure protection for the

children, who are our window of hope and, therefore, our future,

and better achievement of the Education for All targets and the

Millennium Development Goals.

Teachers need training to fight HIV/AIDS.
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THE SOUTH AFRICAN 
COUNCIL FOR 
EDUCATORS (SACE)
SACE is the professional regulatory Council for all educators in the Republic of South Africa. The SACE Act 
(no 31 of 2000) mandates:

❖ Compulsory registration as per Council entry stipulations;
❖ Obligatory on-going professional development; and 
❖ Adherence to a code of Ethics.

All teachers (and other educators) are required by law to register in order to practise in any school (as defined in
relevant legislation.)

To date Council has registered almost 500 000 educators of which approximately 360 000 are practicing. While
Council is active in setting, promoting and maintaining professional standards locally, it is eager to discuss requirements
for the teaching profession across the Commonwealth and internationally.

Teachers from South Africa are recruited to teach abroad and require clearance in respect of their professional
standing. Similarly many teachers from abroad wish to teach in South Africa. For SACE, two issues regarding
Commonwealth teachers require immediate attention.

The practicalities implicit in the protocol informing movement of teachers across Commonwealth Countries needs
examination. Regulation may have to be strengthened to the benefit of the countries involved in a way that does not
impinge on the rights of citizens. The profession will obviously be reluctant to lose expertise in areas of need and eager
to recruit in these areas.

The other issue is the question of professional standing. SACE requires teaching qualifications that are quality assured
by appropriate agencies in the country as well as
a testimonial of good standing. Other Countries contact Council for verification of these. 

Some have additional entry requirements. These processes are often cumbersome when educators cross borders to
teach. Hence a need for discussions to streamline procedures to the mutual benefit of countries and teachers.

SACE is willing and prepared to share ideas on these (and other) aspects of teacher professionalism. Teachers are foot
soldiers for transformation and development.

Rej Brijraj (CEO: SACE) Tel: +27 012 – 663 0406
Fax: +27 012 – 663 3331
E-mail: rej@sace.org.za
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The areas of sexual and reproductive health encompass

some of the most pressing, yet most neglected health

challenges facing young people. Sexual and reproductive

health conditions account for a sizeable chunk of disability-

adjusted life years (DALYs) lost to young men and women. For

example, estimates for the year 2005 presented in Table 1

indicate that sexual and reproductive health conditions account

for 8 per cent and 27 per cent of DALYs lost globally to young

men and women (ages 15-29) respectively, and will continue to

be one of the leading causes of the burden of disease among

young people in the near future, especially among young

women [3]. Despite this substantial burden of ill-health, many 

lack the resources needed to make informed sexual and

reproductive health promoting choices. Addressing the

vulnerabilities of young people is therefore both a public health

and human rights imperative.

Promising commitments to support the sexual and

reproductive health needs of young people have been articulated

by the governments of several Commonwealth countries as well

as in the Commonwealth Plan of Action for Youth Empowerment

2007-2015. There remains, however, a considerable schism

between the commitments made in policies and programmes,

the implementation of these commitments and the reality of

young people’s lives in these settings. 

This article concentrates on the sexual and reproductive health

vulnerabilities of young people in India, a country whose 340

million young people constitute some three-quarters of the youth

population in the Commonwealth’s Asian countries. The wealth

of recent evidence from India provides a valuable case study for

the exploration of sexual and reproductive health challenges and

solutions relevant to young people in other Commonwealth

countries, both in the Asian region and beyond. 

Sexual and reproductive health challenges
facing young people: lessons from India
By Shireen J Jejeebhoy, Senior Associate, Population Council, New Delhi; KG Santhya, Senior Programme Officer,

Population Council, New Delhi; Lea Hegg, Independent Consultant, Reproductive Health; and Rajib Acharya, Senior

Programme Officer, Population Council, New Delhi

One-third of the world’s young people (aged 10-24) live in Commonwealth countries today. With low mortality rates and

increasing life expectancies, young people appear to be a healthy section of the population. There is growing evidence,

however, of the magnitude of health risks they face, with implications not only for quality of life during adolescence and

young adulthood but across the lifecycle. Indeed, globally, more than 33 per cent of the disease burden and almost 60

per cent of premature deaths among adults have been found to be associated with behaviours or conditions typically

initiated in adolescence – for example, tobacco and alcohol use, sexual risk-taking and abuse, early marriage and

childbirth and so on [1,2]. This article highlights the sexual and reproductive health challenges faced by young people

and priorities for action to enable them to make a safe transition to adulthood.

Sexual and reproductive health conditions 
be one of the leading causes of the burden of disease

among young people in the near future.

Table 1. Percentage of DALYs lost due to sexual and reproductive health conditions among young people
aged 15-29, by region, 2005 and 2015.

2005 2015

Women Men Women Men

South East Asia region (a)

Sexually transmitted infections other than HIV 3.3 1.1 2.9 0.9

HIV/AIDS 3.0 6.4 8.4 18.5

Maternal conditions 15.7 – 9.6 –

Eastern Mediterranean region (b)

Sexually transmitted infections other than HIV 3.2 0.8 2.8 0.7

HIV/AIDS 1.4 1.9 5.3 9.1

Maternal conditions 21.9 – 14.8 –

Western Pacific region (c)

Sexually transmitted infections other than HIV 1.4 0.2 1.1 0.2

HIV/AIDS 1.2 3.1 7.1 13.1

Maternal conditions 8.7 – 4.2 –

World

Sexually transmitted infections other than HIV 3.0 0.8 2.7 0.7

HIV/AIDS 8.8 7.1 14.3 14.3

Maternal conditions 15.4 – 11.2 –
(a) Bangladesh, India, Maldives and Sri Lanka are included in this region; 

(b) Pakistan is included in this region; (c) Malaysia is included in this region.                                           Source: World Health Organization, 2006
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Sexual and reproductive health challenges
facing young people

In the South East Asia region, sexual and reproductive conditions

accounted for 8 per cent and 22 per cent of DALYs lost among

young men and women, respectively, as of 2005. Estimates of the

disease burden projected for the year 2015 suggest that the

proportion of DALYs lost to sexual and reproductive health

among young people in South East Asia will equal or exceed that

for young people globally (see Table 1) [3].

Recent data from India, presented in Table 2, reiterate that

youth health is not uniformly better than that of adults. For

example, pregnancy-related complications were reported by

somewhat more young than adult women who delivered in the

three years prior to interview. So too, young women were as likely

and men more likely than adult women and men, respectively to

report the experience of sexually transmitted infections (STIs),

abnormal genital discharge, genital sores or ulcers [4]. 

Key factors underlying sexual and reproductive
health challenges faced by young people

A number of factors inhibit young people’s ability to experience

healthy sexual and reproductive lives. Poverty and gender

inequalities clearly condition the ability of both young women

and young men to make informed sexual and reproductive

choices and adopt health promoting behaviours. More

specifically, we identify four key factors that pose barriers to the

ability of young people in India to make healthy transitions to

adulthood:

• Sexual initiation occurs early

• Sexual relations are unsafe and sometimes unwanted

• Young people are poorly informed about sexual and

reproductive matters

• The sexual and reproductive health needs of the young are

poorly served.

Sexual initiation occurs early
The onset of sexual relations occurs in adolescence or young

adulthood among many young women and men, both before and

within the context of marriage.

Marriage continues to take place at young ages for
sizeable proportions of young women 
Despite laws prohibiting early marriage (the Child Marriage

Restraint Act of 1929 and its amendment in 1978), marriage occurs

overwhelmingly in adolescence for young women but not young

men. Recent national data show that 18 per cent of women aged

20-24 were married by age 15, and 47 per cent by the legal

marriage age of 18 (see Figure 1). By ages 20-24, three-quarters of

young women and one third of young men were already married [4]. 

Notwithstanding impressive changes in educational

attainment and evidence of a steady increase in age at marriage,

marriage in adolescence will undoubtedly continue to

characterise the experience of a large proportion of young

women in India over the next decade.

In India and other developing country settings where marriage

marks sexual initiation for girls but not necessarily for boys,

evidence suggests that early marriage may expose adolescent

girls to the risk of acquiring STIs or HIV. Data from India show

that rates of HIV infection among currently married women are

more than eight times higher than those among never married

women (0.17 percent versus 0.02 percent, respectively) [4]. 

This increased risk may result from the fact that married young

women have sex more frequently than their sexually active

unmarried counterparts [5]. While some research disputes this

association, it does not question the link in settings in which young

Figure 1: Percentage of young people aged 20-24 married by selected ages and ever

married, India 2005-2006

Source: IIPS and Macro International, 2007

Table 2. Selected indicators of health status by age and sex, India, 2005-2006.
Females Males

15-19 20-24 25-49 15-19 20-24 25-54

Nutrition 
Nutritional status (% moderately or severely thin) 20.2 15.6 13.8 29.4 12.4 9.9

Anaemia moderate or severe (<10 g/dl) 16.6 18.4 16.3 13.5 8.5 11.8

Pregnancy-related complications
% reporting massive vaginal bleeding at any time in the 

two months after the most recent delivery 14.1 13.0 11.8 - - -

% reporting very high fever at any time in the two months 

after the most recent delivery 15.7 13.2 13.4 - - -

Symptoms of STI and HIV prevalence
STI* 1.4 1.5 1.5 0.6 0.9 0.5

Bad smelling abnormal genital discharge* 9.8 9.8 10.0 7.6 4.8 2.4

Genital sore or ulcer* 1.7 2.1 2.3 5.6 3.4 2.0

STI/genital sore or ulcer/discharge* 10.6 11.1 11.2 11.1 7.4 4.0

HIV+** 0.07 0.17 0.28 0.01 0.19 0.50
*Last 12 months, those who have ever had sex

**Prevalence for 15-24 and 25-49/25-54 age groups have been obtained by weighted average of age-specific prevalence published by

International Institute for Population Sciences (IIPS) and Macro International, 2007. National Family Health Survey (NFHS-3), 2005-2006: India,

Vol. 1, Mumbai: IIPS.

Pregnancy-related complications were reported 
by somewhat more young than adult women.
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girls marry before the age at which they would otherwise become

sexually active and are thus exposed to an elevated risk of

infection that would not occur in the absence of early marriage [6].

In addition, women who marry at younger ages are likely to

marry considerably older partners and may be exposed to

infection within marriage from husbands with previous or extra-

marital sexual experience. For example, evidence indicates that

young women whose first sexual partner was 10 or more years

older are almost twice as likely to be HIV positive as those with

relatively narrow partner age difference [4].

In India and other South Asian countries, moreover, newly

married girls face enormous pressure to initiate childbearing as

swiftly as possible. In India, over one-quarter of young women

aged 20-24 (28 per cent)have given birth before they were aged

18 [4]. The adverse health consequences of early childbearing

can include damage to the reproductive tract, maternal

mortality, pregnancy complications, peri-natal and neo-natal

mortality and low birth weight. For example, while the neo-natal

mortality rate in India was 54.2 per 1,000 births to adolescent

women, it was considerably lower (34-38) to women aged 20-39

[4]. Likewise, a hospital-based study in 10 facilities in India

noted that the maternal mortality ratio was almost twice as high

among adolescent as among older women [7]. 

Many young people are sexually active before
marriage

Globally, the dual trends of declining ages at puberty and rising

ages at marriage provide a longer window in which young people

may be sexually active before marriage [8]. Likewise, there is

growing evidence of premarital sexual activity among young people

in India, particularly among young males, overturning widely held

perceptions that pre-marital sex in India is negligible. In a state-

level study in the Indian state of Maharashtra, pre-marital sexual

relations have been reported by 16 per cent of young men and

many fewer (3 per cent) of young women aged 15-24 [9]. Smaller,

less representative studies also suggest that roughly 15-30 per

cent of young men and fewer than 10 per cent of young women

have ever experienced pre-marital sexual relations [10]. 

Before or within marriage, sex is not always
safe or consensual

Not only are sexual relations initiated early, but for many young

people they are unsafe or unwanted. Lack of contraceptive or

condom use characterises the vast majority of sexual encounters

among young people, irrespective of marital status. National data

suggest that just 13 per cent of married girls aged 15-19 years and

no more than one-third of young women aged 20-24 years (or their

husbands) were using any contraceptive method as of 2005-2006.

Despite the fact that marriage does not protect young women

against the risk of infection, as discussed above, condom use was

reported by less than 10 per cent in each age category [4].

Contraceptive and condom use within pre-marital sexual

encounters is also infrequent. For example, the study in

Maharashtra discussed earlier reports that among those

reporting pre-marital sexual relations, just 35 per cent and 23

per cent of young men and women aged 15-24 had used a

condom at first sex with a romantic opposite-sex partner.

Consistent condom use was far more limited. In addition, 33 per

cent of sexually experienced young men reported multiple pre-

marital partners [9].

Marriage in adolescence will undoubtedly continue 
to characterise the experience of a large proportion 

of young women in India over the next decade.

Globally, the dual trends of declining ages 
at puberty and rising ages at marriage provide 

a longer window in which young people may 
be sexually active before marriage. 

Figure 2. HIV/AIDS awareness and knowledge of preventive measures among young people aged 15-24, India, 2005-2006.

Source: IIPS and Macro International 2007.

Table 3. Awareness of sexual matters, contraception
and STIs, young people aged 15-24, Maharashtra, 2006
Knowledge indicator Percentage

Female Male

Aware that a woman can get pregnant 

at first sex 38.3 45.8

Aware that a condom can only be used 

for one sexual act 28.0 83.8

Has correct knowledge of frequency of 

consumption of oral contraceptive pills 43.3 27.0

Aware of STIs other than HIV 13.3 14.9

Number of respondents 4,488 2,336
Source: IIPS and Population Council, 2008
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Evidence also suggests that forced sexual experiences within

pre-marital and marital relationships among young people are

not unusual. While sparse, data drawn from surveys in India

suggest that between 14 per cent and 56 per cent of married

young women in different contexts reported forced sexual

experiences perpetrated by their husband [9,11,12]. 

Few young people have comprehensive awareness of
sexual and reproductive matters
Awareness of sexual and reproductive issues and health-

promoting behaviours is limited and superficial among young

people. Table 3 shows data for young people in Maharashtra,

among whom fewer than half knew that a woman can become

pregnant at first sex. Results regarding knowledge of condom

use once again underscore the relatively disadvantaged position

of young women, amongst whom just 28 per cent even know that

a male condom can be used for only one sexual act, compared

with 84 per cent of young men. In-depth knowledge of

contraceptive use and STIs other than HIV was very limited [9].

HIV awareness is limited, especially among young women. At

the national level, as shown in Figure 2, just 88 per cent of young

men and 65 per cent of young women had heard of HIV. Young

women are especially disadvantaged in terms of more specific

HIV awareness, with less than half reporting knowledge of any of

the three ‘ABC’ prevention methods [4].

Condom-related misconceptions among young people

abound. For example, a study among young people in

Maharashtra suggests that as many as 39 per cent and 55 per

cent of young males and females, respectively, either believed

that, or were unsure whether, condoms can slip off and

disappear inside a woman [11]. In other studies, sizable

proportions of young people report believing that condoms are

not a suitable method for married couples or that only sex

workers and the unfaithful should use condoms [11,12]. 

Related to lack of awareness are young people’s low

perceptions of vulnerability to HIV and other reproductive health

risks. For example, findings from a study among married young

people in Andhra Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh report that only

18 per cent of young women and 4 per cent of young men who

reported having engaged in risky behaviours perceived

themselves at risk of contracting STIs [12].

Unfortunately, few young people in India are exposed to formal

sexuality education and even fewer obtain this information from

their parents. As a result, the most common available sources of

information are peers or the media. For example, the National

Family Health Survey reports that among young women aged 15-

24 who were aware of HIV, 81 per cent had obtained their

information from television, 29-39 per cent from newspapers

and radio and 29 per cent from their peers [4]. Among young

men, the pattern was similar. Unfortunately, neither peers nor

the media are especially accurate sources of information.

Lack of access to counselling and services
The above obstacles to sexual and reproductive health are

further compounded by evidence suggesting that young people

make limited use of health services. For example in India,

despite the greater risk they face in childbearing, adolescents

are no more likely to receive antenatal or intra-partum care than

adult women [4]. Similarly, a study among married and

unmarried young women and men indicate that only 65 per cent

of young men and 44 per cent of young women who experienced

symptoms of genital infections had sought any treatment [9].

Unsafe abortions are a particular cause of concern for the health

of young women and research shows that adolescent women in

India are both more likely to seek abortion from illegal or

untrained providers as well as to delay seeking abortion, putting

them at greater risk of complications.

Stigma and lack of resources plays a role in young people’s

failure to utilize certain services, as does a persistent lack of

youth-friendly approaches, including lack of confidentiality and

judgemental or poorly trained providers. For example, a survey of

married and unmarried young people in India reports that large

proportions (40 per cent of young men and 57 per cent of young

women) would feel shy to approach a healthcare provider or

pharmacy for contraceptive supplies [9]. In a survey of over 2,000

adolescents aged 13-19 in the neighboring country of Bangladesh,

only 15 per cent perceived that the providers would treat them

respectfully if they sought family planning services [13]. 

The way forward
Young people are clearly at risk of poor sexual and reproductive

health outcomes that have far-reaching effects on the quality of

their lives in adulthood, as well as significant implications for 

the health of the nation. Findings suggest the need for

programmatic attention to address the special needs of young

people  in three priority areas:

Delay marriage and address the needs of married
adolescents 
Notwithstanding the changes occurring in age at marriage,

marriage in adolescence will undoubtedly continue to

characterise the lives of large proportions of girls in India over

the next decade. Legislation governing child and early marriage

exists, however, and measures are clearly needed to improve

enforcement of this legislation. At the same time, broader

awareness must be raised among the greater community about

the negative impact of early marriage and pregnancy on

women’s and children’s health.

Specific efforts must be made to educate soon-to-be-married

and newly married youth regarding safe sex practices and HIV

prevention, including voluntary counseling and testing of soon-

to-be-married couples. 

Sexuality and life skills education are central to
informing young people about health-promoting
sexual and reproductive behaviours
Our review confirms that although many young people are

sexually active from an early age, many initiate sexual relations

– whether within or before marriage – poorly informed about

safe sexual and reproductive behaviours. While opponents to

sexuality education argue that educating young people will lead

them to experiment with sex, that sexuality issues are best

conveyed by parents, and that neither young people nor their

gatekeepers favour sexuality education in the school setting.

None of these claims is supported by evidence. 

Indeed, scientific evaluations of over 80 sex education

programmes conducted globally suggest that in many settings,

Unsafe abortions are a particular cause 
of concern for the health of young women.

Specific efforts must be made to educate soon-to-be-
married and newly married youth regarding safe sex

practices and HIV prevention, including voluntary
counseling and testing of soon-to-be-married couples. 
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young people who were exposed to sexuality education initiated

sex at a later age than those who were not. Sex education also

succeeded in making sex – when initiated – safer [14].

Life skills and sexuality education must not only provide

detailed information on sexual and reproductive health matters,

but also enable young people to correctly assess their own and

their partners’ sexual risk and develop the communication and

negotiation skills needed to adopt appropriate protective

behaviours.

Adapt programme content and service delivery
strategies to be sensitive, attractive and acceptable to
young people 
The evidence presented above suggested that young people are

reticent about seeking information, counselling, contraceptive

supplies or services from available health facilities. In response,

service delivery strategies must reject the assumption that

young people will access sexual and reproductive health services

as readily as adults and adapt to the myriad obstacles youth face

in acquiring services, ranging from lack of mobility, to

embarrassment and lack of resources. For example, married

young women in India, who tend to be socially isolated, are

unlikely to have the freedom or resources to seek care at facility

level and may require different strategies whereby services may

be provided. Unmarried young people may need access to

confidential, non-judgemental services without fear of discovery

by family or community members. 

As part of greater programmatic changes, training and

resources for providers and gatekeepers must be oriented to

serve young people’s sexual and reproductive health needs in a

forthright and non-judgemental way.

India’s Reproductive and Child Health Programme’s second

phase has recognised the need to address youth needs,

including the unmarried, and efforts have been made to secure

youth-friendly services. While the programme has not rolled out

in any significant way as yet, it is clearly an important first step

in meeting the service needs of young people.

Conclusions
Our review has highlighted four key issues that have inhibited

young people in India from making healthy sexual and reproductive

choices: early initiation into sexual life, unsafe and unwanted

sexual relations, lack of comprehensive awareness about health

promoting behaviours and lack of access, in effect, to sexual and

reproductive health services and contraceptive supplies. 

Programmes are required that respond to the changing

realities and multidimensionality of young people’s lives and

concerns. Securing informed health choices for young people

entails changes at multiple levels: the family, society, and health

and educational systems. It requires a rethinking of what

programmes offer and how programmes are delivered. It also

requires an acceptance of changing sexual norms, and the

provision of an environment that will support young people to

make healthy and informed choices. This paper provides strong

support for investment in adolescents – health-promoting

practices developed in adolescence will have far-reaching

effects on their health and lives as adults.
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In 2005, an estimated 536,000 women died during pregnancy

or childbirth worldwide, with 52 per cent occurring in the

Commonwealth countries. Every year such tragedies continue

to happen – one every minute of every day. Globally, the disparity

in the risk of these maternal deaths between rich and poor

countries is one of the largest of all public health indicators: for

example, one in eight women in Sierra Leone die of these causes

compared to one in 8,200 in the UK. Maternal deaths are,

however, only the tip of the iceberg of suffering related to difficult

pregnancies. Maternal ill-health is the largest contributor to the

burden of disease among women of reproductive age, and when

maternal and perinatal conditions are combined, the burden is

larger than for HIV/AIDS, malaria, or tuberculosis. If a mother

dies or has a debilitating complication, the survival and wellbeing

of her children are also compromised, the family may

disintegrate, and there are economic consequences for the

household, community and society.

The Fifth Millennium Development Goal (MDG 5) is to ‘improve

maternal health’, judged by two main targets for 2015: a 75 per

cent reduction in maternal mortality and universal coverage of

deliveries by health professionals (namely midwives, nurses or

doctors). But recent assessments show disappointing progress

since 1990, with just five low-income countries (including India

and Nigeria in the Commonwealth) accounting for half the

deaths in the world each year. 2007 is the 20th anniversary year

of the Safe Motherhood Initiative. The fact that MDG 5 is so far off

track is receiving heightened attention and seen as deplorable

given that some countries, including three Commonwealth

states, have essentially eliminated these tragic deaths. So why

do women still die during pregnancy and childbirth?

We know what to do to prevent maternal
deaths; it’s just not being done

When it comes to maternal mortality, we know what works. A

recent series of the Lancet journal argued that strategies to

reduce pregnancy-related deaths can be among the most

successful efforts to target a specific cause of death. Of course

saying we know what works epitomises the ‘advocacy of

optimism’ essential to maintaining the commitment of

politicians, including finance ministers, donors, UN agencies,

and professional bodies. Having agreed that saving women’s

lives is essential, only a few key strategic decisions need to be

made. These choices are now being driven and encouraged by

the shift by donors to results-based financing, with maternal

mortality reduction widely-regarded as a ‘prized’ result. The

priority is to persuade and support key government decision-

makers, including finance ministers, to make a real difference to

the lives of women and babies through focused, effective

intervention strategies. We identify where the Commonwealth

states stand with respect to implementing these key strategies

and highlight lessons to be learnt.

Key strategies and lessons for the future

Women are at particular risk during delivery: this is
the crucial time for effective care
The risk of maternal death is highest during labour, delivery and

the first 24 hours after delivery (what is called the intrapartum

period). Where women are when they deliver, who is attending

them, and how quickly women can be transported to referral level

care determine the interventions that are needed and feasible. 

There are efficacious drugs or procedures for preventing or

treating virtually all life-threatening maternal complications, and

their costs are affordable. Strategies aim to bring together

packages of interventions and direct these to the target

populations of women who need them. A ‘best bet’ strategy is

one that includes an effective package of interventions, a service

delivery platform that can achieve high coverage of the intended

target group, and is acceptable to populations and governments

and thus likely to be sustained. 

The ‘best bet’ strategy must target all deliveries –
both normal and complicated 
Current evidence shows that the ‘best’ intrapartum care strategy

enables women to routinely deliver in a health centre, private

clinic or maternity home, with midwives as the principal

providers but with other attendants also working with them in a

team. Such health centre-based care can cater to normal births

but also includes basic emergency care for managing

complications. More advanced treatments, such as blood

transfusions or caesarean sections must be readily available at

the referral level (district hospital). Two recent cost-effectiveness

analyses found health centre-based care to be among the most

Stopping women dying during childbirth: 
how are the Commonwealth countries doing?
By Oona M. R. Campbell, London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine, and Wendy J. Graham, University of Aberdeen

The goal of reducing maternal mortality (Millennium Development Goal No 5) will not be

met unless resources are urgently focused on where they will make the biggest

difference: ensuring all women deliver with a health professional. Such skilled care will

be most cost-effective when provided in a functioning health facility, and must reach the

poorest women. The authors make the case for this strategy, and highlight the

importance both of addressing human resource and financial barriers, and of robust

monitoring and evaluation of inputs, processes and health gain. Failing to achieve MDG 5 will be a collective disgrace

– for both rich and poor countries. This paper emphasises both what must be implemented now to reduce maternal

mortality based on current knowledge, and the need to address gaps in evidence and genuine dilemmas in health policy

and programme decision-making. 

Failing to achieve MDG 5 will be a collective 
disgrace – for both rich and poor countries.
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cost-effective options, with clear benefits to both mother and

baby. Ensuring such facilities are close enough for women to

deliver in should also mean women are close enough to seek

care if complications arise before or after delivery. 

Worldwide less than half of all deliveries occur with a
health professional present
Deliveries with health professionals in Commonwealth countries

indicate that many states, especially those with low levels of

maternal mortality, already meet the goal of universal coverage.

Most have achieved this complete coverage by institutionalising

births. For those who have not, scaling up deliveries with health

professionals in facilities, while simultaneously ensuring access

to referral level care, presents a huge challenge, requiring a 24-

hour service, which is often not currently available. Furthermore,

reviews of the preparedness of various tiers of the health system

show that health centres are the level that most often fails to

meet service and quality requirements, and thus urgently

requires further investment. 

Two key bottlenecks to scaling up delivery care are
skilled professionals and financing
Among the biggest challenges facing poor countries in providing

the ‘best bet’ strategy described above are adequate provision

and deployment of skilled providers, and financing. There are

massive human resource constraints in many countries,

especially in rural areas. Some of these can be addressed by

staffing combinations whereby, for example, midwives work in

teams supported by staff with less competences. 

Financial barriers widen the poor-rich gap in access
to delivery care and in maternal mortality
There is strong evidence for a wide and widening gap between

poor and rich women in delivery with a health professional,

access to caesarean section, and the risk of maternal death. In

Tanzania, for example, the poorest women have a three to four

times higher risk of death. Universal access to skilled delivery is

a barometer measure for MDG 5, and key to achieving equity in

maternal health. Uptake indicators must, however, be tracked

and evaluated alongside markers of the quality of the care

received, and the health gain achieved – for mothers and babies. 

There are various global price tags for scaling-up maternal

and newborn services to achieve universal coverage. Although

these vary according to model assumptions, the additional

budget needed from governments and donors is in the range of

US$5.1 billion to US$6.1 billion by 2015. But the potential gains

from scaling up are enormous: maternal deaths could be halved

by 2015, at an extra cost to country health budgets of between

US$0.22 to US$1.18 per capita. In many low-income countries,

households continue to pay a disproportionate share of the costs

for accessing government maternity services, particularly for

emergencies. For the poorest families these costs can be

catastrophic. There is now strong evidence to support removing

user fees for delivery care. For such initiatives to succeed,

governments must replenish the income lost from the removal

of user fees, address the supply side barriers, especially related

to staff and quality of care, and implement effective mechanisms

to ensure increased demand from the poorest women, such as

cash transfers or vouchers, and transport subsidies. 

Delivery care is the priority, but other complementary
strategies must also be in place
Mention should be made of three complementary strategies

which reduce the risks of maternal death outside the

intrapartum period – antenatal care, family planning and

abortion services. Antenatal care provides benefits in terms of

neonatal survival and maternal health, but the potential to

impact significantly on maternal mortality is limited. In some

countries, investment in antenatal services needs to be balanced

against the requirement to expand delivery care, and should

focus on providing only those interventions which are effective,

such as antimalarial prophylaxis. A woman who is neither

pregnant nor recently delivered cannot die of maternal causes.

Avoiding unwanted pregnancy through family planning services

is thus an extremely effective form of primary prevention of

maternal deaths. And finally, unsafe abortion is a major cause of

maternal mortality in some countries, yet when conducted in a

safe environment, induced abortion is less risky than childbirth.
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Two recent cost-effectiveness analyses found health
centre-based care to be among the most cost-effective
options, with clear benefits to both mother and baby. 

Where women are when they deliver, who is 
attending them, and how quickly women can be
transported to referral level care determine the

interventions that are needed and feasible.

Human resources dilemma: the case of midwives
in Malawi
Malawi has a severe shortage of health workers. In 2003,

fewer than 4,000 doctors, nurses and midwives served a

population of approximately 12 million. Such low density of

health professionals affects the coverage and quality of

health services, and the situation is made worse where staff

are lost owing to the HIV epidemic or to better salaries or

working conditions elsewhere. One study estimated that

over 30 years (with interest) each nurse-midwife who left

service cost Malawi from nearly US$100,000 dollars to

several million. Recent efforts to stem the out-migration

have included a 52 per cent wage top-up for public sector

healthcare workers. 

In the United Kingdom, a review on how to support health

services in low-income countries proposed assisting with

health worker training, backing policies to reduce the ‘brain

drain’, and endorsing the Global Health Workforce Alliance.

Ghana introduces free delivery care
Ghana took the bold step of making delivery care with

health professionals free at the point of service. This was

part of the government’s wish to mitigate the negative

effects of their user charge system and was financed from

the debt payment reductions resulting from the Heavily

Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC) initiative. A recent

evaluation of the benefits of this strategy showed that there

was indeed the intended increase in the proportion of

women with health professionals almost doubled, from 34

per cent to 66 per cent in Central Region for example.

However, because the indirect costs of delivery, accounting

for half of the total cost to a family, were not addressed by

this financing intervention, the gap in uptake between the

richest and poorest women widened rather than narrowed. 
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Were it not for legal, political and cultural constraints, medical

abortions could be potentially be available at a household level

and attain high coverage, thereby averting a substantial

proportion of maternal deaths. Table 1 shows the diversity of

policies for safe abortion  in Commonwealth countries. 

Demonstrating progress is crucial for all strategies:
what you count is what you do
Monitoring key indicators is essential to planning programmes,

determining inputs, redressing deficiencies and assessing

outcomes. Our graphs illustrate the status of Commonwealth

countries with respect to key indicators, and also show that

many countries have no data. For example, in international

databases, Grenada and Tuavalu have no estimates of maternal

mortality; the UK, Canada and Malta lack data on antenatal

care; Cyprus and Brunei lack data on contraceptive prevalence;

and the Seychelles have no data on the proportion of deliveries

with health professionals.

Investment is needed in routine information systems and all

opportunities seized for measuring maternal mortality, such 

as the 2010 round of Decennial Censuses. Among the

Commonwealth States there are many examples of good practice

in information gathering. For example, India has long had a sample

registration scheme which is used to provide vital statistics, and

has recently been used to provide estimates of maternal mortality.

Jamaica has a series of high-quality studies of the levels and cause

of maternal mortality which have informed their national

programmes. The UK Confidential Enquiry into Maternal Deaths

has over 50 years of experience investigating quality of care

through in-depth reviews, and has served as a model for similar

processes in other countries, such as South Africa and Malaysia. 

Ministers of Finance have always had a pivotal
role to play in maternal mortality reduction

Ministers of Finance have the unenviable role of balancing budgets

across sectors, so needing to take a multi-sectoral perspective 

to development. Maternal mortality reduction is much more than 

a medical issue, and depends in the long term on progress in 

other sectors, such as transport or education. At the same time,

delivering improved maternal health through the health sector has

benefits for other health conditions and for wider development –

reducing inequities and promoting women’s rights. 

The time has come to focus resources where they will make

the biggest difference to the lives of women, babies, families and

societies. Intrapartum care represents the greatest opportunity

to achieve this impact. Universal access to effective delivery care

must be achieved using strategies which also maintain women’s

choices and dignity. This should be the right of all women. 

None of us would want our daughters or sisters to deliver

without someone who can manage complications and help

ensure a healthy outcome for mother and baby. When countries

are held to account for progress on MDG 5, and as output-based

financing becomes the main mechanism for receiving external

assistance, all ministers will wish and need to show that care at

the time of delivery is safe and appropriate, particularly for the

poor. The burden of mortality is highest among the poorest

women, yet their access to care is weakest. MDG 5 cannot be

met without addressing this fundamental inequity.

There is a pressing need for ‘vision’. In signing-up for MDG 5,

countries have indicated their aspiration. The aspiration is

meaningless unless it is translated into a clear strategy for

achieving this. The Commonwealth countries cover the whole

spectrum of challenges and strategies seen globally. There are

many examples of good practice and innovation within this

community, and unique opportunities to learn from each other.

There is no time to delay – share, learn, and prioritise delivery care.

The authors would like to acknowledge assistance from Lisa Davidson

and Elizabeth Wheeler. The views expressed in this paper are solely

those of the authors and do not necessarily represent those of the

funders and institutions concerned. Article originally written for the

Commonwealth Finance Ministers Book 2007.
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Table 1. Abortion policies in Commonwealth countries. UNFPA, 2007
Policies Countries

Permitted without restriction as to reason Australia, Canada, Guyana, Singapore, South Africa 

Permitted for economic or social reasons and to save the  Barbados, Belize, Fiji, India, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, 

woman’s life, physical health or mental health + rape/incest United Kingdom (excluding N Ireland), or Zambia  

foetal impairment

Permitted to save the woman’s life, physical health or Bahamas, Botswana, Cameroon, Cyprus, Gambia Ghana,

mental health + rape/incest or fetal impairment Grenada, Jamaica, Kenya, Malaysia, Mozambique, Namibia, 

Nauru, New Zealand, Nigeria, Pakistan, Papua New Guinea, 

Saint Kitts and Nevis Saint Lucia, Samoa, Seychelles, Sierra 

Leone, Swaziland, Tanzania, Trinidad and Tobago, Uganda, 

Vanuatu 

Permitted to save the woman’s life or physical health Maldives

Prohibited or permitted to save a woman’s life Antigua and Barbuda, Bangladesh, Brunei Darussalam, 

Dominica, Kiribati, Lesotho, Malawi, Malta, Mauritius, 

Solomon Islands, Sri Lanka, Tonga, Tuvalu 

Source: http://www.un.org/esa/population/publications/2007_Abortion_Policies_Chart/2007AbortionPolicies_wallchart.htm 
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Low cost eHealth applications can be simple and still make a

significant difference to healthcare delivery. In Eastern

Uganda, for example, the Rural Extended Services and Care

for Ultimate Emergency Relief (RESCUER) project uses a VHF

radio and mobile walkie-talkies to help empower a network of

traditional birth attendants to partner with the public health

service centres to deliver healthcare to pregnant women. This has

resulted in increased and more timely patient referrals as well as

the delivery of healthcare to a larger number of pregnant women.

Effective simplicity

Reminders
Other simple uses of telephones by preventive health services

has been to remind high risk individuals about influenza

immunisation [5] and in promoting mammography among

managed healthcare plan members [6]. Computer-generated

telephone reminders have been shown to be effective in

improving on-time immunisation of preschool-age children [7]

and infants [8]. Such reminders have also proved to be cost-

effective in improving medication adherence and blood pressure

control in hypertension patients [9], while interactive voice

response systems have been shown to be successful in self-

assessment and self-help behaviour therapy [10]. Computerised

reminder systems have also been used to alert healthcare staff

to the proper timing of repeat tests and reduced the number of

patients who were subjected to unnecessary repeat testing [11],

while an automatic alerting system for communicating critical

laboratory results reduced the time before appropriate treatment

when compared with the existing hospital paging system [12].

Text messaging
The SIMPill system, developed in South Africa, is a wireless real-

time medication event monitoring system which enables

compliance or adherence to improve healthcare efficiency. A

medication bottle with a device incorporated is preprogrammed

with the user’s medication schedule, and sends a text message

to the user’s cell phone at the right times. Evidence suggested

that TB patients often do not take their medication simply

because they forget. In a pilot implementation involving TB

patients in South Africa, a high compliance rate – over 90 per

cent – was achieved.

Scheduling appointments
The World Bank’s InfoDev project reports on an initiative aimed

at reducing waiting time for patients at family health care centres

in Mexico. Appointments can be made by phone or online

through the system, which works in 116 clinics and attends to

9,387 calls daily. Users are authenticated online through their

‘fiscal number’, which serves as a unique identifier and links to

the social security system to confirm benefits.

Referrals
Heartbeat Jordan, a eHealth project in Jordan, demonstrated a

drastic reduction in unnecessary referrals of chest pain patients

to the Coronary Care Unit of the Nadim Hospital. The project

improved access by the target populations; improved economic

and clinical efficiency of the system; raised the quality of the care

delivery system, through prompt diagnosis of cardiac problems

in medically underserved areas, and cardiac consultation by

specialist via telephone; and permitted early detection of cardiac

disorders enabling the use of non-invasive medical techniques

and hence reduced costs [13]. 

In a small email-based telemedicine trial in Bangladesh,

referral was judged to be beneficial in 89 per cent of the cases,

with the benefits including establishment of the diagnosis,

provision of reassurance to the patient and referring doctor, and

a change of management. In 15 per cent of the cases ‘patients

and their families were spared the considerable expense and

unnecessary stress of travelling abroad for a second opinion, and

the savings from this alone outweighed the set-up and running

costs in Bangladesh’ [14]. Similar benefits have been noted in the

UK, where in urban areas eHealth has been shown to speed up

the referral process, reduce unnecessary referrals and improve

consistency and quality of healthcare in the UK [15].

Niche areas
The policy options are not clearly a matter of the costs or cost

savings alone. ehealth may be costly to introduce, but in niche

areas where it is the only alternative, policy options are limited.

Niche markets exist in rural and other underserved areas where

there are relatively few doctors and nurses, and where it is cheaper

than transporting patients, for example in prisons [16]. Other niche

areas include the high seas, in aircraft and on the battlefield.

Low cost eHealth applications for
Commonwealth countries
By S. Yunkap Kwankam, Professor S. Yunkap Kwankam, Coordinator eHealth, World Health Organization

ehealth, the use of information and communication technology (ICT) for health, plays an important role

in supporting health system goals and functions. Service provision is the health function where people

interact most directly with the system. Increasingly the clinical interaction between care-giver and

patient is instrumented with ICT as a mediator [1], and in many parts of the world today, health workers

fairly routinely use ICT in the care-giving process. Services offered using eHealth infrastructure range

from modest email services [2] to web-based interactive activities, with networked computers, on the

internet or in local area networks. These have demonstrated good prospects for health education and prevention – the

feasibility of using the web for diabetes self-management [3], and improving communications among public health

workers dealing with tuberculosis in the inner city [4], to cite just two examples. And, although modern technology is

usually associated with high costs, there are low cost eHealth applications as well. 

ehealth can help reduce costs by increasing 
efficiency and productivity of services, thus 
making more financial resources available. 
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Cost 
In some cases, eHealth can help reduce costs by increasing

efficiency and productivity of services, thus making more

financial resources available. Initial findings from a study of

tele-home care versus traditional home care for diabetic

patients in a large urban home health agency in the United

States estimate hospitalisation costs per episode for tele-

home care patients at about a third that for the control group

[17]. This and similar results from other studies point to the

growing importance of the home as a place where some

sickness can be managed [18]. 

Eliminating unnecessary referrals is one key area in which

eHealth contributes to cost savings. The Heartbeat Jordan

project cited above eliminated at least 50 per cent of

unnecessary referrals, representing a cost savings of

US$167,500 in one district of the Jordanian health ministry, and

in just three months. By comparison, annual per capita spending

on health in Jordan at the time was US$285 using a purchasing

power parity exchange rate [19].

The question then arises as to how such experiences can be

generalised. What would need to be done for countries to

realise similar benefits? However, some instances of eHealth

can increase costs. Store-and-forward applications are

reported to be more time-consuming than in-person

consultations for both referring and consulting physicians, and

therefore more costly. 

What is low cost? 
The examples cited above show how low-tech applications can

provide benefit. However, it is important to understand what is

meant by ‘low cost’, when discussing technology. Often, the term

refers to the cost of acquiring the technology, rather than to the

total cost of ownership. Typically, however, the acquisition cost of

healthcare technology, and especially equipment, is between 10

per cent and 25 per cent of the life cycle cost. Life cycle costs

include the cost of building capacity to use the technology,

maintenance costs, supplies, etc. – in short, the cost of utilising

the technology from acquisition to (and including)

decommissioning. In the case of eHealth, decommissioning

would raise issues of how to deal with e-waste. Discussions

about low cost technology often invoke the ‘iceberg syndrome’,

where the smaller but very visible cost of acquisition masks the

greater costs involved in operating the system.

It is also important to understand the cost of not investing in

technology. The visible costs, when significant, can also mask

huge potential benefits. The example of the use of a

computerised prescriber order entry (CPOE) system in a

hospital group in one country illustrates how ‘high cost’ eHealth

can lead to major savings. The CPOE system was linked to

decision support software and reduced adverse events in the

hospital group by 55 per cent initially, and by 86 per cent in a

follow-up implementation. Although the CPOE system cost

US$1.9 million to develop, it led to savings of between $5 million

and $10 million a year. 

What is low cost eHealth, or even what is affordable eHealth,

is thus not just a question of what the health system can afford

to invest, but also what it cannot afford not to invest. There is a

cost associated with doing nothing – not investing in eHealth.

Mobile eHealth or m-health
Perhaps the most promising area of affordable eHealth is linked

to the mobile telephone revolution. Mobile phone systems are

becoming more and more readily within the reach of many

subscribers even in the poorest parts of the world. Their

diffusion into developing countries, accompanied by wireless

internet services (broadband in some cases), holds promise as a

low cost method of bring eHealth application to the poor. Mobile

eHealth or m-health is the future of eHealth. The convergence of

telephony, computing and media is resulting is small hand-held

devices which can serve the needs of both citizens and health

professionals alike. And the prospects of making technology

available at the point of need, rather than constraining the user

to take their problem to where the technology exists, is

conceptually very compelling.

The latest cell phones (smart phones) are being used to

provide bedside support (point-of-contact) to clinicians in many

high income countries through access to web-based information

resources and patient data. One study showed that availability of

reliable updated information from reliable web-based sources

through smart phones has improved evidence-based practice,

particularly for community hospitals and ambulatory clinics

without wireless networks. This will probably have implications

for the use of such technologies in low and middle income

countries in the future.

One can imagine handheld devices as the bridge for the

know–do gap. Around 11 million children die every year, up to

two-thirds of them from preventable causes or treatable

diseases. Handheld devices preloaded with (or with wireless

access to) integrated management of childhood illnesses (IMCI)

protocols can provide high quality, timely and relevant

information to health workers in developing countries and help

save children’s lives.

MP3 players and data storage devices
A recent paper prepared for the World Health Organization (WHO)

points to the potential to promote health objectives using the MP3

player, through programmes such as of Voice for Humanity

(http://voiceforhumanity.com) which use the device to improve

learning and access to health-related information by illiterate

populations. MP3 players are capable of storing large amounts of

organised audible content (music or speech), and to deliver this

to individual as well as to large groups through speakers. 

iPods are also being used to teach cardiology students at

Temple University to identify various types of murmurs. The

report indicates that this growing trend in universities and

schools to use iPods to deliver lectures and podcasts as part of

the educational process could easily be used to deliver health

information. The United Nations Foundation, working with the

Vodafone Group Foundation, launched a programme in June

2006 to fund training, software, and mobile computing devices

for the full complement of health data officers in Burkina Faso,

Kenya and Zambia, to support the fight against measles through

the NGO DataDyne.

Other areas where handhelds have been successfully

employed include:

• Emergency response systems (road traffic accidents,

emergency obstetric care, etc.) 
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The convergence of telephony, computing 
and media is resulting is small hand-held devices 

which can serve the needs of both citizens 
and health professionals alike. 

Life cycle costs include the cost of 
utilising the technology from acquisition to 

(and including) decommissioning. 
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• Disease surveillance and control (malaria, HIV/AIDS, TB, avian

flu and chronic diseases, especially diabetes)

• Human resources co-ordination, management and supervision

• Mobile synchronous (voice) and asynchronous (SMS) eHealth

diagnostic and decision support to remote clinicians 

• Clinician-focused, evidence-based formulary, database and

decision support information available at the point of care 

• Clinical care and remote patient monitoring

• Health extension services

• Health services monitoring and reporting

• Health-related m-learning for the general public 

• Training and continuing professional development for

healthcare workers

• Health promotion and community mobilisation.

Sustaining eHealth programmes
Despite its potential, realisation of what eHealth can contribute

to the delivery of health services is threatened by problems of

sustainability, particularly in remote areas. The number of self-

sustaining, commercial applications of eHealth is still very

small. In resource-poor areas, individual spending on health is

often insufficient to pay for the cost of healthcare. In developing

countries low per capita expenditure in general, and on health in

particular, are such that even though eHealth yields cost savings

in certain circumstances, few service providers have found a way

to recover their costs, let alone make a profit [20]. 

E-health schemes need to be affordable and yet be self-

sustaining. One potential method to achieve this is by

integrating services from other sectors of local economic

activity into the eHealth infrastructure. The concept of a multi-

purpose community telecentre as outlined by the ITU is a

possible solution, especially with the advent of technologies

specifically adapted to the needs of remote areas – small

portable multi-purpose multi-media, self powered, satellite

communications units dubbed LINCOS [21] – and Remote

Communities Services Telecentres (RCST), a shared-use facility

that can be implemented in rural and remote communities to

provide telelearning, telehealth, communications, and

information access services [22]. And as recommended by a

WHO inter-regional meeting two decades ago, ‘aggregation of

equipment, users (including some “non-health” users),

programmes or courses, may constitute the most effective

means to bring telecommunication systems within the

economic reach of supplier/user systems’ [23].

Making eHealth affordable
There are a number of systems currently in use which are

designed specifically to support applications in low-resources

settings.

Low bandwidth applications
The eGranary or ‘internet in a box’ is basically a memory device

(hard disk) which can be physically connected to a server in a

local area network to provide access to internet content without

the need to connect to the internet. It is predicated on the

observation that for some uses – education for example – much

of what is accessed through the internet does not change very

often. A section of the internet can thus be captured and made

available locally even to those without internet connectivity. The

system allows for special updating of the information.

Low cost computing devices
In the area of computing devices, there are also special designs

aimed at such requirements as low cost, ‘ruggedised’, solar

powered, etc. Devices like the Simputer and Invenio’s machines

fall into this category.

Working together
A rich and promising area for making eHealth affordable is for

health facilities to work together, as exemplified by a project

proposed for African universities. The Increasing Bandwidth for

African University Development (IBAUD) project aims to enable

low cost, high-speed internet bandwidth to every African

academic and research institution by pursuing four primary lines

of action:

a) Obtaining ‘special’ bandwidth licences for medical/academic

institutions in each country

b) Creating a buying club of research institutions that can

negotiate the best price for bandwidth equipment and services

c) Assisting participating institutions in making more effective

use of the bandwidth 

d) Exploring how the resulting network can be leveraged to

increase the effectiveness of research and educational

initiatives – especially enabling the dissemination of relevant

information to end users in each country.

An article in the Commonwealth Health Ministers Book 2007

extolled the virtues of Commonwealth countries working

together in a common eHealth programme. Even smaller

groupings within the Commonwealth were included, based on

level of economic development or geographic specificities, for

example: a) industrialised countries; b) middle income

countries; c) low income countries; d) island states.

Leveraging existing efforts
In many countries, health is not a driver of ICT infrastructure

development. Communications, commerce, manufacturing and

other sectors of the economy tend to be the infrastructure

drivers, although social sectors such as health and education

can be major beneficiaries. It is therefore useful for health to

leverage, where possible and appropriate, infrastructure set up

for other purposes. An example that readily comes to mind – and

which involves a Commonwealth organ – is the Commonwealth

Business Council’s (CBC) financial inclusion project. The project

aims to take electronic banking to remote areas of all

Commonwealth countries. This could provide an infrastructure

backbone for reaching health services in Commonwealth
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Despite its potential, realisation of what 
eHealth can contribute to the delivery of health 

services is threatened by problems of sustainability,
particularly in remote areas. 

Availability of reliable updated information 
from reliable web-based sources through smart phones

has improved evidence-based practice.

A rich and promising area for making 
eHealth affordable is for health facilities 

to work together.
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countries. The Africa Health Infoway – a district-based health

information network – is already working with CBC to leverage

this system to benefit the health sector in the 18 African

countries that are members of the Commonwealth.

Extending capacity 
ICT has become indispensable in medical practice, as the

volume and complexity of medical knowledge and data have

outstripped the ability of doctors to function optimally without

the support of information management tools. This need for

computerised tools to extend the mind’s limited capacity to

recall large quantities of relevant facts, has been compared to

medical science’s need of the microscope to increase the range

of sight [24].

While there are low cost eHealth systems in existence,

affordable eHealth systems should be thought of more broadly to

include reasonably expensive systems with large returns on

investment. Mobile communication technologies hold great

promise in improving access to and affordability of eHealth even

to the poorest areas. Leveraging developments in other sectors

and collaboration among Commonwealth organs and countries

could help make the benefits of eHealth available to most, if not

all citizens of the Commonwealth.
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as the volume and complexity of medical knowledge 
and data have outstripped the ability of doctors to

function optimally without the support of 
information management tools. 
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It has taken just over 27 years for the number of mobile phone

subscribers to reach the equivalent of half of the world’s

population. Of the estimated two billion people living in the

Commonwealth, one-quarter (25 per cent) are mobile phone

subscribers, and most live within coverage of a mobile phone

network. Annual subscriber growth rates in industrialised

countries are slowing as phone ownership reaches a plateau.

But annual growth in Commonwealth developing countries has

been 50 per cent or higher (see Figure 1 and Table 1). Such

growth is projected to continue and it is anticipated that a further

one billion people will become mobile phone subscribers by

2010. Mobiles have thus achieved a level and speed of

connectivity well beyond that of any other communications

infrastructure: fixed phones, radio, road, rail, etc. How has this

happened; what are the impacts; and what are the implications?

Factors contributing to the success of mobiles
Why, in diffusion terms, have mobiles been so much more

successful than competing forms of communications? We can

identify four main reasons:

• Infrastructure: mobile networks are easier, quicker and
cheaper to deploy, operate and manage than competing

technologies such as fixed lines. Increased coverage in turn

increases the potential market for mobiles and their

attractiveness to investors.

• Policy: most Commonwealth countries have liberalised
policies for mobile telecommunications, resulting in

competition that has reduced operating costs.

• Operator strategy: competition has also motivated operators
to be more service-oriented and more innovative. For

example, they have introduced low-cost handsets and pre-

paid tariffs that have opened up the massive low-income

market. They have also largely eliminated bureaucratic

processes, waiting times, credit checks, and other barriers to

consumption.

• Mobile technology: for users, mobiles are a new technology
that is a) cheap – connection to the network often requires only

the cost of a SIM card and handset; b) beneficial – mobiles

provide interactive communication that circumvents the

constraints imposed by physical geography; c) multi-functional

– offering voice, text and data communication that is

increasingly applied in new fields such as trade (m-commerce

and m-transactions), finance (m-banking) and governance (m-

electioneering and election monitoring).

Mobile phones and Commonwealth
development: understanding the
implications of rapid diffusion
By Abi Jagun, Research Fellow in the Department of Management Science at the University of Strathclyde Business

School, and Richard Heeks, Professor of Development Informatics at the Institute for Development Policy and

Management, University of Manchester

Mobile phones are diffusing rapidly in Commonwealth countries. They allow interactive

communication anywhere, anytime, and they increasingly support financial and trade

transactions. As a result, they contribute significantly to the social and economic

inclusion of previously marginalised groups. However, the same mobile phone that

increasingly connects some people simultaneously disconnects others who cannot

access or use the technology. We therefore see an emerging ‘mobile divide’ which will

strengthen inequalities within and between Commonwealth nations. To combat this, governments must take a

pragmatic approach to increase mobile access. This means adopting policies – namely liberalisation and competition

– that have been proven to work in commercially-viable circumstances; but also considering multi-sectoral and

collaborative development approaches that promote access within commercially non-viable communities.

Figure 1. 
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The benefits of mobiles
Although currently discussed mainly as a developing world

phenomenon, the rapid adoption and assimilation of mobiles is

also relevant in industrialised countries. In particular, mobiles

are having a pervasive impact on exclusion and inequality among

a range of marginalised populations and groups worldwide. On

the positive side, mobiles offer opportunities for both economic

and social inclusion, which we can relate to trade, other business

transactions, information delivery, and social interaction.

Table 1.

Sources: 

1. United Nations (2005) ‘World Population Prospects: The 2004 Revision’.  Department of Economic and Social Affairs, United Nations, New York. 

2. International Telecommunication Union World Telecommunications/ICT Indicators Database 2007.

3. Informa (2008) ‘Mobile: World Focus 2008’.  Informa Telecoms & Media, London.

4. Data not available.
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Studies show how mobiles improve access to, and the

workings of, trade markets. For example, Robert Jensen’s study

of fishing communities in Kerala, India found mobiles helped

expand the geographic search for suppliers and markets,

stabilise the price of fish in the region, and reduce the waste of

unsold fish which were previously dumped back in the sea.

Likewise, Jenny Aker found mobiles improving the workings of

West African grain markets. Mobiles reduced the costs of buyers

finding sellers and vice versa, allowing traders to operate over a

wider number of markets. As a result, grain price differences

were reduced across markets and over time – an important

effect in areas that suffer regular problems of mismatch

between grain supply and demand.

Alongside use to improve existing trade, mobiles provide new

trading opportunities. One of the best known examples is the

creation of new livelihoods for women running each Grameen

Village PayPhone in Bangladesh. Many others worldwide are

also making a new living through activities like re-selling airtime

and prepaid cards, or even selling ringtones and phone covers.

Phones are increasingly used as mobile wallets. They provide

a new channel through which money can be transferred, as seen

in the M-pesa system operating in Kenya (www.safaricom.co.ke/

index.php?id=228), and they are starting to be used for the

delivery of broader financial services – offering the potential of

‘m-banking’ for the poor and unbanked.

In terms of information delivery, particular benefits are being

reported around use of mobile phones in the delivery of

healthcare services. In South Africa, text messages are sent to

remind patients to take their medication. Given their ownership

profile, mobiles are also attractive for targeting youth groups

with public health information. Thus they have been

incorporated into HIV/AIDS awareness programmes and

campaigns aimed at young people, such as sextxt in Australia

(www.sextxt.org.au) and LearningAboutLiving in Nigeria

(www.learningaboutliving.org/south).

With respect to social interactions, increasing accessibility of

mobile phones has allowed people and communities to stay in

contact with each other, often for the first time. At present this

occurs through voice and text, but mobiles’ growing functionality

will expand this to email and instant or chat messaging, already

available on mobile networks in some Commonwealth countries.

Such applications are affecting the ways in which people

network with each other and mobilise within civil society. In a

number of Commonwealth countries, we have seen the use of

mobile phones in co-ordinating and documenting social

protests, in monitoring elections, and in identifying and

communicating malpractices. This has the effect of increasing

the sense of empowerment felt by users and the perceived levels

of accountability felt by public institutions.

Closing the mobile divide
The examples listed above show how mobile phones are being

used to bring benefits of economic, social and political inclusion.

But there is another side to this coin: the potential of mobiles to

contribute to the exclusion of Commonwealth citizens who are

unable to access and/or use the technology. A recent study by

the authors in Nigeria, for example, found textile weavers

without mobiles increasingly excluded from trade by buyers.

Barriers to access and use may be technological (for example,

those faced by people with audio-visual disabilities), financial 

(as mobile phones and services still remain expensive to a

significant number of people – see Figure 2), and also socio-

political, among other things.

The primary focus in addressing such forms of exclusion has

been to expand access (and adoption) through wider deployment

of mobile networks and improved affordability of mobile phones

and services. In industrialised countries this focus has targeted

increasing utilisation and utility of mobile phones through the

creation of more competitive markets and increased

responsiveness to consumer issues and needs. But data from 

Mobiles are having a pervasive impact on 
exclusion and inequality among a range of 

marginalised populations and groups worldwide. 

Given their ownership profile, mobiles are 
also attractive for targeting youth groups 

with public health information. 

Figure 2.
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a sample of Commonwealth developing nations (see Table 1)

shows that in this group, despite the rapid growth of mobile

networks, penetration rates (i.e. the number of subscribers

relative to the total population) remain low. We may therefore

question the universality of policy prescriptions from

industrialised countries.

In reducing barriers to access through greater deployment of

mobile networks, the general belief is that the private sector –

predominantly in response to market demand – will play the

leading role. This role can be facilitated or hindered by

governments, particularly through the influence they have on the

investing and operating environment of commercial entities.

Experience shows that countries that have adopted and

implemented policies to liberalise and increase competition in

their telecom sectors have on the whole witnessed more growth

than those that have not; especially when such policies are

backed up by complementary regulation and licensing regimes.

Also contributing to growth are wider economic policies allowing

for foreign investment and ownership, and the setting of taxes,

tariffs and duties at levels that encourage growth and

investment. Other key (regulatory) contributors to mobile growth

include effective monitoring of interconnection (pricing and

dispute resolution) between fixed and mobile operators as well

as between competing mobile operators.

Going beyond liberalisation
However, the focus of Commonwealth governments has been

largely on outside and international investment and expertise.

While this is relevant in improving the supply of mobile phones

and services, much more attention and encouragement is

needed for local innovations and applications that will spur

demand. Governments and policy-makers need to understand

and appreciate that access is influenced by affordability,

relevance (potential use), and ease of use (capacity of individual

or community). Such factors should be considered in policy

formulation. Greater commitment is therefore needed to support

the use of mobiles in commercially innovative ways, e.g. micro-

finance and micro-banking; as well as its application to social

innovations, for instance as a channel for distributing education,

health, welfare and other information and services.

Furthermore, not all regions of a country can be deemed

commercially viable, and therefore capable of receiving access to

mobile networks through market-oriented policies. Therefore,

while Commonwealth governments can still do more to

encourage and facilitate private sector investment,

consideration must be given to connecting those regions at the

periphery of existing and future networks. This includes

considering the applicability of collaborative models (between

private and public entities) for providing access, and establishing

incentives to facilitate increased participation of diverse network

operators and providers – e.g. municipal government authorities,

co-operatives, and community operators.

Such communities at the margins suffer deprivation of a wide

range of infrastructure and services – not just communications

but also transportation, electricity, water, etc. A multisectoral,

developmental orientation to infrastructure regulation and

policy-making should therefore be adopted for such regions.

This would review telecom policy and regulation specific to the

local level to ensure that they complement policies and

regulations from other sectors. This will facilitate an

environment in which holistic solutions are implemented which

better integrate mobile infrastructure initiatives with other basic

needs. It is anticipated that this would help in reducing the costs

of infrastructure development and also potentially contribute to

more effective use of universal access funds and scarce

development resources.
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The primary focus in addressing exclusion has 
been to expand access (and adoption) through wider

deployment of mobile networks and improved
affordability of mobile phones and services. 

Countries that have adopted and implemented 
policies to liberalise and increase competition in 

their telecom sectors have on the whole witnessed 
more growth than those that have not.

Not all regions of a country can be deemed 
commercially viable, and therefore capable 

of receiving access to mobile networks 
through market-oriented policies.
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The Asia-Pacific is among the most disaster prone regions in

the world. The most frequent natural hazards include

geological risks (earthquakes, tsunamis, landslides and

volcanoes), hydro-meteorological effects (floods, cyclones and

droughts) and other hazards such as epidemics and insect

infestations. The major natural disasters in the world are too well

represented in the Asia-Pacific region – during the past 10 years,

the region has suffered exceptional losses from a number of

major calamities. To name a few, the 1995 Kobe earthquake

killed more than 6,400 people plus caused US$85 billion worth of

destruction; in 1997, floods alone caused US$7.23 billion worth

of damage in seven countries; in 1998, the most extreme floods

in several decades devastated several countries in the region,

particularly Bangladesh, China and Vietnam, while the El Niño

southern oscillation droughts caused water shortages and forest

fires in Indonesia and the Philippines. Also in 1998, a tsunami

triggered by earthquakes hit Papua New Guinea and killed more

than 2,000 people in several coastal villages. In 2003, the Bam

earthquake in Iran killed at least 40,000 people and destroyed 85

per cent of the buildings and infrastructure in that area. The

death-toll of the tsunami that occurred in the Indian Ocean in

December 2004 has risen to more than 300,000 people.

The risk factors in the region call for urgent action. Yet efforts

towards drawing up national and regional disaster risk

management strategies have encountered significant

challenges. Studies show that the problem lies not with the use

and adoption of technology in itself, but with the more

entrenched culture of institutional and individual resistance to

sharing information in an open, timely and sustainable manner.

Governments as well as local and transnational non-

governmental institutions are both victims to and perpetrators of

this culture of secrecy. In controlling the flow of information –

what gets out where, to whom, how and when – these

stakeholders directly influence disaster management planning

and action. With little or no incentive to change their ham-fisted

approach to information sharing and its twin corollaries –

collaboration and co-ordination – key stakeholders including

non-governmental agencies are culpable for significant lapses in

information flows. Lessons identified have not been learnt. These

gaps have cost lives. 

Disaster risk management in least developed
countries

Disaster risk management is a significant challenge for

developed countries and even more so for countries that are at a

lower level of socio-economic and human development. LDCs

represent the poorest and weakest segment of the international

community and are susceptible to external economic shocks,

natural and man-made disasters and communicable diseases.

In the Asia-Pacific region, one counts Afghanistan, Bhutan,

Bangladesh, Cambodia, East Timor, Myanmar, Nepal and

Maldives among the 15 other countries classified by the UN 

as LDCs (www.unohrlls.org/en/ldc/related/62). It is evident that

most of these countries are prone to large-scale disasters

including floods, earthquakes, tsunamis, landslides and

mudslides. The social, economic and political realities of life of

the peoples in these countries suggest large communities at

high risk of being severely affected by a large-scale disaster. 

Of significance here are the low penetration levels of

information and communications technologies (ICTs) in these

countries. Traditional markers of ICT penetration such as the

number of phone lines, TVs, radios or PCs suggest a very small

segment of the population able to avail themselves of

information dissemination through these media. At the national

level, a low level of economic development, poor infrastructure,

illiteracy, government control of media and political unrest

conspire to inhibit public sector ICT progress. Added to these is

the challenge of state monopolies on telecoms infrastructure

that without any significant competition and the resulting lack of

meaningful investment and incentive, offer levels of service and

access far below industry standards. According to the UNDP

Human Development Report of 2005, in 2003, the tele-densities

of Cambodia, Nepal and Bangladesh were 38, 18 and 15 per

1,000 people, respectively. The situation is the same for radio and

television. The irony is that while a small selection of households

might have all of these media, the majority does not have any of

them. With such low penetration levels, it is extremely difficult to

establish any effective ICT-based disaster warning system. Yet it

is also the case that ownership and more significantly the use of

mobile phones in these countries show an exponential year on

year growth. As noted in ‘Teleuse at the bottom of the pyramid:

ICT for disaster management in the 
Asia-Pacific region
By Daniel Stauffacher, Chairman and Sanjana Hattotuwa, Special Advisor, ICT4Peace Foundation

Disaster management is an imperfect science. It is impossible to predict accurately when

and where a disaster will occur. The hazards that are rife in the Asia-Pacific area pose

huge challenges, political as well as technical. This paper maps how information and

communication technologies (ICTs) help in disaster management, even in least developed

countries (LDCs) in the Asia-Pacific region, and suggests that although key stakeholders

may today be averse to the accountability and transparency that ICTs bring to disaster

management frameworks, their increasing use by citizens is a compelling argument to fully integrate them into all

aspects of disaster early warning, management, mitigation and response. 

Efforts towards drawing up national and regional 
disaster risk management strategies have encountered

significant challenges. The problem lies not with 
the use and adoption of technology in itself, 

but with the more entrenched culture of 
resistance to sharing information.
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Findings from a five country study’ (2007): 

“The Asia-Pacific region is one of the world’s fastest growing

telecom markets. It is widely accepted that the ‘next billion

subscribers’ will come from emerging markets, particularly

India, China and other emerging Asian countries. Given that

South Asia contains the largest number of poor people, it is

therefore implicit that many of these new subscribers will come

from the bottom of the pyramid (BOP) in Asia, especially South

Asia … The biggest and most widespread impact of access to

telephones at the BOP is in creating a sense of security, due to

the ability to act in an emergency. Benefits can also be seen in

disaster management, through all stages from warning to

response to recovery.” (www.gkpcms.com/GK3/documents/

07.12.12-GK3-ET8-Ayesha Zainudeen.doc)

Even though there are important gender dimensions to this

growth that need to be urgently addressed and transformed,

even LDCs and economically impoverished communities in other

developing countries demonstrate through their use of mobile

phones a rich potential for disaster risk management

frameworks that leverage these devices. 

ICTs in disaster management
Conventional wisdom suggests that LDCs have little or no place

for ICTs to play a role in disaster risk management. It is vital to

challenge this shibboleth. Worth quoting at length here is an

article by Sanjana Hattotuwa, written immediately after the

significant havoc caused by the Asian tsunami on Boxing Day,

December 2004, as an example of how ICTs can help in disaster

mitigation and recovery:

“The sensitive and creative use of technology can help nurture

change processes that can lead to more peaceful and

sustainable futures and avoid the pitfalls of partisan aid and

relief operations. Providing for mobile telephony that give remote

communities access to constantly updated weather and

geological information and helping create endogenous early

warning systems using local knowledge, using tele-centres to

serve as repositories of information on emergency procedures

and evacuation guidelines, co-ordinating the work of aid

agencies on the ground ensuring the delivery of aid and 

relief to all communities, monitoring aid flows and evaluating

delivery, creating effective mechanisms for the co-ordination 

of reconstruction and relief efforts, creating avenues for 

effective communication between field operations and

warehouses based in urban centres, creating secure virtual

collaboration workspaces that bring in individuals and

organisations sans ethnic, geographic or religious boundaries,

enabling centralised data collection centres that collect information

from the field and distribute it to relevant stakeholders are 

just some of the immediate uses for technology.”

(www.digitaldivide.net/articles/view.php?ArticleID=105)

In the longer term, it is imperative to use trust relationships

nurtured in virtual domains at present (for example, state and

non-state actors coming together in virtual spaces for aid and

relief co-ordination). Technology can help knowledge flows from

the diaspora to directly influence developmental processes on

the ground, by-passing, if necessary, third parties to directly

empower communities. Tele-centres can be repositories of

alternative livelihoods in areas where it is now impossible to

carry on traditional modes of living. Using cheaply available self-

powered digital radios with broadband downlinks, it is possible to

empower even the remotest communities with information that

they can translate into knowledge to help them rebuild lives and

create connections with others who have suffered the same

plight. Online dispute resolution can use organic and local

knowledge frameworks with creative and modern dispute

resolution mechanisms to effectively address the problems that

individuals and communities will face on the ground with limited

access to resources.

Radio and television, mobile and fixed line telephones,

technologies such as SMS (texting) and cell broadcasting,

addressable satellite radios, internet and the web as well as

community radio have been identified as complementary

mechanisms and media that can aid in disaster management in

any country. Software such as Microsoft Groove Virtual Office®

has also been used in disaster management and point to the

growing potential of collaboration tools able to direct urgent

needs in the field to logistics hubs that are then able to route

supplies accordingly. Further, applied research and best practice

in the region strongly suggests that a range of technologies and

media can be effectively used to create disaster management

frameworks that are scalable, sustainable, redundant and

resilient. For example, at a presentation held in 2007,

researchers at the Sri Lanka based research organisation

Lirneasia flagged technologies such as SMS, remote sensing,

satellite radio and common alerting protocols that significantly

aided (village level) community disaster planning and response. 

At the national level, a low level of economic
development, poor infrastructure, illiteracy, 

government control of media and political unrest
conspire to inhibit public sector ICT progress. 

Symbiotic phases of risk management
A recent primer by the Asia-Pacific Development

Information Programme (APDIP) on ‘ICT and Disaster

Management’ suggests six symbiotic phases of the disaster

risk management cycle:

• Mitigation: any activity that reduces either the chance of
a hazard taking place or a hazard turning into disaster.

• Risk reduction: anticipatory measures and actions that
seek to avoid future risks as a result of a disaster.

• Prevention: avoiding a disaster even at the eleventh hour.

• Preparedness: plans or preparations made to save lives
or property, and help the response and rescue service

operations. This phase covers implementation/operation,

early warning systems and capacity-building so the

population will react appropriately when an early warning

is issued.

• Response: includes actions taken to save lives and prevent
property damage, and to preserve the environment during

emergencies or disasters. The response phase is the

implementation of action plans.

• Recovery: includes actions that assist a community to
return to a sense of normality after a disaster. 

The APDIP primer goes on to identify a number of means

through which ICTs significantly aid every one of these

broadly defined categories of disaster management.

In the longer term, it is imperative to use trust
relationships nurtured in virtual domains at present (for
example, state and non-state actors coming together in

virtual spaces for aid and relief co-ordination). 
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As noted in the ICT4Peace Foundation’s 2005 report

‘Information and Communication Technology for Peace – The

Role of ICT in Preventing, Responding to and Recovering from

Conflict’ (www.unicttaskforce.org/perl/documents.pl?id=1571),

initiatives such as the Center of Excellence in Disaster

Management and Humanitarian Assistance (www.coe-

dmha.org), a project mandated by the US Congress to improve

the co-ordination and integration of the world’s response to

natural disasters, humanitarian crises and peace operations and

FedNet (https://fednet.ifrc.org) by the International Federation of

Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies are two examples of

significant mechanisms that use ICTs in all aspects of disaster

management, mitigation and response. 

It is true that the potential of ICTs must never blind us to the

practical realities of disaster risk management in countries with

volatile socio-political and economic conditions. ICTs alone are

no panacea. However, with the necessary political will and

strategic foresight, they can be indispensable tools that

strengthen disaster management. Fundamental among these is

the need to bring about meaningful institutional and political

leadership by public and private policy-makers and local

community leaders, to further disaster management at all levels

of society. As Chanuka Wattegama avers, “many governments do

not see investment in ICT or even building up ICT-enabling

infrastructure as priorities. The result invariably will be that ICT

and technology in general take a back seat to presumed

priorities such as ensuring good governance practices, providing

healthcare facilities and addressing gender barriers… It should

therefore be the responsibility of all concerned stakeholders,

from governments to donor organisations, to give the right

priority to ICT development and adoption. Only that will

ultimately guarantee disaster risk reduction for all.” We concur.

As Daniel Stauffacher notes, while there are many humanitarian

relief efforts under way around the world, in most cases ICTs are

not used effectively. The problem is more often one of leadership

than of a lack of technology itself. The most significant challenge

is making relief and peace groups want to leverage ICTs to better

collaborate among themselves first, and then with wider groups

of stakeholders including most importantly the affected

communities.

We can no longer say that the potential of ICTs to meaningfully

strengthen disaster risk management even in LDCs and

developing countries exists only on paper. Numerous examples,

case studies and research programmes have demonstrated that

ICT saves lives. It is incumbent upon policy-makers to look at

ways in which their fullest support is lent to efforts to strengthen

disaster management frameworks that leverage technologies

that are sustainable, easily deployed, adaptable and function

with the least disruption to existing early warning and disaster

response mechanisms at the community, regional or national

levels. It is useful to keep in mind the words of Sir John Holmes,

UN Emergency Relief Coordinator and Under-Secretary-General

for Humanitarian Affairs, at the UN OCHA +5 Symposium held in

October 2007 in Geneva:

“… information itself is very directly about saving lives. If we

take the wrong decisions, make the wrong choices about where

we put our money and our effort because our knowledge is poor,

we are condemning some of the most deserving to death or

destitution, and helping the relatively less needy when they do

not require our relief so desperately... For humanitarians, good

communication is absolutely critical because without it we

cannot mobilise the resources and the attention as we have to

do, to address the needs we have identified. And while good

communication is a skill in its own right, it is also highly

dependent on good information and analysis to convince and 

to be credible. Moreover, as I have suggested already,

communicating better with those we are trying to help strikes

me as a major gap in our armoury, and yet another key challenge

for us in the future.” 

This article is based on one prepared in May 2007 for the United Nations

Global Alliance for ICT and Development.

The potential of ICTs must never blind us to 
the practical realities of disaster risk management 

in countries with volatile socio-political and 
economic conditions.

Good communication is absolutely critical 
because without it we cannot mobilise the 

resources and the attention as we have to do, 
to address the needs we have identified. 

The most significant challenge is making 
relief and peace groups want to leverage ICTs to 
better collaborate among themselves first, and 

then with wider groups of stakeholders.
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Representative of the Swiss Government for the World Summit on Social
Development (UNGASS) 2000 in Geneva and of the World Summit on the Information
Society (WSIS) in Geneva 2003 and Tunis 2005. On behalf of the Swiss Government
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ICT4Peace Foundation and an advisor to the UN DESA Global Alliance for ICT for
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organisations. He is also a co-founder and President of the Geneva Security Forum.
He lives in Switzerland and is married with a son.

Sanjana Hattotuwa is a Special Advisor to the ICT4Peace Foundation. Sanjana has
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The ICT4Peace Foundation (www.ict4peace.org) was established in 2006 and is
based in Geneva, Switzerland. Serving as a hub for research, advocacy and
networking on the topic of ICT used to prevent, respond to and recover from conflict,
its genesis and raison d’être lies with Paragraph 36 of the WSIS Tunis commitment: 

“We value the potential of ICTs to promote peace and to prevent conflict which, inter
alia, negatively affects achieving development goals. ICTs can be used for
identifying conflict situations through early warning systems preventing conflicts,
promoting their peaceful resolution, supporting humanitarian action, including
protection of civilians in armed conflicts, facilitating peacekeeping missions, and
assisting post conflict peace-building and reconstruction.”

For more examples of the use of ICTs in line with the Tunis Commitment, visit the
Foundation’s ICT4Peace wiki here – http://inventory.ict4peace.org/
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Do you remember when we watched TV and thought zapping

channels was a cool innovation? All that frenetic switching

when commercials arrived made us feel smart by opting

out of marketing persuasion. We looked thankfully to the 

remote control as the one useful tool technology had brought 

us, together with the multiple CD-player and the personal 

video recorder.

Seen from humanity’s perspective it was not really so many

years ago and yet, when we look today at how we consume

media, that feels prehistoric. 

My nephew does not use the high-resolution TV to watch

mainstream media and zap between channels – he uses the TV

set basically as a good quality screen to watch what he has

previously selected from the internet or programmed in his pod.

He does not buy and pile up CDs and DVDs in his room, since his

whole music and audiovisual library is stored digitally. News for

him does not mean the issues great journalists or experts

portray, but the discussion items and postings in web logs

(‘blogs’) or in social networks he regularly accesses, such as

Facebook; alternatively the videos featured in YouTube. In other

words, it is not just public or private institutions that will provide

him with information and entertainment. 

We enjoy new media because we are privileged to have the

right literacy level, ICT skills, access to internet and devices most

people in the world today still cannot afford. A majority of people

face poverty, and various other obstacles to keeping up with

development in general and technology in particular.

Meanwhile the media landscape is changing at an incredible

pace due to intake from ICTs. One positive facet of this change is

how interaction and collaboration advance as well, in tandem.

The media landscape after ICTs 
The transformation in the media landscape ICTs have caused is

a result of the combination of different devices, technologies,

systems and telecommunications – including computers, mobile

phones, fibre optic cables, satellites, broadband connection,

videoconferencing, electronic mailing, the internet and its

applications, etc. This technological convergence has brought

about an endless production and infinite exchange of digital

texts, sound, pictures or videos on an unprecedented scale, not

just among institutions but most importantly among ordinary

citizens and communities. People can, if they wish, choose to

neglect mainstream media. 

Even more so, a continuous news switch is happening between

people and mainstream media. Bloggers can report and expand

on matters covered by a media organisation, while a news

network can report on elements originally posted by individual

bloggers – for example YouTubed personal videos of the military

or a bystander in a war-torn country. 

The advertising industry, for a long time a concern because of

its effect upon editorial and programme content of traditional

platforms, has matched the speed of ICT-influenced media

development by quickly absorbing its main characteristics and

investing hugely in online advertising. It is estimated that 40 per

cent of internet advertising is captured just by Google, the

gigantic search engine. This percentage may have translated to

around US$16.6 billion in 2007.

The present highly-competitive environment may lead media

companies to re-focus their performance and fortify the creation

and distribution of content instead of telephony and broadband

provision, as the Time Warner group seems to have decided by

selling Time Warner Cable in May 2008, despite being a large

cable operator. 

News agencies
News agencies such as Associated Press (www.ap.org), Reuters

(www.reuters.com), Press Association (www.pressassociation.co.uk)

and minor ones, find themselves today in a very different

situation to that in the period stretching from the 1960s to the

1980s. Today they are one content provider among multiple

content providers. 

Some of their present competitors are:

* The large media corporations and the editorial convergence

that increases their capacity to cover and process news by

themselves

* The transnational audiovisual groups, such as Al Jazeera, BBC

World or CNN, which are more than TV channels and whose

large budgets enable them to run with associated networks

and act as news agencies too

* Enthusiastic content providers everywhere, constantly posting

pieces of information, events and opinion, which are easily

retrieved and federated thanks to ever more powerful search

engines like Live Search, Yahoo! Search and others

ICTs in-take of the media
By Mirta Lourenço, Chief of Media Capacity-Building, United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural

Organization’s (UNESCO)

Development is about people – about their words being spoken and their voices being heard. Information

and communication technologies (ICTs) are changing the media landscape, mainly by challenging the

very definition of what makes news and by bringing the audience to the foreground, increasing

interaction and social ownership. However, many populations still face lack of basic skills, unreliable

power supplies, weak telephone and internet connections and unaffordable conditions. All this must be

remedied to make use of the full benefits of the ICT-led new media. The author explains how informed

policy-making can make a difference and help countries go in the right direction.

We enjoy new media because we are privileged 
to have the right literacy level, ICT skills, 

access to internet and devices most people 
in the world today still cannot afford. 

A continuous news switch is happening between 
people and mainstream media. Bloggers can 

report and expand on matters covered by a media
organisation, while a news network can report on
elements originally posted by individual bloggers.
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* The generalised ‘cut and paste’ conception of the news, which

usually favours haste to the detriment of true journalistic

coverage and its attributes of quality and credibility.

Even if news agencies may still answer for approximately two-

thirds of the published news worldwide, they are conceiving as

well new products and services that could answer to the

challenges posed by ICTs to them, catering for mobile devices,

digital newspapers, corporative intranets, teletext, Really Simply

Syndication (RSS), podcasts, etc.

Furthermore, news agencies today are multimedia agencies

trying to target both their traditional business-to-business (B2B)

market and a newly-adopted business-to-consumer (B2C) one.

They nowadays attend directly to the general public and third

parties through their websites but also by means of a branded

offer of semi- or pre-digested services and products such as

editing, special productions, thematic editions, photo services,

correspondent services or a quotes database.

Newspapers and TV
ICTs have provoked newspapers to no longer compete just 

with one another. Since readers can also read the news 

online, newspapers currently also compete with TV online 

news, for example Fox News (www.foxnews.com), ABC News

(www.abcnews.go.com) and with the news pages of popular

websites, such as Google, MSN or Yahoo! – a sound reason to 

go online themselves, as shown by the Financial Express

(www.financialexpress.com).

Readers seem in fact to be increasingly inclined to read plain-

people news articles rather than professional ones. Wikis have

made it easy for citizens to create collaborative news sites. They

are websites where anyone with internet access and a web

browser can author or edit an article. Wikinews

(en.wikinews.org), for example, contains text news and has

furthermore come out with a daily print edition that online

readers can subscribe to and/or print and distribute as best

wished. Wikinews is now spreading out to Audio Wikinews for

audio files and Wikinews Video for amateur videos.

In our time, video clips with very good resolution can be

produced with versatile cameras. Digital technology has

contributed thus to facilitating mixed news coverage by ordinary

citizens or journalists, who at present may not only be asked to

write the text but also to take and provide the relevant picture

and even video clip or sound track. Bloomberg and Europe Press

reporters are reputed to have already incorporated this

convergence as a daily practice. The video clips may not only

enrich the video bank of a newspaper but also the sites of

broadcasting corporations and of free or per-subscription

internet TV channels. 

TV broadcasters began going online with a wide range of

services years ago. As is the case with newspapers, they found

new players in their field. These are the specialised online TV

channels from communities of interest, such as CNET TV for

technology-interested people (www.cnet.com), or general such

as Joost (www.joost.com) grouping more than 480 channels.

Online TV blurs traditional media boundaries. It can both

represent a number of TV network programmes and magazines

or radio broadcasters. Such is the case for ninemsn’s Your TV

(www.yourtv.com.au), the Seychelles Broadcasting Corporation

(www.sbcw.no-ip.info) and many others. 

It can also offer free hosting to internet producers and further

syndicate with one another into an endless network of

possibilities, as Blip TV does (www.blip.tv). Furthermore, there is

experimental online art simulating TV logics, as surprising as

Neave TV (www.neave.tv), to be discovered as well.

Computer-mediated television usually lets us browse shows

by category. Nevertheless, the most important feature is its care

for user interaction, the effort paid to enabling the audience to

send instant messages, blog or open discussion fora to debate

the show with other viewers, from anywhere in the world, while

watching it at the same time. Thanks to the combination of ICTs,

TV becomes this way one more platform for interaction, yet

another people-to-people phenomenon.

Research is being carried out on non-linear media 

production, which will give the audience even influence on the

handling of the story or programme they watch, according to

personal wishes. Eight European countries have carried out a

fascinating project on this matter, New Millennium – New Media

(www.ist-nm2.org). 

Depending on countries’ broadcasting rules and the required

technical and connectivity conditions, given the choice, people

would increasingly watch online TV or mobile editions, i.e.

through their computers, and in future growingly through their

mobile devices, particularly the free-of-charge type. They would

thus be able to access not only content proposed by major

broadcasters, but also video content from online TV channels

and communities of affiliation, in a nomadic manner.

Radio
Historically speaking, radio broadcasting has faced important

challenges twice: in the 1920s with the advancement of the

press and in the 1950s with TV expansion. This time, with the

ICTs take-up of the media, radio seems on the contrary to be

gaining dominance and progressively positioning itself as an

attractive player in the media field. It lends itself perhaps

better than other media to take into account the levels of

poverty the world faces. 

Radio wholeheartedly adopted digital broadcasting, developing

new technical production resources, programming systems,

monitoring of audience and even new organisational modes. As

in the case for newspapers and TV, radio moved beyond its

boundaries and offers not just audio services but text and visual

ones as well. It also links up to other media. 

Interaction with the audience is actively sought. Radio

journalists browse the internet live in search of discussion

topics, content of local relevance or answers to individual

requests for their shows. People can immediately discuss 

what they are listening to and interact by means of instant 

voice or text messaging, chats, electronic forums and interactive

links. Just as with TV programmes, the audience can listen to

radio shows in real time, subscribe via RSS or arrange a

combination of shows in their computers and mobile devices for

delayed listening. 

An appealing new feature of radio today are the social radio

networks helping people create their own call-in talk show, 

such as Blog Talkradio (www.blogtalkradio.com). With no

sophisticated equipment or downloads, combining telephone

and internet, any user can produce his/her content, convert it

into a podcast file and become a radio host.

News agencies today are multimedia 
agencies trying to target both their traditional 

business-to-business (B2B) market and a newly-
adopted business-to-consumer (B2C) one. 

As in the case for newspapers and TV, 
radio moved beyond its boundaries and offers 

not just audio services but text and visual ones 
as well. It also links up to other media. 
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How blue the sky is!
Summing up, the changes ICTs provoked in the media go much

further than the broadcasting technology used in production and

transmission and well into interactive social broadcasting:

* Neither technologies nor media types are isolated phenomena;

on the contrary, they team up, converge and form an overall

communication network and multimedia context

* People-centred media have been boosted, unmediated and

open-to-all, habitually handling the issues that mainstream

media had neglected: people’s daily lives in the surroundings

they live in.

... but clouds are on the horizon 
On the one hand, to truly empower people, there need to be more

community-centred media. Up to now, the increased citizen

participation falls generally back on individual interaction. One

push in the communal direction may be the fact that online

newspapers, TV and radio broadcasters use gradually more

Global Positioning System (GPS) and IT-based mapping systems

to regionalise their services. This could help intensify local or

community interaction.

On the other hand, digitisation can be disempowering too,

especially for the populations that still today lack the underlying

conditions to use it all: literacy level, electricity, telecom

systems, connectivity and ICT skills. 

Development alternatives
As of today, ICTs are unequally distributed and their fast

development will pose a threat in terms of communication and

information gaps – unless these risks are tackled head-on, for

example making policies that do not leave people behind but

instead turn ICTs into knowledge sharing and development tools.

There is an urgent need to find ways to help people with limited

reading and writing skills and scarce or no internet access, to

keep pace with technological progress and be part and parcel of

this rich media landscape.

A development alternative would be investing in ICTs and

applications that, on the contrary, have low commercial value

but offer great social benefits, e.g. enabling people to shape their

media. Some of these use open source software or open content

copyright approaches, rich public domains, e-governance,

platforms for online dialogue, etc. 

The mere donation of mobile phones and computers to poor

people would maintain the existing commercial model,

protecting software production and dissemination, particularly if

these offers are tied up to subscription or connectivity provision.

Nonetheless, in view of the difficulties with standard internet

connectivity in many countries, the penetration and innovations

originating from mobile technologies in terms of media devices

are to be explored. They have the potential to reduce isolation 

in remote, unreachable or rural areas, in particular where

community media already exist and there is a possibility of

linking to wireless computer networks. Audio, visual and text

broadcasting through and to mobile devices could then make

possible both accessing and posting content at a distance, and

moving from media with one access point to multiple and mobile

access points. It would furthermore allow citizens to publish

content regardless of their literacy level and could thus increase

the participation of people with weak writing or reading skills in

this new media framework.

Difficult as it may sometimes feel, policy-makers should first

seek to grasp the media landscape we live in. Understanding new

media will enhance policy-making and help accompany its

processes in a way that will guarantee freedom of expression and

universal access to information and knowledge, for example

favouring pro-poor licensing policies for community radio and TV,

public and low-cost access to ICTs, awareness on their benefits,

and promotion of social accountability. Another strategic issue

that could be considered is the support mechanisms to preserve

and develop independent audio-visual productions, so as to

promote diversity and pluralism. Last but not least, fostering
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Community and Media
UNESCO and telecentre.org regularly pool their efforts

and exchange experiences regarding community centres

and have a shared interest in reducing people’s

isolation, bridging the digital divide, fostering social

inclusion and supporting the development of local

content and analysis. 

UNESCO supports Community Multimedia Centres

(CMCs) worldwide, which combine local media (radio, TV,

newspapers) with telecentre facilities (computers, digital

devices, cameras, portable digital recorders, diverse

software, etc.). They favour social inclusion,  diversifying

the public broadcasting offer, by producing and delivering

local and/or culturally relevant information. CMCs have

been effective in building critical local audiences, ensuring

social services as well as helping communities gain

ownership of the news, ICT skills and knowledge.

telecentre.org is a global community committed to

increasing the impact of grassroots telecentres. Members

include their managers, researchers, NGOs, private

companies, and government and international

development agencies. This community collaborates to

provide the resources telecentres need to succeed: locally

relevant content and services, support and learning

opportunities and networks. To learn about telecentre.org,

please contact Mr Florencio Ceballos, Program Manager

("http://www.telecentre.org" www.telecentre.org)

Digitisation can be disempowering too, 
especially for the populations that still today 
lack the underlying conditions to use it all: 
literacy level, electricity, telecom systems, 

connectivity and ICT skills.

A development alternative would be investing in 
ICTs and applications that, on the contrary, have low

commercial value but offer great social benefits, 
e.g. enabling people to shape their media.

Audio, visual and text broadcasting through 
and to mobile devices could then make possible 

both accessing and posting content at a distance, 
and moving from media with one access point 

to multiple and mobile access points. 



media literacy, to make citizens capable of using media critically

and creating content, investing in capacity-building and preparing

populations for the digital environment are essential for people to

be able to navigate around the present media world.

ICTs underlie the issue of media and development. Unevenly

distributed and used, ICTs will make participation in the new

media, with its subscription and pay-per-view features, depend

largely on purchasing power. However, evenly distributed and

used, they can improve the effectiveness of interactive media, so

that communities use it for their daily concerns, such as

housing, education, health, and yes – let’s dare say it – for their

entertainment too.

The opinions expressed in this article are solely those of the author and

do not necessarily reflect those of UNESCO.
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Understanding new media will enhance 
policy-making and help accompany its processes in 
a way that will guarantee freedom of expression and

universal access to information and knowledge.



BACKGROUND
The Film and Publication Board is the authoritative body mandated to regulate films, publications, interactive games and to fight against child
pornography in South Africa. The Board alerts the public, with information about the content of films, interactive games and publications and
recognises the right of adults to practice constitutional freedoms, except with respect to child pornography or where there is a likelihood of
children’s exposure to potentially harmful and inappropriate materials. 

FIGHT AGAINST CHILD PORNOGRAPHY
Child pornography today has become a multi-billion dollar commercial enterprise, and is among the fastest growing businesses on the Internet.
Advancing information technology, including the progression of user friendly imaging technologies, has made it easier and cheaper to produce
child pornography. The technology not only facilitates the production of child pornography but also its distribution. The Internet allows instant
access by millions of individuals globally to these sites. The introduction of broadband on a local and international scale has made it convenient
to access images and A/V footage of this nature; this allows anonymity and makes it cheaper to access child abuse images – making it the
medium of choice of paedophiles and child predators. Financial institutions, ever on the look out to make a quick profit, have become
accessories to this sexual abuse and exploitation of children by providing paedophiles with credit card facilities.

The fight against child pornography requires the conscious vigilance of all those who care about the security and well-being of our children.
Silence on the part of those who should speak out, and assist in protecting our children from sexual abuse and exploitation, is a betrayal of all
children. The Board has recently conducted a research study, first of its kind in South Africa that depicted how child abuse images are used in
the country. In these findings less than 20 cases of persons possessing, distributing or manufacturing child abuse images have been
investigated in South Africa in the past five years. This information could not be validated as such images that have been seized in
investigations, are almost always of foreign origin. South Africa with its far reaching legislation can be seen to be leading in combating these
crimes in the African continent. Offenders who commit these crimes overseas are subject to prosecution on return to the country even when
such crimes were committed outside the boarders. 

CALL FOR INTERNATIONAL PARTNERSHIP 
In 2005, the FPB held a conference on child pornography. The main objective was to raise awareness and to
establish national and international partnerships with key stakeholders. The Board has had consultations with the
Child Exploitation and On Line Protection Centre (CEOP) and the Internet Watch Foundation (IWF). Relations with
other stakeholders such as the International Association of Internet Hotlines (INHOPE) will soon be finalized. The
South African government through the Film and Publication Board would like to invite and form relationships with
international bodies to help fight this growing phenomenon. 

For more information please log on to www.fpb.gov.za
or call +27 11 483 0971 or Fax +27 11 483 1084 or email to info@fpb.gov.za
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The Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) are collectively

the greatest single challenge facing the Commonwealth.

With just seven years to go before the milestone of 2015

there is still a lot to do to achieve them. Since the MDGs were

agreed in 2000, there has been a growing movement to advocate

for the potentially beneficial uses of sport in which the

Commonwealth has played a proud leading role. 

As long ago as 1991, the Commonwealth Heads of

Government Meeting (CHOGM) articulated the important role of

sport in furthering the key aims of eliminating poverty and

promoting human development, and urged member states to

recognise the significance of sport as a tool for social change.

More recently, a report published by the Commonwealth

Advisory Body on Sport (CABOS) gave a range of examples and

case studies from across the Commonwealth demonstrating

how sport has been used to address the MDG-related themes

of health, education, social inclusion and community capacity-

building. The Commonwealth has also staged gatherings

where governments can share best practice and learn from

each other. The Scottish Commonwealth Games Federation,

together with Glasgow City Council, hosted an International

Sport Development Conference in September 2006, which was

attended by representatives of many Commonwealth nations

from all regions. A second event in Glasgow was then

scheduled for June 2008.

Sport for development and peace
In this Olympic year, the international working group on Sport

for Development and Peace established by Kofi Annan during

his tenure as UN Secretary-General is set to publish its

comprehensive report which aims to guide governments in

formulating policies and practices. The launch on the eve of

the Beijing Olympic Games opening ceremony will be a

momentous opportunity. Over 50 governments have

contributed to a report that has been four years in preparation.

During that time a growing number of those governments 

have moved enthusiastically to embrace sport as a means 

of developing their people, their youth in particular.

Commonwealth nations have been active in the working group,

substantially shaping the recommendations of the final report,

among them the African nations of Ghana, Zambia, Tanzania,

Sierra Leone and Mozambique, working alongside the UK,

Canada and Australia. New partners including Pakistan, India

and Papua New Guinea have joined the Executive in the past

year and have powerfully articulated the difference sport is

making in their own nations. 

A key recommendation of the report will be to encourage

countries to integrate sport into their PSRPs. PSRPs provide

the template for international aid agency funding. They are

comprehensive in recognising the multi-dimensional nature 

of poverty. Mainstreaming sport for development within these

country-driven and partnership oriented strategies is the 

route to stronger programming and to demonstrating that

sport is a sector capable of contributing to outcomes that

benefit the poor. 

The case for sport
I am personally a passionate advocate for the power of sport 

as a medium for enhancing young people’s skills and life

chances. I have witnessed children and young people who have

overcome the barriers of social deprivation, returned to

education, stopped harming themselves and others, exceeded

their own and others’ expectations, and grown in stature and

self-belief through the experiences they have had in sport and

physical education. 

However, passion and anecdotes will not sway politicians, 

or persuade the private sector to invest in programmes.

Advocates of sport for development need to engage in political

processes, to influence ministries and officials, and to link with

a range of partners from the non-governmental and private

sectors to establish effective strategic programming. That

means a disciplined focus on organisational development, to

ensure that the preconditions necessary for sport to make a

difference are in place. Enthusiasm must be reinforced by

methodical planning, capacity building and evidence to show

what sports-based interventions can achieve.

Harnessing the power of sport: the MDG
challenge 
By Sue Campbell CBE, Chair of the Commonwealth Advisory Body of Sport, and UK Sport

Sport promotes health, raises educational standards and aspirations, develops leadership and

participation in the community, and builds inclusive communities. This article looks at the importance

of mainstreaming sport, including integrating it within national Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers

(PSRPs) as a viable vehicle for contributing to the Millennium Development Goals.

When young people participate in sports or have access 

to physical education, they can build up their health and

self-esteem, use their talents to the fullest, learn the 

ideals of teamwork and tolerance, and be drawn away from

the dangers of drugs and crime. That is why the United

Nations is turning more and more to the world of sport for

help in our work for peace and our efforts to achieve the

Millennium Development Goals. 

Kofi Annan, Former UN Secretary-General

A growing number of governments have moved
enthusiastically to embrace sport as a means of

developing their people, their youth in particular.
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Mainstreaming sport and PE
The key to sustained and widespread success is to mainstream

sport and physical education within health, youth and education

services, forging partnerships that confer real credibility on

projects and programmes. It is important for all parties,

programme designers, social sector partners and funding

agencies, to recognise that initiatives may take years to yield

their full value; so investment, financial and in terms of policy

commitment, requires an act of faith. Investors need to be

encouraged to be bold and to look at what has been achieved

elsewhere.

Since 2002 England has had a national physical education and

school sport (PESS) strategy designed to halt and reverse the

decline in time devoted to PE and sport in schools. The initial aim

was to ensure that all pupils between five and 16 years of age

participate in at least two hours of high quality PE and sport each

week (www.teachernet.gov.uk/teachingandlearning/subjects/

pe/nationalstrategy/). 

The strategy is delivered through a national infrastructure of

over 400 ‘families’ of schools, each clustered around a hub

Specialist Sports College (a category of secondary school with an

ethos emphasising sport and PE).

Sport’s contribution to education
For some years now it has been clear that putting high quality

PE and sport at the heart of school life can have a positive

impact on educational performance. For that reason the

government agreed to invest substantially in extending the

infrastructure to every school in England in 2002. Recent

findings justify that investment. An Impact Study published in

January 2008 (Know the Score 2008: The positive impact of the

sports college network – an update of evidence) found that

specialist sports colleges achieve the largest annual increase

in GCSE (age 16 public examinations) attainment when

compared to all other specialist schools and against the

national average. Improvements in English and maths were

greater in sports colleges than in other schools. Teachers in

sports colleges also reported that the specialism has a

beneficial effect on behaviour. The study recorded a 62 per cent

improvement in attendance, and improvements in punctuality,

concentration, homework completion and classroom behaviour

since the schools gained specialist status. The PESS strategy is

now emphatically not just about PE and sport – it is core to

school improvement.

Other countries are now trialling the potential of PE and sport

as catalysts. Between January and March this year, a specialist

sports college teacher was seconded to work with schools in

Delhi and Hyderabad to develop curriculum resources and PE

teaching strategies with Indian colleagues. The project, part of

the UK Sport-led International Inspiration programme, received a

ringing endorsement when the Delhi City Government announced

that they would roll the programme out to all 800 of their schools.

Following the secondment, one head teacher wrote that her

school had been ‘inspired by [your] unstinting effort in promoting

sports and sports values and establishing the fact that “Nations

are built not in the classroom but in the playground”’. 

Girls and young women
The discrepancy between boys’ and girls’ participation in

education is marked. It is almost universally true that fewer girls

are enrolled in school, and that retention and completion rates

for girls are lower than for boys. Sport, despite being stereotyped

as a predominantly male domain, can help to redress the gender

balance. In Kenya, the Mathare Youth Sports Association (MYSA)

‘Letting Girls Play’ project was designed to improve

opportunities for young girls and to facilitate the transition from

childhood to adulthood. It is part of an overarching MYSA

programme that supports community development in one of the

poorest neighbourhoods of Nairobi. Letting Girls Play gives girls

the chance to develop through sport and to take up leadership

opportunities. 

Sport for all
There are physical as well as gender barriers to achievement

and social integration. Children and young people with

disabilities living in poverty find their deprivation compounded by

stigma and prejudice. They are excluded from education and are

often hidden away from society. Sport is a very visible way of

showing how to focus on what people with disabilities can do.

The International Paralympic Committee (IPC) Organizational

Development Initiative is investing in areas such as 

effective leadership, administration, strategic planning and

communications, as well as an enhanced understanding of

National Paralympic Committees’ role and responsibility as the

critical front-line of the Paralympic Movement. When sport

embraces people with disabilities it sets an example for other

sectors in building genuinely inclusive communities.

“Letting Girls Play tells the story of the power that is

unleashed when girls are given the opportunity to play … 

It has demonstrated that sports can help boys and girls

develop new skills, consolidate friendships and break down

social and gender barriers to achievement.”

Ayo Ajayi, Population Council Regional Director 
East and Southern Africa 

The Pacific Sport Ability programme in Papua New Guinea,

supported by the Australian government, is an inclusive

sports programme that trains teachers to modify sports

and games for children with different abilities, and also

trains them to teach disability sports such as boccia,

goalball and seated volleyball. Sport Ability, as its name

suggests, emphasises self-help and creativity, for example

in the production of specialist equipment produced by

communities from locally sourced materials.

It is important for all parties, programme 
designers, social sector partners and funding 

agencies, to recognise that initiatives may
take years to yield their full value.

Teachers in sports colleges 
reported that the specialism has a 

beneficial effect on behaviour. 

Sport, despite being stereotyped as a 
predominantly male domain, can help to 

redress the gender balance. 
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Sport for a healthy life
Self-help is a vital component of effective programming

designed to combat the spread of HIV and AIDS. As HIV

prevalence rates continue to climb in many countries, women

are increasingly vulnerable; and that is why programmes such

as Edusport’s ‘Go Sisters’ in Zambia are so important. Go Sisters

encourages girls to stay in school or return to education to

improve their chances of gaining paid employment and staying

out of the sex trade. Girl leaders become respected community

role models and peer educators in PE and healthy lifestyles.

Girls learn about HIV and AIDS, other sexually transmitted

diseases and sexual abuse within a supportive framework that

enables them to make safe sex decisions, protect themselves

and others and challenge anti-social behaviours and attitudes.

Several of these young women have become powerful and

articulate ambassadors who have taken the platform at

conferences around the world to speak for their sisters. 

Sport and global citizenship
A common element in youth-centred programming is leadership

and the use of peer leaders to advocate for key issues. These are

young people who may well be at the forefront of civil society 

in years to come. Sport is a particularly effective medium for

leadership development. It offers a space within which young

leaders can make decisions and shape active and engaged youth-

led communities. That principle underpins the British Council

‘Dreams + Teams’ programme, which links young people in UK

schools with those in 46 other countries worldwide. The linked

schools negotiate shared development plans. Young leaders are

trained to run sports festivals and to collaborate on a range of

projects through which they grow in skill and global awareness. 

Sport, as a politically neutral but universally familiar language,

provides a powerfully attractive framework for new relationships

that transcend borders and foster intercultural understanding.

Addressing alienation through sport
Some young people are sadly alienated, even from their own

cultures and communities. ‘Positive Futures’ is a UK multi-

agency sports-based social inclusion programme. It includes

121 projects in areas experiencing multiple forms of social

disadvantage and aims to create healthier, safer communities

and to provide young people with alternatives to crime and

antisocial behaviour. Participants are encouraged to make their

own decisions and to take self-determined steps towards a

better future. The November 2007 ‘Annual Programme

Monitoring and Evaluation Report’ highlights Positive Futures’

success in transforming ‘spaces of nothing to do into spaces of

something to do’. The report hails the provision of ongoing,

worthwhile activities with an increasing commitment to

engaging young people in development pathways as a model of

good practice. Programmes like Positive Futures demonstrate

the way in which sport can form the glue of new and more

positive social structures for vulnerable young people. 

The importance of organisational development
However, it is important to recognise that organisations wishing

to use sport for development are often weak in delivering,

monitoring and evaluating what they aspire to deliver. Positive

Futures has benefited from its multi-agency approach, drawing

on the strengths of a range of partners. In essence the

programme identified the outcomes it aspired to, and then

analysed the outputs and inputs needed to achieve them. 

The danger is that the attraction of sport encourages NGOs to

think it is an easy way of delivering success. The message must

be that organisations need to be clear about their own capacities

and readiness to use sport, and that funders should commit to

the long game. Too many projects are small in scope and too

short-term for encouraging initial findings to deliver significant

outcomes.

A low-risk path to the MDGs
The risks of investing in sport for development are low, provided

that:

• The sport or physical education inputs are of good quality

• The generic principles of sound organisational development

are in place. 

Community sport is a popular, relatively low-cost way of

bringing young people together within a disciplined framework

of rules and shared values. Even when sports-based

“Our vision is to use the power of the Olympic Games to

inspire change – and changing the lives of young people in

particular is the driving force behind our plans. As part of

our pledge to the IOC in Singapore, we committed to inspire

young people around the world to choose sport.”

Lord Sebastian Coe, International Inspiration
announcement, 21 January 2008

Go Sisters netball game.
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“I have a lot of leadership skills through sport. I can stand

up in front of people and express myself. I can even teach

different people, different age groups. At least I have that

confidence now and am able to organise. 

“I feel safer in terms of my being at risk of HIV and AIDS

because as I walk in my community boys don’t see a sex

object, they see a football coach, a football player…”

Girl from the Go Sisters project, Zambia

Sport is a very visible way of showing how to 
focus on what people with disabilities can do. 

Sport offers a space within which 
young leaders can make decisions and shape active 

and engaged youth-led communities.
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programming fails to demonstrate clear evidence of contributing

to one of the MDGs, it is an endeavour that enhances the lives of

children and young people by engaging them in physical activity

and offering them the ‘right to play’, enshrined in Article 31 of

the UN convention on the Rights of the Child (1989). This is of

real value in societies where children’s lives are diminished by

poverty and child labour, in and outside the home. 

More and more governments understand this, which is why 

50 have participated in the Sport for Development and Peace

project and why an increasing number of the 59 PRSPs

published to date include sport. Commonwealth countries are

prominent among them: Ghana, Mozambique, Sierra Leone and

Uganda have all identified sport as a tool for attaining the MDGs.

As Chair of UK Sport I am proud that we in the UK are

demonstrating our commitment to sport as a tool for

development through the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic

Games legacy programme ‘International Inspiration’, which we

are leading alongside the British Council and UNICEF. CABOS is

planning to be ever more active in this field. The Commonwealth

Secretariat is about to appoint the first ever full-time Sports

Adviser within the Youth Affairs Division. Let us work together to

understand and harness the power of sport to change lives for

the better.

Sue Campbell, CBE, trained as a physical education teacher, taught in Manchester
and lectured at Leicester and Loughborough Universities, UK. Sue spent 11 years as
the Chief Executive of the National Coaching Foundation, before moving to the Youth
Sport Trust in 1995 where she is now Chair. In January 2000, Sue was appointed as the
non-political adviser to the UK government on physical education and sport. Sue is
also the Chair of UK Sport and CABOS (the Commonwealth Advisory Board on Sport).

The Commonwealth Advisory Body on Sport (CABOS) was established in 2005
following the Commonwealth Sports Ministers Meeting in Athens. The 12-member
group promotes the value of sport as a tool for social and economic development
and helps member countries make the most of sport’s capacity to change lives. 

Commonwealth Secretariat
Marlborough House, Pall Mall, London SW1Y 5HX, UK
Tel: +44 (0)20 7747 6344 Email: m.niblett@commonwealth.int 

UK Sport
40 Bernard Street, London WC1N 1ST, UK
Tel: +44 (0)20 7211 5103 Email: sue.campbell@uksport.gov.uk

The message must be that organisations 
need to be clear about their own capacities 

and readiness to use sport, and that funders 
should commit to the long game.



VISION 
The Ministry of Gender and Youth, Sport and
Recreation, in its contribution towards socio-economic
and political development of the country, aspires for
gender equity and equality; sporting excellence; and a
healthy and self-reliant youth. 

MISSION 
The Ministry works towards the advancement of Gender
equity and equality; the enhancement of sporting
excellence and the integration of youth in the socio-
economic and political development of the country.

The Ministry is made up of four departments namely; the
Department of Gender, the Department of Youth, the
Department of Sport and the Department of Recreation.

DEPARTMENT OF GENDER 
The Department of Gender ensures equality of all
opportunities between women, men, girls and boys, so
that development efforts have an equal impact on all
gender issues. Our aim is to facilitate proper integration of
gender issues in development to ensure full involvement,
participation and partnership of women and men, girls
and boys in both their productive lives.

Through it’s policy, the Department of Gender takes
gender concerns into account in all national and sectoral
policies, programmes, budgets and plans in order to
achieve gender equality in the development process. 

DEPARTMENT OF YOUTH 
The goal of the Department of Youth is to promote the
dignity and self esteem of all Lesotho youth; to ensure
their physical, intellectual and moral well being; and to
take all measures to accelerate their full participation in
the socio-economic, cultural and political life as healthy,
active and productive citizens of the nation.

The youth should be perceived and serve as an instrument
of social development. To this end, it should be aspired to
having youth as good citizens, molded by dynamic cultural
and religious values, so that they can take their rightful
place in society and fully participate in economic and
socio-political development of peaceful Lesotho through
individual and coherent group self-motivation.

DEPARTMENT OF SPORT AND
RECREATION 
The Department of Sport and Recreation strive for an
enabling environment conducive to the development of
Sport through improvement of infrastructure,
development of amateur and professional sport, as part of
the socio-economic development of the country; and
towards making sport a self-supporting aspect of social
development.

Sports development provides opportunities to both male
and females, at all levels and of all ages, backgrounds and
abilities, through the four stages of development namely;
Foundation, Participation, Performance and Excellence.

Through its policy, the Sport and Recreation Department
recognises the importance of the collaboration of various
government ministries, institutions and Non-Governmental
Organisations, for the effective development of delivery of
sport services.

Coordination and monitoring of competitive sport is
executed through the Lesotho Sport and Recreation
Commission in accordance with the Lesotho Sport and
Recreation Act, 2002. The Commission is an executive
body of the General Assembly of all registered Sports
Associations. The Sports Associations, on the other hand,
are engaged in sport development in the various sports
disciplines.

THE MINISTRY CONTACT DETAILS
Mr Makalo Theko, 
Principle Secretary

Address: P.O. Box 729 Maseru 100

Phone: + 266 6555 1666

Fax: + 266 2231 0506

Website: www.lesotho.gov.ls

Lesotho Ministry of Gender,
Youth, Sport & Recreation
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The age we live in is one in which young women and men face

economic and religious fundamentalisms; unemployment

and other factors that exacerbate poverty; diseases such as

HIV/AIDS; increasing militarisation, war and deepening violence.

Some countries are now characterised as war economies in

which the largest employer is the army. The consequences for

youth and peace-building, across our world, are devastating. 

Martin Luther King observed that “injustice anywhere affects

justice everywhere”. It also works the other way around – when

good people refuse to be silent in the face of injustice anywhere

in the world, they inspire others to do the same. Excellent

commitments such as the Commonwealth Declarations are

often unable to meet their human rights objectives because of

the contradictions that exist between such commitments and the

rights of capital or the interests of ruling elites. The country that

hosted the last Commonwealth Ministers’ meeting on Youth and

Peace-building, for example, is also the country that several

international reports (including those by the UN High

Commissioner for Human Rights, Amnesty International and

Human Rights Watch) have exposed for human rights abuses.

Recently Nobel Peace Laureate Desmond Tutu said: ‘The

systematic abuses by Sri Lankan government forces are among

the most serious imaginable. Government security forces

summarily remove their own citizens from their homes and

families in the middle of the night, never to be heard from again.

Torture and extrajudicial killings are widespread.’ However, at

the Commonwealth Ministers’ meeting, the impact of these

abuses on young people was not discussed, so the

Commonwealth was unable to use the experience of many of its

countries to contribute to peace-building in the host country. 

Priorities
Commonwealth countries all agree on the need to build peace,

yet today the global trend is for increasing military budgets to the

extent where the world is spending not just millions or billions,

but trillions on armaments. Unless there is coherence between

Commonwealth countries’ commitment to peace-building and

Commonwealth countries’ budgets – unless we dedicate more

for peace-building than for military spending – we will not be

able to build a lasting peace. Rich countries cannot continue to

sell arms to poor countries, aware as they are of the human

rights violations associated with war. Budgets are not arbitrary

allocations; they reflect our policy priorities, our values and our

choices – whose lives we value, whose work we value and who

and what we don’t value. 

All Commonwealth countries have declared their commitment

to decreasing the devastating spread of HIV/AIDS among young

women and men. All agree that prevention is as important as

treatment and that affordability of treatment is central to

enabling countries whose populations are mainly poor to provide

medicine to those who need it. In the 2001 Doha Round of the

WTO negotiations on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual

Property Rights (TRIPS), poor countries won the right to ensure

affordable generic medicine. Yet the bilateral trade agreements

they sign with rich countries often write out these rights and give

far greater patent protection than is required by TRIPS, resulting

in medicines that are completely unaffordable for poor and even

middle-income countries to sustain over the long term. 

A final example: everyone agrees that girls and young women

work far too many hours and that this affects their access to

education and their general well-being. Yet many poor countries,

conforming to global agreements such as the General Agreement

on Services, privatised basic needs such as water. The result is

that after privatisation, girls and women spend many more hours

looking for sources of free, clean drinking water for themselves

and their families, than before privatisation. These are just a few

examples – tragically there are too many more. 

Lessons from the war in South Africa
In South Africa, the apartheid government perpetuated its

ideology through an education system that limited black youth to

‘hewers of wood and drawers of water’. Black children were

trained not to aspire beyond this and to passively accept an

inferior position. State media, through television, radio and

newspapers, perpetuated the message that black people were

inferior and that whites were superior. Apartheid’s budget

prioritised military spending for its war against SA’s citizens. 

The African National Congress (ANC) was labelled, by the state

and its supporters, including US President Ronald Reagan and

UK Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, as a terrorist organisation

and its leaders as terrorists. (Perhaps it is not surprising that US

President Bush introduced the ‘war on terror’ that is seen by

many as a ‘war of terror’). The leader of the ANC, Nelson

Mandela, was imprisoned for 27 years and his words and image,

as well as the policies of the ANC, were not allowed to be seen

or shared by South Africans, young or old. South Africa was

divided into homeland areas and townships that were a source of

cheap labour. These areas had high malnutrition and poverty

levels and could also easily be cut off from communication.

Youth and peace-building: coherence
between declarations and action
By Pregs Govender, former Trade Unionist and Politician

Many wonderful commitments to world peace have been made to the young men and women, the girls

and boys of our world, by the 53 independent states that make up the Commonwealth, in the Declarations

by their Heads of Government. If these commitments were carried out, there would be significant change

– the kind of change that we hope for, the kind of change that our vision inspires us towards. Yet we often

despair at the lack of change and wonder why things remain the same or get worse. In this article the

author calls on Commonwealth leaders to make positive, peace-building choices.

Martin Luther King observed that “injustice 
anywhere affects justice everywhere”. It also works 

the other way around – when good people refuse 
to be silent in the face of injustice anywhere in 
the world, they inspire others to do the same. 
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Some of apartheid’s bloodiest and most brutal vigilante forces

operating in these areas received training from the security

forces of Israel. During the state of emergency, South Africa had

the highest number of children in its prisons, who were

brutalised, tortured and raped. In all these ways and more,

apartheid attempted to destroy the sense of humanity and the

sense of self of South African people. That was the intention.

What happened? Were South Africans reduced to passive

victims of unjust state policy and propaganda? No – a large

movement, often catalysed by young people, exercised their

agency to build organisation and to reclaim their own story – they

developed theatre, newspapers, radio, pamphlets, dance, music,

study circles … and many other creative ways of communicating.

The world saw the emergence of compassionate humanity against

terrible odds and an affirmation that the people in our country, the

youth especially, were not just damaged goods. It is true that we

are all damaged, all across our world – but it is also true that we

are all much, much more than the damage we sustain. 

Scientists call Africa the cradle of humanity. Every single one of

us, whatever our skin colour, whatever the texture of our hair or

the colour of our eyes, can be traced back to a common ancestry

that unites each and every one of us despite the geographical

divides. In Africa that common humanity is embodied in the

philosophy of ‘Ubuntu’ – I am because you are, you are because

we are. The unique beauty and power of every single human

being, the interdependency and interrelatedness of every single

one of us. Yet the dichotomy of black as evil and white as purity

sadly continues reverberating in our minds and in our world. 

Choice and power
The last President of Apartheid, FW De Klerk, is known

internationally as the man who freed Nelson Mandela and

unbanned the ANC, the man who turned away from the scorched

earth policy of his predecessors which tried to eliminate ANC

‘terrorists’. For this FW De Klerk was elevated to sharing the

Nobel Peace Prize with Mandela. It is true that De Klerk and his

negotiating team were forced to act by the power of the general

insurrection within the country (from youth organisations,

community based organisations, workers in the trade union

movement and women’s organisations), by the ANC’s armed

struggle and by international economic sanctions to enter into

negotiations for a peaceful transition to democracy. It is also true

that De Klerk could have doggedly continued with the military

‘solution’ to which the apartheid state had been committed.

Everyone has choices. We can choose to remain on the path of

war or we can choose peace. We can choose to recognise the

beauty and the power of young people in our countries so that

they in turn can create the future that we all dream of: of justice

and peace in our countries … a world free of all kinds of war – not

just military wars but wars of poverty, genocides, misogyny,

xenophobia, racism … every single war. 

Voice
Voice is central to power. I believe that if we are true to

ourselves in the telling of our stories we will release and

recognise not just our own power but our collective power. The

title of my book, ‘Love and Courage, A Story of Insubordination’,

refers to being insubordinate to the power of hate, greed and

fear in ourselves and our world, that blinds us to the love and

courage within ourselves and each other. With the power of love

can come the courage to act in the interests of the poorest and

most powerless: 

A lifetime ago I had answered laughing: “I do yoga, I bend

but I do not break.” The truth was that I broke over and over

again. The worst experience had sent me spiralling, yet it had

also deepened the journey within and awakened love from

which courage flowed. Memory had surfaced and beyond it a

glimpse of the truth that none of us are fixed in heroic or

despotic moments of history. I felt life flow through me like the

blood through my veins, like the air through my lungs. It

danced through me and I knew that one day I would find my

voice. One day I would let it sing the song of a life not

eliminated, of a voice not silenced. I would finish writing this

story, even if in the writing of it I spiralled wildly ... I would one

day release it. I would trust myself as I danced on air.’ The

following extract describes my own process of connecting to

voice, power and the recognition that “life always provides

opportunities for our humanity to emerge”.

Every leader and every country in the Commonwealth has the

power to make the connections between choice and

consequence: to end war, to build peace, to value every single

human being, all of life and the planet, in words and actions. The

challenge is to use that power with wisdom and clarity. I hope

that you, eminent and powerful reader, will use your power to tell

your story and help young women and men share their stories,

find their voice and use their power to create peace in

themselves and in our world.

Every leader and every country in the Commonwealth 
has the power to make the connections between 

choice and consequence: to end war, to build 
peace, to value every single human being, all of 

life and the planet, in words and actions. 

Whose voices do we hear, whose faces do we see?
Shortly before the Iraq War I was part of an international

women’s mission to Iraq. We met woman across the

generations, from all religions and professions. Yet the

message was the same. Women repeated the

commonsense point that those with power seem unable to

hear: “War is not the way to peace.” One of the women,

after describing the effects of sanctions on her child who

died of leukaemia, said: “I don’t want your tears – take my

voice and spread it in the whole world. I want to hear the

echo of what you do.” 

As the leaders of Commonwealth countries you have the

power to ensure that the voices of young people are heard

in policy choices underlying budgets that demonstrate

practical commitment to building peace.

Youth, Sport &
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Pregs Govender is the author of ‘Love and Courage, A Story of Insubordination’. In
the struggle against apartheid, Pregs served as an activist, a teacher at schools
and university and as a trade unionist. She led SA’s first Workers’ College and
managed the WNC, a coalition through which an estimated 2 million women shaped
SA’s transition. Elected as an ANC MP in 1994, Pregs initiated SA’s gender
budgeting, which catalysed similar initiatives globally. She chaired parliament’s
Committee on Women, which ensured that 80 per cent of women’s legislative
priorities were enacted. In 2001 her committee broke the ANC Caucus silence on
HIV/AIDS by holding public hearings. She was the only MP to register opposition to
SA’s arms deal in the 2001 Defence Budget Vote, and resigned in May 2002. Pregs
has received many awards, including fellowships from Ashoka, Fulbright and Ford
as well as an honorary doctorate in philosophy. She received the first Ruth First
Fellowship for courageous writing and activism. She now builds leadership in
politics through policy, education and writing, and chairs the Independent Panel 
of Experts reviewing SA’s Parliament. 'Love and Courage’ is published by Jacana
Media and is available at www.kalahari.net

Website: http://pregsgovender.book.co.za
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Within the 53 member nations of the Commonwealth, the

number of museums (defined in the broadest sense) in

each country varies from hundreds in the more

developed states to a few or virtually none in smaller and lesser

developed states. In all there is usually some organised body

which functions to preserve heritage and tradition.

Museums as public institutions – whether within a government

structure, supported by different levels of governments or funded

by the private sector and other donors – are publicly accountable

and responsible for adding value to their society. Many museums

in Commonwealth countries exist as an arm of government

supported primarily by public funds. Others exist as non-profit

organisations for the public benefit and are therefore legally

bound by specific sets of rules. The resources of the community,

country or international bodies support these museums and

require various forms of accountability. Not least is the

requirement to operate for the benefit of constituents and

stakeholders, including individuals and groups within the

community. 

Museums must take into account the increasingly complex

natural, social and cultural environment in which we exist. Not

least of this complexity are the multiplicity of ethnic, cultural,

religious and economic variations within our larger societies and

the task of contributing to vigorous communities, inclusive

societies and a healthy world. 

Nations and institutions can no longer function by looking

inward, but in this interdependent world must increasingly take

into account the greatest needs and expectations of others.

Therefore the task for Commonwealth museums involves the

values of the Commonwealth, often expressed in the

declarations from the Heads of Government meetings, especially

the Harare Declaration of 1991 and other documents:

democracy, the rule of law, human rights, a free press, education

for all, and gender equity; as well as the encouragement of young

people in all spheres. Many of these are also found in the

Millennium Development Goals and echoed in the concerns and

policies of UNESCO. UNESCO strongly emphasises the link

between culture and development. How do museums fit into

culture?

Culture and museums
Culture can be seen as the totality of world views, values, beliefs,

customs, and visual and sensory expressions of these both

permanent and ephemeral. All are profoundly linked to the

physical world and our experiences of it. Culture can be viewed

from global, national, religious, economic, family and individual

perspectives; and in fact the heritage of each of us consists of all

those aspects that influence our life and thinking at any given

time. Culture can thus be very broad or limited to more cohesive

and homogenous groups. It can also be viewed as those activities

normally considered within the phrase ‘arts and culture’ –

literature, theatre, dance, music, visual arts, crafts and so on.

These are creative expressions of our deeper cultural influences

and experiences. 

Most of us use the word culture in several different ways

depending on the context. Museums as considered by the

International Council of Museums cover virtually all aspects of

culture and the physical world and range from aquaria to zoos, art

to history to sciences and technology and include community

cultural centres. Museums, along with libraries and archives, are

perhaps the most comprehensive and permanent sources of

culture. For those many who believe that culture is integral to

development, museums are thus essential resources. Sir Seretse

Khama, First President of Botswana, noted that ‘a nation without a

culture is a nation without a soul’. Not preserving community

memory and heritage is akin to amnesia – not knowing who we are. 

Commonwealth museums: relics of the
past or tools for the future?
By Lois Irvine, Secretary General, the Commonwealth Association of Museums

Institutions of society must continually redefine themselves if they are to remain relevant to the needs

of their countries and communities. Museums as public institutions are no exception. They are

accountable for all public funding and most funding from private or business sources whatever their

structures and ethically responsible for financial and programmatic actions in accordance with

missions, mandates and specific project guidelines. What impact can and should museums have on

individuals, communities and civil society as a whole? This article argues that museums must not

remain bystanders to the main stream of humanity but must participate in the process of development of healthy and

sustainable societies. 

Museums must take into account the 
increasingly complex natural, social and 
cultural environment in which we exist. 

Nairobi, 1997: participants kneel to see from the children’s viewpoint.

Not preserving community memory and heritage 
is akin to amnesia – not knowing who we are. 
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A central role for museums
It is no accident that museums, monuments and libraries are

often destroyed during violent conflict in an effort to kill the roots

of particular cultures. Nor is it an accident that the African

National Congress and the new government of South Africa

under President Mandela devoted significant time and effort and

conducted massive consultations in developing policies and

strategies to redress the suppressed history and culture of the

majority of the people. Papers presented at both the

Commonwealth Association of Museums’ seminars on

‘Museums and the National Identity’ and ‘Museums, Peace,

Democracy and Governance’ highlighted the role of museums in

national life and identity. Museums are able to tell us who we are

if we are willing to listen.

Our task is the preservation of cultural and natural heritage

according to our mandates, and it is important for us to remember

that each part of our inheritance, whether it be in a science centre

or technology museum, ethnology, history or art museum, zoo or

aquarium, involves different cultural perspectives and a larger

context of beliefs, ideas and encompassing heritage. Our method

is through material evidence and sensory expressions of

intangible traditions, and our ultimate aim is knowledge and

understanding of ourselves and our environment as well as of the

specific artefacts and manifestations of the past that are the focus

of individual museums. 

Museums and the future
Telling the stories and understanding the world around us can

give all of us the sense of pride and identity that we must have –

but it cannot stop there. It is no longer sufficient for museums to

deal with only the traditional past through historical,

archaeological, artistic objects and works of art in homogeneous

contexts, or explaining how our world works. Room must be

made for both tangible objects and intangible heritage from

other cultures and societies relevant to our constituents, so that

we can use our knowledge to face the future in a self-sufficient

and self-confident way. We all need to learn about issues which

have huge impact not only on organisations, systems and

networks of society but on the continuance of life itself. And we

all need to learn to solve the problems together starting from the

place and the circumstances that determine our present state.

We have a responsibility to build on the foundation of the past to

meet the challenges of the future.

Museums as community-based and people-centred
No museum can be all things to all people; it is not practical to

deal with many larger issues in ways that attract everyone.

However, different types of museums can work together

according to their focus and mission to address a number of

more urgent needs for knowledge and information. Museums are

institutions that can help to create and build knowledge and to

educate – more informally, but also more actively and

provocatively through real objects and living creatures,

demonstrations and active participation from community

members and visitors. Museums are more and more turning to a

community-based focus, and opening up to allow greater

participation of visitors and constituents in developing exhibitions

and programmes to enhance knowledge and understanding.

Active contributions to development – the
experience of the Commonwealth Association 
of Museums

The question often remains whether museums actually do build

the climate within which we can spread knowledge and

stimulate creative thinking. The Commonwealth Association of

Museums (CAM) has worked towards raising awareness of

global thinking and local achievements and stimulating action

through a number of conferences and programmes. Papers have

sought to share the practical experiences of individual museums

that want to make a difference in facing the issues in their

communities. Themed conferences have included:

• Museums and the National Identity: Ideas, Issues and

Applications

• Museums, Peace, Democracy and Governance in the 21st

Century (see box above)

• Museums in the Commonwealth: Global Vision, Local Mission

• Museums and Diversity: Museums in Pluralistic Societies 

Workshops have addressed the important subject of Children

and Museums in Africa and the Caribbean. Three in Africa have

all emphasised that the development of programmes and

exhibitions for children, as well as children’s corners or

museums, should involve consultation with children themselves

from the beginning. Not only should children be included but

also parents, teachers, caregivers, and elders and holders of

the traditions of culture and technology. Children, parents,

teachers and others working with children have been included

as part of the workshop programme. At the first practical

workshop in the Caribbean, held in the Bahamas, similar
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James Maikweki and George O. Abungu’s paper, ‘The Role

of Museums in Building a Peaceful Society’, described to

the participants in the Barbados conference on ‘Museums,

Peace, Democracy and Governance in the 21st Century’ the

change in approach to museums as ‘cultural institutions

with a social responsibility’ and places that have come ‘to

serve as a common ground where dialogue and debate can

take place’. They went on to focus on a programme

developed for street children in Nairobi which involved

museum visits, participation in art-making and drama

exercises, and encouraged hands-on creative activities with

the hope of generating income opportunities.

Northern Ireland 
The philosophy and work of the Tower Museum, a civic

institution of the Heritage and Museum Service of the Derry

City Council, was described by Dermot Francis at the

‘Museums, Peace, Democracy and Governance in the 21st

Century’ programme in Barbados. The museum is ‘not only

a museum of the Troubles but it is a museum born from the

Troubles’ and deals directly with the history of Derry and its

central involvement in the Northern Ireland conflicts. The

initial phase one exhibition depicted the ‘Story of Derry’ and

Francis described the visionary development of the exhibits

and the intense effort to be honest and fair in telling the

stories. Extreme praise and extreme criticism often

accompanied new exhibits and publications but the City

Council purposefully continued to support objective

interpretations of the past and remain open to the

participation of the community, working with the notions of

reconciliation, justice, peace, democracy and empowerment.

Each part of our inheritance, whether it be in a 
science centre or technology museum, ethnology, 
history or art museum, zoo or aquarium, involves 

different cultural perspectives and a larger context 
of beliefs, ideas and encompassing heritage. 
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emphasis was placed on consultation with these groups and

here a significant number of educators attended. In addition,

the workshop was built into a larger programme

commemorating the 200th anniversary of the abolition of the

transatlantic slave trade.

Professional training and development and an internship

programme of the Canadian government (Young Canada Works)

support these themes and activities. The last children’s

workshop in Malawi considered the development of an exhibition

and programmes on poverty. The most interesting outcome of a

subsequent internship was a project which consulted with

children in several locations in Blantyre and southern Malawi

about their ideas and feelings on poverty. Instead of an

exhibition, a magazine linking culture and development through

the eyes of children’s views on poverty was produced and

distributed widely. It was funded largely by the advertising in the

publication thus promoting collaboration between the museums

and the business sector (see cover above) and increasing

awareness of the potential of museum programmes.

Making significant contributions
These very few examples illustrate how museums can join the

mainstream and make significant contributions, and there are

many more such examples within the Commonwealth. No

matter what the museum’s subject focus, ways and means can

be found to do this. There are in addition museums whose major

interest is directly targeted on contemporary global issues.
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Malawi
The Museums of Malawi have been active in addressing

urgent issues and have engaged in programmes that help

to create awareness and promote knowledge and

understanding about HIV/AIDS, malaria prevention and

intangible heritage – specifically about the growing and

preparation methods for the traditional food of cassava, a

resource less susceptible to drought and providing an

alternate staple to maize. The issues are approached

through the use of traditional media both to engage the

audiences and promote community participation

especially by children. The three case studies and the

rationale are described by Michael Gondwe in his paper

‘The Museums of Malawi: Singing, Dancing and

Dramatizing the Message’, given at the CAM programme

‘Museums and Diversity: Museums in Pluralistic

Societies’, in April 2008 in Guyana. 

Kenya
At the Museums and Diversity programme, Freda Nkirote of

Kenya presented a thoughtful and thought-provoking paper

describing the different areas of attack that the museum

might use to help to remedy the causes and repair the

damage of recent election violence. She noted the role the

museum could play and the use of permanent exhibitions,

temporary exhibitions, lectures, community participation

(making their museums meaningful to the people), disaster

management and mitigation, and mediation and recovery.

‘What Peace Means To Me’ – two entries from a children’s art contest, Northern Ireland.



Examples are peace museums, museums commemorating and

telling the story of slavery and other crimes against humanity,

human rights museums, museums of unity and diversity and

those celebrating the lives of individuals who have lived the

triumph of the human spirit over adversity. 

Widely publicised and promoted through a series of

‘Declarations’, the Commonwealth Association of Museums

calls for museums to contribute to the urgent human needs in

their countries:

• Help to instil pride and self-confidence through tangible and

intangible heritage of their countries and distinct cultures – a

traditional role for museums but to do it adequately requires

an inclusive and people-centred philosophy and community

participation practices.

• Preserve the memory and soul of communities and societies

as starting points for the future.

• Act as a forum and place of neutrality where community

debate and discussion can take place.

• Provide activities, exhibitions and programmes that are

inclusive and meaningful to individuals and groups –

historically and particularly in colonial settings, museums

have not included the stories of large numbers of marginalised

groups in society. 

• Promote the understanding of the vital link between culture

and development so that methods and solutions are in

synchronicity with the dynamics of grass-roots and more

comprehensive cultural values and traditions.

• Concern themselves with the issues that have significance for

their societies – museums need to reach out to the people and

provide informal and life-long learning on contemporary

challenges that will help people to understand the history,

background and contributing factors in order to develop action

and find solutions.

• Collaborate with other organisations and government to

influence the climate of opinion and reinforce attitudes and

actions which will lead to positive development.

It is hoped that all departments and levels of government as

well as business and private donors appreciate the powerful tool

for growth and development that museums can be. Many

resources are needed to support these institutions that actively

contribute to a better civil society, but the investment can be

more than repaid by responsible and capable museums guided

by wise and beneficial institutional and national policies.

Lois Irvine is Secretary General of the Commonwealth Association of Museums
(CAM). She joined CAM in 1980 and was elected an Executive Council member
in1986, President in 1989 and Secretary General in 1995. From 1970, she worked for
the Glenbow Museum, one of Canada’s largest museums, and subsequently became
a museum consultant. A ‘generalist’ with specialisation in management, policy and
human resources, she has been actively engaged in professional development in her
private work and for the Association.      

The Commonwealth Association of Museums (CAM) is a Commonwealth
professional association and an international NGO working towards the betterment
of museums and their societies in the Commonwealth family of nations and
worldwide. It is therefore concerned with the major issues and problems of the
contemporary world. CAM wishes to work from the museum perspective, within the
Commonwealth framework, and with Commonwealth governments and the people
of our member states through their museums and Non-Governmental Organisations,
to achieve our common goals. It aims to build on the values of the Commonwealth
and work within the Commonwealth declarations and the priorities of the modern
Commonwealth, the Commonwealth Foundation and other international bodies.

Commonwealth Association of Museums
P.O. Box 30192, Chinook Postal Outlet, Calgary, Alberta T2H 2V9, Canada

Tel & fax: +1 403 938 3190
Email: irvinel@fclc.com Website: www.maltwood.uvic.ca/cam
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The sun beams into my room and I am awakened by the

noises of the household, the breakfast table being set, my

parents talking about the rain from the previous night and

the radio blasting the headlines of the news. There is little

chance I will ever be able to sleep in late being a farmer’s

daughter. I ascend from my ‘half-dozy’ state and draw the

curtains back to reveal bight green hills catching the sun’s rays.

The hills are scattered with brown squares, which are the fields

that have already been harvested. The lemon tree at the bottom

of the garden is scorched by the previous day’s burning which

means a few less glasses of refreshing lemon juice. There is a

thin haze which tells me it is going to be extremely warm today.

As I take out my bicycle I remember George Washington’s

quote, “I had rather be on my farm than be emperor of the

world.” People are constantly telling me about the beauty of

nature and how lucky I am to be surrounded by such open space.

I understand that and am grateful to live among lush green

fields, but my farm is not only a place I come to for the scenery.

It is my home – the place I gather my thoughts whilst walking

barefoot on ‘dewy’ grass. It is the place four generations of

Stewart’s have lived and worked and it is the place that so many

hands have helped make and maintain. This is the place where I

escape from the rush of the city and find my peaceful haven

between the trees. The farm is a place where I make my

decisions lying under soft green grass and feel ants crawling on

my toes. It is the place where I can wash my worries away

between waves and give them to the depth of the ocean. 

I race down the hill with lucky bean trees lining the road where

I reminisce about my childhood. A real farm girl covered in mud

looking for lucky beans to make necklaces and to decorate my

mud cookies which I proudly presented to each member of the

family. The times I camped out on the front lawn where lucky

beans dropped onto the thin roof, when I was convinced they

were huge hail stones. 

In the distance I see the nearby town where we buy our basics,

a place that is so rich and alive with culture. The spice shops

which are dotted with rich red, orange and yellow spices and

beans in large rice bags look like a coral reef on the floor. You

have a sense that you are on the bottom of the ocean as there

isn’t much lighting. The local farm supplies shop is always busy

with customers buying fertilisers, seeds and watering equipment

as the constant heat puts the cane under strain. The narrow

streets are a ‘don’t go zone’ when it is a Saturday as the whole

local community arrives in town to buy their supplies. This is a

relief as it is an excuse to be on the farm. 

I cycle past rows of tall sugar cane sticks which when burnt

will turn into brown ‘reeds.’ Then they are harvested and

transported in big ‘jigaduzas’ or tractors to the Darnall mill. The

same sugar that came from that stick could be exported to other

countries or stored in the sugar terminal, where it is then

packaged and enjoyed by many baking cakes and wanting sugar

in their coffees. I have always found it ironic that we have to buy

our own sugar. But the sugar we grow does not only feed those

who buy it refined but those little school children on their way to

the farm school who eagerly suck every drop of juice out of it

whilst discarding the ‘non-juicy’ outer skin onto the road, leaving

a trail of evidence  on the road behind them.

I soon find myself amongst the tall pine trees which sway in

the hot, humid breeze. My bicycle battles through the long grass

towards the beach. As I long to feel the cool water on my body, I

come across a porcupine quill which I shall add to my collection

at home. The shadows are a welcome relief for my skin. To ease

the heat I dodge the sunny patches. A small red duiker darts

across my path which causes me to lose my balance

momentarily. This endangered duiker makes me appreciate and

value my rides through the bush. I think of my grandpa who has

nurtured this part of the farm for so long. I think of his words

when telling me about the farm and his, our family history – so

heart felt and unique to both him and me. The thought that my

ancestors, young and old, experienced the same joy on this same

farm gives me a sense of belonging. 

I peer over the sand dune to watch the mercury waves lapping

onto the shore trying to grab everything in sight before forces pull

them away, like a mother pulling her child away from a sweet

shop. There are also a few fishermen on the rocks trying to catch

a fish for their lunch ‘braai’. I wish I was having fresh fish rolled

into sushi or a warm cheese sauce on the succulent piece of fish.

This is where I live
By Lauren Stewart, Durban Girls’ College, South Africa

Every year, the Royal Commonwealth Essay Competition inspires thousands of young writers from all

over the world. Organised by the Royal Commonwealth Society, the Competition has been running for

over 100 years and is firmly established as a highly regarded and popular international education project.

Lauren Stewart’s entry for the 2008 Commonwealth Essay Competition is an eloquent and evocative

description of her family farm.  The subtle and lucid observations of place and feeling illustrate Lauren’s

sense of belonging and capture the true meaning of ‘home’.  

The thought that my ancestors, young and old,
experienced the same joy on this same farm 

gives me a sense of belonging.

As I take out my bicycle I remember 
George Washington’s quote, “I had rather be 
on my farm than be emperor of the world.” 

The spice shops which are dotted with rich red, 
orange and yellow spices and beans in large rice bags

look like a coral reef on the floor.



I can feel the salty, warm wind beckoning me into the sea. I run

along the hot sand and cleanse my body as I float amongst the

waves. The waves roll over the scattering crabs that are like

ghosts as they disappear as soon as you chase after them. There

are small holes in the sand which belong to small creatures who

rear their heads when the waves wash over them.    

I take a slow ride home. The journey home is always harder as

it is uphill. My spirit is dampened by the thought that this beauty,

my beauty, is under a land claim and one day I might not be able

to show my childhood memories to my children or may never

take them on long walks through the bush like my parents took

me as a child.  I used to moan about going on long walks which

seemed to take forever, but I was so little and unaware of the

magnificence and the sentimental value the farm would one day

impose upon me. I still can’t comprehend the fact that some one

else wants to take this away from me and steal my joy. 

But in the meantime I am not going to take this freedom I

experience while riding my bike down to the beach for granted. 

I am going to enjoy this farm that supplies sugar to the nation.

That has a special place in my heart and in the hearts of the

fellow Stewarts who have lived here for a hundred and twenty five

years before me. The memories I have made on the farm and the

joys I have experienced will never be lost. This is where I call

home, where I want to call home forever, where I want to live

forever.
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Lauren Stewart is 16 years old and studies at Durban Girls’ College in South Africa.
This essay is one of over 6,700 final entries, received from 1,300 schools across the
Commonwealth, in the 2008 Commonwealth Essay Competition. The Competition,
which is organised by the Royal Commonwealth Society, is currently celebrating its
125th anniversary.  The results of this year’s Competition will be released on the
Royal Commonwealth Society’s website, www.rcsint.org/essay in August along with
further examples of the winning essays. 

The Royal Commonwealth Society is an educational charity and international
organisation, working to promote knowledge and appreciation of the modern
Commonwealth. It is based at the Commonwealth Club, London, which provides
private member facilities for the RCS membership and a platform for the RCS’s
educational and outreach programmes.

Commonwealth Essay Competition
The Royal Commonwealth Society
25 Northumberland Avenue
London WC2N 5AP
UK

Tel: +44 (0)20 7930 6733 Fax: +44 (0)20 7930 9705
Email: essay@rcsint.org Website: www.rcsint.org

One day I might not be able to show my 
childhood memories to my children or may never 

take them on long walks through the bush 
like my parents took me as a child.

Winners from last year’s essay competition.
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Antigua and Barbuda 

GOVERNOR-GENERAL
HE Mrs Louise Lake-Tack (representing HM Queen Elizabeth II,
Head of State), Government House, St John’s. Tel: +268 562 3081.
Fax: +268 462 2566. Email: govg@candw.ag

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
Prime Minister: The Hon Winston Baldwin Spencer (also holds
Cabinet portfolio for Foreign Affairs), Office of the Prime Minister,
Government Complex, Queen Elizabeth Highway, St John’s. 
Tel: +268 462 4956. Fax: +268 462 3225, +268 462 9377. 
Email: pmo@antigua.gov.ag
Deputy Prime Minister: The Hon Wilmoth Daniel (also holds
Cabinet portfolio for Works, Transportation and the Environment 
Cabinet Secretary: Mrs Hazel Spencer. Tel: +268 462 4957. 
Fax: +268 462 9309. Email: cabinet@antigua.gov.ag

MINISTRIES
Office of the Prime Minister: Government Complex, Queen
Elizabeth Highway, St John’s. Tel: +268 462 4956. Fax: +268 462 3225;
+268 462 9377. Email: pmo@antigua.gov.ag
Ministers of State: The Hon Trevor Myke Walker (Barbuda Affairs),
Senator the Hon Dr Edmond Mansoor (Information, Broadcasting,
Telecommunications), Senator the Hon Fares Hadeed (Minister
without Portfolio) 
Ministry of Agriculture, Lands, Marine Resources and Agro
Industries: Independence Drive & Queen Elizabeth Highway, St
John’s. Tel: +268 462 1213. Fax: +268 462 6104
Minister: The Hon Charlesworth T Samuel
Minister of State: Senator the Hon Joanne Maureen Massiah (Food
Production and Marine Affairs) 
Ministry of Education: Government Complex, Queen Elizabeth
Highway, St John’s. Tel: +268 462 4959. Fax: +262 462 4970. 
Email: minedu@antigua.gov.ag
Minister: The Hon Bertrand Joseph
Ministry of Foreign Affairs: Government Complex, Queen Elizabeth
Highway, St John’s. Tel: +268 462 1052. Fax: +268 462 2482. 
Email: foreignaffairs@ab.gov.ag
Minister: The Hon Winston Baldwin Spencer (also holds Prime
Ministerial portfolio) 
Ministry of Finance and Economy: Government Complex, Queen
Elizabeth Highway, St John’s. Tel: +268 462 5002. Fax: +268 462 5093
Minister: The Hon Dr Leon Errol Cort
Ministry of Health, Sports and Youth Affairs: Old Administration
Building, High Street, St John’s. Tel: +268 462 8783.
Fax: +268 462 9308
Minister: The Hon John Herbert Maginley
Minister of State: The Hon Winston Vincent Williams (Sports and
Youth Affairs)
Ministry of Housing, Culture and Social Transformation: Old Legal
Building, St John’s. Tel: +268 462 9664, +268 562 3588. 
Fax: +268 562 3637
Minister: The Hon Hilson Baptiste
Minister of State: The Hon Eleston Montgomery Adams (Culture) 
Ministry of Justice: Government Complex, Queen Elizabeth
Highway, St John’s. Tel: +268 461 2807. Fax: +268 462 2465
Minister: Senator the Hon Colin Derrick 
Ministry of Labour, Public Administration and Empowerment:
Government Complex, Queen Elizabeth Highway, St John’s. 
Tel: +268 462 3331. Fax: +268 462 1595
Minister: The Hon Dr Jacqui Quinn-Leandro
Ministry of Legal Affairs: Government Complex, Queen Elizabeth
Highway, St John’s. Tel: +268 462 6037, +268 462 8867. 
Fax: +268 462 2465. Email: legalaffairs@antigua.gov.ag
Attorney-General and Minister of Legal Affairs: The Hon Justin L
Simon

Ministry of Tourism and Civil Aviation: Government Complex,
Queen Elizabeth Highway, St John’s. Tel: +268 462 0787, 
+268 462 0710. Fax: +268 462 2836
Minister: The Hon Harold E E Lovell
Ministry of Works, Transportation and Environment: St John’s
Street, St John’s. Tel: +268 462 3851, +268 462 4772. 
Fax: +268 462 4622
Minister: The Hon Wilmoth Daniel (is also Deputy Prime Minister) 

Australia 

GOVERNOR-GENERAL 
HE Major-General Michael Jeffery AC, CVO, MC (Retd.)
representing HM Queen Elizabeth II, Head of State, Government
House, Dunrossil Drive, Canberra. Tel: +61 2 6283 3533. 
Fax: +61 2 6281 3760. Website: www.gg.gov.au

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
Prime Minister: The Hon Kevin Rudd, MP, Department of the
Prime Minister and Cabinet, 3 5 National Circuit, Barton, ACT 2600.
Tel: +61 2 6271 5111. Fax: +61 2 6271 5414. 
Website: www.pmc.gov.au
Deputy Prime Minister: The Hon Julia Gillard (also holds Cabinet
portfolios for Education, Employment and Workplace Relations and
Social Inclusion) Secretary, Department of the Prime Minister and
Cabinet: Mr Terry Moran, AO 

DEPARTMENTS
Attorney-General’s Department: Central Office, Robert Garran
Offices, National Circuit, Barton ACT 2600. Tel: +61 2 6250 6666.
Fax: +61 2 6250 5900. Website: www.ag.gov.au
Attorney-General: The Hon Robert McClelland, MP
Minister for Home Affairs: The Hon Bob Debus, MP
Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry: 18 Marcus
Clarke Street, Canberra City, ACT 2601 or GPO Box 858, Canberra
ACT 2601. Tel: +61 2 6272 3933. Website: www.daff.gov.au
Minister: The Hon Tony Burke, MP 
Department for Broadband, Communications and the Digital
Economy: 38 Sydney Avenue, Forrest ACT 2603 or GPO Box 2154,
Canberra ACT 2601. Tel: +61 2 62711000. Fax: +61 2 6271 1901.
Website: www.dbcde.gov.au
Minister: Senator the Hon Stephen Conroy (is also Deputy Leader
of the Government in the Senate) 
Department of Defence: Central Office, Russell Offices, Canberra
ACT 2600. Tel (Public Enquiries): +61 2 6265 2999. 
Website: www.defence.gov.au. 
Department of Veterans’ Affairs: Website: www.dva.gov.au. 
Email: generalenquiries@dva.gov.au
Minister: The Hon Joel Fitzgibbon, MP
Minister for Defence Science and Personnel: The Hon Warren
Snowdon, MP
Minister for Veterans’ Affairs: The Hon Alan Griffin, MP
Parliamentary Secretary for Defence Procurement: The Hon Greg
Combet, AM, MP
Parliamentary Secretary: The Hon Dr Mike Kelly, AM, MP
Department of Education, Employment and Workplace Relations:
(National Office): 16-18 Mort Street, Braddon 2601 or GPO Box 9880,
Canberra ACT 2601. Tel: +61 2 6240 8111. 
Website: www.deewr.gov.au
Minister: The Hon Julia Gillard, MP (is also Deputy Prime Minister
and holds Cabinet portfolio for Social Inclusion)
Minister for Employment Participation: The Hon Brendan O’Connor, MP
Minister for Youth: The Hon Kate Ellis, MP
Parliamentary Secretary for Social Inclusion and the Voluntary
Sector: Senator the Hon Ursula Stephens
Parliamentary Secretary for Early Childhood Education and Child
Care: The Hon Maxine McKew, MP

Commonwealth Governments 
and Ministries
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Department for Environment, Water, Heritage and the Arts: John
Gorton Building (Environment Entrance), King Edward Terrace,
Parkes ACT 2600 or GPO Box 787, Canberra ACT 2601. 
Tel: +61 2 6274 1111. Fax: +61 2 6274 1666.                
Website: www.environment.gov.au
Minister: The Hon Peter Garrett, AM, MP
Minister for Climate Change and Water: Senator the Hon Penny Wong
Department of Families, Housing, Community Services and
Indigenous Affairs: (National Office): Tuggeranong Office Park,
Soward Way (Cnr. Athllon Drive), Greenway, ACT 2900 or GPO Box 7576,
Canberra Mail Centre, ACT 2610. Tel: (Enquiries): 1300 653 227.
Website: www.facsia.gov.au
Minister: The Hon Jenny Macklin, MP
Minister for Housing and Minister for the Status of Women: The
Hon Tanya Plibersek, MP
Parliamentary Secretary for Disabilities and Children’s Services:
The Hon Bill Shorten, MP 
Department of Finance and Deregulation: John Gorton Building,
King Edward Terrace, Parkes ACT 2600. Tel: +61 2 6215 2222.
Website: www.finance.gov.au
Special Minister of State and Vice-President of the Executive
Council: Senator the Hon John Faulkner
Minister for Finance and Deregulation: The Hon Lindsay Tanner, MP
Minister Assisting the Finance Minister on Deregulation: The Hon
Dr Craig Emerson, MP
Department for Foreign Affairs and Trade: R G Casey Building,
John McEwen Crescent, Barton ACT 0221. Tel: +61 2 6261 1111.
Fax: +61 2 6261 3111. Website: www.dfat.gov.au
Minister for Foreign Affairs: The Hon Stephen Smith, MP
Minister for Trade: The Hon Simon Crean, MP
Parliamentary Secretary for Trade: The Hon John Murphy, MP
Parliamentary Secretary for Pacific Island Affairs: The Hon Duncan
Kerr, SC, MP
Parliamentary Secretary for International Development Assistance:
The Hon Bob McMullan, MP
Department for Health and Ageing: GPO Box 9848, Canberra ACT
2601. Tel: +61 2 6289 1555. Website: www.health.gov.au
Minister: The Hon Nicola Roxon, MP
Minister for Ageing: The Hon Justine Elliott, MP
Minister for Sport: The Hon Kate Ellis, MP
Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister for Health and Ageing:
Senator the Hon Jan McLucas
Department for Human Services: POB 3959, Manuka ACT 2603. 
Tel: +61 2 6223 4000. Fax: +61 2 6223 4499. Website: www.mhs.gov.au 
Minister: Senator the Hon Joe Ludwig (is also Manager of
Government Business in the Senate) 
Department for Immigration and Citizenship: National Office: 
6 Chan Street, Belconnen ACT 2617 or POB 25, Belconnen ACT 2616.
Tel: +61 2 6264 1111. Fax: +61 2 6225 6970. Website: www.immi.gov.au
Minister for Immigration and Citizenship and Leader of the
Government in the Senate: Senator the Hon Christopher Evans
Parliamentary Secretary for Multicultural Affairs and Settlement
Services: The Hon Laurie Ferguson, MP
Department for Infrastructure, Transport, Regional Development
and Local Government: GPO Box 594, Canberra ACT 2601. 
Tel: +61 2 6274 7111. Website: www.infrastructure.gov.au 
Minister for Infrastructrure, Transport, Regional Development and
Local Government and Leader of the House: The Hon Anthony
Albanese, MP
Parliamentary Secretary for Regional Development and Northern
Australia: The Hon Gary Gray, AO, MP
Department for Innovation, Industry, Science and Research:
Industry House, 10 Binara Street, Canberra ACT 2601 or GPO Box
9839, Canberra ACT 2601. Tel: +61 2 6213 3000, (International
Callers): +61 2 6213 6000. Fax: +61 2 6213 7000. 
Website: www.innovation.gov.au
Minister for Innovation, Industry, Science and Research: Senator
the Hon Kim Carr
Minister for Small Business, Independent Contractors and the
Service Economy: The Hon Dr Craig Emerson, MP
Department of Resources, Energy and Tourism: Industry House,
10 Binara Street, Canberra ACT 2601 or GPO Box 1564, Canberra
ACT 2601. Tel: +61 2 6276 1000. Website: www.ret.gov.au. 
Minister for Resources and Energy and Minister for Tourism: The
Hon Martin Ferguson, AM, MP 
The Treasury: Langton Crescent, Parkes ACT 2600. 
Tel: +61 2 6263 2111. Fax: +61 2 6273 2614. 

Website: www.treasury.gov.au. Email: department@treasury.gov.au
Treasurer: The Hon Wayne Swan, MP 
Assistant Treasurer and Minister for Competition Policy and
Consumer Affairs: The Hon Chris Bowen, MP
Minister for Superannuation and Corporate Law: Senator the Hon
Nick Sherry

The Bahamas

GOVERNOR-GENERAL
HE Mr Arthur Hanna (representing HM Queen Elizabeth II, Head of
State), Government House, Government Hill, POB N-8301, Nassau.
Tel: +1 242 322 1875/77. Fax: +1 242 322 4659

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
Prime Minister: The Rt Hon Hubert Alexander Ingraham, PC, MP,
(also holds Cabinet portfolio for Finance), Office of the Prime Minister,
Cecil Wallace-Whitfield Centre, Cable Beach, POB CB-10980,
Nassau. Tel: +1 242 327 5826/28. Fax: +1 242 327 5806. 
Email: info@opm.gov.bs
Deputy Prime Minister: The Hon Brent Symonette, MP (also holds
Cabinet portfolio for Foreign Affairs), Office of the Deputy Prime
Minister, East Hill Street, POB N-3746, Nassau. 
Tel: +1 242 322 7624/25. Fax: +1 242 328 8212
Permanent Secretary, Office of the Prime Minister: Mr Ronald
Thompson, Cecil Wallace-Whitfield Centre, Cable Beach, POB CB-
10980, Nassau. Tel: +1 242 327 5826/29. Fax: +1 242 327 5806. 
Email: ronaldthompson@bahamas.gov.bs
Cabinet Secretary: Mr Wendell Major, Churchill Building, Bay Street,
POB N-7147, Nassau. Tel: +1 242 322 2805/08. 
Fax: +1 242 328 8294. Email: wendellmajor@bahamas.gov.bs

MINISTRIES 
Ministry of Agriculture & Marine Resources: Levy Building, East
Bay Street, POB N-3028 or POB-N 3704, Nassau. 
Tel: +1 242 325 7502/09. Fax: +1 242 322 1767
Minister: The Hon Lawrence Cartwright, MP 
Ministry of Education, Youth, Sports and Culture: Thompson Blvd,
POB N-3913, Nassau. Tel: +1 242 322 502 2700. Fax: +1 242 322 8491.
Website: www.bahamaseducation.com. 
Email: info@bahamaseducation.com
Minister: The Hon Carl W Bethel, MP
Ministers of State (Culture): The Hon Charles Maynard, MP (Youth
and Sports): The Hon Bryan Woodside, MP 
Ministry of Finance: Cecil Wallace-Whitfield Centre, Cable Beach,
POB N-3017, Nassau. Tel: +1 242 327 1530. Fax: +1 242 327 1618.
Website: www.bahamas.gov.bs/finance. 
Email: mofgeneral@bahamas.gov.bs
Minister: The Rt Hon Hubert Alexander Ingraham, PC, MP
Minister of State: The Hon Zhivargo Laing, MP
Ministry of Foreign Affairs: Goodmans Bay, Corporate Centre,
West Bay Street, POB N-3746, Nassau. Tel: +1 242 322 7624/25. 
Fax: +1 242 326 2123, +1 242 328 8212. Website: www.mfabahamas.org.
Email: mfabahamas@batelnet.bs
Minister: The Hon Brent Symonette, MP (is also Deputy Prime Minister)
Ministry of Health and Social Development: Poinciana Building,
Meeting Street, POB N-3729 or POB N-3730, Nassau. 
Tel: +1 242 502 4700. Fax: +1 242 325 5421. 
Website: www.bahamas.gov.bs/health
Minister: The Hon Hubert A Minnis, MP
Minister of State for Social Development: The Hon Loretta Butler-
Turner, MP
Ministry of Housing and National Insurance: Claughton House,
Frederick Street, POB N-4849, Nassau. Tel: +1 242 322 6027, 
+1 242 322 6005
Minister: The Hon A Kenneth Russell, MP
Ministry of Lands and Local Government: Manx Building, West Bay
Street, POB N-3040, Nassau. Tel: +1 242 328 2700/05. 
Fax: +1 242 328 1324
Minister: The Hon Sidney S Collie, MP
Ministry of Legal Affairs and Office of the Attorney-General: Post
Office Building , East Hill Street, POB N-3007, Nassau. 
Tel: +1 242 322 1141/44. Fax: +1 242 322 2255. 
Website: www.bahamassupremecourt.gov.bs
Attorney-General and Minister of Legal Affairs: The Hon Claire L
Hepburn, MP
Minister of State for Legal Affairs: The Hon T Desmond Bannister, MP
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Ministry of Maritime Affairs and Labour: Post Office Building (2nd
Floor), POB N-3008, Nassau. Tel: +1 242 323 7814/15. 
Fax: +1 242 325 1920
Minister: Senator the Hon Dion Foulkes 
Ministry of National Security: East Hill Street, POB N-3217, Nassau.
Tel: +1 242 322 6792/93. Fax: +1 242 328 8212
Minister: The Hon O A T (Tommy) Turnquest, MP
Minister of State for Immigration: Senator the Hon Elma E Campbell 
Ministry of Public Works and Transport: John F Kennedy Drive,
POB N-8156, Nassau. Tel: +1 242 322 4830/31. Fax: +1 242 326 6629.
Website: www.bahamas.gov.bs/publicworks. 
Minister: The Hon Dr Earl Deveaux, MP
Minister of State for Public Utililities: The Hon Phenton O
Neymour, MP
Ministry of Tourism and Aviation: Bolam House, George Street,
POB N-3701, Nassau. Tel: +1 242 322 7500. Fax: +1 242 356 3967.
Website: www.bahamas.com
Minister: The Hon Neko C Grant, MP
Minister of State: The Hon W A Branville McCartney, MP
The Senate: Parliament Street, POB N7147, Nassau. 
Tel: +1 242 322 7378
Vice President of the Senate: Senator the Hon Johnley Ferguson

Bangladesh 

HEAD OF STATE
President: HE Prof Iajuddin Ahmed, Office of the President,
Bangabhaban, Dhaka 1000. Tel: +880 2 9568041. Fax: + 880 2 9566593

CHIEF ADVISER TO THE NON-PARTY CARETAKER GOVERNMENT
Chief Adviser: The Hon Dr Fakhruddin Ahmed (also holds Cabinet
portfolios for Cabinet Division, Establishment, Information and
Election Commission Secretariat), Office of the Chief Adviser,
Tejgaon, Dhaka 1215. Tel: +880 2 9136900/19. Fax: +880 2 8113243.
Email: pmo@pmobd.org
Cabinet Secretary: Mr Ali Imam Majumdar, Cabinet Division, Building
No. 1, Bangladesh Secretariat, Dhaka 1000. Tel: +880 2 7162099.
Fax: +880 2 7160656. Email: cab_secy@cabinet.gov.bd

MINISTRIES
Cabinet Division: Building No. 1, Bangladesh Secretariat, Dhaka 1000.
Tel: +880 2 7162099. Fax: +880 2 7160656
Chief Adviser: The Hon Dr Fakhruddin Ahmed (also holds Cabinet
portfolios for Establishment, Information and Election Commission
Secretariat)
Election Commission Secretariat: Block 5/6, Sher-e-Bangla
Nagar, Dhaka 1207. Tel: +880 2 8115212/16. Fax: +880 2 8117834
Chief Adviser: The Hon Dr Fakhruddin Ahmed (also holds Cabinet
portfolios for Cabinet Division, Establishment and Information)
Ministry of Agriculture: Building No. 4, (4th Floor), Bangladesh
Secretariat, Dhaka 1000. Tel: +880 2 7160778. Fax: +880 2 7167040.
Email: accmadhk@citechco.net
Adviser: The Hon Dr Chowdhury Sajjadul Karim (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for Water Resources)
Ministry of Chittagong Hill Tracts Affairs: Building No. 4 (6th Floor),
Bangladesh Secretariat, Dhaka 1000. Tel: +880 2 7163214. 
Fax: +880 2 7160781
Special Assistant: The Hon Raja Debashis Roy (also has
responsibility for Environment and Forests)
Ministry of Civil Aviation and Tourism: Building No. 6 (19th Floor),
Bangladesh Secretariat, Dhaka 1000. Tel: +880 2 7167244. 
Fax: +880 2 7169206
Special Assistant: The Hon Mahbub Zamil (also has responsibility
for Industry, Youth and Sports)
Ministry of Commerce: Building No. 3, Bangladesh Secretariat,
Dhaka 1000. Tel: +880 2 7169679. Fax: +880 2 9615741. 
Email: mincom@bdonline.com
Adviser: The Hon Dr Hossain Zillur Rahman (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for Education)
Ministry of Communications: Building No. 7, (8th Floor),
Bangladesh Secretariat, Dhaka 1000. Tel: +880 2 7162866, 
+880 2 7168752. Fax: +880 2 7166646. 
Email: moc@bdcom.com _ /_ jmba@citechco.net
Adviser: The Hon Major-General (Ret.) Ghulam Quader (also holds
Cabinet portfolio for Housing and Public Works) 
Ministry of Cultural Affairs: Building No. 6, Bangladesh
Secretariat, Dhaka 1000. Tel: +880 2 7168977. Fax: +880 2 7160290.

Email: mincom@bdonline.com
Adviser: The Hon Rasheda K Choudhury (also holds Cabinet portfolios
for Primary and Mass Education and Women and Children’s Affairs)
Ministry of Education: Building No. 6 (6th & 18th Flrs), Bangladesh
Secretariat, Dhaka 1000. Tel: +880 2 7161395. Fax: +880 2 7167577.
Email: moel@bdcom.com
Advisers: (Education): The Hon Dr Hossain Zillur Rahman (also
holds Cabinet portfolio for Commerce)
(Primary and Mass Education): The Hon Rasheda K Choudhury
(also holds Cabinet portfolios for Cultural Affairs and Women and
Children’s Affairs)
Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources: Building No. 6 (1st &
2nd Flrs) Bangladesh Secretariat, Dhaka 1000. Tel: +880 2 9616188.
Fax: +880 2 7165097
Special Assistant: Professor The Hon M Tamim (also has
responsibility for the Power Division)
Ministry of Environment and Forests: Building No. 6 (13th Floor),
Bangladesh Secretariat, Dhaka 1000. Tel: +880 2 7160481. 
Fax: +880 2 7169210. Email: moefgob@lettle.net
Special Assistant: The Hon Raja Debashis Roy (also has
responsibility for Chittagong Hill Tracts Affairs)
Ministry of Establishment: Building No. 1 (Ground to 2nd Floor),
Bangladesh Secretariat, Dhaka 1000. Tel: +880 2 7164080. 
Fax: +880 2 7169584
Chief Adviser: The Hon Dr Fakhruddin Ahmed (also holds Cabinet
portfolios for Cabinet Division, Information and Election
Commission Secretariat) 
Ministry of Expatriates’ Welfare and Overseas Employment:
Building No. 7 (4th Floor), Bangladesh Secretariat, Dhaka 1000.
Tel: +880 2 9570086. Fax: +880 2 9570087
Adviser: The Hon Dr Iftekhar Ahmed Chowdhury (also holds
Cabinet portfolio for Foreign Affairs)
Ministry of Finance and Planning: (Finance): Building No. 7 (3rd Floor)
& Building No. 6 (14th Floor), Bangladesh Secretariat, Dhaka 1000.
Tel: +880 2 7160406. Fax: +880 2 7165581. 
Email: hfm_off@bdmail.net. (Planning): Block 7, Sher-e-Banglanagar,
Dhaka 1000. Tel: +880 2 8115497. Fax: +880 2 8114638. 
Website: www.mof.gov.bd
Adviser: The Hon Dr A B Mirza Azizul Islam 
Ministry of Fisheries and Livestock: Building No. 6 (5th Floor),
Bangladesh Secretariat, Dhaka 1000. Tel: +880 2 7162430. 
Fax: +880 2 7161117. Email: mosl@bol-online.com
Special Assistant: The Hon Manik Lal Samaddar (also has
responsibility for Science, Information and Communication Technology) 
Ministry for Food and Disaster Management: Building No. 4 (2nd
Floor), Bangladesh Secretariat, Dhaka 1000. Tel: +880 2 7167877,
+880 2 7161545. Fax: +880 2 7169623
Adviser: The Hon Dr A M M Shawkat Ali (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for Health and Family Welfare) 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs: Segun Bagicha, Dhaka 1000. 
Tel: +880 2 9562122. Fax: +880 2 7167448. Email: fs@mofabd.org
Adviser: The Hon Dr Iftekhar Ahmed Chowdhury (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for Expatriates’ Welfare and Overseas Employment) 
Ministry of Health and Family Welfare: Building No. 2 (3rd Floor),
Bangladesh Secretariat, Dhaka 1000. Tel: +880 2 7166979. 
Fax: +880 2 7169077. Email: secmohfw@citechco.net
Adviser: The Hon Dr A M M Shawkat Ali (also holds Cabinet
portfolios for Food and Disaster Management)
Ministry of Home Affairs: Building No. 8 (Ground & 4th Flrs),
Bangladesh Secretariat, Dhaka 1000. Tel: +880 2 7164611. 
Fax: +880 2 7169667
Adviser: The Hon Major-General (Rtd.) M A Matin, BP (also holds
Cabinet portfolios for Shipping and Liberation War Affairs) 
Ministry of Housing and Public Works: Building No. 5 (2nd Floor),
Bangladesh Secretariat, Dhaka 1000. Tel: +880 2 7160465. 
Fax: +880 2 7167125
Adviser: The Hon Major-General (Rtd.) Ghulam Quader (also holds
Cabinet portfolio for Communications)
Ministry of Industry: Shilpa Bhaban, No 3 (3rd Floor), Motijheel C/A,
Dhaka 1000. Tel: +880 2 9567024. Fax: +880 2 9563553
Special Assistant: The Hon Mahbub Zamil (also has responsibility
for Civil Aviation and Tourism and Youth and Sports)
Ministry of Information: Building No. 4 (8th Floor), Bangladesh
Secretariat, Dhaka 1000. Tel: + 880 2 7168555. Fax: +880 2 7166231
Chief Adviser: The Hon Dr Fakhruddin Ahmed (also holds Cabinet
portfolios for Cabinet Division, Establishment and Election
Commission Secretariat)



Ministry for Labour and Employment: Building No. 7 (4th & 5th Flrs),
Bangladesh Secretariat, Dhaka 1000. Tel: +880 2 7162141. 
Fax: +880 2 7168660
Adviser: The Hon Md. Anwarul Iqbal (also holds Cabinet portfolio
for Local Government, Rural Development and Co-operatives and
Textiles and Jute) 
Ministry for Land: Building No. 4 (3rd Floor), Bangladesh
Secretariat, Dhaka 1000. Tel: +880 2 7169644. Fax: +880 2 8312045.
Email: min-mol@bdonline.com
Adviser: The Hon A F Hassan Ariff (also holds Cabinet portfolios for
Law, Justice and Parliamentary Affairs and Religious Affairs)
Minister for Law, Justice and Parliamentary Affairs: Building No. 4,
(7th Floor), Bangladesh Secretariat, Dhaka 1000. Tel: +880 2 7160577.
Fax: +880 2 7168557. Email: min_of_law@bdonline.com
Adviser: The Hon A F Hassan Ariff (also holds Cabinet portfolios for
Land and Religious Affairs)
Ministry for Liberation War Affairs: Allenbari, Tejgaon, Dhaka 1215.
Tel: +880 2 7160082
Adviser: The Hon Major-General (Ret.) M A Matin, BP (also holds
Cabinet portfolios for Home Affairs and Shipping) 
Ministry of Local Government, Rural Development and Co-operatives:
Building No. 7 (6th & 7th Flrs), Bangladesh Secretariat, Dhaka 1000.
Tel: +880 2 7169176. Fax: +880 2 7164374
Adviser: The Hon Md. Anwarul Iqbal (also holds Cabinet portfolio
for Labour and Employment and Textiles and Jute)
Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications: Building No. 7 (7th Floor),
Bangladesh Secretariat, Dhaka 1000. Tel: +880 2 7162160. 
Fax: +880 2 7165775/77
Special Assistant: The Hon Brigadier General (Rtd.) M A Malek
(also has responsibility for Social Welfare) 
Ministry of Religious Affairs: Building No. 8 (2nd Floor),
Bangladesh Secretariat, Dhaka 1000. Tel: +880 2 7165800. 
Fax: +880 2 7165040
Adviser: The Hon A F Hassan Ariff (also holds Cabinet portfolios for
Land and Law, Justice and Parliamentary Affairs)
Ministry of Science, Information and Communication Technology:
Building No. 6 (9th Floor), Bangladesh Secretariat, Dhaka 1000.
Tel: +880 2 7166484. Fax: +880 2 7169606. Email: most@bangla.net
Special Assistant: The Hon Manik Lal Samaddar (also has
responsibility for Fisheries and Livestock)
Ministry for Shipping: Building No. 6 (8th Floor), Bangladesh
Secretariat, Dhaka 1000. Tel: +880 2 7168155. Fax: +880 2 7168122
Adviser: The Hon Major-General (Rtd.) M A Matin, BP (also holds
Cabinet portfolios for Home Affairs and Liberation War Affairs)
Ministry for Social Welfare: Building No. 6 (3rd Floor), Bangladesh
Secretariat, Dhaka 1000. Tel: +880 2 7169766. Fax: +880 2 7169869
Adviser: The Hon Brigadier General (Rtd.) M A Malek (Rtd.) (also
has responsibility for Posts and Telecommunications)
Ministry for Textiles and Jute: Building No. 6 (11th Floor),
Bangladesh Secretariat, Dhaka 1000. Tel: +880 2 7164388. 
Fax: +880 2 7160600. Email: motexsec@citechco.net
Adviser: The Hon Md. Anwarul Iqbal (also holds Cabinet portfolios
for Labour and Employment and Local Government, Rural
Development and Co-operatives)
Ministry for Water Resources: Building No. 6 (4th Floor),
Bangladesh Secretariat, Dhaka 1000. Tel: +880 2 7168688. 
Fax: +880 2 7162400
Adviser: The Hon Dr Chowdhury Sajjadul Karim (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for Agriculture)
Ministry for Women and Children’s Affairs: Building No. 6 (2nd &
3rd Flrs), Bangladesh Secretariat, Dhaka 1000. Tel: +880 2 7160568.
Fax: +880 2 7167550
Adviser: The Hon Rasheda K Choudhury (also holds Cabinet
portfolios for Cultural Affairs and Primary and Mass Education)
Ministry of Youth and Sports: Building No. 7 (5th Floor),
Bangladesh Secretariat, Dhaka 1000. Tel: +880 2 7164299. 
Fax: +880 2 8827162344
Special Assistant: The Hon Mahbub Zamil (also has responsibility
for Civil Aviation and Tourism and Industry)

Barbados 

GOVERNOR-GENERAL
HE Sir Clifford S Husbands, GCMG, KA (representing HM Queen
Elizabeth II, Head of State), Governor-General’s House, Government
Hill, St Michael. Tel: +1 246 429 2962

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
Prime Minister: The Hon David J H Thompson, MP (also holds
Cabinet portfolios for Finance, Economic Affairs and Development,
Labour, the Civil Service and Energy), Office of the Prime Minister,
Government Headquarters, Bay Street, Bridgetown. 
Tel: +1 246 436 6435. Fax: +1 246 436 9280. 
Email: info@primeminister.gov.bb
Minister of State, Office of the Prime Minister: Sen the Hon Maxine
McClean (also Leader of Government Business in the Senate)
Permanent Secretaries, Office of the Prime Minister: Captain
Randolph Straughan (Special Assignments), Mr Allan Jones, Ms
Antoinette Williams (Defence and Security). Tel: +1 246 436 6435.
Fax: +1 246 436 9280 
Cabinet Secretary and Head of the Civil Service: Mrs Averil Gollop,
Cabinet Office, Government Headquarters, Bay Street, St Michael.
Tel: +1 246 436 6435. Fax: +1 246 228 0722. Email: gollopa@gob.bb

MINISTRIES
Attorney-General’s Office: Cedar Court, Wildey Business Park,
Wildey Road, St Michael. Tel: +1 246 431 7700. Fax: +1 246 228 5433 
Attorney-General: The Hon Freundel J Stuart, MP (also holds
Cabinet portfolio for Home Affairs) 
Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development: Graeme Hall,
Christ Church. Tel: +1 246 428 4061. Fax: +1 246 428 7777. 
Website: www.agriculture.gov.bb. Email: info@agriculture.gov.bb
Minister: Senator the Hon Haynesley Benn
Ministry of Community Development and Culture: Government
Headquarters, Bay Street, St Michael. Tel: +1 264 435 5133
Minister: The Hon Stephen D Blackett, MP
Ministry of Education and Human Resources Development: The
Elsie Payne Complex, Constitution Road, St Michael. 
Tel: +1 246 430 2705. Fax: +1 246 436 2411 
Minister: The Hon Ronald D Jones, MP
Ministry of Family, Youth Affairs, Sports and Environment:
Constitution Road, St Michael. Tel: +1 246 430 2704. Fax: +1 246 436 8909
Minister: The Hon Esther R Byer-Suckoo
Ministry of Finance, Economic Affairs and Development, Labour,
Civil Service and Energy: Government Headquarters, Bay Street, 
St Michael. Tel: +1 246 426 3179. Fax: +1 246 436 9280
Minister: The Hon David Thompson, MP (also holds Prime
Ministerial portfolio) 
Ministers of State: The Hon Darcy Boyce (Finance and Energy), The
Hon Arni Walters (Employment, Labour Relations and the Social
Partnership)
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Foreign Trade and International
Business: 1 Culloden Road, St Michael. Tel: +1 246 429 7108. 
Fax: +1 246 429 6652. Email: info@foreign.gov.bb
Minister: The Hon Christopher P Sinckler, MP
Minister of State: The Hon Donville O Inniss, MP
Ministry of Health, National Insurance and Social Security:
Jemmotts Lane, St Michael. Tel: +1 246 426 5570. 
Fax: +1 246 426 4669. Email: psmoh@health.gov.bb
Minister: The Hon Dr David C Estwick, MP
Ministry of Home Affairs: General Post Office Building, Cheapside,
Bridgetown. Tel: +1 246 228 8950. Fax: +1 246 437 3794
Minister: The Hon Freundel J Stuart, MP (also holds Attorney-
General’s portfolio)
Ministry of Housing and Lands: NHC Complex, Country Road, St
Michael. Tel: +1 246 467 7801. Fax: +1 246 435 0174
Minister: The Hon Michael A Lashley, JP, MP
Ministry of Social Care, Constituency Empowerment and Urban
Development: Warrens Office Complex (4th Floor), Warrens, St
Michael. Tel: +1 246 310 1604. Fax: +1 246 424 2908. 
Email: info@socialtransformation.gov.bb 
Minister: The Hon Dr Denis S Lowe, MP
Minister of State: The Hon Patrick M T Todd, MP
Ministry of Tourism: Sherbourne Conference Centre, Two Mile Hill,
St Michael. Tel: +1 246 430 7504. Fax: +1 246 436 4828
Minister: The Hon Richard L Sealy, MP
Ministry of Trade, Industry and Commerce: Pelican Industrial
Estate, Fontabelle, St Michael. Mailing Address: Reef Road,
Fontabelle, St Michael. Tel: +1 246 426 4452. Fax: +1 246 431 0056 
Minister: The Hon E George Hutson, MP
Ministry of Transport, Works and International Transport: The
Pine, St Michael. Tel: +1 246 429 2863. Fax: +1 246 437 8133. 
Email: mpttech@caribsurf.com
Minister: The Hon John D E Boyce, MP
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Belize 

GOVERNOR-GENERAL
HE Sir Colville N Young, GCMG, Sr (representing HM Queen
Elizabeth II, Head of State), Government House, Belmopan. 
Tel: +501 822 2521. Fax: +501 822 2050. Email: govgenbz@btl.net

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
Prime Minister: The Hon Dean Barrow, (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for Finance), Office of the Prime Minister, Cayo District,
Belmopan. Tel: +501 822 0399. Fax: +501 822 3323. 
Email: primeminister@belize.gov.bz
Deputy Prime Minister: The Hon Gaspar Vega (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for Natural Resources and the Environment)
Office of the Prime Minister: Chief Executive Officer: Ms Audrey
Wallace
Cabinet Secretary: HE Mr James Murphy. Tel: +501 822 2345. 
Fax: +501 822 0898. Email: cabinet@btl.net 

MINISTRIES
Attorney-General’s Chambers: General Office, Belmopan. 
Tel: +501 822 2504. Fax: +501 822 3390. 
Email: agministrybze@yahoo.com 
Attorney-General: The Hon Wilfred Elrington (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for Foreign Affairs and Foreign Trade) 
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries: West Block Building (2nd
Floor), Belmopan. Tel: +501 822 2241/42. Fax: +501 822 2409.
Website: www.agriculture.gov.bz. Email: minaf@btl.net
Minister: The Hon Rene Montero
Ministry of Economic Development, Commerce, Industry and
Consumer Protection: Belmopan City 
Minister: The Hon Erwin Contreras
Ministry of Education: West Block Building, Belmopan. 
Tel: +501 822 2380, +501 822 2698. Fax: +501 822 0102. 
Website: www.moes.gov.bz
Minister: The Hon Patrick Faber
Ministry of Finance: New Administration Building, Belmopan. 
Tel: +501 822 2362, +501 822 2152. Fax: +501 822 2866. 
Email: finsecmof@btl.net
Minister: The Hon Dean Barrow (also holds Prime Ministerial
portfolio) 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Foreign Trade: New Administration
Building, POB 174, Belmopan. Tel: +501 822 2167, +501 822 2322.
Fax: +501 822 2854. Website: www.mfa.gov.bz. Email: mfa@btl.net
Minister: The Hon Wilfred Elrington (also holds Attorney-General’s
portfolio) 
Ministry of Health: Water Reservoir Area, East Block Building,
Belmopan. Tel: +501 822 0992. Fax: +501 822 0994. 
Email: healthbze@btl.net
Minister: The Hon Pablo Marin
Minister of State: The Hon Arthur William Roaches
Ministry of Human Development and Social Transformation: 
West Block, Independence Plaza, Belmopan. 
Tel: +501 822 2246, +501 822 2684. Fax: +501 822 3175. 
Website: www.mohd.gov.bz
Minister: The Hon Peter Eden Martinez
Minister of State: The Hon Juan Coy
Ministry of Labour, Local Government and Rural Development:
Belmopan. Tel: (Director’s Office): +501 822 3990. Fax: +501 822 1275
Minister: The Hon Gabriel Martinez
Minister of State: The Hon Michael Hutchinson
Ministry of National Security: Belmopan City. Tel: +501 822 2611.
Fax: +501 822 2622. Email: insbze@btl.net
Minister: The Hon Carlos Perdomo
Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment: Market Square,
Belmopan. Tel: +501 822 2226, +501 822 2249. Fax: +501 822 2333.
Website: www.mnrei.gov.bz. Email: info@mnrei.gov.bz
Minister: The Hon Gaspar Vega (is also Deputy Prime Minister)
Minister of State: The Hon Elvin Penner
Ministry of the Public Services, Governance Improvement and
Elections and Boundaries: Belmopan. Tel: +501 822 2204/05. 
Fax: +501 822 2206. Email: ceo@mps.gov.bz
Minister: The Hon John Saldivar
Ministry of Public Utilities, Transport, Communications and
National Emergency Management: Curl Thompson Building,
Belmopan. Tel: +501 822 2218. Fax: +501 822 2195
Minister: The Hon Melvin Hulse

Ministry of Tourism and Civil Aviation: Belmopan. (Belize Tourism
Board): POB 325, Belize or 64 Regent Street, Belize. 
Tel: +501 227 2430. Fax: +501 227 2423. Website: www.travelbelize.org.
Email: info@travelbelize.org
(Civil Aviation Department): Tel: (Director’s Office); +501 225 2014.
Fax: +501 225 2533
Minister: The Hon Manuel Heredia Jr
Ministry of Works: New Administration Building, Power Lane,
Belmopan. Tel: (Public Service): +501 822 2131. Fax: +501 822 2206.
Email: works@btl.net
Minister: The Hon Anthony Martinez
Minister of State: The Hon Edmund George Castro
Ministry of Youth, Sports and Culture: Belmopan 
Minister: The Hon Marcel Cardona

Botswana 

HEAD OF STATE
President: HE Lt.-Gen. Seretse Khama Ian Khama

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
President: HE Lt.-Gen. Seretse Khama Ian Khama, Ministry of
State President, Private Bag 001, Gaborone. Tel: +267 3950800. 
Fax: +267 3957800
Vice-President: The Hon Lt.-Gen Mompati S Merafhe, Office of the
President, Private Bag 001, Gaborone. Tel: +267 3950800. 
Fax: +267 3957800 
Ministry of State President: Private Bag 001, Gaborone. 
Tel: +267 3950800. Fax: +267 3957800. Ministers of State:
(Presidential Affairs and Public Administration): The Hon Daniel
Kwelagobe, (Defence, Justice and Security): The Hon
Dikgakgamatso N Seretse 
Secretary to the Cabinet/Permanent Secretary to the President: 
Mr Eric Molale

MINISTRIES
Attorney-General’s Chambers: Private Bag 009, Gaborone. 
Tel: +267 3613701. Fax: +267 2907141. Attorney-General: The Hon
Dr Athaliah Molokomme
Ministry of Agriculture: Private Bag 003, Gaborone. Tel: +267 3950500.
Fax: +267 3956027. Minister: The Hon Christian De Graaff
Assistant Minister: The Hon Shaw Kgathi
Ministry of Communications, Science and Technology: Private Bag
00414, Gaborone. Tel: +00 267 3907230. Fax: +00 267 3907236
Minister: The Hon Mrs Pelonomi Venson-Moitoi
Ministry of Education and Skills Development: Private Bag 005,
Gaborone. Tel: +267 3600400. Fax: +267 3600458
Minister: The Hon Jacob Nkate
Assistant Minister: The Hon Lebonamang T Mokalake
Ministry of Environment, Wildlife and Tourism: Private Bag 0068,
Gaborone. Tel: +267 3953024. Fax: +267 3908675
Minister: The Hon Onkokame Kitso Mokaila 
Ministry of Finance and Development Planning: Private Bag 008,
Gaborone. Tel: +267 3950100. Fax: +267 3956086
Minister: The Hon Baledzi G Gaolathe
Assistant Minister: The Hon Samson M Guma
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Co-operation: Private
Bag 00368, Gaborone. Tel: +267 3600700. Fax: +267 3913366
Minister: The Hon Phandu T C Skelemani
Ministry of Health: Private Bag 0038, Gaborone. Tel: +267 3952000.
Fax: +267 3953100
Minister: The Hon Lesego E Motsumi
Assistant Minister: The Hon Gaotlhaetse U Mathlabaphiri
Ministry of Labour and Home Affairs: Private Bag 002, Gaborone.
Tel: +267 3601000. Fax: +267 3913584
Minister: The Hon Peter L Siele
Ministry of Lands and Housing: Private Bag 00434, Gaborone. 
Tel: +267 3904223. Fax: +267 3974901, +267 3911591
Minister: The Hon Nonofo E Molefi
Ministry for Local Government: Private Bag 006, Gaborone. 
Tel: +267 3659400. Fax: +267 39052384, +267 3952382
Minister: The Hon Dr Margaret N Nasha
Assistant Ministers: The Hon Ambrose Masalila, The Hon Olifant T Mfa 
Ministry for Minerals, Energy and Water Resources: Private Bag
0018, Gaborone. Tel: +267 3656600. Fax: +267 3972738
Minister: The Hon Ponatshego H Kedikilwe
Ministry of Trade and Industry: Private Bag 004, Gaborone. 



Tel: +267 3601200. Fax: +267 3971539. Minister: The Hon Neo Moroka
Assistant Minister: The Hon Gobopang D Lefhoko
Ministry of Works and Transport: Private Bag 007, Gaborone. 
Tel: +267 3958500. Fax: +267 3913303
Minister: The Hon Johnny K Swartz
Assistant Minister: The Hon Frank Ramsden
Ministry of Youth, Sports and Culture: Private Bag 00514, Gaborone.
Tel: +267 3901186. Fax: +267 3901557
Minister: The Hon Gladys K Kokorwe

Brunei Darussalam

HEAD OF STATE
His Majesty Sultan Haji Hassanal Bolkiah (also holds Prime
Ministerial and Cabinet portfolios for Defence and Finance), Office
of the Prime Minister, Istana Nurul Iman, Bandar Seri Begawan,
BA 1000. Tel: +673 2 24645. Fax: +673 2 28106. 
Website: www.pmo.gov.bn. Email: info@pmo.gov.bn

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
His Majesty Sultan Haji Hassanal Bolkiah
Office of the Prime Minister (Ministers)
Senior Minister: HRH the Crown Prince Haji Al-Muhtadee Billah
Minister of Energy: The Hon Pehin Dato Seri Setia Awang Haji
Yahya bin Begawan Mudim Dato Paduka Haji Bakar
Deputy Minister: The Hon Dato Seri Paduka Awang Haji Eusoff
Agaki bin Haji Ismail
Office of the Prime Minister (Permanent Secretaries)
Dato Paduka Haji Mustapa bin Haji Sirat
Pengiran Dato Paduka Haji Abu Bakar bin Pengiran Seri Indera
Pengiran Haji Ismail
Pengiran Dato Paduka Haji Ismail bin Pengiran Haji Mohamed
Dato Paduka Awang Haji Kamis bin Haji Tamin
Datin Paduka Hajah Salbiah binti Haji Sulaiman 

MINISTRIES
Ministry of Communications: Jalan Menteri Besar, Bandar Seri
Begawan BB 3910. Tel: +673 2 383838. Fax: +673 2 380127.

Website: www.mincom.gov.bn. Email: info@mincom.gov.bn
Minister: The Hon Pehin Dato Haji Abu Bakar bin Haji Apong
Deputy Minister: The Hon Dato Paduka Haji Yusoff bin Haji Abd. Hamid
Ministry of Culture, Youth and Sport: Simpang 336-17, Jalan
Kebangsaan, Bandar Seri Begawan BA 1210. Tel: +673 2 380667.
Fax: +673 2 380235. Website: www.kkbs.gov.bn. 
Email: info@kkbs.gov.bn
Minister: The Hon Pehin Dato Seri Haji Awang Mohammad bin Haji
Daud
Ministry of Defence: Bolkiah Garrison, Bandar Seri Begawan 3510.
Tel: (Permanent Secretary’s Secretariat): +673 2 386307. 
Fax: +673 2 382110. Website: www.mindef.gov.bn. 
Email: info@mindef.gov.bn
Minister: HM Sultan Haji Hassanal Bolkiah (also holds Prime
Ministerial and Finance portfolios)
Deputy Minister: The Hon Pehin Datu Singamanteri Colonel (Rtd.)
Dato Seri Paduka Haji Mohammad Yasmin bin Haji Umar
Ministry of Development: Old Airport, Jalan Berakas, Bandar Seri
Begawan 1190. Tel: +673 2 241911. Fax: +673 2 240271. 
Website: www.mod.gov.bn. Email: info@mod.gov.bn
Minister: The Hon Pehin Dato Seri Setia Haji Awang Abdullah bin
Begawan Mudim Dato Paduka Haji Bakar
Deputy Minister: The Hon Dato Paduka Dr Haji Mat Suny bin Haji
Mohd. Hussein
Ministry of Education: Old Airport, Jalan Berakas, Bandar Seri
Begawan BB3510. Tel: +673 2 382233. Fax: +673 2 380050. 
Website: www.moe.gov.bn. Email: feedback@moe.edu.bn
Minister: The Hon Pehin Dato Seri Setia Awang Haji Abdul Rahman
bin Dato Setia Haji Mohammad Taib
Deputy Minister: The Hon Pengiran Dato Seri Setia Dr Haji
Mohammad bin Pengiran Haji Abdul Rahman
Ministry of Energy: Office of the Prime Minister, Istana Nurul Iman,
Bandar Seri Begawan BA 1000. Tel: +673 2 383001. 
Fax: +673 2 383004
Minister: The Hon Pehin Dato Seri Setia Awang Haji Yahya bin
Begawan Mudim Dato Paduka Haji Bakar
Deputy Minister: The Hon Dato Seri Paduka Awang Haji Eusoff
Agaki bin Haji Ismail
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Ministry of Finance: Tingkat 5, Bangunan Kementerian Kewangan,
Commonwealth Drive, Jalan Kebangsaan, Bandar Seri Begawan
BB3910. Tel: +673 2 241991. Fax: +673 2 226132. 
Website: www.finance.gov.bn. Email: info@finance.gov.bn
Ministers: HM Sultan Haji Hassanal Bolkiah (also holds Prime
Ministerial and Defence portfolios), The Hon Pehin Dato Haji Abd.
Rahman bin Haji Ibrahim
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade: Jalan Subok, Bandar Seri
Begawan BD2710. Tel: +673 2 262177, +673 2 261293. 
Fax: +673 2 261100. Website: www.mfa.gov.bn
Ministers: HRH Prince Mohamed Bolkiah, The Hon Pehin Dato Seri
Setia Lim Jock Seng
Ministry of Health: Jalan Menteri Besar, Bandar Seri Begawan BB
3910. Tel: +673 2 226640. Fax: +673 2 240980. 
Website: www.moh.gov.bn
Minister: The Hon Pehin Dato Paduka Haji Awang Suyoi bin Haji Osman
Deputy Minister: The Hon Pehin Dato Paduka Haji Awang Hazair
bin Haji Abdullah
Ministry of Home Affairs: Jalan Menteri Besar, Bandar Seri Begawan
BB 3910. Tel: +673 2 223225. Website: www.home-affairs.gov.bn. 
Email: info@home-affairs.gov.bn
Minister: The Hon Pehin Dato Seri Setia Awang Haji Adanan bin
Begawan Pehin Dato Seri Setia Awang Haji Mohd. Yusof
Deputy Minister: The Hon Pehin Orang Kaya Dewa Pahlawan Dato
Paduka Haji Awang Dani bin Haji Ibrahim
Ministry of Industry and Primary Resources: Jalan Menteri Besar,
Bandar Seri Begawan BB3910. Tel: +673 2 382822. 
Fax: +673 2 382807. Website: www.industry.gov.bn. 
Email: mipr2@brunet.bn
Minister: The Hon Pehin Dato Dr Awang Haji Ahmad bin Haji Jumat
Deputy Minister: The Hon Dato Paduka Haji Hamdillah bin Haji
Abd. Wahab
Ministry of Religious Affairs: Jalan Menteri Besar, Jalan Berakas,
Bandar Seri Begawan BB3910. Tel: +673 2 382525. 
Fax: +673 2 382330. Website: www.religious-affairs.gov.bn. 
Email: info@religious-affairs.gov.bn
Minister: The Hon Pehin Dato Seri Utama Dr Haji Mohd. Zain bin
Haji Serudin
Deputy Minister: The Hon Pehin Udana Khatib Dato Paduka Seri
Setia Ustaz Haji Awang Badaruddin bin Pengarah Dato Paduka Haji
Othman

Cameroon  

HEAD OF STATE
President: HE Mr Paul Biya

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
President: HE Mr Paul Biya, Unity Palace, Yaoundé. 
Website: www.prc.cm
Office of the President: Minister of State/Secretary-General at the
Presidency: The Hon Laurent Esso. Tel: +222 00455. 
Fax: +222 20870
Ministers at the Presidency: The Hon Hamadou Moustafa, The Hon
Victor Arrey Nkongho Mengot, (Relations with Parliament and
Economic and Social Council): Minister/Delegate: The Hon Gregoire
Owona, (Supreme State Audit): Minister/Delegate: The Hon David
Siegfried Etame Massoma,  (Defence): The Hon Remy Ze Meka,
(Ministers/Assistant Secretaries-General): The Hon Philemon Yang,
The Hon Rene Sadi
Director of Civil Cabinet at the Presidency: Mr Jean-Baptiste Beleoken,
Assistant Director: Mr Joseph Le 
Prime Minister: The Hon Ephraim Inoni, Office of the Prime
Minister, 20th May Avenue, Yaoundé. Tel: +222 35750, +222 35755.
Fax: +222 35765. Website: www.spm.gov.cm
Secretary-General, Office of the Prime Minister: Mr Jules Doret
Ndongo, Assistant-Secretary-General:  Mr Emmanuel Ngandou
Djoumessi
Director of the Cabinet, Office of the Prime Minister: Mr Paul
Meoto Njie
Vice-Prime Minister: The Hon Amadou Ali (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for Justice and Keeper of the Seals). Tel: +222 22154. 
Fax: +222 30005

MINISTRIES
Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development: Yaoundé. 
Tel: +222 31190. Fax: +222 25091

Minister of State/Minister: The Hon Jean Nkuete
Secretary of State: The Hon Aboubakary Abdoulaye
Ministry of Commerce: Yaoundé. Tel: +222 22515/16. Fax: +222 39029
Minister: The Hon Luc Magloire Mbarga Atangana
Secretary of State: The Hon Mrs Ama Tutu Muna
Ministry of Communications: Yaoundé. Tel: +222 23155. 
Fax: +222 33022
Minister: The Hon Ebenezer Njoh Mouelle
Minister Delegate: The Hon Gervais Mendo Ze  
Ministry of Culture: Yaoundé. Tel/Fax: +222 26579
Minister of State/Minister: The Hon Ferdinand Leopold Oyono
Ministry of Defence: Yaoundé. Tel: +237 222 1524. Fax: +237 223 5971
Minister Delegate: The Hon Rémy Ze Meka
Secretary of State for National Gendarmerie: The Hon Jean-Baptiste
Bokam 
Ministry of Economy and Finance: Yaoundé. Tel: +222 20079. 
Fax: +222 33717. Minister: The Hon Polycarpe Abah Abah
Minister Delegate (Programmes): The Hon Daniel Njankouo Lamere
Minister Delegate (Budgets): The Hon Lazare Essimi Menye
Secretary of State (Economy and Finance): The Hon Denis Oumarou
Ministry of Basic Education: Yaoundé. Tel: +222 25176. Fax: +222 30855
Minister: The Hon Mrs Haman Adama
Ministry of Higher Education: Yaoundé. Tel: +222 21370. 
Fax: +222 29724
Minister: The Hon Jacques Fame Ndongo
Ministry of Seconday Education: Yaoundé. Tel: +222 21940. 
Fax: +222 22711
Minister: The Hon Louis Bapes Bapes
Secretary of State: The Hon Mrs Catherine Abena
Ministry of Employment and Vocational Training: Yaoundé. 
Tel: +237 223 3617. Fax: +237 222 9263
Minister: The Hon Zacharie Perevet
Ministry for the Environment: Yaoundé. Tel: +222 33423. 
Fax: +222 33424
Minister for the Environment and Protection of Nature: The Hon
Pierre Hele
Minister Delegate: The Hon Nana Aboubakar Djalloh
Ministry of External Relations: Yaoundé. Tel/Fax: +222 01133
Minister of State/Minister: The Hon Jean Marie Atangana Mebara
Minister Delegate (Islamic Affairs): The Hon Adoum Gargoum
Minister Delegate (Relations with the Commonwealth): The Hon
Joseph Dion Ngute
Ministry of Forestry and Wildlife: Yaoundé. Tel: 222 294 83. 
Fax: +222 29489
Minister: The Hon Elvis Ngole Ngole   
Ministry of Health (Public): Yaoundé. Tel: +222 23525. Fax: +222 20172
Minister: The Hon Urbain Olanguena Awono
Secretary of State for Public Health: The Hon Alim Hayatou
Ministry of Industry, Mines and Technological Development:
Yaoundé. Tel: +222 24352. Fax: +222 26256
Minister: The Hon Charles Sale
Ministry of Justice: Yaoundé. Tel: +237 222 2154. Fax: +237 223 0005
Minister and Keeper of the Seals: The Hon Amadou Ali (is also Vice
Prime Minister)
Minister Delegate: The Hon Maurice Kamto
Secretary of State for Justice in charge of Prisons Administration:
The Hon Emmanuel Ngafesson 
Ministry of Labour and Social Security: Yaoundé. Tel: +222 30004.
Fax: +222 31820. Minister: The Hon Robert Nkili
Ministry of Livestock, Fisheries and Animal Industries: Yaoundé.
Tel: +222 21370. Fax: +237 222 21405
Minister: The Hon Dr Aboubakary Sarki
Ministry of Planning, Development Programming and Regional
Development: Yaoundé. Tel: +222 33637.  Fax: +222 21509
Minister of State/Minister: The Hon Augustin Frederick Kodock
Minister Delegate: The Hon Abdoulaye Yaouba
Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications: Yaoundé. Tel: +222 32055.
Fax: +222 13159
Minister of State/Minister: The Hon Maigari Bello Bouba
Ministry of Power and Water Resources: Yaoundé. Tel: +222 23400.
Fax: +222 26177. Minister: The Hon Jean-Bernard Sindeu
Ministry of Public Service and Administrative Reform: Yaoundé.
Tel: +222 20356. Fax: +222 30800
Minister: The Hon Emmanuel Bonde
Ministry of Public Works: Yaoundé. Tel: +222 21918. Fax: +222 34878
Minister: The Hon Bernard Messengue Avom
Secretary of State: The Hon Paulin Abono Moampamb



Ministry of Scientific Research and Innovation: Yaoundé. 
Tel: +222 21334. Fax: +222 21336 Minister: The Hon Madeline Tchuente
Ministry for Small and Medium-Size Enterprises, Social Economy
and Handicraft: Yaoundé. Tel: +222 32388. Fax: +222 231973
Minister: The Hon Laurent Etoundi Ngoa
Ministry of Social Affairs: Yaoundé. Tel: +222 22958. Fax: +222 31121
Minister: The Hon Mrs Catherine Bakang Mbock
Ministry for Sports and Physical Education: Yaoundé. Tel: +222 31201.
Fax: +222 32610. Minister: The Hon Augustin Edjoa 
Ministry for State Property and Land Affairs: Yaoundé. 
Tel: +222 21547. Fax: +222 39238
Minister: The Hon Louis-Marie Abogo Nkono
Secretary of State: The Hon Jean-Claude Etogo
Ministry of Territorial Administration and Decentralisation:
Yaoundé. Tel: +222 31056. Fax: +222  26332
Minister of State/Minister: The Hon Marafa Hamidou Yaya
Minister Delegate: The Hon Emmanuel Edou 
Ministry of Tourism: Yaoundé. Tel: +222 32936. Fax: +222 21295
Minister: The Hon Baba Hamadou
Ministry of Transport: Yaoundé. Tel: +222 28729. Fax: +222 32238
Minister: The Hon Dakole Daissala
Secretary of State: The Hon Badel Ndanga Ndinga
Ministry of Urban Development and Housing: Yaoundé. 
Tel: +222 17212. Fax: +222 27214 Minister: The Hon Clobert Tchatat
Ministry for the Advancement of Women and the Family: Yaoundé.
Tel: +222 32550. Fax: +222 33965
Minister: The Hon Mrs Suzanne Bomback
Ministry of Youth: Yaoundé. Tel: +222 22292. Fax: +222 33813
Minister: The Hon Adoum Garoua 

Canada

GOVERNOR-GENERAL
HE the Rt Hon Michaëlle Jean, CC, CCM, COM, CD (representing
HM Queen Elizabeth II, Head of State), Office of the Governor-
General, Rideau Hall, 1 Sussex Drive, Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0A1. 
Tel: (General Enquiries) +1 613 993 8200. Fax: +1 613 998 8760.
Website: www.gg.ca. Email: info@gg.ca

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
Prime Minister: The Rt Hon Stephen Joseph Harper, MP, Office of
the Prime Minister, Langevin Block, 80 Wellington Street, Ottawa,
Ontario K1A 0A2. Tel: +1 613 992 4211. Fax: +1 613 941 6900.
Website: www.pm.gc.ca. Email: pm@pm.gc.ca
Clerk of the Privy Council and Secretary to the Cabinet: Mr Kevin
G Lynch. Privy Council Office: (General Enquiries): Room 1000, 85
Sparks Street, Ottawa, Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0A3. Tel: +1 613 957 5153.
Fax: +1 613 957 5043. Website: www.pco.gc.ca. 
Email: info@pco-bcp.gc.ca

DEPARTMENTS
Agriculture and Agri Food: (Public Information Request Services),
Sir John Carling Building, 930 Carling Avenue, Ottawa, Ontario 
K1A 0C7. Tel: +1 613 759 1000. Fax: +1 613 759 7977. 
Website: www.agr.gc.ca. Email: info@agr.gc.ca
Minister: The Hon Gerry Ritz, MP (also holds Cabinet portfolio for
the Canadian Wheat Board). Secretary of State: The Hon Christian
Paradis, MP
Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency: (Head Office): Blue Cross
Centre (3rd Floor), 644 Main Street or POB 6051, Moncton, New
Brusnwick E1C 9J8. Tel: +1 506 851 2271. Fax: +1 506 851 7403.
Website: www.acoa-apeca.gc.ca
Minister: The Hon Peter Gordon MacKay, MP (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for National Defence)
Canada Revenue Agency: (Public Affairs Branch): Connaught
Building, 555 MacKenzie Avenue (7th Floor), Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0L5.
Website: www.cra-arc.gc.ca
Minister of National Revenue: The Hon Gordon O’Connor, MP
Canadian Heritage: (National Headquarters): 15 Eddy Street,
Gatineau, Quebec K1A OM5. Tel: +1 819 997 0055. 
Website: www.canadianheritage.gc.ca
Ministers: Canadian Heritage: The Hon Josée Verner, MP (also
holds Cabinet portfolios for the Status of Women, Official
Languages and La Francophonie)
Vancouver-Whistler Olympics: The Hon David L Emerson, MP (also
holds Cabinet portfolios for Foreign Affairs and International Trade
and the Pacific Gateway)

Secretaries of State: (Sport): The Hon Helena Guergis, MP (also
holds Secretary of State portfolio for Foreign Affairs and
International Trade
Multiculturalism and Canadian Identity: The Hon Jason Kennedy, MP 
Citizenship and Immigration: Jean Edmonds Tower South (19th
Floor), 365 Laurier Avenue West, Ottawa, Ontario K1A 1L1. 
Tel: (Call Centre, Toll Free): 1 888 242 2100. Website: www.cic.gc.ca
Minister: The Hon Diane Finley, MP 
Department of Finance: 140 O’Connor Street, Ottawa, Ontario 
K1A 0G5. Tel: (Information Services): +1 613 992 1573. 
Website: www.fin.gc.ca. Email: consltcomm@fin.gc.ca
Minister: The Hon James Michael Flaherty, MP
Department of Justice Canada: 284 Wellington Street, Ottawa,
Ontario K1A 0H8. Tel: +1 613 957 4222. Fax: +1 613 954 0811.
Website: www.justice.gc.ca
Minister of Justice and Attorney General: The Hon Robert Douglas
Nicholson, MP
Economic Development Agency of Canada for the Regions of
Québec: (Head Office): Tour de la Bourse, 800 Victoria Square (Suite
3800) or POB 247, Montreal, Quebec H4Z 1E8. Tel: +1 514 283 6412.
Fax: +1 514 283 3302. Website: www.dec-ced.gc.ca
Minister: The Hon Jean-Pierre Blackburn, MP (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for Labour) 
Environment Canada: (Enquiry Centre): 70 Cremazie Street, Gatineau,
Quebec K1A 0H3. Tel: +1 800 668 6767. Fax: +1 819 994 1412.
Website: www.ec.gc.ca. Email: enviroinfo@ec.gc.ca
Minister: The Hon John Baird, MP
Fisheries and Oceans Canada: (Communications Branch): 200
Kent Street, 13th Floor, Station 13E228, Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0E6.
Tel: +1 613 993 0999. Fax: +1 613 990 1866. 
Website: www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca. Email: info@dfo-mpo.gc.ca
Minister: The Hon Loyola Hearn, MP
Foreign Affairs and International Trade: Enquiries Service: 125
Sussex Drive, Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0G2. Tel: +1 613 944 9136. 
Fax: +1 613 996 9709. Website: www.international.gc.ca
Ministers: Foreign Affairs and International Trade: The Hon David L
Emerson, MP (also holds Cabinet portfolio for the Pacific Gateway
and the Vancouver-Whistler Olympics)
International Co-operation: The Hon Beverley J Oda, MP
Secretary of State: Foreign Affairs and International Trade: The Hon
Helena Guergis, MP (is also Secretary of State for Sport)
Health Canada: Brooke Claxton Building, Tunney’s Pasture, Ottawa,
Ontario K1A 0K9. Fax: +1 613 952 1154. Website: www.hc-sc.gc.ca.
Email: (Minister’s Office): Minister_Ministre@hc-sc.gc.ca. (General
Enquiries): info@hc-sc.gc.ca
Minister: The Hon Tony Clement, MP (also holds Cabinet portfolio for
the Federal Economic Development Initiative for Northern Ontario)
Human Resources and Social Development: 140 Promenade du
Portage (Phase IV), Gatineau, Quebec K1A 0J9. 
Website: www.hrsdc.gc.ca
Ministers: Human Resources and Social Development: The Hon
Monte Solberg, MP
Labour: The Hon Jean-Pierre Blackburn, MP (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for the Economic Developent Agency of Canada for the
Regions of Quebec)
Leader of the Government in the Senate and Secretary of State
(Seniors): The Hon Marjory LeBreton, MP
Indian and Northern Affairs Canada: (Public Enquiries Contact
Centre): Terrasses de la Chaudière, North Tower, 10 Wellington,
Gatineau, Quebec K1A 0H4. Tel: +1 800 567 9604. Fax: +1 866 817 3977.
Website: www.ainc-inac.gc.ca
Minister and Federal Interlocutor for Métis and Non-Status
Indians: The Hon Chuck Strahl, MP
Industry Canada: C D Howe Building, 235 Queen Street, Ottawa,
Ontario K1A 0H5. Tel: (Minister’s Office): +1 613 995 9001. 
Fax: +1 613 992 0302, (General Enquiries): +1 613 954 5031.
Website: www.ic.gc.ca. Email: minister.industry@ic.gc.ca
Ministers: Industry: The Hon Jim Prentice, MP
Federal Economic Development Initiative for Northern Ontario: The
Hon Tony Clement, MP (also holds Cabinet portfolio for Health
Secretary of State: Small Business and Tourism: The Hon Diane
Ablonczy, MP
Intergovernmental Affairs: 66 Slater Street, Ottawa, Ontario. 
Tel: +1 613 947 6214. Fax: +1 613 943 1857. 
Website: www.pco-bcp.gc.ca, (Privy Council Office): Langevin Block,
80 Wellington Street, Ottawa, K1A 0A3. Tel: (General Enquiries): 
+1 613 957 5153. Fax: +1 613 957 5043. Website: www.pco-bcp.gc.ca
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President of the Queen’s Privy Council: The Hon Rona Ambrose,
MP (also holds Cabinet portfolios for Intergovernmental Affairs and
Western Economic Diversification) 
Leader of the Government in the House of Commons and Minister
for Democratic Reform: The Hon Peter Van Loan, MP
Leader of the Government in the Senate: The Hon Mary Le Breton
(also Secretary of State (Seniors) 
National Defence: (Mailing Address, General Enquiries): National
Defence Headquarters, Major-General George R Pearkes Building,
101 Colonel By Drive, Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0K2. Tel: +1 613 995 2534.
Fax: +1 613 992 4739. Website: www.forces.gc.ca
Minister: The Hon Peter Gordon MacKay, MP (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for the Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency)  
Natural Resources: 580 Booth Street, Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0E4.
Tel: (General Enquiries): +1 613 995 0947. Fax: +1 613 992 7211.
Website: www.nrcan-rncan.gc.ca
Minister: The Hon Gary Lunn, MP
Parliament of Canada: Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0A9. Tel: (Information
Service): +1 613 992 4793. Website: www.parl.gc.ca. 
Email: info@parl.gc.ca
Secretary of State and Chief Government Whip: The Hon Jay D Hill
Public Safety Canada: (Mailing Address): 269 Laurier Avenue West,
Ottawa K1A 0P8. Tel: (General Enquiries): +1 613 944 4875. 
Fax: +1 613 954 5186. Website: publicsafety.gc.ca. 
Email: communications@psepc.gc.ca
Minister: The Hon Stockwell Day, MP 
Public Works and Government Services: (Mailing Address): 11
Laurier Street, PDP III, Gatineau, Quebec K1A 0S5. Tel: +416 512 5500.
Fax: +1 416 819 956 9062. Website: www.tpsgc-pwgsc.gc.ca
Minister: The Hon Michael Fortier, MP
Status of Women Canada: (National Office): MacDonald Building,
123 Slater Street (10th Floor), Ottawa, Ontario K1P 1H9. 
Tel: +1 613 995 7835. Fax: +1 613 957 3359. 
Website: www.swc-cfc.gc.ca
Minister: The Hon Josee Verner, MP (also holds Cabinet portfolio
for Canadian Heritage, Official Languages and La Francophonie)  
Transport, Infrastructure and Communities: 330 Sparks Street,
Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0N5. Tel: +1 613 990 2309. Fax: +1 613 954 4731,
+1 613 998 8620. Website: www.tc.gc.ca
Minister: The Hon Lawrence Cannon, MP
Treasury Board of Canada: Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat,
Corporate Communications, L’Esplanade Laurier, West Tower (10th
Floor), 300 Laurier Avenue West, Ottawa, Ontario K1A 0R5. 
Tel: +1 613 957 2400. Fax: +1 613 998 9071. 
Website: www.tbs-sct.gc.ca. Email: info@tbs-sct.gc.ca
President of the Treasury Board: The Hon Vic Toews, MP 
Veterans Affairs Canada: Daniel J MacDonald Building, 161 Grafton
Streeet or POB 9000, Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island, C1A 8M9.
Website: www.vac-acc.gc.ca. Email: information@vac-acc.gc.ca
Minister: The Hon Greg Thompson, MP
Western Economic Diversification: Gillin Building (Room 400), 141
Laurier Avenue West, Ottawa, Ontario K1P 5J3. Tel: +1 613 952 2768.
Fax: +1 613 952 9384. Website: www.wd.gc.ca
Minister: The Hon Rona Ambrose, MP (is also President of the
Queen’s Privy Council for Canada and holds Cabinet portfolio for
Intergovernmental Affairs)

Cyprus

HEAD OF STATE
President: HE Mr Demetris Christofias

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
President: HE Mr Demetris Christofias, Office of the President,
Presidential Palace, Dem Severis Avenue, 1400 Nicosia. 
Tel: +357 22 661333. Fax: +357 22 665016. 
Email: grafio.proedrou@cytanet.com.cy
Under Secretary to the President: Dr Titos Christofides
Presidential Commissioner, Office of the President: Mr George
Iacovou 
Government Spokesman: Mr Stefanos Stefanou

MINISTRIES
Ministry of Agriculture, Natural Resources and the Environment:
Loukis Akritas Avenue, 1411 Nicosia. Tel: +357 22 408307. 
Fax: +357 22 781156. Email: registry@moa.gov.cy
Minister: The Hon Michalis Polinikis

Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Tourism: 6 Andreas Araouzos
Street, 1421 Nicosia. Tel: +357 22 867100. Fax: +357 22 375120. 
Email: perm.sec@mcit.gov.cy
Minister: The Hon Antonis Paschalides
Ministry of Communications and Works: 28 Acheon, 1424 Nicosia.
Tel: +357 22 800288. Fax: +357 22 776266. 
Website: www.mcw.gov.cy. Email: mcw@cytanet.com.cy
Minister: The Hon Nicos Nicolaides
Ministry of Defence: 4 Emmanuel Roides Avenue, 1432 Nicosia.
Tel: +357 22 807622. Fax: +357 22 676182. 
Email: defense@cytanet.com.cy
Minister: The Hon Costas Papacostas
Ministry of Education and Culture: Corner Thoucydides and Kimon Sts,
1434 Nicosia. Tel: +357 22 800600, +357 22 800700. 
Fax: +357 22 427559. Website: www.moec.gov.cy. 
Email: moec@moec.gov.cy
Minister: The Hon Andreas Demetriou
Ministry of Finance: Corner M Karaolis and G Afxentiou Sts, 1439
Nicosia. Tel: +357 22 601149, +357 22 602723. Fax: +357 22 602750.
Website: www.mof.gov.cy. Email: registry@mof.gov.cy 
Minister: The Hon Charilaos Stavrakis 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs: Presidential Palace Avenue, 1447 Nicosia.
Tel: +357 22 40100. Fax: +357 22 661881. Website: www.mfa.gov.cy.
Email: minforeign1@mfa.gov.cy
Minister: The Hon Marcos Kyprianou
Ministry of Health: Markou Drakou Street, 1448 Nicosia. 
Tel: +357 22 605303. Fax: +357 22 434189. 
Website: www.moh.gov.cy. Email: ministryofhealth@cytanet.com.cy
Minister: The Hon Christos Patsalides
Ministry of the Interior: Dem Severis Avenue, Ex Secretariat
Offices, 1453 Nicosia. Tel: +357 22 867625. Fax: +357 22 671465.
Website: http://moi.gov.cy. Email: minint3@cytanet.com.cy
Minister: The Hon Neoklis Silikiotis
Ministry of Justice and Public Order: 125 Athalassas Avenue, 1461
Nicosia. Tel: +357 22 805955. Fax: +357 22 518356. 
Email: registry@mjpo.gov.cy
Minister: The Hon Dr Kypros Chrysostomides
Ministry of Labour and Social Insurance: 7 Byron Avenue, 1463
Nicosia. Tel: +357 22 401600, +357 22 401741/42. Fax: +357 22 670993.
Email: administration@mlsi.gov.cy
Minister: The Hon Sotiroula Charalambous

Dominica

HEAD OF STATE
President: HE Dr Nicholas J O Liverpool, DAH, Office of the President,
Morne Bruce. Roseau. Tel: +1 767 448 2401. Fax: +1 767 449 8366

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
Prime Minister: The Hon Roosevelt Skerrit (also holds Cabinet
portfolios for Finance, Social Security and Foreign Affairs), Office of
the Prime Minister, Government Headquarters, Kennedy Avenue,
Roseau. Tel: +1 767 448 2401, Ext. 3300. Fax: +1 767 448 8960.
Email: pmoffice@cwdom.dm and edfpmcu@cwdom.dm 
Office of the Prime Minister
Ministers: The Hon Kelly Graneau (Carib Affairs), The Hon Rayburn
Blackmore (National Security, Immigration and Labour)
Parliamentary Secretary: Senator the Hon Peter St Jean
Cabinet Secretary: Mr Felix Gregoire, Office of the Prime Minister,
Government Headquarters, Kennedy Avenue. Tel: +1 767 448 2401,
Ext. 3279. Fax: +1 767 448 5200

MINISTRIES
(All Ministries can be reached by dialling +1 767 448 2401)

Ministry for Agriculture, Fisheries and the Environment:
Government Headquarters, Kennedy Avenue, Roseau. 
Email: minagriculture@cwdom.dm
Minister: The Hon Matthew Walter
Ministry of Civil Aviation: Government Heaqdquarters, Kennedy
Avenue, Roseau
Minister: The Hon Ian Douglas (also holds Cabinet portfolios for
Legal Affairs and Tourism)
Ministry of Community Development, Culture, Gender Affairs and
Information: Government Headquarters, Roseau. 
Email: mincommunity@cwdom.dm
Minister: The Hon Lorraine Bannis-Roberts
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Ministry for Economic Development and Urban Renewal:
Government Headquarters, Roseau
Minister: The Hon Julius Timothy
Ministry of Education, Human Resource Development, Youth
Affairs and Sports: Government Headquarters, Kennedy Avenue,
Roseau. Email: minedu@cwdom.dm
Minister: The Hon Vince Henderson 
Ministry of Finance: Financial Centre, Kennedy Avenue, Roseau.
Email: pmoffice@cwdom.dm and edfpmcu@cwdom.dm
Minister: The Hon Roosevelt Skerrit (also holds Prime Ministerial
and Cabinet portfolios for Social Security and Foreign Affairs)
Ministry of Foreign Affairs: Government Headquarters, Kennedy
Avenue, Roseau. Email: pmoffice@cwdom.dm and
foreignaffairs@cwdom.dm
Minister: The Hon Roosevelt Skerrit (also holds Prime Ministerial
and Cabinet portfolios for Finance and Social Security) 
Ministry for Health and Environment: Government Headquarters,
Kennedy Avenue, Roseau. Email: healthminister@cwdom.dm
Minister: The Hon John Fabien
Ministry for Housing, Lands and Telecommunications:
Government Headquarters, Kennedy Avenue, Roseau. 
Email: mincomm@cwdom.dm 
Minister: The Hon Reginald Austrie
Ministry for Legal Affairs: Government Headquarters, Kennedy
Avenue, Roseau. Email: legalaffairs@cwdom.dm 
Minister of Legal Affairs: The Hon Ian Douglas (also holds Cabinet
portfolios for Civil Aviation and Tourism)
Attorney-General: The Hon Francine Baron-Royer   
Ministry of Public Utilities, Energy, Ports and the Public Service:
Government Headquarters, Kennedy Avenue, Roseau
Minister: Senator the Hon Charles Savarin 
Ministry of Public Works and Infrastructural Development:
Government Headquarters, Kennedy Avenue, Roseau. 
Email: mincomm@cwdom.dm
Minister: The Hon Ambrose George
Parliamentary Secretary: The Hon Urban Baron 
Ministry of Tourism: Government Headquarters, Kennedy Avenue,
Roseau. Email: mintour@cwdom.dm 
Minister: The Hon Ian Douglas (also holds Cabinet portfolios for
Civil Aviation and Legal Affairs)
Ministry of Trade, Industry, Consumer Affairs, Private Sector
Relations, CARICOM, OECS and Diaspora Affairs: Government
Headquarters, Kennedy Avenue, Roseau 
Minister: Senator the Hon Colin McIntyre 

Fiji Islands 
(Fiji’s military regime was suspended from the Councils of the
Commonwealth on 8 Dec 2006)

HEAD OF STATE 
HE Ratu Josefa Iloilovatu Uluivuda, CF, MBE, KSt.J, MSD, JP, Office
of the President, Government House, Berkley Crescent, Suva or
POB 2513, Suva. Tel: +679 3314 244. Fax: +679 3301 645

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT 
The democratically elected government led by Prime Minister
Laisenia Qarase was overthrown by the military in December 2006.

The Gambia

HEAD OF STATE
President: HE Dr Alhaji Yahya A J J Jammeh

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT 
President: HE Dr Alhaji Yahya A J J Jammeh (also Commander in
Chief of the Armed Forces), Office of the President, State House,
Banjul. Tel: +220 227208; +220 228937. (General Information): 
+220 223811. Fax: +220 227034. Email: (General): info@statehouse.gm,
(Press): dppr@statehouse.gm
Vice President: HE Mrs Isatou Njie-Saidy (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for Women’s Affairs), State House, Banjul. Tel: +220 227605.
Fax: +220 224012. Email: vicepresident@statehouse.gm
Secretary-General and Head of the Civil Service: Mr Ousman
Jammeh
Secretary to the Cabinet: Mr Abdoulie Momodou Sallah

MINISTRIES
Attorney-General’s Chambers and Department of State for Justice:
Marina Parade, Banjul. Tel: +220 4228181. Fax: +220 4225352
Attorney General and Secretary of State for Justice: The Hon Marie
Saine Firdaus
Department of State for Communications, Information and
Technology: GRTS Building, Mdi Road, Kanifing, Banjul. 
Tel: +220 4375752. Fax: +220 4375765
Secretary of State: The Hon Ms Fatim Badji
Department of State for Higher Education, Research, Science and
Technology: Willy Thorpe Building, Banjul. Tel: +220 4228231, 
+220 4227236. Fax: +220 4223578. Website: www.edugambia.gm
Secretary of State: The Hon Crispin Grey-Johnson 
Department of State for Finance and Economic Affairs: The
Quadrangle, Banjul. Tel: +220 228291. Fax: +220 4227954
Secretary of State: The Hon Musa Gibril Bala-Gaye
Department of State for Fisheries and Water Resources: 5 Marina
Parade, Banjul. Tel: +220 4201400. Fax: +220 4223987
Secretary of State: The Hon Yankouba Touray (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for National Assembly Matters) 
Department of State for Foreign Affairs: 4 Marina Parade, Banjul.
Tel: +220 4222440. Fax: +220 4227917
Secretary of State: The Hon Dr Omar Touray 
Department of State for Forestry and the Environment: The
Quadrangle, Banjul. Tel: +220 4228291. Fax: +220 4224851
Secretary of State: The Hon Momodou Kotu Cham
Department of State for Health and Social Welfare: The
Quadrangle, Banjul. Tel: +220 4225715. Fax: +220 4229325
Secretary of State: The Hon Dr Malick Njie
Department of State for the Interior: 21 OAU Boulevard, Banjul.
Tel: +220 422400. Fax: +220 4201320
Secretary of State: The Hon Major (Rtd.) Ousman Sonko
Department of State for Local Government, Lands and Religious
Affairs: The Quadrangle, Banjul. Tel: +220 4222022. Fax: +220 4225261
Secretary of State: The Hon Ismaila K Sambou
Department of State for Trade, Industry and Employment:
Independence Drive, Banjul. Tel: +220 4228370. Fax: +220 4227756
Secretary of State: The Hon Abdou Kolley
Department of State for Tourism and Culture: New Administrative
Building, The Quadrangle, Banjul. Tel: +220 4229844. 
Fax: +220 4227753
Secretary of State: The Hon Nancy Njie
Department of State for Women’s Affairs: State House, Banjul. 
Tel: +220 227605, +220 229291. Fax: +220 4229325, +220 4228505
Vice-President and Secretary of State: HE Mrs Isatou Njie-Saidy
Department of State for Works, Construction and Infrastructure
Development: Private Mail Bag, General Post Office, Banjul. 
Tel: +220 4227548; +220 4223987
Secretary of State: The Hon Lamin Bojang
Department of State for Youth, Sports and Religious Affairs: New
Administrative Building, The Quadrangle, Banjul. Tel: +220 4225264.
Fax: +220 4225267
Secretary of State: The Hon Mass Axi Gye

Ghana 

HEAD OF STATE
President: HE Mr John A Kufuor

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
President: HE Mr John A Kufuor, Office of the President, POB 1627,
The Castle, Osu, Accra. Tel: +233 21 665415, +233 21 666281
Vice-President: HE Alhaji Aliu Mahama
Ministry of Presidential Affairs: POB 1627, Osu, Accra
Chief of Staff and Minister for Presidential Affairs: The Hon
Kwadwo Mpiani
Ministers of State: The Hon Charles Bintim, MP, The Hon Yaw
Barimah, MP 
Secretary to the President: Ambassador D K Osei
Cabinet Secretary: Mr Frank Mpare

MINISTRIES
Ministry of Aviation: POB M232, Accra. Tel: +233 21 662626. 
Fax: +233 21 666828
Minister of State for Aviation: The Hon Joe Baidoo-Ansah, MP
Ministry of Communications: POB M42, Ministries, Accra. 
Tel: +233 21 685606. Fax: +233 21 667114. 



Website: www.moc.gov.gh. Email: moct@ghana.gov.gh
Minister: The Hon Dr Benjamin Aggrey-Ntim
Ministry of Culture and Chieftaincy: Accra
Minister of State: The Hon Sampson Kwaku Boafo, MP 
Ministry of Defence: Burma Camp, Accra. Tel: +233 21 776111/15.
Fax: +233 21 778549. Email: kaddok@internetghana.com
Minister: The Hon Albert Kan Dapaah, MP
Ministry of Education, Science and Sports: POB M45, Accra. 
Tel: +233 21 666070. Fax: +233 21 664067
Minister: Professor the Hon Dominic Fobi, MP
Minister of State: The Hon Elizabeth Ohene
Ministry of Energy: POB T40, Stadium Post Office, Accra. 
Tel: +233 21 683961/64. Fax: +233 21 668262. 
Website: www.energymin.gov.gh. Email: moen@energymin.gov.gh
Minister: The Hon Felix Owusu Adjepong, MP
Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning: POB M40, Accra. 
Tel: +233 21 686204. Fax: +233 21 668879. 
Website: www.mofep.gov.gh. Email: minister@mofep.gov.gv
Minister: The Hon Kwadwo Baah-Wiredu, MP
Minister of State: The Hon Dr Anthony Akoto Osei, MP
Ministry of Food and Agriculture: POB M37, Accra. Tel: (Food and
Agriculture): +233 21 663036. Fax: +233 21 668245. 
Email: info@mofa.gov.gh. Tel: (Fisheries): +233 21 776005. 
Fax: +233 21 6785670 
Ministers: (Food and Agriculture): The Hon Ernest K Debrah,
(Fisheries): The Hon Mrs Gladys Asmah, MP 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Regional Co-operation and NEPAD:
POB M53, Accra. Tel: +233 21 664951/53. Fax: +233 21 680017.
Email: ghmfaoo@ghana.com
Minister: The Hon Akwasi Osei-Adjei, MP
Ministry of Health: POB M44, Accra. Tel: +233 21 666151. 
Fax: +233 21 663810. Website: www.moh-ghana.org
Minister: The Hon Major (Rtd.) Courage Emmanuel Quashigah, MP
Ministry of Information and National Orientation: POB M41, Accra.
Tel: +233 21 228054/59. Fax: +233 21 235800. 
Email: webmaster@moi.gov.gh
Minister: The Hon Stephen Asamoah Boateng, MP 
Ministry for the Interior: POB M42, Accra. Tel: +233 21 684400/07.
Fax: +233 21 684408. Website: www.mint.gov.gh. 
Email: kweku.agyeman-manu@mint.gov.gh
Minister: The Hon Dr Kwame Addo Kufuor
Minister of State: The Hon Nana Obiri Boahen
Ministry of Justice and Attorney General’s Department: POB M60,
Accra. Tel: +233 21 665051. Fax: +233 21 667609
Minister and Attorney-General: The Hon Joe Ghartey, MP
Minister of State: The Hon Ambrose Dery
Ministry of Lands, Forestry and Mines: POB M212, Accra. 
Tel: +233 21 687314. Fax: +233 21 666801
Minister: The Hon Esther Obeng Dapaah, MP
Ministry of Local Government, Rural Development and the
Environment: POB M50, Accra. Tel: +233 21 664763. 
Fax: +233 21 661015
Minister: The Hon Kwadwo Adjei-Darko, MP
Ministry of Manpower, Youth and Employment: POB 1627, State
House, Accra. Tel: +233 21 665349. Fax: +233 21 667251
Minister: The Hon Nana Akomea, MP
Ministry for Parliamentary Affairs: POB 1627, State House, Accra.
Tel: Fax: +233 21 665349. Fax: +233 21 667251
Minister: The Hon Abraham Osei Aidooh, MP 
Ministry of Ports, Harbours and Railways: Ministries Post Office
PMB, Ministries-Accra. Tel: +233 21 681780. Fax: +233 21 681781.
Website: www.mphrgh.org. Email: poharail@yahoo.com Minister:
Professor the Hon Christopher Ameyaw Akumfi
Ministry for Public Sector Reform: Public Services Commission
Building (1st Floor), Accra, Ghana. Tel: +233 21 684086/87. 
Fax: +233 21 670295
Minister of State: The Hon Samuel Owusu-Adjei, MP 
Ministry of Tourism and Diaspora Relations: POB 4386, Accra. 
Tel: +233 21 666701. Fax: +233 21 666182. 
Website: www.ghanatourism.gov.gh. Email: motgov@hotmail.com
Minister: The Hon Mrs Oboshie Sai Cofie
Ministry of Trade, Industry, Private Sector Development and
Presidential Special Initiatives: POB M47, Accra. Tel: +233 21 663327.
Fax: +233 21 662428. Email: mis-moti@africaonline.com.gh
Minister: The Hon Paapa Owusu Ankomah, MP
Ministry of Transportation: POB M57, Accra. Tel: +233 21 672676.
Fax: +233 21 673676. Website: www.mrt.gov.gh. 

Email: info@mrt.gov.gh
Minister: The Hon Richard Annane, MP
Minister of State: The Hon Godfrey T Bonyon, MP
Ministry of Water Resources, Works and Housing: POB M43, Accra.
Tel: +233 21 665940, +233 21 685512. Fax: +233 21 667689. 
Email: mwh@highmail.com
Minister: The Hon Alhaji Abubakar Saddique Boniface, MP
Minister of State: The Hon Cecilia Abena
Ministry of Women and Children’s Affairs: POB M186, Accra. 
Tel: +233 21 255411, +233 21 688181/87. Fax: +233 21 688182. 
Website: www.mowac.gov.gh
Minister: The Hon Hajia Alima Mahama, MP
Regional Ministers
(Ashanti): The Hon Emmanuel Owusu-Ansah, (Brong-Ahafo): The
Hon Ignatius Baffour Awuah, (Central Region): The Hon Nana Ato
Arthur, (Eastern): The Hon Kwadwo Afram Asiedu, (Greater Accra
Region): The Hon Sheikh I C Quaye, MP, (Northern): The Hon Alhaji
Mustapha Ali Idris, (Upper East): The Hon Alhassan Samari, (Upper
West): The Hon George Hikah Benson, (Volta): The Hon Kofi Dzamesi,
(Western Region): The Hon Evans A Amoah, MP  
Minister of State: The Hon Kwabena Mensah Bonsu (Portfolio to be
Assigned)

Grenada

GOVERNOR-GENERAL
HE Sir Charles Daniel Williams, GCMG, QC (representing HM
Queen Elizabeth II, Head of State), Office of the Governor-General,
Government House, St George’s. Tel: +1 473 440 2401. 
Fax: +1 473 440 6688

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
Prime Minister: The Rt Hon Dr Keith C Mitchell (also holds
Cabinet portfolios for Finance, National Security, Information,
Human Resource Development, Youth Development and
Information Communication Technology), Office of the Prime
Minister, Ministerial Complex (6th Floor), St George’s. 
Tel: +1 473 440 2255; +1 473 440 2265, +1 473 440 2383. 
Fax: +1 473 440 4116. Email: pmoffice@gov.gd, pmoffice’spiceisle.com
Office of the Prime Minister (Ministers)
Minister with responsibility for National Security, Implementation
and Information: Senator the Hon Einstein Louison
Minister with responsibility for Youth Development: Senator the
Hon Emmalin Pierre. Tel: +1 473 440 2661. Fax: +1 473 440 4116
Acting Cabinet Secretary: Mrs Elizabeth Henry-Greenidge. 
Tel: +1 473 440 2661. Fax: +1 473 440 4116
Permanent Secretaries: Mrs Elizabeth Henry-Greenidge (Office of the
Prime Minister), Mrs Beryl Isaac (Department of Human Resources)

MINISTRIES
Ministry of Agriculture, Lands, Forestry, Fisheries, Public Utilities
and Energy: Ministerial Complex (2nd & 3rd Floors), St George’s.
Tel: +1 473 440 2708, +1 473 440 3078, +1 473 440 3083. 
Fax: +1 473 440 4191. Website: www.agriculture.gov.gd. 
Email: agriculture@gov.gd
Minister: The Hon Gregory Bowen 
Minister within the Ministry: Senator the Hon Carl Caton
Ministry of Carriacou and Petit Martinique Affairs: Beausejour,
Carriacou. Tel: +1 473 443 6026. Fax: +1 473 443 6040. 
Email: minccoupm@spiceisle.com
Minister: The Hon Elvin Nimrod (also holds Cabinet portfolios for
Foreign Affairs and Attorney-General’s portfolio)
Ministry of Communication, Works and Transport: Ministerial
Complex (4th Floor), St George’s. Tel: +1 473 440 2181, 
+1 473 440 2722. Fax: +1 473 440 4122
Minister: Senator the Hon Brenda Hood
Ministry of Economic Development and Planning: Financial
Complex, Carenage, St George’s. Tel: +1 473 440 2731/36. 
Fax: +1 473 440 4115
Minister: The Hon Anthony Boatswain
Ministry of Education and Labour: (Education): Ministry of
Education Building, Botanical Gardens, St George’s. 
Tel: +1 473 440 2737. Fax: +1 473 440 6650. (Labour): Ministerial
Complex (3rd Floor), St George’s. Tel: +1 473 440 2532. 
Fax: +1 473 440 4923. Website: www.grenadaedu.com. 
Email: labour@gov.gd
Minister: The Hon Claris Charles
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Ministry of Finance: Financial Complex, Carenage, St George’s. 
Tel: +1 473 440 2731/36. Fax: +1 473 440 4115
Minister: The Rt Hon Dr Keith C Mitchell (also holds Prime
Ministerial and Cabinet portfolios for National Security,
Information, Human Resource Development, Youth Development
and Information Communication Technology) 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs: Ministerial Complex (Fourth Floor), St
George’s. Tel: +1 473 440 2640; +1 473 440 2712. Fax: +1 473 440 4184.
Email: foreignaffairs@gov.gd
Minister: The Hon Elvin Nimrod (also holds Cabinet portfolios for
Carriacou and Petit Martinique Affairs and Attorney-General’s
portfolio) 
Ministry of Health, Social Security, the Environment and
Ecclesiastic Relations: Ministerial Complex (1st & 2nd Floors), 
St George’s. Tel: +1 473 440 2649. Fax: +1 473 440 4127. 
Email: healthgrenada-min@spiceisle.com
Minister: Senator the Hon Ann David Antoine
Ministry of Legal Affairs and Office of the Attorney-General:
Communal House, H A Blaize Street, St George’s. Tel: +1 473 435 2962.
Fax: +1 473 435 2964. Email: legalaffairs@spiceisle.com
Minister: The Hon Claris Charles
Attorney-General: The Hon Elvin Nimrod (also holds Cabinet
portfolios for Carriacou and Petit Martinique Affairs and Foreign
Affairs)
Ministry of Social Development: Ministerial Complex (1st Floor), 
St George’s. Tel: +1 473 440 2269. Fax: +1 473 440 7990. 
Email: ministrysod@yahoo.com
Minister: The Hon Yolande Bain-Horsford
Ministry of Sports, Community Development and Co-operatives:
Ministerial Complex (3rd Floor), St George’s. Tel: +1 473 440 6917.
Fax: +1 473 440 6924. Email: sports@gov.gd
Minister: The Hon Roland Bhola 
Ministry of Tourism, Civil Aviation, Culture and the Performing Arts:
Ministerial Complex (4th Floor), St George’s. Tel: +1 473 440 0366.
Fax: +1 473 440 0443. Email: tourism@gov.gd
Minister: The Hon Dr Clarice Modeste-Curwen

Guyana 

HEAD OF STATE
President: HE Mr Bharrat Jagdeo

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
President: HE Mr Bharrat Jagdeo, Office of the President, New
Garden Street, Bourda, Georgetown. Tel: +592 225 1330/38.
Fax: +592 226 7811. Website: www.op.gov.gy. 
Email: op-iu@sdnp.org.gy, opmed@sdnp.org.gy 
Presidential Secretariat: New Garden Street, Bourda, Georgetown.
Tel: +592 225 1573/76. Fax: +592 227 3050. 
Email: op-iu@sdnp.org.gy, opmed@sdnp.org.gy
Head of Presidential Secretariat: Dr Roger F Luncheon 

MINISTRIES
Office of the Prime Minister: Wights Lane, Kingston, Georgetown.
Tel: +592 226 6955, +592 227 3101/02. Fax: +592 226 7573. 
Website: www.pm.gov.gy. Email: pmoffice@sdnp.org.gov.gy
Prime Minister: The Hon Samuel Hinds, MP 
Ministry of Agriculture: Regent and Vlissengen Rds or POB 1001,
Georgetown. Tel: +592 226 5165. Fax: +592 227 2978. 
Email: minister@agriculture.gov.gy
Minister: The Hon Robert Montgomery Persaud, MP 
Ministry of Amerindian Affairs: Office of the President, 251-252
Thomas and Quamina Sts, Georgetown. Tel: +592 227 5067. 
Fax: +592 223 1616. Email: ministryofamerindian@networksgy.com
Minister: The Hon Pauline Sukhai-Campbell, MP
Ministry of Culture, Youth and Sport: 71-72 Main Street, South
Cummingsburg, Georgetown. Tel: +592 227 7860. Fax: +592 225 5067.
Email: psmincys@guyana.net.gy
Minister: The Hon Dr Frank Anthony, MP
Ministry of Education: 26 Brickdam, Stabroek, Georgetown. 
Tel: +592 226 3094. Fax: +592 225 5570. 
Website: www.sdnp.org.gy/minedu. Email: moegyweb@yahoo.com
Minister: The Hon Shaik Baksh, MP
Minister within the Ministry: The Hon Dr Desrey Fox, MP
Ministry of Finance: Main Street, Kingston, Georgetown. 
Tel: +592 225 6088. Fax: +592 226 1284. 
Email: minister@finance.gov.gy

Minister: The Hon Dr Ashni Kumar Singh, MP
Minister within the Ministry: The Hon Jennifer Webster, MP
Ministry of Foreign Affairs: “Takuba Lodge”, 254 South Road and
New Garden Sts., Georgetown. Tel: +592 226 1607/09. 
Fax: +592 225 9192. Website: www.sdnp.org.gy/minfor. 
Email: minfor@guyana.net.gy
Minister: The Hon Carolyn Rodrigues, MP
Ministry of Foreign Trade and International Co-operation: “Takuba
Lodge”, 254 South Road and New Garden Sts., Georgetown. 
Tel: +592 2261607/09. Fax: (Minister’s Office): +592 226 8426.
Website: www.moftic.gov.gy. Email: moftic@moftic.gov.gy
Minister: The Hon Dr Henry Jeffrey, MP
Ministry of Health: Brickdam, Stabroek, Georgetown. 
Tel: +592 226 5861-65. Fax: +592 225 4505. 
Website: www.health.gov.gy. Email: moh@sdnp.org.gy
Minister: The Hon Dr Leslie Ramsammy, MP
Minister within the Ministry: The Hon Dr Bheri Ramsarran, MP 
Ministry of Home Affairs: Brickdam, Stabroek, Georgetown. 
Tel: +592 225 7270. Fax: +592 227 4806. 
Email: homemin@guyana.net
Minister: The Hon Clement Rohee, MP
Ministry of Housing and Water: 41 Brickdam, Georgetown. 
Tel: +592 225 7192. Fax: +592 227 3455. Email: mhwps@sdnp.org.gy
Minister: The Hon Harry Narine Nawbatt, MP
Ministry of Labour, Human Services and Social Security: 1 Water
and Cornhill Sts., Stabroek, Georgetown. Tel: +592 225 0655. 
Fax: +592 227 1308. Website: www.sdnp.org.gy/mohss. 
Email: khadoo@networksgy.com
Ministers: (Labour): The Hon Manzoor Nadir, MP
(Human Services and Social Security): The Hon Priya Manickchand, MP 
Ministry of Legal Affairs: 95 Carmichael Street, North
Cummingsburg, Georgetown. Tel: +592 226 2616-18. 
Fax: +592 226 9721. Website: www.agmla.gov.gy
Minister and Attorney-General: The Hon Doodnauth Singh, SC, MP 
Ministry of Local Government and Regional Development: Fort
Street, Kingston, Georgetown. Tel: +592 225 8621. Fax: +592 226 5070.
Email: migrd@telsnetgy.net
Minister: The Hon Kellawan Lall, MP
Ministry of Public Service Management: 164 Waterloo Street,
North Cummingsburg, Georgetown. Tel: +592 226 6528. 
Fax: +592 225 7899. Website: www.sdnp.org.gy/psm. 
Email: psm@sdnp.org.gy
Minister: The Hon Dr Jennifer Westford, MP
Ministry of Tourism, Industry and Commerce: 229 South Road,
Lacytown, Georgetown, Tel: +592 226 2505. Fax: +592 225 9898.
Website: www.mintic.gov.gy. Email: ministry@mintic.gov.gy
Minister: The Hon Manniram Prashad, MP
Ministry of Transport and Hydraulics: Wights Lane, Kingston,
Georgetown. Tel: +592 226 1875. Fax: +592 225 8395. 
Email: minoth@networksgy.com
Minister: The Hon Robeson Benn, MP

India

HEAD OF STATE
President: HE Smt. Pratibha Devisingh Patil, Office of the President,
Rashtrapati Bhavan, New Delhi 110 004. 
Tel: +91 11 230 15321. Fax: +91 11 230 17290, +91 11 230 17824.
Website: www.presidentofindia.nic.in. 
Email: presidentofindia@rb.nic.in

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
Prime Minister: The Hon Dr Manmohan Singh, (also in charge of
the following Ministries/Departments not specifically allocated to
any Minister: Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances and
Pensions, Ministry of Planning, Department of Atomic Energy,
Department of Space and Ministry of Coal and Ministry of
Environment and Forests), Office of the Prime Minister, South
Block, Raisina Hill, New Delhi 110 001. Tel: +91 11 230 12312. 
Fax: +91 11 230 16857. Website: http://pmindia.gov.in
Cabinet Secretary: Shri K M Chandrasekhar, Cabinet Secretariat,
Rashtrapati Bhawan, New Delhi 110 004. Tel: +91 11 230 16696.
Fax: +91 11 230 12095. Website: www.cabsec.gov.in

DEPARTMENTS & MINISTRIES 
Department of Atomic Energy: Anushakti Bhavan, Chatrapathi
Shivaji Maharaj Marg, Mumbai 400 001. Tel: +91 22 220 26823. 



The threat to aircraft from terrorists using 

Man portable Air Defence Systems (MAN-

PADS) is an unfortunate reality in the world 

today. With the CAMPS system from Saab 

installed on your aircraft you will have a safe 

flight.

It is estimated there are more than 100,000 of these shoulder-fired 
heat seeking surface-to-air missile launchers on the black market. 
Their small size, easy operations and low cost make MANPADS the 
most serious threat to civil aircraft in the world today. In the last 15 
years 35 attempts have been made to shoot down civilian aircraft of 
which 24 have been successful. The targets have mostly been trans-
port and VIP type of commercial aviation.

Saab Avitronics’ countermeasure programs are already installed on 
military aircraft all over the world and Saab is one of the leading 
providers of military airborne countermeasure systems in the world. 
Saab and Chemring, UK have now developed a self protection system 
specifically designed for civil use: CAMPS (Civil Aircraft Missile 
Protection System). Apart from meeting military requirements for 
aircraft protection, the system allows for civil certification. Also, since 
it’s compliant with the Wassenaar rules, an aircraft equipped with 
CAMPS has no restrictions when it comes to export regulations.

Is your aircraft protected 
against terrorist attacks?

The system meets civilian safety requirements by a new type of 
electromechanical decoy dispenser and a new type of decoy. The 
decoy dispenser is activated by an electro-optical Missile Warning 
System (MAW), which detects any missile launched towards the 
aircraft during take off and landing, being the crucial phases of the 
flight from protection point of view. Also the system is designed for 
civilian maintenance requirements. 

A completely modular solution, CAMPS can be adapted to different 
aircraft sizes and your operational requirements. Being an aircraft 
manufacturer Saab can provide one-stop-shop solution to ensure all 
aspects of installing CAMPS on your aircraft.

If your aircraft are flying in areas where you suspect MANPADS are 
available, then please contact us to discuss your requirements.

www.saabgroup.com

avitronics@saabgroup.com

aerotech@saabgroup.com
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Fax: +91 22 220 48476
Minister: The Hon Dr Manmohan Singh (also holds Prime
Ministerial and Cabinet portfolios for Personnel, Public Grievances
and Pensions, Planning, Space and Coal and Environment and Forests)
Ministry of Agriculture, Consumer Affairs, Food and Public
Distribution: Krishi Bhawan (Room No. 120), New Delhi 110 001.
Tel: (Agriculture): +91 11 233 83370. Fax: +91 11 233 84129, 
Tel: (Food): +91 11 233 88165. Fax: +91 11 233 82756
Minister: The Hon Shri Sharad Pawar 
Ministry of Chemicals and Fertilisers: Udyog Bhawan (Room No. 192),
New Delhi 110 011. Tel: +91 11 233 86519. Fax: +91 11 233 84020.
Website: www.chemicals.nic.in
Minister: The Hon Shri Ram Vilas Paswan (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for Steel)
Ministry of Civil Aviation: Rajiv Gandhi Bhawan, Safdarjung Airport,
New Delhi 110 003. Tel: +91 11 246 10358. 
Website: www.civilaviation.nic.in. Email: secy.moca@nic.in
Minister of State: The Hon Shri Praful Patel
Ministry of Coal: Shastri Bhawan (Room No. 321, AI), A Wing, New
Delhi. Tel: (Additional Secretary): 91 11 233 84887. 
Fax: +91 11 233 84893. Website: www.coal.nic.in. Email: moc@nic.in
Minister: The Hon Dr Manmohan Singh (also holds Prime
Ministerial and Cabinet portfolios for Personnel, Public Grievances
and Pensions, Planning, Atomic Energy and Space and
Environment and Forests)
Ministry of Commerce and Industry: Udyog Bhawan, New Delhi
110 001. Tel: (Commerce): +91 11 230 61008. Fax: +9111 230 62223.
Website: www.commerce.nic.in
Minister: The Hon Shri Kamal Nath
Ministry of Communications and Information Technology:
Electronics Niketan, 6 GCO Complex, Lodhi Road, New Delhi 110 003.
Tel: (Information Technology): +91 11 237 39191. Fax: +91 11 243 69179.
Tel: (Communications): +91 11 237 15797. Fax: +91 11 237 12333.
Website: http://mit.gov.in. Email: mocit@nic.in
Minister: The Hon Shri A Raja 
Ministry of Corporate Affairs: Shastri Bhawan (A Wing), Rajendra
Prasad Road, New Delhi 110 001. Tel: +91 11 233 84660, 
+91 11 233 84470. Fax: +91 11 230 73806. 
Website: http://mca.gov.in. Email: oandm.dca@sb.nic.in
Minister: The Hon Shri Prem Chand Gupta
Minister of Culture: Shastri Bhawan (Room No. 334 A, C Wing), Dr
Rajendra Prasad Road, New Delhi 110 001. Tel: +91 11 233 82331.
Fax: +91 11 233 84867. Website: www.indiaculture.nic.in. 
Email: js.culture@nic.in
Minister: The Hon Smt. Ambika Soni (also holds Cabinet portfolio
for Tourism)
Ministry of Defence: South Block (Room No. 104), New Delhi 110 001.
Tel: +91 11 230 12286. Fax: +91 11 230 15403. Website: http://mod.nic.in
Minister: The Hon Shri A K Anthony
Ministry for Development of the North Eastern Region: Shastri
Bhawan (Room No. 401, 4th Floor, C Wing), New Delhi 110 011. 
Tel: +91 11 233 86520, +91 11 233 84183. Fax: +91 11 233 81898.
Website: www.mdoner.gov.in
Minister: The Hon Shri Mani Shankar Aiyar (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for Panchayati Raj) 
Ministry of Earth Sciences: GCO Complex (Block No. 12), Lodhi Road,
New Delhi 110 003. Tel: +91 11 243 60874. Fax: +91 11 243 60779.
Website: www.dod.nic.in
Minister: The Hon Shri Kapil Sibal (also holds Cabinet portfolio for
Science and Technology)
Ministry of Environment and Forests: Paryavaran Bhavan, GCO
Complex, Lodhi Road, New Delhi 110 003. Tel: +91 11 243 61147.
Fax: +91 11 243 62222. Website: http://envfor.nic.in. 
Email: envisect@nic.in
Minister: The Hon Dr Manmohan Singh, (also in charge of the
following Ministries/Departments not specifically allocated to any
Minister: Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances and Pensions,
Ministry of Planning, Department of Atomic Energy, Department of
Space and Ministry of Coal) 
Ministry of External Affairs: South Block (Room 172), New Delhi
110 011. Tel: +91 11 230 12312, +91 11 230 13149. 
Fax: +91 11 230 16857. Website: www.meaindia.nic.in
Minister: The Hon Shri Pranab Mukherjee
Ministry of Finance: North Block, Lok Nayak Bhavan, New Delhi
110 001. Tel: +91 11 230 92810. Fax: +91 11 230 93289. 
Website: www.finmin.nic.in
Minister: The Hon Shri P Chidambaram

Ministry of Food Processing Industries: Panchsheel Bhavan,
August kranti Marg, New Delhi 110 049. Tel: +91 11 264 92475. 
Fax: +91 11 264 93228. Website: www/mofpi.nic.in. Email: ajitji@nic.in
Minister of State: The Hon Shri Subodh Kant Sahay
Ministry of Health and Family Welfare: Nirman Bhavan, Maulana
Azad Road, New Delhi 110 011. Tel: +91 11 230 61661, +230 11 61751.
Fax: +91 11 230 61648. Website: http://mohfw.nic.in. 
Email: hfm@alpha.nic.in
Minister: The Hon Dr Anbumani Ramdoss
Ministry of Heavy Industries and Public Enterprises: Udyog
Bhavan (Room No. 155), New Delhi 110 001. Tel: +91 11 230 63598.
Fax: +91 11 230 62552. Website: www.dhi.nic.in
Minister: The Hon Shri Sontosh Mohan Dev
Ministry of Home Affairs: North Block, Central Secretariat, New
Delhi 110 001. Tel: +91 11 230 92011. Fax: +91 11 230 93750, 
+91 11 230 92763. Website: http://mha.gov.in
Minister: The Hon Shri Shivraj V Patil
Ministry of Housing and Urban Poverty Alleviation: Nirman Bhawan,
Maulana Azad Road, New Delhi 110 011. Tel: +91 11 230 61928, 
+91 11 230 63989. Fax: +91 11 237 42067. 
Website: www.mhupa.gov.in
Minister of State: The Hon Kumari Selja
Ministry of Human Resource Development: Shastri Bhawan, C Wing
(Room No. 301), New Delhi 110 001. Tel: +91 11 237 82698. 
Fax: +91 11 233 82365. 
Website: www.education.nic.in
Minister: The Hon Shri Arjun Singh
Ministry of Information and Broadcasting: Shastri Bhawan, A Wing,
New Delhi 110 001. Tel: +91 11 233 84340. Fax: +91 11 237 82118.
Website: www.mib.gov.in
Minister: The Hon Shri Priyaranjan Dasmunsi
Ministry of Labour and Employment: Shram Shakti Bhawan, Rafi
Marg, New Delhi 110 001. Tel: +91 11 237 17515. Fax: +91 11 23710240,
+91 11 237 18730. Website: www.labour.nic.in
Minister of State: The Hon Shri Oscar Fernandes 
Ministry of Law and Justice: Shastri Bhawan (A Wing, 4th Floor),
Shastri Bhawan, New Delhi 110 001. Tel: +91 11 233 87557.
Fax: +91 11 233 84241, +91 11 233 87259. Website: www.lawmin.nic.in
Minister: The Hon Shri H R Bhardwaj
Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises: Udyog Bhawan
(Room No. 168), New Delhi 110 011. Tel: +91 11 230 61566. 
Fax: + 91 11 230 63141. Website: www.msme.gov.in
Minister: The Hon Shri Mahavir Prasad
Ministry of Mines: Shastri Bhavan (A Wing, 3rd Floor), New Delhi
110 001. Tel: +91 11 233 88121. Fax: +91 11 338 6402. 
Website: www.mines.nic.in
Minister: The Hon Shri Sis Ram Ola
Ministry for Minority Affairs: Paravaran Bhawan (11th Floor), CGO
Complex, Lodhi Road, New Delhi 110 003. Tel: +91 11 243 64271.
Website: www.minorityaffairs.gov.in. Email: sdatta@nic.in
Minister: The Hon Shri A R Antulay
Ministry of New and Renewable Energy: GCO Complex, Block 14,
Lodhi Road, New Delhi 110 003. Tel: +91 11 243 61298, 
+91 11 243 60707. Fax: +91 11 24361830
Minister of State: The Hon Shri Shri Vilas Muttemwar
Ministry of Overseas Indian Affairs: Akbar Bhawan, Chanakyapuri,
New Delhi 110 011. Tel: 91 11 241 97900. Fax: +91 11 241 97919.
Website: www.moia.gov.in. Email: minister@moia.nic.in,
info@moia.nic.in
Minister: The Hon Shri Vayalar Ravi (also holds Cabinet portfolio for
Parliamentary Affairs)
Ministry of Panchayati Raj: Shastri Bhawan (C Wing, Room 401),
New Delhi 110 001. Tel: +91 11 233 86520. Fax: +91 11 233 81898.
Website: www.panchayat.nic.in. Email: msaiyar@hotmail.com
Minister: The Hon Shri Mani Shankar Aiyar (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for Development of the North Eastern Region) 
Ministry of Parliamentary Affairs: Parliament House Annexe, New
Delhi 110 001. Tel: +91 11 230 18729, +91 11 230 17798. 
Fax: +91 11 230 17726. Website: http://mpa.nic.in 
Minister: The Hon Shri Vayalar Ravi (also holds Cabinet portfolio for
Overseas Indian Affairs) 
Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances and Pensions: North
Block, New Delhi 110 001. Tel: +91 11 230 92475. 
Fax: +91 11 230 92432. Website: www.persmin.nic.in
Minister: The Hon Dr Manmohan Singh (also holds Prime
Ministerial and Cabinet portfolios for Planning, Space and Coal and
Environment and Forests)



Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas: Shastri Bhawan (Room
No. 201) New Delhi 110 001. Tel: +91 11 233 81462. 
Fax: +91 11 233 86118. Website: www.petroleum.nic.in
Minister: The Hon Shri Murli Deora
Ministry of Power: Shram Shakti Bhawan (Room No. 202A), New
Delhi 110 001. Tel: +91 11 237 17474. Fax: +91 11 237 10065.
Website:www.powermin.nic.in
Minister: The Hon Shri Sushil Kumar Shinde
Ministry of Railways: Rail Bhawan (Room No. 239), New Delhi 
110 001. Tel: +91 11 233 81213. Fax: +91 11 233 87333. 
Website: www.indianrailways.gov.in
Minister: The Hon Shri Lalu Prasad
Ministry of Rural Development: Krishi Bhawan (Room No. 48), 
Dr Rajendra Prasad Road, New Delhi 110 001. Tel: +91 11 237 82327,
+91 11 233 82373. Fax: +91 11 233 85876. Website: www.rural.nic.in
Minister: The Hon Dr Raghuvansh Prasad Singh
Ministry of Science and Technology: Technology Bhawan, New
Mehrauli Road, New Delhi 110 016. Tel: +91 11 265 67373. 
Fax: +91 11 268 64570. Website: www.mst.nic.in
Minister: The Hon Shri Kapil Sibal (also holds Cabinet portfolio for
Earth Sciences) 
Ministry of Shipping, Road Transport and Highways: Transport
Bhawan (Room No. 501), 1 Parliament Street, New Delhi 110 001.
Tel: +91 11 237 10121. Fax: +91 11 237 19023. 
Website: www.morth.nic.in
Minister: The Hon Shri T R Baalu
Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment: Shastri Bhawan, 
Dr Rajendra Prasad Road, New Delhi 110 001. Fax: +91 11 233 84918.
Website: www.socialjustice.nic.in 
Minister: The Hon Smt. Meira Kumar 
Ministry of Statistics and Programme Implementation: Sardar Patel
Bhawan, Sansad Marg, New Delhi 110 001. Tel: +91 11 233 40884.
Fax: +91 11 1233 40138. Website: www.mospi.nic.in
Minister of State: The Hon Shri G K Vasan
Ministry of Steel: Udyog Bhawan, New Delhi 110 001. 
Tel: +91 11 237 93432. Fax: +91 11 230 13236
Minister: The Hon Shri Ram Vilas Paswan (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for Chemicals and Fertilisers)
Ministry of Textiles: Udyog Bhawan, New Delhi 110 011. 
Tel: +91 11 230 61338. Fax: +91 11 230 63711. 
Website: www.texmin.nic.in
Minister: The Hon Shri Shankarsinh Vaghela
Ministry of Tourism: 301 Transport Bhawan, 1 Parliament Street,
New Delhi 110 001. Tel: +91 11 237 17969, +91 11 237 18310. 
Fax: +91 11 237 31506, +91 11 233 21397. 
Website: www.tourism.gov.in. Email: tourismminister@nic.in
Minister: The Hon Smt. Ambika Soni (also holds Cabinet portfolio
for Culture)
Ministry of Tribal Affairs: Shastri Bhawan, New Delhi 110 001. 
Tel: +91 11 233 88482. Fax: +91 11 230 70577. 
Website: www.tribal.nic.in. Email: dirit@tribal.nic.in
Minister: The Hon Shri P R Kyndiah 
Ministry of Urban Development: Nirman Bhawan (Room No.106, C
Wing), Maulana Azad Road, New Delhi 110 011. Tel: +91 11 230 61162.
Fax: +91 11 230 62089. Website: www.urbanindia.nic.in
Minister: The Hon Shri S Jaipal Reddy
Ministry of Water Resources: Sharam Shakti Bhawan, Rafi Marg,
New Delhi 110 001. Tel: +91 11 237 14663. Fax: +91 11 237 10804.
Website: http://wrmin.nic.in. Email: minister-mowr@nic.in
Minister: The Hon Shri Saifuddin Soz
Ministry of Women and Child Development: Shastri Bhawan, New
Delhi 110 001. Tel: +91 11 230 74052. Fax: +91 11 230 74054.
Website: www.wcd.nic.in. Email: min-wcd@nic.in
Minister of State: The Hon Smt. Renuka Chowdhury
Ministry of Youth Affairs and Sports: Shastri Bhawan (Room No. 401,
C Wing), Dr Rajendra Prasad Road, New Delhi 110 001. 
Tel: (Private Secretary’s Office): +91 11 233 86520. 
Fax: +91 11 233 81898. Website: http://yas.nic.in
Minister of State: The Hon Dr Shri M S Gill 

Jamaica 

GOVERNOR-GENERAL
HE the Most Hon Professor Kenneth O Hall, ON, OJ (representing
HM Queen Elizabeth II, Head of State), Government House, King’s
House, Hope Road, Kingston 10. Tel: +1 876 927 6424

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
Prime Minister: The Hon Bruce Golding, MP (also holds Cabinet
portfolios for Planning and Development and Defence), Office of the
Prime Minister, Jamaica House, Kingston 6. Tel: +1 876 927 9941/43.
Fax: +1 876 929 0005. Email: hpm@opm.gov.jm or Western
Division, 10 Delisser Drive, Montego Bay, St James. Tel: (Toll Free:
1-888 979 0044), +1 876 940 6727, +1 876 979 0157
Deputy Prime Minister: The Hon Dr Kenneth Baugh, MP (also
holds Cabinet portfolio for Foreign Affairs and Foreign Trade)
Office of the Prime Minister (Ministers):
Minister without Portfolio: The Hon James Robertson, MP
Ministers of State: The Hon Robert Montague, MP (Local
Government Reform), The Hon Shahine Robinson, MP (Civic
Responsibilities Constitutional Development Programe), The Hon
Daryl Vaz, MP (Project Implementation and Service Delivery), 
Cabinet Secretary: The Hon Dr Carlton Davis, OJ, CD, 1 Devon
Road, Kingston 10. Tel: +1 876 929 8880/85. Fax: +1 876 929 8459.
Website: www.cabinet.gov.jm. Email: info@cabinet.gov.jm

MINISTRIES
Ministry of Agriculture: Hope Gardens, Kingston 6. 
Tel: +1 876 927 1731/50. Fax: +1 876 927 1904. 
Website: www.moa.gov.jm. Email: minister@moa.gov.jm
Minister: The Hon Dr Christopher Tufton, MP
Minister of State: The Hon William J C Hutchinson, MP
Ministry of Education: 2 National Heroes Circle, Kingston 4. 
Tel: +1 876 922 1400/19. Fax: +1 876 948 9132. 
Website: www.moec.gov.jm. 
Email (Permanent Secretary): maria.jones@moe.gov.jm 
Minister: The Hon Andrew Holness, MP
Ministry of Energy, Mining and Telecommunications: PCJ Building,
36 Trafalgar Road, Kingston 10. Tel: +1 876 929 8990/99. 
Fax: +1 876 960 1623. Website: www.mct.gov.jm. 
Email: communications@mct.gov.jm 
Minister: The Hon Clive Mullings, MP
Minister of State: The Hon Laurence Broderick, MP
Ministry of Finance and the Public Service: 30 National Heroes
Circle, Kingston 4: Tel: +1 876 922 8600/15. Fax: +1 876 922 7097.
Website: http/www.mof.gov.jm. Email: ati@mof.gov.jm
Minister: The Hon Audley Shaw, MP 
Ministers without Portfolio: Senator the Hon Don Wehby, Senator
the Hon Dwight Nelson 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Foreign Trade: 21 Dominica Drive,
Kingston 5. Tel: +1 876 926 4220/28. Fax: +1 876 9296733. 
Website: www.mfaft.gov.jm. Email: mfaftj@cwjamaica.com 
Minister: The Hon Dr Kenneth Baugh, MP (is also the Deputy
Prime Minister)
Minister of State: Senator Dr the Hon Ronald Robinson 
Ministry of Health and the Environment: Oceana Hotel Complex, 
2-4 King Street, Kingston. Tel: +1 867 967 1101, +1 867 967 1103.
Fax: +1 876 967 7293. Website: www.moh.gov.jm
Minister: The Hon Rudyard Spencer, MP
Parliamentary Secretary: Senator the Hon Aundre Franlkyn
Ministry of Industry, Commerce and Investment: 36 Trafalgar
Road, Kingston 10. Tel: +1 876 754 5501, +1 876 929 8990/99. 
Fax: +1 876 960 1623. Website: www.mct.gov.jm. 
Email: communications@mct.gov.jm 
Minister: The Hon Karl Samuda, MP
Minister of State: The Hon Michael Stern, MP 
Ministry of Information, Culture, Youth and Sports: Office of the
Prime Minister, 1 Devon Road, Kingston 10. Tel: +1 876 929 8880.
Fax: +1 876 968 6723
Minister: The Hon Olivia Grange
Parliamentary Secretary: Senator the Hon Warren Newby
Ministry of Justice and Attorney-General’s Department: NCB
Towers, 2 Oxford Road, Kingston 5. Tel: +1 876 906 4908, 
+1 876 906 4931. Fax: +1 876 906 4931. Fax: +876 906 1712/13. 
Website: wwwmoj.gov.jm. Email: dlightbourne@moj.gov.jm
Minister and Attorney-General: Senator the Hon Dorothy
Lightbourne 
Ministry of Labour and Social Security: (Labour): 1F North Street,
Kingston. Tel: +1 876 922 9500/14. Fax: +1 876 922 6902, 
+1 876 9220996, (Social Security): 14 National Heroes Circle,
Kingston 4. Tel: +1 876 922 8000/13. Fax: +1 876 924 9639. 
Website: www.mlss.gov.jm
Minister: The Hon Pearnel Charles, MP
Minister of State: The Hon Andrew Gallimore, MP 
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Ministry of National Security: Mutual Life Building (North Tower), 2
Oxford Road, Kingston 5. Tel: +1 876 906 4908/22. Fax: +1 876 906 1724.
Website: www.mns.gov.jm. Email: information@mns.gov.jm
Minister: The Hon Derrick Smith, MP
Minister of State: Senator the Hon Arthur Williams
Ministry of Tourism: 64 Knutsford Boulevard, Kingston 5. 
Tel: +1 876 920 4924/26. Fax: +1 876 920 4944. 
Email: mts@cwjamaica.com
Minister: The Hon Edmund Bartlett, MP
Ministry of Transport and Works: 138H Maxfield Avenue, Kingston 10.
Tel: +1 876 754 2584. Website: www.mtw.gov.jm. 
Email: ps@mtw.gov.jm
Minister: The Hon Michael Henry, MP
Minister of State: The Hon Joseph Hibbert, MP
Ministry of Water and Housing: 138H Maxwell Avenue, Kingston 10.
Tel: +1 876 926 1590. Fax: +1 876 754 0975. 
Website: www.mtw.gov.jm. Email: ps@mtw.gov.jm
Minister: The Hon Dr Horace Chang, MP
Minister of State: The Hon Everald Warmington, MP
Speaker of the House: The Hon Delroy Chuck

Kenya

HEAD OF STATE
President: HE Mr Mwai Kibaki, CGH, MP 

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
President: HE Mr Mwai Kibaki, CGH, MP (also Commander-in-
Chief of the Armed Forces), Office of the President: Harambee
House, Harambee Avenue, Nairobi or POB 30510, Nairobi. 
Tel: +254 2 227411. Website: www.officeofthepresident.go.ke
Office of the President, Ministers of State (Provincial
Administration and Internal Security): Prof. the Hon George Saitoti,
EGH, MP, (Defence): The Hon Yussuf Mohamed Haji, MP
Assistant Ministers
(Provincial Administration and Internal Security): The Hon Simon
Lesirma, MP, The Hon Joshwa Orwa Ojode, MP, (Defence): The Hon
David Musila, MP, The Hon General (Rtd.) Joseph Nkaisserry, MP
Vice-President: The Hon Stephene Kalonzo Musyoka, MP (also
holds Cabinet portfolio for Home Affairs), Jogoo House “A”, Taifa
Road, Nairobi or POB 30478, Nairobi. Tel: +254 2 228411. 
Website: www.homeaffairs.go.ke
Office of the Vice President, Ministers of State
(Immigration and Registration of Persons): The Hon Gerald Otieno
Kajwang, MP, (National Heritage and Culture): The Hon William Ole
Ntimama, MP
Assistant Ministers
(Immigration and Registration of Persons): The Hon Francis Baya,
MP, (National Heritage and Culture): The Hon Joel Onyancha
Omagwa, MP, (Home Affairs): The Hon Lorna Laboso, MP 
Prime Minister: The Hon Raila Amollo Odinga, MP
Office of the Prime Minister: Ministers of State
(Planning, National Development and Vision Twenty-Thirty): The
Hon Wycliffe Ambetsa Oparanya, MP, (Public Service): The Hon
Dalmas Anyango Otieno, MP
Assistant Ministers
(Planning, National Development and Vision Twenty-Thirty): The
Hon Peter Kenneth, MP, (Public Service): The Hon Aden Ahmed
Sugow, MP, (Prime Minister’s Office): The Hon Alfred Khang’ati, MP
Deputy Prime Ministers
The Hon Wycliffe Musalia Mudavadi, MP (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for Local Government)
Assistant Minister, Office of the Deputy Prime Minister: The Hon
Robinson Njeru Githae, MP
The Hon Uhuru Kenyatta, MP (also holds Cabinet portfolio for Trade)
Assistant Minister, Office of the Deputy Prime Minister: The Hon
James Omingo Magara, MP
Secretary to the Cabinet and Head of the Public Service: HE Mr
Francis K Muthaura, EGH, MBS, Harambee House, Harambee
Avenue, Nairobi or POB 30510, Nairobi. Tel: +254 2 227411

MINISTRIES
Ministry of Agriculture: Kilimo House, Cathedral Road, POB 30028,
Nairobi. Tel: +254 2 718870. Minister: The Hon William Samoei
Ruto, MP
Assistant Ministers: The Hon Japhet Kareke Mbiuki, MP, The Hon
Gideon Musyoka Ndambuki, MP 

Ministry of Co-operative Development: Social Security House
Building (NSSF), Eastern Wing, Block A, Nairobi or POB 30547-00100,
Nairobi. Tel: +254 2 2731531/39. 
Website: www.cooperative.go.ke
Minister: The Hon Joseph Nyagah, MP
Assistant Minister: The Hon Linah Jebii Kilimo, MP
Ministry for Development of Northern Kenya and other Arid Lands:
Nairobi
Minister: The Hon Ibrahim Elmi Mohamed, MP
Assistant Minister: The Hon Hussein Tarry Sasura, MP 
Ministry of East African Community: Co-operative House (16th Floor),
Haile Selassie Avenue or POB 8846-00200, Nairobi. Tel: +254 2 245741.
Fax: +254 2 253244 
Minister: The Hon Amos Kingi Jeffah, MP
Assistant Minister: The Hon Peter Munya, MP 
Ministry of Education: Jogoo House "B", Harambee Avenue,
Nairobi or POB 30040, Nairobi. Tel: +254 2 31851. 
Website: www.education.go.ke
Minister: The Hon Samson Kegeo Ongeri, MP
Assistant Ministers: Prof. the Hon Ayiecho Olweny, MP, The Hon
Andrew Calist Mwatela, MP 
Ministry of Higher Education, Science and Technology: Jogoo
House B, Harambee Avenue, POB 30040, Nairobi. Tel: +254 2 318581.
Website: www.education.go.ke
Minister: The Hon Dr Sally Kosgey, MP
Assistant Ministers: The Hon Kilemi Mweria, MP, The Hon Asman
Abongotum Kamama, MP
Ministry of Energy: Nyayo House, Kenyatta Avenue, Nairobi or POB
30582, Nairobi. Tel: +254 2 310112 
Minister: The Hon Kiraitu Murungi, EGH, MP
Assistant Ministers: The Hon Charles Keter, MP, The Hon Maalim
Mohamud Mohamed
Ministry of Environment and Mineral Resources: NHIF Building,
Ragati Road, Nairobi or POB 30126, Nairobi. Tel: +254 2 2730808.
Fax: +254 2 2710015 
Minister: The Hon John Njoroge Michuki, MP
Assistant Ministers: The Hon Ramadhan Seif Kajembe, MP, The
Jackson Kiplagat Kiptanui
Ministry of Finance: Treasury Building, Harambee Avenue, Nairobi
or POB 30007, Nairobi. Tel: +254 2 252299. Fax: +254 2 310833.
Website: www.treasury.go.ke. Email: info@treasury.go.ke 
Minister: The Hon Amos M Kimunya, EGH, MP
Assistant Minister: The Hon Dr Oburu Odinga, MP
Ministry of Fisheries Development: Kilimo House, Cathedral Road,
Nairobi or POB 30028, Nairobi. Tel: +254 2 2718870. 
Fax: +254 2 2711149
Minister: The Hon Paul Nyongesa Otuoma, MP
Assistant Minister: The Hon Mohamed Abu Chiaba, MP
Ministry of Foreign Affairs: Old Treasury Building, Harambee
Avenue, Nairobi or POB 30551, Nairobi. Tel: +254 2 318888. 
Fax: +254 2 240066. Website: www.mfa.go.ke. 
Email: mfapress@nbnet.co.ke
Minister: The Hon Moses Wetangula, MP
Assistant Minister: The Hon Richard Momoima Onyonka, MP
Ministry of Forestry and Wildlife: Utalii House, Off Uhuru Highway,
Nairobi or POB 30027, Nairobi. Tel: +254 2 313010
Minister: The Hon Noah Wekesa, MP
Assistant Minister: The Hon Josphat Koli Nanok, MP
Ministry of Gender and Children’s Affairs: NSSF Building, Block A,
Eastern Wing, Bishop Road, Nairobi or POB 16936-00100, Nairobi.
Tel: +254 2 2727980/84. Fax: +254 2 2734417
Minister: The Hon Esther Murugi Mathenge, MP
Assistant Minister: The Hon Atanas Manyala Keya, MP 
Ministry of Home Affairs: Jogoo House “A”, Taifa Road, POB 30520,
Nairobi. Tel: +254 2 228411. Website: www.homeaffairs.go.ke
Vice-President and Minister: The Hon Stephene Kalonzo Musyoka, MP
Ministers of State: (Immigration and registration of Persons): The
Hon Gerald Otieno Kajwang, MP, (National Heritage and Culture):
The Hon William Ole Ntimama, MP
Assistant Ministers: (Immigration and Registration of Persons): The
Hon Francis Baya, MP, (National Heritage and Culture): The Hon Joel
Onyancha Omagwa, MP, (Home Affairs): The Hon Lorna Laboso, MP 
Ministry of Housing: Ardhi House, Ngong Road, Nairobi or POB
30450-00100, Nairobi. Tel: +254 2 2718050. Fax: +254 2 2721248.
Website: www.housing.go.ke
Minister: The Hon Petre Soita Shitanda, MP
Assistant Minister: The Hon Bishop Margaret Wanjiru Kariuki, MP 



KPC;A Four Year Impressive Turn around Performance!

KPC’s mandate is to transport, store and distribute petroleum products through a pipeline system, spanning from the

Coast to the Western Kenya regions, for local consumption and land-locked regional countries.

From near insolvency in 2003, KPC which had not paid taxes for over 15 years has steadily recorded an impressive and

remarkable performance in all key fronts. as highlighted below.

The total turn over of the Company increased from Kshs. 7.11 (USD 109 million) to 8.8 billion (USD 135 million),

Profit Before Tax (PBT) increased by over 151% from Kshs 1.60 (USD 25 million) to 4.02 billion (USD 62 million)

while the volume of petroleum products transported increased by 26%.The higher rate of PBT increase to turnover

indicates a clear case of prudent management.

In the last three years, the Company has paid Kshs 3.25 billion (USD 50 million) in taxes and created over 600 jobs

thus effectively contributing to the overall development of the country.

During the period, a big portfolio of stalled projects were also revived and completed as highlighted below:-

1. New eight storied Head Quarters edifice in industrial area, Nairobi and an extension of a three storied office complex in
Eldoret Depot.

2.Two Jet A-1 storage tanks in Eldoret and Kisumu Depots.
3.An ultra modern training and conference complex near Naivasha town.

In the same period, the Company kept pace in upgrading its equipment and systems in many operational areas such as:

1. Construction of a 3 km spur multi-product pipeline connecting Kipevu Oil Storage Facility (KOSF) directly to Shimanzi Oil
Terminal (SOT) to provide a shorter route of petroleum products transfer to oil marketers.

2. System Application and Products (SAP) Project to enhance integration of the Company’s functions and processes.
3. SCADA software at the Nairobi Control Centre (NCC) to enhance remote operation of the pipeline system.
4.A Tank Gauging System at Nairobi Terminal, Embakasi, and Moi International Airport Depots to enhance efficiency in real

time stocks management.
5. Fibre Optic Cable to all our stations to improve communication.

In order to meet the growing demand for petroleum products in the domestic and regional markets, the Company has

embarked on ambitious capacity enhancement and business diversification programmes estimated at Kshs 15.2 Billion

(USD 234 million) as summarized below:-

1. Line-1 (Mombasa-Nairobi) Capacity Enhancement project aimed at doubling flow rate from 440m3/hr to 880m3/hr.
2.The Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG) storage and handling facilities with capacities of 6,000MT and 2,000 MT in Mombasa

and Nairobi respectively, aimed at adequately availing LPG at affordable costs in the country thus restoring and conserving
the environment.

3. Upgrading of the Western Kenya Pipeline section (Line - 4) designed to double the product flow rate from 220m3/hr to
440m3/hr.

4. Construction of Kisumu Oil Jetty to enhance transportation of petroleum products through Lake Victoria.

KPC recently launched an environmental conservation program by planting 5,000 trees along its installations and

created a serene environment in the Headquarters and Nairobi Terminal gardens.

The Company ploughs back to the community a proportion of its revenue through CSR program. Some recent

projects under this program include: sinking of five water bore holes, support of the first ever national business plan

competition for the youth, secondary education for twenty slum children, donation of tents to internally displaced

persons, partnership with the Nairobi City Council in rehabilitating one of the roads in Nairobi’s industrial area and ear

marking four state of the art Company facilities for provision of health  services to the communities along the pipeline

route between Mombasa and Nairobi.

The Company is on a solid and sustained path of continuous improvement and has effectively discharged its core

mandate fully to the satisfaction of all the stakeholders.

Head Office
Kenpipe Plaza, Sekondi Road, Off Nanyuki Road, Industrial Area, Nairobi P.O.Box 73442 - 0020
Tel: 254-20-532244  Fax: 254-20-530384/650436/8  Email: info@kpc.co.ke
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Ministry of Industrialisation: Nairobi.
Minister: The Hon Henry Kiprono Kosgey, MP
Assistant Minister: The Hon Ndiritu Murithi, MP
Ministry of Information and Communications: Teleposta Towers,
Kenyatta Avenue, Nairobi or POB 30025, Nairobi. Tel: +254 2 251152
Minister: The Hon Samuel Lesuron Poghisio, MP
Assistant Ministers: The Hon George Munyasa Khaniri, MP, The
Hon Major (Rtd.) Dhadho Godhana, MP 
Ministry of Justice, National Cohesion and Constitutional Affairs:
Co-operative Bank House, Haile Selassie Avenue, Nairobi or POB
56057, Nairobi. Tel: +254 2 224029. Website: www.justice.go.ke.
Email: ps-justice@justice.go.ke
Minister: The Hon Martha W Karua, EGH, MP
Assistant Minister: The Hon William Cheptumo Kipkorir, MP
Ministry of Labour: Social Security House, Bishop Road, Nairobi or
POB 40326, Nairobi. Tel: +254 2 2729800
Minister: The Hon John Kiyonga Munyes, MP
Assistant Minister: The Hon Sospeter Ojamaa Ojamong, MP
Ministry of Lands: Ardhi House, Ngong Road, Nairobi or POB
30450-00100, Nairobi. Tel: +254 2 718050. Fax: +254 2 2724470.
Website: www.ardhi.go.ke. Email: pslands@wananchi.com
Minister: The Hon Aggrey James Orengo, MP
Assistant Ministers: The Hon Silvester Wakoli Bifwoli, MP, The Hon
Samwel Gonzi Rai, MP
Ministry of Livestock Development: Kilimo House, Cathedral Road,
Nairobi or POB 30028, Nairobi. Tel: +254 2 2718870. Fax: +254 2711149.
Website: www.livestock.go.ke
Minister: The Hon Mohamed Abdi Kuti, MP
Assistant Minister: The Hon Bare Aden Duale, MP
Ministry of Medical Services: Nairobi
Minister: Prof. the Hon Peter Anyang Nyong’o, MP
Assistant Minister: The Hon Danson Buyan Mungatana, MP
Ministry of Nairobi Metropolitan Development: Nairobi
Minister: The Hon Mutula Kilonzo, MP
Assistant Minister: The Hon Elizabeth Ongoro Masha, MP 
Ministry of Public Health and Sanitation: Afya House, Cathedral
Road, Nairobi or POB 30016, Nairobi. Tel: +254 2 2717077. 
Fax: +254 2 2713234. Website: www.health.go.ke
Minister: The Hon Beth Wambui Mugo, MP
Assistant Minister: The Hon Dr James Ondicho Gesami, MP
Ministry of Public Works: Ministry of Works Buiding, Ngong Road,
Nairobi or POB 30260, Nairobi. Tel: +254 2 723101, +254 2 723188
Minister: The Hon Chris Obure, MP
Assistant Minister: The Hon Dickson Wathika Mwangi, MP
Ministry of Regional Development Authorities: NSSF Building
(21st Floor), Eastern Wing, Nairobi or POB 10280-00100, Nairobi.
Tel: +254 2 2724646. Fax: +254 2 2737693. 
Website: www.regional-dev.go.ke
Minister: The Hon Fredrick Omula Gumo, MP
Assistant Minister: The Hon Judah Jkatoo Ole Metito
Ministry of Roads: Ministry of Works Building, Ngong Road, Nairobi
or POB 30260, Nairobi. Tel: +254 2 2723101, +254 2 2723188
Minister: The Hon Kipkalya Kones, MP
Assistant Ministers: The Hon Dr Wilfred Machage, MP, The Hon
Lee Kinyanjui, MP
Ministry of Special Programmes: Nairobi
Minister: The Hon Dr Naomi Namsi Shabani, MP
Assistant Minister: The Hon Mohamed Muhamud Ali, MP
Ministry of Tourism: Utalii House, Off Uhuru Highway, Nairobi or
POB 30027, Nairobi. Tel: +254 2 313010. Website: www.tourism.go.ke
Minister: The Hon Mohamed Najib Balala, MP
Assistant Minister: The Hon Cecily Mtito Mbarire, MP
Ministry of Trade: Teleposta Towers, Kenyatta Avenue, Nairobi, or
POB 30430-00100, Nairobi. Tel: +254 2 331030, +254 2 315001/07.
Fax: +254 2 213508 
Minister: The Hon Uhuru Kenyatta, MP (is also a Deputy Prime
Minister)
Assistant Minister: The Hon James Omingo Magara, MP 
Ministry of Transport: Transcom House, Ngong Road, Nairobi or
POB 52692, Nairobi. Tel: +254 2 72900. Website: www.transport.go.ke.
Email: motc@insightkenya.com
Minister: Ambassador the Hon Chirau Ali Mwakwere, EGH, MP
Assistant Minister: The Hon John Harun Mwau, MP
Ministry of Water and Irrigation: Maji House, Ngong Road, Nairobi
or POB 49720, Nairobi. Tel: +254 2 716103. Fax: +254 2 2727622
Minister: The Hon Charity Kaluki Ngilu, MP
Assistant Minister: The Hon Mwangi Kiunjuri, MP

Ministry of Youth and Sports: Nairobi
Minister: Prof. the Hon Helen Jepkemoi Sambili, MP
Assistant Ministers: The Hon Kabando wa Kabando 

Kiribati 

HEAD OF STATE
President (Te Beretitenti): HE Mr Anote Tong

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
President (Te Beretitenti): HE Mr Anote Tong (also holds Cabinet
portfolios for Foreign Affairs and Immigration), Office of the
President, POB 68, Bairiki, Tarawa. Tel: +686 21183. Fax: +686 21902 
Vice-President: The Hon Ms Teima Onorio (also holds Cabinet
portfolios for Commerce, Industry and Co-operatives)

MINISTRIES
Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Co-operatives: POB 510,
Betio, Tarawa. Tel: +686 26156/57. Fax: +686 26233. 
Email: ps.commerce@tskl.net.ki
Minister: The Hon Ms Teima Onorio (is also the Vice-President)
Ministry of Communication, Transport and Tourism Development:
POB 487, Betio, Tarawa. Tel: +686 26003, +686 26468. Fax: +686 26193.
Email: secretary@mict.gov.ki
Minister: The Hon Patrick Tatireta
Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports Development: POB 263,
Bikenibeu, Tarawa. Tel: +686 280981, +686 29277. Fax: +686 28222 
Minister: The Hon James Taom  
Ministry for Environment, Lands and Agricultural Developments:
POB 234, Bikenibeu, Tarawa. Tel: +686 28211, +686 28507. 
Fax: +686 28334 
Minister: The Hon Tetabo Nakara 
Ministry of Finance and Economic Development: POB 67, Bairiki,
Tarawa. Tel: +686 21802. Fax: +686 21307 
Minister: The Hon Natan Teewe
Ministry of Fisheries and Marine Resources Development: POB
64, Bairiki, Tarawa. Tel: +686 21099. Fax: +686 21120 
Minister: The Hon Taberannang Timeon
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Immigration: POB 68, Bairiki,
Tarawa. Tel: +686 21342. Fax: +686 21466. Email: mfa@tskl.net.ki,
eali@mfa.gov.ki
Minister: HE Mr Anote Tong (also holds Presidential portfolio) 
Ministry of Health and Medical Services: POB 268, Bikenibeu,
Tarawa. Tel: +686 28100. Fax: +686 28152 
Minister: The Hon Dr Kautu Tenaua
Ministry of Internal and Social Affairs: POB 75, Bairiki, Tarawa.
Tel: +686 21092. Fax: +686 21133. Email: ps@misa.gov.ki
Minister: The Hon Amberoti Nikora
Ministry of Labour and Human Resources: POB 69, Bairiki,
Tarawa. Tel: +686 21097. Fax: +686 21452. 
Email: secretary@labour.gov.ki
Minister: The Hon Ioteba Redfern 
Ministry of Line and Phoenix Development: Bairiki, Tarawa. 
Tel: +686 21449, +686 22147. Fax: +686 21449
Minister: The Hon Tawita Temoku
Ministry for Public Works and Utilities: POB 498, Betio, Tarawa. 
Tel: +686 26192, +686 26105. Fax: +686 26172. Email: ps@mpwu.gov.ki
Minister: The Hon Kouraiti Beniato

Lesotho

HEAD OF STATE
HM King Letsie III, Office of the Head of State: The Royal Palace
Secretariat, POB 524, Maseru 100. Tel: +266 22 322170, +266 22 312776.
Email: sps@palace.org.ls

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
Prime Minister: The Rt Hon Bethuel Pakalitha Mosisili (also holds
Cabinet portfolios for Defence and National Security), Office of the
Prime Minister, POB 527, Maseru 100. Tel: +266 22 311000
(Switchboard). Fax: +266 22 310444
Deputy Prime Minister: The Hon Lesao Archibald Lehohla (also
holds Cabinet portfolios for Home Affairs and Public Safety and
Parliamentary Affairs) 
Ministers, Office of the Prime Minister: The Hon Dr Motloheloa
Phooko, The Hon Semano Sekatle (Public Service)



Secretary to the Cabinet: Mr Tlohang Sekhamane
Permanent Secretary, Cabinet Office: Mr Kubutu Makhakhe. 
Tel: +266 22 325043. Fax: +266 22 310102. Email: gs@cabinet.gov.ls

MINISTRIES
Ministry of Agriculture and Food Security: POB 24, Maseru 100.
Tel: +266 22 316407. Fax: +266 22 310186
Minister: The Hon Lesole Mokoma
Assistant Minister: The Hon Mokone Lehata
Ministry of Communications, Science and Technology: POB 36,
Maseru 100. Tel: +266 22 324715, +266 22 323864 (Switchboard Admin).
Fax: +266 22 325684 (Switchboard Admin)
Minister: The Hon Mothejoa Metsing
Ministry of Defence and National Security: Private Bag A166,
Maseru 100. Tel: +266 22 316570, +266 22 310518 (Switchboard).
Fax: +266 22 310518
Minister: The Rt Hon Bethuel Pakalitha Mosisili (also holds Prime
Ministerial portfolio)
Ministry of Education and Training: POB 47, Maseru 100. 
Tel: +266 22 317900. Fax: +266 22 310562. Website: www.education.gov.ls
Minister: The Hon Dr ’Mamphono Khaketla
Assistant Minister: The Hon Mrs ’Malijane Maqelepo
Ministry of Employment and Labour: Private Bag A116, Maseru 100.
Tel: +266 22 322564. Fax: +266 22 310374
Minister: The Hon Refiloe Masemene
Assistant Minister: The Hon Mrs ’Matanki Mokhabi
Ministry of Finance and Development Planning: POB 395, Maseru 100.
Tel: +266 22 311101. Fax: +266 22 317551. Website: www.finance.gov.ls
Minister: The Hon Timothy Thahane
Ministry of Foreign Affairs: POB 1387, Maseru 100. 
Tel: +266 22 311150. Fax: +266 22 310527
Minister of Foreign Affairs and International Relations: The Hon
Mohlabi Kenneth Tsekoa
Ministry of Forestry and Land Reclamation: POB 100, Maseru 100.
Tel: +266 22 313057. Fax: +266 22 310186
Minister: The Hon Ralechate ’Mokose
Ministry of Gender, Youth, Sports and Recreation: POB 10993,
Maseru 100. Tel: +266 22 314763. Fax: +266 22 312871
Minister: The Hon Mrs ’Mathabiso Lepono
Ministry of Health and Social Welfare: POB 514, Maseru 100. 
Tel: +266 22 314404. Fax: +266 22 310467. Website: www.health.gov.ls
Minister: The Hon Dr Mphu Ramatlapeng
Ministry of Home Affairs, Public Safety and Parliamentary Affairs:
POB 174, Maseru 100. Tel: +266 22 314892. Fax: +266 22 310013
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister: The Hon Lesao Archibald
Lehohla 
Assistant Minister: The Hon Ms Lineo Molise 
Ministry of Justice, Human Rights and Rehabilitation: POB 402,
Maseru 100. Tel: +266 22 31160, +266 22 32268. Fax: +266 22 310365,
+266 22 310573. Website: www.justicelgov.ls
Minister: The Hon Mrs Mpeo Mahase-Moiloa (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for Law and Constitutional Affairs) 
Ministry of Law and Constitutional Affairs: POB 33, Maseru 100.
Tel: +266 22 315983. Fax: +266 22 310929
Minister: The Hon Mrs Mpeo Mahase-Moiloa (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for Justice, Human Rights and Rehabilitation)
Ministry of Local Government and Chieftainship Affairs: POB 686,
Maseru 100. Tel: +266 22 323415 (Minister’s Secretary). 
Fax: +266 22 311124, +266 22 327782. Website: www.localgovt.gov.ls
Minister: The Hon Dr Pontso Susan Sekatle
Ministry of Natural Resources: POB 426, Maseru 100. 
Tel: +266 22 311742. Fax: +266 22 310520 Minister: The Hon
Monyane Moleleki
Ministry of the Public Service: POB 527, Maseru 100. 
Tel: +266 22 311130. Fax: +266 22 310883 Minister: The Hon
Semano Sekatle
Ministry of Public Works and Transport: POB 20, Maseru 100. 
Tel: +266 22 311006. Fax: +266 22 310125
Minister: The Hon Ts’ele Chakela
Ministry of Tourism, Environment and Culture: POB 52, Maseru 100.
Tel: +266 22 313034. Fax: +266 22 310194
Minister: The Hon Ms Lebohang Ntsinyi
Ministry of Trade and Industry, Co-operatives and Marketing: POB
747, Maseru 100. Tel: +266 22 317454, +266 22 320696. 
Fax: +266 22 310326
Minister: The Hon Popane Lebesa
Assistant Minister: The Hon Khotso Matla

Malawi

HEAD OF STATE
President: HE Dr Bingu wa Mutharika

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
President: HE Dr Bingu wa Mutharika (also Commander-in-Chief
of the Armed Forces and holds Cabinet portfolios for Agriculture
and Food Security and Education, Science and Technology), Office
of the President and Cabinet: Private Bag 301, Lilongwe. 
Tel: +265 1 789 311. Fax: +265 1 788 456. 
Website: www.malawi.gov.mw/opc. Email: opc@malawi.gov.mw
Vice President: The Rt Hon Dr Cassim Chilumpha, POB 30399,
Capital City, Lilongwe 3. Tel: +265 1 788 444. Fax: +265 1 788 218.
Email: vicepres@malawi.gov.mw
Office of the President and Cabinet: Chief Secretary: Mr Bright
Msaka, Private Bag 301, Capital City, Lilongwe 3. 
Tel: +265 1 789 311. Fax: +265 1 788 456. 
Email: opc@malawi.gov.mw 

MINISTRIES                                                                                          
Ministry of Agriculture and Food Security: POB 30134, Lilongwe 3.
Tel: +265 1 789 033. Fax: +265 1 789 218. 
Website: www.malawi.gov.mw/agriculture. 
Email: agriculture@malawi.gov.mw
Minister: HE Dr Bingu wa Mutharika (also holds Presidential and
Cabinet portfolios for Education, Science and Technology)
Deputy Minister: The Hon Frank Tumpale Mwenifumbo, MP
Ministry of Defence: Private Bag 339, Lilongwe 3. Tel: +265 8 893 906.
Fax: +265 1 789 600 
Minister of National Defence: The Hon Aaron Sangala, MP
Deputy Minister: The Hon Passmore K Mwelekete Laluwa 
Ministry of Economic Planning and Development: POB 30136,
Lilongwe 3. Tel: +265 1 788 390. Fax: 265 1 788 131. 
Website: www.malawi.gov.mw.economic. Email: epd@malawi.net
Minister: The Hon Dr Ken Lipenga, MP
Deputy Minister: The Hon Roy Chizimba, MP
Ministry of Education and Vocational Training: Private Bag 328,
Lilongwe 3. Tel: +265 1 789 422. Fax: +265 1 788 064. 
Website: www.malawi.gov.mw/education. 
Email: education@malawi.gov.mw
Minister: HE Dr Bingu wa Mutharika (also holds Presidential and
Cabinet portfolios for Agriculture and Food Security)
Deputy Ministers: (Primary and Secondary Education): The Hon
Mrs Olive Masanza, MP, (Higher Education, Science and
Technology): The Hon Richard Msowoya, MP 
Ministry of Energy and Mines: Private Bag 350, Lilongwe 3. 
Tel: +265 1 789 488, +265 1 788 990. Fax: +265 1 773 379. 
Email: naturalres@malawi.gov.mw or naturalresources@malawi.net
Minister: The Hon Ted Kalebe, MP
Deputy Minister: The Hon Gift Mwamondwe, MP
Ministry of Finance: POB 30049, Lilongwe 3. Tel: +265 1 789 355.
Fax: 265 1 789 173. Website: www.finance.gov.mw. 
Email: finance@finance.gov.mw 
Minister: The Hon Goodall E Gondwe, MP
Deputy Minister: The Hon Charles Mchacha, MP
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Co-operation: POB
30315, Lilongwe 3. Tel: +265 1 789 088, +265 1 788 021. 
Fax: + 265 1 788 482. Website: www.malawi.gov.mw/foreign 
Minister: The Hon Mrs Joyce Banda, MP
Deputy Minister: The Hon Henri Mumba, MP 
Ministry of Health: POB 30377, Capital City, Lilongwe 3. 
Tel: +265 1 789 400. Fax: +265 1 789 431. 
Website: www.malawi.gov.mw/health. Email: doccentre@malawi.net
Minister: The Hon Khumbo Kachali, MP
Deputy Minister: The Hon Mrs Juliana Guga, MP
Ministry of Home Affairs and Internal Security: Private Bag 331,
Lilongwe 3. Tel: +265 1 789 177. Fax: +265 1 789 509
Minister: The Hon Ernest Malenga, MP
Deputy Minister: The Hon Felton Mulli, MP
Ministry of Industry, Trade and Private Sector Development:
Magetsi House, Private Bag B30366, Capital City, Lilongwe 3. 
Tel: +265 1 770 244. Fax: +276 1 770 680. 
Website: www.malawi.gov.mw/trade
Minister: The Hon Henry Mussa, MP
Deputy Minister: The Hon Ellock Maotcha Banda, MP
Ministry of Information and Civic Education: Private Bag 326,
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Capital City, Lilongwe 3. Tel: +265 1 775 499. Fax: +265 1 770 650.
Website: www.malawi.gov.mw/information
Minister: The Hon Mrs Patricia Kaliati, MP
Deputy Minister: The Hon John F Bande, MP
Ministry of Irrigation and Water Development: Tikwere House,
Private Bag 390, Lilongwe 3. Tel: +265 1 770 238. Fax: +265 1 773 737.
Email: wrd@eomw.net
Minister: The Hon Sidik Mia, MP
Deputy Minister: The Hon Binton S B Kutsaira, MP 
Ministry of Justice and Constitutional Affairs: Private Bag 333,
Lilongwe 3. Tel: +265 1 788 411. Fax: +265 1 788 332. 
Website: www.malawi.gov.mw/justice. Email: justice@malawi.gov.mw
Minister: The Hon Henry Phoya, MP 
Ministry of Labour: Private Bag 344, Lilongwe 3. Tel: +265 1 773 277.
Fax: +265 1 773 803. Email: labour@malawi.net
Minister: The Hon Davis Katsonga, MP
Deputy Minister: The Hon Borniface Chimpokosera, MP
Ministry of Lands and Natural Resources: POB 30548, Lilongwe 3.
Tel: +265 1 774 766. Fax: +265 1 773 990.
Website: www.malawi.gov.mw/lands
Minister: The Hon John B Khumbo Chirwa, MP
Deputy Minister: The Hon Rashid Gaffar, MP, MP
Ministry of Local Government and Rural Development: POB 30312,
Lilongwe 3. Tel: +265 1 789 388. Fax: +265 1 788 083. 
Website: www.malawi.gov.mw/localgovt. 
Email: local@malawi.gov.mw
Minister: The Hon Dr George Chaponda, MP
Deputy Minister: The Hon Davie Ngulinga, MP
Ministry for Persons with Disabilities and the Elderly: Private Bag
380, Lilingwe 3
Minister: The Hon Clement Khembo, MP
Deputy Minister: The Hon Yunnus Mussa, MP
Ministry of Tourism, Wildlife and Culture: Lilongwe 
Minister: The Hon Mrs Callista Chapola Chimombo, MP
Deputy Minister: The Hon Billy Kaunda, MP
Ministry of Transport, Public Works and Housing: Private Bag 322,
Lilongwe 3. Tel: +265 1 789 377. Fax: +265 1 789 328. 
Website: www.malawi.gov.mw/transport. 
Email: transport@malawi.gov.mw
Minister: The Hon Henry Chimunthu Banda, MP
Deputy Minister: The Hon Roy Cummsy, MP
Ministry of Women and Child Development: Private Bag 330,
Lilongwe 3. Tel: +265 1 770 411. Fax: +265 1 770 826. 
Website: www.malawi.gov.mw/gender. 
Email: icmalawi@malawi.gov.mw
Minister: The Hon Mrs Anna Kachiko, MP
Deputy Minister: The Hon Mrs Patricia P Mwafulirwa, MP
Ministry of Youth Development and Sports: Lingadzi House, Private
Bag 384, Lilongwe 3. Tel: +265 1 774 999. Fax: +265 1 771 018.
Email: sports@malawi.gov.mw
Minister: The Hon Symon Vuwa Kaunda, MP
Deputy Minister: The Hon Lewis Kadammanja, MP

Malaysia

HEAD OF STATE
HM Tuanku Mizan Zainal Abidin ibni al-Marhum Sultan Mahmud,
Office of the Head of State, Istana Negara, Kuala Lumpur 50500.
Tel: +60 3 207 88311. Fax: +603 2070 4646

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT 
Prime Minister: The Hon Dato’ Seri Abdullah bin Haji Ahmad
Badawi (also holds Cabinet portfolio for Finance), Office of the
Prime Minister, Perdana Putra Building, Federal Government
Administrative Centre, Putrajaya 62502. Tel: +60 3 8888 8000. 
Fax: +60 3 8888 3444. Website: www.pmo.gov.my. 
Email: ppm@pmo.gov.my
Deputy Prime Minister: The Hon Dato’ Sri Haji Mohd. Najib bin Tun
Haji Abdul Razak (also holds Cabinet portfolio for Defence), Level 4
(West Block), Perdana Putra Building, Federal Government
Administrative Centre, 62502 Putrajaya. Tel: +60 3 8888 1950. 
Fax: +60 3 8888 0035. Website: www.pmo.gov.my 
Office of the Prime Minister, Ministers:
The Hon Tan Sri Bernard Giluk Dompok, Level 3, East Block,
Perdana Putra Building, Federal Government Administrative
Centre, 62502 Putrajaya. Email: jpmbgd@pmo.gov.my

The Hon Dato’ Seri Mohamed Nazri bin Abdul Aziz, Parliament
Building (Level 15), Jalan Parliament, 50680 Kuala Lumpur. 
Email: nazriaziz@parliamen.gov.my
The Hon Dato’ Dr Ahmad Zahid bin Hamidi, Level 9, Block D7,
Parcel D, Federal Government Administrative Centre, 62502
Putrajaya. Tel: menteri@islam.gov.my
Senator the Hon Datuk Zaid bin Ibrahim, Level 4, West Block,
Perdana Putra Building, Federal Government Administrative
Centre, Putrajaya 62502. Email: zaidibrahim@pmo.gov.my
Senator the Hon Datuk Amirsham A Aziz, Level 4, West Block,
Perdana Putra Building, Federal Government Administrative
Centre, 62502 Putrajaya. Email: amirsham@pmo.gov.my 
Chief Secretary to the Government: Tan Sri Mohd. Sidek b. Hj.
Hassan, Level 4, Block 4, Timur, Bangunan Perdana Putra, Pusat
Pentadbiran Kerajaan Persekutuan, 62502 Putrajaya. 
Tel: +60 3 8888 1480. Fax: +60 3 8888 3382. Email: sidek@pmo.gov.my

MINISTRIES
Ministry of Agriculture and Agro-based Industry: Wisma Tani, 28
Persiaran Perdana, Precinct 4, Pusat Pentadbiran Kerajaan
Persekutuan, 62624 Putrajaya. Tel: +60 3 8870 1000. 
Fax: +60 3 8888 6020. Website: http://agrolink.moa.my
Minister: The Hon Dato’ Mustapa bin Mohamed
Ministry of Culture, Arts and Heritage: Menara T H Perdana
Tower, Level 35, Maju Junction, 1001 Jalan Sultan Ismail, 50694
Kuala Lumpur. Tel: +60 3 2612 7600. Fax: +60 3 2693 5114, 
+60 3 2697 6100. Website: www.heritage.gov.my. 
Email: info@heritage.gov.my
Minister: The Hon Datuk Mohd. Shafi bin Haji Apdal
Ministry of Defence: Jalan Padang Tembak, 50634 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: +60 3 2692 1333. Fax: +60 3 2691 4163. 
Website: www.mod.gov.my. Email: cpa@mod.gov.my
Minister: The Hon Dato’ Sri Haji Mohd. Najib bin Tun Haji Abdul
Razak (is also the Deputy Prime Minister)
Ministry of Domestic Trade and Consumer Affairs: Lot 2G3,
Precinct 2, Federal Government Administrative Centre, 62623
Putrajaya. Tel: +60 3 8882 5500. Fax: +60 3 8882 5762. 
Website: www.kpdnhep.gov.my. Email: e-aduan@kpdnhep.gov.my
Minister: The Hon Dato’ Shahrir bin Abdul Samad
Ministry of Education: Federal Government Administrative Centre,
Level 10, Block E8, Parcel E, Federal Government Administrative
Centre, 62604 Putrajaya. Tel: +60 3 8884 6000. Fax: +60 3 8889 5235.
Website: http://apps2.emoe.gov.my
Minister: The Hon Dato’ Seri Hishammuddin bin Tun Hussein
Ministry of Higher Education: Level 7, Block E3, Parcel E, Federal
Government Administrative Centre, 62505 Putrajaya. 
Tel: +60 3 8883 5000. Fax: +60 3 8889 5854. 
Website: www.mohe.gov.my
Minister: The Hon Dato’ Seri Mohamed Khaled bin Nordin
Ministry of Energy, Water and Communications: Floor 6, Block
E4/5, Parcel E, Federal Government Administrative Centre, 62668
Putrajaya. Tel: +60 3 8883 6000. Fax: +60 3 8889 3712. 
Website: www.ktak.gov.my
Minister: The Hon Dato’ Shaziman bin Abu Mansor
Ministry of Entrepreneur and Co-operative Development: 18
Persiaran Perdana, Precinct 2, Federal Government Administrative
Centre, 62652 Putrajaya. Tel: +60 3 8880 5000. Fax: +60 3 8880 5106.
Website: www.mecd.gov.my
Minister: The Hon Dato’ Hj. Noh bin Omar
Ministry for Federal Territories: Levels 1-4, Block 2, Precinct 2,
PJH Tower, Federal Government Administrative Centre, 62100
Putrajaya. Tel: +60 3 8889 7888. Fax: +60 3 8888 0375. 
Website: www.kwp.gov.my
Minister: The Hon Dato’ Sri Haji Zulhasnan bin Rafique
Ministry of Finance: Kompleks Kementerian Kewangan, No. 5
Persiaran Perdana, Precinct 2, Pusat Pentadbiran Kerajaan,
Persekutuan, 62592 Putrajaya. Tel: +60 3 8882 3000. 
Fax: +60 3 8882 3893/94. Website: www.treasury.gov.my
Minister: The Hon Dato’ Seri Abdullah bin Haji Ahmad Badawi (also
holds Prime Ministerial portfolio)
Finance Minister (2): The Hon Tan Sri Nor Mohamed bin Yakcop
Ministry of Foreign Affairs: Wisma Putra, No. 1 Jalan Wisma
Putra, Precinct 2, 62602 Putrajaya. Tel: +60 3 8887 4000, 
+60 3 8887 4570. Fax: +60 3 888 91717, +60 3 8889 2816. 
Website: www.kln.gov.my
Minister: The Hon Datuk Seri Utama Dr. Rais Yatim
Ministry of Health: Level 13, Block E7, Parcel E, Federal
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Government Administrative Centre, 62590 Putrajaya. 
Tel: +60 3 8883 3888. Fax: +60 3 8889 5245. Website: www.moh.gov.my
Minister: The Hon Dato’ Liow Tiong Lai
Ministry of Home Affairs: Block D2, Parcel D, Federal Government
Administrative Centre, 62546 Putrajaya. Tel: +60 3 8886 3000.
Website: www.mois.gov.my
Minister: The Hon Dato’ Seri Syed Hamid bin Syed Jaafar Albar
Ministry of Housing and Local Government: Levels 3-7, Block K,
Damansara Town Centre, 50782 Kuala Lumpur. Tel: +60 3 2094 7033.
Fax: +60 3 2094 9720. Website: www.kpkt.gov.my
Minister: The Hon Dato’ Seri Ong Ka Chuan
Ministry of Human Resources: Levels 6-9, Block D3, Parcel D,
Federal Government Administrative Centre, 62530 Putrajaya. 
Tel: +60 3 8886 5000. Fax: +60 3 8889 2381. Website: www.mohr.gov.my
Minister: The Hon Datuk Dr S Subramaniam
Ministry of Information: Level 8, Wisma TV, Angkasapuri, 50610
Kuala Lumpur. Tel: +60 3 2282 4297. Fax: +60 3 2284 8115, 
+60 3 2287 7926. Website: www.kempen.gov.my
Minister: The Hon Dato’ Ahmad Shabery Cheek
Ministry of International Trade and Industry (MITI): Block 10,
Government Offices Complex, Jalan Duta, 50622 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel: +60 3 6203 3022. Fax: +60 3 6203 2337. 
Website: www.miti.gov.my
Minister: The Hon Dato’ Hj. Muhiyiddin bin Mohd. Yassin
Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment (NRE): Levels 1-4,
Lot 4G3, Precinct 4, Federal Government Administrative Centre,
Putrajaya 62574. Tel: +60 3 8887 1200. Fax: +60 3 8889 9987.
Website: www.nre.gov.my
Minister: The Hon Datuk Douglas Uggah Embas
Ministry of Plantation Industries and Commodities: Levels 6 13,
Lot 2G4, Precinct 2, Federal Government Administrative Centre,
62654 Putrajaya. Tel: +60 3 8880 3300. Fax: +60 3 8880 3482.
Website: www.kppk.gov.my
Minister: The Hon Datuk Peter Chin Fah Kui
Ministry of Rural and Regional Development: Blok D9, Parcel D,
Kompleks Kerajaan Persekutuan, 62606 Putrajaya. 
Tel: +60 3 8886 3500/3700. Fax: +60 3 8889 3801. 
Website: www.rurallink.gov.my
Minister: Senator the Hon Tan Sri Dato’ Muhammad bin
Muhammad Taib
Ministry of Science, Technology and Innovation: Levels 1-7, Block
C5, Parcel C, Federal Government Administrative Centre, 62662
Putrajaya. Tel: +60 3 8885 8000. Fax: +60 3 8885 9070. 
Website: www.mosti.gov.my
Minister: The Hon Datuk Dr Maximus Johnity Ongkili
Ministry of Tourism: Level 36, Dato Onn Tower, Putra World Trade
Centre, 45 Jalan Tun Ismail, 50695 Kuala Lumpur. 
Tel: +60 3 2693 7111. Fax: +60 3 2693 0881. 
Website: www.motour.gov.my. Email: info@motour.gov.my
Minister: The Hon Dato’ Sri Azalina binti Dato’ Othman Said
Ministry of Transport: Levels 5-7, Block D5, Parcel D, Federal
Government Administrative Centre, 62616 Putrajaya. 
Tel: +60 3 8886 6000. Fax: +60 3 8889 1569. 
Website: www.mot.gov.my
Minister: The Hon Datuk Ong Tee Keat
Ministry of Women, Family and Community Development: Levels
1-6, Block E, Government Office Complex, Bukit Perdana, Jalan
Dato’ Onn, 50515 Kuala Lumpur. Tel: +60 3 2693 0095. 
Fax: +60 3 2693 4982. Website: www.kpwkm.gov.my
Minister: The Hon Dato’ Dr Ng Yen Yen
Ministry of Works: Level 5, Block B, Kompleks Kerja Raya, Jalan
Sultan Salahuddin, 50580 Kuala Lumpur. Tel: +60 3 2711 1100. 
Fax: +60 3 2711 2591. Website: www.kkr.gov.my
Minister: The Hon Dato’ Ir. Mohd. Zin bin Mohamad
Ministry of Youth and Sports: Menara KBS, Lot 4, G4, Precinct 4,
Federal Government Administrative Centre, 62570 Putrajaya. 
Tel: +60 3 8871 3333. Fax: +60 3 8888 8767. 
Website: www.kbs.gov.my
Minister: The Hon Dato’ Ismail Sabri bin Yaakob

Maldives

HEAD OF STATE
President: HE Mr Maumoon Abdul Gayoom

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
President: HE Mr Maumoon Abdul Gayoom (also Commander-in-

Chief of the Armed Forces and the Police), Office of the President:
Boduthakurufaanu Magu (North), Malé 20 05. Tel: +960 3320701.
Fax: +960 3325500. Website: www.presidencymaldives.gov.mv
Office of the President: Minister for Presidential Affairs/Cabinet
Secretary: The Hon Mohamed Hussain
Minister, Office of the President: The Hon Ms Aneesa Ahmed
Executive Secretary to the President: Dr Ahmed Shareef

MINISTRIES
Attorney General’s Office: Huravee Building (4th Floor), Ameer
Ahmed Magu, Malé 20 05. Tel: +960 3323809. Fax: +960 3314109.
Website: www.agoffice.gov.mv
Attorney General: The Hon Ms Aishath Azima Shakoor
Ministry of Atolls and Development: Faashana Building,
Boduthakurufaanu Magu, Malé 20 05. Tel: +960 3323070. 
Fax: +960 3327750. Website: www.atolls.gov.mv. 
Email: info@atolls.gov.mv
The Hon Ahmed Thasmeen Ali
Ministry of Construction and Public Infrastructure: Izzuddeen
Magu, Malé 20-06. Tel: +960 3323234. Fax: +960 3328300. 
Website: www.construction.gov.mv. 
Email: admin@construction.gov.mv
Minister: The Hon Mohamed Mauroof Jameel 
Ministry of Defence and National Security: Ameer Ahmed Magu,
Malé 20 05. Tel: +960 3322607. Fax: +960 3312800. 
Website: www.defence.gov.mv
Minister: The Hon Ismail Shafeeu
Ministry of Economic Development and Trade: Ghaazee Building,
Ameer Ahmed Magu, Malé 20 05. Tel: +960 3323668. 
Fax: +960 3323840. Website: www.trademin.gov.mv. 
Email: contact@trademin.gov.mv
Minister: The Hon Mohamed Jaleel
Ministry of Education: Ghaazee Building (3rd Floor), Ameer Ahmed
Magu, Malé 20 05. Tel: +960 3323262. Fax: +960 3321201. 
Website: www.moe.gov.mv
Minister: The Hon Ms Zaahiya Zareer
Ministry of Environment, Energy and Water: Bank of Ceylon (4th
Floor), Boduthakurufaanu Magu, Malé. Tel: +960 3331695. 
Fax: +960 3331694. Website: www.meew.gov.mv
Minister: The Hon Ahmed Abdullah
Ministry of Finance and Treasury: Ameenee Magu, Malé 20-05. 
Tel: + 960 3328790. Fax: +960 3324432. Website: www.finance.gov.mv.
Email: admin@finance.gov.mv
Minister: The Hon Qasim Ibrahim
Ministry of Fisheries, Agriculture and Marine Resources: Ghazee
Building, Ameer Ahmed Magu, Malé 20 05. Tel: +960 3322625. 
Fax: +960 3326558. Website: www.fishagri.gov.mv
Minister: The Hon Hussain Hilmy
Ministry of Foreign Affairs: Boduthakurufaanu Magu, Malé. 
Tel: +960 3323400/07. Fax: +960 3323841. Website: www.foreign.gov.mv
Minister: The Hon Mr Abdullah Shahid 
Ministry of Gender and Family: Umar Shopping Arcade, Ameer
Ahmed Magu, Chaandhanee Magu, Malé. Tel: +960 3328395. 
Fax: +960 3316237. Website: www.urcmaldives.gov.mv
Minister: The Hon Ms Aishath Mohamed Didi
Ministry of Health: Ameenee Magu, Malé 20-04. Tel: +960 3328887.
Fax: +960 3328889. Website: www.health.gov.mv
Minister: The Hon Ilyas Ibrahim 
Ministry of Home Affairs: Huravee Building, Ameer Ahmed Magu,
Malé 20-05. Tel: +960 3321752. Fax: + 960 3324739. 
Website: www.mhvd.gov.mv
Minister: The Hon Abdullah Kamaaludheen
Ministry of Housing and Urban Development: MTCC Tower,
Boduthakurufaanu Magu, Malé. Tel: 960 3321960. Fax: +960 3328999.
Website: www.mhud.gov.mv
Minister: The Hon Ibrahim Rafeeq
Ministry of Justice: Justice Building, Orchid Magu, Malé 20212. 
Tel: +960 3322303. Fax: +960 3325447. Website: www.justice.gov.mv
Minister: The Hon Mohamed Muiz Adnan
Ministry of Legal Reform, Information and the Arts: Malé 20-06.
Tel: +960 3334333. Fax: +960 3334334. 
Website: www.maldivesinfo.gov.mv
Minister: The Hon Mohamed Nasheed
Ministry of Planning and National Development: Ghazee Building,
Ameer Ahmed Magu, Malé 20125. Tel: +960 3348383. 
Fax: +960 3327351. Website: www.planning.gov.mv
Minister: The Hon Hamdun Hameed 



Ministry of Tourism and Civil Aviation: Ghaazee Building, Ameer
Ahmed Magu, Malé 20 05. Tel: +960 3323224. Fax: +960 3322512.
Website: wwwmaldivestourism.gov.mv. 
Email: info@maldivestourism.gov.mv
Minister: The Hon Dr Mahmood Shauqee
Ministry of Transport and Communication: Huravee Building,
Ameer Ahmed Magu, Malé 20 05. Tel: +960 3323993. 
Fax: +960 3323994. Website: www.transport.gov.mv
Minister: The Hon Mohamed Saeed
Ministry of Youth and Sports: PA Complex, Hilaalee Magu, Malé
20307. Tel: +960 3326986. Fax: +960 3327162. 
Website: www.youthsports.gov.mv. Email: ysdc@youthsports.gov.mv
Minister: The Hon Mohamed Waheed Deen

Malta 

HEAD OF STATE
President: HE Dr Edward Fenech-Adami, KUOM, Office of the
President, The Palace, Valletta. Tel: +356 2122 1221. 
Fax: +356 2124 1241. Website: http://president.gov.mt. 
Email: president.gov.mt

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
Prime Minister: The Hon Dr Lawrence Gonzi, KUOM, MP (also
holds Cabinet portfolios for Defence, the Public Service and EU
matters), Office of the Prime Minister: Auberge de Castille, Valletta
VLT 2000. Tel: +356 2200 1400. Fax: +356 2200 1467. 
Website: www.opm.gov.mt
Head of the Prime Minister’s Secretariat: Mr Edgar Galea Curmi,
Office of the Prime Minister, Auberge de Castille, Valletta VLT 2000.
Tel: +356 2200 2400. Fax: +356 2200 1467. 
Email: edgar.galea-curmi@gov.mt 
Secretary to the Cabinet and Principal Permanent Secretary: Dr
Godwin Grima, Cabinet Office, Auberge de Castille, Valletta VLT 2000.
Tel: +356 2200 1260. Fax: +356 2200 1262. Email: cabinet.office@gov.mt
Director, Cabinet Office: Ms Cecilia Attard, Cabinet Office, Auberge
de Castille, Valletta VLT 2000. Tel: +356 2200 1260. 
Fax: +356 2200 1262. E.mail: cabinet.office@gov.mt

MINISTRIES 
Office of the Prime Minister: Auberge de Castille, Valletta VLT 2000.
Tel: +356 2200 1400. Fax: +356 2200 1467. Website: www.opm.gov.mt
Parliamentary Secretary (Tourism): The Hon Mario De Marco, MP
Parliamentary Secretary (Public Dialogue and Information): The
Hon Chris Said, MP
Ministry of Education, Culture, Youth and Sport: Floriana. 
Tel: (Head of Secretariat): +356 2388 6114. 
Website: www.education.gov.mt. Email: bryan.magro@gov.mt
Minister: The Hon Dolores Christina, MP
Parliamentary Secretary (Youth and Sport): The Hon Clyde Puli, MP
Ministry of Finance, the Economy and Investment: Maison
Demandols, South Street, Valletta CMR 02. Tel: +356 2124 9640/45.
Fax: +356 2123 3605. Website: http://mfin.gov.mt. 
Email: info.mfin@gov.mt
Minister: The Hon Tonio Fenech, MP
Parliamentary Secretary (Revenues and Land): The Hon Jason
Azzopardi, MP
Ministry of Foreign Affairs: Palazzo Parisio, Merchants Street,
Valletta CMR 02. Tel: +356 2124 2191. Fax: +356 2124 2853.
Website: www.foreign.gov.mt. Email: info.mfa@gov.mt
Minister and Deputy Prime Minister: The Hon Dr Tonio Borg, MP
Ministry for Gozo: St Frances Square, Victoria, Gozo. 
Tel: +356 2156 1482. Fax: +356 2155 9360. 
Website: www.gozo.gov.mt. Email: info.mog@gov.mt
Minister: The Hon Giovanna Debono, MP
Ministry for Infrastructure, Transport and Communications: 168
Strait Street, Valletta VLT 2000. Tel: +356 2122 6808. 
Fax: +356 2125 0700. Website: www.mitc.gov.mt. 
Email: info.mitc@gov.mt
Minister: The Hon Austin Gatt, MP
Ministry of Justice and Home Affairs: Auberge d’Aragon,
Independence Square, Valetta. Tel: +356 2295 7000. 
Fax: +356 2295 7348. Website: www.mjha.gov.mt. 
Email: mjha@gov.mt 
Minister: The Hon Dr Carmelo Mifsud Bonnici, MP 
Ministry for Resources and Rural Affairs: Barriera Wharf, Valletta
VLT 1970. Tel: +356 2295 2000. Fax: +356 2295 2212. 

Website: www.mrae.gov.mt. Email: info.mrra@gov.mt
Minister: The Hon George Pullicino, MP
Ministry for Social Policy: Palazzo Ferreria, 310 Republic Street,
Valletta VLT 2000. Tel: +356 2590 3100. Fax: +356 2590 3121.
Website: www.msp.gov.mt. Email: info.mfss@gov.mt
Minister: The Hon John Dalli, MP
Parliamentary Secretary (Elderly and Community Care): The Hon
Mario Galea, MP 
Parliamentary Secretary (Health): The Hon Joe Cassar, MP 

Mauritius

HEAD OF STATE
President: HE The Rt Hon Sir Anerood Jugnauth, GCSK, KCMG, QC,
Office of the President: State House, Le Reduit. Tel: +230 454 3021.
Fax: +230 464 5370. Website: http://presidentgov.mu. 
Email: president@mail.gov.mu

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
Prime Minister: The Hon Dr Navinchandra Ramgoolam (also holds
Cabinet portfolios for Defence and Home Affairs, Civil Service and
Administrative Reforms, Rodrigues and Outer Islands and Foreign
Affairs, International Trade and Co-operation), Office of the Prime
Minister, New Treasury Building, Intendence Street, Port Louis.
Tel: (Cabinet Office) +230 201 2142, (Confidential Secretary): 
+230 207 9400. Website: http://pmo.gov.mu. 
Email: primeminister@mail.gov.mu
Deputy Prime Ministers
The Hon Dr Ahmed Rashid Beebeejaun, GCSK (also holds Cabinet
portfolios for Public Infrastructure, Land Transport and Shipping)
The Hon Charles Gaëtan Xavier Luc Duval (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for Tourism, Leisure and External Communications)
The Hon Rama Krishna Sithanen (also holds Cabinet portfolio for
Finance and Economic Development) 
Secretary to the Cabinet and Head of the Civil Service: Mr S C
Seeballuck. Tel: +230 201 2850. Fax: +230 208 6642. 
Email: sseeballuck@mail.gov.mu

MINISTRIES
Attorney-General’s Office and Ministry of Justice and Human
Rights: Renganaden Seeneevassen Building (Levels 2-5), Port Louis.
Tel: +230 203 4740. Fax: +230 212 6742. 
Website: http://attorneygeneral.gov.mu. Email: ago@mail.gov.mu
Attorney-General and Minister: The Hon Jayarama Valayden
Ministry of Agro Industry and Fisheries: (Agro Industry):
Renganaden Seeneevassen Building (Levels 8-9), Corner of Jules
Koenig and Maillard Sts., Port Louis. Tel: +230 212 0854, 
+230 212 2940. Fax: +230 212 4427. Website: http://agriculture.gov.mu.
Email: moa-headoffice@mail.gov.mu. (Fisheries): LIC Building (4th
Floor), President John Kennedy Street, Port Louis. 
Tel: +230 211 2470/75. Fax: +230 208 1929. 
Web site: www.fisheries.gov.mu. Email: fishadmin@mail.gov.mu
Minister: The Hon Dr Arvin Boolell
Ministry of Arts and Culture: Renganaden Seeneevassen Building
(7th Floor), Port Louis. Tel: +230 211 0681. Fax: +230 212 9366.
Website: http://culture.gov.mu. Email: moac@mail.gov.mu
Minister: The Hon Mahendra Gowressoo
Ministry of Civil Service and Administrative Reforms: Senior Chief
Executive Officer, New Government Centre (7th Floor), Port Louis.
Tel: (Senior Chief Executive): +230 201 2886/88. Fax: +230 212 9528.
Website: http://civilservice.gov.mu. Email: civser@mail.gov.mu
Minister: The Hon Dr Navinchandra Ramgoolam (also holds Prime
Ministerial and Cabinet portfolios for Defence and Home Affairs,
Rodrigues and Outer Islands and Foreign Affairs, International
Trade and Co-operation) 
Ministry of Defence and Home Affairs: New Government Centre
(4th Floor), Port Louis. Tel: +230 201 2409. Fax: +230 212 9393.
Website: http://pmo.gov.mu/dha. Email: pmo@mail.gov.mu
Minister: The Hon Dr Navinchandra Ramgoolam (also holds Prime
Ministerial and Cabinet portfolios for Civil Service and
Administrative Reforms, Rodrigues and Outer Islands and Foreign
Affairs, International Trade and Co-operation)
Ministry of Education and Human Resources: IVTB House, Pont Fer,
Phoenix. Tel: (Supervising Officer): +230 601 5200. Fax: +230 698 2550.
Website: http://ministry-education.gov.mu
Minister: The Hon Dharambeer Gokhool
Ministry of Environment and National Development Unit: Ken Lee
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Tower, Corner of Barracks & St George’s Sts, Port Louis. 
Tel: +230 203 6200/10. Fax: +230 211 9524. 
Website: http://environment.gov.mu. Email: menv@mail.gov.mu
Minister: The Hon Anil Kumar Bachoo
Ministry of Finance and Economic Development: Government House
(Ground Floor), Port Louis. Tel: +230 201 1146. Fax: +230 211 0096.
Website: http://mof.gov.mu. Email: mof@mail.gov.mu Deputy Prime
Minister and Minister: The Hon Rama Krishna Sithanen
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, International Trade and Co-operation:
New Government Centre (5th Floor), Port Louis. Fax: +230 208 8087,
+230 212 6764. Website: http://foreign.gov.mu. Email: mfa@mail.gov.mu
Minister: The Hon Dr Navinchandra Ramgoolam (also holds Prime
Ministerial and Cabinet portfolios for Defence and Home Affairs, Civil
Service and Administrative Reforms and Rodrigues and Outer Islands)
Ministry of Health and Quality of Life: Emmanuel Anquetil Building
(Level 5), Port Louis. Tel: +230 201 2175. Fax: +230 208 7222.
Website: http://health.gov.mu. Email: moh@mail.gov.mu
Minister: The Hon Satya Veyash Faugoo
Ministry of Housing and Lands: Moorgate House (Level 3), Sir William
Newton Street, Port Louis. Tel: (Minister’s Office): +230 213 6454.
Fax: +230 213 6454. Website: http://housing.gov.mu. 
Email: adulull@mail.gov.mu
Minister: The Hon Mohammed Asraf Ally Dulull
Ministry of Industry, Small and Medium Enterprises, Commerce
and Co-operatives: Air Mauritius Building (Level 7), President John
Kennedy Street, Port Louis. Tel: +230 201 1221. Fax: +230 213 0729.
Website: http://industry.gov.mu. 
Email: (Minister’s Office): rjeetah@mail.gov.mu
Minister: The Hon Dr Rajeshewar Jeetah
Ministry of Information Technology and Telecommunications:
Medcor, Air Mauritius Building (Level 9), Port Louis. 
Tel: +230 210 0201, +230 210 3205. Fax: +230 208 1409. 
Website: http://telecomit.gov.mu. Email: mtel@mail.gov.mu
Minister: The Hon Etienne Sinatambou
Ministry of Labour, Industrial Relations and Employment: Victoria
House (Level 9), Corner Barracks and St Louis Sts, Port Louis. 
Tel: +230 207 2600, +230 207 2610. Fax: +230 212 8672. 
Website: http://labour.gov.mu
Minister: The Hon Dr Vasant Kumar Bunwaree
Ministry of Local Government: R Seeneevassen Building (6th Floor),
Cnr. Pope Hennessy and Maillard Sts, Port Louis. Tel: +230 210 2014.
Fax: +230 208 1316. Website: http://localgovernment.gov.mu. 
Email: (Minister’s Office): jdavid@mail.gov.mu
Minister: The Hon James Burty David
Ministry of Public Infrastructure, Land Transport and Shipping:
(Public Infrastructure): Moorgate House, Sir William Newton
Street, Port Louis. Tel: +230 208 0281. Fax: +230 208 7149, (Land
Transport): New Government Centre (4th Floor), Port Louis. 
Tel: +230 201 1075. Fax: +230 201 3417, (Shipping Division): New
Government Centre (4th Floor), Port Louis. Tel: +230 201 2115. 
Fax: +230 201 3417. Website: http://publicinfrastructure.gov.mu
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister: The Hon Dr Ahmed Rashid
Beebeejaun, GCSK
Ministry of Public Utilities: Air Mauritius Centre (Level 10), John
Kennedy Street, Port Louis. Fax: +230 208 6497. 
Website: http://publicutilities.gov.mu. Email: mpu@mail.gov.mu
Minister: The Hon Dr Abu Twalib Kasenally
Ministry of Rodrigues and Outer Islands: Fon Sing Building, Edith
Cavell Street, Port Louis. Tel: +230 208 8472. Fax: +230 212 6329.
Website: http://shipping.gov.mu. Email: mrod@mail.gov.mu
Minister: The Hon Dr Navinchandra Ramgoolam (also holds Prime
Ministerial and Cabinet portfolios for Defence and Home Affairs,
Civil Service and Administrative Reforms and Foreign Affairs,
International Trade and Co-operation) 
Ministry of Social Security, National Solidarity and Senior Citizens
Welfare and Reform Institutions: Renganaden Seeneevassen
Building (13th Floor), Corner of Jules Koenig and Maillard Sts, 
Port Louis. Tel: +230 207 0625. Fax: +230 212 8190. 
Website: http://socialsecurity.gov.mu. Email: mss@mail.gov.mu
Minister: The Hon Mrs Sheilabai Bappoo
Ministry of Tourism, Leisure and External Communications:
(Tourism and Leisure): Air Mauritius Centre (Level 12), John
Kennedy Street, Port Louis. Tel: +230 211 7930. Fax: +230 208 6776.
Website: http://tourism.gov.mu. Email: mtou@mail.gov.mu,
(External Communications): Air Mauritius Building (Level 5), John
Kennedy Street, Port Louis. Tel: +230 210 3537. Fax: +230 211 7708.
Website: http://externalcom.gov.mu

Deputy Prime Minister and Minister: The Hon Charles Gaëtan
Xavier Luc Duval
Ministry for Women’s Rights, Child Development, Family Welfare
and Consumer Protection: CSK Building, Corner of Remy Ollier
and Emmanuel Anquetil Sts, Port Louis. Tel: +230 206 3700. 
Fax: +230 240 7717. Website: http://women.gov.mu. 
Email: mwfwcd@mail.gov.mu
Minister: The Hon Mrs Indira Seebun
Ministry of Youth and Sports: Emmanuel Anquetil Building (Level 3), 
Port Louis. Fax: +230 211 2986, (Youth): Tel: +230 201 2438. 
Fax: +230 2011250, (Sports): +230 201 1429. Fax: +230 201 1250.
Website: http://youthsport.gov.mu. Email: (Registry): mys@mail.gov.mu
Minister: The Hon Sylvio Hock Sheen Tang Wah Hing

Mozambique

HEAD OF STATE
President: HE Mr Armando Emilio Guebuza

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
President: HE Mr Armando Emilio Guebuza, Office of the President:
Avenida Julius Nyerere 1780, Maputo. Tel: +258 21 491121. 
Fax: +258 21 492065. Website: www.presidencia.gov.mz
Prime Minister: The Hon Mrs Luisa Dias Diogo, Office of the Prime
Minister: Praca da Marinha Popular, Maputo. Tel: +258 21 426861/65.
Fax: +258 21 426881. Website: www.govmoz.gov.mz
The Presidency: Avenida Julius Nyerere 1780, Maputo. 
Tel: +258 21 491121. Fax: +258 21 492065. Ministers: (Parliamentary
Issues): The Hon Mrs Isabel Nkavandeka, (Diplomatic Affairs): The
Hon Francisco Madeira, (Civil Affairs): The Hon Antonio Correia
Fernando Sumbana

MINISTRIES
Ministry of State Administration: Rua da Radio Mocambique 112 or
Post Box CP 4116, Maputo. Tel: +258 21 426666. Fax: +258 21 428565
Minister: The Hon Jeremias Lucas Chomera
Deputy Minister: The Hon Mrs Carmalita Rita Namashulua
Ministry of Agriculture: Praça Dos Herois or Post Box CP 1406,
Maputo. Tel: +258 21 460011/16. Fax: +258 21 460055
Minister: The Hon Soares Nhaca
Deputy Minister: The Hon Mrs Catarina Pajume Kassimo
Ministry of National Defence: Avenida Martires de Mueda 280 and
373 or Post Box CP 3216, Maputo. Tel: +258 21 492081/84. 
Fax: +258 21 491619
Minister: The Hon Felipe Jacinto Nhusse
Ministry of Education and Culture: Avenida 24 de Julho 167 or Post
Box CP 34, Maputo. Tel: +258 21 492006, +258 21 490830. 
Fax: +258 21 492196. Website: www.mec.gov.mz
Minister: The Hon Aires Bonifacio Ali
Deputy Ministers: The Hon Ms Antónia Costa, The Hon Luis Covane
Ministry of Energy: Avenida 25 de Setembro, 1218 3º Andar or Post
Box CP 1381, Maputo. Tel: +258 21 303265. Fax: +258 21 313971
Minister: The Hon Salvador Namburete
Ministry for the Environment: Rua de Kassoende 167, Maputo. 
Tel: +258 21 492403. Website: www.micoa.gov.mz
Minister: The Hon Mrs Alcinda Abreu
Deputy Minister: The Hon Ana Paulo Samo Gudo Chichava
Ministry of Finance: Prace da Marinha Popular or Post Box CP 272,
Maputo. Tel: +258 21 315000/04. Fax: +258 21 306261
Minister: The Hon Manuel Chang
Deputy Minister: The Hon Pedro Conceicao Couto
Ministry of Fisheries: Rua Consiglieri Pedroso 347 or Post Box CP
1723, Maputo. Tel: +258 21 431266. Fax: +258 21 425087
Minister: The Hon Cadmiel Muthemba
Deputy Minister: The Hon Victor Borges
Ministry for Foreign Affairs and Co-operation: Avenida 10 de
Novembro, 640 Maputo. Tel: +258 21 2326000/05. 
Fax: +258 21 327020/01
Minister: The Hon Oldemiro Baloi
Deputy Ministers: The Hon Henrique Banze, The Hon Eduardo Koloma 
Ministry of Health: Avenida Eduardo Mondlane 1008 or Post Box
CP 264, Maputo. Tel: +258 21 427131/32. Website: www.misau.go.mz
Minister: The Hon Ivo Garrido
Deputy Minister: The Hon Ms Aida Libombo
Ministry for the Interior: 46-48 Avenida Olof Palme or Post Box CP
290, Maputo. Tel: +258 21 303510. Fax: +258 1 4200848
Minister: The Hon Jose Pacheco



Deputy Minister: The Hon Jose Mandra
Ministry of Justice: Avenida Julius Nyerere 33, Maputo. 
Tel: +258 21 491613. Fax: +258 21 494264
Minister: The Hon Mrs Benvida Levy
Ministry of Labour: Avenida 24 de Julho 2351, Maputo. 
Tel: +258 21 428301/03. Fax: +258 21 421881
Minister: The Hon Mrs Helena Taipo
Deputy Minister: Vacant
Ministry for Mineral Resources: Avenida Fernão Magalhães 34 or
Post Box CP 294 Maputo. Tel: +258 21 314843. Fax: +258 21 325680
Minister: The Hon Mrs Esperanca Bias
Deputy Minister: The Hon Dr Abdul Noormahomed
Ministry of Planning and Development: Avenida Ahmed Sekou
Toure 21, Maputo. Tel: +258 21 490006/07. Website: wwwmpd.gov.mz
Minister: The Hon Aiuba Cuereneia
Deputy Minister: The Hon Victor Bernardo
Ministry of Public Services: Avenida Julius Nyerere, No. 3, Maputo.
Tel: +258 21 485558. Fax: +258 21 485683
Minister: The Hon Mrs Victoria Dias Diogo
Deputy Minister: The Hon Abdulrremane Lino de Almeida
Ministry of Public Works and Housing: Avenida Karl Marx 606 or
Post Box CP 268, Maputo. Tel: +258 21 430028, +258 21 429871.
Fax: +258 21 421369
Minister: The Hon Felicio Zacarias 
Ministry of Science and Technology: Avenida Patrice Lumumba 770,
Maputo. Tel: +258 21 352800. Website: www.mctgov.mz
Minister: The Hon Venancio Simao Massingue
Ministry of Tourism: Avenida 25 de Setembro 1018 or Post Box CP
4101, Maputo. Tel: +258 21 306210. Fax: +258 1 306212. 
Website: www.moztourism.gov.mz
Minister: The Hon Fernando Sumbana 
Deputy Minister: The Hon Rosario Mualeia
Ministry of Trade and Industry: Praça 25 de Junho 300, Maputo.
Tel: +258 21 325600. Website: www.mic.gov.mz 
Minister: The Hon Antonio Fernando
Ministry of Transport and Communications: Avenida Martires de
Inhaminga 336 or Post Box CP 276, Maputo. Tel: +258 21 430152/55.
Fax: +258 21 431028
Minister: The Hon Paulo Zucula
Deputy Minister: The Hon Ernesto Gove 
Ministry for Veterans of Wars Affairs: Rua General Pereira d’Eca 35
or Post Box CP 3697, Maputo. Tel: +258 21 490601, +258 21 494912
Minister: The Hon Feliciano Gundana
Ministry for Women and Social Affairs: Rua de Tchamba 86 or Post
Box CP 516, Maputo. Tel: +258 21 490921, +258 21 497901/03. 
Fax: +258 21 492757
Minister: The Hon Mrs Virgilia Matabele
Deputy Minister: The Hon Joao Kandyano Candido
Ministry of Youth and Sports: Avenida 25 de Setembro 529 or Post
Box CP 2080, Maputo. Tel: +258 21 312172/73
Minister: The Hon David Simango
Deputy Minister: The Hon Carlos Sousa 

Namibia

HEAD OF STATE
President: HE Mr Hifikepunye Pohamba

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
President: HE Mr Hifikepunye Pohamba, Office of the President:
State House, Robert Mugabe Avenue or Private Bag 13339,
Windhoek. Tel: +264 61 220010. Fax: +264 61 221770
Prime Minister: The Hon Nahas Angula, MP, Office of the Prime
Minister: Private Bag 13338, Windhoek. Tel: +264 61 2879111. 
Fax: +264 61 226189
Deputy Prime Minister: The Hon Dr Libertine Amathila, MP,
Private Bag 13338, Windhoek. Tel: +264 61 287 911. 
Fax: +264 61 224 9110
Office of the President: Minister for Presidential Affairs: The Hon
Dr Albert Kawana, MP
Secretary to the Cabinet: Mr F Kapofi

MINISTRIES
Ministry of Agriculture, Water and Forestry: Private Bag 13184,
Windhoek. Tel: +264 61 2087111. Fax: +264 61 221733. 
Website: www.mawf.gov.na
Minister: The Hon John Mutorwa, MP

Ministry of Defence: Private Bag 13307, Windhoek. 
Tel: +264 61 2049111. Fax: +264 61 232518. 
Website: www.mod.gov.na. 
Email: pssecretary@mod.gov.na
Minister: The Hon Maj.-Gen (Rtd.) Charles Ndaxu Namoloh, MP
Ministry of Education: Private Bag 13186, Windhoek. 
Tel: +264 61 2933111. Fax: +264 61 224277 Minister: The Hon
Nangolo Mbumba, MP
Ministry of Environment and Tourism: Private Bag 13346,
Windhoek. Tel: +264 61 2842111. Fax: +264 61 221930. 
Website: www.met.gov.na
Minister: The Hon Netumbo Nandi-Ndaitwah, MP
Ministry of Finance: Private Bag 13185, Windhoek. 
Tel: +264 61 2099111. Fax: +264 61 230179. 
Website: www.mof.gov.na
Minister: The Hon Saara Kuugongelwa-Amadhila, MP
Ministry of Fisheries and Marine Resources: Private Bag 13355,
Windhoek. Tel: +264 61 2059111. Fax: +264 61 233286. 
Website: www.mfmr.gov.na
Minister: The Hon Dr Abraham Iyambo, MP
Ministry of Foreign Affairs: Private Bag 13347, Windhoek. 
Tel: +264 61 2829111. Fax: +264 61 223937. 
Website: www.mfa.gov.na. Email: headquarters@mfa.gov.na
Minister: The Hon Marco Hausiku, MP
Ministry for Gender Equality and Child Welfare: Private Bag 13359,
Windhoek. Tel: +264 61 2833111. Fax: +264 61 238941. 
Website: www.mgecw.gov.na. Email: genderequality@mgecw.gov.na
Minister: The Hon Ms Marlene Mungunda, MP
Ministry of Health and Social Services: Private Bag 13198, Windhoek.
Tel: +264 61 2039111. Fax: +264 61 227607, +264 61 221332
Minister: The Hon Dr Richard Kamwi, MP
Ministry of Home Affairs and Immigration: Private Bag 13200,
Windhoek. Tel: +264 61 2922111. Fax: +264 61 2922185. 
Website: www.mha.gov.na
Minister: The Hon Rosalia Nghidinwa, MP
Ministry of Information and Communication Technology: Private
Bag 13344, Windhoek. Tel: +264 61 2839111. Fax: +264 61 222343,
+264 61 230170
Minister: The Hon Joel Kaapanda, MP
Ministry of Justice: Private Bag 13248, Windhoek. 
Tel: +264 61 2805111. Fax: +264 61 221615
Minister of Justice and Attorney-General: The Hon Pendukeni
Ivula-Ithana, MP
Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare: Private Bag 19005,
Windhoek. Tel: +264 61 2066111. Fax: +264 61 212323
Minister: The Hon Immanuel Ngatjizeko, MP
Ministry of Lands Resettlement and Rehabillitation: Private Bag
13343, Windhoek. Tel: +264 61 254240. Fax: +264 61 228240
Minister: The Hon Alpheus Naruseb, MP
Ministry of Mines and Energy: Private Bag 13297, Windhoek. 
Tel: +264 61 2848111. Fax: +264 61 238643, +264 61 220386.
Website: www.mine.gov.na. Email: info@mme.gov.na
Minister: The Hon Errki Nghimtina, MP
Ministry of Regional and Local Government and Housing and
Rural Development: Private Bag 13289, Windhoek. Tel: +264 297 5111.
Fax: +264 61 226049
Minister: The Hon John Ekandjo, MP
Ministry of Safety and Security: PMB 13323, Windhoek. 
Tel: +264 61 2846111. Fax: +264 61 233879
Minister: The Hon Nickey Iyambo, MP
Ministry of Trade and Industry: Private Bag 13340, Windhoek. 
Tel: +264 61 283 7111. Fax: +264 61 220227. 
Website: www.mti.gov.na
Minister: The Hon Hage Geingob, MP
Ministry of Veterans’ Affairs: Windhoek
Minister: The Hon Dr Ngarikutuke Tjiriange, MP
Ministry of Works, Transport and Communications: Private Bag
13341, Windhoek. Tel: +264 61 2088111, +264 61 2089111. 
Fax: +264 61 224060 (Transport), +264 61 228560 (Permanent Secretary)
Minister: The Hon Helmut Angula, MP
Ministry of Youth, National Service, Sport and Culture: Windhoek
Minister: The Hon Willem Konjore, MP
Namibia Intelligence Service
Director-General: The Hon (Lt.-Gen) Lukas Hangula, MP
National Planning Commission
Director-General: The Hon Dr P H Katjavivi, MP
Auditor-General: The Hon Junias Kandjeke, MP
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Nauru
(Nauru is a Member in Arrears)

HEAD OF STATE
President: HE Mr Marcus Stephen

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
President: HE Mr Marcus Stephen (also holds Cabinet portfolios
for the Public Service, Home Affairs, Police, Prisons and
Emergency Services and the Nauru Phosphate Royalties Trust),
Office of the President, Government Offices, Yaren. 
Tel: +674 444 3100. Fax: +674 444 3199

MINISTRIES
(All Ministries are in Yaren)
Minister for Commerce, Industry and Resources: The Hon
Frederick Pitcher
Minister for Fisheries and Education: The Hon Ronald Kun
Minister assisting the President for Finance and Economic
Planning, Foreign Affairs and Trade: The Hon Dr Kieren Keke
Minister for Health, Sports and Justice: The Hon Matthew Batsiua
Minister for Telecommunications and Transport: The Hon Spernt
Dabwido

New Zealand

GOVERNOR-GENERAL
HE The Hon Anand Satyanand, PCNZM (representing HM Queen
Elizabeth II, Head of State), Office of the Governor-General,
Government House, Rugby Street, Wellington or Private Bag,
Wellington. Tel: +64 4 389 8055. Fax: +64 4 389 5536. 
Website: www.gg.govt.nz

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
Prime Minister: The Rt Hon Helen Clark, (also holds Cabinet
portfolios for Arts, Culture and Heritage and also has responsibility
for Ministerial Services, the NZ Security Intelligence Service and
the Government Communications Security Bureau), Department of
the Prime Minister and Cabinet, Executive Wing, Parliament
Buildings, Wellington. Tel: +64 4 471 9700 (General Enquiries). 
Fax: +64 4 473 2508. Website: www.dpmc.govt.nz. 
Email: dpmc.information@parliament.govt.nz
Deputy Prime Minister: The Hon Dr Michael Cullen (also holds
Cabinet portfolios for Finance, Attorney-General and Treaty of
Waitangi Negotiations)
Secretary to the Cabinet and Clerk of the Executive Council: Ms
Diane Morcom

DEPARTMENTS & MINISTRIES
Archives New Zealand (Head Office): 10 Mulgrave Street,
Wellington or POB 12-050, Wellington. Tel: +64 4 499 5595. 
Fax: +64 4 495 6210. Website: www.archives.govt.nz. 
Email: info@archives.govt.nz
Minister: The Hon Judith Tizard
Crown Law Office: Unisys House (Level 10), 56 The Terrace,
Wellington or POB 2858, Wellington. Tel: +64 4 472 1719. 
Fax: +64 4 473 3482. Website: www.crownlaw.govt.nz. 
Email: library@crownlaw.govt.nz
Attorney-General’s Department: Crown Law Office, Unisys House,
56 The Terrace, Wellington or POB 2858, Wellington. 
Tel: +64 4 472 1719. Fax: +64 4 473 3482
Attorney-General: The Hon Dr Michael Cullen 
Department of Building and Housing (Corporate Office): AMP
Building, 86 Customhouse Quay, Wellington or POB 10-729,
Wellington. Tel: +64 4 494 0260. Fax: +64 4 494 0290. 
Website: www.dbh.govt.nz
Minister (Building and Construction): The Hon Shane Jones
Minister (Housing): The Hon Maryan Street
Department of Conservation (Head Office): Conservation House,
18-32 Manners Street, Wellington 6011 or POB 10420, Wellington
6143. Tel: +64 4 471 0726. Fax: +64 4 4711082. 
Website: www.doc.govt.nz
Minister: The Hon Steve Chadwick
Associate Minister: The Hon Mahara Okeroa
Department of Corrections (Head Office): Mayfair House, 44-52
The Terrace, Wellington or Private Box 1206, Wellington. 

Tel: +64 4 499 5620. Fax: +64 4 460 3212. 
Website: www.corrections.govt.nz
Minister: The Hon Phil Goff
Associate Minister: The Hon Mita Ririnui (is also a Minister of State)
Department of Internal Affairs (Head Office): 46 Waring Taylor
Street, Wellington or POB 805, Wellington. Tel: +64 4 495 7200. 
Fax: +64 4 495 7222. Website: www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.nsf.
Email: info@dia.govt.nz
Minister: The Hon Rick Barker
Ministerial Services: Minister: The Rt Hon Helen Clark
Accident Compensation Corporation (ACC): (Corporate Office):
Shamrock House, 81-83 Molesworth Street, Wellington or POB 242,
Wellington. Tel: +64 4 918 7700. Fax: +64 4 918 7701. 
Website: www.acc.co.nz. Email: information@acc.co.nz
Minister: The Hon Maryan Street
Ministry of Civil Defence and Emergency Management: Level 9, 
22 The Terrace, Wellington or POB 5010, Wellington. 
Tel: +64 4 473 7363. Fax: +64 4 473 7369. 
Website: www.civildefence.govt.nz
Minister: The Hon Rick Barker
Local Government: Minister: The Hon Nanaia Mahuta
Office of Ethnic Affairs: 46 Waring Taylor Street, Wellington or POB
805, Wellington. Tel: +64 4 495 7200. Fax: +64 4 495 7231. 
Website: www.ethnicaffairs.govt.nz. Email: ethnic.affairs@dia.govt.nz
Minister: The Hon Chris Carter
Office for the Community and Voluntary Sector: Charles
Fergusson Building (West Block), Bowen Street, Wellington or POB
1556, Wellington. Tel: +64 4 918 9555. Fax: +64 4 913 3080. 
Website: www.ocvs.govt.nz. Email: ocvs@msd.govt.nz
Minister (Community and Voluntary Sector): The Hon Ruth Dyson
Minister (Social Development and Employment): The Hon Ruth Dyson
Racing: Minister: The Rt Hon Winston Peters 
Department of Labour: Unisys House, Level 6, 56 The Terrace,
Wellington or POB 3705, Wellington. Tel: +64 4 915 4000. 
Fax: +64 4 915 4015. Website: www.dol.govt.nz
Minister: The Hon Trevor Mallard
Immigration New Zealand: National Office: Unisys House, Level 4,
56 TheTerrace, Wellington or POB 3705, Wellington. 
Tel: +64 9 914 4100. Fax: +64 9 914 4119. 
Website: www.immigration.govt.nz
Minister: The Hon Clayton Cosgrove
Associate Minister: The Hon Shane Jones
Land Information New Zealand (National Office): Lambton House,
160 Lambton Quay, Wellington or Private Box 5501, Wellington 6145.
Tel: +64 4 460 0110. Fax: +64 4 472 2244. Website: www.linz.govt.nz.
Email: info@linz.govt.nz
Minister: The Hon David Parker 
Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry: Pastoral House, 25 The
Terrace, Wellington or POB 2526, Wellington. Tel: +64 4 894 0100.
Fax: +64 4 894 0720. Website: www.maf.govt.nz. 
Email: info@maf.govt.nz
Minister (Agriculture, Biosecurity, Forestry and Fisheries): The Hon
Jim Anderton
Associate Minister (Fisheries): The Hon Parekura Horomia
Minister (Food Safety): The Hon Lianne Dalziel
Minister (Rural Affairs): The Hon Damien O’Connor 
Ministry for Culture and Heritage: Radio New Zealand House
(Level 5), 155 The Terrace, Wellington or POB 5364, Wellington. 
Tel: +64 4 499 4229. Fax: +64 4 499 4490. 
Website: www.mch.govt.nz. Email: info@mch.govt.nz
Minister: The Rt Hon Helen Clark 
Associate Ministers: The Hon Judith Tizard, The Hon Mahara Okeroa
Minister (Broadcasting): The Hon Trevor Mallard
Ministry of Defence: Defence House (Level 4), 1-12 Aitken Street,
Wellington or POB 12703, Molesworth Street, Wellington 6144. 
Tel: +64 4 496 0999. Fax: +64 4 496 0859. 
Website: www.defence.govt.nz. Email: information@defence.govt.nz
Minister: The Hon Phil Goff (also holds Cabinet portfolios for
Corrections, Trade and Disarmament and Arms Control)
Ministry of Economic Development: 33 Bowen Street, Wellington
or POB 1473, Wellington. Tel: +64 4 472 0030. Fax: +64 4 473 4638.
Website: www.med.govt.nz. Email: info@med.govt.nz. inister
Minister (Economic Development): The Hon Peter Hodgson 
Associate Ministers (Economic Development): The Hon Maryan Street,
The Hon Luamanuvao Winnie Laban
Minister (Commerce): The Hon Lianne Dalziel
Associate Minister (Commerce): The Hon Judith Tizard



Minister (Communications and Information Technology): The Hon
David Cunliffe 
Ministry of Consumer Affairs: 33 Bowen Street, Level 7, Wellington
or POB 1473, Wellington. Tel: +64 4 474 2750. Fax: +64 4 473 9400.
Website: www.consumeraffairs.govt.nz.
Email:mcainfo@mca.govt.nz
Minister: The Hon Judith Tizard 
Minister (Small Business): The Hon Clayton Cosgrove 
Minister (Energy): The Hon David Parker
Associate Minister: The Hon Harry Duynhoven
Ministry of Tourism: 33 Bowen Street, Level 7, Wellington or POB
5640, Wellington. Tel: +64 4 498 7440. Fax: +64 4 498 7445. 
Website: www.tourism.govt.nz. Email: info@tourism.govt.nz.
Minister: The Hon Damien O’Connor
Associate Minister: The Hon Nanaia Mahuta
Ministry of Education (National Office): 45 47 Pipitea Street,
Thorndon, Wellington or POB 1666, Thorndon, Wellington. 
Tel: +64 4 463 8000. Fax: +64 4 463 8001. Website: www.minedu.govt.nz.
Email: communications@minedu.govt.nz
Minister for Education/Education Review Office: The Hon Chris Carter
Associate Minister: The Hon Parekura Horomia
Minister (Tertiary Education): The Hon Pete Hodgson 
Associate Minister: The Hon Maryan Street   
Ministry for the Environment: Environment House, 23 Kate
Sheppard Place, Wellington or POB 10362, Wellington. 
Tel: +64 4 439 7400. Fax: +64 4 439 7700. Website: www.mfe.govt.nz.
Email: information@mfe.govt.nz
Minister: The Hon Trevor Mallard
Associate Minister: The Hon Nanaia Mahuta
Minister (Climate Change Issues): The Hon David Parker
Ministry of Fisheries (Head Office): ASB Bank House, 101-103 The
Terrace, Wellington or POB 1020, Wellington. Tel: +64 4 470 2600.
Fax: +64 4 470 4601. Website: www.fish.govt.nz. 
Email: info@fish.govt.nz
Minister: The Hon Jim Anderton
Associate Minister: The Hon Parekura Horomia
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade: 195 Lambton Quay,
Wellington or Private Bag 18-901, Wellington. Tel: +64 4 439 8000.
Fax: +64 4 439 8511. Website: www.mfat.govt.nz. 
Email: enquiries@mfat.govt.nz
Minister (Trade/Trade Negotiations): The Hon Phil Goff (also holds
Cabinet portfolios for Defence and Arms Control)
Associate Ministers (Trade); The Hon Shane Jones, The Hon
Luamanuvao Winnie Laban 
Minister (Foreign Affairs): Rt Hon Winston Peters
Ministry of Health (Head Office): 133 Molesworth Street, Wellington
or POB 5013, Wellington. Tel: +64 4 496 2000. Fax: +64 4 496 2340.
Website: www.moh.govt.nz. Email: moh@moh.govt.nz. 
Minister: The Hon David Cunliffe
Associate Ministers: The Hon Jim Anderton, The Hon Damien
O’Connor, The Hon Mita Ririnui, The Hon Peter Dunne, The Hon
Steve Chadwick 
Ministry of Justice: Vogel Building (Level 3), 8 Aitken Street,
Wellington or POB 180, Wellington. Tel: +64 4918 8800. 
Fax: +64 4 494 8820. Website: www.justice.govt.nz. 
Email: reception@justice.govt.nz
Minister: The Hon Annette King (also has responsibility for the Law
Commission)
Associate Minister: The Hon Lianne Dalziel, The Hon Rick Barker 
Department for Courts: Website: www.courts.govt.nz
Minister: The Hon Rick Barker
Law Commission: Level 19, 171 Featherston Street, Wellington or
POB 2590, Wellington. Tel: +64 4 473 3453. Fax: +64 4 471 0959
Minister: The Hon Annette King 
Office of Treaty Settlements: Level 10, Charles Fergusson Building,
Ballantrae Place, Off Bowen Street, Wellington or POB 919,
Wellington. Tel: +64 4 494 9800. Fax: +64 4 494 9801. 
Website: www.justice.govt.nz
Minister in charge of Treaty of Waitangi Negotiations: The Hon Dr
Michael Cullen
Associate Minister: The Hon Mita Ririnui, The Hon Shane Jones
Ministry of Maori Affairs (Head Office): TPK House, 143 Lambton
Quay, Wellington or POB 3943, Wellington. Tel: +64 4 819 6000 and
0800 94 99 97. Fax: +64 4 922 6299. Website: www.tpk.govt.nz.
Email: tpkinfo@tpk.govt.nz
Minister: The Hon Parekura Horomia
Ministry of Pacific Island Affairs (Head Office): Level 2, ASB House,

101-103 The Terrace, Wellington or POB 833, Wellington. 
Tel: +64 4 473 4493. Fax: +64 4 473 4301. 
Website: www.minpac.govt.nz. Email: contact@minpac.govt.nz
Minister: The Hon Luamanuvo Winnie Laban 
Ministry of Research, Science and Technology: Level 10, 2 The
Terrace, Wellington or POB 5336, Wellington 6145. Tel: +64 4 917 2900.
Fax: +64 4 471 1284. Website: www.morst.govt.nz. 
Email: talk2us@morst.govt.nz
Minister: The Hon Pete Hodgson
Ministry of Social Development: Bowen State Building, Bowen
Street, Wellington or POB 1556, Wellington. Tel: +64 4 916 3300.
Fax: +64 4 916 3918. Website: www.msd.govt.nz. 
Email: information@msd.govt.nz
Minister: The Hon Ruth Dyson
Associate Ministers for Social Development and Employment: The
Hon Parekura Horomia, The Hon Luamanuvao Winnie Laban, The
Hon Mahara Okeroa (is also a Minister of State), The Hon Darren
Hughes 
Office for the Community and Voluntary Sector: Charles
Fergusson Building (West Block), Bowen Street, Wellington or POB
1556, Wellington. Tel: +64 4 918 9555. Fax: +64 4 913 3080. 
Website: www.ocvs.govt.nz. Email: ocvs@msd.govt.nz
Minister (Community and Voluntary Sector): The Hon Ruth Dyson
Office for Disability Issues: Ground Floor, West Block, Charles
Ferguson Building, Bowen Street, Wellington or POB 1556, Wellington.
Tel: +64 4 916 3300. Fax: +64 4 918 0075. 
Website: www.odi.govt.nz
Minister: The Hon Ruth Dyson
Office for Senior Citizens: Ministry of Social Development Campus,
Charles Fergusson Building, West Block, Bowen Street or POB
1556, Wellington. Tel: +64 4 916 3300. Fax: +64 4 916 3778.
Websites: www.osc.govt.nz. Email: osc@msd.govt.nz
Minister: The Hon Ruth Dyson
Associate Minister: The Hon Winston Peters
Minister (Community and Voluntary Sector): Minister The Hon
Luamanuvao Winnie Laban
Ministry of Youth Development: Level 1, Charles Fergusson
Building (West Block), Bowen Street or POB 1556, Wellington. 
Tel: +64 4 916 3645. Fax: +64 4 918 0091. Website: www.myd.govt.nz.
Email: mydinfo@myd.govt.nz
Minister: The Hon Nanaia Mahuta
Ministry of Transport (Head Office): 6 Novell House, 89 The
Terrace, Wellington or POB 3175 Wellington. Tel: +64 4 472 1253.
Fax: +64 4 473 3697. Website: www.transport.govt.nz. 
Email: info@transport.govt.nz
Minister (Transport): The Hon Annette King
Associate Minister: The Hon Judith Tizard     
Minister (Transport Safety): The Hon Harry Duynhoven
Ministry for Women’s Affairs: Level 2, 48 Mulgrave Street,
Wellington or POB 10-049, Wellington. Tel: +64 4 915 7112. 
Fax: +64 4 916 1604. Website: www.mwa.govt.nz. 
Email: mwa@mwa.govt.nz
Minister: The Hon Steve Chadwick 
New Zealand Customs Service (Corporate Office): The Custom
House, 17-21 Whitmore Street, Wellington or POB 2218,
Wellington. Tel: (Freephone 0800 4 CUSTOMS (0800 428 786),
International: +64 9 300 5399. Fax: +64 9 359 6730. 
Website: www.customs.govt.nz
Minister: The Hon Nanaia Mahuta 
National Library: Cnr. Molesworth and Aitken Sts., Wellington or
POB 1467, Wellington. Tel: +64 4 474 3000. Fax: +64 4 474 3035.
Website: www.natlib.govt.nz. Email: information@natlib.govt.nz
Minister: The Hon Judith Tizard
New Zealand Police: 180 Molesworth Street, Wellington or POB
3017, Wellington. Tel: +64 4 474 9499. Fax: +64 4 498 7400. 
Website: www.police.govt.nz. Email: information@police.govt.nz.
Minister: The Hon Annette King 
Public Trust (Head Office): 117-125 Lambton Quay, Wellington or
POB 5067, Wellington. Tel: (Freephone: 0800 371 471, 
Fax: 0800 371 001). International: +64 4 474 9882. Fax: +64 4 474 9881
Minister: The Hon Jim Anderton
Sport and Recreation New Zealand: Level 4, 78 Victoria Street,
Wellington or POB 2251, Wellington. Tel: 64 4 472 8058. 
Fax: +64 4 471 0813. Website: www.sparc.org.nz. 
Email: info@sparc.org.nz
Minister (Sport and Recreation and the Rugby World Cup): The Hon
Clayton Cosgrove
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State Services Commission: 100 Molesworth Street, Wellington or
POB 329, Wellington. Tel: +64 4 495 6600. Fax: +64 4 495 6686.
Website: www.ssc.govt.nz. Email: commission@ssc.govt.nz
Minister for State Services: The Hon David Parker
Associate Minister: The Hon Parekura Horomia
Statistics New Zealand: Statistics House, The Boulevard, Harbour
Quays, Wellington or POB 2922, Wellington. Tel: +64 4 931 4600.
Fax: +64 4 931 4610. Website: www.stats.govt.nz
Minister: The Hon Darren Hughes (is also Deputy Leader of the
House)
The Treasury: 1 The Terrace, Wellington or POB 3724, Wellington.
Tel: +64 4 472 2733. Fax: +64 4 473 0982. 
Website: www.treasury.govt.nz. Email: (General enquiries):
information@treasury.govt.nz
Minister of Finance: The Hon Dr Michael Cullen (is also Deputy
Prime Minister and Leader of the House)
Associate Ministers of Finance: The Hon Phil Goff, The Hon Trevor
Mallard, The Hon Clayton Cosgrove
Crown Company Monitoring Advisory Unit: Level 2, 1 The Terrace,
Wellington or POB 10465, Wellington. Tel: +64 4 474 8220. 
Fax: +64 4 499 2107. Website: www.ccmau.govt.nz. 
Email: info@ccmau.govt.nz
Minister for State Owned Enterprises: The Hon Trevor Mallard
Veterans’ Affairs New Zealand: Level 11, Prime Finance Tower,
142 Lambton Quay, Wellington or POB 5146, Wellington. 
Tel: (Freephone: 0800 483 8372, 0800 4 VETERAN), International:
+64 4 495 2070. Fax: +64 4 495 2080. 
Website: www.veteransaffairs.mil.nz. Email: veterans@xtra.co.nz
Minister: The Hon Rick Barker

Nigeria 

HEAD OF STATE
President: HE Alhaji Umaru Musa Yar’Adua

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
President: HE Alhaji Umaru Musa Yar’Adua, Office of the President,
State House, Aso Rock, Abuja. Tel: +234 9 5232127/28, 
+234 9 5232136. Fax: +234 9 2347546. Website: www.nopa.net. 
Email: admin@nopa.net
Vice-President: HE Dr Goodluck Jonathan
Secretary to the Government of the Federation: Alhaji Baba Gana
Kingibe

MINISTRIES
Federal Capital Territory Administration (The Presidency): Kapital
Street, Off Obafemi Awolowo Street, Garki, Area 11 or PMB 25, Garki,
Abuja. Tel: +234 9 3148135, +234 9 3141295. Fax: +234 9 3143859.
Website: www.fct.gov.ng
The Hon Dr Aliyu Modibbo Umar
Minister of State: Senator the Hon John James Akpanudoedehe
National Planning Commission: PMB 230, Old CBN Building,
Garki, Abuja. Tel: +234 9 2344465. Website: www.npc.gfov.ng
Minister/Deputy Chairman: Senator the Hon Muhammed Sanusi
Daggash
National Sports Commission: Federal Ministry of Sports and Social
Development (1st Floor, Annex 2), Federal Secretariat, Shehu Shagari
Way, Maitama, Abuja. Tel: +234 9 5235905. Fax: +234 9 5235901
Minister: The Hon Abdulrahman Hassan Gimba
Federal Ministry of Agriculture and Water Resources: FCDA
Secretariat, Area 11, Garki, Abuja or PMB 135, Garki, Abuja. 
Tel: +234 9 3141931. Fax: +234 9 3142532 
Minister: The Hon Abba Sayyadi Ruma
Ministers of State: The Hon Adamu Maina Waziri, The Hon Ademola
Rasaq Seriki
Federal Ministry of Commerce and Industry: Block H, Old Federal
Secretariat Complex, Area 1, Garki, Abuja or PMB 88, Garki, Abuja.
Tel: +234 9 2341662
Minister: The Hon Chief Charles C Ugwu, OON
Minister of State: The Hon Ahmed Garba Bichi
Federal Ministry of Culture, Tourism and National Orientation:
Federal Secretariat Complex, Phase II, (Block A, 1st Floor), Shehu
Shagari Way, Abuja. Tel: +234 9 2348297, +234 9 2348310/11. 
Tel/Fax: +234 9 23408283. Website: www.visit-nigeria.org 
Minister: The Hon Prince Adetokunbo Kayode, SAN
Minister of State: The Hon Dr Aliyu Idi Hong
Federal Ministry of Defence: Ship House, Area 10, Abuja. 

Tel: +234 9 6270534, +234 9 2348975. Fax: +234 9 2340714, 
+234 9 23430371
Minister: The Hon Mahmud Yayale Ahmed
Minister of State: The Hon Mrs Fedelia Akuabata Njeze
Federal Ministry of Education: Federal Secretariat Complex (Phase
3, 1st Floor), Shehu Shagari Way, Central Business District, Abuja.
Tel: +234 9 5232800, +234 9 6710906. Website: www.fme.gov.ng
Minister: The Hon Igwe Aja-Nwachuku
Ministers of State: The Hon Anthony Jerry Agada, The Hon Aishatu
Jibril Dukku
Federal Ministry of Energy: Federal Secretariat Complex (Annex 3,
3rd and 4th Floors), Shehu Shagari Way, Garki, Abuja or PMB 278,
Garki, Abuja. Tel: +234 9 5239462, +234 9 5237064. Fax: +234 9 5236652
Ministers of State: The Hon Mrs Fatima Balaraba Ibrahim, (Power),
The Hon H Odein Ajumogobia, SAN (Petroleum), The Hon Odusina
Olatunde Emmanuel (Gas) 
Federal Ministry of Environment, Housing and Urban
Development: Federal Ministry of Environment Headquarters,
Mabushi, Abuja. Tel: +234 9 6712537, +234 9 6721603 
Minister: The Hon Mrs Halima Tayo Alao 
Federal Minister of State: The Hon Julius Chuka Odom
Federal Ministry of Finance: Ahmadu Bello Way, Central Area,
Garki, Abuja or PMB 14, Garki, Abuja. Tel: +234 9 2346290/95.
Website: www/fmf.gov.ng
Minister: The Hon Dr Shamsuddeen Usman
Minister of State: The Hon Aderemi W Babalola
Federal Ministry of Foreign Affairs: Maputo Street (Off Abidjan
Street), Zone 3, Wuse District, Garki, Abuja or PMB 130, Garki, Abuja.
Tel: +234 9 5230490, +234 9 5230576. Website: www.mfa.gov.ng 
Minister: The Hon Ojo Maduekwe
Ministers of State: The Hon Tijjani Yahaya Kaura, The Hon Amb.
Bagudu M Hirse
Federal Ministry of Health: New Federal Secretariat Complex,
Phase III, Ahmadu Bello Way, Central Business District, Garki, Abuja
or PMB 083, Garki, Abuja. Tel: +234 9 5238362. Fax: +234 9 5234590
Minister: The Hon Dr Hassan Muhammad Lawal
Federal Ministry of Information and Communications: Radio
House, Herbert Macaulay Way (South), Area 10, Garki, Abuja or
PMB 247, Garki, Abuja. Tel: +234 9 23463551, +234 9 234 5237183
Minister: The Hon John Ogar Odey
Minister of State: The Hon Ibrahim Dasuki Nakande 
Federal Ministry of Interior: Old Federal Secretariat Complex, Block F,
Garki, Abuja or PMB 7007, Garki, Abuja. Website: www.fmia.gov.ng
Minister: The Hon Major-General (Rtd.) Godwin Abbe, DSS, MNI
Minister of State: The Hon Hassan Alhaji Haruna
Federal Ministry of Justice: New Federal Secretariat Complex
(Floors 5 and 10), Shehu Shagari Way, Abuja or PMB 192, Garki,
Abuja. Tel: +234 9 5235208, +234 9 5237676. Fax: +234 9 5235194
Minister: The Hon Michael Kaase Aondoakaa, SAN
Federal Ministry of Labour: Federal Secretariat Complex (Block
4A, 2nd Floor), Shehu Shagari Way, Garki, Abuja or PMB 04, Garki,
Abuja. Tel: +234 9 5235973, +234 9 5235980
Minister: The Hon Dr Hassan Muhammad Lawal
Federal Ministry of Mines and Steel Development: New Federal
Secretariat Complex, (Block 5, 5th Floor), Federal Seceretariat
Complex, Shehu Shagari Way, Central Area, Garki, Abuja or PMB
107, Garki, Abuja. Tel: +234 9 5239064, +234 9 5235830. 
Fax: +234 9 234 5235831, +234 9 234 5236519. 
Website: www.msmdng.com
Minister: The Hon Chief Sarafa Tunji Isola
Minister of State: The Hon Alhaji Ahmed Mohammed Gusau, MFR 
Federal Ministry of Science and Technology: New Federal
Secretariat Complex (5th and 9th Floors), Shehu Shagari Way,
Central Area, Garki, Abuja or PMB 331, Garki, Abuja. 
Tel: +234 9 5233397. Fax: +234 9 5235203/04
Minister: The Hon Mrs Grace Ekpiwhre
Minister of State: The Hon Dr Alhassan Bako Zaku 
Federal Ministry of Transportation: Mabushi, Abuja or Dipcharima
House, Central Business District (Off 3rd Avenue), PMB 0336,
Garki, Abuja. Tel: + 234 9 2347451/52. Fax: +234 9 2347453.
Website: www.fmw.gov.ng
Minister: The Hon Mrs Diezani K Alison-Madueke
Ministers of State: The Hon Prince John Okechukwu Emeka
(Water), The Hon Felix Hassan Hyat (Air)
Federal Ministry of Women’s Affairs: New Federal Secretariat
Complex, Annex 3, Shehu Shagari Way, Garki, Abuja or PMB 229,
Garki, Abuja. Tel: +234 9 5237115, +234 9 5239883. 



ABOUT THE LAW FIRM

FORMATION
ABUKA & PARTNERS, Legal  Practitioners, was practicing under the name and style Abuka Ajegbo Ilogu & Nwaogu. It was founded on 28th March,
1979 by the four name-partners, who had practiced individually and separately until that date.  The partners have been in the legal profession since 1970.
Following a restructuring of the law firm we adopted the shorter and simpler name ABUKA & PARTNERS, Legal Practitioners. 

LOCATION OF OFFICES
The firm maintains offices in Lagos  and Abuja.  Lagos was the earliest base of the firm.

The Abuja office was set up in the Federal Capital Territory, in 1987, initially with a view to effectively providing the complex and sophisticated legal
services required by a major multi-national corporate client, with businesses in over ninety countries around the world. As the seat of Government has
gradually moved from  Lagos  to Abuja, our Abuja office places the law firm in the best position to conduct dealings with  Government  on behalf of our
clients  in the new capital.  The firm has won the respect of the Nigerian government and of  foreign embassies in Nigeria.

MEMBERSHIP OF PROFESSIONAL AND BUSINESS ASSOCIATIONS
We are members of the Nigerian Bar Association, the International Bar Association, the American Bar Association (International Associates), the Baltic
and International Maritime Council (BIMCO – Associate Members), the Lagos Chamber of Commerce, the Nigerian-British Chamber of Commerce, the
Nigerian-American Chamber of Commerce, the Nigerian-German Business Association, and of the Equipment Leasing Association of Nigeria.

SPECIAL PRACTICE AREAS
Our main practice areas are Corporate and Commercial Law, Financial Law, Trade Marks (Intellectual Property), Litigation & Alternative Dispute
Resolution, Maritime Law, and Oil and Gas.  For detailed areas of our practice, please see Divisions of the Law Firm.

DIVISIONS OF THE FIRM
The different branches of the law in which we practice are segregated into specialized divisions in the law firm.  The heads of these divisions constantly
up-date the database of their divisions and bring the benefits of knowledge and experience gained from seminars, workshops and refresher courses
attended by members of the firm both locally and abroad.  These facilitate computer aided research which impacts greatly on the highly dynamic practice
of law.

We adopt a syndicated approach to the clients needs.  Syndication is the means whereby our specialists in different fields bring their skills together to
bear upon each client’s problem.  Syndication ensures that the solutions we offer to our clients  are indepth and comprehensive. It addresses all aspects
of the matter in hand.

SERVICE DELIVERY
We maintain the best standards of professionalism, ethics and integrity. We recognise that every client is unique and, to that extent, our service to each
client is personalized as if the client were our only client.  We treat each  client’s  business in strict confidence. We detail a “managing attorney” for all
the work performed for each client.

We are responsive to our clients’ enquiries and have a good understanding of the way the European and US companies like to do business. The firm has
Nigerian statutes and case law in its computer data base, which is updated regularly in accordance with the developments in Nigerian law to ensure that
the data base is current.

� TRADEMARKS Agents and attorneys for owners of trademarks, copyrights, patents and designs around the world from
registration to the issue of certificate of registration and application for renewals. 

� OIL & GAS Petroleum resources development and services contracts, acreage bidding/licensing, sale and transportation
of oil and natural gas, joint operating agreements, energy related environmental matters, energy project
finance and taxation, procurement of approval for the construction and operation of petrol stations. 

� CORPORATE & COMMERCIAL One-stop inward direct investment services, international joint ventures, Government contracts, hospitality,
non-profit and charitable organisations (NGOs). 

� MARITIME AND SHIPPING Admiralty practice, ship arrest, ship search and registration, negotiating and documenting private financing
for acquisition of vessels for indigenous shipping companies, negotiating and drafting related contracts,
maritime consultancy service. 

� FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS Banking law, capital and money markets, secured credit transactions, equipment leasing and finance,
insurance, and taxation. 

� LITIGATION AND ALTERNATIVE Settlement of commercial and non-commercial disputes through litigation or alternative dispute resolution.
DISPUTE RESOLUTION

� REAL ESTATE Acquisition, development, dealings and management. 

Mr. Patrick Abuka, Managing Partner

CONTACT
Mr. Patrick  C. Abuka, Western House 10th Floor, 8-10, Broad Street, P.O. Box 7022. Lagos, Nigeria 
Tel:  +2341 875 0974; 418 1728, +234 702 836 7945, +234 708 589 9820
Cell:  +234 803 305 4371, +234 805 236 3930
Fax: +2341 263 1687
Email: abukapc@yahoo.com, patabuka@hotmail.com, lagos@abukapartners.com, info@abukapartners.com 

www.abukapartners.com

ABABUKA & PUKA & PARARTNERSTNERS
L E G A L   P R A C T I T I O N E R S
Since 1979
(An Incorporated Professional Partnership) “Helping people achieve their business objectives”
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Fax: +234 9 5233644, +234 9 5237112/13. Website: www.fmwa.gov.ng
Minister: The Hon Saudatu Usman Bungudu
Federal Ministry of Youth Development: Federal Secretariat
Complex (Block 3, 3rd Floor), Phase II, Shehu Shagari Way, Garki,
Abuja. Tel: +234 9 2349112. Fax: +234 9 2349939
Minister: Senator the Hon Akinlabi Olasunkanmi 

Pakistan

HEAD OF STATE
President: HE Mr Pervez Musharraf, Office of the President,
Aiwan-e-Sadr, Constitution Avenue, Islamabad. Tel: +92 51 9206060.
Fax: + 92 51 9208046. Website: www.presidentofpakistan.gov.pk

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT 
Prime Minister: The Hon Syed Yousaf Raza Gillani, Office of the
Prime Minister, Aiwan-e-Sadr, Constitution Avenue, Islamabad.
Tel: +92 51 9206111. Fax: +92 51 920 1893
Advisers to the Prime Minister with the status of Federal Minister
Interior and Narcotics Control: Mr A Rehman Malik 
National Security: Mr Mahmud Ali Durrani
Secretary to the Cabinet: Mr Ghiasuddin Ahmad, Cabinet Block,
Constitution Avenue, Islamabad. Tel: +92 51 9213562. 
Fax: +92 51 9201357. Website: www.cabinet.gov.pk. 
Email: secretary@cabinet.gov.pk

MINISTRIES
Ministry of Commerce: Block B, Pak Secretariat, Islamabad. 
Tel: +92 51 9214936, +92 51 9204548. Fax: +92 51 9205241
Minister: The Hon Shahid Khaqan Abbasi
Ministry of Communications and Inter-Provincial Co-ordination:
Block D, Pak Secretariat, Islamabad. Tel: +92 51 9210322. 
Fax: +92 51 9215740
Senior Minister: The Hon Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan (also holds
Cabinet portfolio for Food, Agriculture and Livestock)
Ministry of Culture: Block D, Pak Secretariat, Islamabad. 
Tel: (Joint Secretary’s Office): +92 51 9201301. Fax: +92 51 9201970.
Email: contact@culture.gov.pk
Minister: The Hon Khawaja Saad Rafique (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for Youth Affairs)
Ministry of Defence: Pak Secretariat II, Rwalpindi. 
Tel: +92 51 9271107/08. Fax: +92 51 9271113
Minister: The Hon Chaudhry Ahmed Mukhtar (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for Textiles)
Minister for Defence Production: The Hon Tanveer Hussain
Ministry of Education: Block D, Pak Secretariat, Islamabad. 
Tel: +92 51 9201392 +92 51 3212020. Fax: + 92 51 822851
Minister: The Hon Ahsan Iqbal (also holds Cabinet portfolio for
Minorities)
Ministry of the Environment: Enercon Building, Ataturk Avenue
behind State Bank of Pakistan, Sector G 5-2, Islamabad. 
Tel: +92 51 9224174. Fax: +92 51 9202211. 
Website: www.moenv.gov.pk
Minister: The Hon Hameed Ullah Jan Afridi
Ministry of Finance, Revenue, Economic Affairs and Statistics:
Economic Affairs Division, Block C, Pak Secretariat, Islamabad. 
Tel: +92 51 9203439. Fax: +92 51 9202640. 
Website: www.finance.gov.pk. Email: finance@isb.paknet.pk
Minister: The Hon Muhammad Ishaq Dar
Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Livestock: Block B, Pak
Secretariat, Islamabad. Tel: + 92 51 9210088, +92 51 9204756. 
Fax: +92 51 9210616
Senior Minister: The Hon Chaudhry Nisar Ali Khan (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for Communications and Inter Provincial Co-ordination)
Ministry of Foreign Affairs: Constitution Avenue, G5, Islamabad.
Tel: +92 51 9210335. Fax: +92 51 9206254. Website: www.mofa.gov.pk
Minister: The Hon Makhdoom Shah Mehmood Qureshi (also holds
Cabinet portfolio for Planning and Development)
Ministry of Health: Block C, Pak Secretariat, Islamabad. 
Tel: +92 51 9213933. Tel/Fax: +92 51 9203944
Minister: The Hon Ms Sherry Rehman (also holds Cabinet portfolio
for Information and Broadcasting)
Ministry of Housing and Works: Block C, Pak Secretariat,
Islamabad. Tel: +92 51 9214121. Fax: +92 51 9209125. 
Email: minister@housing.gov.pk
Minister: The Hon Rehmatullah Kakar
Ministry of Industries and Production: Block A, Pak Secretariat,

Islamabad. Tel: +92 51 9212164, +92 51 9203711. 
Email: minister@moip.gov.pk
Minister: The Hon Syded Naveed Qamar (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for Ports and Shipping and Privatisation and Investment) 
Ministry of Information and Broadcasting: Cabinet Block (4th Floor),
Pak Secretariat, Islamabad. Tel: +92 51 9211800, +92 51 9213649.
Fax: +92 51 9203740. Email: infominister@infopak.gov.pk
Minister: The Hon Ms Sherry Rehman (also holds Cabinet portfolio
for Health)
Ministry for Information Technology: Evacuee Trust Building, G5,
Islamabad. Tel: +92 51 9201990, +92 51 9209090. Fax: +92 51 9205233
Minister: The Hon Qamar Zaman Kaira (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for Kashmir Affairs and Northern Areas)
Ministry of the Interior: Block R, Pak Secretariat, Islamabad. 
Tel: +92 51 9212026. Fax: +92 51 9202624
Adviser with the Status of Minister: Mr A Rehman Malik
Ministry for Kashmir Affairs and Northern Areas: Block R, Pak
Secretariat, Islamabad. Tel: +92 51 9204254
Minister: The Hon Qamar Zaman Kaira (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for Information Technology)
Ministry of Labour, Manpower and Overseas Pakistanis: Block B,
Pak Secretariat, Islamabad. Tel: +92 51 9210077. Fax: +92 51 9206283
Minister: The Hon Syed Khursheed Ahmed Shah (also holds
Cabinet portfolio for Religious Affairs and Zakat and Ushr) 
(Overseas Pakistanis Division): PMI Hostel Building near Zero
Point, Islamabad. Tel: +92 51 9210914, +92 51 9208187
Ministry of Law, Justice and Human Rights: Block R/S, Pak
Secretariat, Islamabad. Tel: +92 51 9210062, +92 51 9212710. 
Fax: +92 51 9202628
Minister: The Hon Farooq H Naik (also holds Cabinet portfolio for
Parliamentary Affairs)
Ministry of Local Government and Rural Development: Hajvairy
Plaza, Blue Area, Islamabad. Tel: +92 51 9203374/75
Minister: The Hon Ghulam Ahmad Bilour
Ministry for Minorities: Green Trust Tower, Floors 4-8, near UBL
Building, Blue Area, Islamabad. Tel: +92 51 9203908. 
Fax: +92 51 9203905
Minister: The Hon Ahsan Iqbal (also holds Cabinet portfolio for
Education)
Ministry for Narcotics Control: Shan Plaza, Blue Area, Islamabad.
Tel: +92 51 9208367, +92 51 9208363
Minister: The Hon Nazar Muhammad Gondal (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for Women’s Development) 
Ministry for Parliamentary Affairs: Block R, Pak Secretariat,
Islamabad. Tel: +92 51 9212767, +92 51 9207354. Fax: +92 51 9202717.
Email: contact@mopa.gov.pk
Minister: The Hon Farooq H Naik (also holds Cabinet portfolio for
Law, Justice and Human Rights)
Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Resources: Block A, Pak
Secretariat, Islamabad. Tel: +92 51 9210220. Tel: +92 51 9206416
Minister: The Hon Khawaja Muhammad Asif (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for Sports)
Ministry of Population Welfare: Jamil Mohsin Mansion, Civic
Centre, Islamabad. Tel: +92 51 9201937. Fax: +92 51 9223589
Minister: The Hon Humayun Aziz Kurd
Ministry of Ports and Shipping: Block D, Pak Secretariat,
Islamabad. Tel: +92 5110322. Fax: +92 51 9210344
Minister: The Hon Syed Naveed Qamar (also holds Cabinet
portfolios for Industries and Production and Privatisation and
Investment) 
Ministry for Privatisation and Investment: Ataturk Avenue, G-5/1,
Islamabad. Tel: +92 51 9211285
Minister: The Hon Syed Naveed Qamar (also holds Cabinet
portfolios for Industries and Production and Ports and Shipping)
Ministry of Railways: Block D, Pak Secretariat, Islamabad. 
Tel: +92 51 9213170, +92 51 9218515
Minister: The Hon Sardar Mehtab Ahmed Khan
Ministry of Religious Affairs, Zakat and Ushr: Civic Centre, G-6,
Islamabad. Tel: +92 51 9214856, +92 51 9206018
Minister: The Hon Syed Khursheed Ahmed Shah (also holds
Cabinet portfolio for labour, Manpower and Overseas Pakistanis)
Ministry of Science and Technology: Evacuee Trust Complex (4th
Floor), F-5/1, Islamabad. Tel: + 92 51 9208026, +92 51 9202790
Minister: The Hon Ms Tehmina Daultana
Ministry for Social Welfare and Special Education: Al-farabi
Special Education Complex, Opposite NOORI Hospital, G 8/4,
Islamabad. Tel: +92 51 9262608/12
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Minister: The Hon Nawabzada Khawaja Muhammad Khan Hoti 
Ministry for Sports: Green Trust Towers Building, Jinnah Avenue
Road, Islamabad. Email: minister@mosp.gov.pk
Minister: The Hon Khawaja Muhammad Asif (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for Petroleum and Natural Resources)
Ministry for States and Frontier Regions: Block S, Pak Secretariat,
Islamabad. Tel: +92 51 9211405, +92 51 9202471
Minister: The Hon Najmuddin Khan
Ministry for the Textiles Industry: FBC Building (2nd Floor), G 5/2,
Attaturk Avenue, Islamabad. Tel: +92 51 9203626
Minister: The Hon Chaudhry Ahmed Mukhtar (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for Defence)
Ministry of Tourism: Green Trust Towers Building (Floors 9-12),
Blue Area, Islamabad. Tel: +92 51 9203506. 
Website: www.tourism.gov.pk. Email: info@tourism.gov.pk
Minister: The Hon Pervaiz Ashraf (also holds Cabinet portfolio for
Water and Power) 
Ministry of Water and Power: Block B, Pakistan Secretariat,
Islamabad. Tel: +92 51 9212442. Fax: +92 51 9210533
Minister: The Hon Pervaiz Ashraf (also holds Cabinet portfolio for
Tourism)
Ministry for Women’s Development: State Life Insurance
Corporation Building, No. 5, Blue Area, Islamabad. Tel: +92 51 9206328.
Fax: +92 51 9201083
Minister: The Hon Nazar Muhammad Gondal (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for Narcotics Control)
Ministry for Youth Affairs: Shaheed-e-Millat Secretariat, (13th Floor),
China Chowk, Islamabad. Tel: +92 51 9202350. 
Fax: +92 51 9202347
Minister: The Hon Khawaja Saad Rafique (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for Culture) 

Papua New Guinea 

GOVERNOR-GENERAL
HE Sir Paulius Matane, GCL, GCMG, KSt.J (representing HM Queen
Elizabeth II, Head of State), Office of the Governor-General, POB 79,
Konedobu NCD. Tel: +675 321 4466. Fax: +675 321 4543 

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
Prime Minister: The Rt Hon Grand Chief, Sir Michael T Somare,
GCL, GCMG, CH, CF, KSt.J (also holds Cabinet portfolio for
Autonomy and Autonomous Region), Office of the Prime Minister,
Morauta House, POB 639, Waigani, NCD. Tel: (Parliament): 
+675 327 7316/17. Fax: +675 327 7490. Tel: (Morauta Haus): 
+675 327 6537/38. Fax: +675 327 6630
Deputy Prime Minister: The Hon Dr Puka Temu, CMG, MP (also
holds Cabinet portfolio for Lands, Physical Planning and Mining),
Office of the Deputy Prime Minister, Aopi Centre, POB 5665,
Waigani, NCD. Tel: (Parliament): +675 301 3206, +675 327 7680.
Fax: +675 301 3205
Minister of State assisting the Prime Minister: The Hon Philemon
Embel, MP, Office of the Prime Minister, PO Parliament House,
Waigani, NCD. Tel: +675 327 7528
Chief Secretary to the Government: HE Mr Isaac Lupari, CBE,
Department of the Prime Minister and NEC, Morauta Haus, POB
639, Waigani NCD. Tel: (Parliament): +675 327 7363. 
Fax: +675 327 7306. Department: Tel: +675 327 6713. 
Fax: +675 323 3903. Email: chiefsectogov@global.net.pg
Secretary, National Executive Council: Mrs Winnie Kiap,
Department of the Prime Minister and NEC, Morauta Haus, POB 639,
Waigani, NCD. Tel: (Parliament): +675 327 7319. Fax: +675 325 1769.
Email: wkiap@pmnec.gov.pg

MINISTRIES
Office of the Minister for Autonomy and Autonomous Region:
Office of the Prime Minister, Morauta House, POB 639, Waigani,
NCD. Tel: (Parliament): +675 327 7316/17. Fax: +675 327 7490.
Tel: (Morauta Haus): + 675 3277312. Fax: +675 327 6630
Minister: The Rt Hon Grand Chief, Sir Michael T Somare, GCL,
GCMG, CH, CF, KSt.J (also holds Prime Ministerial portfolio)
Parliamentary Secretary: The Hon Fidelis Semoso, MP
Office of the Minister for Agriculture and Livestock: (Parliament):
National Parliament House, PO Parliament, Waigani, NCD. 
Tel: +675 327 77357. Fax: +675 327 7355. (Department): POB 417,
Konedobu NCD. Tel: +675 321 4096. Fax: +675 321 1387. 
Email: foodsec@datec.net.pg

Minister: The Hon John Hickey, MP 
Office of the Minister for Commerce and Industry: (Minister’s
Office): Moale Haus, POB 375. Waigani, NCD. Tel: +675 301 2554/55.
Fax: +675 325 4482. (Department): Tel: +675 325 9225. 
Fax: +675 325 6108. Email: dci@dci.gov.pg
Minister: The Hon Gabriel Kapris, MP
Office of the Minister for Communication and Information:
(Parliament): National Parliament House, PO Parliament, Waigani
NCD. Tel: +675 327 7559. Fax: +675 327 7480. (Department): POB 639,
Waigani, NCD. Tel: +675 325 0148. Fax: +675 325 0412. 
Email: hiduhu@datec.net.pg
Minister: The Hon Patrick Tammur, MP
Office of the Minister for Community Development: (Parliament):
National Parliament House, PO Parliament, Waigani, NCD. 
Tel: +675 327 7549. Fax: +675 325 0118. (Department): POB 7354,
Boroko, NCD. Tel: +675 325 5727, Extn. 847. Fax: +675 325 0133. 
Email: jklapat@pngfamilies.gov.pg
Minister: The Hon Dame Carol Kidu, DBE, MP
Office of the Minister for Correctional Services: (Parliament):
National Parliament House, PO Parliament, Waigani, NCD. 
Tel: (Parliament): +675 327 7575/76. Fax: +675 327 7480
Department for Correctional Institutional Services: POB 6889,
Boroko, NCD. Tel: +675 323 4180. Fax: +675 323 2707. 
Email: rsikani@cshq.gov.pg
Minister: The Hon Tony Aimo, MP 
Office of the Minister for Culture and Tourism: (Parliament):
National Parliament House, PO Parliament, Waigani, NCD. 
Tel: +675 327 7594. Fax: +675 320 0302
Papua New Guinea Tourism Promotion Authority, POB 1291, Port
Moresby 1291. Tel: +675 320 0211. Fax: +675 320 0223. 
Email: pvincent@pngtourism.org.pg
Minister: The Hon Charles Abel, MP
Office of the Minister for Defence: (Parliament): National
Parliament House, PO Parliament, Waigani, NCD. Tel: +675 327 7386.
Fax: +675 327 7480
Department of Defence: Private Mail Bag Service, Boroko, NCD.
Tel: +675 324 2160. Fax: +675 323 0912
Minister: The Hon Bob Dadae, MP
Commander, Papua New Guinea Defence Force: Commodore Peter
Ilau, DMS, CBE
Office of the Minister for Education: (Parliament): National
Parliament House, PO Parliament, Waigani, NCD. Tel: +675 327 7523.
Fax: +675 325 3274. (Department): POB 446, Waigani, NCD. 
Tel: +675 301 3446. Fax: +675 323 1031. 
Email: michelle_goroba@educationpng.gov.pg
Minister: The Hon Michael Laimo, MP
Parliamentary Secretary: The Hon David Arore, MP
Office of the Minister for Higher Education, Research, Science and
Technology: (Parliament): National Parliament House, PO
Parliament, Waigani, NCD. Tel: +675 327 7370. Fax: +675 325 0622.
(Department): POB 5117, Boroko, NCD. Tel: +675 301 2051. 
Fax: +675 325 8386. Email: wtagis@ohc.gov.pg
Minister: The Hon Michael Ogio, MP
Parliamentary Secretary: The Hon Jack Cameron, MP
Office of the Minister for Environment and Conservation:
(Parliament): National Parliament House, PO Parliament, Waigani,
NCD. Tel: +675 327 7519. Fax: +675 325 3551. (Department): POB 6602,
Waigani 131, NCD. Tel: +675 325 0180. Fax: +675 325 0182. 
Email: odir@daltron.com.pg
Minister: The Hon Benny Allan, MP
Parliamentary Secretary: The Hon Roy Biyama, MP 
Office of the Minister for Fisheries: (Parliament): National
Parliament House, PO Parliament, Waigani, NCD. Tel: +675 327 7578.
Fax: +675 327 7480
National Fisheries Authority: POB 2016, Port Moresby, NCD. 
Tel: +675 309 0421. Fax: +675 320 3024. Email: nfa@fisheries.gov.pg
Minister: The Hon Ben Semri, MP 
Office of the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Trade and Immigration:
Somare Foundation Building (2nd Floor), POB 422, Waigani, NCD.
Tel: (Parliament): +675 327 7366. Fax: +675 323 1703. 
Email: dfaes@datec.net.pg
Minister: The Hon Samuel Abal, MP 
Parliamentary Secretary: The Hon Sali Subam, MP
Office of the Minister for Forests: (Parliament): National
Parliament House, PO Parliament, Waigani, NCD. Tel: +675 327 7393.
Fax: +675 325 4433
Papua New Guinea Forestry Authority: POB 5055, Boroko, NCD.



Tel: +675 327 7841. Fax: +675 325 4433. Email: kpouru@pngfa.gov.pg
Minister: The Hon Belden Namah, MP 
Office of the Minister for Health and HIV AIDS: (Parliament):
National Parliament House, PO Parliament, Waigani, NCD. 
Tel: +675 327 7582. Fax: +675 301 3604. (Department): POB 807,
Waigani 131, NCD. Tel: +675 301 3601/02. Fax: +675 301 3604. 
Email: clement_malau@health.gov.pg
Minister: The Hon Sasa Zibe, MP
Parliamentary Secretary: The Hon Yawa Silupa
Office of the Minister for Housing and Urban Development:
(Parliament): National Parliament House, PO Parliament, Waigani,
NCD. Tel: +675 327 7553. Fax: +675 325 5918
National Housing Corporation, POB 1550, Boroko, NCD. 
Tel: +675 325 7713. Fax: +675 325 9918
Minister: The Hon Andrew Kumbakor, MP
Office of the Minister for Inter-Governmental Relations:
(Parliament): National Parliament House, PO Parliament, Waigani,
NCD. Tel: +675 327 7591/92. Fax: +675 327 7480
Department of Provincial and Local-Level Government Affairs:
POB 1287, Boroko, NCD. Tel: +675 301 1002/03. Fax: +675 325 0553
Minister: The Hon Job Pomat, MP
Office of the Minister for Internal Security: (Parliament): National
Parliament House, PO Parliament, Waigani, NCD. Tel: +675 327 7587.
Fax: +675 327 7480
Royal PNG Constabulary: POB 85, Port Moresby, NCD. 
Tel: +675 322 6110. Fax: +675 321 0101
Minister: The Hon Sani Rambi, MP
Commissioner of Police: Mr Gary L Baki, OBE, DPS, Ost.J 
Office of the Minister for Justice: (Parliament): National Parliament
House, PO Parliamnent, Waigani, NCD. Tel: +675 327 7512. 
Fax: +675 323 0241. (Department): POB 591, Waigani, NCD. 
Tel: +675 323 0138. Fax: +675 323 3661. 
Email: lindawonuhali@justice.gov.pg
Minister and Attorney-General: The Hon Dr Allan Marat, MP
Office of the Minister for Labour and Industrial Relations:
(Parliament): National Parliament House, PO Parliament, Waigani,
NCD. Tel: +675 327 7532. Fax: +675 327 7480. (Department): POB 6544,
Boroko, NCD. Tel: +675 321 7408. Fax: +675 320 1062
Minister: The Hon Mark Maipakai, MP
Office of the Minister for Lands, Physical Planning and Mining:
Aopi Centre, POB 5665, Waigani, NCD. Tel: +675 327 7680. 
Fax: +675 301 3205. (Department): POB 5665, Boroko, NCD. 
Tel: +675 301 3116. Fax: +675 301 3105
Minister: The Hon Dr Puka Temu, CMG, MP (is also Deputy Prime
Minister)
Parliamentary Secretary: The Hon Ano Pala, MP 
Office of the Minister for National Planning and District
Development: Vulupindi Haus, POB 631, Waigani, NCD. 
Tel: +675 327 7346, +675 328 8449. Fax: +675 328 8433. 
Email: madlein_anison@planning.gov.pg
Minister: The Hon Paul Tiensten, MP
Parliamentary Secretary: The Hon Philip Kikala, MP
Office of the Minister for Petroleum and Energy: (Parliament):
National Parliament House, PO Parliament, Waigani, NCD. 
Tel: +675 327 7502. Fax: +675 321 5251. (Department): POB 1993,
Port Moresby, NCD. Tel: +675 322 4240. Fax: +675 322 4222. 
Email: rendle.rimua@petroleum.gov.pg
Minister: The Hon William Duma, MP
Office of the Minister for Public Enterprises: (Parliament):
National Parliament House, PO Parliament, Waigani, NCD. 
Tel: +675 327 7756. Fax: +675 325 0412
Department of State Enterprises: POB 639, Waigani, NCD. 
Tel: +675 325 0148. Fax: +675 325 0412. Email: hiduhu@datec.net.pg
Minister: The Hon Arthur Somare, MP 
Office of the Minister for Public Services: (Parliament): National
Parliament House, PO Parliament, Waigani, NCD. 
Tel: +675 327 7394/95. Fax: +675 325 0835
Department of Personnel Management: POB 519, Waigani, NCD.
Tel: +675 327 6379. Fax: +675 325 0520
Minister: The Hon Peter O’Neill, MP
Parliamentary Secretary: The Hon Anthony Nene, MP
Office of the Minister for Treasury and Finance: (Parliament):
National Parliament House, PO Parliament, Waigani, NCD. 
Tel: +675 327 7342. Fax: +675 323 2239. 
Minister: The Hon Patrick Pruaitch, MP
Parliamentary Secrtary: The Hon Benjamin Poponawa, MP
Office of the Minister for Works, Transport and Civil Aviation:

(Parliament): National Parliament House, PO Parliament, Waigani,
NCD. Tel: +675 327 7567
Department of Civil Aviation: POB 684, Boroko, NCD. 
Tel: +675 325 4398. Fax: +675 325 1919. 
Email: jkintau@daltron.com.pg
Department of Transport: POB 1489, Brooko, NCD. Tel: +675 325 7500.
Fax: +675 323 3339. Email: transport@dtec.net.pg
Department of Works: Boroko, NCD. Tel: +675 324 1114. 
Fax: +675 324 1102. Email: snapolean@datec.net.pg
Minister: The Hon Don Polye, MP
Parliamentary Secretary: The Hon James Marabe, MP

St Kitts and Nevis

GOVERNOR-GENERAL
HE Sir Cuthbert M Sebastian, GCMG, OBE (representing HM Queen
Elizabeth II, Head of State), Office of the Governor-General,
Government House, Springfield, Basseterre. Tel: +1 869 465 2315.
Fax: +1 869 465 2953

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
Prime Minister: The Hon Dr Denzil Llewellyn Douglas (also holds
Cabinet portfolios for Finance, Sustainable Development,
Information and Technology, Tourism, Culture and Sports), Office of
the Prime Minister, Government Headquarters, Church Street,
Basseterre. Tel: +1 869 465 0299, +1 869 465 2521, Ext. 1043. 
Fax: +1 869 465 1001. Website: www.cuopm.org. 
Email: sknpmoffice@caribsurf.com
Deputy Prime Minister: The Hon Sam Terrence Condor (also holds
Cabinet portfolios for Education, Youth, Social and Community
Develoment and Gender Affairs). Tel: +1 869 465 2521, Ext. 1112 
Secretary to the Cabinet and Head of the Civil Service: Mr Joseph
Edmeade. Tel: +1 869 465 2521. Fax: +1 869 466 4836

MINISTRIES
Ministry of Consumer Affairs: Government Headquarters, Church
Street, Basseterre. Tel: +1 869 465 2521, Ext. 1203. 
Email: minafclh@caribsurf.com
Minister: The Hon Dr Timothy Sylvester Harris (also holds Cabinet
portfolios Foreign Affairs, International Trade, Industry and
Commerce)
Ministry of Culture and Sports: POB 878, Port Zante, Basseterre.
Tel: +1 869 465 2521. Fax: +1 869 465 7075. 
Email: culture@caribsurf.com
Minister: The Hon Dr Denzil Llewellyn Douglas (also holds Prime
Ministerial and Cabinet portfolios for Finance, Sustainable
Development, Information and Technology and Tourism)
Minister of State: The Hon Richard Oliver Skerritt
Ministry of Education: POB 333, Church Street, Basseterre. 
Tel: +1 869 465 2521, Ext.1403
Minister: The Hon Sam Terrence Condor (also holds Cabinet
portfolios for Youth, Social and Community Development and
Gender Affairs)
Ministry of Finance and Sustainable Development: Government
Headquarters, Church Street, Basseterre. Tel: +1 869 465 2521, 
Ext 1086. Fax: +1 869 465 1532
Minister: The Hon Dr Denzil Llewellyn Douglas (also holds Prime
Ministerial and Cabinet portfolios for Culture and Sport,
Information and Technology and Tourism)
Minister of State: The Hon Nigel A Carthy
Ministry of Foreign Affairs: Government Headquarters, POB 186,
Church Street, Basseterre. Tel: +1 869 465 2521, Ext. 1155. 
Fax: +1 869 465 5202. Website: www.mofa.gov.kn. 
Email: foreigna@sisterisles.kn
Minister: The Hon Dr Timothy Sylvester Harris (also holds Cabinet
portfolios for International Trade, Industry and Commerce and
Consumer Affairs)
Ministry of Health: Government Headquarters, Church Street,
Basseterre. Tel: +1 869 465 2521, Ext. 1090. Minister: The Hon
Rupert Herbert 
Ministry of Housing, Agriculture and Fisheries: (Housing): East
Park Range, Basseterre. Tel: +1 869 465 2521, Ext. 1008. 
Fax: +1 869 466 4702. Website: www.housing.gov.kn. 
Email: nhcorp@hotmail.com, (Department of Agriculture): 
La Guerite, POB 39, Basseterre. Tel: +1 869 465 2335. 
Fax: +1 869 465 2928. Email: doastk@caribsurf.com, 
(Fisheries Department): Bay Road, POB 39, Basseterre. 
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Tel: +1 869 465 8045. Fax: +1 869 466 7254. 
Email: fmusk@caribsurf.com
Minister: The Hon Cedric Roy Liburd
Ministry of Industry and Commerce: Government Headquarters,
Church Street, Basseterre. Tel: +1 869 465 2521, Ext. 1098. 
Fax: +1 869 465 1778. Email: micskn@thecable.net
Minister: The Hon Dr Timothy Sylvester Harris (also holds Cabinet
portfolios for Consumer Affairs, Foreign Affairs and International
Trade)
Ministry of Information and Technology: Government
Headquarters, Church Street, Basseterre. Tel: +1 869 465 2521
Minister: The Hon Dr Denzil Llewellyn Douglas (also holds Prime
Ministerial and Cabinet portfolios for Culture and Sport, Finance
and Sustainable Development and Tourism)
Ministry of International Trade: Government Headquarters, POB
186, Church Street, Basseterre. Tel: +1 869 465 2521, Ext. 1203.
Fax: +1 869 465 1778. Email: mintica@thecable.net
Minister: The Hon Dr Timothy Sylvester Harris (also holds Cabinet
portfolios for Consumer Affairs, Foreign Affairs and Industry and
Commerce) 
Ministry of Legal Affairs and Secretariat: Government Headquarters,
POB 164, Church Street, Basseterre. Tel: +1 869 465 2521, Ext. 1013.
Fax: +1 869 465 5040. Email: attorneygeneral@gov.kn
Minister and Attorney-General: The Hon Dennis Merchant
Ministry of National Security, Immigration and Labour: (National
Security): Pelican Mall, Basseterre. Tel: +1 869 465 2521, Ext. 1519.
Fax: +1 869 466 1896. Email: natsec@caribsurf.com, (Immigration):
Pelican Mall, Basseterre. Tel: +1 869 465 2521, Ext. 1519. 
Fax: +1 869 466 1896, (Labour Department): New Street,
Basseterre. Tel: +1 869 465 2521
Minister: The Hon G A Dwyer Astaphan
Ministry of Postal Services: Bay Road, Basseterre. 
Tel: +1 869 465 2521, Ext. 1197
Minister: The Hon Dr Earl Asim Martin (also holds Cabinet
portfolios for Public Works and Utilities and Transport)  
Ministry of Public Works and Utilities: Needsmust, Basseterre.
Tel: (Public Works): +1 869 465 2521, Ext. 1122. 
Fax: +1 869 465 5501, Tel: (Utilities): (Electricity Department): 
+1 869 465 2000, Fax: +1 869 466 7308. 
Email: eldengineer@sisterisles.kn, (Water Department): 
Tel: +1 869 466 3070. Fax: +1 869 466 7901. 
Email: wsdskn@caribsurf.com
Minister: The Hon Dr Earl Asim Martin (also holds Cabinet
portfolios for Postal Services and Transport)
Ministry of Social and Community Development and Gender
Affairs: Church Street, Basseterre. Tel: +1 869 465 2521, Ext. 1276.
Fax: +1 869 465 9273 (Permanent Secretary’s Office)
Minister: The Hon Sam Terrence Condor (also holds Cabinet
portfolios for Education and Youth)
Ministry of Tourism: Pelican Mall, POB 132, Basseterre. 
Tel: +1 869 465 4040. Fax: +1 869 465 8794. 
Website: www.stkittstourism.kn. Email: stkitts@stkittstourism.kn
Minister: The Hon Dr Denzil Llewellyn Douglas (also holds Prime
Ministerial and Cabinet portfolios for Culture and Sports, Finance,
Sustainable Development, Information and Technology)
Minister of State: The Hon Richard Oliver Skerritt. 
Tel: +1 869 465 2521
Ministry of Transport: Needsmust, Basseterre. Tel: +1 869 466 7032
Minister: The Hon Dr Earl Asim Martin (also holds Cabinet
portfolios for Public Works and Utilities and Postal Services)  
Ministry of Youth: Church Street, Basseterre. Tel: +1 869 465 2521.
Fax: +1 869 466 8974. Email: skbyouthdept@hotmail.com
Minister: The Hon Sam Terrence Condor (also holds Cabinet
portfolios for Education, Social and Community Development and
Gender Affairs)

St Lucia 

GOVERNOR-GENERAL
HE Dame Pearlette Louisy, GCMG (representing HM Queen
Elizabeth II, Head of State), Office of the Governor-General,
Government House, Morne Fortune, Castries. Tel: +1 758 452 2481.
Fax: +1 758 453 2731. Website: http://stluciagovernmenthouse.com

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
Prime Minister: The Hon Stephenson King (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for Finance including International Financial Services,

External Affairs, Home Affairs and National Security), Office of the
Prime Minister, Greaham Louisy Administrative Building (5th Floor),
The Waterfront, Castries. Tel: +1 758 468 2111, +1 758 468 2101.
Fax: +1 758 453 7352. Websites: (National Emergency Management
Office): www.geocities.com/slunemo, (Office of Private Sector
Relations): www.opsr.org.lc. Email: admin@pm.gov.lc
Office of the Prime Minster: Minister: Senator the Hon Charlotte
Elizabeth Theresa Tessa Mangal
Cabinet Secretary/Permanent Secretary: Mr Cosmos Richardson

MINISTRIES
Attorney-General’s Chambers: Old Education Building, Cnr.
Micoud and Laborie Sts., Castries. Tel: +1 758 452 3772, 
+1 758 452 3622. Fax: +1 758 453 6315. Email: atgen@gosl.gov.lc
Attorney-General and Minister of Justice: Senator the Hon Dr
Nicholas Frederick 
Ministry of Agriculture, Land, Fisheries and Forestry: Stanislaus
James Building, The Waterfront, Castries. Tel: +1 758 468 4210, 
+1 75 8 468 4103. Fax: +1 758 453 6314. Website: www.slumaffe.org.
Email: admin@candw.lc
Minister: The Hon Ezechiel Joseph
Ministry of Communications, Works, Transport and Public Utilities:
Union, Castries. Tel: +1 758 468 4300. Fax: +1 758 453 2769. 
Email: min_com@candw.lc
Minister: The Hon Guy Eardley Joseph
Ministry of Economic Affairs, Economic Planning, Investment and
National Development: Greaham Louisy Administrative Building
(3rd Floor), The Waterfront, Castries. Tel: +1 758 468 2202/05. 
Fax: +1 758 453 1305. Email: minpet@candw.lc or econdept@candw.lc
Minister: Senator the Hon Ausbert d’Auvergne
Ministry of Education and Culture: Francis Compton Building, The
Waterfront, Castries. Tel: +1 758 468 5203. Fax: +1 758 453 2299.
Website: www/education.gov.lc. Email: mineduc@candw.lc
Minister: The Hon Arsene Vigil James
Deputy Minister: Senator the Hon Gaspard Peter David
Charlemagne 
Ministry of External Affairs, International Financial Services,
Information and Broadcasting: Conway Business Centre, The
Waterfront, Castries. Tel: +1 758 468 4501/02. Fax: +1 758 452 7427.
Email: foreign@candw.lc
Minister: The Hon Stephenson King (also holds Prime Ministerial
and Cabinet portfolios for Finance including International Financial
Services, Home Affairs and National Security
Minister of Labour, Information and Broadcasting: The Hon
Edmund Estephane 
Ministry of Finance: Financial Centre, Bridge Street, Castries: 
Tel: +1 758 468 5520. Fax: +1 758 451 9231. Websites: (Inland
Revenue): http://irdstlucia.gov.lc. (Statistics Department): 
www.stats.gov.lc. Email: mifin@gosl.gov.lc
Minister: The Hon Stephenson King (also holds Prime Ministerial
and Cabinet portfolios for External Affairs, Home Affairs and
National Security
Ministry of Health Wellness, Family Affairs, National Mobilisation,
Human Services and Gender Relations: Chaussee Road, Castries.
Tel: +1 758 452 2859. Fax: +1 758 452 5655. Email: health@candw.lc
Minister: The Hon Dr Keith Mondesir
Ministry for Home Affairs and National Security: Erdistron’s Place,
Manoel Street, Castries. Tel: +1 758 468 3600. Fax: +1 758 453 6315
Minister: The Hon Stephenson King (also holds Prime Ministerial
and Cabinet portfolios for External Affairs and Finance including
International Financial Services)
Ministry for Physical Development, Housing, Urban Renewal and
Local Government: Greaham Louisy Administrative Building ,The
Waterfront, Castries. Tel: +1 758 468 4402. Fax: +1 758 452 2506
Minister: The Hon Richard Frederick
Ministry for Social Transformation, Public Service, Human
Resource Development, Youth and Sports: Greaham Louisy
Administrative Building (4th Floor), The Waterfront, Castries. 
Tel: +1 758 468 5101, +1 758 468 5108. Fax: +1 758 453 7921
Minister: The Hon Lenard Montoute
Ministry of Tourism and Civil Aviation: Sir Stanislaus James
Building, The Waterfront, Castries. Tel: +1 758 468 4629, 
+1 758 468 4619. Fax: +1 758 451 6986. Email: vfrancis@gosl.gov.lc
Minister: Senator the Hon Allen M Chastanet 
Ministry of Trade, Industry, Commerce and Consumer Affairs:
Heraldine Rock Building (4th Floor), The Waterfront, Castries. 
Tel: +1 758 468 4202, +1 758 468 4204. Fax: +1 758 451 6986.



Websites: (Commerce, International Financial Services and
Consumer Affairs): www.commerce.gov.lc. (Small Enterprise
Development Unit): www.sedustlucia.com
Minister: Senator the Hon George Guy Mayers

St Vincent and the Grenadines 

GOVERNOR-GENERAL
HE Sir Frederick Nathaniel Ballantyne, GCMG (representing HM
Queen Elizabeth II, Head of State), Office of the Governor-General,
Government House, Old Montrose, Kingstown. Tel: +1 784 456 1401.
Fax: +1 784 457 9710. Email: govthouse@vincysurf.com

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT 
Prime Minister: The Hon Dr Ralph E Gonsalves (also holds Cabinet
portfolios for Finance, Economic Planning, National Security, Legal
Affairs and Grenadines Affairs), Office of the Prime Minister,
Administrative Building (4th Floor), Bay Street, Kingstown. 
Tel: +1 784 456 1703, +1 784 451 2939. Fax: +1 784 457 2152.
Email:pmosvg@caribsurf.com
Deputy Prime Minister: The Hon Sir Louis H Straker, KCMG (also
holds Cabinet portfolios for Foreign Affairs, Commerce and Trade) 
Office of the Prime Minister: Minister of State: The Hon Conrad
Sayers, Administrative Building (3rd Floor), Bay Street, Kingston.
Tel: +1 784 457 1489. Fax: +1 784 456 2610. 
Email: pmosvg@caribsurf.com
Acting Cabinet Secretary: Mr Bernard Morgan 
Permanent Secretary: Mr Godfrey Pompey

MINISTRIES 
(All Ministries can also be contacted by dialling +1 784 456 1111)
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries: Richmond Hill,
Kingstown. Tel: +1 784 456 1410. Fax: +1 784 457 1688. 
Email: office.agriculture@mail.gov.vc
Minister: The Hon Montgomery Daniel
Ministry of Education: Halifax Street, Kingstown. Tel: +1 784 456 1877.
Fax: +1 784 457 1114
Minister: The Hon Girlyn Miguel
Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning: Administrative Centre,
Bay Street, Kingstown. Tel: +1 784 456 1703, +1 784 451 2939. 
Fax: +1 784 457 2152
Minister: The Hon Dr Ralph E Gonsalves (also holds Prime
Ministerial, National Security, Legal Affairs and Grenadines Affairs
portfolios) 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Commerce and Trade: Administrative
Building (3rd Floor), Bay Street, Kingstown. Tel: +1 784 456 2060.
Fax: +1 784 456 2610. Email: office.foreignaffairs@mail.gov.vc
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister: The Hon Sir Louis H Straker,
KCMG
Ministry of Health and the Environment: New Ministerial Building,
Kingstown. Tel: +1 784 456 1111. Fax: +1 784 457 2684. 
Email: mohesvg@vincysurf.com
Minister: The Hon Dr Douglas Slater
Ministry of Housing, Informal Human Settlements, Physical
Planning, Lands and Surveys: Methodist Church Building,
Basement Offices, Granby Street, Kingston. Tel: +1 784 456 2050.
Fax: +1 784 451 2479. Email: minister.housing@mail.gov.vc 
Minister: Senator Julian Francis
Ministry of Legal Affairs: Granby Street, Kingstown. 
Tel: +1 784 456 1762. Fax: +1 784 457 2898 Minister: The Hon Dr
Ralph Gonsalves (also holds Prime Ministerial, Finance and
Economic Planning, National Security and Grenadines Affairs
portfolios)
Attorney-General’s Chambers: Ministry of Legal Affairs, Granby
Street, Kingstown. Tel: +1 784 456 1762. Fax: +1 784 457 2898.
Email: att.gen.chambers@caribsurf.com
Attorney-General: The Hon Judith Jones Morgan
Ministry of National Mobilisation, Social Development, Local
Government, Gender Affairs, Family Affairs, Persons with
Disabilities and Non-Governmental Organisations: Egmont Street,
Kingstown. Tel: +1 784 457 1401. Fax: +1 784 457 2476. 
Email: minister.socialdevelopment@mail.gov.vc,
office.socialdevelopment@mail.gov.vc 
Minister: The Hon Michael Browne
Ministry of Rural Transformation, Information, Postal Services
and Ecclesiastical Affairs: New Ministerial Building, Kingstown.
Tel: +1 784 451 2707. Fax: +1 784 451 2820. 

Email: office.rutrans@mail.gov.vc
Minister: The Hon Selmon Walters 
Ministry of Telecommunications, Science, Technology and Industry:
Egmont Street, Kingstown. Tel: +1 784 456 1223. 
Fax: +1 784 457 2880 
Minister: The Hon Dr Jerrol Thompson
Ministry of Tourism, Youth and Sports: Cruise Ship Terminal,
Kingstown. Tel: +1 784 457 1502. Fax: +1 784 451 2425. 
Email: tourism@caribsurf.com
Minister: The Hon Glen Beache
Ministry of Transport and Works: Public Works Building,
Kingstown. Tel: +1 784 457 2031. Fax: +1 784 456 2168. 
Email: ps.mtwh@mail.gov.vc
Minister: The Hon Clayton Burgin
Ministry of Urban Development, Culture, Labour and Electoral
Matters: POB 2857, Cruise Ship Terminal, Kingstown. 
Tel: +1 784 457 2180, +1 784 457 1502. Fax: +1 784 451 2181 
The Hon René Baptiste

Samoa

HEAD OF STATE 
HH Tuiatua Tupua Tamasese Efi, Office of the Head of State, POB 1864,
Apia. Tel: +685 24799. Fax: +685 21742

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
Prime Minister: The Hon Tuilaepa Sa’ilele Malielegaoi (also holds
Cabinet portfolios for Cabinet Affairs, Immigration, Foreign Affairs
and Trade and Office of the Attorney-General and Ministry of the
Prime Minister), Ministry of the Prime Minister, POB 1861, Apia.
Tel: +685 23636, +685 21642. Fax: +685 21822
Deputy Prime Minister: The Hon Misa Telefoni (also holds Cabinet
portfolios for Commerce, Industry and Labour and Tourism), POB 862,
Apia. Tel: +685 23290/92. Fax: +685 20048

MINISTRIES & DEPARTMENTS
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries: POB 1874, Apia. 
Tel: +685 23723. Fax: +685 21865 
Minister: The Hon Taua Tavana Kitiona Seuala
Ministry for Commerce, Industry and Labour and Tourism: POB 862,
Apia. Tel: +685 23290/92. Fax: +685 20048 
Minister and Deputy Prime Minister: The Hon Misa Telefoni 
Ministry of Communication and Information Technology: Private
Mail Bag, Apia. Tel: +685 24379, +685 26974. Fax: +685 24373
Minister:  The Hon Safuneituuga Paaga Neri 
Ministry of Education, Sports and Culture: POB 1869, Apia. 
Tel: +685 22958. Fax: +685 22955
Minister: The Hon Toomata Alapati Poese Toomata 
Ministry of Finance: Private Mail Bag, Apia. Tel: +685 25858. 
Fax: +685 25357
Minister: The Hon Niko Lee Hang
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade: POB 1861, Apia. 
Tel: +685 23636, +685 21642. Fax: +685 21822
Minister:  The Hon Tuilaepa Sailele Malielegaoi (also holds Prime
Ministerial and Cabinet portfolios for Cabinet Affairs, Immigration
and Attorney-General’s Office)
Ministry of Health: POB 2268, Apia. Tel: +685 23621. 
Fax: +685 25057 
Minister: The Hon Gatoloaifaana Amataga Alesana-Gidlow 
Ministry of Justice and Courts Administration: POB 49, Apia. 
Tel: +685 24629. Fax: +685 24873
Minister: The Hon Unasa Mesi Galo
Ministry for Natural Resources and Environment: Private Mail Bag, 
Apia. Tel: +685 25257. Fax: + 685 29195 
Minister: The Hon Faumuina Tiatia Liuga
Ministry of Police, Prisons and Fire Services: POB 33, Apia. 
Tel: +685 23272. Fax: +685 21319 
Minister: The Hon Toleafoa Apulu Faafisi 
Ministry for Revenue: POB 44, Apia. Tel: +685 22244. 
Fax: +685 23876
Minister: The Hon Tuu’u Anasi’i Leota
Ministry of Women, Community and Social Development: POB 872,
Apia. Tel: +685 23140, +685 20854. Fax: +685 23665
Minister: The Hon Fiame Naomi  
Ministry of Works, Transport and Infrastructure: Private Mail Bag,
Apia. Tel: +685 24031. Fax: +685 20964 
Minister: The Hon Tuisugaletaua Sofara Aveau 
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Seychelles

HEAD OF STATE
President: HE Mr James Michel

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
President: HE Mr James Michel, Office of the President: State
House, Victoria, Mahé or POB 55, Victoria, Mahé. Tel: +248 29 4155,
+248 22 4028. Fax: +248 22 4985. Email: posh@seychelles.net and
jmichel@seychelles.net 
Vice-President: The Hon Joseph Belmont, Office of the Vice-
President, State House, Victoria, Mahé or POB 1303, Victoria,
Mahé. Tel: +248 28 6800. Fax: +248 22 5152. 
Email: jbelmont@statehouse.gov.sc
Office of the President: Secretary of State: Mr Alain Butler-
Payette, State House, POB 55, State House, Victoria, Mahé. 
Tel: +248 29 5757. Fax: +248 22 4334. 
Email: apayette@seychelles.net
Secretary to the Cabinet: Mr Mohammed Afif, State House, POB
55, Victoria, Mahé. Tel: +248 29 5757. Fax: +248 22 46 26

DEPARTMENTS & MINISTRIES
Office of the President: POB 55, State House, Victoria, Mahé
Principal Secretary, Information and Public Relations: Mr René
Morel. Tel: +248 29 5757. Fax: +248 22 51 07
Principal Secretary, Office of the President: Mr Jean-Paul Adam.
Tel: +248 5757. Fax: +248 22 4759
Principal Secretary, Special Duties: Ms Lucy Athansius. 
Tel: +248 22 5200. Fax: +248 22 4145
Security Adviser: Mr André Quilindo, SPDF Headquarters, Belle
Eau, POB 363, Victoria, Mahé. Tel: +248 22 4070. Fax: +248 61 0832 
Special Adviser: Dr Rolph Payet. Tel: +248 29 5656. 
Fax: +248 22 5137
Department of Defence: SPDF Headquarters, Bel Eau, Mahé or
POB 363, Mahé. Tel: +248 22 4070. Fax: +248 22 4338. 
Email: cos@seychelles.net
Chief of Defence Forces: Brigadier Leopold Payet
Chief of Staff: Colonel Clifford Roseline
Department of Police: Seychelles Police Headquarters, Victoria, Mahé
or POB 46, Victoria, Mahé. Tel: +248 28 8000. Fax: +248 32 2005.
Email: compol@seychelles.net
Commissioner of Police: Mr Gerard Waye-Hive
Special Adviser: Mr Antoine Lautee
Department of Legal Affairs: POB 58, Victoria, Mahé or National
House, Victoria, Mahé. Tel: +248 38 3000. Fax: +248 22 5063. 
Email: agoffice@seychelles.net
Attorney-Genera: Mr Anthony Fernando
Department of Risk and Disaster Management: POB 55, Victoria,
Mahé or MS Complex (1st Floor), Revolution Avenue, Victoria,
Mahé. Tel: +248 32 2979. Fax: +248 32 4039
Principal Secretary: Mrs Francoise Shroff
Office of the Vice-President: POB 1303, State House, Victoria, Mahé
Special Adviser: Mr Marc Marengo. Tel: +248 28 6800. 
Fax: +248 22 5577, +248 22 4695. 
Email: mmarengo@statehouse.gov.sc
Chief Executive Officer, Seychelles Tourism Board: Mr Maurice
Loustau-Lalanne. POB 1262, Bel Ombre, Victoria, Mahé. 
Tel: +248 67 1300. Fax: +248 62 0620
Department of Internal Affairs (Immigration, Civil Status,
Prisons): POB 430, Victoria, Mahé or Independence House,
Victoria, Mahé or. Tel: +248 29 3602. Fax: +248 32 1046. Email:
psia@seychelles.net
Principal Secretary: Mrs Marie-Ange Houareau 
Department of Public Administration: POB 56, Victoria, Mahé or
National House, Victoria, Mahé. Tel: +248 38 3000. Fax: +248 22 4936.
Email: psadmin@seychelles.net
Principal Secretary: Ms Jessie Esparon
Ministry of Finance: POB 313, Victoria, Mahé, or Liberty House,
Victoria, Mahé or. Tel: +248 38 2000. Fax: +248 22 4708. 
Email: mfadmin@seychelles.net
Minister: The Hon Danny Faure
Principal Secretary (Finance and Trade Department): Mr Ahmed
Afif. Tel: +248 38 2000. Fax: +248 22 5893
Comptroller-General: Mrs Lekha Nair. Tel: +248 22 5155. 
Fax: +248 22 5893
Chief Exective Officer, Revenue Authority: Mr Steve Jardine, POB
50, Victoria, Mahé or Orion Mall Building (2 nd Floor), Victoria,

Mahé. Tel: +248 29 3737. Fax: +248 22 5265
Special Advisers:
Mr Hans Aglae, POB 313, Victoria, Mahé or Liberty House, Victoria,
Mahé. Tel: +248 38 2000. Fax: +248 22 5265
Mr Jean-Maurice Parnet, POB 313, Victoria, Mahé or Liberty
House, Victoria, Mahé. Tel: +248 38 2107. Fax: +248 22 4708
Seychelles International Business Authority (SIBA): POB 991,
Roche Caiman, Victoria, Mahé. Tel: +248 38 0800. Fax: +248 38 0888
Chief Executive Officer: Mr Steve Fanny
Ministry of Community Development, Youth, Sports and Culture:
POB 731, Victoria, Mahé or Oceangate House, Victoria or. 
Tel: +248 22 5477. Fax: +248 22 4081. 
Email: minister@cdysc.gov.sc 
The Hon Vincent Meriton
Principal Secretary: Mr Denis Rose
Special Adviser: Mr Ronald Wong
Chief Executive Officer (National Sports Council) Mr Alain Volcere
Ministry of Education: POB 48, Mont Fleuri, Mahé. 
Tel: +248 28 3002. Fax: +248 22 4859, +248 22 5889. 
Email: edups@seychelles.net
Minister: The Hon Bernard Shamlaye
Principal Secretary: Mrs Jeanne Simeon
Special Adviser: Mr Selby Dora 
Ministry of Employment and Human Resources Development:
POB 1097, Victoria, Mahé Victoria or Independence House House
(1st Floor), Victoria, Mahé or. Tel: +248 67 6251. Fax: +248 22 5994.
Minister: The Hon Mrs Macsuzy Mondon
Principal Secretary: Mr Jean Raguin
Ministry of Environment, Natural Resources and Transport: POB
199, Victoria, Mahé or Independence House, Victoria, Mahé or. 
Tel: +248 67 0504. Fax: +248 32 3651
Minister: The Hon Joel Morgan
Principal Secretary (Natural Resources): Mr Walter Talma
Principal Secretary (Environment): Mr Didier Dogley
Principal Secretary (Transport): Vacant
Sepcial Adviser: Mr Antoine Moustache
Consultant (Fisheries Development): Mr Finley Racombo 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs: POB 656, Victoria, Mahé or Maison
Quéau de Quinssy, Mont Fleuri, Victoria, Mahé. Tel: +248 28 3500.
Fax: +248 22 4845. Website: www.mfa.gov.sc. 
Email: mfapesey@seychelles.net
Minister: The Hon Patrick Pillay
Special Adviser: Ms Vivianne Fock-Tave
Ministry of Health and Social Development: POB 52, Mont Fleuri,
Mahé. Tel: +248 38 8014. Fax: +248 22 6042
Minister: The Hon Mrs Marie-Pierre Lloyd
Principal Secretary (Health): Dr Jude Gedeon
Principal Secretary (Social Development): Mrs Anne LaFortune
Special Advisers: Dr Valtinethesamy Ramadoss, Dr Bernard
Valentin, Mrs Marie-Josée Bonne
Chief Executive Officer (Health Services Authority): Mrs Maryse
Berlouis
Ministry of National Development: POB 648, Victoria, Mahé or
Independence House, Victoria, Mahé. Tel: +248 28 6925. 
Fax: +248 22 5416. Email: jpdugasse@seychelles.sc
Minister: The Hon Jacquelin Dugasse
Principal Secretary: (Investment, Land Use and Industries): Mrs
Veronique Herminie
Principal Secretary (Information, Communication and Technology):
Mr Benjamin Choppy
Principal Secretary (Habitat Department): Mr Christian Lionnet
Special Adviser: Mr Raymond Chan Tave
Chief Executive Officer (Planning Authority): Mr Jones Belmont
Consultant: Mr Patrick Lablache 

Sierra Leone

HEAD OF STATE
President: HE Mr Ernest Bai Koroma

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
President: HE Mr Ernest Bai Koroma (also Commander in Chief of
the Armed Forces), Office of the President, State House, Freetown.
Tel: +232 22 232101. Fax: +232 22 230565. 
Website: www.statehouse-sl.org. Email: info@statehouse-sl.org 
Vice President: The Hon Samuel Sumana
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Secretary to the Cabinet & Head of the Civil Service: Mr George
Pessima
Secretary to the President: Mr James Sampha Koroma

MINISTRIES
Ministry of Presidential and Public Affairs: State House, Freetown.
Tel: +232 22 229728, +232 22 229813. Fax: +232 22 229799
Minister: The Hon Alhaji Alpha Kanu
Ministers of State: (Southern Region), The Hon Musa Tarawallie,
(Eastern Region): The Hon William Juana Smith, (Northern
Region): The Hon Ali D Kamara 
Office of the Vice-President: Independence Avenue, Freetown. 
Tel: +232 22 228698, +232 22 227681. Fax: +232 22 222409
Minister of State: The Hon Logus Koroma
Ministry of Agriculture and Food Security: Youyi Building (3rd
Floor), Brookfields, Freetown. Tel: +232 22 222242, +232 22 240642.
Fax: +232 22 241613
Minister: The Hon Dr Sam Sesay
Deputy Minister: The Hon Ali B Kamara
Ministry of Defence: State Avenue, Freetown. Tel: +232 22 227369.
Fax: +232 22 229380. Minister: 
Minister: The Hon Major (Rtd.) Palor Conteh
Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports: New England, Freetown.
Tel: +232 22 240881, +232 22 241673. Fax: + 232 22 240137
Minister: The Hon Dr Minkailu Bah
Deputy Ministers: The Hon Algassimu Jah, The Hon Dr Lansana
Nyalleh
Ministry of Employment and Industrial Relations and Social Security:
New England, Freetown. Tel: +232 22 240885, + 232 22 241930
Minister: The Hon Minkailu Mansaray
Deputy Minister: The Hon Kadi Sesay
Ministry of Energy and Power: Electricity House, Siaka Stevens
Street, Freetown. Tel: +232 22 226566, +232 22 224527. 
Fax: +232 22 228199, +232 22 224527
Minister: The Hon Haja (Mrs) Afsatu Kabbah
Deputy Minister: The Hon Martin Bash-Kamara
Ministry of Finance and Development: Ministerial Building, George
Street, Freetown. Tel: + 232 22 225612, +232 22 223520. 
Fax: +232 22 228472, +232 22 225810
Minister: The Hon David Omashola Carew
Deputy Ministers: The Hon Richard Konteh, The Hon Momodu Kargbo
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Co-operation:
Gloucester Street, Freetown. Tel: + 232 22 224778, +232 22 224327.
Fax: +232 22 225615, +232 22 229710
Minister: The Hon Mrs Zainab Hawa Bangura
Deputy Minister: The Hon Vandi C Minah
Ministry of Health and Sanitation: Youyi Building (6th Floor),
Brookfields. Tel: +232 22 240427, +232 22 226440. Fax: +232 22 241283
Minister: The Hon Dr Soccoh Kabia
Deputy Minister: The Hon Sheku Koroma
Ministry of Housing and Infrastructural Development: New
England, Freetown. Tel: +232 22 240937, +232 22 240116. 
Fax: +232 22 240018
Minister: The Hon John Saad
Deputy Minister: The Hon Babagaleh Barrie
Ministry of Information and Communication: Youyi Building (8th
Floor), Brookfields. Tel: +232 22 241757, +232 22 240267. 
Fax: +232 22 241752, + 232 22 241757
Minister: The Hon Alhaji Ibrahim Ben Kargbo
Deputy Minister: The Hon Mohamed Koroma
Ministry of Internal Affairs, Local Government and Rural Affairs:
Liverpool Street, Freetown. Tel: +232 22 226979, +232 22 226398.
Fax: +232 22 227727
Minister: The Hon Dauda Sulaiman Kamara
Deputy Ministers: The Hon Ibrahim Kalokoh, The Hon Raymond Kabia 
Ministry of Justice and Office of the Attorney-General: Guma
Building, Lamina Sankoh Street, Freetown. Tel: +232 22 227444,
+232 22 225695. Fax: +232 22 229366, +232 22 224940
Minister and Attorney-General: The Hon Abdul Serry-Kamal
Ministry of Lands, Country Planning and the Environment: Youyi
Building (4th Floor), Brookfields, Freetown. Tel: +232 22 242013,
+232 22 225141
Minister: The Hon Benjamon O N Davies
Deputy Minister: The Hon Daniel Gaima
Ministry of Marine Resources: Marine House, 11 Old Railway Line,
Brookfields, Freetown. Tel: +232 22 242117
Minister: The Hon Dr Moses M Kapu
Deputy Minister: The Hon Mrs Oya Sankoh

Ministry of Mineral Resources: Youyi Building (5th Floor),
Brookfields. Tel: +232 22 240142, +232 22 241147. 
Fax: +232 22 242107, +232 22 241936
Minister: The Hon Alhaji Abubakarr Jalloh
Deputy Minister: The Hon Abdul Koroma
Ministry of Social Welfare, Gender and Children’s Affairs: New
England, Freetown. Tel: +232 22 241256, +232 22 241881. 
Fax: +232 22 242076
Minister: The Hon Musa Kandeh
Deputy Minister: The Hon Jenneh Kandeh
Ministry of Tourism and Culture: Ministerial Building, George
Street, Freetown. Tel: +232 22 222588, +232 22 225946
Minister: The Hon Sumanguru Trye
Deputy Minister: The Hon Hassan Mansaray
Ministry of Trade and Industry: Ministerial Building, George
Street, Freetown. Tel: +232 22 222755, +232 22 227985
Minister: The Hon Alimamy P Koroma 
Deputy Minister: The Hon Mabinty Daramy
Ministry of Transport and Aviation: Ministerial Building, George
Street, Freetown. Tel: +232 22 221245, +232 22 226191. 
Fax: +232 22 227337
Minister: The Hon Kemoh Sesay
Deputy Minister: The Hon Ibrahim Pat Sowe 

Singapore 

HEAD OF STATE
President: HE Mr S R Nathan, Office of the President, Orchard
Road, Singapore 238823. Tel: +65 6737 5522. Fax: +65 6735 3135.
Website: www.istana.gov.sg. Email: istana_general_office@istana.gov.sg 

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
Prime Minister: The Hon Lee Hsien Loong, Prime Minister’s
Office, Orchard Road, Istana, Singapore 238823. Tel: +65 6235 8577.
Fax: (General Office): +65 6835 6621. Website: www.pmo.gov.sg.
Email: pmo_hq@pmo.gov.sg
Office of the Prime Minister
Senior Minister: The Hon Goh Chok Tong
Minister Mentor: The Hon Lee Kuan Yew
Deputy Prime Minister and Co-ordinating Minister for National
Security: Prof. the Hon S Jayakumar
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for Home Affairs: The Hon
Wong Kan Seng
Ministers: The Hon Lim Boon Heng, The Hon Lim Swee Say
Minister of State: The Hon Heng Chee How
Head of the Civil Service/Permanent Secretary (Special Duties):
Mr Peter Ho Hak Ean
Permanent Secretary: Mr Chiang Chie Foo

MINISTRIES
Ministry of Community Development, Youth and Sports: MCYS
Building, 512 Thomson Road, Singapore 298136. Tel: +65 6258 9595.
Fax: +65 6353 6695. Website: www.mcys.gov.sg. 
Email: mcys_email@mcys.gov.sg
Minister: The Hon Dr Vivian Balakrishnan (is also Second Minister
for Information, Communications and the Arts)
Minister of State: The Hon Mrs Yu-Foo Yee Shoon 
Ministry of Defence: MINDEF Building, Gombak Drive, Off Upper
Bukit Timah Road, Singapore 669645.Tel: 1800 7608844 (MINDEF
Feedback Line). Website: www.mindef.gov.sg. 
Email: feedback@starnet.gov.sg
Minister: The Hon Teo Chee Hean
Second Minister: The Hon Dr Ng Eng Hen (is also Minister of
Education)
Minister of State: The Hon A P Koo Tsai Kee
Ministry of Education: 1 North Buona Vista Drive, Singapore
138675. Tel: +65 6872 1110. Fax: +65 6775 5826. 
Website: www.moe.gov.sg. Email: contact@moe.edu.sg
Minister: The Hon Tharman Dr Ng Eng Hen (is also Second
Minister for Defence, Ministry of Defence)
Senior Ministers of State: The Hon RADM (NS) Lui Tuck Yew, The
Hon Ms Grace Fu
Ministry of the Environment and Water Resources: Environment
Building, 40 Scotts Road, #24-00, Singapore 228231. 
Tel: +65 6732 7733. Fax: +65 6731 9456. Website: www.mewr.gov.sg.
Email: mewr_feedback@mewr.gov.sg
Minister: The Hon Dr Yaacob Ibrahim 
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Ministry of Finance: #10-01and #06-03 The Treasury, 100 High
Street, Singapore 179434. Tel: +65 6225 9911, +65 6337 4134. 
Fax: +65 6332 7435. Website:www.mof.gov.sg. 
Email: mof_qsm@mof.gov.sg
Minister: The Hon Tharman Shanmugaratnam
Senior Minister of State: The Hon Mrs Lim Hwee Hua (is also
Senior Minister of State, Ministry of Transport)
Ministry of Foreign Affairs: Tanglin, Singapore 248163. 
Tel: +65 6379 8000. Fax: +65 6474 7885. Website: www.mfa.gov.sg.
Email: mfa@mfa.gov.sg
Minister: The Hon George Yong-Boon Yeo
Second Minister: The Hon Raymond Lim
Senior Ministers of State: The Hon Dr Balaji Sadasivan, The Hon
Zainul Abidin Rasheed
Ministry of Health: College of Medicine Building, 16 College Road,
Singapore 169854. Tel: +65 6325 9220. Fax: +65 6224 1677. 
Website: www.moh.gov.sg. Email: moh_info@moh.gov.sg
Minister: The Hon Khaw Boon Wan
Ministry of Home Affairs: New Phoenix Park, 28 Irrawaddy Road,
Singapore 329560. Tel: +65 6478 7010. Fax: +65 6254 6250. 
Website: www.mha.gov.sg. Email: mha_feedback@mha.gov.sg
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister: The Hon Wong Kan Seng
Second Minister: The Hon K Shanmugam
Senior Minister of State: Associate Professor the Hon Ho Peng Kee
(is also Senior Minister of State, Ministry of Law)
Ministry of Information, Communications and the Arts: 140 Hill
Street, # 02-02 MICA Building, Singapore 179369. 
Tel: +65 6270 7988. Fax: +65 6837 9480. Website: www.mica.gov.sg.
Email: mica@mica.gov.sg
Minister: The Hon Dr Lee Boon Yang
Senior Minister of State: The Hon RADM (NS) Lui Tuck Yew (is also
Senior Minister of State, Ministry of Education)
Ministry of Law: 100 High Street, #08-02 The Treasury, Singapore
179434. Tel: +65 6332 8840. Fax: +65 6332 8842. 
Website: www.minlaw.gov.sg. Email: contact@mlaw.gov.sg
Minister: The Hon The Hon K Shanmugam (is also Second
Minister, Ministry of Home Affairs)
Senior Minister of State: Associate Professor the Hon Ho Peng Kee
(is also Senior Minister of State, Ministry of Home Affairs) 
Ministry of Manpower: 18 Havelock Road, #07-01, Singapore 059764.
Tel: +65 6534 1511. Fax: +65 6534 4840, +65 6532 5646. 
Website: www.mom.gov.sg
Acting Minister: The Hon Gan Kim Yong
Minister of State: The Hon 
Ministry of National Development: 5 Maxwell Road, #21-00 and
#22-00 Tower Block, MND Complex, Singapore 069110. 
Tel: +65 6222 1211. Fax: +65 6325 7254. Website: www.mnd.gov.sg.
Email: mnd_hq@mnd.gov.sg
Minister: The Hon Mah Bow Tan
Senior Minister of State: The Hon Ms Grace Fu (is also Senior
Minister of State, Ministry of Education)
Ministry of Trade and Industry: 100 High Street, #09-01 The
Treasury, Singapore 179434. Tel: +65 6225 9911. Fax: +65 6332 7260.
Website: www.gov.mti.gov.sg. Email: mti_email@mti.gov.sg
Minister: The Hon Lim Hng Kiang
Senior Minister of State: The Hon S Iswaran
Minister of State: The Hon Lee Yi Shyan
Ministry of Transport: 460 Alexandra Road, 39-00 and 33-00
Storeys, PSA Building, Singapore 119963. Tel: +65 6270 7988. 
Fax: +65 6375 7734. Website: www.mot.gov.sg. 
Email: mot@mot.gov.sg
Minister: The Hon Raymond Lim (also Second Minister for Foreign
Affairs)
Senior Minister of State: The Hon Mrs Lim Hwee Hua (is also
Senior Minister of State, Ministry of Finance)

Solomon Islands

GOVERNOR-GENERAL
HE Sir Nathaniel Waena, GCMG, CSI, KSt.J (representing HM
Queen Elizabeth II, Head of State), Office of the Governor-General,
Government House, Honiara. Tel: +677 21777. Fax: +677 23335 

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
Prime Minister: The Hon Dr Derek Sikua, MP, Office of the Prime
Minister: POB G1, Honiara. Tel: +677 21863, +677 22202. 
Fax: +677 28649

Deputy Prime Minister: The Hon Fred Fono, MP, POB G1, Honiara
(also holds Cabinet portfolios for Rural Development and
Indigenous Affairs). Tel: +677 25238/39. Fax: +677 22170
Permanent Secretary, Office of the Prime Minister: Mr Jeremiah
Manele. Tel: +677 22202. Fax: +677 28649
Cabinet Secretary: Mrs Ruth Liloqula. Tel: +677 22202. Fax: +677 28649

MINISTRIES AND DEPARTMENTS
Office of the Prime Minister and Cabinet: POB G1, Honiara. 
Tel: +677 21863, +677 22202. Fax: +677 28649
Minister with responsibility for the Public Service: The Hon Milner
Tozaka, MP
Ministry of Agriculture and Livestock Development: POB G13,
Honiara. Tel: +677 27987, +677 24426. Fax: + 677 28365. 
Email: psagriculture@pmc.gov.sb
Minister: The Hon Selwyn Riumana, MP
Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Employment: POB G26,
Honiara. Tel: +677 28614, +677 22856. Fax: +677 25084
Minister: The Hon Francis Billy Hilly, MP
Ministry of Communication and Aviation: POB 1850, Honiara. 
Tel: +677 28049, +677 28620. Fax: +677 28054. 
Minister: The Hon Varian Donamei, MP
Ministry of Culture and Tourism: POB G26, Honiara. 
Tel: +677 28603, +677 26848. Fax: +677 26875/76
Minister: The Hon Seth Gukuna, MP
Ministry of Development, Planning and Aid Coordination: POB
G30, Honiara. Tel: +677 28608, +677 38336. Fax: +677 30163
Minister: The Hon Steve Abana, MP
Ministry of Education and Human Resources: POB G28, Honiara.
Tel: +677 28643, +677 28803. Fax: + 677 22042. 
Email: pseducation@pmc.gov.sb
Minister: The Hon Job Dudley Tausinga, MP
Ministry of Energy, Mines and Rural Electrification: POB G37,
Honiara. Tel: +677 28609, +677 25937, +677 21521. Fax: +677 25811.
Email: psmines@pmc.gov.sb
Minister: The Hon Edward Huniehu, MP 
Ministry Environment, Conservation and Meterology: POB G24,
Honiara. Tel: +677 28611, +677 22453. Fax: +677 28735. 
Email: psforestry@pmc.gov.sb
Minister: The Hon Gordon Darcy Lilo, MP
Ministry of Finance and Treasury: POB 26, Honiara. Tel: +677 24102.
Fax: +677 28619. Email: psfinance@pmc.gov.sb
Minister: The Hon Snyder Rini, MP
Ministry of Fisheries and Marine Resources: POB G13, Honiara.
Tel: +677 28604, +677 28639. Minister: The Hon Nollen Leni, MP 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and External Trade: POB G10, Honiara.
Tel: 677 21250, +677 28612. Fax: +677 20351. 
Email: psforeign@pmc.gov.sb
Minister: The Hon William Haomae, MP
Ministry of Forestry: POB G24, Honiara. Tel: +677 28611, +677 22453.
Fax: +677 28735
Minister: The Hon Sir Allan Kemakeza, KBE, MP
Ministry of Health and Medical Services: POB 349, Honiara. 
Tel: +677 28610, +677 22376. Fax: +677 20085
Minister: The Hon Johnson Koli, MP
Ministry of Home Affairs: POB G11, Honiara. Tel: +677 28602, 
+677 20021. Fax: +677 25591. Email: psaffairs@pmc.gov.sb
Minister: The Hon James Tora, MP
Department of Infrastructure Development: POB G8, Honiara. 
Tel: +677 28605, +677 25641. Fax: +677 28705
Minister: The Hon Stanley Festus Sofu, MP
Ministry of Justice and Legal Affairs: POB 404, Honiara. 
Tel: +677 21048. Fax: +677 28424. Email: psjustice@pmc.gov.sb
Minister: The Hon Toswell Kaua, MP
Ministry of Lands, Housing and Surveys: POB G38, Honiara. 
Tel: +677 26240, +677 22750. Fax: +677 27298. 
Email: pslands@pmc.gov.sb
Minister: The Hon Martin Magga, MP 
Ministry of National Unity, Reconciliation and Peace: POB 1548,
Honiara. Tel: +677 28616, +677 23087
Minister: The Hon Sam S Iduri, MP
Ministry of Police, National Security and Correctional Services:
POB G1723, Honiara. Tel: +677 28607, +677 22208. Fax: +677 28423.
Email: pspolice@pmc.gov.sb
Minister: The Hon Samuel Manetoli, MP
Ministry of Provincial Government and Institutional Strengthening:
POB G35, Honiara. Tel: +677 28606, +677 21072. Fax: +677 28708.



Water works Tweeling
Water works Tweeling

Municipal Manager
SM Molala

Executive Mayor
T.R.J.E Ramokhoase

MAIN ECONOMIC GROWTH SECTORS
The main economic sector in the region is the
manufacturing sector in the north which is
attributed to the chemical hub in Sasolburg
(Metsimaholo Local Municipality) contributing
95% of all manufacturing output in the region.
In total the Metsimaholo area contributes 67%
to the economy of the Fezile Dabi District and
43.8% to the economy of the Free State
Province. The GDP contribution from Fezile
Dabi District Municipality to the Free State
Province economy presently is 32.2%.

Contrary to the high-tech industrialised
Sasolburg area in the north, the remainder of
the area has a strong agricultural base. Game
farming has also become a prominent player
in tourism industry.

Mining:
Large areas are underlain by exceedingly rich
coal deposits. Bentonite is mined at one of the
rare localities of this unique clay, in the vicinity
of Koppies. 

The re-exploitation of the Lacemyn Diamond
Mine in the vicinity of Kroonstad will generate
in excess of R1 billion for the region when 
in full production. At a bottom cut-off (BCO) 
of 1,5mm, the mine is expected to recover 
in excess of 10 million carats during its
lifetime. Gold is only exploited at the Vaal
Reefs mine in the Viljoenskroon area, which
forms part of the well known Witwaters Rand
gold reef.

Population Size:  460315
Geographical Area:  222210 square
kilometers 

Bilharzia free water areas.

Malaria free area

Summer rainfall area, with beautiful, clear
sunny winter days

Average Temperature: 
Winter = 0° - 18°
Summer = 10° - 29°

Vision 
“A developmental, effective Local Government working towards a better life for all” 

Mission
Fezile Dabi District Municipality’s embraces the participation of all stakeholders
including all spheres of government to: 
·   invest in the economic and social development of all it’s people, especially the

previously disadvantaged, 
·   promote the region with responsible service delivery,
·   contribute to a safer, healthier environment through effective sustainable 

governance.

INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Most Affordable Commercial Land in 
Urban Area.

At just above R200/m2 the Naledi Industrial
Park in Sasolburg offers some of the most
affordable industrial and commercial land
within urban areas in South Africa.

Serviced stands in Ext 1 (phase 3) range
between 1000 to 3000 m² and will be available
to potential developers by December 2008.

Access roads and proximity to the Gauteng
Metropol and the OR Tambo International
Airport gives the area a competitive edge 
while investors will certainly benefit from all
the comparative benefits of a well developed
commercial area.  

Tourism:
Excellent water related, opportunities can be
found on the riverbanks of the Vaal River, Vals
River and Wilge River. The Vaaldam annually
hosts the biggest inland regatta in South Africa
and towns on the banks of the dam offer
ample opportunity for leisure residential
development as well as a thriving yacht and
boat industry. The Vaal River Barrage, just
below the Vaal Dam, serves as an effective
backup reservoir with similar recreational
opportunities. 

The Vaal Dam serves as Gauteng’s principal
source of potable water. 

VREDEFORT DOME INTERNATIONAL
WORLD HERITAGE SITE
The Vredefort Dome, near the rural town of
Vredefort, was declared South Africa’s 
7th International Heritage Site on 14 July
2005 and has international significance in
terms of its geological importance. It is
acknowledged as the biggest and oldest
meteorite site in the world. The District
Municipality is presently constructing a 
R12 million Gateway Visitor Centre which 

will not only provide much needed tourism
services to the area but will also serve as a
economic stimuli to poor jobless communities
in the area.

The upgrading and re-development of the
rural village of Vredefort offers interesting and
innovative opportunities for investment within
a socio-economic and conservation
framework for tourism development.

Contact Information
The Municipal Manager,  PO Box 10,  SASOLBURG  1947
Tel:  016 970 -8600   Fax:  016 970 -8725  Email: info@nfsdc.co.za

Construction of the informal trading post –
Vredefort Dome Visitor Centre

Construction of the informal trading post –
Vredefort Dome Visitor Centre

New water works Frankfort
New water works Frankfort

Construction main building 
Vredefort Dome Visitor Centre

Construction main building 
Vredefort Dome Visitor Centre

Architects impression : 

Vredefort Dome Visitor Centre
Architects impression : 

Vredefort Dome Visitor Centre

FEZILE DABI DISTRICT MUNICIPALITY PROFILE
Fezile Dabi District Municipality is situated in Sasolburg, the most Northern town of the Free State
Province. The Vaal River and Vaal Dam form the northern boundary of the area, which also serves
as the boundary between the Free State and Gauteng Province. Fezile Dabi District Municipality
includes a constellation of four Local Municipalities:

Metsimaholo, Moqhaka, Ngwathe and Mafube  Local Municipalities.
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Email: psprovincial@pmc.gov.sb
Minister: The Hon David Day Pazza, MP
Ministry of Rural Development and Indigenous Affairs: POB G1,
Honiara. Tel: +677 25238, +677 25239. Fax: +677 22170
Minister: The Hon Fred Fono, MP (is also the Deputy Prime Minister)
Ministry of Women, Youth and Children’s Affairs: POB G11,
Honiara. Tel: +677 28602, extn. 201. Fax: +677 23547, +677 23543
Minister: The Hon Peter Tom

South Africa

HEAD OF STATE
President: HE Mr Thabo Mbeki

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
President: HE Mr Thabo Mbeki, Office of the President, The
Presidency (Tshwane): Private Bag X1000, Tshwane 0001. 
Tel: +27 12 300 5200. Fax: +27 12 321 8246. (Cape Town): Private
Bag X1000, Cape Town 8000. Tel: +27 21 464 2100. 
Fax: +27 21 462 6456. Website: www.thepresidency.gov.za
Deputy President: The Hon Ms Phumzile Mlambo-Ngcuka, The
Presidency, (Tshwane): Private Bag X1000, Tshwane 0001. 
Tel: +27 12 300 5200/5271. Fax: +27 12 323 3114. (Capetown):
Private Bag X100, Cape Town, 8000. Tel: +27 21 464 2100. 
Fax: +27 21 464 2171

MINISTRIES
The Presidency (Ministry): (Tshwane): Private Bag X1000, Tshwane
0001. Tel: +27 12 300 5331. Fax: +27 12 321 5779, +27 12 321 8870.
(Cape Town): Private Bag X1000, Cape Town 8000. 
Tel: +27 21 464 2122. Fax: +27 21 464 2123
Minister: The Hon Dr Essop Goolam Pahad
Ministry of Agriculture and Land Affairs: (Tshwane): Private Bag
X250, Tshwane 0001. Tel: +27 12 319 7155. Fax: +27 12 321 8558.
(Cape Town): Private Bag X9087, Cape Town 8000. 
Tel: +27 21 467 4502. Fax: +27 21 465 6550
Minister: The Hon Ms Lulama Xingwana
Deputy Minister: The Hon Ady Dirk Cornelius du Toit
Ministry of Arts and Culture: (Tshwane): Private Bag X899,
Tshwane 0001. Tel: +27 12 441 3006. Fax: +27 12 440 4485. 
(Cape Town): Private Bag X9011, Cape Town 8000. 
Tel: +27 21 465 5620. Fax: +27 21 461 4236
Minister: The Hon Dr Zweledinga Pallo Jordan
Deputy Minister: The Hon Ms Ntombazana Gertrude Winifred Botha
Ministry of Communications: (Tshwane): Private Bag X860,
Tshwane 0001. Tel: +27 12 427 8177. Fax: + 27 12 362 6915. 
(Cape Town): Private Bag X9151, Cape Town 8000. 
Tel: +27 21 467 9420. Fax: +27 21 462 1646
Minister: The Hon Dr Ivy Matsepe-Casaburri
Deputy Minister: The Hon Radhakrishna L Padayachie
Ministry of Correctional Services: (Tshwane): Private Bag X853,
Tshwane 0001. Tel: +27 12 307 2934, +27 12 307 2884. 
Fax: +27 12 323 1114. (Cape Town): Private Bag X9131, Cape Town
8000. Tel: +27 21 464 4600. Fax: +27 21 465 4375
Minister: The Hon Ngconde Balfour
Deputy Minister: The Hon Ms Loretta Jacobus
Ministry of Defence: (Tshwane): Private Bag X427, Tshwane 0001.
Tel: +27 12 355 6101. Fax: +27 12 355 6134. (Cape Town): POB 47,
Cape Town 8000. Tel: +27 21 787 6070. Fax: + 27 21 465 5870.
Website: www.dod.mil.za
Minister: The Hon Mosiuoa Gerard Patrick Lekota
Deputy Minister: The Hon Mluleki Editor George
Ministry of Education: (Tshwane): Private Bag X603, Tshwane 0001.
Tel: +27 12 312 5501. Fax: +27 12 323 5989. (Cape Town): Private Bag
X9034, Cape Town 8000. Tel: +27 21 465 7350. Fax: +27 21 461 4788
Minister: The Hon Ms Grace Naledi Mandisa Pandor
Deputy Minister: The Hon Mohamed Enver Surty
Ministry of Environmental Affairs and Tourism: (Tshwane): Private
Bag X447, Tshwane 0001. Tel: +27 12 310 3611. Fax: +27 12 322 0082.
(Cape Town): Private Bag X9154, Cape Town 8000. 
Tel: +27 21 465 7240. Fax: +27 21 465 3216
Minister: The Hon Marthinus van Schalkwyk
Deputy Minister: The Hon Ms R T Mabudafhasi
Ministry of Finance: (Tshwane): Private Bag X115, Tshwane 0001.
Tel: +27 12 323 8911. Fax: +27 12 323 3262. (Cape Town): POB 29,
Cape Town 8000. Tel: +27 21 464 6100. Fax: +27 21 461 2934
Minister: The Hon Trevor A Manuel

Deputy Minister: The Hon Jabulani Moleketi
Ministry of Foreign Affairs: (Tshwane): Private Bag X152, Tshwane
0001. Tel: +27 12 351 0002. Fax: +27 12 323 1502. (Cape Town): 120
Plein Street, (17th Floor), Room 1714, Cape Town 8001. 
Tel: +27 21 464 3700. Fax: +27 21 465 6548
Minster: The Hon Dr Nkosazana Clarice Dlamini-Zuma
Deputy Ministers: The Hon Aziz Goolam H Pahad, The Hon Ms
Susan van der Merwe
Ministry of Health: (Tshwane): Private Bag X399, Tshwane 0001.
Tel: +27 12 312 0546. Fax: +27 12 325 5526. (Cape Town): Private
Bag X9070, Cape Town 8000. Tel: +27 21 465 7260/72. 
Fax: +27 21 465 1575
Minister: The Hon Dr Mantombazana Tshabalala-Msimang
Ministry of Home Affairs: (Tshwane): Private Bag X741, Tshwane 0001.
Tel: +27 12 810 8941. Fax: +27 12 810 7312. (Cape Town): Private
Bag X9102, Cape Town 8000. Tel: +27 21 469 1600. 
Fax: +27 21 461 4191. Minister: The Hon Ms Nosiviwe Mapisa-Nqakula
Deputy Minister: The Hon Malusi K N Gigaba
Ministry of Housing: (Tshwane): Private Bag X645, Tshwane 0001.
Tel: +27 12 421 1309. Fax: +27 12 341 8513. (Cape Town): Private
Bag X9029, Cape Town 8000. Tel: +27 21 466 7600/08. 
Fax: +27 21 465 3610
Minister: The Hon Dr Lindiwe Nonceba Sisulu
Ministry of Intelligence Services: (Tshwane): POB 1037, Menlyn 0077.
Tel: +27 12 367 0700. Fax: +27 12 367 0749. (Cape Town): POB
51278, Waterfront 8002. Tel: +27 21 401 1800. Fax: +27 21 461 4644.
Website: www.intelligence.gov.za
Minister: The Hon Ronald Kasrils
Ministry of Justice and Constitutional Development: (Tshwane):
Private Bag X276, Tshwane 0001. Tel: +27 12 357 8212/17. 
Fax: +27 12 315 1749. (Cape Town): Private Bag X256, Cape Town 8000.
Tel: +27 21 467 1700/03. Fax: +27 21 467 1730
Minister: The Hon Ms Brigitte S Mabandla
Deputy Minister: The Hon Johannes Hendricks de Lange
Ministry of Labour: (Tshwane): Private Bag X499, Tshwane 0001.
Tel: +27 12 392 9620. Fax: +27 12 320 1942. (Cape Town): Private
Bag X9090, Cape Town 8000. Tel: +27 21 461 6030. 
Fax: +27 21 462 2832
Minister: The Hon Membathisi Mphumzi Shepherd Mdladlana
Ministry of Minerals and Energy: (Tshwane): Private Bag X646,
Tshwane 0001.Tel: +27 12 317 8291. Fax: +27 12 322 8699. (Cape Town):
Private Bag X9111, Cape Town 8000. Tel: +27 21 462 2310/11. 
Fax: +27 21 461 0859
Minister: The Hon B P Sonjica
Ministry of Provincial and Local Government: (Tshwane): Private
Bag X802, Tshwane 0001. Tel: +27 12 334 0705. Fax: +27 12 326 4478.
(Cape Town): Private Bag X9123, Cape Town 8000. Tel: +27 21 462 1441.
Fax: +27 21 461 0851
Minister: The Hon Fholisani Sydney Mufamadi
Deputy Minister: The Hon Ms Nomatyala Hangana
Ministry of Public Enterprises: (Tshwane): Private Bag X15,
Hatfield 0028. Tel: +27 12 431 1098. Fax: +27 12 431 1039. (Cape
Town): Private Bag X9079, Cape Town 8000. Tel: +27 21 461 6376. 
Fax: +27 21 465 2381
Minister: The Hon Alexander Erwin
Ministry of Public Service and Administration: (Tshwane): Private
Bag X886, Tshwane 0001. Tel: +27 12 336 1083. Fax: +27 12 336 1810,
(Cape Town): Private Bag X9148, Cape Town 8000. Tel: +27 21 467 5120.
Fax: +27 21 465 5484. E-maiI: info@dpsa.gov.za
Minister: The Hon Ms Geraldine Joslyn Fraser-Moleketi
Ministry of Public Works: (Tshwane): Private Bag X890, Tshwane
0001. Tel: +27 12 310 5911. Fax: +27 12 310 5182. (Cape Town):
Private Bag X9155, Cape Town 8000. Tel: +27 21 462 4184/87. 
Fax: +27 21 461 6962
Minister: The Hon Ms Angela Thoko Didiza
Deputy Minister: Professor the Hon Ntopile Kganyago
Ministry of Safety and Security: (Tshwane): Private Bag X463,
Tshwane 0001. Tel: +27 12 393 2810/11. Fax: +27 12 393 2812. 
(Cape Town): Private Bag X9080, Cape Town 8000. 
Tel: +27 21 467 7000. Fax: +27 21 467 7036
Minister: The Hon Charles Nqakula
Deputy Minister: The Hon Ms Susan Shabangu
Ministry of Science and Technology: (Tshwane): Private Bag X727,
Tshwane 0001. Tel: +27 12 843 6798. Fax: +27 12 349 1041/48. 
(Cape Town): Private Bag X9156, Cape Town 8000. 
Tel: +27 21 465 4850/70. Fax: +27 21 461 1425
Minister: The Hon Mosibudi Mangena
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Deputy Minister: The Hon Derek A Hanekom
Ministry of Social Development: (Tshwane): Private Bag X885,
Tshwane 0001. Tel: +27 12 312 7479. Fax: +27 12 321 2502. 
(Cape Town): Private Bag X9153, Cape Town 8000. 
Tel: +27 21 465 4011. Fax: +27 21 465 3360
Minister: The Hon Dr Zola S T Skweyiya
Deputy Minister: The Hon Dr Jean Swanson-Jacobs
Ministry of Sport and Recreation: (Tshwane): Private Bag X896,
Tshwane 0001. Tel: +27 12 304 5000. Fax: +27 12 323 0795. 
(Cape Town): Private Bag X9149, Cape Town 8000. 
Tel: +27 21 465 5506/09. Fax: +27 21 465 4402
Minister: The Hon Rev Makhenkesi Arnold Stofile
Deputy Minister: The Hon Gert Oosthuizen
Ministry of Trade and Industry: (Tshwane): Private Bag X84,
Tshwane 0001. Tel: +27 12 394 1508. Fax: +27 12 394 0337. 
(Cape Town): Private Bag X9047, Cape Town 8000. 
Tel: +21 461 7191/93. Fax: +27 21 465 1291
Minister: The Hon Mandisi Bongani Mabuto Mpahlwa
Deputy Ministers: The Hon Dr Rob Davies, The Hon Elizabeth Thabethe
Ministry of Transport: (Tshwane): Private Bag X193, Tshwane 0001.
Tel: +27 12 309 3131. Fax: +27 12 328 3194. (Cape Town): Private
Bag X9129, Cape Town 8000. Tel: +27 21 465 7260/64. 
Fax: +27 21 461 6845
Minister: The Hon Jeffrey Thamsanqa Radebe
Ministry of Water Affairs and Forestry: (Tshwane): Private Bag
X313, Tshwane 0001. Tel: +27 12 336 8733. Fax: +27 12 328 4254.
(Cape Town): Private Bag X9052, Cape Town 8000. 
Tel: +27 21 464 1500. Fax: +27 21 465 3362
Minister: The Hon Mrs Lindiwe Benedicta Hendricks

Sri Lanka 

HEAD OF STATE
President: HE Mr Mahinda Rajapaksa

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
President: HE Mr Mahinda Rajapaksa (also holds Cabinet
portfolios for Defence, Public Security, Law and Order, Finance
and Planning, Nation Building, Religious Affairs and Moral
Upliftment), Office of the President, Presidential Secretariat,
Colombo 1. 
Tel: +94 11 2324801/04. Fax: +94 11 2331246. 
Website: www.presidentsl.org
Prime Minister: The Hon Ratnasiri Wickramanayake, MP (also
holds Cabinet portfolio for Internal Administration), Office of the
Prime Minister, 58 Sir Ernest de Silva Mawatha, Colombo 07. 
Tel: +94 11 2575317/18. Fax: +94 11 2575454. 
Website: www.pmoffice.gov.lk 
Secretary to the President: Mr L C Weeratunga. Tel: +94 11 2326309.
Fax: +94 11 2446657. Email: prsec@presidents officel.lk
Secretary to the Prime Minister: Mr Mahinda Bandusena. 
Tel: +94 11 2575311. Fax: +94 11 2575310
Cabinet Secretary: Mr D Wijeysinghe. Tel: +94 11 2422438. 
Fax: +94 11 2323730

MINISTRIES
Ministry of Agriculture Development and Agrarian Services
Development: 500 T B Jayah Mawatha, Colombo 10. 
Tel: +94 11 2687491/95. Fax: +94 11 2868915
Minister: The Hon Maithripala Sirisena, MP 
Ministry of Child Development and Women’s Empowerment: 177
Nawala Road, Narahenpita, Colombo 05. Tel: +94 11 2505584/85.
Fax: +94 11 2369294. Email: mwa@sltnet.lk
Minister: The Hon Mrs Sumedha G Jayasena, MP
Ministry of Community Development and Social Inequity
Eradication: 35A Dr N M Perera Mawatha, Colombo 08. 
Tel: +94 11 2697912 
Minister: The Hon P Chandrasekeran, MP 
Ministry of Constitutional Affairs and National Integration: 310
Galle Road, Colombo 03. Tel: +94 11 2375178/180. 
Fax: +94 11 2375181. Website: www.constitution.gov.lk. 
Email: consas@constitution.gov.lk
Minister: The Hon D E W Gunasekera, MP
Ministry of Construction and Engineering Services: “Sethsiripaya”
(2nd Floor), Battaramulla. Tel: +94 11 2867954, +94 11 2861587
Minister: The Hon Rajitha Senaratne, MP

Ministry of Cultural Affairs: “Sethsiripaya” (8th Floor),
Battaramulla. Tel: +94 11 2872001, +94 11 2872024.
Minister: The Hon Mahinda Yapa Abeywardena
Ministry of Defence, Public Security, Law and Order: 15/5
Baladaksha Mawatha, Colombo 3. Tel: +94 11 2430860/69. 
Fax: +94 11 2446300. Website: www.mod.gov.lk. 
Email: modadm@sltnet.lk
Minister: HE Mr Mahinda Rajapaksa (also holds Presidential and
Cabinet portfolios for Finance and Planning, Nation Building and
Religious Affairs and Moral Upliftment) 
Ministry of Disaster Management and Human Rights: 2 Wijerama
Mawatha, Colombo 07. Tel: +94 11 2695013. Fax: +94 11 2681980
Minister: The Hon Mahinda Samarasinghe, MP
Ministry of Education: “Isurupaya”, Pelawatte, Battaramulla. 
Tel: +94 11 2785141/50. Fax: +94 11 2785162. 
Website: www.moe.gov.lk. Email: secedu@moe.gov.lk
Minister: The Hon Susil Premajayantha, MP
Ministry of Higher Education: 18 W. Place, Colombo 07. 
Tel: +94 11 2697133
Minister: Prof. the Hon Wiswa Warnapala, MP 
Ministry of Enterprise Deveopment and Investment Promotion:
LanLib Building (1st Floor), 46/56 Nawam Mawatha, Colombo 02.
Tel: +94 11 2394951
Minister: The Hon Dr Sarath Amunugama, MP
Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources: 82 Rajamalwatta
Road, Battaramulla. Tel: +94 11 2882112/13
Minister: The Hon Champika Ranawaka, MP
Ministry of Export Development and International Trade:
Rakshana Mandiraya (6th Floor), 21 Vauxhall Street, Colombo 02.
Tel: +94 11 2435603/04. Fax: +94 11 2421363
Minister: Prof the Hon G L Peiris, MP
Ministry of Finance and Planning: The Secretariat, Colombo 01.
Tel: +94 11 2484500, +94 11 2484600. Fax: +94 11 2449823. 
Website: www.treasury.gov.lk. Email: mfsa@sltnet.lk 
Minister: HE Mr Mahinda Rajapaksa (also holds Presidential and
Cabinet portfolios for Defence, Public Security, Law and Order,
Nation Building and Religious Affairs and Moral Upliftment)
Ministry of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources: New Secretariat,
Maligawatta, Colombo 10. Tel: +94 11 2446183/84 
Minister: The Hon Felix Perera, MP 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs: Republic Building, Colombo 01. 
Tel: +94 11 2325371/75. Fax: +94 11 2446091. 
Website: www.slmfa.gov.lk. Email: publicity@formin.gov.lk
Minister: The Hon Rohitha Bogollagama, MP
Ministry of Foreign Employment, Promotion and Welfare: West
Tower (33rd Floor), World Trade Centre, Colombo 01. 
Tel: +94 11 2438730
Minister: The Hon Dr Keheliya Rambukwelle, MP 
Ministry of Healthcare and Nutrition: “Suwasiripaya”, 385 Rev.
Baddegama Wimalawansa Thero Mawatha, Colombo 10. 
Tel/Fax: +94 11 2698471, +94 11 2698475. Website: www.health.gov.lk
Minister: The Hon Nirmal Siripala de Silva, MP
Ministry of Highways and Road Development: Setsiripaya Office
Complex (9th Floor), Battaramulla or POB 53, Battaramulla. 
Tel: +94 11 2871821/30. Fax: +94 11 2862705. 
Website: www.mohsl.gov.lk 
Minister: Vacant
Ministry of Housing and Common Amenities: “Sethsiripaya”, Sri
Jayawardenapura Kotte, Battaramulla. Tel: +94 11 2861586/87. 
Fax: +94 11 288151. Email: ministry@mhc.gov.lk
Minister: The Hon Mrs Ferial Ashraff, MP
Ministry of Indigenous Medicine: Old Kottawa Road, Navinna,
Maharamagama. Tel: +94 11 2850093. Email: inmed@dialogsl.net
Minister: The Hon Tissa Karaliyadee, MP
Ministry of Industrial Development: 73/1 Galle Road, Colombo 03.
Tel: +94 11 2392149/50. Fax: +94 11 2449402. 
Website: www.industry.gov.lk. 
Minister: The Hon Kumara Welgama, MP
Ministry of Internal Administration: 51 Sir Ernest de Silva
Mawatha, Colombo 07. Tel: +94 11 2674763. Fax: +94 11 2674811.
Email: secmia@sltnet.lk
Prime Minister and Minister: The Hon Ratnasiri Wickramanayake, MP
Ministry of Irrigation and Water Management: 11 Jawatta Road,
Colombo 05. Tel: +94 11 2554000. Fax: +94 11 2554015
Minister: The Hon Chamal Rajapaksa, MP (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for Ports and Aviation) 
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Ministry of Justice and Law Reforms: Superior Courts Complex,
Colombo 12. Tel: +94 11 2323022. Fax: +94 11 2320785. 
Website: www.justiceministry.gov.lk. Email: secmoj@srilanka.net
Minister: The Hon Amarasiri Dodangoda, MP
Ministry of Labour Relations and Manpower: Labour Secretariat,
Narahenpita, Colombo 05. Tel: +94 11 2581991. Fax: +94 11 2368200
Minister: The Hon Athauda Seneviratne, MP
Ministry of Land and Land Development: 80/85 Govijana Mandiraya,
Rajamalwatta Avenue, Battaramulla. Tel: +94 11 2887410.
Fax: +94 11 2887404. Email: nips@sltnet.lk
Minister: The Hon Jeewan Kumaranatunga, MP
Ministry of Livestock Development: 45 St Michael’s Road, 
Colombo 03. Tel: +94 11 2541369
Minister: The Hon R M C B Rathnayake, MP
Ministry of Local Government and Provincial Councils: 330 Union
Place, Colombo 02. Tel: +94 11 2305326/27
Minister: The Hon Janaka Bandara Tennekoon, MP
Ministry of Mass Media and Information: 163 Kirulappone
Mawatha, Polhengoda, Colombo 05. Tel: +94 11 2513459/60. 
Fax: +94 11 2513462. Website: www.media.gov.lk
Minister: The Hon Anura Priyadarshana Yapa, MP 
Ministry of Nation Building and Estate Infrastructure
Development: 177 Galle Road, Colmbo 03. Tel: +94 11 2390895. 
Fax: +94 11 2382064. Website: www.mnbd.gov.lk
Minister: HE Mr Mahinda Rajapaksa (also holds Presidential and
Cabinet portfolios for Defence, Public Security, Law and Order,
Finance and Planning, Religious Affairs and Moral Upliftment)
Ministry of Parliamentary Affairs: 464 B, Pannipitiya Road,
Pelawatte, Battarmulla. Tel: +94 11 2786988. Fax: +94 11 2667895.
Website: www.parliament.lk
Minister: The Hon M H Mohomed, MP
Ministry of Petroleum and Petroleum Resources Development: 80
Sir Earnest De Silva Mawatha, Colombo 07. Tel: +94 11 2564355,
+94 11 2370033. Fax: +94 11 2564350
Minister: The Hon A H M Fowzie, MP
Ministry of Plan Implementation: Tower 5, Level 14, Central Bank
Building, Colombo 01. Tel: +94 11 2477981. Fax: +94 11 2328154.
Website: www.mpi.gov.lk
Minister: The Hon P Dayaratne, MP
Ministry of Plantation Industries: 75/55 Vauxhall Lane, Colombo 02.
Tel: +94 11 2320902/03. Fax: +94 11 2303022. 
Website: www.plantationindustries.gov.lk. Email: dpmpi@sitnet.lk
Minister: The Hon D M Jayaratne, MP
Ministry of Ports and Aviation: 19 Chaithiya Road, Colombo 01. 
Tel: +94 11 2483503, +94 11 2483505. Fax: +94 11 2235142. 
Website: www.ports_aviation.gov.lk. Email: specd@slpa.lk
Minister: The Hon Chamal Rajapaksa, MP (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for Irrigation and Water)
Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications: Levels 18, West Tower,
World Trade Centre, Colombo 01. Tel: +94 11 2452591/93. 
Fax: +94 11 2323465. Email: spostele@sltnet.lk
Minister: The Hon Mahinda Wijesekera (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for Special Projects)
Ministry of Power and Energy: 493/1 T B Jaya Mawatha, Colombo 10.
Tel: +94 11 2687013. Fax: +94 11 2687014. 
Email: secrepe@sltnet.lk
Minister: The Hon John Seneviratne, MP
Ministry of Public Administration and Home Affairs:
Independence Square, Colombo 7. Tel/Fax: +94 11 2695279. 
Website: www.pubad.gov.lk. Email: info@pubad.gov.lk
Minister: The Hon Karu Jayasuriya, MP
Ministry of Public Estate Management and Development: 55/75
Vauxhall Street, Colombo 02. Tel: +94 11 2302628
Minister: The Hon Milroy S Fernando, MP
Ministry of Religious Affairs and Moral Upliftment: 115 Wijerama
Mawatha, Colombo 07. Tel: +94 11 2690896. Fax: +94 11 2690898
Minister: HE Mr Mahinda Rajapaksa (also holds Presidential and
Cabinet portfolios for Defence, Finance and Planning and Nation
Building and Estate Infrastructure Development)
Ministry of Resettlement and Disaster Relief Services: 189 Galle
Road, Colombo 03. Tel: +94 11 2395109. Fax: +94 11 2395517.
Email: acmrazik@gmail.com
Minister: The Hon Abdul Risath Bathiyutheen, MP
Ministry of Rural Industries and Self Employment Promotion: 780
Maradana Road, Colombo 10. Tel: +94 11 2669269
Minister: The Hon R M S B Navinne, MP 

Ministry of Science and Development: 408 Galle Road, Colombo 03.
Tel: +94 11 2374700. Website: www.most.gov.lk. 
Email: mstsasad@sltnet.lk
Minister: Prof. the Hon Tissa Vitharana, MP
Ministry of Social Services and Social Welfare: “Sethsiripaya” (5th
Floor), Battaramulla. Tel: +94 11 2584320/24. 
Website: www.socialwelfare.gov.lk
Minister: The Hon K N Douglas Devananda, MP
Ministry of Special Projects: 49/1 Ward Place, Colombo 07. 
Tel: +94 11 2667896. Fax: +94 11 2667895
Minister: The Hon Mahinda Wijesekera, MP (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for Posts and Telecommunications)
Ministry of Sports and Public Recreation: 7A Reid Avenue,
Colombo 07. Tel: +94 11 2689632. Fax: +94 11 2684204 
Minister: The Hon Gamini Lokuge, MP
Ministry of Supplementary Plantation Crops Development: 561/63
Elvitigala Mawatha, Colombo 05. Tel: +94 11 060 2150722. 
Fax: +94 11 2375378
Minister: The Hon R M Dharmadasa Banda, MP
Ministry of Tourism: 64 Galle Road, Colombo 03. Tel: +94 11 2390799
Website: www.slmts.slt.lk 
Minister: The Hon Milinda Moragoda, MP
Ministry of Trade, Marketing Development, Co-operatives and
Consumer Affairs: CWE Building, 21 Vauxhall Street, Colombo 02.
Tel: +94 11 2435602/03. Fax: +94 11 2447669. 
Website: www.commerce.gov.lk. Email: comsec@commerce.gov.lk
Minister: The Hon Bandula Gunawardena, MP
Minister of Transport: 01 D R Wijewardena Mawatha, Colombo 10.
Tel: +94 11 2687105. Fax: +94 11 2687311, +94 11 2688385
Minister: The Hon Dullas Alahaperuma, MP
Ministry of Urban Development and Sacred Area Development:
“Sethsiripaya” (3rd floor), Battaramulla. Tel: +94 11 2864770, 
+94 11 2862530. Fax: +94 11 2871835. Email: secudws@sltnet.lk
Minister: The Hon Dinesh Gunawardena, MP 
Ministry of Vocational and Technical Training: Nipunatha Piyasa,
No. 354/2 Elivitigala Mawatha, Narahenpita, Colombo 05. 
Tel: +94 11 2597677/81
The Hon Piyasena Gamage, MP
Ministry of Water Supply and Drainage: Sethsiripaya,
Battaramulla. Tel: +94 11 2866448
Minister: The Hon A L M Athaullah, MP
Ministry of Youth Affairs: 420 Bauddaloka, Mawatha, Colombo 07.
Tel: +94 11 2688885
Minister: The Hon Pavithra Wanniarachchi, MP
Ministry of Youth Empowerment and Socio-Economic
Development: 43 Jawatte Road, Colombo 05. 
Tel: +94 11 060 2169507 
Minister: The Hon Armugam Thondaman, MP

Swaziland

HEAD OF STATE
HM King Mswati III, Office of the Head of State, POB 1, Kwaluseni,
Mbabane. Tel: + 268 518 4466/67. Fax: +268 518 4468. 
Email: mbulig@gov.sz

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
Prime Minister: The Rt Hon Absalom T Dlamini, Office of the
Prime Minister, POB 395, Mbabane. Tel: +268 404 2251. 
Fax: +268 404 3943
Deputy Prime Minister: The Hon Constance Simalane, Office of
the Deputy Prime Minister, POB A33, Swazi Plaza, Mbabane. 
Tel: +268 404 5980. Fax: +268 404 0084 
Head of the Civil Service and Secretary to the Cabinet: Mr Sandile
Ceko. Tel: +268 404 2251/53. Fax: +268 404 3943. 
Email: sec-tocab@realnet.co.sz

MINISTRIES
Ministry of Agriculture and Co operatives: POB 162, Mbabane. 
Tel: +268 404 2731. Fax: +268 404 4700
Minister: The Hon Mtiti Fakudze
Ministry of Economic Planning and Development: POB 602,
Mbabane. Tel: +268 404 3765. Fax: +268 404 2157
Minister: The Hon Rev. Absalom M C Dlamini
Ministry of Education: POB 39, Mbabane. Tel: +268 404 2491. 
Fax: +268 404 3880
Minister: The Hon Themba Msibi
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Ministry of Enterprise and Employment: POB 451, Mbabane. 
Tel: +268 404 3201. Fax: +268 404 4711
Minister: The Hon Lutfo E Dlamini
Ministry of Finance: POB 443, Mbabane. Tel: +268 404 2142. 
Fax: +268 404 3187
Minister: The Hon Majozi V Sithole
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade: POB 518, Mbabane. 
Tel: +268 404 6010. Fax: +268 404 2669. 
Email: ps_foreignaffairs@gov.sz
Minister: The Hon Mathendele M Dlamini
Ministry of Health and Social Welfare: POB 5, Mbabane. 
Tel: +268 404 2431. Fax: +268 404 2092 Minister: The Hon Njabulo
Mabuza 
Ministry of Home Affairs: POB 432, Mbabane. Tel: +268 404 2941.
Fax: +268 404 4303
Minister: HRH the Hon Prince Gabheni
Ministry for Housing and Urban Development: POB 798, Mbabane.
Tel: +268 404 6035. Fax: + 268 404 5224
Minister: The Hon Mabili Dlamini
Ministry of Justice and Constitutional Development: POB 924,
Mbabane. Tel: +268 404 2142. Fax: +268 404 3187
Minister: HRH the Hon Prince David Dlamini
Ministry of Natural Resources and Energy: POB 57, Mbabane. 
Tel: +268 404 6244. Fax: +268 404 2436. Email: mnre@realnet.co.sz
Minister: The Hon Mrs Dumsile Sukati
Ministry of Public Service and Information: POB 170, Mbabane.
Tel: +268 404 3521. Fax: +268 404 5379 
Minister: The Hon Charles S Mangongo
Ministry of Public Works and Transport: POB 58, Mbabane. 
Tel: +268 404 2321. Fax: +268 404 2364. Minister: The Hon Elijah
Shongwe
Ministry of Tourism, Environment and Communications: POB 2652,
Mbabane. Tel: +268 404 6421. Fax: +268 404 6438
Minister: The Hon Thandie Shongwe

Tonga

HEAD OF STATE
HM King George Tupou V, Office of the Head of State, The Palace,
POB 6, Nuku’alofa. Tel: +676 25063. Fax: +676 24102 

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
Prime Minister: The Hon Dr Feleti Vakauta Sevele (also holds
Cabinet portfolios for Agriculture, Forestry and Food, Disaster
Relief Activities and Communications), Office of the Prime
Minister, POB 62, Nuku’alofa. Tel: +676 24644. Fax: +676 23888. 
Website: www.pmo.gov.to
Deputy Prime Minister: The Hon Dr Viliami Tangi (also holds
Cabinet portfolio for Health)
Chief Secretary and Secretary to the Cabinet: Mrs ’Eseta Fusitu’a 

MINISTRIES 
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Food: POB 14, Nuku’alofa or
Vuna Road, Nuku’alofa. Tel: + 676 23038. Fax: +676 24271. 
Email: maf-hq@maf.gov.to
Minister: The Hon Dr Feleti Vakauta (also holds Cabinet portfolios
for Disaster Relief Activities and Communications) 
Ministry of Civil Aviation: POB 845, Nuku’alofa or Salote Road,
Nuku’alofa. Tel: +676 24144. Fax: +676 24145. 
Website: http://mca.gov.to
Minister: The Hon Paul Karalus (also holds Cabinet portfolios for
Marines and Ports) 
Ministry of Education, Women’s Affairs and Culture: POB 61,
Nuku’alofa or Vuna Road, Nuku’alofa. Tel: +676 23511. 
Fax: +676 23866. Email: moe@kalianet.to
Minister: The Hon Dr Tevita Hala Palefau
Ministry of Finance: POB 87, Nuku’alofa or Treasury Building,
Vuna Road, Nuku’alofa. Tel: +676 23066. Fax: +676 26011. 
Email: minfin@kalianet.to
Minister: The Hon Afualo Matoto (also holds Cabinet portfolios for
Public Enterprises and Information)
Ministry of Foreign Affairs: POB 821, Nuku’alofa or Level 4,
National Reserve Bank Building, Salote Road, Nuku’alofa. 
Tel: +676 23600. Fax: +676 23360
Minister: The Hon Sonatane T Taumoepeau-Tupou (is also Acting
Minister of Defence and Acting Governor of Vava’u) 

Ministry of Health: POB 59, Nuku’alofa or Vaiola Hospital,
Taufa’ahau Road, Tofoa, Nuku’alofa. Tel: +676 23200. 
Fax: +676 24291. Email: mohtonga@kalianet.to
Minister: The Hon Dr Viliami T Tangi (is also Deputy Prime Minister)
Ministry of Justice and Attorney General’s Chambers: POB 85,
Nuku’alofa or Bank of Tonga Building, Railway Road, Nuku’alofa.
Tel: +676 24055. Fax: +676 23098
Attorney-General and Minister: The Hon ’Alisi Taumoepeau
Ministry of Labour, Commerce and Industries: POB 110,
Nuku’alofa or Wesleyan Church Building, Salote Road, Fasi-moe-
afi, Nuku’alofa. Tel: +676 23688. Fax: +676 23887. 
Website: www.mlci.gov.to. Email: secretary@mlci.gov.to
Minister: The Hon Lisiate ’Akolo 
Ministry of Lands, Surveys, Natural Resources and Environment:
POB 5, Nuku’alofa or Level 3, Government Building, Vuna Road,
Nuku’alofa. Tel: +676 23611. Fax: +676 23216
Minister: The Hon Tuita
Ministry for Marines and Ports: POB 397, Nuku’alofa or Vuna
Road, Ma’ufanga, Nuku’alofa. Tel: +676 22555. Fax: +676 26234
Minister: The Hon Paul Karalus (also holds Cabinet portfolio for
Civil Aviation) 
Ministry of Police, Fire Service and Prisons: Railway Road,
Nuku’alofa. Tel: +676 23222. Fax: +676 23036
Minister: The Hon Siaosi T ’Aho
Ministry of Public Enterprises and Information: Railway Road,
Nuku’alofa. Tel: +676 28144. Fax: +676 24598
Minister: The Hon The Hon Afualo Matoto (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for Finance)
Ministry of Tourism: POB 37, Vuna Road. Nuku’alofa. Tel: +676 25334.
Fax: +676 23507
Minister: The Hon Fineasi Funaki
Ministry of Works and Disaster Relief Activities: POB 52,
Nuku’alofa or Alaivahamama’o Road, Vaololoa, Nuku’alofa. 
Tel: +676 23100. Fax: +676 23102
Minister (Works): The Hon Nuku
Minister (Disaster Relief Activities): The Hon Dr Feleti Vakauta
Sevele (also holds Prime Ministerial and Cabinet portfolios for
Agriculture, Forestry and Food and Communications)
Tonga Defence Services: POB 72, Vaha’akolo Road, Nuku’alofa. 
Tel: +676 23099. Fax: +676 23934 Acting Minister: The Hon
Sonatane T Taumoepeau-Tupou (also holds Cabinet portfolio for
Foreign Affairs and is also Acting Governor of Vava’u) 
Office of the Governor of Vava’u: POB 39, Neiafau, Vava’u. 
Tel: +676 70070. Fax: +676 70501 Acting Governor: The Hon
Sonatane T Taumoepeau-Tupou
Office of the Governor of Ha’apai: Pangai, Ha’apai. Tel: +676 60005.
Fax: +676 60004
Governor: The Hon Malupo

Trinidad and Tobago 

HEAD OF STATE
President: HE Professor George Maxwell Richards, Office of the
President, President’s House, St Ann’s, Port of Spain. 
Tel: +1 868 624 1261/64. Fax: +1 868 625 7950

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
Prime Minister: The Hon Patrick Manning, Office of the Prime
Minister, Whitehall, 29 Maraval Road, Port of Spain. 
Tel: +1 868 622 1625. Fax: +1 868 622 0055. 
Website: www.opm.gov.tt. Email: opm@ttgov.gov.tt 
Office of the Prime Minister
Minister: Senator the Hon Dr Lenny Saith (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for Trade and Industry)
Minister of State: The Hon Stanford Callender
Permanent Secretary and Head of the Civil Service: Mrs Sandra
Marchack
Cabinet Secretary: Mrs A Leung Woo-Gabriel

MINISTRIES 
Attorney General’s Office: Cabildo Chambers, Corner St Vincent
and Sackville Sts, Port of Spain.Tel: +1 868 623 7010; +1 868 625 8901.
Fax: +1 868 625 0470. Website: www.ag.gov.tt. Email: ag@ag.gov.tt
Attorney-General: Senator the Hon Bridgid Annisette-George
Ministry of Agriculture, Land and Marine Resources: St Clair Circle,
St Clair, Port of Spain. Tel: +1 868 622 1221/25, +1 868 622 5481/87.
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Fax: +1 868 622 8202. Website: www.agriculture.gov.tt 
Minister: Senator the Hon Arnold Piggott
Ministry of Community Development, Culture and Gender Affairs:
ALGICO Building, Jerningham Avenue, Belmont. Tel: +1 868 6253012,
+1 868 625 3112, +1 868 625 7425. Fax: +1 868 625 3278. 
Website: www.cdcga.gov.tt
Minister: The Hon Marlene McDonald
Minister of State: The Hon Donna Cox
Parliamentary Secretary: The Hon Junia Regrello
Ministry of Education: Alexander Street, St Clair, Port of Spain. 
Tel: +1 868 622 2181. Fax: +1 868 622 4892. Website: www.moe.gov.tt
Minister: The Hon Esther Le Gendre
Ministry of Energy and Energy Industries: Level 9, Riverside Plaza,
Corner Besson & Piccadilly Sts, Port of Spain. Tel: +1 868 623 6708.
Fax: +1 868 625 0306. Website: www.energy.gov.tt 
Minister: Senator the Hon Conrad Enil
Ministry of Finance: Eric Williams Finance Building (Level 8),
Independence Square, Port of Spain. Tel: +1 868 627 9700, 
+1 868 627 9695. Fax: +1 868 627 5882. 
Website: www.finance.gov.tt. Email: mofcmu@tstt.net.tt
Minister: The Hon Karen Nunez-Tesheira
Minister within the Ministry: Senator the Hon Mariano Browne
Ministry of Foreign Affairs: Knowsley Building, 1 Queen’s Park
West, Port of Spain. Tel: +1 868 623 4116, +1 868 624 4120. 
Fax: +1 868 624 4220. Website: www.foreign.gov.tt
Minister: The Hon Paula Gopee-Scoon
Ministry of Health: Corner Park and Edward Sts., Port of Spain.
Tel: +1 868 627 0010, +1 868 627 0012. Fax: +1 868 623 9528.
Website: www.health.gov.tt
Minister: Senator the Hon Jerry Narace
Parliamentary Secretary: Senator the Hon Wesley George
Ministry of Information: NALIS Building (Level 5), Abercromby
Street, Port of Spain. Tel: +1 868 623 9668. Fax: +1 868 623 8636 
Minister: The Hon Neil Parsanlal
Ministry of Labour and Small and Micro-Enterprises
Development: Level 11, Riverside Plaza, Corner Besson Street,
Port of Spain. 
Tel: +1 868 623 4241/46. Fax: +1 868 624 4091. 
Website: www.labour.gov.tt
Minister: The Hon Rennie Dumas 
Ministry of Legal Affairs: Registration House, Huggins Building,
South Quay, Port of Spain. Tel: +1 868 625 9971, +1 868 623 7163.
Fax: +1 868 625 9803. Website: www.legalaffairs.gov.tt 
Minister: The Hon Peter Taylor, MP
Ministry of Local Government: Kent House, Maraval Road, Port of
Spain. Tel: +1 868 622 1669, +1 868 622 1979. Fax: +1 868 622 4783,
+1 868 622 5252. Website; www.localgov.tt
Minister: Senator the Hon Hazel Manning
Ministry of National Security: Temple Court, 31-33 Abercromby
Street, Port of Spain. Tel: +1 868 623 2441/45. Fax: +1 868 627
8044. Website: www.nationalsecurity.gov.tt. Email: info@mns.gov.tt 
Minister: Senator the Hon Martin Joseph
Ministry of Planning, Housing and the Environment: NHA
Building, 44-46 South Quay, Port of Spain. Tel: +1 868 623 4663. 
Fax: +1 868 625 2793. Website: www.housing.gov.tt. 
Email: info@housing.gov.tt
Minister: Senator the Hon Dr Emily Gaynor Dick-Forde
Minister of State: Senator the Hon Tina Gronlund-Nunez
Ministry of Public Administration: National Library Building,
Corner Hart & Abercromby Sts., Port of Spain. Tel: +1 868 623 8578.
Fax: +1 868 623 6027 
Minister: The Hon Kennedy Swarathsingh 
Ministry of Public Utilities: Sacred Heart Building, 16-18 Sackville
Street, Port of Spain. Tel: +1 868 623 4853, +1 868 625 6781. 
Fax: +1 868 625 7003
Minister: The Hon Mustapha Abdul-Hamid
Ministry of Science, Technology and Tertiary Education: Nahous
Building (Level 3), Corner Agra and Patna Sts, St James. 
Tel: +1 868 622 9922. Fax: +1 868 622 7640. 
Website: www.stte.gov.tt
Minister: The Hon Christine Kangaloo
Minister of State: Senator the Hon Fitzgerald Jeffrey  
Ministry of Social Development: Ansa Building, Corner
Independence Square and Abercromby Sts, Port of Spain. 
Tel/Fax: +1 868 627 4853. Website: www.socialservices.gov.tt
Minister: The Hon Dr Amery Browne
Minister of State: The Hon Alicia Hospedales

Ministry of Sport and Youth Affairs: ISSA Nicholas Building,
Corner Frederick & Duke Sts, Port of Spain. Tel: +1 868 625 8874. 
Fax: +1 868 623 5006
Minister: The Hon Gary Hunt
Ministry of Tourism: 51-55 Frederick Street, Port of Spain. 
Tel: +1 868 624 1403, +1 868 624 4792. Fax: +1 868 625 0437.
Website: www.tourism.gov.tt
Minister: The Hon Joseph Ross
Ministry of Trade and Industry: 11-17 Nicholas Tower, 63-65
Independence Square, Port of Spain. Tel: +1 868 623 2931/34. 
Fax: +1 868 627 8488. Website: www.tradeind.gov.tt
Minister: Senator the Hon Dr Lenny Saith (is also Minister, Office
of the Prime Minister)
Ministry of Works and Transport: Head Office Building (Level 6),
Corner Richmond and London Sts, Port of Spain. Tel: +1 868 625 1225.
Fax: +1 868 625 8070. Website: http://mowt.gov.tt
Minister: The Hon Colm Imbert

Tuvalu  

GOVERNOR-GENERAL
HE the Rev Filoimea Telito (representing HM Queen Elizabeth II,
Head of State), Office of the Governor-General: Vaiaku, Funafuti.
Tel/Fax: +688 20715

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
Prime Minster: The Hon Apisai Ielemia (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for Foreign Affairs), Office of the Prime Minister: Private
Mail Bag, Vaiaku, Funafuti. Tel: +688 20815. Fax: +688 20113
Deputy Prime Minister: The Hon Tavau Teii (also holds Cabinet
portfolio for Natural Resources), Office of the Deputy Prime
Minister, Private Mail Bag, Vaiaku, Funafuti. Tel: +688 20055. 
Fax: +688 20722. 
Secretary to the Cabinet: Mr Panapasi Nelesone 

MINISTRIES
Ministry of Communications, Transport and Tourism: Private Mail
Bag, Vaiaku, Funafuti. Tel: +688 20055. Fax: +688 20722
Minister: The Hon Taukelina Finikaso 
Ministry of Education and Sports: Private Mail Bag, Vaiaku,
Funafuti. Tel: +688 20245. Fax: +688 20405
Minister: The Hon Dr Falesi Pitoi (also holds Cabinet portfolio for
Youth Affairs)
Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning: Private Mail Bag,
Vaiaku, Funafuti. Tel: +688 20408. Fax: +688 20210
Minister: The Hon Lotoala Metia 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs: Private Mail Bag, Vaiaku, Funafuti. 
Tel: +688 20815. Fax: +688 20113
Minister: The Hon Apisai Ielemia (also holds Prime Ministerial
portfolio) 
Ministry of Health: Private Mail Bag, Vaiaku, Funafuti. 
Tel: +688 20416. Fax: +688 20832
Minister: The Hon Iakoba Italeli  
Ministry of Home Affairs: Private Mail Bag, Vaiaku, Funafuti. 
Tel: +688 20175. Fax: +688 20821
Minister: The Hon Willy Telavi
Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment: Private Mail Bag,
Vaiaku, Funafuti. Tel: +688 20160. Fax: +688 20826
Minister: The Hon Tavau Teii (is also Deputy Prime Minister)
Ministry of Public Utilities and Industries: Private Mail Bag,
Vaiaku, Funafuti
Minister: The Hon Kausea Natano
Speaker of the House: The Hon Kamuta Latasi
Chairman of the Caucus: Sir Tomu Malaefono Sione  

Uganda

HEAD OF STATE
President: HE Mr Yoweri Kaguta Museveni

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
President: HE Mr Yoweri Kaguta Museveni, Office of the President,
Parliament Buildings, Parliament Avenue, POB 7168, Kampala 
Tel: +256 41 254881/9, +256 41 231900, +256 41 343311. 
Fax: +256 41 255243, +256 41 255243. 
Website: www.statehouse.go.ug. Email: info@statehouse.go.ug
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Vice President: Professor the Hon Gilbert Bukenya, Parliament
Buildings, POB 7539, Kampala. Tel: +256 41 259801; 236563; 233561.
Fax: +256 41 236778. Email: ovp@starcom.co.ug
Prime Minister: Professor the Hon Apollo Nsibambi (also Leader
of Government Business in Parliament), Post Office Building, St
Clement Hill Road Road, POB 341, Kampala. Tel: +256 41 232222,
+256 41 232575. Fax: +256 41 242341
Head of the Public Service and Secretary to the Cabinet: Mr John
Mitala, POB 7168, Kampala.

MINISTRIES
Office of the President: Parliament Buildings, Parliament Avenue,
POB 7168, Kampala Tel: +256 41 254881/9, +256 41 231900, 
+256 41 343311. Fax: +256 41 255243, +256 41 255243. 
Website: www.statehouse.go.ug. Email: info@statehouse.go.ug
Ministers: The Hon Amama Mbabazi (Security), The Hon Beatrice
Wabudeya (The Presidency), The Hon Dorothy Hyuha (Minister
without Portfolio), The Hon Kabakumba Masiko (Chief Whip)
Ministers of State: The Hon Kagimu Kiwanuka (Economic
Monitoring), The Hon Nsaba Buturo (Ethics)
Office of the Vice-President: Parliament Buildings, POB 7539,
Kampala. Tel: +256 41 259801; 236563; 233561. Fax: +256 41 236778
Minister of State: The Hon James Baba
Office of the Prime Minister: Post Office Building, St Clement Hill
Road Road, POB 341, Kampala. Tel: +256 41 232222, +256 41 232575.
Fax: +256 41 242341
Minister: The Hon Adolf Mwesige (General Duties)
Ministers of State: The Hon Musa Ecweru (Relief and Disaster
Preparedness), The Hon David Wakikona (Northern Uganda), The
Hon Tom Butime (Karamoja), The Hon Nyombi Thembo (Luwero
Triangle)
Office of the First Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for East
African Affairs: POB 7003, Kampala. Tel: +256 41 533240
First Deputy Prime Minister: The Hon Eriya Kategya 
Office of the Second Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for the
Public Service: Ministry of Public Service: POB 7003, Kampala. 
Tel: +256 41 255651/58. Website: www.publicservice.go.ug. 
Email: ps@publicservice.go.ug
Second Deputy Prime Minister and Minister: The Hon Henry Kajura
Minister of State: The Hon Sezi Mbaguta (Public Service)
Office of the Third Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of
Information and National Guidance: Kampala
Minister: The Hon Kirunda Kivejinja  
Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Industries and Fisheries: P O Box
102, Entebbe. Tel: +256 42 20981, +256 42 21179. Fax: +256 42 21047.
Website: www.agriculture.go.ug
Minister: The Hon Hillary Onek
Ministers of State: The Hon Dr Kibirige Ssebunya (Agriculture), The
Hon Fred Mukisa (Fisheries), The Hon Maj. Bright Rwamirama
(Animal Husbandry)
Ministry of Defence: POB 7069, Kampala
Minister: The Hon Dr Crispus Kiyonga
Minister of State: The Hon Ruth Nankabirwa
Ministry of Education and Sports: Plot 9/11 Parliament Avenue,
POB 7063, Kampala. Tel: +256 41 234451/54. Fax: +256 41 234920.
Website: www.education.go.ug. Email: mine@starcom.co.ug
Minister: The Hon Geraldine Namirembe Bitamazire
Ministers of State: The Hon Gabriel Opio (Higher Education), The
Hon Peter Lokeris (Primary Education), The Hon Charles
Bakabulindi (Sports) 
Ministry of Energy and Minerals: Amber House, 33 Kampala Road,
POB 7270, Kampala. Tel: + 254 41 234733. Fax: +256 41 234732.
Website: www.energyandminerals.go.ug. 
Email: muinda@energy.go.ug
Minister: The Hon Daudi Migereko
Ministers of State: The Hon Simon D’Ujanga (Energy), The Hon
Kamanda Bataringaya (Minerals) 
Ministry of Finance, Planning and Economic Development: POB 8147,
Kampala. Tel: +256 41 234700/09, +256 41 235051/54. 
Fax: +256 41 230163. Website: www.finance.go.ug. 
Email: finance@starcom.co.ug
Minister: The Hon Dr Ezra Suruma
Ministers of State: The Hon (General) Fred Omach (General
Duties), The Hon Omwony Ojwok (Planning), The Hon Salim Saleh
(Micro Finance), Prof the Hon Ssemakula Kiwanuka (Investment),
The Hon Chekamondo Lukia (Privatisation)
Ministry of Foreign Affairs: POB 7084, Kampala. Tel: +256 41 257525,

+256 41 258252, +256 41 345661. Fax: +256 41 258722, +256 41 232874.
Website: www.mofa.go.ug. Email: mofa@starcom.co.ug
Minister: The Hon Sam Kutesa
Ministers of State: The Hon Oryem Okello (International Affairs),
The Hon Isaac Musumba (Regional Affairs) 
Ministry of Gender, Labour and Social Affairs: Udyam House, Jinja
Road, POB 7168, Kampala. Tel: +256 41 234790
Minister: The Hon Syda Bumba
Ministers of State: The Hon Rukia Isanga (Gender), The Hon James
Kinobe (Youth), The Hon Mwesigwa Rukutana (Labour), The Hon
Sulaiman Madada (Disabilities)    
Ministry of Health: Plot 6, Lourdel Road, Wandegeya, POB 7272,
Kampala. Tel: +256 41340884. Fax: +256 41 340887. 
Website: www.health.go.ug. Email: info@health.go.ug
Minister: The Hon Dr Steven Mallinga
Ministers of State: Richard Nduhura (Health/General), The Hon Dr
Otaala Emmanuel (Primary Health Care)
Ministry of Information and Communication Technology: Kampala
Minister: The Hon Hamu Muliira
Minister of State: The Hon Nsambu Balintuma  
Ministry of Internal Affairs: POB 7084, Kampala. 
Tel: +256 41 234280/89, +256 41 231188. Fax: +256 41 236778
Minister: The Hon Ruhakana Rugunda
Minister of State: The Hon Matia Kasaija  
Ministry of Justice and Constitutional Affairs: Parliament Avenue,
POB 7183, Kampala. Tel: +256 41 230538. Fax: +256 41 254829.
Email: mojca@africaonline.co.ug, info@justice.go.ug
Minister and Attorney-General: The Hon Dr Gerald Kiddu
Makubuya
Minister of State: The Hon Fred Ruhindi
Ministry of Lands, Housing and Urban Development: Kampala
Minister: The Hon Omara Atubo
Ministers of State: The Hon Werikhe Kaf
abusa (Housing), The Hon Urbane Tibamanya (Urban
Development), The Hon Atwoki Kasirivu (Lands)
Ministry of Local Government: POB 7037, Kampala. 
Tel: +256 41 431224. Fax: +256 41 258127, +256 41 347339. 
Website: www.molg.go.ug. Email: info@molg.go.ug
Minister: The Hon Maj-Gen. Kahinda Otafiire
Minister of State: The Hon Hope Mwesigye 
Ministry of Trade, Industry, Tourism, Wildlife and Antiquities:
POB 7103, Kampala. Tel: +256 41 314268. Fax: +256 41 341247. 
Website: www.mti.go.ug
Minister: The Hon Janat Mukwaya
Ministers of State: The Hon Wambuzi Gagawala (Trade), Prof the
Hon Ephraim Kamuntu (Industry and Technology), The Hon Serapio
Rukundo (Tourism)
Ministry of Water and Environment: POB 7096, Kampala. 
Tel: +25641 2342931. Website: www.mwle.go.ug. 
Email: mwle@mwle.go.ug
Minister: The Hon Maria Mutagamba
Ministers of State: The Hon Jenipher Namuyangu (Water), The Hon
Jessica Eriyo (Environment)
Ministry of Works: POB 7270, Kampala. Tel: (Kampala): 
+256 41 230070; (Entebbe) +256 42 20101. Fax: +256 42 20155.
Minister: The Hon John Nasasira
Ministers of State: The Hon Simon Ejua (Transport), The Hon John
Byabagambi (Works)  

United Kingdom

HEAD OF STATE
HM Queen Elizabeth II, Buckingham Palace, London SW1A 1AA.
Tel: 020 7930 4832. Website: www.royal.gov.uk

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
Prime Minister: The Rt Hon Gordon Brown, MP (also First Lord of
the Treasury and Minister for the Civil Service), Office of the Prime
Minister, 10 Downing Street, London SW1A 2AA. (General Enquiries):
Tel: 020 7270 3000. Fax: 020 7925 0918. 
Website: www.number-10.gov.uk

GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS 
Government Departments can also be reached by dialling: 
020 7270 3000
HM Treasury: 1 Horse Guards Road, London SW1A 2HQ.
(Correspondence and Enquiry Unit): 2/W1, HM Treasury, 1 Horse
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Guards Road, London SW1A 2HQ. Tel: (Switchboard): 020 7270 5000,
(Public Enquiries): 020 7270 4558. Website: www.hm-treasury.gov.uk.
Email: public.enquiries@hm-treasury.gov.uk
Chancellor of the Exchequer: The Rt Hon Alistair Darling, MP
Parliamentary Secretary to the Treasury and Chief Whip: The Rt
Hon Geoff Hoon, MP
Chief Secretary to the Treasury: The Rt Hon Yvette Cooper. MP
Financial Secretary: The Rt Hon Jane Kennedy, MP
Exchequer Secretary: Angela Eagle, MP
Economic Secretary: Kitty Ussher, MP
Minister of State with responsibility for Revenue Protection at the
border: Liam Byrne, MP
Foreign and Commonwealth Office: King Charles Street, London
SW1A 2AH. (Main Switchboard/General Enquiries): 
Tel: 020 7270 1500. Website: www.fco.gov.uk
Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs (Foreign
Secretary): The Rt Hon David Milliband, MP 
Ministers of State: The Rt Hon Jim Murphy, MP (Europe), Sir Mark
Malloch Brown, KCMG (Africa, Asia and the UN), Kim Howells, MP,
Sir Digby Jones (Trade and Investment, is also Minister of State,
Department for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform)
Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State: Meg Munn, MP 
Ministry of Justice: (Public Enquiries): Selbourne House, 54
Victoria Street, London SW1E 6QW. Tel: 020 7210 8500. 
Website: www.justice.gov.uk. 
Email: general enquiries@justice.gsi.gov.uk
Lord Chancellor and Secretary of State for Justice: The Rt Hon
Jack Straw, MP
Ministers of State: The Rt Hon David Hanson, MP, Michael Wills, MP
Parliamentary Under-Secretaries of State: Lord Hunt of Kings
Heath, OBE, Bridget Prentice, MP, Maria Eagle, MP
Home Office: (General Enquiries): Direct Communications Unit, 2
Marsham Street, London SW1P 4DF. Tel: 020 7035 4848. 
Textphone: 020 7035 4742. Fax: 020 7035 4745. 
Website: www.homeoffice.gov.uk. 
Email: public.enquiries@homeoffice.gsi.gov.uk
Secretary of State for the Home Department (Home Secretary):
The Rt Hon Jacqui Smith, MP
Ministers of State: Liam Byrne, MP (Border and Immigration
Agency), Tony McNulty, MP (Security, Counter-Terrorism, Crime
and Policing), 
Parliamentary Under-Secretaries of State: Vernon Coaker, MP
(Crime Reduction, MP), Admiral Sir Alan West, GCB, DSC (Security
and Counter-Terrorism)
Ministry of Defence: (Ministerial Correspondence Unit): Main
Building, 5th Floor, Zone A, Whitehall, London SW1A 2HB. 
Website: www.mod.uk
Secretary of State for Defence: The Rt Hon Des Browne, MP (is also
Secretary of State for Scotland) 
Minister of State: The Rt Hon Bob Ainsworth, MP
Parliamentary Under-Secretaries of State: Baroness Ann Taylor,
Derek Twigg, MP
Scotland Office: (London): Dover House, Whitehall, London SW1A
2AU. Tel: 020 7270 6754. Fax: 020 7270 6812. 
Email: Scottish.secretary@scotland.gov.uk. 
Website: www.scotlandoffice.gov.uk. (Edinburgh): 1 Melville Crescent,
Edinburgh EH3 7HW. Tel: 0131 244 9010. Fax: 0131 244 9028
Secretary of State for Scotland: The Rt Hon Des Browne, MP (also
holds Cabinet portfolio for Defence)
Parliamentary Under-Secretary: David Cairns, MP 
Department of Health: Richmond House, 79 Whitehall, London
SW1A 2NS. Tel: 020 7210 4850. Website: www.doh.gov.uk. 
Email: dhmail@doh.gsi.gov.uk
Secretary of State for Health: The Rt Hon Alan Johnson, MP
Ministers of State: The Rt Hon Dawn Primarolo, MP (Public Health),
Ben Bradshaw, MP (Health Services and Minister for the South West)
Parliamentary Under-Secretaries of State: Professor Sir Ara Darzi,
Ann Keen, MP (Health Services), Ivan Lewis, MP (Care Services) 
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs:
(Headquarters): Nobel House, 17 Smith Square, London SW1P
3JR, (Postal Enquiries): Customer Contact Unit, Eastbury House,
30-34 Albert Embankment, London SE1 7TL. Helpline: 
Tel: 08459 33 55 77, Tel: +44 20 7238 6951 (outside the UK). 
Email: helpline@defra.gsi.gov.uk. Fax: 020 7238 2188. 
Web page: www.defra.gov.uk
Secretary of State: The Rt Hon Hilary Benn, MP
Ministers of State: Lord Rooker (Food, Farming, Animal Health,

Welfare), Phil Woolas, MP (Climate Change, Energy and
Sustainable Development)
Parliamentary Under-Secretaries of State: Joan Ruddock, MP
(Climate Change, Waste and Recycling, Biodiversity), Jonathan
Shaw, MP (Marine and Fisheries, Rural Affairs, Landscape, Local
Environment Quality) 
Department for International Development (DFID): (London): 1
Palace Street, London SW1E 5HE. Tel: (Public Enquiry Office): Local:
0845 300 4100, 020 7023 0000, International: +44 0 1355 84 3132).
Fax: +44 0 1355 84 3632, (Glasgow): Abercrombie House,
Eaglesham Road, East Kilbride, Glasgow G75 8E. Tel: 01355 84 4000.
Fax: 01355 84 3132. Website: www.dfid.gov.uk. 
Email: enquiry@dfid.gov.uk
Secretary of State for International Development: The Rt Hon
Douglas Alexander, MP
Parliamentary Under-Secretaries of State: Gareth Thomas, MP (is
also Parliamentary Under Secretary of State, Department for
Business, Enterprises and Regulatory Reform), Gillian Merron,
MP, Shahid Malik, MP
Department for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform:
(Enquiry Unit): 1 Victoria Street, London SW1H 0ET. Tel: 020 7215
5000. Textphone: 020 7215 6740. Website: www.dti.gov.uk. 
Email: enquiries@dti.gsi.gov.uk
Secretary of State for Trade and Industry: The Rt Hon John Hutton, MP
Ministers of State: Sir Digby Jones (Industry and the Regions, is
also Minister of State, Foreign and Commonwealth Office), Pat
McFadden, MP, Malcolm Wicks, MP
Parliamentary Under-Secretaries of State: Gareth Thomas, MP (is
also Parliamentary Under Secretary of State at the Department for
International Development), Baroness Vadera 
Office of the Leader of the House of Commons and Lord Privy
Seal: Dover House, London SW1A 2AU. Tel: 020 7276 1005. 
Fax: 020 7276 1006. Email: leader@commonsLeader.x.gsi.gov.uk
Leader of the House of Commons and Lord Privy Seal: The Rt Hon
Harriet Harman, QC, MP (is also Minister for Women and Labour
Party Chair)
Parliamentary Secretary: Helen Goodman, MP
Department for Work and Pensions: (Correspondence Unit): Room
540, The Adelphi, 1-11 John Adam Street, London WC2N 6HT. 
Tel: (Public Enquiry Unit): 020 7712 2171. Fax: 020 7712 2386.
Website: www.dwp.gov.uk
Secretary of State for Work and Pensions: The Rt Hon James
Purnell, MP
Ministers of State: The Rt Hon Mike O’Brien, MP, Stephen Timms, MP
Parliamentary Under-Secretaries: Lord McKenzie of Luton, Anne
McGuire, MP, James Plaskitt, MP, Barbara Follett, MP
Department for Transport: (Enquiry Service): Zone 2/A3, Ashdown
House, 123 Victoria Street, London, SW1 6DE, (Ministerial
Correspondence Unit): Great Minster House, 76 Marsham Street,
London SW1P 4DR. Tel: 020 7944 8300. Fax: 020 7944 9643.
Website: www.dft.gov.uk
Secretary of State for Transport: The Rt Hon Ruth Kelly, MP
Minister of State: The Rt Hon Rosie Winterton, MP
Parliamentary Under-Secretaries of State: Jim Fitzpatrick, MP,
Tom Harris, MP 
Department for Communities and Local Government: Eland
House, Bressenden Place, London SW1E 5DU. Tel: 020 7944 4400.
Fax: 020 7944 4101. Website: www.communities.gov.uk. 
Email: (General Enquiries): contactus@comunities.gsi.gov.uk
Secretary of State: The Rt Hon Hazel Blears, MP
Ministers of State: Caroline Flint, MP, John Healey, MP
Parliamentary Under-Secretaries of State: Baroness Andrews,
OBE, Parmjit Dhanda, MP, Ian Wright, MP
Department for Children, Schools and Families: Sanctuary
Buildings, Great Smith Street, London SW1P 3BT. Tel: (Public
Enquiry Unit): 0870 000 2288. Fax: 01928 794248. 
Website: www.dfes.gov.uk. Email: info@dfes.gsi.gov.uk
Secretary of State for Education and Skills: The Rt Hon Ed Balls, MP
Ministers of State: Jim Knight, MP, The Rt Hon Beverley Hughes, MP
Parliamentary Under-Secretaries of State: Kevin Brennan, Lord
Andrew Adonis
Cabinet Office: (Public Enquiry Office): 70 Whitehall, London SW1A
2AS. Tel: 020 7276 1234. Website: www.cabinetoffice.gov.uk. 
Email: pscdl@cabinet-office.x.gsi.gov.uk
Minister for the Cabinet Office and Chancellor of the Duchy of
Lancaster: The Rt Hon Ed Milliband, MP
Minister for the Olympics and London: The Rt Hon Tessa Jowell, MP
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Parliamentary Secretaries: Phil Hope, MP, Tom Watson, MP
Secretary to the Cabinet and Head of the Home Civil Service: Sir
Gus O’Donnell, KCB
Northern Ireland Office: (Northern Ireland): Stormont Castle,
Stormont Estate, Belfast, Northern Ireland BT4 3TT and Castle
Buildings, Block B, Belfast, Northern Ireland BT4 3SG. 
Tel: (Press Enquiries, Northern Ireland): 028 9037 8268. 
Fax: 028 9037 8085. General Enquiries: 028 9052 0700. Textphone:
028 9052 7668, (London): 11 Millbank, London SW1P 4PN. 
Tel: (Press Enquiries, London): 020 7210 6518. 
Fax: 020 7210 0213. Website: www.nio.gov.uk. Email: nio.gov.uk 
Secretary of State for Northern Ireland: The Rt Hon Shaun
Woodward, MP 
Minister of State: Paul Goggins, MP
Office of the Leader of the House of Lords and Lord President of
the Council: Privy Council Office, 2 Carlton Gardens, London SW1Y
5AA. Tel: 020 7210 1033. Fax: 020 7210 1071. 
Website:www.privy-council.org.uk. 
Email: pcosecretariat@pco.x.gsi.gov.uk
Leader of the House of Lords and Lord President of the Council:
The Rt Hon the Baroness Ashton of Upholland
Lords Chief Whip and Captain of the Gentlemen at Arms: Baroness
Royall of Blaisdon (attends Cabinet Meetings)
Department for Innovation, Universities and Skills: Kingsgate
House, 66-74 Victoria Street, London SW1E 6SW. Postal Address:
Castle View House, East Lane, Runcorn WA7 2GJ. Tel: (General
Enquiries): 020 7215 5555. Website: www.dius.gov.uk. 
Email: info@dius.gsi.gov.uk
Secretary of State: The Rt Hon John Denham, MP
Ministers of State: Bill Rammell, MP (Lifelong Learning, Further
and Higher Education), Ian Pearson, MP (Science and Innovation)
Parliamentary Under-Secretaries of State: Davy Lammy, MP
(Skills), Baroness Morgan (Intellectual Property and Quality) 
Wales Office: Gwydyr House, Whitehall, London SW1A 2ER. 
Tel: 020 7270 0534. Website: www.walesoffice.gov.uk. 
Email: wales.office@wales.gsi.gov.uk
Secretary of State for Wales: The Rt Hon Paul Murphy, MP
Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State: Huw Irranca-Davies, MP  
Department for Culture, Media and Sport: (Public Enquiry
Service): 2-4 Cockspur Street, London SW1Y 5DH. 
Tel: (General Enquiries): 020 7211 6200. 
Website: www.culture.gov.uk. 
Email: enquiries@culture.gov.uk
Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport: The Rt Hon Andy
Burnham, MP
Minister of State: The Rt Hon Margaret Hodge, MBE, MP (Culture,
Creative Industries and Tourism)
Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State: Gerry Sutcliffe, MP (Sport) 
The Legal Secretariat to the Law Officers: 9 Buckingham Gate,
London SW1E 6JP. Tel: 020 7271 2422. Fax: 020 7271 2430. 
Website: www.lslo.gov.uk
Attorney-General: The Rt Hon the Baroness Scotland of Asthal,
(attends Cabinet meetings)
Solicitor-General: Vera Baird, QC, MP
Advocate-General for Scotland: Lord Davidson of Glen Clova, QC

United Republic of Tanzania

HEAD OF STATE
President: HE Mr Jakaya Mrisho Kikwete

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
President: HE Mr Jakaya Mrisho Kikwete (also Commander-in-
Chief of the Armed Forces), Office of the President, State House,
Magogoni Road, POB 9120, Dar es Salaam. Tel: +255 22 2116898,
+255 22 2116900/05. Fax: +255 22 2113425. 
Website: www.tanzania.go.tz
Vice-President: HE Dr Ali Mohamed Shein, Office of the Vice-
President: State House, Magogoni Road, POB 9120, Dar es
Salaam. Tel: +255 22 2116994, +255 22 2128771. 
Fax: +255 22 2110614
President of Zanzibar: HE Mr Amani Abeid Amani Karume
Prime Minister: The Rt Hon Mizengo Kayanza Peter Pinda
Chief Secretary to the Cabinet and Head of the Public Service: Mr
Philemon Luhanjo, Office of the President: POB 9120, Dar es
Salaam. Tel: +255 22 2116898. Fax: +255 22 2113425

MINISTRIES
Office of the President: State House, Magogoni Road, POB 9120,
Dar es Salaam. Tel: +255 22 2116898, +255 22 2118531. 
Fax: +255 22 2113425
Ministers of State: The Hon Ms Hawa Ghasia (Public Service
Management), The Hon Sofia Mnyambi Simba (Good Governance)
Office of the Vice President: State House, Magogoni Road, POB
9120, Dar es Salaam. Tel: +255 22 2116994, +255 22 2128771. 
Fax: +255 22 2110614
Ministers of State: The Hon Muhammed Seif Khatib (Union Affairs),
The Hon Dr Batilda Salha Burian (Environment)
Office of the Prime Minister: POB 3021, Dar es Salaam. 
Tel: +255 22 2117249/50. Email: info@pmotz.org
Ministers of State: The Hon Celina Ompeshi Kombani (Regional
Administration and Local Government), The Hon Philip Sang’ka
Marmo (Parliamentary Affairs)
Deputy Minister: The Hon Aggrey Mwanri (Regional Administration
and Local Government) 
Ministry of Agriculture, Food Security and Co-operatives: POB
9192, Dar es Salaam. Tel: +255 22 2862480/81, +255 22 2862065
Minister: The Hon Stephen Masatu Wassira
Deputy Minister: The Hon Dr David Mathayo David
Ministry of Community Development, Gender and Children: POB
3448, Dar es Salaam. Tel: +255 22 2111459. Fax: +255 22 2110933.
Email: info_wic@uccmail.co.tz
Minister: The Hon Margaret Simnwanza Sitta
Deputy Minister: The Hon Lucy Nkya
Ministry for Communication, Science and Technology: POB 2645,
Dar es Salaam. Tel: +255 22 2111254/57. Fax: +255 22 2112533.
Website: www.msthe.go.tz. Email: msthe@msthe.go.tz
Minister: Prof. the Hon Peter Mahmoud Msolla
Deputy Minister: The Hon Dr Maua Abeid Daftari
Ministry of Defence and National Service: POB 9423, Dar es
Salaam. Tel: +255 22 2150556
Minister: The Hon Hussein Ali Mwinyi
Deputy Minister: The Hon Dr Emmanuel John Nchimbi
Ministry of East African Co-operation: POB 9280, Dar es Salaam.
Tel: +255 22 2126827, +255 22 2126830. Fax: +255 22 2126651
Minister: The Hon Dr Diodorus Buberwa Kamala
Deputy Minister: The Hon Mohamed Aboud
Ministry of Education and Vocational Training: POB 9121, Dar es
Salaam. Tel: +255 22 2120403, +255 22 2120412. Fax: +255 22 2113271.
Website: www.moe.go.tz. Email: psmoevt@moe.go.tz
Minister: Prof. the Hon Jumanne Abdallah Maghembe
Deputy Ministers: The Hon Mwantumu Bakari Mahiza, The Hon
Gaudensia Mugosi Kabaka 
Ministry of Energy and Minerals: POB 2000, Dar es Salaam. 
Tel: +255 22 2117156
Minister: The Hon William Ngeleje
Deputy Minister: The Hon Adam Malima 
Ministry of Finance: POB 9111, Dar es Salaam. 
Tel: +255 22 2111174/76. Fax: +255 22 2110326. Website: www.mof.go.tz
Minister: The Hon Mustafa Mkuro
Deputy Ministers: The Hon Jeremiah Sumari, The Hon Omar Yusuff
Mzee 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Co operation: POB
9000, Dar es Salaam. Tel: + 255 22 2111906/07
Minister: The Hon Bernard Kamillius Membe
Deputy Minister: The Hon Seif Ali Iddi
Ministry of Health and Social Welfare: POB 9083, Dar es Salaam.
Tel: +255 22 2120261/67. Fax: +255 22 2139951. 
Email: moh@moh.go.tz
Minister: Prof. the Hon David Homeli Mwakyusa
Deputy Minister: The Hon Dr Aisha Omar Kigoda
Ministry of Home Affairs: POB 9223, Dar es Salaam. 
Tel: +255 22 2112036. Fax: +255 22 2119050
Website: www.moha.go.tz. Email: permsec@moha.go.tz
Minister: The Hon Lawrence Kego Masha
Deputy Minister: The Hon Khamis Sued Kagasheki 
Ministry of Industry, Trade and Marketing: POB 9503, Dar es
Salaam. Tel: +255 22 2180075, +255 22 2182845
Minister: The Hon Dr Mary Nagu
Deputy Minister: The Hon Dr Cyril Chami
Ministry of Information, Culture and Sports: Dar es Salaam. 
Tel: +255 22 2116669. Website: www.hum.go.tz
Minister: The Hon George Mkuchika
Deputy Minister: The Hon Joel Nkaya Bendera
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Ministry of Infrastructure Development: POB 9144, Dar es
Salaam. Tel: +255 22 2122268. Fax: +255 22 2122079
Minister: The Hon Dr Shukuru Jumanne Kawambwa
Deputy Minister: The Hon Hezekiah Ndahani Chibulunje
Ministry of Justice and Constitutional Affairs: POB 9050, Dar es
Salaam. Tel: +255 22 2111895. Fax: +255 22 2113236
Minister: The Hon Mathias Meinrad Chikawe
Ministry for Labour, Employment and Youth Development: POB
1422, Dar es Salaam. Tel: +255 22 2110218/19. 
Fax: +255 22 229409
Minister: Prof. the Hon Juma Athumani Kapuya
Deputy Minister: The Hon Dr Milton Makongoro Mahanga
Ministry of Lands, Housing and Human Settlements
Development: POB 9132, Dar es Salaam. Tel: +255 22 2121241/49. 
Fax: +255 22 2124576. Website: www.ardhi.go.tz
Minister: The Hon (Captain) John Zefania Chiligati
Ministry of Livestock and Fisheries Development: POB 9152, Dar
es Salaam. Tel: +255 22 2861910. Fax: +255 22 2861908. 
Website: www.mifugo.go.tz
Minister: The Hon John Pombe Joseph Magufuli
Deputy Minister: The Hon Dr James Mwanka Wanyancha
Ministry of Natural Resources and Tourism: POB 9372, Dar es
Salaam. Tel: +255 22 2111061/64. Fax: +255 22 2120604. 
Email: mipango@mnrt.org
Minister: The Hon Shamsa Mwangunga
Deputy Minister: The Hon Ezekiel Maige
Ministry of Water and Irrigation: POB 456, Dar es Salaam. 
Tel: +255 22 2333619
Minister: Prof. the Hon Mark James Mwandosya
Deputy Minister: The Hon Christopher Chiza

Vanuatu 

HEAD OF STATE
President: HE Mr Kalkot Matas Kelekele, Office of the President,
PMB 9100, Port Vila. Tel: +678 23055. Fax: +678 26693

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
Prime Minister: The Hon Ham Lini Vanuaroroa, Office of the
Prime Minister, PMB 9053, Port Vila. Tel: +678 22413. 
Fax: +678 26301
Deputy Prime Minister: The Hon Edward Natapei (also holds
Cabinet portfolio for Infrastructure and Public Utilities)
Director-General, Office of the Prime Minister: Mr Jean Sese. 
PMB 9053, Port Vila. 
Tel: +678 22413. Fax: +678 22863

MINISTRIES
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries: PMB 9039, Port
Vila. Tel: +678 23406. Fax: +678 26498
Minister: The Hon Donna Browney
Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Tourism: PMB 9056, Port
Vila. Tel: +678 25674. Fax: +678 25677
Minister: The Hon James Bule
Ministry of Education: PMB 9028, Port Vila. Tel: +678 22309. 
Fax: +678 24569
Minister: The Hon Leinavo Tasso
Ministry of Finance and Economic Management: PMB 9058, Port
Vila. Tel: +678 23032. Fax: +678 27937
Minister: The Hon Willy Jimmy Tapangararua
Ministry of Foreign Affairs: PMB 0051, Port Vila. Tel: +678 27045.
Fax: +678 26745. 
Minister and Deputy Prime Minister: The Hon Georges Andre
Wells
Ministry of Health: PMB 9042, Port Vila. Tel: +678 22545. 
Fax: +678 26113
Minister: The Hon Morking Stevens Iatika
Ministry for Infrastructure and Public Utilities: PMB 9057, Port
Vila. Tel: 678 22790. Fax: +678 27714
Minister: The Hon Edward Nipake Natapeï (is also the Deputy
Prime Minister)
Ministry for Internal Affairs: PMB 9036, Port Vila. Tel: +678 22252.
Fax: +678 27064
Minister: The Hon Joe Natuman
Ministry of Justice and Social Welfare: PMB 9088, Port Vila. 
Tel: +678 25816. Fax: +678 25815 Minister: The Hon Joshua
Kalsakau

Ministry of Lands, Geology and Mines: PMB 9007, Port Vila. 
Tel: +678 23105. Fax: +678 25165 
Minister: The Hon Maxime Carlot Korman
Minister for Ni-Vanuatu Business: PMB 9056, Port Vila. 
Tel: +678 26220. Fax: +678 25677
Minister for Co-operatives and Ni-Vanuatu Business: The Hon
Judah Isaac
Ministry for Sports and Youth Development: PMB 9006, Port Vila.
Tel: +678 25298. Fax: +678 26879
Minister: The Hon Roro Sambo

Zambia

HEAD OF STATE
President: HE Mr Levy Patrick Mwanawasa, SC

HEAD OF GOVERNMENT
President: HE Mr Levy Patrick Mwanawasa, SC, Office of the
President, State House, POB 30208, Lusaka. Tel: +260 1 252752,
+260 1 266 503 
Vice-President: The Hon Rupiah Banda, MP, Office of the Vice-
President, State House POB 30208, Lusaka. Tel: +260 1 251211,
+260 1 252732, +260 1 252752
Cabinet Secretary: Dr Joshua L Kanganja, Cabinet Office, POB
30208, Lusaka. Tel: +260 1 253476, +260 1 251043

MINISTRIES
Office of the President: State House, POB 30208, Lusaka. 
Tel: +260 1 235969, +260 1 235102
Minister for Gender and Women in Development: The Hon Patricia
Mulasikwanda, MP
Ministry of Agriculture and Co-operatives: Mulungushi House,
Independence Avenue, Nationalist Rd, POB RW 50291, Lusaka. 
Tel: +260 1 254661
Minister: The Hon Ben Kapita, MP
Ministry of Commerce, Trade and Industry: Kwacha Annex, Cairo
Road, POB 31968, Lusaka. 
Tel: +260 1 226727
Minister: The Hon Felix C Mutati, MP
Ministry of Communications and Transport: Fairley Road, POB
RW50065, Lusaka. 
Tel: +260 1 253530
Minister: The Hon Sarah Sayifwanda, MP
Ministry of Community Development and Social Services: Lusaka.
Tel: +260 1 223319, +260 1 221821
Minister: The Hon Catherine Namugala, MP
Ministry of Defence: POB 31981, Lusaka. 
Tel: +260 1 254133
Minister: The Hon George Mpombo, MP
Ministry of Education: POB RW50093, Lusaka. 
Tel: +260 1 250558
Minister: Prof. the Hon G Lungwangwa, MP
Ministry of Energy and Water Development: POB 51254, Lusaka.
Tel: +260 1 254636
Minister: The Hon Kenneth Konga, MP
Ministry of Finance and National Planning: Finance Building, POB
RW50062, Lusaka. 
Tel: +260 1 254263, +260 1 250481. 
Fax: +260 1 250501
Minister: The Hon Ng'andu P Magande, MP
Ministry of Foreign Affairs: POB RW50069, Lusaka. 
Tel: +260 1 253427
Minister: The Hon Kabinga Pande, MP
Ministry of Health: Woodgate House (1st and 2nd Floors), Cairo
Road, POB 30205, Lusaka. 
Tel: +260 1 253882. 
Minister: Brig.-Gen The Hon Dr Brian Chituwo, MP
Ministry of Home Affairs: POB 32862, Lusaka. 
Tel: +260 1 253454, +260 1 257240
Minister: The Hon Lt.-Gen (Rtd.) R Shikapwasha, MP
Ministry of Information and Broadcasting Services: Independence
Avenue, POB RW51025, Lusaka. 
Tel: +260 1 251766, +260 1 253965
Minister: The Hon Mike Mulongoti, MP
Ministry of Justice: Fairley Road, Off Government Road, Ridgway
Area, POB 50106, Lusaka. 
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Tel: +260 1 253509
Minister: The Hon George Kunda, SC, MP
Ministry of Labour and Social Security: Lechwe House, Freedom
Way, POB 32186, Lusaka. 
Tel: +260 1 221771, +260 1 223782
Minister: The Hon R Mukuma, MP
Ministry of Lands: Mulungushi House, Independence Avenue,
Nationalist Road, POB 30055, Lusaka. 
Tel: +260 1 250186
Minister: The Hon Bradford Machila, MP
Ministry of Local Government and Housing: POB 50027, Lusaka.
Tel: +260 1 253498
Minister: The Hon Sylvia T Masebo, MP
Ministry of Mines and Minerals Development: Chilufya Mulenga
Road, POB 31939, Lusaka. 
Tel: +260 2 235317, +260 1 235334/35
Minister: The Hon Dr Kalombo T Mwansa, MP

Ministry of Science, Technology and Vocational Training: POB
50464, Lusaka. 
Tel: +260 1 252104, +260 1 252110
Minister: The Hon Peter Daka, MP
Ministry of Sport, Youth and Child Development: Mulungushi
House, Independence Avenue, Nationalist Road, POB 50195,
Lusaka. 
Tel: +260 1 229348, + 260 1 223979
Minister: The Hon Gabriel Namulambe, MP
Ministry of Tourism, Environment and Natural Resources: Electra
House, Cairo Road, POB 30575, Lusaka. 
Tel: +260 1 225463, +260 1 223301
Minister: The Hon Michael Kaingu, MP 
Ministry of Works and Supply: Block 28, Independence Ave, POB
RW50236, Lusaka. 
Tel: + 260 1 253887, +260 1 251562
Minister: The Hon Kapembwa Simbao, MP
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The
Commonwealth

The Commonwealth comprises 53
nations around the globe. It spans
from the Americas to the Caribbean,
Europe, Africa, Asia and the Pacific.

Commonwealth Secretariat
Communications and Public Affairs Division

Marlborough House
Pall Mall, London SW1Y 5HX

United Kingdom

Telephone: +44 (0) 20 7747 6385/86
Fax: +44 (0) 20 7839 9081

Email: info@commonwealth.int

Website: www.thecommonwealth.org

An association of 53 
independent states
working together in the
common interests of their
citizens for development,
democracy and peace.
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The flags illustrated are stylised representations and
neither the proportions nor the colours are guaranteed
true. Map credit: ComSec Map in Minutes (TM) July 2005














